


FOREWORD 

It is with much gratitude that the results of this study are hereby 
presented. While it would be impossible and perhaps superfluous to 
mention every single body or individual, whether relative, friend or 
even complete stranger who at some stage or other had rendered assistance 
in one or more ways, indeed, sometimes invaluable assistance, a few 

· instances should be singled out. 

In the first place financial assistance from the Human Sciences Research 
Council towards the cost of the research for this study is hereby grate= 
fully ac knowledged. Notwithstanding this, opinions expressed in this 
work or conclusions arrived at are those of the author and should in no 
way be regarded as representing the opinions or conclusions of the Human 
Sciences Research Council. 

To my promoter, prof. NJ Smith sincere thanks is due for patience, help 
and guidance rendered over the considerable length of time it took to com= 
plete the study, particularly as this involved communicating over long 
distances. Likewise acknowledgement is due to the internal examiner, 
prof. E Brown , as we'l as the external examiner, emeritus professor Bengt 
Sundkler of the University of Ui::µsala, Sweden for their valuable and 
essential share in finalising this work. In additio~the author cannot 
but mention the name of emeritus professor WJ van der Merwe under whom 
preparations for this study were initially begun and whose encouragement 
and concern motivated the decision to undertake it. 

Acknowledgement is also due to the Synod of Nkhoma of the Church of Central 
Africa, Presbyterian in Malawi and to the General Mission Committee of 
the Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa for permission to consult a wide 
variety of documentary materials either in their possession or housed 
respectively in the Malawi National Archives, Zomba, and the Archives of 
the Dutch Reformed Church in Cape Town. The staff of both these Archives 
also rendered every possible assistance, especially in Cape Town where 
many months were spent in research. 

It is sincerely hoped that this work will be of value, not only by contri= 
buting, albeit in a small way, to the study of the history of the Church 
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in Africa, but also more particularly in fulfilling in a long-felt 
need of making available a history of this particular Church whiCh 
grew out of the work of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission in Malawi. 

Lusaka, Zambia, 
August 1980. 
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vif f 
PREFACE 

he decision to undertake this study was taken in response to a long-felt 
and often expressed need for producing a systematic and comprehensive 
history of the Synod of Nkhoma and of the Mission of the Dutch Reformed 
Church in South Africa in Malawi out of whose work it has grown. Although 
a number of earlier publications have appeared, these deal mainly with 
the work of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission as such, cover only the 
earlier years of the history of the Mission, are written in a more popu= 
lar style, and are all written in either Dutch or in Afrikaans, except one 
translated work, a biography. 1) Otherwise, very little has to date 
appeared in English on this Church, with the result that in its own 
country, Malawi, historians and others interested in its history have 
very little to go by. The problem is aggravated by the fact that in 
virtue of the Dutch Reformed Church being an Afri kaans-speaking Church, 
by far the most of the archival materials, i.e. correspondence, reports, 
minutes of Home Committees and of the Mission Council and other publi= 
cations are written in Afrikaans or, initially , Dutch. Again, the Nkhoma 
Synod's own source materials, i .e. minutes of Church courts, correspondence 
and other documents are mostly wri tten in Chewa, which is its official 
language. 

Another problem, common to virtually all young Churches in Africa which 
have grown out of the Mission work of foreign Churches, is that much of 
such documentary material, so essential in a research of this nature, was 
sooner of later removed to the Home Base for archival storage. In the 
case of Nkhoma Synod very extensive and comprehens i ve records are housed 
in the DRC Archives in Cape Town, 2) although a f~ir amount of material 
ts also housed in the Malawi National Archives in Zomba under the name 
of Nkh~'lll Synod. 3) 

The opportunity of serving for eight years .under the Synod of Nkhoma made 

1. "" Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland. For further literature 
see Bibliography. 

2. The archives for the DRCM in Malawi have been very well sorted and 
classified and consist of over 100 bulky f i les, apart from a number 
of personal collections and ot her records such as minutes of Home 
Committees as well as more general materials . 

3. These are fairly well sorted into 40 boxes (1976), but there is 
an obvious need for someone conversant with Afrikaans to classify 
the records more fully. 
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1t possible for the author to become well aquainted with this Church and 
with the country, so that when a suitable occasion presented itself in 
1973 it was decided to embark upon this study. The real preparation for 
writing took place during 1974 and the first half of 1975. All available 
literature, books, pamphlets, magazines and other published and unpublished 
records concerning the topic were studied, both from private libraries 
and from the library of the Theological Seminary, Stellenbosch. Extensive 
research was furthermore conducted over a period of about five months in 
the Archives of the DRC in Cape Town. At the same time all available 
minutes, reports and other documents pertaining to all bodies concerned 
w,ere carefully studied. 4) 

After taking up an appointment with the Reformed Church in Zambia and 
moving to Lusaka in 1975. several short visits could be made to Malawi 
during the next year or two in which some interviews were conducted, but 
mainly with the purpose of doing research in the National Archives. 

The actual writing of the dissertation could only begin during the second 
half of 1978 when an extended leave made it possible for the major part 
of the work to be completed. The remaining part was completed while at 
Lusaka during 1979 and 1980. 

The findings are presented in si x chapters. The first chapter is of an 
introductory nature, giving a geog raphical and ethno-historiographical 
survey of the country, followed by a brief historical review of the 
older Christian Missions in the country and the Churches which developed 
from their work. 

In order to gain proper perspective and for the necessary background as 
well as for the sake of placing its history on record, the second and 
third chapters deal rather extensively with the history of the DRCM in 
Malawi, beginning with a survey of the DRC and its missionary work in 
general. The second chapter further deals more particularly with the 
establishing, growth and work of the DRCM in Malawi from 1889 up to 1962. 
Extension of its work into certain other countries is briefly dealt with 
and the chapter concludes with some observations on the relationship 

4. See Bibliography for a detailed list of such records. 

I 

ix 
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x 

between the ORCM and the traditional leaders of the people on the one 
hand and the Colonial Government on the other hand. The third chapter 
deals more particularly with different aspects of the work of the DRQf 
in relation to the concept of the so-called "Comprehensive Approach" 
in mission work. 

Both these chapters conduct the survey up to 1962 in which year the 
DRCM ceased to exist as an official and independent body in Malawi and 
the Synod of Nkhoma took over all property formerly held by the Mission 
and assumed full responsibility for all the work. The DRC was henceforth 
to work in partnership with the Synod of Nkhoma. 

While it was endeavoured, wherever relevant, to relate the work of the 
DRCM to the Church which was developing out of this work, the real study 
of the history and growth of this Church follows in the last part and 
fonns the subject of chapters four, five and six. Chapter four reverts to 
the very beginning and traces the origin and early development of the 
Church from its inception, through the period in which it functioned under 
a Council of Congregations, up to the stage when the first men were ordained 
to the ministry and the Church was established as a constituent Presbytery 
under the Synod of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian in 1926. 

Chapter five deals with the growth and development of the Church between 
1926 and 1962, during which period it functioned largely under the 
guidance o~ the DRCM while progressing towards the stage when it would 
take over the work of the Missi0n as a fully autonomous Church. 

The last chapter consists firstly of a review of the relationship between 
Nkhoma and the CCAP and the developments which culminated in 1956 in the 
former Presbyteries becoming Synods under a General Synod. This in turn 
opened the way for Nkhoma Synod to enter the fiTial phase towards assuming 
full responsibility as an autonomous Church. The second part of this 
chapter deals with facets of this final stage and the negotiations which 
took place between the Synod and the DRC concerning this matter. 

In a final paragraph certain observations are made, by way of conclusion, 
concerning the DRCM and the Church which grew out of its work. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTORY SURVEY OF MALAWI 

1. General 

1. 1 Geographical review 

Lying roughly between ten and seventeen degrees south of the equator, 
Malawi is a small, landlocked country, a long, narrow strip of land, lying 
from north to south and bounded by Zambia to the west, Tanzania to the 
north and Mozambique to the south. In fact, the entire southern part of 
the country is surrounded by Mozambique and for many years its only rail 
route to the sea was southwards to the Zambezi and on to the port of Beira. 
In 1970 another single track line to Nayuci on the Mozambique border was 
completed. This line linked the country's rail system to the port of Nacala, 
also in Mozambique. Nacala has established itself as a more convenient 
outlet for Malawi's goods. 1) 

Altogether Malawi is about 520 miles long, varying in width from 50 to 100 
miles. Its most outstanding feature is Lake Malawi which, at 8 900 square 
miles comprises nearly one fifth of the total area of Malawi (45 747 square 
miles). At 355 miles long and from 10 to 50 miles wide, the Lake is Africa's 
third largest and eleventh largest in the world. 2) It reaches a depth of 
over 2 000 feet (600 metres). 3) It contains 220 species of fish and the 
majority of these cccur nowhere else in the world. 4) Although much of the 
economic and agricultural development in Malawi has in the past been in areas 
away from the Lake, more and more attention is today being paid to the 
development potentials of the Lake itself and its surrounding areas. The 

l, Department of Information: The year in review, p. 18. 

:l, Ibid., p. 3. 

3. Africa Institute: Africa at a glance, no. 9: Malawi, p. 1. 

4. EL Williams: Malawi, profile of an in-between country (Optima, 
September 1972, p. I I 2). 
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construction of the 534 mile Lakesnore road, from Mangoche in the south 
right to Karonga in the north will further stimulate development. The Lake 
and its outlet, the Shire River has an altitude of 1 550 feet. Starting at 
Matope, the Shire flows through a series of falls and rapids to an altitude 
of 140 feet at Chikwawa. Several hydro-electric schemes, notably at Nkula 
falls (24 MW) and at Tedzani falls (20 MW) have been established on this 
part of the Shire and provide for most of the country's requirements. A 
second project at Tedzani is to provide a further 20 MW, while plans have 
been made to construct five more 18 MW machines at Nku1a falls. 5) From 
Chikwawa the Shire drops only by 30 feet to 110 feet at the southern border 
more than a hundred miles further on. 6) Whereas the Lake lies in the Great 
Rift Valley, much of the rest of the land is considerably higher in altitude 
with fertile plateal)(at 3 000 to 4 000 feet, rising to several thousand feet 
higher on the mountain plateaux. The highest of these, the Nyika plateau 
in the north lies at over 7 GOO feet, with its highest peak at 8 551 feet. 
The highest mountain however is found in the south where Mulanje mountain 
towers over the surrounding plains and reaches a height of 9 843 feet. 71 
Here around Mulanje the highest annual rainfall is registered, namely between 
90 and 130 inches (2 250 and 3 250 mm). The country as a whole is divided 
into seven rainfall regions, varying from parts v1hich have an annual rain= 
fall of 30 to 40 inches to those in the vicinity of Mount Mulanje mentioned 
above. 8) 

The country is divided into three Regions, namely the So~thern Region (12 234 
square miles), the Central Region (13 714 square miles) and the Northern 
Region ( 10 376 square mil es). These three Regions vary considerably as far 
as population density is concerned. Respectively it is 169, 108 and 48 per 
square mile. The country as a v1hole has a population density of lll persons 
per square mile. 91 These figures are based on the 1966 census which fi xed 
the total population at 4 042 412 of which 4 023 193 were Africans, 7 046 
Europeans and 10 880 Asians. The remaining l 293 persons were classified as 

5. Department of Informa tion: The year in review, p. 20. 

6. A. MacGregor Hutc h eson (Editori a l Adviser): Atlas for Ma lawi, p. 5. 

7. Ibid., p. 11. 

8. Africa at a glance, op. cit., p. 1. 

9. Department of Inf orma tion: The year in review, p. 4, 15. 
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'others'. At that time the growth rate was estimated to be 3,3% per year 
so that the projected figure for 1975 was 5 410 000.ll) In fact, a population 
change survey conducted in 1970-72 revealed that population growth then stood 
at 2,6% per year, so that by mid 1976 the population was estimated to have 
reached 5 175 000. 12 ) With its density of 111 per square mile, Malawi is 
rated the fourth most densely populated country in Africa, after Ruanda 
{270), Burundi (237), and Nigeria (150). By comparison, 13 ) in 1966 Zambia 
was stated to have a density of twelve per square mile, Zimbabwe 25, 
Mozambique 22, Tanzania 25, and South Africa 35. 14 ) The most densely popula= 
ted area is the Chiradzulu di s trict, to the north-east of Blantyre, with 
481 persons per square mile. The agriculturally rich Lilongwe district in 
the Central Region has a density of 211 . 15 ) Some 92% of the population 
live in traditional villages and only 5% in what can be called urban areas. 
Only Blantyre (v1hich includes Limbe), Zomba and Lilongv1e really provide 
an element of urban living . It is estimated that not more than 2,8% of 
the population can be regarded as disassociated from rural living in their 
day to day lives. In 1966 the four largest urban centres were Blantyre 
(109 795), Zomba (19 616), Lilongwe (19 176) and Mzuzu (8 176). 16 ) With 
the establishing of the nation's new capital at Lilongwe, its population 
increased tremendously. By 1975 it was estimated to be 102 000 (more than 
five times higher than in 1966), 1~hile that of Blantyre had risen to an 
estimated 193 000. Zomba hov1ever, had hardly changed, reaching an estima= 
ted 22 500 while Mzuzu's population had r isen to 14 675. 

The moving of the new capita 1 to Lilongwe, the construction of which was 
begun in 1969, has not only halted the lopsided economic and i ndustrial 
development which had been taking place mainly ~n the Southern Region, but 
has also given new stimulus for developme nt in the Central and Northern 
Regions with the provision of a better infra-structure. It has also halted 
the southward migration of the population. 17 ) 

11. Ibid., p. 4. 

12. Dep t. of Informat ion: The year in review, p. 3. 

13. Cf. FE Read: Malawi land of promise, p. JS. 

14. Thirty year s earlier Malawi had a population density of 42,6; Zambia 4,7; 
and South Africa 20,3 (see JM Cronje: En daar was li g , p. 37). 

15. National Statistical Office: Malawi Population Census, op.cit., Table V. 

16. Ibid., p. 7 and Table IV. 

17. Dept. of Information: The ye~r in review, p. 4. 

3 
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The economy of Malawi has, by and large, always depended almost entirely upon 
agriculture. Ho~1ever, the development of the country prior to independence was 
of a relatively low rate. In 1964 total exports amounted to twenty-three million 
kwacha of which tobacco and tea comprised over fifteen million kwacha. 18 ) 
During the early Colonial era, ivory, coffee and rubber took the lead, with 
tobacco becoming the major earner of foreign exchange during the first decades 
of the century, follo\'1ed by cotton and tea. These three commodities remained 
important export items throughout. 19 ) The major agri cultural product of the 
country hmvever, is maize, grown on 75% of the land under culti vation but most 
of it is consumed locally. 

Hith the attainment of independent status, Ma 1 awi entered into a new economic 
period, 20) with tremendous development taking place in all economic and indus= 
trial spheres. Per capita income had reached K36 in 1966, more than double 
the figure of five years earlier. Domestic exports ro5e from K23 000 000 in 
1964 to nearly K136 000 000 in 197621 ) while all agricultural products increased. 
The following table gives an indication of the increase in agricultural produc= 
tion. 22 ) 

TABLE l: 

Crop 

INCREASE IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 1964 TO 1976. 

1964 
Tobacco (million lb.) 
Tea (made tea-million lb.) 
Sugar ('000 shor t ton) 
Groundnuts+ 
Seed Cotton+ 
Maize+ 
Pulses+ 
Paddy rice+ 
+ Admarc purchases {1000 short tons) 

18. Ibid., p. 16. 

33, 1 
27,3 

19,5 

14,9 

30,8 
16,8 
3,7 

1976 
80,9 
62,4 

94,7 

35,9 
19,7 
71,5 

18,8 
27,0 

19. See CA Baker: Ma lawi's exports: an econom i c history (in Smith, Pachai 
and Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and present, pp. 88-11 3) . 

20. Ibid., p. 106. 

21. Iept. of Information: The yea r in rev iew, p. 16 ;CCA 55 15/6/11/ 8 Annua l 
general report 1966. 

22. Ibid., p. 8-10 f or fi gures in the f ollowi ng Tabl e and subseque nt p a r~ gr aph s . 
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For 1976 is was estimated that agriculture contributed more than 46% of the 
Gross Domestic Product while agricultural produce accounted for more than 
94% of total exports. There are almost 6,6 million acres of arable land 
altogether. Sugar has become the third largest export earner after produc= 
tion was started only in 1965. Other important industries are fishing and 
forestry. Timber is produced in differen t parts of the country, while the 
Viphya Pulp and Paper project is to produce 150 000 tons of dry pulp a year. 

The manufacturing sector in Malawi is still small, but has expanded at an 
average rate of 13% per annum since independence bringing about a reduction 
of imported consumer goods from 49% of the total imports in 1964 to 30% in 
1976. 23 ) The Malawi Development Corporation established in 196424 ) is the 
mainstay behind most of the country's development. By the end of 1976 it 

had a share capital of K3,51 million and had invested more than Kl2 million 
in a variety of manufac turing enterprises. 

1.2 The People of Malawi 

The early history of Malawi car. be characterised in three broad periods: 
the pre-Bantu period, the pro to-Bantu period and the Bantu period. 25 ) 

The pre-Bantu period covers man's existence from the earliest times . 
Various stone-age sites have been excava ted in Malawi. The inhabitants were 
of pigmoi d origin, though apparently slightly larger than the Bushman 
(or San), and. were basically a hunting people. In Malawi various names 
are used to describe them, such as Abab1a , Akafula and others. Early Por= 
tuguese 
latitude 

writers tell of finding Bushmen on roughly the fourteenth degree 
i e. the southern end of Lake tla l awi . 26 ) 

23 . Ibid., p. 13. 

24. For a r eview of the Ma l awi Deve lopme n t Corpora tion see Malawi: ten years 
of Progress (reprinted f r om : Progress International, February 1974, 
pp. 15-17). 

25. See B Pachai : Malawi: The history of the nati on, ch a pters 1 to 3, pp. 
lff. from which most of the material for this paragraph has been taken. 

26. AL Hofmeyr: n e t l and langs het me e r, p. 19. 

5 
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Ro1:nd about 1300 AD the first of a series of Bantu invasions took place. 
Coming originally from West Africa27 ) and from the shores of Lake Tanganyika 
they either killed, displaced or absorbed the Akafula. These proto-Bantu 
or pre-Mara vi migrants moved southwards with their cattle, some settling in 
Malawi, others crossing the Zambezi. 

By the 16th century AD most of central and southern Malawi was settled by 
Bantu speakers. They fonned part of a widely settled corrrnunity of Maravi 
peoples~8 )The Maravi empire gradually dispersed as more and more subdivisions 
took place. In this decentralisation we find the origin of tribal names 
such as Chewa, Mang 1anja, Nyanja, Chipeta, Nsenga, Chikunda, Mbo, Ntumba and 
Zimba. These are merely regional or geographical designations of people who 
belonged to the same cultural and language group. Of these the Chewa are 
numerically the strongest, and Chichewa is regarded as the main language of 
the Maravi. 29 ) 

Meanwhile, in what is now northern Malawi, a great number of more or less 
related tribal groups were formed, their ancestors arriving in Malawi over 
five hundred years ago. Dominant amongst them were the Tumbuka and the Tonga 
peoples who developed their own languages, cultures, political and econom'ic 
histories. 

However, two more major invasions were still to take place, disrupting and 
changing much of the tribal structure of Malawi. These were the Yao invasions 
coming from the east coast of Africa, especially the Rovuma river area, and 
the Ngoni invasions originating from Natal in South Africa. Both invasions 
took place during the nineteenth century. During the same period the Arabs 
from the east coast moved in tov1ards Malavii and the slave trade began to 
develop to an almost unbelievable extent. 

27. EL Williams: Malawi, Profile of an in-betw~en country (Optima, Sept. 1972, 
p. 11 2). 

28. For a discussion of the meaning of the word Maravi and the identity of the 
Maravi see J!-1 Schoffeleers: The meaning and use of the name Mala"•i in oral 
traditions and precolonial documents (in B Pachai (Ed.): The early history 
of Malawi, pp. 9lff). See also further articles on early and pre-colonial 
history of Malawi in same collection 

·29, On 21 September 1968 the Government of Malawi proclaimed Chichewa as one 
of its two official languages, the other being English. 
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Long before the Yao30> moved into Malawi, they were already established 
traders. By the mid-nineteenth century they began to settle in Malawi, 
mainly around the Lakeshore and by the l860s most of them were trading 
in slaves, acting as middle men between slave trading tribes to the west 
and the Arabs east of the Lake. The Yao worked in close co-operation with 
the Arabs, more correctly, Afro-Arabs. These were the descendants of what 
were originally Persian and Arabian coastal settlements. As far back as 
975 AD a prince from Persia with his six sons settled on the coast of 
East Africa trading and intermarrying with the Africans. Swahili, the 
trade language of East Africa, is one of the products of their presence. 31 ) 

After the coming of the Portuguese as well as the Arab 'Uman (Oman) Dynasty, 
one of whose rulers, Sa'id ibn Sultan (died 1856), 32 ) built his capital at 
Zanzibar in 1832, trade in ivory and slaves (as the carrying medium) began 
to strike further inland. Swahili Arabs or Arabised Africans were already 
in Mala~li by the middle of the nineteenth century, with such well-known 
potentates as Jumbe Salim bin Abdallah establishing himself in the 1840s 
at Nkhota Kota and building up a flourishing trade both east~1ard and ~1estward. 

The Jumbes ruled for half a century before the establishment of British 
rule. Amongst others, the Jumbe dynasty succeeded in introducing aspects 
of Islamic culture into ~alawi which spread rapidly mainly amongst the Yao 
people. Yao Islam's real spread accompanied and followed the dominance 
of colonial powers. 33 ) This corroborates with what Sir Alfred Sharpe, 
governor of Nyasaland, wrote in 1910: 34 ) 

Twenty years ago when I first came to know Nyasaland, 
Muh~rrmedanism was almost non-existent except at one or 
two spots where it had been brought in by Arabs. Since 
then, it has spread greatly, particularly during the past 
eight or ten years. The Yao are the tribe ~1ho have adopted 
Moslem teaching mostly. On the other hand among the Yao to 
the west of Lake Ny as a, there is hardly any Mohammedanism ... , 
All through Yaoland, that is to say from Lake Nyasa to the 
east coast there is in every village a mosque and a Moslem 
trader. 

30. Cf. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, pp. SOff. 

31. Ibid., p. 41. 

32. JS Trimmingham: The influence of Islam upon Africa, p. 32. 

33. Ibid, 

34. Quoted by B Pachai: Malawi: The history of th e nation, p. 49. 
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Since then Islam has continued to spread amongst the Yao also south and west 
of the Lake.aided by the Islamic influence of the Jumbe dynasty, so that 
today a considerable percentage of the Lakeshore population is Muslim. 
During the 1960s local informants in the Salima area said that at least 
half of the non-Christian population was Muslim, while in some of the large 
villages it was found that Muslims made up at least 95% of the inhabitants. 
Of the entire population 17% are Muslim, as against 23% Christians. 35 ) 

Apart from Nkhota Kota, Swahili Arab presence also came to northern Malawi, 
notably in the person of a trader by the name of Mlozi. He settled at 
the present Karonga in the 1880s and soon tension and rivalry erupted 
between the slaver and another trading interest which arrived about the 
same time. This was the African Lakes Corporation, then known as the 
Livingstonia Central Africa Company Ltd. It was formed in Glasgow on 21 
June 1878 and opened a branch at Karonga in 1884 under Monteith Fotheringham. 36 ) 

The horror and extent of slave trading in Central and East Africa during 
the middle and second half of the nineteenth century led David Livingstone 
to speak of the "open sore of Africa". Almost unbelievable savagery marked 
the bitter years of the slave trade as slaving parties spread fear all 
around the Lake. The road from the south of the Lake to Nkhota Kota 
became Central Africa's road of suffering and despair, it's Via Dolorosa. 
For some years at least, 10 000 slaves were annuany shipped by dhow across 
the Lake. 37) Fred Moir, joint manager of the African Lakes Corporation 
describes a slave ~aravan which he observed at Kasakalawa in about 1883 when 
he calculated that the slaves, chained and roped together in groups, 
carrying loads of ivory, food or camping gear, numbered three or four 
thousand. 38 Ac Murray, the first missionary of the Dutch Reformed Church from 
South Africa, relates how in 1888 he and some companions tr~velled 

through Wankonde (Ngonde) country which was then prosperous and well populated~9 ) 

35. Nuusbrief uit Malawi:, June 1967. 

36. FLM Moir: After Livingstone, pp. 7-8. 

37. EL Williams: Malawi Profile of an in-between country (Optima, Sept. 1972, 
P• 112). 

38. FLM Moir: After Livingstone, pp. 82-85. 

39. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen aldaar, p. 122. 
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Upon passing through the same area shortly afterwards, they found several of 
the large and prosperous Ngonde villages totally destroyed by the Arabs. 
Where formerly everything was life and happiness, where they had been 
amicably received and amply supplied with milk, they now found nothing but 
burnt down huts and remnants of destroyed gardens and cattle enclosures. 40 ) 
Elsewhere41 ) he refers to Deep Bay {Chilumba) from where it was estimated 
that five thousand slaves were being shipped across the Lake annually. 

Pressure of missionaries and the trouble the African Lakes Corporation was 
experiencing, led to an attempted treaty with Mlozi in 1889 by Harry Johnston 
the British Consulate at Mozambique. The treaty failed, as did another 
attempt by Johnston in 1895 to negotiate, with the result that a large 
force was sent to Karonga in November 1895. Mlozi was captured, tried and 
hanged in December 1895. 42 ) Within a few years all slaving act;-vities in 
the country 1·1ere virtually brought to an end. 

The last invading group to appear on the scene also deeply influenced the 
life and history of the people of Malawi~ 3 )These new-comers ~1ere a number of 
factions of the Ngoni migration which took place between the 1820s and the 
1860s and traversed almost half a continent from Natal in South Africa to 
Lake Victoria in Central Africa. Finally the majority of the various Ngoni 
groups settled in Malawi and eastP.rn Zambia. The main group, under Zwangendaba, 
seeking to flee the ravages of the Zulu king, Shaka, left North Zululand 
shortly after 1820, gradually moving northwards and assimilating various 
groups as they went. On 19 November 1835, the day of a solar eclipse, 44 ) 
they crossed the Zambezi and moved up through Malawi, never staying for more 
than a few years at one place. When Zwangendaba died in 1848 they 

9 

40. For other refe rences to slavery and incidents of slavery see ibid.,pp. 22ff., 
102f, 109f, llO, 14lf, 146, 147-8, 169, 169, 208 , 220, 224-5, 228, 242ff, 
etc. Prof. H Drunnnond in his book Tropical Africa, ref erri ng to this 
destruction of the Wankonde (pp. 72-74) spoke of an "atrocious carnage". 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

AC Murray, op.cit., p. 102. 

B Pachai: Malawi: The history of th e nation pp. 5lf; see also HW Macmillan: 
Notes on the Arab was (in B Pachai (Ed.) : The early history of Malawi, 
pp. 263-82). 

B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation , pp. 22-40 gives a good overall 
account of the Ngoni. See also his paper: Ngoni politics and diplomacy in 
Malawi: 1848-1904 (in B Pachai (Ed.): The early history of Malawi, 
pp. I 79- 21 4) • 

Some older works give the date as being 1925, but the later date is now 
generally accepted. 
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were already in Fipa country near Lake Tanganyika. After his death, the 
Ngoni split up into various groups because of leadership wrangles. One 
group went north towards Lake Victoria while other groups again moved 
south into Malawi and east of the northern tip of Malawi to the Songea 
region of Mozambique. Mpezeni moved westward and finally settled in the 
present Chipata district of eastern Zambia. In Malawi one group under 
M'Mbelwa I and Mtwalo I established itself in northern Malawi. A second 
group under Chi were Ndh l ovu moved even further sou.th finally settling in 
the Central Region of present day Malawi. Chiwere himself settled at 
Kaso Hill near Mve ra where the Dutch Reformed Church Mission set up their 
first station in 1889, while two other factions set up chieftainships under 
Msakambewa at Kongwe Hill where the Dutch Reformed Mission set up a 
station in 1894, and under Vuso Jere in the present Ntchi s i district . 
Here, too, the DRCM subsequently set up a station. A last group to be 
formed was an offshoot of the Mpezeni Ngoni in Zambia which settled in the 
Mchinji area under their leader Magwambane Jere who assumed the name of 
Zulu I. 

All these various Ngoni groups emanated from the original movement under 
Zwangendaba and they also carry the name of Jere . But apart from the 
Jere ltgoni, another group known as the Maseko Ngoni 45 ) also left the 
south with Zwangendaba but a leadership quarrel broke out and they separated 
under Mputa Maseko also known as Mgoola. 46 ) The Maseko faction crossed 
the Zambezi shortly after Zw a,gendaba but moved in a more easterly di rec= 
ti on to avoid contact with their more pOl~erful compatriots . Thus, when 
reaching the area of DonMe Mountain to the south of Dedza they did not 
stay long but left again in about 1837 moving eastwards around the southern 
part of La ke Malawi and then northwards as far as modern Songeya beyond the 
Rovuma Rive r in Mozambique. Here they were joined by a breakaway group 
of the Northern Ngoni in about 1850 and when trouble broke out the Maseko 
Ngoni moved southwards, retracing their footsteps and reaching the Donwe 
area once more, thirty years after leaving it the first time. Mputa's 
son Chikusi became paramount chief, settling in the area between Dedza and 
Ncheu where once again DRCM work was subsequently set up. The successors 
of Chikusi are the Gomanis l, 11 and 111~7 ) 

45. See B Pacha i: Ma l awi: The history of th e nat i on, pp. 36ff, for an account 
of their history . 

46. AL Hof rneyr: Het l a nd l angs h e t meer, pp. 20f. 

47. For further deta ils of the Haseko Ngoni see Ian Linden: The .Mas e ko Ngoni 
at Ibrnwe: 1870-lgoo (in B Pachai (E d.) : The e a rly history of Malawi, pp. 237-51 ) . 
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l .3 Colonial and post colonial history 
The colonial era in the history of Africa begins with what is 
popularly called the "scramble for Africa", when different 
Western colonial powers sought to assert their authority over 
the vast regions of Africa. 

One of these powers, Portugal, had in fact been present in South-Eastern 
Africa for three and a half centuries by the time David Livingstone 
journeyed from the Zambezi up the Shire to "discover" Lake Malawi in 
September 1859. 

As far back es 1505 the Portuguese had already settled at Sofala, on the 
east coast. Soon they extended their trade far into the interior, 
particularly into the famed kingdom of Monomotapa. Here they encountered 
rivals whose ships were known to have sailed the Zambezi long before. 
These were the east coast Arab traders. 48 ) By the 1630s active trade 
was also being carried en between the Maravi peoples and the Portuguese. 
Yet, although the Portuguese appear to have kn own about Lake Malawi and 
did venture into the lower Shire region, Pachai asserts that "there is 
no proof that the Portuguese actually journeyed to the Upper Shire region 
as far as the Lake" 49 ) Even less wa s there any notion to establish 
some form of colonial rule or adminis t ration over thi s area. 

The position changed with Livingstone' s Zambezi expedition of 1856-64, 
sponsored by the British Government, to find a "navigable route from 
the east coast to the interior of Africa, to inves tigate scientifically 
the geography and resources of the region and to open up l egi tima te trade 
to replace the slave trade 11

•
50) After finding his route up the Zambezi 

blocked by the Kebrabasa rapids, he turned back to the Shire, a large 
tributary of the Zambezi, following reports of a great inland water at 
its source. Travelling overland from the Murchi son Cateracts, so named by 

~8. B Pachai: Christianity and commer ce in Malaw i: some pre-Colonial 
aspects (in Smith, Pachai and Tangri (Eds): Malawi pas t and present, 
p. 39). Other versions' of the name Monomotapa are Mwene Motapa, 
Benomotapa, Munhumutapa, etc. 

49. Ibid. 

50. PA Cole-King: Cape Maclear, p. S. 
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him after Sir Roderick Murchison, the then president of the Royal 
Geographical Society, he reached the South-eastern tip of Lake Malawi 
on 17 September 1859. Although he did not investigate the Lake at that 
time, he returned in 1861, sailing up the Shire in the Pioneer and bringing 
with him the first group of missionaries of the Universities' Mission to 
Central Africa. On 2 September Livingstone and his party, which included 
his brother Charles, entered Lake Malawi. After passing and naming Cape 
Maclear51 ) the party proceeded to explore ovt::r b10 hundred miles of the 
western shores of Lake Mala1vi. Upon their return journey they actually 
spent a night at Cape Maclear, a natural harbour with which Livingstone 
was most favourably impressed. 52 ) 

Livingstone's famous appeal in the Senate House at Cambridge on 4 December 
1857 : "I o back to Africa to try to make an open path for commerce and 
Christiani~y. Do you carry on the work which I have begun? I leave it 
with you", and his subsequent death in 1873 were the two major factors 
contributing to the coming of Christian Missions to Malawi. First came 
the UMCA in 1861,but it failed to establish a Mission, withdrew and 
finally settled again in 1885 on Likoma Island on the Lake. Then, shortly 
after the death of Livingstone, came two Missions from Scotland, known 
as the Livingstonia Mission and the Blantyre Mission in 1875 and 1876 
respectively. Two years later a Christian trading association under the 
name of the Livingstonia Central Africa Company vias formed (later known 
as the African Lakes Corporation). With this, the stage was set for 
formal British administration to be established. 

Two factors persuaded the initially somewhat reluctant Great Britain to 
assume control of the Nyasa region. The one was the Arab 1·1a r of 1887-1889. 
The other was the moves of Portugal to extend its sphere of power to the 
Lake regions. 

51, After Sir Thomas Maclear, the then Astronome r lbyal at the Cape of Good 
Hope. 

52. PA Cole-King, op.cit., p. 8. 
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The Arab war emphasised the growth of Arab power in East and Central Africa 
and the directors of the Livingstonia Company informed the British 
Government that it was "defending at considerable risk and los s the inte= 
rests of British Missionary Societies and the African inhabitants of the 
Nyasa area". 53 ) 

Although Britain had shown interest in establishing its authority in Malawi 
1since 1865 two factors again stood in the way. The one was finance, the 
other the attitude of Portugal who contro lled the terr itory th rough which 
all traffic to the Nyasa regions went. 54 ) Both these problems were solved 
in 1889. DJ Rankin discovered the mouth of the Zambezi at Chinde in April 
1889. 55 ) This made it possib le to travel to Malawi without setting foot on 
Portuguese territory, instead of having to travel via Quelimane up the 
Kwakwa and then crossing to the Zambezi at Vicenti, an overland journey of 
about three mil es. 56 ) Secondly, the intercession of Cecil John Rhodes 
provided Harry Hamilton Johnston, later the British Consul in Nyasaland, 
and the African Lakes Corporat ion with £17 500 in cas~ and kind to develop 
British Central Africa. Johnston was free to use up to £10 000 of this for 
the administration of Nyasaland. 57) 

Meanwhile Portugal was seeking to extend her territorial authority. In 
1882 the Governor of Quelimane t ravelled to the Shire and formally pro= 
claimed the land up to the Ruo as Portuguese. 58 ) Subsequently, treaties 
were made with chiefs in southern Ma lawi and Portuguese expeditions into the 
interior increas ed further by 1888 . At this stage Britain was actually 
considering abandoning Malawi to Portugal but intense agitation by the 
Church of Scotland forestalled a settlement negotiated by Harry Johnston 
which would have given the Shire Highlands to Portuga1. 59 l Finally, in 
1889 an expedition under Serpa Pinto to the Shire areas provoked reaction. 

53. B Pachai, op.cit., (in Smith, Pachai and Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and 
present, pp. 56-57). 

54. AL Hofmeyr, op.cit., P?• 72f , 
55. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nati on, p. 77. 
56. Cf. AC Murray: Nyasa l and en mijne ondervindingen aldaar, p. 55. 
57. B Pachai, op. cit., (in Smith, Pachai and Tan gri(Eds): Malawi past and 

present, pp. 57-59). 
58. See PF Warhurst: Portugal's bid for Southern Malawi 188 2-1891 (in Smith, 

Pachai and Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and present, pP. 20ff). See also E 
Axelson: Portuga l and the scramble for Africa 1875-189l;and RJ Hammond: 
Portugal and Af rica 1Sl5-1910. 

59. PF Warhurst, op.cit., rp. 31,32. 
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Treaties were negotiated with various chiefs and on 21 September 1889, 
John Buchanan Acting Vice Consul proclaimed a Protectorate over the Shire 
Highlands. 60 ) On 11 January 1890 the British Government issued an ultimatum 
to Portugal to withdraw its expedition. 61 ) Negotiations followed and the 
treaty of 11 June 1891 established the boundary between British and 
Portuguese territory at the Shi re- Ruo confluence. Johns ton was appointed 
as Commissioner and first Consul-General of the territory, He declared 
Nyasaland as a British Protectorate on 14 May of the same year62 land on 
22 February 1893 the territory was officially named the British Central 
Africa Protectorate. 

The first phase in the history of the Protectorate, 1891-1896, was 
characterised by repeated military activities against local authorities 
and slave-traders. At the same time District rule was established with 
a Collector appointed over each district, while a hut tax of six shillings 
was introduced in 1892. The tax was reduced to three shillings in 1894. 
It was particularly the imposition and manner of collecting this tax 
whereby literally thousands of natives were forced to go and seek employ= 
ment in the towns and plantations of the Shire Province, whtch was the 
cause of considerable tension between the Administration and various 
Missions. 63 ) Johnston was succeeded by Alfred Sharpe in 1897 by which 
time the financial support of Cecil Rhodes had been withdrawn. During 
Sharpe's period of administration two important changes took place. 64 ) 
A new Order, known as the Order-in-Council of 1907, was proclaimed, 
changing the name of the Protectorate from British Central Africa to 
Nyasaland and replacing the Corrrnissioner by a G0vernor to be assisted 
by an Executive Council. Sir Alfred Sharpe became the first Governor. 

60. Malawi National Archives (hereafter MNA): Short Administrative history, 
Inventory of Public Archives, Vol. II. 

61. AC Murray: Ons Nyas a-akker, pp. 34-5. 

62. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, pp. 79, 81. 

63. B Pachai, op.cit., (in Smith, Pachai and TaT\<!ri (Eds): Malawi past and 
present, pp. 60-61., also: B Pachai;The history of the nation, pp. 113-114 

64. zi:; Kadzamira: Cons titutional changes in Ma lawi 1891-1965 (in Smith, 
Pachai and Tangri (Eds): Malawi pas t and present, p. 82). 
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The second important development during this time was the expansion of the 
civil service and the establishment of a defined legal system. The provision 
for a Legislative Council remained basically in force until it was revoked 
in 1961 to make way for the new constitution. However, some important 
amendments did take place. In 1949 for the first time two Africans, KE 
Mposa and A Muwamba were nominated to the Legislative Council, 65 ) while 
in the same year the Governor was empowered to nominate members to the Coun= 
cil representing all communities. From its inception one of the members 
was always a missionary who was to represent African interests. 66 ) 

In 1956 indirect elections of African representatives was introduced and 
in 1961 Nyasaland was granted a responsible government under the Lancaster 
Cons tituti ona l Agreement. Ten ministers were appointed of whom four 1~ere 

Malawians: Dr HK Banda (Natural resources and Local Government), MWK Chiume 
(Education), AW Bwanausi (Labour and Social development) and M Mkandawire 
(Minister without portfolio). Dr Banda was leader of the majority party 
in the Legislative Council. 67 ) 

Meanwhile, apart from various organisations and associations representing 
European interests, Africans were also beginning to find opportunity to 
express themselves. 68 ) Several Native Associations were formed from 1912 
onwards and in 1924 a Representative Committee of the Northern Provinces 
Native Associations was formed in Zomba. Mr Levi Mumba was appointed chair= 
man. This committee eventually became the forerunner of the Nyasaland 
African Congress formed in 1944 with Levi Mumba again in the chair. 69 ) 
From the very beginning, Dr Hastings Banda, then practising medicine in 
England, played an active role in giving guidance, advice and financial 
assistance to the Congress. 

65.. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, p. 239. 

66. Zt' Kadzamira, lac.cit . 

67. MNA: A short history of Administration, Inventory of Public Archives, 
foreword to V ol. I. 

68. 

69. 

B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, Pp. 225ff; RK Tangri: 
The . deve ~opment of modern African politics and the emergence of a 
nat1ona l1st movement in Colonial Malawi, 1891-1958. 
See Pachai, op.cit., pp. 231-4 for events l ead ing to the formation of the 
Congress . See also his Ind ex under Malawi Congress Party for further 
references. 
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Following appeals from different leaders in Malawi, Dr Banda returned to 
Malawi on 6 July 1958 from Ghana where he had subsequently set up a practice. 70 > 
The following month he was elected President General of the Congress at its 
annual congress at Nkhata Bay and immediately instituted steps to develop a 
well knit nation-wide movement to oppose the Government. Opposition concen= 
trated negatively on the imposition of Federal rule on Malawi and positively 
on the attainment of political autonomy. 

The Central African Federation comprised of the then No r thern and Southern 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland. It was established in 1953, but from the beginning Af= 
ricans in Malawi, as was the case in the other two countries, were strongly 
opposed to the entire concept of Federal rule. In December 1963 it was brought 
to an end. 71 ) 

The activ'ities of the Nyasaland African Congress led to the declaration of 
a state of emergency on 3 March 1959, which later was to become a Malawi 
Public Holiday known as Martyrs' Day. Dr Banda and his followers v1ere 
arrested and the Nyasaland African Congress banned. Subsequently on 30 
September the Mal awi Congress Party was formed and by the end of the year it 
had a membership of 30 ooo. 72 ) 

Dr Banda was released from detention on l April 1960 and from 25 July to 
4 August 1960 the Nyasaland Constitutional Confe rence took place in London. 
A new constitution was agreed upon and on 15 August 1961 the first general 
elections took place with three parties contes ting. The Malawi Cong ress 
Party gained an overwhelming victory. 73 ) This gave the Party considerable 
control in the Legislative and Executive Councils and by the beginning of 
1962, Dr Banda was de facto Prime Minister. At the second constitutional 
talks held at Marlborough House, London in November 1962, a programme for 

70. See Mini s try of Tr ad e , I nd ustry and Tour i sm : Bi ogr aphy of Hi s Excelle ncy 
the Life 'Pres ident (pamph l et ) . 

71. See B Pacha i: Mal awi: Th e history of th e na tion, pp . 256- 26 6 fo r a review 
of events leading to th e Fed eration, its rise a nd its f all. 

72. Ibid., pp. 23 4 . 

73. Ibid., pp. 241-3. 
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internal self-government was worked out and CJ1 l February 1963 the Executive , 
Council was replaced by a Cabinet, led by the country's first Prime 
Minister, Dr HK Banda. On 3 May of the same year the Legislative Council 
was renamed the Legislative Assembly, and finally, after further negotia= 
tions towards national independence, Nyasaland became the independent state 
of Malawi on 6 July 1964, under a monarchial constitution. In 1966 Malawi 
became a one-party state and on 6 July of the same year adopted a republican 
constitution. Dr Banda became President, being both head of state and of 
government. He became Life President on 6 July 1971. 74 ) The last general 
elections were held in 1976. 

2. Christian Missions in Malawi 

~a_SyOQ_d of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian (CCAP), 
which is the sub~ct Qf this study, is but one_oJ_ tlle__branches_ of _the_ 
Christian Church which grew out of the work of the various Mission enter= 
rises. The different Missions and subsequently the various Chu?"ches in the 

country ar~l~ted or interrelated in many different ~1ays. It would hardly 
be possible therefore, in making a study of one, not also to take note of 
the others. In fact the very history of modern Malawi is so interwoven ~1ith 

that of th~ coming of Christianity to the counqy, that the one could hardly 
be studied without the otJl~. Christian Missions have played no small role 
in shaping the history of the country and fe~1 national leaders today cannot 
trace much of their history to the work and influence of Christian Missions. 

The Christian con1nunity in 1964 was estimated at over one million. 75 ) 
This would mean that roughly one quarter of the population adheres to a 
Christian Church. In this survey note will be briefly taken of the establish= 
ment and development of the various older Missions and Churches as well as 
some of their joint achievements. 

74. Ibid., pp. 243-5. 

75. YR Husopole: Th e Church in ~lalawi. (no p age no.). 
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® 
2. l The Universities' Mission to Central Africa76 ) 

As already mentioned the UMCA was formed in dfrect response to David Living'= 
stone's appeal in 1857. 7 ~) In this respect they were the_! irst to actually 
set foot in Malawi with the intention of beginning mission work. 

The party under the leadership of Bishop Charles Frederick Mackenzie inclu= -ded three priests and three laymen . They met Livingstone at the mouth of the 
Zambezi and he accompanied them in search of a suitable Mission site in the 
~hire Highlands. On 19 July 1861 they settled at a place called Magomero, 78 ) 

_north-east of Blantyre near the present-day Nasawa Young Pioneer training base. 

The story of this first attempt of the UMCA was short and sad. Shortly after 
arriving in the country they encountered and forcefully set free a group of 
84 slaves. Magomero was in fact right on the path of the slave trading route. 
Soon the Mission found itself committed to an armed campaign against Yao 
slavers and Magomero became something of a slave refugee camp. 79 ) Within 
three months the Bishop had nearly 160 liberated slaves under his care . 

Bat~ly si x months after arriving, Bishop Mackenzie died of fever and three 
months later, on 25 April 1862, i 11 health and renewed tribal warfare had 
brought about the final evacuation of Magomero. They removed to Chibisa's, 
the present Chik1~awa, and stayed there for fifteen months. The ne1-1 Bishop, 
William Tozer arrived in June 1863 and they withdrew to Morambala in August 
and finally to Zanzibar in the following year. Much critic ism was levelled 
against Mackenzie and his party for the use of weapons and for interfering 
in inter-tribal disputes and the UMCA lost ~ome influenti al support. Later 
Missions were careful to avoid similar mistakes. 

76. A consid er able amount of litera ture exists on th e UMCA. The stand ard 
work is one publis hed in three volumes: Th e His t ory of the Uni vers ities' 
Miss ion to Central Af rica,by AEM Anderson-Morshead (Vol. I, 1859-1907); and 
AG Blood (V ol. II, 1907-1932 and Vol . III, 1933-1957). See als o: 
Supplement t o th e h is t or y of th e Univers iti es ' Mission t o Centra l Africa, 
1957-1965, ~ nd 1965-1 969. <or a brief s urn-~ary of the UMCA history see 
MNA: Inventory U N 1, UMCA hist orical note. 

7 7. See GH Wilson: Th e his tory of th e Universiti es' Mis s i on to Central 
Africa, pp. lff. for reasons for this res ponse and f or the initi a ting of 
the UMCA; a l s o P Bolink: Towards Church uni on i n Zarllbi a , pp. 95ff. 

78. P Elston: A note o·n t he Univer s ities ' Mi ss ion to Central Africa: 
1859-l914 (in B Pacha i (Ed.): Th e e arly hi s tory0 of Ma l awi, pp. 345-6). 

79. B Pachai, op.cit. (in Smith, Pachai and Tangri (Eds .): Malawi past and 
present, p. 43), 
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Tozer established the UMCA firmly at Zanzibar and his successor Edward Steert 19 
began investigating the possibility of a new route to Malawi, following the -
Rovuma river. The erson who actually once again established the UMCA in 
Malawi was William Percival Johnson who came to Lake Malawi in 1881 and 
stayed until his death in 1928. He soon saw the need for a small steamer - --which could be used as a Mission ship and as a training home for African 
teachers.BO) In 1884 he returned from Britain with the steamer Charles 
Janson in 380 separate packages. It was launched on 5 September 1885 and 
served the Mission for the next fifty years. 

It was now possible to select a suitable site for a permanent basis in 
Malawi and Likoma Island became the UM.fA headq.uart~ rs, ~ing not only_ 
the centre of a missionary effort that embraced both sides of the Lake, 
~t also providing a much needed refuge against the attacks of slave raiders. 
The headquarters were moved from here to Likwenu at Mponda's in 1952, a 
station which was opened in 1896. Two years prior to this, on 2 September 
1894, a station was also opened at Nkhota Kota where a school started the 
following year. 81 ) 

A boarding school for boys was started at Likoma in 1885 and for girls in 
1896. Three years later a boarding school for girls was opened at Nkhota 
Kata. By that time the UMCA had a whole number of schools to the east, the 
west and on the Lake itself. St Michael's College, founded on 29 September 
1899, provided higher education up to the level of training teachers and 
from 1905 trajning for the priesthood was also provided for. 

It is interesting to note that a fairly strong evangelical emphasis was 
sounded in respect of the early educational work of the UMCA. Elston notes 
that "the primary objective of the Missions's educational work was the con= 
version of people to Christianity, to ~1hich the demands of secular learning 
took secon& place". Thus the function of these schools was ureligious, 
rather than educational", and further, quoting Canon Duncan Travers," ... 
what the child is taught of religion, is vastly more important than that he 

should know how to read and write 11
•
82 ) 

80. P Elston, op •. cit,, p. 349. 

81. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, pp. 46£, 87. 

82, P Elston, op.cit., pp. 356, 351. 
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he question can be raised as to why the UMCA sought to evangelise predominant= 
y Muslim areas like Mponda's and Nkhota Kota where there could be little 
ope of many conversions. Two reasons are offered as explanation: 83 ) the 
uccess of t1le Scottish Mission in the Highlands and the animistic parts of 
he country had left a vacuum along the Islamic Lakeshore 1~hich the Mission, 
~1th its Zanzibar background, felt able to handle; secondly, it saw itself 
'IS being at war with Islam in the battle for peo[1le's souls. The UMCA how= 
~ver did not feel itself bound to restrict it~elf to areas not covered by 
other Missions and in due course difficulties concerning separate spheres 
of work and boun~aries did arise with various other Missions. 84 ) 

In the closing years of the nineteenth century an African ministry began to 
emerge and the first person to be ordained was a Yao, Yohanna Abdallah who 
became a priest in 1898. The first Malawian to be ordained first as a deacon 
in 1902 anH subsequently as a priest in 1909, was Leonard Kamungu. He,like 
his predecessors , was trained in Mozambique and later pioneered work in the 
Eastern Province of Zambia. 85 ) 

The first discussions towards creating an autono~ous Ecclesiastical Province 
took place in 1921. From that time the Diocese came under a Synodical govern= 
ment but had no written constitution until 1954. The constitution was drawn 
up by Bishop Thorne ~1ho ~1as Bishop from 1936 to 1951. In 1955 the Province 
of Central Africa was constituted, with the Diocese of Mal aw i forming part 
of it, The new constitution extended the Synod to include a house of laity 
and the new Synod met for the first time in 1955. 86 ) 

83. Ibid., p. 353. 

84. SPe for exarnrle p.89 below. 

85. B Pa ch a i: Malawi: The history of the nation, p. 202. For 
Kamungu's s t ory see J C Weller: The priest from the Lakes ide. 

86. HNA Inventory UN. 1: UNGA historical note. 
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2.2 The Livingstonia Mission 

The next to arrive after the initial attempt of the UMCA was the Livingstonia 
Mission. Livingstone died at Chitambo 's in the Ilala country, nov1 North 
Eastern Zambia, in 1873. The nev1s of his death and the fidelity of his 
two follO\\'ers Juma and Suze~ 7 ) ~1ho carried his e:mbalmed body over 600 miles 
to Zanzibar, as ~1ell as his burial in vlestmin ster Abbey in April 1874Jsent 
a wave of missionary zeal throughout Britain. 

A month after his burial the General Assemb ly of the Free Church of Scot= 
land heard an appeal from James Stewart of Lovedale, South AfricH~lfor a 
Mission in the region of Lake Malawi to be called Livingstonia Mission. 
Stewart had already been in Malawi in 1861 when he had gone to join Livingstone 
and to enquire about a suitable site for a mission enterprise for which 
he had procured sufficient financial backing, mostly frgm businessmen and 
manufacturers . Although the area around the Lake appeared most suitable, 
Stewart came to the conviction that the time was not yet ripe. In 1B66 
he came to Lovedale. 89 ) 

In 1874 however there ~1ere nu further obstacles and the Free Church resolved 
to give effect to Livingstone's plea. 90 l Under the guidance of ED Young, 
who had led the Livingstone search expedition in Malawi in 1876, a party 
of six young men sailed from London on 21 May 1875. In this party was the 
Rev. Dr Robert Laws, 91 ) Medical Missionary, whose services were placed at .the 

87. For biographical details of Juma and Suze see PA Cole-King: Cape Maclear, 
p. 22, n. 1. 

88. For his life and work see J Wells: Stewart of LoveGale: the life of 
James Stewart. 

89. AL Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, pp. 63-4. 

90. J Johnston: Robert Laws of Livingstonia, pp. 2lf. 

91. PA Cole-King, op.cit., pp. 16ff. For the life and work.of Laws see: 
J Johnston: Rober·t Laws of Livingstonia ; WP Livingstone: Laws of 
Livingstonia. He was born on ~8 March 1851 and worked for 51 years in 
the Livingstonia Mission, almost all the time as head of the Mission, 
until ill health forced his departure in 1927. He died in Scotland on 
6 August 1934. 
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disposal of the Mission Board by the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland. 
At the request of the established Church of Scotland, which was also planning 
to open a Mission in Central Africa, Henry Henderson accompanied the party 
«ith the intention of finding a suitable site for such an enterprise. 

In July 1875 they reached the Zambezi after stopping over in Cape Town and 
adding four recruits originally released from slavery in the Shire Highlands 
by Livingstone and the UMCA of Bishop Mackenzie and subs~~~ently educated 
the Cape. Amongst them were Tom Bokwito and Sam Sambani. 

After reaching the lower end of the Murchison Cataracts, the Ilala, a 

at 

small steamer designed by Young and constructed in sections, was dismantled, 
carried past the Cataracts and reassembled. The Lake was reached on 12 
October 1875. After exploring the coast for some days, Young felt that 
Cape Maclear was the most suitable site and on Sunday 17 October 1875 they 
dropped anchor opposite what was to be the first site of Li vi ngs toni a Miss i o~.3 ) 

Reinforcements, 1 ed by Dr James Stewart who was to take over the l eadershi-p 
from Young, arrived in October 1876. The party included five men from· 
Scotland and four teachers and evangelists from· Lovedale in South Africa, 
namely Shadrach Ngunana, William Koyi, Mapas Nthintiri and Isaac Wauchope. 
Also in the party were six missionaries of the Church of Scotland on their 
way to join Hendry Henderson on the Shire Highlands. 94 ) 

92. A Hetherwick: The romance of Blantyre, pp. 164-5. 

93. For a record of the building of the station and the activities of the 
first months see PA Cole-King, op.cit., pp. 23ff. 

~4. Ibid., pp. 29-30; of. also CP Groves: The planting of Christianity in 
Africa Vol. II, pp. 308, 314 and n, 3 on p. 308. 
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A year after arriving, the first school was started while medical work also 
got under way. Yet, doubts were soon to arise as to the suitability of Cape 
Maclear as a Mission site. Stewart and Law~ explored the coast for a per= 
manent site and finally decided on Bandawe whence the Mission was transferred 
in 1881. Stewart returned to Lovedale in December 1877 and in due course 
Laws was appointed head of the Mission. The work at Cape Maclear had in 
five years cost £20 000 and left five missionary graves, one of ~1hich was 
that of Shadrach Ngunana and another that of a missionary from Blantyre Mission. 
There were 90 pupils in two schools and one baptised convert. This was 
Albert Namalambe who came to Cape Maclear in 1876 as a personal attendant to 
a son of Ramakukan (Kasisi), a Kololo chief brought to Malawi by Livingstone. 
Nama1ambe, a Mang ' anja, soon excelled at school and on the eve of their 
departure for Bandawe on 27 March 1881 he was baptised by Laws to become 
Malawi's first Christian. He went with the Mission to Bandawe, but was 
sent periodically to Cape Maclear to supervise the school work until he 
was transferred there permanently in 1885. Subsequently he was instrumental 
in negotiating the opening of the new Mission station at Livlezi in 
Chikuse's land by Dr George Henry in 1887 from where the work at Cape 
Maclear could henceforth be supervised. 95 ) When the work in this region 
was transferred to the Dutch Reformed Mission in 1894 Namalambe was trans= 
ferred as we11 96 ) and .continued to serve faithfully and labour fruitfully 
at Cape Maclear and from 1896 at Malembo, some miles to the south, for many 
years. By 1899 he was looking after a network of fourteen schools, fo'rty
eight teachers and 1300 children and led a band of twenty-one baptised 
members and fifty-nine hearers. 97 ) He had the joy of seeing a congregation 
established at Malembo in 1904 and when it became a Mission station in 
1907, there were already 250 Christians under his care. 98 ) He died in 1908. 

95. Cole-King: Cape Maclear, pp. 40, 43, 45f., 50-53. 

96. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen, p. 258 . 

97. JL Pretoriu:>: An introduction to the history of the Dutch Reformed 
Church Mission in Malawi, 1889-1914, p. 36) (reprinted from B Pachai 
(Ed~: The early history of Malawi). 

98. For an appraisal of his work see AL Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, 
p. 94-97; Kuunika, Vol. 46 no. 8, 1964. 
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Whilst at Banda we working among the A tong a, one of the Loveda le evangelists, 
William Koyi, began work amongst the Angoni of Mombera. In 1885 he was 
joined by Dr Elmslie99 ) and after initial problems the work got under way. 

Once more it became clear to the leaders of the Mission that they should shift 
their headquarters. This time it was to Khondowe, a plateau shelf over= 
looking the Lake north of Bandawe. The new Livingstonia was begun in 1894. 
In the following year a tremendous revival broke out throughout the Mission 
'fielr1 and thousands of people turned to Christianity. 

The work of the Mission was launched mainly in four spheres: Evangelisation, 
Education, Industrial work and Medical work. lOO) Of these Livingstonia 
gained particular renOl·m for its educational institution set up at Living= 
ston~a and called the Overtoun Institution after Lord Overtoun whose gift 
of £5 000 helped to build it. In due course it grew into one of the best 
educational institutions to be found in modern Missions. 101 ) 

With the spiritual break-through of the 1890s came the first steps of organi= 
sing an indigenous Church . On Good Friday, 1895 the first six elders and 
six deacons were ordained at Bandawe while the first congregation with 
sixteen elders was constituted amongst the Ngoni at Ekwendeni in March 1899. 

On 15 November 1899 the first Presbytery of a "Native Church" was constituted 
by the L ivingstonia Mission Council to be called the "Presbyterian Church of 
Central Africa". 1t is clear, as Bolink pointed out102 ) that the missionaries 
did not intend making the young Church an appendix of the far away home 
Church, nor did they want to limit its scope to the sphere for their particu= 
lar Mission. The whole of Central Africa was envisaged. In this respect 

99, For an account of this work see WA Elms lie: Among the wild Angoni. 

lOO, AC Hofmeyr, op.cit., p. 84. 

101, For a cr~tical evaluation of the work done at the Institution see 
J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi 1875-1940, pp. 132-156; 
al~o J du Plessis: The Evangelisation ~f Pagan Africa, pp. 297f, 

102, P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, p. 30. 
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Dr Laws played a major role, not only in his own Mission, but also in other 
Missions, notably Blantyre Mission and the Mission of the Dutch Reformed 
Church, in promoti ng such a Church. At about this time. he wrote: "I have 
always held very strongly that in the Foreign Field the native Churches 
should grow up on their own lines and in their own surroundings if they are 
to be strong and healthy and should not be presbyteries of any of our home 
Ch h ,,103) urc es •.... 

The following decade saw the emergence of a Native ministry. When the Presby= 
tery of the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa met at Livingstonia on 13 
March 1903 it licensed Charles Domingo. 104 ) Laws believed that ordination 
should be postponed for a cons iderable period and by lgo7 when Domingo was 
appointed to take charge of an African congregation he was still, albeit 
by then no longer the only one, awaiting ordination. Possibly certain unortho= 
dox views he held accounted for this delay because later he came under the 
influence of David Booth, an American missionary whose teachings were in= 
strumental in creating an Ethiopian movement in Malawi.lOS) He left the 
Mission and joined the Seventh Day Baptists, claiming in lgll to have over 
five thousand followers. l06) 

On 17 May 1914, thirty-nine years after the Mission commenced its work, the 
Church ordained its first African ministers: Yesaya Zerenja Mwasi, Hezekiya 
Tweya and Jonathan Chirwa. The policy was laid down by Laws and recorded in 
the mi nutes of the Livingstonia Presbytery of 1907 that licentiates and in 
due course ordained Native pastors, should remain under the care and super= 
vision of Europea n mission~ries. The inevitable tension and dissension this 
could and did cause should be seen as the reason why the missionaries planned 
such a long period of probation after theological training. When the Living= 

103. Ibid. , quo t ed f rom WJ Jack: Day break in Livingstonia, p. 312. 

104. The Auror a , 1/6/1903 , p. 24. lbmingo orie inally came from Quel.imane, 
was br ough t to Liv ings t onia in 1881 and later sent to Lovedale before 
completing his th eological studies. 

105. Notably this movement culmina ted in the Chilembwe rising of 1915. 

106. B Pachai: Malawi: The his tory of the nation, pp. 20 4-5, 210. 
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stonia Mi ssion celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in October 1925 there 

were ten ordained Malawian ministers. 107
) 

Meanwhile an important development was taking place. This was namely the 

taking of the first steps towards forming a greater Church of Central Africa. 

Negotiations with the Blantyre Mission and the Dutch Reformed Church 

Mission began as early as 1900 and culminated in the formation of the Church 

of Centra l Africa, Presbyterian, initially in 19241 wi th Nkhoma joining in 
1926. 108 ) 

2.3 The Blantyre Mission of the established Church of Scotland 

Henry Henderson came out with the first Livingstonia party to look for a 

suitable site to establish a Mission. After a journey togeth er with Tom 

Bokwito he decided upon a :pot in the Shire Highlands which David Living~ 

stone had years before noted as a likely site for a Mission. 109 ) When the 

first Mi ssion party, under the l eadership of Dr Macklin~ arr ived in October 

1876, a site was chosen near Ndirande Mountain on Chief Kapeni 's land. 

It was named Blantyre after Livingstone's birthplace. 

The Mission did not start off very well and by the end of the year an appeal 

to Livingstonia brought Laws and Stewdrt over to help get things going. It 

~1as only in 1878 that the first clergyman1 the Rev. Duff Macdonald, was sent 

out to take charge of affairs. During this stay the Mission became involved 

in what has become knmvn as the Blantyre Scandal. The instructions given 

to Henderson "to act as the General Director and a Christian Magistrate of 

the settlement"llO) were taken rather literally and members of the Mission 

staff became involved in several cases of flogging, and one of capital 

punishment. Although Macdonald himself, as a clergyman .. did not actively 

107, Ibid., pp. 20Sf. 

108, See further chapter four. 

109. A Hetherwick : The r omance of Blantyre, pp . 18-19. 

110. J McCracken: Politics and Chri s tianity in Malawi, p. 65-68; B Pacha i 
(in Smith, Pachai and Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and pr esent, p. SOff ). 
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exercise civil jurisdiction, he was held ultimately responsible for the whole 

episode by a Commission of enquiry. In 1881 Macdonald and his colleagues 

were recalled. Thus the experiment of a "colonial settlement" ended in 

failure. 

A new beginning was made when the Rev. David Clement Scott took over the 

Blantyre Mission in 1881. He defined his objective as follows: "Our pur= 

pose we lay down as the foundation of all our 1>1ork that Vie are building 

the African Church - not Scottish nor English - but African". 111 l T~10 
years later he was joined by Dr Alexander Heth ernick and ten years later 

other stations had been opened at Domasi, Zon.1ba and Mulanje. By then the 

Blantyre Mission had "become a moral and religious force in the Shire 

Highlands, which made its influence felt over both natives and Europeans . 112 ) 

When Scott retired in 1899 he had laid a strong foundation for the ~frican 

Church. He also left tv10 tangible monuments: the magnificent church of 

Blantyre tAission completed in 189 1, the first permanent church building in 

Central Africa, 113 ) and the £>:'.cl ooaed ic Di ct i_ontiry of the M~nq 'anj a_ Lan g ua:r~. 
Which in enlarged form still remains a standard 1-:ork to the present day. 

Another of Scott's legacies Vias the training of African helpers as evan= 

gelists who \>/ere to form the nucleus of a future Church. Some of them he 

sent for further education at Lovedale and in Scotland. 114 ) By 19 04 

there Vlere seven ordained deacons including Harry Matecheta (1870 - 1962) 

who was subsequently one of the first tv10 men to be ordained as ministers 

on 9 March 1911. He eventually became the first African to be elected 
as moderator of the Blantyre Presbytery in 1939 . 115 ) 

111. Quoted in: The Blanty r e Centenary 1876 - 1976 (n o pRge nu!':1b cring). 

112. J du Plessis: Th e e vange lis a ti o n of Paga n Africa , p. 304. 

113. See A Hethen1ick: The building of th e Blantyre church, '.\yasaland 
1888 - 1891. 

114. II Pachai : Malawi : 'The history of th e n a tion, pp . 90 , 203. 

115. Ibid., p. 204; and Hetherwick : T:w r or:ian ce o f Bl a ntyre, p. 169. 
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Hethel";lick took ::iver from Scott as head of the Mission in 1899 and the next 
few years saw the beginnings of a young Church. The Presbytery of Blantyre 
was formed in 1902 "to serve the interes ts of the Mission Council as well as 
the African Church". ll 6) It was hov1ever, a Presbytery of the Horne Church 
and included, initially, only European elders. In contrast, the Presbytery 
of Livingstonia was entirely African. 117 ) Ki r k sessions had already been 
set up in Blantyre, Demasi and Zomba in 1901. The first African elders were 
appointed to the Presbytery in 1903. 118 ) By 1906 the Presbytery had gr ovm to 
include thirteen kirk sessions. Hetherwic k retired in 1928 af ter a lifetime 
of service to the Church and to Malawi , having seen the Church of Central 
Africa, Presbyterian come into being. 

One other aspect of the work should be mentioned, namely th e setting up of 
an institute for furthering education. After seve ral years of planning it 
was finally approved in 1908 and the Henry Henderson Institute came into 
being. It involved "a scheme of concentration of the main Industrial and 
all the branches of Technical, Corrrne rcial, Medical, Educational and Theo lo= 

. l t . . " ll9) g1 ca ra ming . . . . 

The work of the Blantyre Mission continued alongside that of the Church until 
1959 ~h e n the Mis s ion Council was finally dissol ved, and the Bl antyre Sy nod 
became fully auwnomous . The Scotti sh mi ssionaries lvE: re by then full m2mbers 
of the Synod. 

2.4 The Dutch Reformed Church Mission 

Chronologically the coming of this Mis s ion fits in at this po i nt, bu t as it 

forms part of the study of the history of Mkh oma Synod it will be dea 1t vi i th 
in greater detail further on. At this s tage a fe1v curSJry rrna r ks will suffice. 
The Mission of the Dutch Reformed Chu rch of South Af r ica arr ived on the 
scene in the person of the Re v. Andrew Charles Murray in 1888 . The foll mving 

IJ6. B Pachai, op.cit., p, 203. Pacha i g i ves t h e da t e a s 1900, but t his i s 
presumably wr ong , se e : The Bl an t yr e Cente nary , op. c it, (no page no . ) 

117, P Bolink: Toward s Church union in Zamb ia p . 193. 
118. B Pachai, l ac. cit. 

119. JL Pretor i us: The story of Ed uca tion in Ma l aw i ( i n Smith , Pachai and 
Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and pr esent, p. 73) . 
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year he ~1as joined by the Rev. TCB Vl ok and they set up the first DRCM 

station at Mvera in the highlands of Central Angoniland. To the north the 

Livingstonia Mission was occupying the field and to the south the Blantyre 

Mission. AC Murray was succeeded as head of the .Mission by the Rev. WH 

Murray in 1895, which position he held until his departure from Malawi in 

1937. 120> Together with Robert Laws of Livingstonia and Alexander 

Hetherwick of Blantyre Mission.William Murray played a decisive role in the 

shaping of the history of the Church in Malawi. From the beginning the 

formation of an African Church was envisaged and the Dutch Reformed 

missionaries were involved throughout in discussions on the formation of 

such a Church together with the Scottish Missions . The first congregations 

with elders and Church Councils were formed by the turn of the century and 

a body set up in 1903 which was for all practical purposes a Presbytery. 

When the Blantyre and Living s toni a Pres byteri es united to form the Church 

of Central Africa, Presbyteri an in 1924, Nkhoma representutives were present, 

only awaiting final approval from their Home Church, which was given the 

following year, the same year in which the first three African ministers 

were ordained . Hhen the CCAP Synod met for the second time in 1926 the 

Presbytery of Nkhoma became its third constituent Presbytery. The growth 

of the CCAP as far as corrmunicant members are concerned, can be seen from 

the following table: 

120. For an account of h is li fe and work s ee MW Re t i e f: Willi am Murray of 
Nyasa~and: also WH Murray : Op pad, fo r a re cor d of some of his own 
experiences. 
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TABLE I I: NUMERICAL GROWTH OF THE CHURCH OF CENTRAL AFRICA, PRESBYTERIAN . 121 ) 

Year of Synod Livi ngstoni a Blantyre Nkhoma Salisbury Total 
Meeting 

1932 25 564 24 049 15 146 64 759 
1936 31 851 30 251 17 931 80 033 

1945 34 143 37 626 33 789 105 558 
1948 30 409122 ) 42 208 42 788 115 405 
1952 30 514 45 149 53 334 128 997 
1956 31 793 50 247 60 965 143 005 
1960 36 522 62 410 70 319 169 251 
1964 35 907 69 243 83 632 188 782 
1968 44 678 100 805 88 171 5 800123 ) 239 454 
1972 47 056 129 329 105 786 6 472 288 643 
1977 50 902 143 432 137 899 8 555 340 788 

2.5 The Industrial Missions 124 l 

Before the end of the century several Industrial Missions had established 
themselves .in Malawi. These Missions were independent of any particu lar denomi= 
nation and were the product of the· conviction in certain circles in England 
and Plsewhere that Missions should be self-supporting. The missionaries sent 
out were non-ordained industrial missionar ies and the principles along which 
the work was conducted were based on the views that the Gospel could best be 
brought to the peop 1 e by non-ordained men v1ho teach them i ndus tria 1 ski 11 s and 
work manually with them, that the missionaries should through their work 
keep both themselves and their work without support from the home base and that 
the spiritual work should be done by the same men who are involved in the in= 
dustrial side of the work. 125 ) 

1 ·21. Figures deno te the number of counnunicant members. Co:npiled from the 
minutes of the meetings of the CCAP (General) Synod; and from Extracts 
of minutes of the CCAP Synod 1924-1945. 

122. Drop in numbers i s due to the separation of churches in Zambia formerly 
residing under Livingstonia but later forming part of the Church of 
Central Africa in Rhodesia. See CCAP Synod 1945, min. 28; 1948, min. 12. 

123. Figures for Salisbury Synod formerly included in those of Nkhoma. 

124. Unless indicated otherwise, details for this and following paragraphs 
are from J du Plessi~: The evangelisation of pagan Africa, pp. 309ff.; 
and MNA S2/49/19: Governor to Secretary of State, Despatch no. 68, 
6/3/1916. 

125. See AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp . 28f. 
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The first and largest of these was the Zambezi Industrial Mission. Its home 
office was in London and it was-started in 1892 when Joseph Booth was sent 
out to Malawi at the head of a large party of industrial mission:iries. They 
secured a tract of land called Michiru estate a mile or two from Blantyre and 
Booth's methods of proselytising soon brought him into conflict with Blantyre 
missionaries. Booth was eventually dismissed 12fi) after which the work pro= 
gressed more smoothly and relations between the two Missions as well as with 
other Missions continued more harmoniously. 

Stations were opened at several places both in Blantyre district, such as 
Mitsidi, Chipande, Ailsa Craig and in Ntcheu district such as at Ntonda, 
Chiole and Dombole. By 1915 the Mission was described by Du Plessis as a 
"remarkable enterprise". Many acres of forest were cleared and in 1910 the 
coffee crop averaged 80 tons. The people who were trained at these stations 
were also highly regarded for their spiritual and moral stance. 127 ) 

126. Booth subsequently founded the Nyas a Saptist Industrial Mission, but 
had later to sever hi s connections with this Society as well. He then 
settled in Na tal, South Africa whe r e he disseminated views which gave 
a powerful i mpetus t o the separatis t Ethi opian Movement . Later he 
moved to Cape Town whe r e ·he was identified with a branch of the Watch 
Tower Society at Clifton. From the point of view of other Missions he 
generally was seen as something of a nuisance, prosely tising and encroa~ 
ching upon the spheres of others and sp reading discontent amongst the 
people. He later played a n in f luential role in the life of John 
Chi.lembwe and his Providence Industrial Mission, as well as Elliot Ka111Wana 
Chirwa who in 1908, with Booth's encouragement returned to Malawi and 
started the Watch Tower Society. By 1916 Booth was agai.n involved in 
seditious 'activiti es i n Malawi, this time des cribing himself as Seventh 
Day Adventist (CCA SS 15/6/2/9: Kirby-Green to AL Hofmeyr, ref. 30/5, 
dated 31/5/1916). On th e other hand Boo th's views on "Africa for the 
Africans" P'ld his role in the expressing of nationalist feelings, notably 
the Chilembwe rising of 1915, though discredited and condemned by the 
then Colonial Government, is today praised and appreciated in Malawi as 
that of a man, one of very few,who gave priority to the concern of the 
Africans and their interests (See G Shepperson and T Price: The 
independent African, pp. 18-36). 

127. J du Plessis: 'fhrice through the Dark Continent, p. 344 . 
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However, the inherent weakness was that little attention, theologically 
and practically, was paid to the actual formation and building up of a 
Native mjnistry and subsequently an ind1'9nous Church. 128 ) 

The ZIM was followed by the Nyasa Industrial Mission. This Mission was 
originally an enterprise of thj Australian Baptists, who in 1893 sent out 
a couple named Deeath to start work in Malawi. Joseph Booth was also in= 
volved in the starting of the work. The Mission was established at 
Likubula. After financial problems hit the Australian Home Board, it was 
transferred in 1894 to a council of Baptist ministers and laymen in London. 
In 1898 a second station was opened at Thyolo, and in 1921 at Nkate in 
the Lower Shire. 

The third Industrial Mission was established by Booth in 1895 with its head 
office in Scotland. This was the Bap t ist Industrial Mission which opened 
stations at Gowa in the Ncheu district and Dzunje in the Upper Shire. 
A fourth Industrial Mission should be mentioned here. This is the Provi= 
dence Industrial Miss ion which was started early in 1900 at Mbombwe, 
Chiradz~lu by John Chilembwe on his return from the United States of America. 
Although inspired and encouraged by Josepth Booth and with initial finan= 
cial support of the National Baptist Convention in America , this was an in= 
dependent Mission entirely run and controlled by Chilembwe and fellow 
Ma~awians. 1.hey started a-school at Michiru, later extending to other 
centres. An attempt by Alexander Hetherwick of Blantyre Mi ssion to draw 
Chilembwe's work into the Blantyre Mission in the form of a merger was 
finally rejected after consultation. Hetherwick had been impressed by the 
qualities of Chilembwe as a leader and sought in this way to counter the 
enlargement of scope of Cfiilembwe's church and school activities . 129 ) 

The well known rising of 1915, which broke out on 23 January and resulted 
in the death of several Europeans ended in failure for Chilembwe . He was 
killed and a large number of his collaborators executed while his impressive 
church building was completely demolished. 130 ) 

128. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 28f , 

129. B Pachai (Smith, Pachai aJld Tangri (Eds): Ma l awi past and present,~· 115). 

130. For an account of this incident see G Shepp ~rson and T Price: 
The independent African; B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the 
nation. pp. 214-224. 
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The Mission was reopened, reorganised and later e»tended by the Rev. Dr 
Daniel Malekebu who had left the PIM in 1905 to study in the USA and 
returned in 1926 as a fully qualified Medical Missionary. He led the Mission 
for more than thirty-five years. 131 ) 

2.6 Other smaller Missions 13~ 
Several smaller Missions also entered the country at the turn of the century 
and during the first decade of the 20th century. 

The first to come was the interdenominational South Africa General Mission. 
It had its headquarters in London, with an excecutive office in Cape Town. 
In 1898 work was commenced in the Lower Shire near Port Herald and in due 
course stations were also opened at Chididi and at Lu1we where a school for 
the blind has gained considerable repute. In 1966 the Mission's name was 
changed to the Africa Evangelical Fellowship while the Africa Evangelical 
Church has grown out of their work . 

The Seventh Day Adventist Mission established itself in Malawi in 1902 . 
The superintendent was from England and he brought with him a family of 
American negroes. It was controlled by the Seventh Day Adventist Church 
in the USA. Stations were opened at Malamulo and Matandane. The Mission 
gained repute with its medical work. To some extent they created difficul= 
ties amongst other Missions by encroaching on their spheres of work and by 
the confusion caused by their teachings notably concerning the Sabbath. 133 ) 
Their work has continued to the present day and they have a well established 
Church. 

In 1900 another Mission was established, once more by Joseph Booth. This 
was the Seventh Day·Baptist Mission which was formed at the instigation of the 

131. On the PIM see Pachai, op.cit . , pp. 179, 212, 132-3, and his ited article 
in Malawi past and present, p . 120. 

132. Cf.J du Plessis: The evangelisation of pagan Africa, pp . 3llf. 

133. AC Murray, op. cit., p. 29. 
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American Sabbath Tract Society. An English branch had its headquarters in 
London. They opened stations at Shiloh, Dzunje, Mombera, and West Nyasa. 
Several of its early African associates were later involved in the 
Nationalistic rising of 1915. Charles Domingo, a licentiate of Livingstonia 
Mission left that Mission shortly after 1907 anc! joined the Seventh Day 
Baptists. 134 ) The Mission has continued to the present day, with the 
Seventh Day Baptist Church growing out of its work. 

One more Moission, that of the Churches of Christ, was established in 1909 
at Namiwa~1a, near Zomba 'Clnd at Likabula near Mulanje. Later they took over 
the work at Gowa Mission near Ntcheu. It was controlled by local missiona= 
ries, the superi~tendent being a certain Hollis, and stood under a foreign 
Mission Committee of the Churches of Christ in Great Britain and Ireland. 
The Churches of Christ stil1 continue to the present day in Mala~li. 

The African Methodist Episcopal Church was started near Kasungu in 1924 
by the Rev. Hanock Msokera Phiri who had been licensed by the AMEC in 
South Africa. In 1968 its headquarters were still at KBsungu, but the 
Bishop was resident in Lusaka, Zambia. Although the parent body wa~ Ameri= 
can, it had no expatriate staff in Malawi. 135 ) 

2.7 The Roman Catholic Missions 136 ) 

The history of the mission work of the Roman Catholic Church in Malawi 
goes back to 1889 when three priests came to llponda's on the south-~1estern 
Lakeshore, but left again for Zambia after some months. 

134. See also B .i:'achai: Malawi: The history of the nation, pp. 209-10. 

135. Ibid., pp. 134-5; Christian Council minute no. 890, entry 
for 14-16/5/1968. 

136. Compiled from J Bouniol: The White Fathers and their mission, 
pp. 263-78; and articles in The African (Jubilee issue) 1/7/1952. 
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It was not until 1902 that this Church really started its work in Malawi. 

In that year both the White Fathers and the Montfort Marist Fathers began 

their work, the latter opening a station and school at Nzama near Ntcheu. 

From there they expanded particularly in the sphere of education in which 

they "today play such a prominent role ... in Malawi 11 •137) Their schools 

and educ a ti ona l training centres are found in many parts of the country. 

The White Fathers settled in the same year after Fr Guilleme from Zambia 

had explored the Nyasa arr.a in 1901 and selected a site at Chiwamba not 

far from Mvera '~here the Boer Calvinists made their first foundation. 11138 ) 

In June 1902 two priests arrived, one of them by the name of Fr Sebastian. 

Shortly after the Resident of Lilongwe,MacDonald,advised them that there 

was a good site with many people around where Likuni is today and in 1903 

they left Chiwamba and settled at Likuni. Meanwhile another group moved 

on to the southern Lakeshore and opened a station at Mua where a leprosarium 

was started in 1927. The White Fathers were by then planning to set up a 

chain of stations across Malawi from the Lake into Zambia. 1ll) Thus Mua, 

Likuni, Kachebere (started in 1903) were all to be part of this c'hain, 

continuing on to several stations in Zambia. Other stations which were 

opened are Ntakataka (1908), Bembeke (1910), Kasina (1925), Nambuma (1923), 

Guill~me (1935), Chip~abo (19 35 ), Mpherere (1939), Mtendere (1941), Ludzi 

(1942), Salima (1946) and Mlale (1951). 

In 1907 the first group of converts received baptism. A seminary \'las begun 

at Mua in 1912 and transferred to Kasina in 1927. An African ministry be= 

gan to emerge first - in 1929 when the first four Malawian girls took their vows 

as nuns in the order of the Children of Maria Thereza. The first Malawian 

137. JL Pretorius: The story of Education, op.cit. (in Smith, Pachai 
and Tangri (Eds.): Malawi past and present, p. 72). 

138. J Bouniol, op.cit., p. 263. 

139. Ibid., p. 265. 
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to be ordained to the Priesthood on 5 September 1937 was Cornelius Chitsulo 

who was also the first Malawian to be appointed Bishop in 1957. By 1967 

there were 64 Malawian born priests and in 1971 they numbered 70.
140

) 

Meanwhile the White Sisters had come to the country in 1911 and later the 

Grey Nuns were called in as well. A printing press was set up at Bembeke 

in 1932 and moved to Likuni in 1949. Medical and educational work as well 

as community development projects were undertaken. During the 1940s the 

work extended into the Northern Region while the Maris t Brothers were invited 

by Bishop Julien (1935-51) to work in the field of education at Likuni and 

Mtendere. 

The work of training men for the priesthood took a step forward when in 1939 

the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith decided to set up 

a Major Seminary at Kachebere for the vicariates of Nyasalar.d and Northern 

Rhodesia. In November of that year the first fifteen studen ts arrived of 

ffhom five completed their training for the priesthood ten years later. By 

1952 there were 59 students and eight teachers. The first Malawian to head 

the institution was Fr Patrick Kalilombe who served in this capacity from 

1969 until 1972 when he was appointed Bishop of Lilong~1e in the place of 

the retired Bishop Fady who had served in this capacity from 1951 to 1972. 141 ) 

While the total Christian commu nity in Malawi was estimated in 1964 to be 

over one million, the following statistics for some of the Churches ~1ere 

published (figures denote full or commu nicant Church members): Assemblies 

of God: 3 500; CCAP Blantyre Synod: 70 000; CCAP Nkhoma Synod: 83 000; 

CCAP Li vi ngs toni a Synod: 35 000; Churches of Christ: 5 000; Diocese of 

Malawi (Anglican): 40 000; Nyasa Evangelical Church: 4 000; Seventh Day 

Adventist Church: 20 000; Seventh Day Baptists: 2 500; South Africa 

General Mission: 1 000; Zambezi Evangelical Church: 10 OOo. 142 ) 

140. B Pachai: Malawi: The history of the nation, p. 207. 

141. See furth er ibid., pp. 208-209. 

142. YR Musopole: The Church in Malawi (no page numbering). More recent 
statistics are anpar~ntly not r eadily available (General Secretary of 
Christian Counc il of Malawi to aut~or, 1/2/1980). 
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Comp.arable membership figures for tne Ro:nan Catholic Church are difficult 
to obtain and claims are made that as many as fifty percent of the total 

. Christian conmunity adhere to this denomination. However, a survey conduc= 
ted by the author in 1966 in the Central Region in all secondary schools 
and other post-prima ry institutions revealed that while over 60% of the 
students belonged or adhered to the CCAP only 25% indicated that they were 
of Roman Catholic persuasion. As these institutions represent a fair cross
section of the entire community for the whole country, due to the ·system 

37 

of posting students to schools anywhere in the country, these figures ought 
to be fairly indicative of the actual percentages of denominational 
adherence. 143 ) 

2.8 Co-operation between Missions and Churches 

One of the more significant features in the life and history of the Church 
in Malawi is the deg·ree to which Missions, and later Churches, have always shoYm 
a willingness to co-operate and to work in relative ha rmony. This can 
be seen for instance right from the start when Scott ish Missions and the 
Dutch Reformed Mission agreed to work in di f~ · ~r • spheres rather than 
in the same areas. These and other Miss ions and later the Churches which 
grew out of their work continued to co-operate in many resrects. A few 
significan t developments should be noted. 

The first is the series of General Missionary Conferences which took place 
between seve ra 1 Prates tant Missions. Altogether six such Conferences were 
held, the first being in 1900 at Livingstonia, the second in lgQ4 at Blantyre, 
the third in 1910 at Mvera, the fourth in 1924 at Livingstonia, the fifth 
in l926 at Blantyre, while the last one yias held more than twenty years 
later_. in 1949 at Nkhoma. 

The aim of these General Missionary Conferences was to bring Protestant 
Missions together to discuss matte1·s of joint concern and to plan together. 

143, Cf. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Sept. 1966. 
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The initiative w.as taken by the Livingstonia missionaries and when the 
first meeting took place, all the Protestant Missions, including the 
Industrial Missions by then on the scene, took part. The Universities' 
Mission, although invited, did not accept, neither did the Seventh Day 
Adventists who came to the country in 1902. Important agreements as to 
spheres of work and reciprocal recognition of membership and on matters 
such as education were made both in the first and second conference . At 
the second conference an educational committee was appointed and instruc= 
ted to draw up an Educational Code. A translation committee was formed 
to work on a translation of the New Testament and later the whole Bible 
in Chichewa. The conference also agreed to act in unison in matters of 
mutual concern which needed to be brought to the attention of the autho= 
rities. 144 ) Thus several deputations did in due course see the Govern= 
ment, particularly concerning the welfare and development of the 
people. 145 ) 

Of very great importance was the conference held at Mvera in 1910. 146 ) 
The work had reached a crucial stage. The pioneer stage in mission work 
was coming to an end and a new period was dawning in which the young 
emerging Church would have to be built up, both as regards its organisa= 
tion and also spiritually. 147 ) 

Seventy-six mission workers attended, representing the Livingstonia 
Mission, Dutch Reformed Church Missions of both Malavli und Zambia, Blantyre 
Mission, Zambezi Industrial Mission, South Africa General Mission, Nyasa 
Industrial Mission and Baptist Industrial Mission. Matters discussed in= 
eluded the relationship of the Church in Africa to certain doubtful traditio= 
nal practices, the preparing and upbuilding of the young Church and the po= 

sition of the missionary in this Church. One danger was that the young 

144. See.Report of the Second General Missionary Conference , Blantyre, 1904. 

14S. AL Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, pp. 88-9. 

146, Report of the Third General Missionary Conference, Mvera, 1910; 
sea also DK, 29/9/1910, pp. 206-8. 

147, AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akkcr, pp. 205-7. 
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Church might be shaped too much in a European form and not be free to develop 
on its own and grow in line with indigenous characteristics. On the other 
hand the danger -0f Ethiopianism could not be ignored, particularly where 
certain individuals had already emerged whose aim it was to get rid of 
Mission control and to drive in a wedge between christians and missionaries. 

Another matter which received serious attention was the growing problem of 
migrant labour. Thousands of men were going annually to work in Johannesburg, 
Salisbury and elsewhere. It was agreed to co-operate in sending a missionary 
to Salisbury to care for Christians and converts from Malawi. 148) 

A strong emphasis was also placed on work amongst women and girls and their 
education. The Educational Code was further revised for general adoption. 
A committee was set up to meet the Government concerning Christian marriages. 
Attention was paid to Bible translation work and to the provision of 
Christian literature in the vernacular as well as to the publication of a 
Christian magazine. 

An important step taken by this conference, was the format'ion of a Consul= 
tative Board of Federated Missions. 

The General Missionary Conferences of 1924 and 1926 continued •along the same 
lines as the 1910 one. At both these, Livingstonia, Blantyre and the DRC 
Missions all had African representatives present. After 1926 no such 
conferences w~re held until 1949. This last conference was prompted by 
the realisation that a new and important stage was approaching which called 
for Missions and missionaries to review and plan in view of the emerging 
young Church. The theme was formulated as "The growth of the Indigenous 
Church". Papers read at the conference dealt with the divisions in and 
unity of the churc;h, the dangers it faces, the presentation of the Gospel, 
Christian marriage and family life and the task which lay ahead. 149 ) 

148. Ibid. 

149. Report of the Sixth General Missionary Conference, 
Nkhoma, 1949. 
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The General Missionary Conferences thus played an important role not 
only in stimulating and co-ordinating Mission activities, but also in 
providing a very significant basis from which missionary and later Church 
co-operation and als~ unity could grow. From it grew the Consultative 
Board of Federated Missions which later spawned the Nyasaland Christian 
Council. The ideal of the Church for Central Africa was also thoroughly 
dealt with in the General Missionary Conferences. 

The second important sphere of co-operation began with the formation of 
the Consultative Board of Federated Missions at the General Missionary 
Conference in 1910. The basis of this federation of the Churches and 
Missions of Nyasaland was the following: 

The Holy Scriptures as the supreme rule of faith 
and practice; 
the Apostolic Creed as the baptismal symbol; 
the due adrni ni strati on of the two sacraments of 
Baptism and the Lord's Supper; 
the recognition of each other's membership 
and discipline; 
a common standard of religious instruction and 

• knowledge required for the catechumena te and 
for baptism; 
agreement as to each other's sphere of work. 150 l 

For entrance to the catechumenate it would normally be required that a 
person could read a Gospel in the vernacular and had reached the age of 
puberty. A rni nimum of two years' religious instruction before recievi ng 
baptism would be the general rule. They had to kno~1 by heart at least the 
Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer and the Apostol i c Creed. A common 
catechism would be drawn up if possible. 151 ) 

149. leport of t~e Sixth General Missi ona ry Conf er ence, Nkhoma, 1949. 

ISO. Feport of the Third Gener a l Mi s si onary Confer ence, Mvera, 1910, 
Jesolution no. 18 , p. 79 , 

ISi. Ibid., ~sol. no. 1, p. 76; see also CCA SS 15/6/2/7 : AL Hofrneyr to 
AC Murray, . 16/1/1912. 
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Presbyteries and Mi ssion Councils which agreed to these conditions and 

wished to become members of such a Federation we re to give information of 

their agreement to the Convenor of the Consultative Board. Six Missions 

joined in due course, to wit the Livings tonia Mission, the DRCM, the Blan= 

tyre Mission, the Zambezi Industrial Mission, the Nyasa Industrial Mission 

and the South Africa General Mission. 

The Consultative Board was to consist of four members. Matters affecting 
the genera 1 missionary pos it'ion in the country, the condition of the people 

and such questions as might have relation to the Church and missionary work 

in the country could be referred by any missionary society or agent for 

advice or counsel. The Board was to act until the next General Conference 

of which it would be the convening comm ittee. Four persons were appointed 

on the first Board, Dr Robert Laws, Dr A Hethervlick (Convenor) Rev . WH 

Murray and Mr A Hamilton of the Zambezi Indus tri a 1 Miss iun. 

The Cons ulta ti ve Board continued to function for many years meeting spora = 

dically at first but at leas t once a year from 1924 onwards . It became 

the mouthpiece of the Missions when add ressing the Government and in course 

of its meetings dealt with a wi de variety of probl ems and practical aspects 
of Mission and Church work and matters of mutua 1 concern. It paved the way 

for the formation of an indigenous Church in Ma l awi and closely co-operated 
in matters such as Bible translation. 152 ) 

~!hen the CBFM ag reed in 1939 to fo rm a body wh i ch would more widely represent 

the Churches and Missions in Malawi, it decided th a t it would continue for 

the time being alongside this Nyasa land Chri s t i an Counci 1. It was felt thai: 

although the Council was 3 more widely representative body and had in a 

sense grown out of the CBFM, the re were some aspects which could not be 

adequat~ly covered by the Christian Council. 153 ) Close ecclesiastical 
co-operation between Churches of simila r background could also be bettP.r 

promoted s i nee in the Chris ti an Coun..:i"I even c:, urches like the Seventh Day 

152. CCA SS 15/6/2/23: JD Stegma nn to Mission seer., 6/8/1942. 

153. See Report of Sixth Ge ne r a l Mis sionary Conference, Nkhoma, 1949, 
Introducti on , 
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Adventists or Roman Catholics could become members and this meant that 
matters of a more general character would be dealt with there. while 
matters concerning the life and work of the Churches in the CBFM would 
continue to be dealt with by the Board. 154) 

The Board continued to function. meeting from time to time. At tht 
sixth General Mission~ry Conference which it organised in 1949 it was 
agreed to recommend that the Consultative Board of Federated Missions 
be a Board of Churches and Missions associated with them and to have very 
full African representation. 155 ) At its meeting of 22 May 1962 it was 

.agreed to change its name to the Consultative Board of the Fellowship of 
Christian Churches in Nyasaland. It was finally disbanded at a meeting 
held on 18-19 May 1967. 156 ) 

One of the lasting legacies of the Federated Missions to the Churches 
of Malawi is the hymn book Nyimbo Za Mulungu, which 11as first published in 

1916 as fruit of th€1910 Missionary Conference. In course of time it 
underwent various revisions and expansions. In 1967 the Fellowship of 
Christian Churches handed it over to the Christian Council of Malawi. 
which in turn gave the jurisdiction over it to the Christian Literature 

1 Association in Malawi .157l 

lhe third sphere of co-operation was created when in November 1939 the 
Consultative Board met at Nkhoma. The question of a Christian Council 
was discussed. some other Mission bodies being present as well. and it 
was agreed to form the Nyasaland Christian Council. A draft constitution 

154. CCA SS 15/6/2/23: JD Stegmann to Mission seer,, 22/1/1940. 

155. Report, p. 13. 

156. See Nkhoma Synodical Committee minute KS 861, entry for 6/6/1967. 

157 , See Preface to the various editions of Nyimbo za Mulungu as included 
in the preface to the latest edition. 
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was drawn up and it was envisaged that apart from the Missions already 
co-operating in the CBFM all other Missions and Churches in the country 
would be invited to join. This would include the Sevehth Day Adventist 
Church, the Roman Catholic Church and the Universities' Mission. 158 ) As 
such it would create a widely representative and overarching body which could 
deal with matters of general concern, inter alia education, medical work 
and representation to the Government. 

The important distinction was that whereas in the CBFM it w~s a federation 
of Missions, the Nyasaland Christian Council would mainly bring together 
the Churches growing out of the work of these and other Missions, The 
Seventh Day Adventists agreed to join, as well as the Universities' Mission 
but the Roman Catholic Church declined. Initially the South Af~ica General 
Mission also did not join, but later it did. The Dutch Reformed Mission 
after some hesitancy on the part of the Home Committee, joined in 1942. All 
the other members of the CBFM joined. By 1966 it had, apart from the three 

I 
cons ti tu ting Synods of the CCAP, nine other Church bodies as members with 
three more joining in the next few years~59 ) 

After the name of the country was changed, the Council became known as the 
Christian Council of Malawi. It has a full-time secretary and includes 
as members, apart from Churches several othe~ organisations which are active 
in Christian work in Malawi. It co-ordinates the work of different Churches 
in fields such as hospitals, youth and student work, marriage and family 
life, literatur.e, broadcasting, education, Christian service and greater union 
between Churches. 

158. CCA SS 15/6/2/23: Jr Stegmann to Mission seer., 11/12/1939, also 
appendix attached to this letter. 

159. See Christian Council minute no. 8 (revised no. 763),entry for 11-12/ 
5/1966, and minutes of subsequent meetings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH MISSION IN MALAWI 

The Synod of Nkhoma of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian, humanly 
speaking grew out of the missionary enterprise of the Dutch Reformed Church 
in South Africa. Therefore a brief introduction to this Church and its 

· Mission enterprise is called for. 

1. The Dutch Reformed Church and its Mission enterprise 

1. l A brief historical survey 
The Dutch Reformed Church is the Church the Dutch colonisers brought with 
them to South Africa in 1652. The first congregation was established at 
Cape Town thirteen years later in 1665. However, this congregation and 
several more established during the next nearly century and a half, resorted 
under the Presbytery of Amsterdam in Holland. It was, in other words, a 
Colonial branch of the Church in Holland. When British Colonial rule was 
.finally established in 1806, Holland reluctantly granted "autonomy" to 
the congregations in South Africa and the first Synod of the Dutch Reformed 
Church in South Africa took place in 1824 with only fourteen congregations 
cons ti tu ting . 

In a sense this marks the beginning of the independent activities of the 
Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa, including its missionary activities. 
Prior to th'is date, sporadic and individual attempts to bring the gospel to 
people of other races, Hottentots, slaves and later to the Blacks, did take 
place, 1) but several factors played a restrictive role as far as a more per= 
manent official Mission enterprise was concerned. Such factors were, for 
example, the fact that the Church was still under th.e guardianship and even 
control , not only of th·e Church in Holl and but al so of the State. Poli ti cal 
Co11111issioners were present at all Church Assemblies and even the British 
Government held the right of veto on any resolution passed by the Synod. It 
was only after an Ordinance was passed on 8 November 1843 that the Church 
became free of State control and interference. 2) 

1, See WJ van der Herwe: The development of missionary attitudes in the 
Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa, Part I, pp. 5-69. 

2, Ibid., PP• 93-4. For the effect this also had on the missionary enter• 
prise of the Church see GBA Gerdener: Reguit koers gehou, pp. 29ff, 
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A second factor was the difficulties the Church faced in having to cope with 
a chronic shortage of ministers to serve its own congregations. The fact 
that this shortage was alleviated when the Cape Governor Lord Charles Somer= 
set sought to recruit ministers from Scotland to serve in the DRC,is of 
considerable importance for the later missionary enterprise of the DRC. 3) 
Somerset's ulterior aim was to anglicise the Dutch speaking section of the 
co1T111unity at the Cape, but in this he did not succeed. 4). Between 1821 and 
1836 a total of thirteen ministers as well as a number of teachers came out 
from the Church of Scotland. S) Of these, "many ... belonged to the Evange= 
lical movement of the Church of Scotland" and were to "champion the cause of 
orthodoxy", as well as play a powerful role in the Church's struggle agains't 
l}beralism during the l860s. 6) 

A third factor detrimental to missionary enterprise in the DRC was the 
antipathy generated amongst many colonists bY the actions and attitudes of 
certain foreign missionaries, notably of the London Missionary Society. 7) 

The arrival of the Scottish ministers is of particular importance for the 
missionary enterprise of the Dutch Reformed Church, notably in Malawi. 
Her€ the name of the Murray family deserves particular mention. One of 
the original group of Scottish ministers was Andrew Murray (1794-1861) who 
arrived in Cape Town on l July 1822, never to return to the country of his 
birth. The Murrays mostly belonged to the"Old Light Presbyterians", or 
"Auld lichts", a section of the Scottish Presbyterian Church which was very 
sincere and devout. Andrew Murray, like most of his compatriots, belonged 
to the Evangelical Group of the Church of Scotland. ~~en his elder brother, 
John, also a minister, left the Church of Scotland to join the Free Church 
at the Disruption of 1843, it made a very deep impression not only on the 
Hurrays in South Africa,but also on the other.Scots in the Dutch Reformed 
Church. Andrew Murray became minister at Graaff-Reinet and later two of 
his sons John and Andrew spent their student days in the Aberdeen home of 

3, For a study of this topic see FW Sass: The influ~nce of the Church of 
Scotland on the Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa. 

4. WJ van der Merwe, op.cit., pp. 93-4. 

5. FW Sas·s, op.cit., pp. 13, 18, 21-48. 

6, Ibid., p. 253;cf. J du Plessis: The life of Andrew Murray, p. 61, 
also ch. XVII. 

7, IJ van der Walt: Eiesoortigheid in die sending, p. 400. 
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their Uncle John. 8) 

In this way links with the Free Church were forged· which were later to be 
taken up again by another Murray, Andrew Charles, grandson of the first 
Andrew Murray, when he studied in Scotland in 1887 prior to his departure 
for Malawi. He made contact with the Foreign Mission Contnittee of the 
Free Church of Scotland which extended to him a hearty welcome to come and 
start a mission enterprise in the regions of Lake Nyasa where they had be= 
gun work in 1875. 9) 

It was to be Andrew, son of the first Andrew Murray who, like his father, 
became a minister, who was -to play a most significant role in the life of 
the Dutch Reformed Church.lo) He was born in 1828, and studied in Scotland 
between 1838 and 1845 where he attained a M.A. Degree at Marischal College 
at the age of seventeen. Then he studied Theology at Utrecht in Holland 
for three years. He was ordained in May 1848 and returned to South Africa 
towards the end of that year. 11 ) The first congregation in which he served 
was that of Bloemfontein in the Orange Free State. 

Of the many facets in the life and work of the DRC in which he played a 
role, his role in its mi ssion work deserves mention here. At the Synod of 
1857 he was appointed a member of a committee for Foreign Mission work which 
later became the General Mission Committee of the Synod. He remained a mem= 
ber of this committee for virtually half a century, until his retirement in 
1906. He was instrumental in the establishing of a Missionary Training 
Institute at Wellington in the Cape in 1877 and took the initiative in opening 
the way for the DRC to start work in Malawi. From its inception in 1886 
he was chairman of the Ministers' Mission Union, the body which initiated 
~he work in Malawi and which bore full financial and administrative respon= 
sibility for it for fourteen years until 1903 when the DRC Synod took over 
responsibility for the field and placed it under the control of a newly 
created General Mission Committee. Andrew Murray was appointed chairman of 
this committee. 12 ) 

8. J du Ples si s , op.cit., pp. 22f ; FW Sas s, op . cit., pp. 21f 

9. AC Murray :. Nyasa l and en mijne ond ervindingen aldaar, p. 15. 

10. FW Sass, op. c it., p. 119. 

11. Fo~ his studies in Scotland and Holland see J du Plessis, op.cit., p. 34-77. 

12. Ibid., p. 373-80. 
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Furthennore, he had the joy of seeing not only ·his nephew AC Murray becoming 
the first missionary to Malawi, but also of several other Murray nephews and 
nieces going to this field including WH Murray cousin of AC Murray. Later 
two brothers and two sisters of AC Murray also came to Malawi. Between 
1886-1916 the Murray family gave inter alia fifteen clergymen's sons to the 
foreign mission field, most of them going to Malawi. 13 ) 

As has been noted, the first Synod of the Dutch Refonned Church in South 
Africa took place in 1824. Missionary fervour had already been stirred up 
at the Cape through the work of men like HR van Lier who ministered from 
1786 till his death in 1793, and MC Vos, who became minister of Roodezand 
(Tulbagh) in 1794. The arrival of clergymen from Scotland with their moral 
sincerity and spiritual depth "gave an impetus to the movement which had 
been initiated by Van Lier and Vos 1114 ) 

The Synods of 1824 and 1826 dealt with various matters relating to the pro= 
claiming of the gospel to people of other races and the first missionary of 
the DR Church was ordained on 14 November 1826 at the Synod. 15 ) At these 
and subsequent Synods; 6) taking place in 1829, 1834, 1842, 1852 and especial= 
ly 1857, discussions continued to take place and gradually the concept of 
a separate ministry to people of other races emerged, which would eventually 
lead to the formati on in 1881 of a separate church organisation for believers 
of the Coloured population. This concept of creating what was to become 
autonomous, independent church bodies amongst believers of various racial 

--g;:oups-Within South Africa and also in its spheres of work elsewhere in 
Africa, became one of the mainstays of the mission policy of the Dutch Refor= 
med Church. ~ 7 ) This will later on be illustrated in the case of the Synod 
of Nkhoma as well. 

13. Ibid . , p. 374. For a genealogy of those of the Murray family involved 
in mission work see MW Retief: Wi lliam Murray of Nyasaland, p. 196. 

14. Cf, WJ van ner Merwe: The deve lopment of missionary attitudes, pp. 80-83, 
92-93; FW Sass: The influence of the Church of Scotland .•. , p. 253. 

15. This was L Marquard. For personal details see DK, 6/6/1918, pp. 543f. 

16. For a brief review of this aspect see IJ van der Walt, op.cit., 
pp. 402-10. 

17. A considerable number of studies and diss ertations have appeared in 
recent years concerning the aspect of the planting of separate Churches 
in th e DRC. A few are mentioned here: JM Cronje: Die selfstandigwor= 
ding van die Bantoekerk;JJF Durand: Una sancta Catholica in sending= 
perspektief; PJ Robinson: Die verhouding van die N.G.Kerk tot sy 
Bantoe-Dogterkerke; NJ Smith: Die planting van afsonderlike kerke vir 
Nie-Blanke bevolkingsgroepe deur die Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk in 
Suid Afrika. 
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The Synod of 1857 had significance for the Church's missionary enterprise for 
another reason as well. The H~ne Mission had continued to grow over the pr~v1CMll 
thirty years and at that stage the Church was faced with tremendous needs in view 
of the opportunities in its Home Miss.ion. It appeared as if it did not have the 
means to cope with these opportunities. In spite of this, a motion was carried 
that the Church expand its mission work beyond its own borders. The Synod appoin• 
ted a Foreign Mission Committee, inissionaries .were recruited from overseas and 
the first "foreign" Mission was started in Northern Transvaal at Soutpansberg in 
1863 and in Western Transvaal at Saulspoort in 1864. From the latter the work 
extended into Botswana at Mochudi in 1877. This was the beginning of an extensive 
Foreign Mission enterprise of the Dutch Reformed Church. 18) Its wor k extended 
into Malawi (1888), Zimbabwe, (1891), Zambia (1899), Mozambique (1908), Nigeria, 
in Tivland {1911) and Kenya (1944). The work in Nigeria was handed over to the 
Christian Reformed Church of the USA over a period of several years. The hand
over was completed in 1963. The work in Kenya was handed over in 1961 to the 
Gereformeerde Zendingsbond of the Netherlands. In all the other countries the 
DRC continues to work in close co-operation with the Churches which grew out 
of its work. Work has also extended into neighbouring Lesotho and s~1aziland 

from the Orange Free State and Transvaal respectively, as well as in South 
West Africa/Namibia and in the Caprivi. On the home front the DRC has es ta= 
blished a widespread work amongst all the population groups of the country, so 
that Churches exist today amongst the Coloureds (racially mixed), Asians and 
Blacks. 

Thus there exis ts today a Dutch Reformed family of Churches spread over the 
whole of Souther n Africa. To this family belong the Dutch Reformed Mission 
Church (Coloured) the Dutch Reformed Church in Africa {Black), the Refonned 
Church in Africa (Asian), all within South Africa, Lesotho, Botswana and 
Swaziland, as well as the African Reformed Church (Zimbabwe), the Nkhoma Synod 
of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian (Malawi), the Salisbury Synod 
of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian (Zimbabwe), the Refonned 
Church in Zambia, the Evangelical Reformed Church in Africa (SWA/ Namibia) 

18. See WL Maree: A Century of Grace for the Dutch Reformed Church in Botswana, 
p. 2. For a review of the Foreign Missions of the DRC see PES Smith: Vyf tig 
jaar in die Buitelandse sending van die Ned, Geref. Kerke en die ontwikkeling 
van selfstandige inheemse Dogterkerke: 1910-1960 (Unpublished manuscript). 
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and the Igreja Reformada em Mozambique. The latest available figures 19l ~ 
for these Churches reveal a total conmunicant membership of l 458 27\ef 
whom 866 000 belong to the Dutch Reformed Church, and 592 271 to its 
younger "daughter"20) Churches. 

All these Churches are united on a federal basis in the Federal Council of 
Dutch Reformed Churches which meets biennially while th; four Churches within 
South Africa itself are currently involved in discussions to seek ways of 
achieving closer unity. But the DRC General Synod of 1978 has turned down. 
at least for the time being, the prospect of orga nic union in the form of 
one overarching General Synod for all the Churches in the Reformed family 
of South{ern) Africa. 

1.2 Development of a policy on Mission 
It is expedient at · _ s.tage to dra.1'/ atteQtion to the main lines laid down 
in due course by the Dutch Reformed Church concernfog its Mission work and 
its relationshi to t As is 
often the case in such matters, this policy evolved over a long period and 
was born out of the practical situations and problems with which the Church 
was faced. While seeking to found its policies on Scripture there were also 
various other influences which played a role when th e Dutch Reformed Church 
finally came to the point of spelling out its aims and policies concerning 
its Mission work. A detailed statement of policy is first found in the minutes 
of the Synod of 1932 but it was in 1935 when the Counci l of Dutch Reformed 
Churches produced an offic i al policy statement which ~1as subsequently adopted 
by the Cape Synod as well as other Synods. 21 ) This policy was to form the 
basis of the Mission enterprise of the Dutch Reformed Churches for years to 
come. It gave expression to the conviction that Mission work forms an essen= 
tial part of the life of the Church because "the expans ion of God's Kingdom 
is an essential part of Christianity and ... is rooted in the decision, 

19. Die' Sendingblad, October 1978 . p. 333; cf Agenda Gen. Synod DRC, 1978 p. 487 

20. While the term "sister Church" is to be preferred to the term "daughter 
Church" so as to give expression to the autonomy of each Church as well as 
the quality in status one towards the other (cf , JJF Durand: Una Saneta 
Catholica in Sendingperspektief, p . 122), the DRC General Synod of 1978 
determined that the particular affinity between itself and those Churches 
which grew out of its mission work was better expressed by the term "daughter" 
rather than "sister." The younger Churches in South Africa do not entirely 
appreciate this view. 

21. See DRC Acta 1936, pp. 286, 339; GBA Gerdener: Reguit koers gehou, pp. 
84-5. 
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promise and cormnand of the Almighty 11
•
22 ) 

From this premise the 1935 policy statement sought to lay down the principles 
and methods of its Mission work. 23 ) In it much emphasis fell on the method, 
in which the various steps of Mission work are laid down. To begin with. 
the task was seen as the proclaiming of the Gospel and the gathering in .nf 
seuls for the Kingdom of God. Tnen follows the need to establish a Church 
... to build up this Church so that it will develop into a self-supporting and 
stlf-governi ng Church and' eventually a self-expanding Church. when it can I 
take its place amongst other Christian Churches as a completely autonomous 
Church. 24 ) Whereas the preaching of the Gospel is central to the work, other 
valid and well proven auxiliary methods also have their place. Furthennore, 
whereas the Gospel arouses the desire to further development in every sphere 
of life, the Mission is not to oppose or hamper the natural aspirations of 
people, but to lead them in the right direction, guiding and supporting through 
counsel and action. Nevertheles~ evangelism does not mean denationalisation. 
Christianity must not rob the nation of its language and culture. Rather, 
Christianity is to permeate and purify nationalism. Therefore traditional 
customs which do not spec~fically go against the Gospel should not be condenned 
but r.ather be retained and purified. 

These concepts were ·reiterated in the paragraph on Educat1on and Teaching. 
While education aims at developing a person's mind and preparing him for the 
demands of Christianity, civilization and his environment, education should 
in the first , place and above all be in the Christian truths and according to 
the principles of the Word of God. Where the State carries the cost of 
secular education the Church should co-operate to guide it in a religious 

22. Translated from GBA Gerdener, op.cit., p. 125. Italics by Gerdener . 
This threefold foundation of mission is from the early Dutch Theologian, 
G Voetius. See HA van Andel: De Zendingsleer van Gisbertus Voetius, 
ch. II. 

23. For the full text see DRC Acta 1936, pp. 339f . 

24. The term "autonomous" has been chosen to translate the word "selfstandig", 
from the German "selbstandig" or its derivative noun "Selbstandigkeit". 
"Autonomous" or "autonomy" may in itself not be quite satisfactory, but 
even less do other possibilities such as "independence" or "responsible 
selfhood" satisfy. P Beyerhaus and H Lefever define autonomy or respon= 
sible selfhood as "the Church's power, readiness and freedom to follow 
its divine call within its sphere of life". (Beyerhaus and Lefever: 
The responsible Church and the Foreign Mission, pp. 17-18, n.l.). 
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direction. All along it should be kept in mind that education should help 
a person not to become merely an imitation of the whites, but he is to take 
up his place in his country and among his own people. As such, education 
should also be based upon traditional culture. The language, history and 
culture of the people should have their place; education must not denationa• 
lise. At the same time it should prepare people for citizenship and help 
the individual to know the official language(s} of his country, in addition 
to his own. At the same time it is recognised that each people or nation has 
the right to be itself, to develop and raise itself also economically. In 
this the people need to be helped as well. 

Relationships with other Churches and with Governments were also spelt out on· 
the principle that co-operation with other recognised Protestant Churches and 
Missionary Societies could take place as long as this did not mean the 
abandonment of principles laid down in religious matters, taking into account 
the recognised views prevalent in the ORC, always with the interests of the 
Kingdom of God in the foreground. Co-operation with non-recognised Protes= 
tant and other religious bodies likewise had.a pragmatic emphasis, namely that 
the Church would act in the spirit of Christ according to particular circum= 
stances, place and time. 

Concerning co-operation with Governments, it was recognised that Governments in 
Africa had definite policies for educating people. In this the Mission should 
co-operate where possible. Also definite action should be taken, if necessary 
1n co-operation with other sympathetic bodies, when it concerns matters of moral 
or religious principle. 

While it falls outside the scope of this study to enter into a detailed analysis 
and discussion of this policy, the main emphases mentioned above are important 
in so far as they were reflected in the work of the DRC in Malawi. Therefore 
a few analytical remarks are necessary. 

Certain authors have po1n~ed out25 ) that the policy of the DRC concerning 
Mission as it evolved towards the end of the previous century and during the 
first decades of the twentieth century, was not purely Reformed in the narrower 
sense of the word. Various concepts from other quar ters imbued the thoughts 
of leading missiological figures in the DRC. In shaping its Mission policy 
the ORC was influenced from three quarters, namely German- Lutheran concepts, 

25, See WJ van der Merwe: Gesante om Christus wil, pp . 48-53; JM Cronje: 
Die selfstandigwording van die Bantoekerk, pp. 53-70, 
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Anglo-Saxon ~oncepts and Pietism, as embodied in various Mission Societies 
which laboured in South Africa. This influence has been clearly illustrated in 
the person. of Prof. J du Plessis (1868-1935) who through his writings 26 ) and 
activities in the DRC played a dynamic role especially in the furtherance of 
the cause of Missions. 27 ) 

Du Plessis was by his own admission28 ) a great admirer of the leading German 
Mlssiologist Gustav Warneck (1834-1910) whose magnum opus, Evangelische 
Hissionslehre29 ) he followed to some extent in his own book on Missiology'. 30) 

From this quarter the con,epts of "Volkskirche" or "Church of and for the 
people," as well as "Volkseigentumlichkeit", in which the cu'ltural identity 
of a people and the indigenisation of the Church was emphasized, found a re= 
sponse in the DRC policy's emphasis on national identity and preservation of 
cultural and national qualities of a nation and the erection of national Churchll. 

The second influential factor was the concept of autonomous Chur~~es as deve= 
loped in Anglo-American missionary writings. Of particular importance were 
the ideas developed by Henry Venn, secretary of the Church Missionary Society 

26, See bibliography for some of his more important works . 

27. For his biography see GBA Gerdener: Die boodskap van 'n man. Du Plessis 
was one-time secretary of the Ministers' Mission Union which initiated 
the work in Malawi. He visited th is country on two occasions, in 1903 and 
again in 1915,amd was a very close friend of WR Murray, · head of the DRC 
Mission in Malawi for many years. When the Synod formed its General Missio.n 
Committee in 1~03, he was appointed first General Mission Secretary until 
he resigned in, 1909 to take up the full-time editorship of the influential 
DRC magazine Die Kerkbode, which position he had held par~time since 1905. 
In 1915, while on his epic missionary journey through Africa (described in 
his book: Thrice through the Dark Continent), he was called as Professor at 
the DRC :Rleological Seminary at Stellenbosch where he was inducted in 1916. 
One of the subjects he taught was the Science of Mission. Sixteen years 
later his professorship was terminated by the Synod, following a . long and 
painful ecclesiastical and legal process involving certain charges of unortho= 
dox teaching. In spite of thi~ his influence, particularly in Mission 
circles, prevailed (Gerdener, op.cit., pp. 50-52, 63-4, 132, 217-231). 

28. In his book Een teer door Afrika, p. 298, he calls Warneck "the greatest 
student of Missions who has lived in our times" (translated). Cf. also 
his Preface in: Wie sal gaan? 

29. G Warneck; Evangelische Missionslehre. Vol. 1-V, 1892-1903. 

30. J du Plessis: Wie sal gaan? This book appeared three years before the 
DRC defined its policy in 1935. The policy echoed many of the ideas put 
forward by Du Plessis. 
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from 1841-1872. His well-known formula of self-supporting, self-governing and 
self-extending native Churches was not only fully accepted in DRC Mission policy, 
but was literally echoed in the 1935 policy and in practice could be said to 
have become virtually a criterium for granting autonomy to young Churches. 31 ) 

The third influential factor in the formulation of its policy came through the 
presence of so many independent Mission Societies in South Africa . . A tendency 
revealed by many of them, was that ·of Pietism, with its stress on an inner, 
personal faith. and an emphasis on the saving of souls, with resultant weaker 
emphasis on the planting and building up of Churches. 32 ) This pietistic 
attitude motivated more than one person to devote his or her life to mission 
work within the DRC. 

The sum total of these influences as regards the DRC policy on Mission is 
threefold: Firstly there can be found an emphasis on soul winning and implan= 'K 
ting of individual faith . Secondly there is an emphasis on ~lanting a Church 
which must grow towards autonomy through a long process of being guided by the 
parent body in becoming self-supporting, sPlf-gov~rning and self-extending. 
Thus particular emphasis was laid, especially formerly, on the demand for self
support. 33) Hence the emphasis came to be placed on the process of becoming 
autonomous and not of being an autonomous member within the body of Christ from 
the beginning. 34) The young Churches hnd to be guided towards autonomy, a 
gradual process in which the indigenous leaders had to grow in status and autho= 
rity while maternal guidance had to become gradually less .35 ) ThirdlY, one 
finds an emphasis on nation- centered Church planting .36 ) Thus the concept of 

31. See NJ Smith: Die planting van afsonqerlike Kerke (etc ), pp. 228-9. So for 
example the General Mission Coilllllittee once noted the following in refe= 
rence to the DR Mission Church which could not ye t attain full au t onomy 
because of financial dependence upon the parent body, lack of leadership 
and inability to fulfil its responsibility towards the heathen wi thin its 
boundaries: "In general terms the GMC reg11rds a completely autonomous 
church (volkome selfstandige kerk) as a church of which it can be said 
that it is self-supporting, self-governing and s elf-extending". (CCA SS 
1/1/6, P• 238-9: Minute I and ·II of special commi ttee meeting of GMC, 
entry for 21-23/2/1939. Transl. from Afrikaans). 

32. Cf. NJ Smith, op.cit., pp. 215f, 220 ff, 

33, GBA Gerdener: Reguit koers gehou, p. 80; NJ Smith, op.cit., p. 241. 

34. Ibid., p. 242; cf. IJ van der Walt: Eiesoortigheid en die sending, p. 422. 

35. GBA Gerdener, op.cit., p. 121. 

36, NJ Smith, op.cit., pp. 243ff; JM Cronje: Die selfstandigwording van die 
Bantoekerk, p. 60. 
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a Church of t he people for the people, almost that of the German "Volkskirche" 
idea wa s developed, 37 ) with an accompanying emphasis on the importance of pre= 
serving national heritage and not "denationalising" the peopl'e. In spite of 
this emphasis on national and cultural identity, Churches formed through the 
work of the DRC carried a clear DRC stamp. The link with the parent body has 
been retained in all cases. 

In conclusi on it should be noted that these concepts, particularly that of the 
~ self-supporting, self-governing and se~ f-extending Church, were not new concepts 

when they were written into the official DRC policy. They merely refl~cted what 
had already become established in practice. In reporting to Synod in 1909 on 
the development of the work in Malawi the Gener·a1 Mission Committee already 
stated the following: 38 ) 

Your committee does not lose sight of the fact that 
the aim of all mission work is to plant a Christian 
Church amongst the heathen which will support itself, 
govern itsel f and expand itsel~ 

Progress was reported in respect of all three aspects. In similar VP.in the Exe= 
cutive Council of the DRCM in Malawi was reminded at that time that this was the 
ideal for which they were t0 strive in connection with the forma tion of a NativL 
Church~ 9 ) 

In Malawi itself this concept was well known also from the side of the Scottish 
Missi ons. In fact it can be assumed that there was a considerable degree of 
'feed-back ' from the mission field to the Home Church and that policies evolved 
not only in the offi ces and assemblies of the Home Church, but were influenced 
by the developments and experiences in the mission field. 

2. The establi shment of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission in Malawi 

2,1 Developments on the home front 

The history of the DRC Mi ssion in Malawi goes back several years prior to 

37, There is some difficu lty here in translating the German-Dutch-Afrikaans word 
"volk" which can be us ed in a number of meanings. Basically i n the context 
in which it is being us ed her e it refers to a group of people bound t oge t he r 
by a corranon socio-cu ltural heritage, with, usually, racia l del imitations. In 
the Southern African context the racial aspect is usually dominant. 

38, DRC Acta 1909: Appendix 13, p. 28. Transl, from Dutch. 

39, CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minute no, 6, entry for 10/2/1909. 
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its incepiion in 1888. 40> 

Reference has been made t o t he s i gnifica nce of t he Synod of 1857 when Foreign 
Mission work was firs t decided upon. The begi nni ng of this work in the 
Transvaal virtually coi ncided with a rev ival which t ook place i n many congre• 
gations of the Cape dur ing 1860 and had as a res ult t hat Missionary interest 
began to awaken. However, it was the spir i t ual awaken i ng, during the y~ars 
1884-1885 ~hich really gave impetus to Mission work. A new fervour for 
Mission was growing. Du r ing t his time Rev. A Murray visited the DRC Mission 
work in Transvaal and on his re t urn addressed a mi nis ters' fraternal o.f the 
Presbytery of Tulba gh at Worceste r in July 1885 . He ur ged the Church to look 
for a new field because the Tra ns vaal region was virtual ly covel"ed by the 
DRC and other Miss ions. He there ma de mention of the possi bility of work in 
the vicinity of La ke Ma lawi where the Free Church of Scotland was working. 41 ) 
There was cons iderable interest and t he idea developed of creating a Ministers' 
Mission Union in which mi nisters woul d take out shares or subscriptions . At 
a ministers' conference wh ich t ook place in Cradock i n September 1885 this 
matter was again dis cus sed . Several of the twenty-one mi nisters who attendP.d42 ) 
expressed willingness to contribute the sum of t en pounds annually towards 
such an unde r t aking . I t was decided to raise the mat ter agai n at the next 
meet i ng of the Synod. A circu lar was sent out suggesting the formation of 

55 

such a Union. In i t the poss i bility of starting work in Ch i na was also mentioned. 

Meanwhile, amongst Theologica l students at Stellenbos ch , miss i onary interest 
was also stirring and on 26 November 1884 a Students ' Mission Union was formed 
at the suggestion of the Theologica l professors. The aim was to arouse inte= 
rest in and acquain t students with Missi ons, as well as to support the work 
in any possible way. The fi rst secretary was AC Murray of Graaf f-Re i net. 
A few months later , i n March 1885, a similar Un ion, the "Opleidingsschool 
Zendingsvereenigi ng" was fo rmed at the Missionary Trai ning Institute at 
Wellington. 43 ) 

40, There are severa l descr iptions of how the work i n Malawi began, notably 
AC Murray: Nyasaland en rni j ne ondervindingen aldaar , pp. 5- 15; Ibid,, 
Ons Nyas a-akker , pp. 9-1 8 ; AL Hofrneyr: He t land l angs het meer: pp, 116-120; 
MW Reti ef: Verower ings vir Chris tus, pp , 19-24. 

41, See DK, 7/8 /19 35 , pp. 360-2 . 

42. For a group pho t ograph and br i ef des cript i on of each one' s work , see 
DK, 26/5/ 1926 , pp . 705f., 2/6/1926, pp. 74lff, , 9/ 6/19 26, pp, 771f f, 

43. DK, 9/1/1885, pp. 7- 8, 10/4/1885, pp. 164-5 , 18/12/1885 , p. 555. 
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In 186~ the Students' Mission Union at Stellenbosch wrote to Dr James Stewart 
of Lovedale asking for suggestions for supporting work somewhere in a 
foreign region. In a lengthy telegram he answered, suggesting the possibility 
of beginning by lending support to a station in Malawi in connection with 
the Livingstonia Mission. The work could then later develop into a Central 
African Mission, which however would be too costly to start with. He 
further suggested that his brother-in-law who happened to be in Cape Town, 
John Stephen of Glasgow, a member of the Free Church Foreign Mission 
Committee, could come and address the students. In concluding,Ste~1art expres= 
sed great joy at the prospect of the DRC or their association doing such 
a work or taking part in it. Co-operation would truly be a gain seeing that 
the DRC and the Free Church were so closely connected in creed, way of 
government as well as historically. In a letter which follm·1ed he further 
pressed the possibility of taking up work in Malawi since there was an open 
field around the Lake. The Free Church would support such a decision, he 
assured them. When Stephen visited the Students' Mission Union shortly 
afte~ he urged the DRC which was so close to the Free Church to send men to 
Malawi where there was unlimited space. 44 ) As member of the Foreign Mission 
Committee he assured them of the support of the Free Church in such an 
undertaking. 

During these days AC Murray was coming to the conviction that God was calling 
him to work in an unevangelised area. He offered his services to his 
Foreign Mission Committee, informing them that he wished first to study 
medicine for eighteen months in Europe. After completing his Theological 
studies he left for Edinburgh, Scotland in September 1886. The DRC Synod 
met in November of the same year and the idea of a Ministers' Mission Union 
was again discussed. On 11 November 1886, while Synod was still in session, 
it was founded with forty-six ministers subscribing £300 forthviith. Rev. 
A Murray was elected chairman and Rev. GF Marais, secretary. A field was 
discussed and in a circular sent out to members two weeks lateG reasons 
were mentioned why a field such as Malawi would be desirable. 45 ) Meanwhile 

44. Reported in DK, 25/6/1886, pp. 203-4. 

45. Ministers' Mission Union 01MU) Circular in DK, 26/11/1886, pp. 387f. 
The English rendering of Ministers' Mission Union for ''Fredikante n 
ZendingVereniging" was the official translation as used. onH1'1U l e tter= 
heads. 
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a letter was sent to the Rev. S Hofmeyr, missionary in the Soutpansberg 
region of Northern Transvaal enquiring about the possibilities of work there, 
but he answered that with such an upsurge of interest a large enough sphere 
would not be had there. 46 ) 

The MMU Committee met again on 19 July 1887 to discuss the choice of a field. 
With a letter of AC Murray before them specifically stating that he was 
willing to go to Malawi, it was agreed to send out such a recommendation to 
the members. The text of the circular read as follo~1s: 47 l 

The Committee met at Wellington on Tuesday the 19th July, 
and on its behalf the undersigned desire to put you in 
possesion of the following facts: ... 
The Committee was of opinion that it is time to suggest to 
the members of the Union a possible sphere of work. We had be= 
fore us a map of the Transvaal with the openings in that 
territory, and also a map of the country to the west of 
Lake Nyasa, where a field of labour is offered us by the Free 
Church of Scotland. Note was made, too, of a letter from the 
Theological candidate And r ew Murray, Charles' son, who is now 
further preparing himself in Edinburgh for mission work, in 
which he gives expression to his readiness to undertake the 
work on La ke Nyasa . . . 

the Executive Committee has decided to recommend that 
our Union shall underta ke work on the shores of Lake Nyasa, 
and for the following reasons: 
1. The extent of the field 
The sphere offered us by the Free Church is hundreds of miles 
in extent. From Bandawe, a station of the Free Church on the 
west coast of the Lake, it is a distance of three hundred miles 
westward to Lake Bangweolo, from where it i s two hundred and 
fifty mo re to Ma kuru, t he station of Mr. Arnot - the fi rst 
mission one reaches after travelling more than five hundred 
miles ... on the shores of La ke Ny asa we should participate in 
the great work of preaching Christ to those who have never heard 
of Him. 

4 6, See ibid. for tex t of letter; and L'K, 11/2/1887, pp. 42-3 for his answer 
as well as pp. 43-4 for quotation fr om pers onal letter fr om Hofmeyr. 
In the same r eport referenc e is a lso made to a l e tter of AC Murray to 
Hofmeyr in whi ch he mentioned that he had of fe r ed hims elf f or foreign 
mission wor k . 

47. DK,28/8/1887, pp. 269-70, Transl . from Dutch as in J du Plessis : Th e 
life of And rew Murray , pp. 375-77. 
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2. The arousa-1 of greater interest 
Our congregations are tolerably well acquainted with the particu= 
lars of mission work in the Transvaal, while a mission under= 
taken at such a distance will bring us into contact 
with a new heathenism, wholly outside the influence of 
Christianity. New difficulties will arise. The whole 
work will have to be arranged upon a new scale, and we 
shall learn how great the ki ngdom of Satan is, and how 
small in proportion is the work which is being done For 
the Kingdom of God. Our vie~s will be enlarged as to the 
extent of the need and the nature of the work that must be 
undertaken·. This must of necessity have ·a beneficial effect 
upon our interest, our enthusiasm, our prayers and our faith. 
3. The remarkable opening 
We should not venture to recommend that a single missionary 
be sent to a new sphere of work situated at such -0 distance, 
were it not that the Free Church of Scotland is prepared to 
receive him as a brother in the midst of its missionaries, 
as though he were one of them. There he would be our missionaty, 
and at the same ti me enjoy the support and the advice 
of the brethren around him. Further arrangemehts would 
be made only after we have decided to enter into relations 
with the Free Church: In his journey to his new field, too, 
our missionary ~1ould have the advantage of the steamers and 
other means of com:nunication which the Scotch Mission at 
tha La ke employs. 
To the opportunity which thus offers in the providence 
of God must be added the fact that our young brother 
feels a strong desire towards this work and offers himself 
for it . . . . We are of opinion that we could very we ll send 
an artisan missiona ry with our brother, in order to assist 
him on his station and afford him the needfu l companionship. 
The Committee req1;ests each member of the Union to take 
this matter into prayerful consideration. Let us ask the 
Lo'rd to give us a wise and understanding heart in this 
question, that we may know His will and ·have faith and 
strength to follow where He leads 

Meanwhile the committee virote to AC Murray to obtain more details 
concerning the costs, equ .ipment and other requirements involved in sending 
out a missionary to Malawi. After consultation with, among others John 
Stephen, by then also a director of the African La kes Company, Murray 
se.nt back the required information and also suggested three possible ways 
of liaison with the Free Church Mission. Either he, AC Murray, could go 
as a medical missionary of the Free Church, but supported by the DRC, as 
was the case with Dr Laws himself who was of the United Presbyterian 
Church; or he could temporarilyjoin the Miss"ion; or else they could start 
an independent Mission right from the beginning and only request the 
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Free Church to recognise their missionaries as co-workers and allow them 
as members of the Mission Council. 48 ) As it ensued, the third was the way 
which was followed for the first ten years until the Dutch Mission set up 
its own Counci.l in 1898. 

By November all the responses to the Committee's proposal to start work in 
Malawi were in hand and the Committee could report to its members 49 ) that 
there was great unanimity over the issue. Plans would go ahead to start 
the work and AC Murray had been informed that he was officially appointed 
as their missionary. The Foreign M1ssion Committee of the DRC had agreed 
to regard the work of the MMU in Malawi as being under its supervision, 
provided no financial obligations were involved, regular reports were 
given and no important decisions were taken without consulting the Committee. 
The Committee also agreed to second AC Murray to the MMU. Further, the 
circular issued an urgent appeal for much prayer for the enterprise. 
Official contact had also been made with the Free Church Foreign Mission 
Secretary, George Smith, while AC Murray would personally negotiate with 
them as well. He met members of the Foreign Mission Committee shortly 
afterwards and had a cordial discussion with them, they expressing joy at 
the prospect of the DRC starting a Mission in Malawi. A possible field 
was suggested as being at Chikus~s headquarters, in the region immediately 
south-west of the Lake. He had already as·ked for a missionary. 50) 

Shortly afterwards AC Murray returned to South Africa. He was ordained in 
his father's Church at Graaff-Reinet on 6 May 1888 and after a farewell 
meeting in Cape Town on 31 May, he sailed for his new destination on 4 
June 1888. 51 ) 

48. Quoted in DK,23/9/1887, pp. 299-300. 

49. .MMU Circular (DK, 25/11/1887, p. 37 4); AC Murray: Nyasa land en mij ne 
ondervindin~eh aldaar, pp. 10, 14f. 

SO. AC Murray to A Murray, 15/12/1887 (DK, 17/2/1888, pp. 52-53). 

51. DK, 11/5/1888 and following issues, pp. 150, 153, 183. For date of 
departure see CCA P3, Diary AC Murray: entry for 4 .June 1888. 
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2.2 Commencement of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission in Malawi 

2.2.l Early e~periences and choice of a field 

AC Murray's jo~rney by sea to Quelimane and then up the river to Malawi 

took nearly two months to complete. 52 ) His destination was Bandawe where 
he was to meet Dr Robert La~1s and decide about an area where the DRC could 
work. While waiting at Blantyre for the Ilala to come to Matope to take 
him northwards, he got to know the Rev. and Mrs Scott. He experienced much 
kindness and cordiality at their manse, but felt somewhat perturbed at Scott's 
lack of enthusia sm to evangelise and convert people. He would mention no 
figures of converts or church members but informed Mu r ray that his aim was to 
civilize the native in a Christian way by excercising influence on marriage, 
social, moral and political life . Even the beautiful church being built had 
to contribute to this aim by cultivating a concept of beauty in the minds of 
people. Murray's ccmment on this emphasis on seeking to elevate the people 
in a general sense rather than seeking specifically to win them as members of 
Christ's Church, 53 ) was that although he would not condemn this method , he 
differed entirely f r om such. He wrote: 54 ) 

We are not sent out, I thin k, to ci vilize peoples, but 
to conver t them . Not to giv~ them a high secular ed uca tion, 
but to "teach them to keep all things" whi ch our Lord and 
Master has comma nd ed . Let th ose who will be our hel pers 
as evangeli s ts, catechi s ts or tea chers , learn what is neces= 
sary for the ir wor k, but as fa r as the peep le in gene ral a re 
concerned, le t us impress th e Word of God upon them in all 
possible ways, and furthermore teach them to read the Bible 
for thems elves in their own language . 

52. For a detailed description of this j ourney see his book: Nyas aland en 
mijne ondervindingen aldaar, pp. 33- 98. 

53. CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to G Marais (Seer. MMU), 7/8/1888, 

54. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen, p. 79 Transl, from Ditch: 
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This remark is important for in a sense it reflected a kind of policy statement 
which would characterise the work of the· DRC in the years to come . 

A more sobering experience for Murray was when some days later he visited the 
deserted Cape Maclear and stood at the small desolate grave yard, observing 
the bronze plaque behind Dr Black's last resting place on which are written 
the words "Faithful unto death". "How soon," he remarked, "1·;ould not perhaps 
also our grave be dug in Nyasa land . . .. if we can do no other, let us at least 
then be 'faithful '. Lord! help us to that end through Thy Grace~" 55 ) Twice 
during his time in Malawi he was to come very close to death's door. 

Shortly after his arrival at Bandawe where he was heartily welcomed by Dr and 
Mrs Laws, he had the opportunity of visiting the country which lies to the 
north of the Lake, in view of looking for a suitable site. 56 ) The Rev. Bain 
who manned a station at the North End of the Lake happened to be at Bandawe 
and at Laws's suggestion Murray accompanied him . At Karonga they were delayed 
a couple of weeks because of getting caught up in the Arab war against Mbzi, 
and then continued onwards to the North End. This time Dr Cross, a medical 
doctor also accompanied Murray and Baines. This was Ngonde country and shortly 
aften1ards the three men set out on an overland journey which took them 
forty miles inland as far as the village of Kararamuka. Here they erected 
a hut to stay in and Murray began to consider the place as a suitable one to 
start a Mission. The Livingstonia Mission was very willing to let the DRC 
have this field. However it was not to be. 57 ) After a little more than a month 
at the village, of Kararamuka, on 12 November, Murray became severely ill of 
what was described as sunstroke. He was in a com~ for several days, his 
condition so serious that his companions had already selected a site for his 
grave, but he miraculously survived. In December they abandoned the idea of 
opening a station and returned to the Lake from where Dr Cross sent him back 
to Bandawe. On 23 December he arrived there. Laws considered invaliding him 
back to the Cape but subsequently his condition improved to such an extent 
that it was decidec he should remain. 

55. Ibid., p. 96. For a photo of the plaque see PA Cole-King: Cape Maclear, 
Plate 4. 

56. AC Murray, op.cit., pp. 101-126. 

57. In l a ter years this territory came und er German control, today part of 
Tanzania . The Moravian and Berlin Missions worked in the Ngonde area, 
one of the Moravian s tations being actually at Kararamuka's village; 

ibid., pp. 116-7. 
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A month later Laws sent him to Njuyu, the highland station of Dr and Mrs 
Elmslie, to recuperate in a healthier climate. At the same time Laws wrote 
to the MMU in the Cape suggesting that they send a companion for Murray. 
The Comm ittee had by then already been in contact with a student completing 
his studies at the Miss ionary Training Institute at Wellington. 58 ) It was 
here at Njuyu t ha t Murray had the opportunity to closely observe the work 
of a Mission station . He later came to regard his illness as providential 

because through it he was enabled to gain an insight into the methods the 
Livingstonia Mission 1-1as so successfully emp loying. He could learn of their 
methods, the ir exper ience and their mista kes. Thus, when he began his own 
work, he cou ld ap ply these lessons in practice. 59 ) 

A few of Murray ' s early impressions of the Livingstonia Mission's work are 

of interest . Shortly after first ariving at Bandawe he noted that the work 
done there v1as of a more spiritua l nature than at Blantyre. At Bandawe 
they sought to lead people to conversion and already there were encouraging 
fruits. 5o) The rea l breakthrough howeve1: came some years later when a wide= 
spread spir itual mov ement took place throughout the field of the Li vingstonia 
Mission . 

Another impress ion he ga ined was the importance of concentrating on children 
and schools. "The hope of Mission work of the future lies in the children," 
he wrote. 61 ) The Banda1~e Mission already had seventy teachers employed and 
after teaching in the morning they would go out to surrounding vi ll ages in 
the af ternoon to teach readi ng and writing. At Bandawe itself he found over 
three hundred chi ldren at school . Eight years later he noted that there were 

three t housa nd eight hundred children in the Bandawe schools. 

58. DK, 1/3/1889 , p. 70. 

59. JL Pretorius: An introdu ct i on to th e history of the Dutch Feformed Church 
Mission, p. 366 ; AL Hofmeyr : Het land l a ngs h e t meer , p. 122. 

60. CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to Seer. MMU , 7/8/1838 . 

61. DK , 10/5 /1 889 , pp. 147-8. Transl. from Illtch. See a lso his remarks in: 
Nyasa land en mi jne ondervindingen aldaar, p. 100. 
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Both these i mpressions reflected what the DRC would also regard as priorities : 

a spiritual emphasis with the aim of drawing people to conversion to Christ, 
and concentrating on a system of station and vill age schools 1-1hereby as many 
young people, even older people, as possibie could be reach ed by the teacher

evange 1 i ~ t. 

By the middle of 1889 Murray was only v1a i ting for the arrival of his compan ion 

before setting out on another journey to find a s uitable area v1here to start 
working. He had in mind going south and v1est of the Lake t O\·tards the country 
of Chiwere. Dr Laws had been th r ough that region in 1878 and was of the opini on 
that a suitable site could be found near Chil-1ere ' s headquarters. 62 ) At this 
stage, Murray had gi ven up any idea of v1orking in the Ngonde area, for several 
reasons: The Livings ton ia Mission was already working there, it was an un= 
healthy part of the cou ntry and tribal raids and the Arab \.Jar made i t currently 
too unsettled for opening new work. 63 ) 

The Rev. Theunis C Botha Vlok completed his training at the Wellingt on Mi ss i onary 
Training Institute in March 1889. A year before he had met AC Murray and 
heard him speak. This experience was dec isi ve for the young s tude nt's fut ure . 
He came to the conv i ctio n that he shou ld offer himself for th e wo rk in Malawi. 
The outcome of this was that on 7 May 1889 at the age of twenty three he departed 
for Mal aw i as the second missionary of the DRC to that count ry .64 ) 

AC Mur ray was at Ba ndawe when Vlok arrived on 8 July and they immediately ma de 
preparations to go on the planned journey. A week after Vlok's arrival t hey 
departed on foot, planning to take the overland route southwards and return 
along the Lakeshore. 65 ) Two weeks later they v1ere at the headquarters of chief 

62. CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to A Murray, 17/1/1889; PA Cole-King: 
Lilongwe: a historical guide , pp. 15-16. 

63. CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to A Murray, 25/4/1889 . 

64. Vlok was born in 1866 and served in Malawi for 23 years bef ore vo l unteeri ng 
to go to Salisbury t o serve the Malawians working ther e . There h e worked 
for another 24 years until his death in 1936. See TCB Vl ok: Elf j ar en in 
Midden Afrika, pp . 3-6, also DK, 9/9/1936; 23 /9/1936, 

65. For a description see CCA P3 2/1: AC Murray Travel Journal, 1888-89; and 
AC Murray Diary no. 2, entries for 15 July onwards. 
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Mwase where the town of Kasungu is situated today. Laws had suggested this as 
a possible place to settle, but they were not too favourably impressed with 
the prospect of making this their first starting point. By the end of the 
third week they were ~t Chief Msakambewa's village, three miles from where Kongwe 
Mission ~1as later established, but since he was but a sub-chief they decided 
first to go on to the regional chief, Chiwere. On 6 August they arrived at 
the village of chief Chidomai, about four miles from Chiwere's headquarters. 
After waiting for a few days Chiwere agreed to receive them. 

The young chief made a favourable impression on them. 66 ) He was quiet but 
appeared sensible and sincere. Upon hearing the purpose of the visit he was 
very willing to receive a Mission near his village. Murray and Vlok spent some 
days there and on the Sunday, 11 August, Murray tried his hand at preaching his 
first Chewa sermon to a gathering of people. The following Sunday Chiwere sum= 
moned about two hundred peop1e to attend a service where Murray preached from 
Romans 10 and spoke about the Ten Commandments, as well as from Lk. 18:35-19:10, 
about the blind man and about Zacchaeus. 67 ) 

The return journey was relatively uneventful. They followed the Lakeshore, ma~ 
king acquaintance with several chiefs, including Pemba, Ndind i and further 
north Kazembe and later Jumbe at Nkhota Kota. Ndindi's offer to serve as for= 
warding agent for goods delivered by the Ilala in the event of them settling 
at Chiwere's place was later gratefully made use of. On 17 September they were 
back at Bandawe, bringing with them two young boys from Chiwere. They attended 
school there f.or six weeks before returning with the missionaries and were 
subsequently of great help to them in gaining th~ people's confidence. 68 ) 

66. AC Murray may have underestimate<l his age when he states that he was about 
26 years old (CCA P3: Diary, entry for 11/8/1889; DK, 7/2/1890, pp. 46-7), 
although his mother was a Chewa which may mean that he was born round about 
the time his father Chiwere Ndhlovu settled there, in Ch ewa territory, some 
thirty odd years before. Yet Chiwere II was already ruling when Laws visited 
him in 1887 (PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, p. 16). The assumption that this was 
still the ol~ Chiwere (B Pachai: Malawi: history of the nation, p. 33), is 
therefore contradictory to Murray's explicit statement that it was Chiwere 
II who was ruling, his bloodthirsty father bein~ ~rovidentially out of the 
way before the missionaries arrived with the c~~pel (Nyasaland en mijne on= 
dervindingen aldaar, pp. 170f; Chiwere !I's photograph, p. 172). He died in 
1902 (WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni ya D.R.C., p. 52). 

67. CCA P3: AC Murray Diary no. 2, entries for 11 and 18/8/1889. 

68. CCA P3 2/1,: AC Murray Travel Journal, p. 142. 
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2.2.2 Mvera Mission established 

After further consideration and discussion with Laws, the decision was finally 
made to settle in Chiweres' area and Murray could write to the Home Committee 
asking for approval of this decision. 69 ) After the necessary preparations, they 
set out 1't'ith a group of eleven young men of Banda~1e who would help them. They 
arranged with the UMCA to use their boat, the Charles Janson, and so had the 
opportunity of visiting Likoma Island and observing some of the work of the 
u:1cA. They attended the corrrnunion service on the Sunday and to their chagrin 
they ~1ere instructed to sit ~1ith the catechumens behind a trellis and not 
with the other communicants. The Charles Janson dropped them at Cape Maclear 
where they had to wait a couple of weeks before the Ila la turned up and took 
them over to Ndindi 's where they disembarked with all their luggage. On Monday 
25 November they set out with a large group of porters, travelling slowly. 
On Thursday morning 28 November 1889 they pitched their tent near Msongandeu, 
Chiwere's village, at the edge of the Msungudzi stream under a large wild fig 
tree. This date is taken as the foundation day of the ORCM in Malawi. The 
next few days ~1ere spent in scouting round to look for a suitable site and 
after further negotiations with Chiwere it was agreed to build the Mission on 
a broad ridge about two miles to the north of Chiwere's village. Near this 
ridge ran a small stream, the Chetsa and on the third of December they moved 
camp to this stream, a couple of hundred yards from where the first buildings 
of the Mission were to be erected. It is at thi5 spot where a stone cairn stands 
today commemorating the day of the Mission·• s beginning. ?O I 

Meanwhile a name for the Mission was decided upon. Out of several possible 
local names such as Chetsa {the stream), Kaso, a high hill nearby and Mvera, 
an adjacent hill, the last was chosen because of the significance of the meaning 
of the Chewa word, ~· to obey. Cole-King maintains that this hill was thus 
called as the place of "hearing" or "obeying" the call to arms drummed out to 

his warriors from Chiwere's headquarters. Another explanation offered by some 

69. CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to A Murray, 2/10/1889. 

70. CCA P3: AC Murray Diary no, 2, entries for 28/11/1889 and following days 
There appears to be a generally accepted but erroneous view that the cairn 
actually marks the spot where Murr ay and Vlok pitched their t ents on 28 No= 
vember. It is quite clear both from his Diary and Travel Journal that this 
is not so, but that the first place was two miles to th e south of where the 
cairn stands. It has not been possible so far to establish th e precise lo= 
cation of this spot. For a photograph, see WH Murray: Op pad, p. 59. The 
cairn was pronounced a National Monument in 197q, 
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local people was that a certain type of excel1ent potterJ C111 was to be found 
nearby, clay which was very "obedient" in the potter's hand. 7l) 

Without further delay Murray and Vlok set about erecting a small wattle and 
. daub house before the rains set in. The rains were very late that year, and 
while fortunate for them, this was threatening the crops of the people. Near 
the middle of December Murray was summoned to a meeting with Chiwere and his 
heidmen. He was accused of causing his God to hold back the rains until his 
house was finished. Murray tried to explain that this was not so, but he pro= . 
mised to pray for rain, although he could not guarantee the outcome. Not satis= 
fied 1~ith this, those present, believing that he could make absolute demands to 
his God, set him a time limit for the next day. Murray and Vlok, realising ho~1 
much could depend on this, prayed earnestly that night and the next day. That 
evening it began to rain abundantly. Murray believed "this incidence contributed 
much to assure our safety in this country, and to give us a p 1 ace in the favour 
of the people". An entry in his Diary for 13 December noted "plenty rain" 
that day. 72 ) 

Although Chiwere hdd so eagerly invited the missionaries, he evidently still 
had his doubts as to their motives. On the whole he treated them cordially 
but sometimes he apparently would have preferred to be rid of them. They later 
learnt that Chiwere had not really wanted them there, but had feared the unli= 
mited magical pm~ers th'ey were thought to possess. By inviting them he merely 
wished to protect himself. Whatever the case may be, on several occasions in 
those early days the missionaries found themselves in serious predicaments, 
even deadly danger. On one occasion Chiwere accused Murray of being a mfiti, 
a witch, but an insisting that the sub-chief Mtereni who had brought in this 
charge come and lay it in person, Mtereni dropped the matter. On another occa= 
sion Chiwere actually ordered them out of his country, but when confronted in 
person by Murray he denied having sent such a message. 73 ) Peace was restored 
by exchanging a blanket for a goat. The most serious incident was when they were 
informed one night of a plot by Chiwere and several of his headmen and their 
warriors to kill them tkat night. It ensued that this had really been the case. 
After a long debate in which some of them had e:-:pressed st1·ong doubts as to the 
wisdom of such an action, Chiwere had finally fourrl himself alone and dropped the 
plan. 74 ) 

71. PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, p. 17; Nuusbrief uit Malawi, January 1974. 
72. AC Murray: Nyasaland ••. ,pp. 161-63; CCA P3: Diary no. 2. 
73. Both Murray and Vlok noted in their Diaries that he had apparently been very 

drunk the day before, already early in the morning, from wine or brandy alle= 
gedly obtained from a Portuguese hunter. He told them he knew nothing of 
·what he had said the previous day, was very remorseful and explicitly asked 
them to stay (CCA P3: ACM Diary entry for 20/6/1890; and P24 l/l(a): Vlok 
Diary, entry for 19/6/1890). 

74. · AC Murray: Nyasa land ... , pp. 171£, 183£, 185£. 
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Gradually the relationship improved and a healthy friendship grew between 
Chiwere and the missionaries. During the turbulent years of 1895-97 his 
frie'ndship and trust, won by Murray and Vlok, meant much to Murray's successor, 
WH Murray who also regarded him as a personal friend. 75 ) A later paragraph 
will deal with the aspect of relationship between t~e Mission and chiefs. 

Murray and Vlok set about getting the work of the Missions going. A school 
was started early in 1890 with Tomani, who had come from Cape Maclear and 
was originally trained by Rev. Bain, as first teacher. Visits were made 
to surrounding villages and on Sundays a white flag was flown from the 
highest tree at the station to inform people that it was God's day. They 
were summoned to church with a native trumpet, a long reed with a calabash 
at the end. Initially attendance at services on the station and in differe.nt 
villages was very high, but then it dropped for various reasons. A rule ~1as 

laid down that all employees, as well as all who wished to come for medicine 
or for selling their products had to attend morning prayers. Thus many were 
able to hear the Word of God and gradually responded t0 the message. AC 
Murray reports that in these days he often preached the theme of the lJnkr.o~m 

God, Acts 17:23, or that God had created all men out of one blood, vs. 25, 
in order to emphasise that they, the azungu were no different from the 
people to whom they were bringing the news of salvation of mankind. All 
alike were in need of this salvation. Because of encountering ve ry little 
sense of sin and wrongdoing amongst the people, they also found it necessary 

-to 1 ay much emphasis on the Law. Every Sunday the Ten Commandments were 
....-ead and often expounded in order to expose individual as 1-.·ell as national 
~ins, and from thers to bring the Good News of forgiveness and salvation 
-through the blood of Christ. 76 ) 

ioon they also introduced a system of receiving offerings at the Sunday 
-norning service, believing that it was necessary to teach people to give to 
-lod, each according to his ability. At the same time the importance of 
~itnessing was stressed by arranging for men in their employ to go out to 

-:fifferent villages on Sunday afternoons after they had been briefed the 

75. WH Murray: Op pad, p. 67. 

76. AC Murray, op.cit., pp. 190f, 
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previous day on the message they could bring. The missionaries themselves 
regularly went out early on Sunday mornings to preach before returning for 
the main service at the station. 77 ) 

These aspects, the emphasis on the need to know and recognise personal sin 
through knowing the Law, the importance of Chri s ti an giving, and of personal 
witness i ng, are significant as they reflect aspects ~1hi ch were constantly 
emphasized and which are to this day reflected in the life and work of the 
Church which grew out of the DRC Mission. 

The station itself soon acquired several buildings, including a school buil = 
ding, a workshop and sleeping accomodation for the assistants from Bandawe. 
The first church building was begun in August 1890 and completed in February
the next year. 78 ) A new, permanent dwelling for the missionaries was com= 
pleted by the end of 1891. This house was later used as a ladies' home and 
was destroyed by fire in 1903. 79 ) In 1892 a sma 11 store with an iron roof
was completed. Plans got under way for a new, larger church, but did not 
materialize for several years. The new church, which still stands there 
today was built during 1898. The builder was Irish born Samuel McClure 
(1870-1901) who joined the Mi ssion in 1897 as its first artisan. After 
building the Kongwe church as well, he died of blackwater fever while 
building at Nkhoma. 80) 

At first the school work grew slo~1ly due to fear and suspicion on the part 
of many that the children might be captured and sold into slavery if they 
were sent to school. 81 ) Soon these fears were dispelled and numbers grew . 
Books from Livingstonia Mission were used. A number of boys were given boar= 
ding facilities at the station (twenty by November 1890) 82 ) and when the 

77 . Ibid., pp. 19 2f. 

78. DK, 5/12/1890, pp . 389-90 ; CCA SS 15/6/11/4: Mvera Mission Log Book. 

79. 

80 . 

81. 

82. 

The first serv ice was held in it on Sunday 8/2/1891. 

Council minutes 11/1903, p. 42. 

AC Murray, op.cit., p. 309; for sketch planMvera church and copy letter 
to building cons ulta nt in Port Elizabeth see CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to lbwer, 
29/12/1 89 7; al so AC Murray to Laws, 5/7/1898 . This building has also been 
declared a Nat iona l Monument. 
AC Murray op. cit., pp. 219ff. A good looking, fat girl would fetch two 
pounds from the slave dea l ers in those days. 

DK, 10/ 4/1891, p, 11-9_. 
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first lady workers arrived in 1893 a girls' boarding home could be opened. 
Schools were gradually opened at outlying villages. In July 1890 Albert Nama= 
lambe visited Mvera from Cape Maclear and brought two teachers from there to 

69 

start a school at Chief Ndindi's village on the Lakeshore. The first schools 
around Mvera were served by teachers staying at the Mission and going out d..iil 
to teach. In the afternoon the teachers v/Ould return to continue their ovm 

training. Four of these were l~ter sent to Livingstonia for further training
as teachers. By :1394 there were five such schools around Mvera. 83 ) 

A small medical work began to develop and Murray treated 200 patients during 
the four wi~ter months of 1890 (May to August). This emphasized the need fo 
a qualified doctor. 84 ) At the same time various journeys were undertake:i in
different directions to meet chiefs and to get to knm1 the land. To the south 
Murray visited the Yao chieftain Tambala in 1890, as well as his old acquaintance 
Msakambewa to the north. The following year he travelled to chiefs ~ganga and 
Pemba on the Lakeshore to negotiate a peace treaty between these chiefs and 
Chiwere. Jn this he was successful. Shortly afterwards in June 1891 he tra= 
velled to Bandawe to attend the Livingstonia Mission Council and to consult with 
Dr Laws and the Scottish colleagues. In October that year Laws reciprocated 
the visit and his advice and encouragement was greatly appreciated. The fol lo= 
wing year, 1892,Vlok travelled towards Nkhoma mountain to meet the Chewa chief 
Mazengera and look for a possible site for a future station. 85 ) 

Meanwhile the work of evangelising was slowly beginning to bear fruit. Catechumen 
classes were :;tarted, at first using a catechism translated by Mrs Laws. 
Later AC Murray used the Heidelberg Catechism, translating its "Kort Begrip" 
into Chewa. In February 1892 three men registered as catechumens and three 
years later the first two were baptised - Moses Kamadia and Paulos Maondze, 
both at the age of eighteen. The real breakthrough came two years later. 
The death and funeral at Nkhoma in 1897 of the Rev. JF du To it who had arr·i ved 
two years before, made a deep impression on the hearts of many. A direct re= 
sult was a small revival which broke out at Mvcra shortly after. This was the 
prelude to the Mission's red letter day in October 1897 when a group of nineteen 
converts, thirteen men and six women, were baptised by AC Murray and his 

83, AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 79-81. One of these four was Amon Phiri 
Ndiwo who was later trained for the ministry and was ord~ined in 1929. 

84, DK, 5/11/1890, pp. 389-90. 

85. AC Murray: Nyasaland ... , pp . 204ff.; 234ff.; TCB Vlok: Elf Jaren .. ., 
pp. 18-19. Older forms of spelling were Mkoma and Mkhoma. Since 1965 
the official spelling is Nkhoma. This fonn will be used throughout. 
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cousin WH Murray who had come to the country in 1894. Amongst these persons 
were some very outstanding Christians. Men like Simioni Gora (45 years of age) 
Davide Tsirizani (35), Izake Kapologulani (33) and Solomon Kambere (28) served 
for many years as evangelists and lay preachers. Two of the women were older 
but of the fou r girls, all inmates of the first girls' home at Mvera, three were 
20 years of age while the youngest was Sarai Msumwa (15) better known as Sara 
Lingodzi Nabanda who in due course was trained and served in the Mission for 
many years as a midwife. She became the last living of that first group and 
died at her home near Nkhoma on 24 October 1973. 86 ) By 1900 the Baptism re= 
gister for Mvera contained 151 names. Amongst these, men were considerably in 
the majority. The first children of Christian parents were baptised on 13 
November 1898. 87) Thus the embryo Church began to emerge . This aspect shall 
be dealt with in a later chapter. 

2.3 Expansion of the work 

2.3.1 The pioneer years 1889-1899 

More workers from South Africa began to arrive. First came Robert Blake in 
1892. The follow i ng year JS Cridland and the firs t lady worker Miss Martha 
Murray arrived. With them was AC Murray retu r ning from furlough, bringing 
his bride, as well as the bride of Blake. Another important arr ival was in 
1894 when the Rev . (later Dr) ~lilliam Hoppe Mu r ray came,accompanied by the 
first agricultural missionary, Albert WG van der Westhuizen. The second lady 
worker came in 1895 but during the same year AC Murray had to return home to 
recuperate after being mauled by a leopard and barely escaping death. Several 

86. AC Murray : Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 99f f . Murray and several writers aft er h i m 
give the date as 14 Decemb er, s ay ing that fourteen men and fi ve women were 
bapt ized. Th i s does no t agree with officia l r ecords. See CCA SS lS/6/11/4: 
Mvera Mi s sion Log Book , entries f or 18/2/1892, 3/3/189S and Oc tober 1897 
(no day ): for names of th ese candida tes see in loc.; also MNA Nkhoma Pap ers: 
Bapti sm Register fo r Mv era 189S-1913. Several sources quote 1 a figur e of 
21 conver ts wh il e a pho t ograph shows fourt een men and s even women. Pr esum= 
ably thi s f i gur e and pho t ogr aph i nc luded two persons, a man and a woman 
baptised a t Hkhoma the pr ev i ous month ( Ml~A Nkh orna Papers: Bap tisrn Regist er 
for Nkhorna ; cf . MW Re ti ef : Wi lliam Murray of Nyasa land, p. SO; WH Murr ay : 
Op pad, pp. 139- 40f f ., photograph, p. 97 ) . On Ts irizani and Kapologulan i 
see a ls o SJ Ntara : Namon Ka tengeza , pp . 4S- 47; On Sara Nab a nda see Nuus br i ef 
uit. Malawi , J an. 1974 . 

87. CCA SS 1.5 /6/11 /4: Mvera Miss i on Log Book, entry for 13/11/1898. 
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workers arrived during the next few years and by 1899 the small band _ of missio= 
naries counted fourteen but there were already three missionary graves iri Malawi, 
those of Mrs Vlok at Livlezi (1895), Rev. du Toit at Nkhorna (1897) and JS 
Cridland at Kongwe (1898). 88 ) 

With the coming of extra workers, work could expand in vatious directions. 
During the first decade the Lakeshore received some attention, while two new 
stations, Kongwe and Nkhoma ~1ere opened and a third, Li vlezi, taken over from 
the Livingstonia Mis s ion. Already in 1891 AC Murray had selected and bought 
a site at Mtsala near Chief Maganga on the Lakeshore for a future Mission. 
Several flourishing schools soon existed in the area. When Blake arrived one 
of his first tasks was to erect a small dwelling at Mtsala. However, develop=

ments elsewhere and shortage of staff caused the plans for opening a Missi6n 
there never to materialise. 89 ) The Mvera missionaries continued to visit the 
araa and JS Cridland in particular felt deeply committed to work there. He 
even built himself a boat at Mvera for this purpose. His death cut short a 
planned tour of the Lakeshore in 1898 but WH Murray went in his stead and 
reported most satisfying results. 90 ) 

In 1894 the UMCA extended its work to Nkhota Kata on the western shore of the 
Lake. This was an area which the Livingstonia Mission regarded as its region 
and Laws had already urged the Home Committee to make good its hold on the 
west side. When this seemed impossible, Laws turned to the DRC and strongly 
urged the MMU to open work at Nkhota Kota. This would have been an important 
link between the Livingstonia and Mvera Missions. There were various practical 
difficulties however and the Dutch Missionaries could not recorrrnend it. When 
Bishop Maples died and was buried there, Laws wrote that presumably the Univer= 
sities' Mission would now want to continue there and the matter was dropped, 
In 1897 Laws and Maples' successor, Bishop Hine agreec that the UMCA would 
restrict itself to the Muslim enclave of Nkhota Kota. Livingstonia Mission 
occupied the Kasungu district shortly afterwards. 91 ) 

88, Blake originally came as a "religious instructor" and was only approved 
for ordination in 1897. This took place on 18/2/1898 (CCA V/9: 1/1: MMU 
minutes, entries for 31/S/1893, 2S/2/1897, 21/12/1897. For a complete list 
of workers who came to th e country between 1889 and 19S4 see Council 
minutes 77/19S4 , pp. 1063-66. 

89. CCA SS 15/6/11/4: Mvera Mission Log Book: entry for 28/9/1891; DK, 1/7/1892 ; 
p. 212; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p. 108. 

90, See for a description, ~11l Murray: Op pad, pp . 149-53; Bolink: Towards Church 
union in Zambia, pp. ~-100. 

91. See correspondence in CCA V9 2/1: WH Murray to JR Albertyn, 30/9/1 89S; AC 
Murray to Albertyn, 26/1"2/1895; SS 1S/6i2/1S: AC Murray to WH Murray, 
5/12/1895; lS/6/2/16: Laws to WH Murray, 11/2/1896. Cf. P Bolink:pp. 99-100. 
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In 1893 a visit to Msakambewa's~rea resulted in the selection of a site three 
miles from his village. This site was to become Kongwe Mission. After 
negotiating with Rhodes of the British Central Africa Company, first 500 and 
l•ter 1000 acres were bought from the Administrati on and on 16 April Robert 
Blake and his wife pitched their tent on a ridge just below the present station
on the banks of the Lingadzi stream. 92 ~ Soon a provisional dwelling was erected 
and later used as a school, as well as other buildings. In 1900 a la rge ch urch
seating l 100 was built and inaugu; ated on 13 January 1901. 93 ) This buildin9 
was replaced by the present church which was inaugurated in 1951. 

The work progressed well. On 4 December 1898 the first group of ten converts 
were baptised, amongst them three women. 94 ) Considerable success was also 
gained at an outpost, Chibanzi, where work ~1a s started by Sla ke and C r ~ dland 

in 1896. This was the village of a young chief Msyamboza 95 l whose support of 
the work of the Mission conttibuted to Chibanzi later becoming one of the most 
flourishing of all the outposts. It was especially during the ministry of 
evangelist Andre amkumb.11a, who later became the first Mal a~li an to be ordained 
in this fie~ 1925, that this work progressed. 96 ) 

Meanwhile negotiations were in progress to take over Livlezi station s itua t ed 
in Chief Chikuse's domain. It was opened by the Livingstonia Mission in 1886 
following Albert Namalamb~'s visit to the chief the previous year to negotiate. 

" The first missionary was Dr Henry ~1hose wife as well as ano ther worker , a Mr 
Aitken died at Livlezi. When Henry himself died in 1894, Dr Laws began exerting 
strong pressur,e on the DRC to take over the wor k. From correspondence it is 
clear that the missionaries were not anxious at all to do so at that stage. 
Some of the reasons for this attitude were the following: 97 l An earlier idea 
of linking the DRCM in Mashonaland (Zimbabwe) to that in Malawi with a line 

92. AC Murray: Nyasaland ... ,pp. 267ff, See also CCA V9 2/1: AC Murray to 
JR Albertyn (Seer, MMU), 15/9/1894. 

93, For an account by Blake see DK, 21/3/1901, p. 176; 30/12/1931, p. 1197. A 
native smith ";,y name of Zawi was shown by Blake how to make nails out of 
old mu zzle-loader guns which slave dealers had formerly exchanged in that 
district f or slaves, Later records which give the date of inauguration as 
1903 are obviously wrong since Blake alr eady left th e country in 1902. Li ke= 
wise the later notion that the nails were from Ngoni assegai points app ears 
to be erroneous (MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 23: Kongwe Station rep ort, 1950), 

94. MNA Nkhoma papers: Membership register for Kongwe . 
. 95, For his life s tory see SJ Ntara: Man of Africa; also JA Retief: Ontdekkings 

in Mi<lde Afrika, pp. 225-9. He was fina lly baptis ed on 16 July 1914. 

96. CCA Pl5 1/1 (Liebenberg fil e): Report Chibanzi, 5/10 / 1907. 

97. CCA V9 2/1: AC Murray and WH Murray to Albertyn, 5/11/1894; see also several 
letters from other missionaries in same file. 
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of stations was no longer being cherished by AA Louw in Mashonaland and since 
he no longer intended extending the work northward, there appeared little point 
for the DRCM in Malawi to extend south v1a rd. Meamvhile extension had already 
taken place towards the west, at Kongwe; and on top of that general conditions 
in Chikuse's country were not very conduc ive to mission work at that stage. 
In addition to this they preferred to begin new work rather than t ake over 
old work "which has been begun and carried on on lines so different from ours". 
Further reasons stated were the low state of funds, the shortage of staff and 
the interest of other Missions, notably the ZIM and Blantyre Mission to extend 
into that field. 

In spite of these objections the MMU Corrrnittee decided to keep their options 
open and agreed to send a new arri va 1 , Rev. WH Murray to v1ork at Liv 1 ezi to= 
gether with Mr Govan ~obertson of Livingstonia Mi ssion. Subsequently it was 
agreed to take over the work entirely. This was effected on 26 July 1895 when 
Rev. and Mrs Vlok, returning from furlough, arrived there. Vlok found both 
the ZIM and the Baptist Industrial Mission of Booth active in the area, the 
latter opening work during that time very close to existing Li vlezi schools. 98 ) 
During the closing months of 1895 troub 1 e began to brew bet1veen Chi kuse and 
the Administration. At the same time Vlok was finding it difficult to work 
with Robertson. 99 ) It was clear that Vlok was not very happy at being there 
and when theMMU met early in 18% it was decided to give up Livlezi as a 
Mission centre,mainly because it was deemed too unhealthy. Vlok was instructed 
to seek a site on the plateau or, if Chikuse was not agreeable, further away, 
possibly near Nkhoma or Chilenje mountains.lOO) The death of Mrs Vlok at 
Livlezi on 2 March settled the matter. In spite of a strong plea to the MMU 
by Robertson not to do so, Vlok and Du Tait who was then with him, left 
Livlezi for good in May 1896.lOl) After that Livlezi became an outpost like 
Cape Maclear, first under Nkhoma and later under a new station, Mlanda,which 
replaced Livlezi as Mission station in that area. 

98. CCA SS 15/6/12/2: Half yearly report of the Livingstonia Mission, 1895; 
15/6/2/30: Vlok to WH Murray, 7/12/1895 and 16/12/1895. 

99. Ibid., Vlok to Murray, 30 August, 29 October, and 7 and 9 December 1895. 

100. CCA V9 1/1: MMU minute 1-3; entry for 22/2/1896. 

101. CCA V9 4/1: Robertson to Albertyn, Report on Livlezi, 30/4/1896. 
For an account of Vlok's stay at Livlezi see TCB Vlok: Elf Jaren •.• , 
pp. 7-16. 
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The first Christians at Livlezi were baptised in about 1890 by Dr Henry. 
Thereafter the congregation grew steadily and in 1900 during one of Vlok's 
visits from Nkhoma 87 communicants atten<ied the communion service. On that 
occasion a Church Council was formed with three elders and three deacons. 102 l 

When Vlok and Du Toit left Livlezi in 1896, their destination was a new site 
at the foot of Nkhoma mountain about twenty- eight miles south of Mvera. 
Four years before, Vlok had already met the Chewa chief Mazengera who with 
his people were living on Nkhoma mountain, driven there by continuous Ngoni 
and Yao raids. The chief was desirous to have a Mission near him, more for 
political and protective reasons than other. Thus, when Vlok and Du Toit 
arrived at the mountain on 28 May 1896, following further negotiations with 
the chief six weeks before, they were received with great enthusiasm. 103 ) 
They encamped on the northern slopes of the mountain and the following days 
were spent in selecting a site. A journey around the mountain and a climb 
to the top in the company of WH Murray who had come over from Mvera to help 
in making the choice, convinced them that the best site would be on the 
south-eastern slopes. Mazengera was agreeable to this. On Sunday 31 May 
six to eight hundred people gathered at the tents for the first service at 
Nkhoma 104 l and on Thursday 4 June they shifted camp to the new site, pitching 
their tents close to where the stone obelisk stands today in a small park 
in front of the church. 

Those were days of uncertainty throughout Angoniland as the Administration 
sought to establish its authority. Some time after the arrival of the 
missionaries Mazengera was apprehended and died in custody. At the same 
time the imposition of the three shillings hut tax with the tragic effects 

102. M~A Nkhoma papers: Membership Register for Livlezi; 1be Aurora, 
1/10/1900, p. 47. 

103, See Vlok: Elf jaren ••• ,pp. 19-23, 31-39 for arrival and beginning 
of work. 

104. CCA V9 4/1: Annual report Nkhoma 23/6/1897. Vlok estimated that about 
5 000 Achewa were then living on the mountain. 
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it brought with it, affected the Mission almost from the first day.lOS) They 
had hardly arrived when Mr Codrington, then tax collector for the region also 
turned up at the station and called all the chiefs together informing them 
that they must pay the tax or give 130 men to go and work for a certain person. 
This the people did not understand and ~1hen Codrington set up his table 
the following Monday to write the names of workers, the chiefs offered 
various excuses. Codrington lost his temper and banging with his fist on 
the table shouted: "The men today or else I burn your villages down tomorrow~" 

Pandemonium broke loose and ended in a mass flight back up the mountain. 
Failing to establish any further contact Codrington departed, leaving the 
missionaries in a dilemma. Bristling with suspicion, Mazengera sent a message 
saying that if Vlok was a friend he should come up to them the following 
day. He did so and, surrounded by warriors armed to the teeth, he tried to 
explain what the tax issue wa's all about. Friendship was restored and the 
outcome was that Mazengera agreed to send sixty-five workers and the balance 
in maize. 106 ) 

This kind of incident gives an insig~t into the difficult position the missio= 
naries found themselves in in those days. Often through no fault of their 
own they were placed in positions of mistrust both from the side of the chiefs 
and from the side of the Administration. A later paragraph will deal with 
this aspect again. 

~
Work and building at Nkhoma soon got under way, following much the same pat= 
tern as at other stations. A l 300 yard furrow brought water onto the station, 
creating an opportunity to develop agriculture. The station was laid out in 

J streets and avenues of trees were planted. The first school stood near the 
north-eastern corner of the present church. The old parsonage stood near by.lOl) 

105. Vlok, op.cit., pp. 19, 36. According to one account Mazengera was killed 
by the askari escorting him after an attempted escape. The askari subse= 
quently reported to Zomba that he had committed suicide (Memoirs of a 
DOC Mission ;,.eacher, Manayin, written 1935. Chewa ms. in author's p0sses~ 
sion, loaned from Mr MC Toerien, Pretoria). 

106. '!eport in DK~ 1/10/1896, pp. 63lf. 

107. It was named "Goudini house" after the congregation which gave the money 
for building it. There was a lower-level floor as well, accommodating 
workshop, store and medicine room, (CCA V9 q/l: Annual report, 23/6/1897). 
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Work on building a church was delayed by McClure's death in 1901 but later 
Mr C Minnaar who arr ived in 1903 continued the wo r k, but did not l i ve to 
see its inauguration on 13 May 1905. Over a thous and people attended his 
funeral in the near completed church on Christmas day, 1904. It had cost 
£236 to build and could seat one thousand people. This building stood until 
1937 when it was pulled down to build a ne>w enc in 1939. This new "Jubilee 
church" was consecrated on 8 September 1940 and couid seat 1 400 people. 
Approximately one third of the tota1 building cost of £1 261 was raised by 
the local congregation . l08} 

The first two converts were baptised on 19 September 1897, two months after th e 
death of Rev. JF du Tait. Three years later in 1900 there we re twenty- one 
baptised members with fifty-nine attending catechumen class. Over thirteen 
hundred children were being taught on the station and in thirteen village 
schools. A Church Council had also by then been formed. 109 ) Nkhoma became 
the head station of the Mission in 1912 and in the course of years was built -----up~ecome the biggest station cf all the Dutch Reformed Chu rch's Mission 
enterprises in "different parts of Africa. 

~ ~~- -~ 

One further and significant extension took place during this period. Already 
in 1897 the missionaries became aware of a desire on the part of the Ngoni 
chief Mpezeni, living over hundred miles to the west~ to receive missionaries. 
The military activities of the Charte red Company in that area delayed entry; but 
after further negotiations with Rhodes and Mpezeni the first missionaries, 
Revs PJ Smith and JM Hofmeyr, set out from Mvera in 1899 to found Mag~1ero 
Mission on 5 July of that year. The DRC Synod of the Orange Free State had 
undertaken to support the work in Mpezeni's land and within the next ten 
years four more centres were opened at Madzirroyo (1903), Chipata (1905), Nyanje 
(1905) and Nsadzu (1907). More stations were opened later. Initially, the 
same pattern was followed as with Livingstonia Mission in that the work was 
first conducted under one Mission Council, that of Mvera, until the work there 
had been suffi ci e11 tly es tab 1 i shed to form its own C ounci 1. The first meeting 
of the "Executive Council of the DR Church Mission of the Orange Free State 
in North-Eastern Rhodesia" took place in October 1909.llO) 

108. CCA V9 2/1: Vlok to J du Plessis, 2/1/1905, Di.e Koningsbode, Oct. 1940,pp.302f. 
109. MNA Nkhoma papers: Membership register for Nkhoma, 1897-1919; 

Vlok, op.cit., p. 39. 
110. For a history of the work of the DRC in Zambia see JM Cronje: En daar 

was lig; idem: Kwayera; P Bolink : Towards Church union in Zambia, pp.84-9. 
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2.3.2 A separate Mission Council 

As has been noted the first DRC missionaries came out to Malawi to work in 
close conjunction with the Livingstonia Mission. During the first eight 
years of its existence the missionaries formed part of the Livingstonia 
Mission, regularly attending meetings of their Council until 1897.lll) In 
many ways the new work of the DRC benefitted from the support of the older 
Mission; the first teachers, artisans and evangelists were Livingstonia
trained. They could make use of their school materials and other books such 
as catechism, hymn book and a Nyanja version of the New Testament translated 
by Laws. The Log Book of Mvera Mission had as inscription on the first page 
"Brief account of the Mission work done at Mvera station, Chiwere's country 
being that department of Livingstonia Mission supported by the Dutch Reformed 
Church of the Cape Colony". Mvera letterheads during the early 1890s merely 
stated "Livingstonia Mission" and then the Mvera address. Livingstonia 
Mission during those first years included reports from Mvera and Kongwe. 
AC Murray wrote about Laws in Apri 1 1891: "We can never express our indebted= 
ness to hillt 112 ) 

The result was that basically the same methods :rnd the same "comprehensive 
approach" was followed, although emphasis did differ in some respects. When 
Dr Laws went home on leave in 1892 he visited the Cape and his description 
of the work of the DRC Mission aroused renewed interest in many congregations. 
It was at this stage that the Committee of the Ministers' Mission Union 
wrote as follows to Laws to express its sincere appreciation for the help 
it received from the Free Church in founding the DRC Mission in Malawi: 113 ) 

Allow me, Or. Laws, on behalf of our Committee to express 
our deep sense of the obligation under which we are to 
the Free Church for the way in which they have adopted and 
helped on our mission. And we owe to yourself a debt of 
gratitude which we can never repay, which we cannot even 
express, for the kindness you have shown to our young 
workers, Murray and Vlok. You have been to them both father 
and brother and now you have given of your time and strength 
to help us in leading our congregations to know and take 
an interest in their work in Nyasaland, 

111. WH Murray: Op pad, p. 154 . 

77 

112, DK, 31/7/1891, p. 244 . Transl, from Dutch. See further CCA SS 15/6/11/4 
for the Log Book, First entry was made on 28/2/1890. 'nlis was a brief 
account of the beginning of the work of the DRCM in which AC Murray 
stressed how much he learned during the months spent in the different 
spheres of the Livingstonia Mission, 

\.!.} '.l, · FW Sass: The influence of the Church of Scotland •.. , p. 134 
(quoted from The Free Church of Scotland Monthly, 1/3/1893). 
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In the same spirit the Cape ·Synod of 1894,after hearing a report from the MMU 
adopted the following motion with acclamation: 114 ) 

The Synod expresses her sincere appreciation for the 
brotherly help and love shown to our missionaries by 
the brethren of the Scottish mission in Central Africa . 

The exact relationship between Mvera and Livingstonia was not so clearly de= 
fined in the beginning and at a meeting in May 1893 the Committee of the MMU 
had before it a letter and memo from Dr Laws with conditions for a union of 
Livingstonia Mission and Mvera Mission. The Committee raised certain objections 
and wished to propose certain changes. 115 ) The objections were in particular 
against article XIII of the new General Rules being introduced and in which 
the DRC Mission was to be brought under tighter control by requesting all de= 
cisions of the local missionaries' committee first to be confirmed by the 
Livingstonia Council. AC Murray however, felt the proposal of the MMU would 
not be acceptable to the Free Church Foreign Mission Committee. Otherwise they 
might feel too much as if the DRC section wanted to become independent altoge: 
ther. He proposed that the DRC Workers Committee should have the right to ad= 
minister local funds rather than referring all matters to the Livingstonia 
Council first for approval . Writing to Laws he explained that what the MMU 
meant was that the local committee at Mvera desired freedom to act in certain 
respects without requiring decisions to be confirmed but that notice be merely 
given. Otherwise it would cause too much delay. 

Concern1ngthe further stipulation about extension of the work, it was 
felt that any local extension~i.e. in the Mvera region, should be a matter be= 
tween the missionaries and their Home Committee , but extension into new 
areas, e.g. into Chikuse's or Mpezeni's land, would naturally be referred to 
the Livingstonia Council. This however in no way meant that they wished to 
"disjoin" themselves from Livingstonia. 116 ) 

What complicated matters somewhat was that this took place during Law5S absence 
on leave in Scotland and the Dutch missionaries were not too happy with the 
attitude of the Livingstonia treasurer, Dr Elrnslie, who was acting in Laws's 

114. DRC Acta 1894, p. 46. Transl. from Dutch. 

115, CeA V9 1/1: HMU Coumittee minute, entry for 31/5/1893. 

116. CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to Laws, 11/10/1893 and 27/10/1893. 
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place at Bandawe. In the same letter At. Murray complained to Laws about this, 

saying that when he wrote to explain the whole issue to Elmslie, he "in his 

own usual sharp way ••• hints about our having to vacate this district if we 

wish 'to disjoin ourselves"'. That, Murray assured Laws was not the idea 

at all. He further complained of Elmslie's refusal to supply Vlok with ·School 

materials at his request because "we only keep for ourselves". The same 

happened when Vlok asked for glass panes for sashes actually made at Bandawe 

to suit the glass they had in stock, because they were "such unreasonable 

shape of glass". Eventually Murray brought up the glass from Cape Town. In 

a later letter Murray again complained to Laws that correspondence with . 

Bandawe was "not very profitable to spiritual life" and that a "good deal of 

grace was needed to get on with the present treasurer". There were seven l 

accusations and misunderstandings on Elmslie's side, such as about Murray 

buying calico from Natal. "This means cutting myself off from Bandawe alto= 

gether.1111 7) However, Murray was convi need that these were mostly due to mis= 

understandings on Elmslie's part and looked forward to better relations when 

Laws returned. 

The c011111ittee of the MMU did not accept Murray's more moderate proposals, made 

in view particularly of Elmslie's veiled threat that they mig~t have to vacate 

the field, and informed the FMC in Scotland accordingly. By 1894 the missiona= 

ries already practically had their "own little council in which all of us take 
part 11

•
118) 

On his way back to Malawi Laws met and discussed with the Committee of the MMU 

the attitude of his Home Committee concerning the issue. They were offering 

to hand over all work to the south of the thirteenth degree latitude (i.e. 

Just north of l<asungu) 119 ) or roughly a line from Nkhota Kota westward and 

hence everything to the west and south as far as the Zambezi. This would in .. 

117. Ibid., also copy AC Murray to Laws, 18/1/1894; cf. J McCracken: Politics 

79 

and Christia""lity in Malawi, p. 175 who notes that in 1893 "friction over 
business arrangements and a difference of opinion on the question of church 
developwent led the missionaries to break from Livingstonia by setting up 
their own Executive Council". It is doubtful .wheth.er the question of church 
development played much of a role at this stage. It should also be noted 
that the Executive Committee was officially only formed in 1898. Until 
then DRC missionaries were still attending the Livingstonia Council. 

118. CCA V9 1/1: MMU Committee minutes entry for 31/1/1894; V9 2/1: AC Murray 
to A Murray_, 19/4/1894. 

119. Cf. AL Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, p. 78. 
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elude Livlezi and Cape Maclear. Howeve~ his committee wished it to be agreed 
that the DRCM would train its workers at the new Institute to be built at 
Khondowe. On this the MMU co1TTI1ittee would not colTTilit itself until it had 
obtained the opinion of its representative~ in the field. 120> The work at 
Livlezi, as has been shown,was taken over the following year after further nego= 
tiations. For several years the DRCM did train workers at the Instituuon but 

in 1903 began its own training institute at Mvera. 

For a few years the Dutch Mission was still regarded as part of Livingstonia 
Mission and its missionaries still attended the Livingstonia Counci1 121 ) but 
they formally formed their own Executive Council following a decision to this 
effect by the Home Committee in 1897. 122 ) 

The first meeting of the new Council with the four ordained missionaries then 
on the field, AC Murray, TCB Vlok, R Blake and WH Murray present, met at Mvera 
on 24 and 25 October 1898. Close relations were still to be maintained with 
Livingstonia during the first few years by consulting them on various matters. 123 ) 
For some years minutes were kept in English and copies regularly sent to 
Li vi ngs toni a. 

The whole issue of the separation of the two Missions should be seen as the natu= 
ral outcome of the lines along which the work developed from the beginning. It 
~1as noted that AC Murray, while going out as 
Mission, had in mind his own sphere of work. 
with Laws about this. 124 ) With expansion of 

a full member of the Livingstonia 
He had come to a clear understar1ding 

the work and the time and distance 

120, Circular to MMU members and Cormnittee members (DK, 15/6/1894, p. 634). 

121. So for instance the MMU approved a set of Regulations for the "Dutch section 
of the Livings tonia Mission" in Feb. 1895 (MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1), 

-122, CCA V9 1/1, MMU Committee minute no. 4, entry for 25/2/1897, 

123. Cf, for example Council minutes 1/1898, pp. I, 2. 

124, CCA P3 3/1: AC Murray to Seer, MMU, 7/8/1888: Laws had given him the 
choice of either having missionaries sent to various stations or of 
giving them a particular part of the country for their responsibility. 
Laws was fully agreeable to the latter and at that stage suggested some= 
where between Chikuse 1s land and Bandawe, possibly at Mwase's village 
(Kasungu), 
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involved,maintaining regular consultation became more and more difficult and 
separation became the practical solution. The attempt of the FMC fo 18-93 to 
draw the Dutch missionaries under tighter control of the Livingstonia Council 
and thus under the Free Church, placed the MMU and by implication the DRC as 
such in the untenable position of being expected to conduct and finance work 
over which another Church would have the final say. They could hardly be ex= 
pected to have agreed to such conditions, even though AC Murray did try to 
find a compromise. It is possible to understand the sentiments of the Living"' 
stonia Mission in this matter, but it is unfair to say as McCracken does that 
the DRC Mission came in "partially disguised" by the fact that AC Murray was 
to form as far as possible one Mission with that of the Free Church. Neither 
should it be seen so much as a matter of the DRC missionaries being led to 
"break away" as that it was a natural, practical and necessary development 
at that stage. 125 ) When the Dutch Mission was sufficiently well established 
to be strong enough to go on on its own it wou 1 d do so. It has been noted that 
this same pattern was to develop when work was started in Mpezeni's land. 
This did not mean a total break with Livingstonia since cordial relations 
and co-operation were to continue in many respects 126 ) not the least in the 
negotiations which eventually led to the formation of the one Church of 
Central Africa, Presbyterian in 1924/26. 

The first meeting of this "Executive Council of the Dutch Reformed Church 
Mission to Central Africa" provisionally defined for itself its scope of work. 
Later the General Mission Corrmittee of the Cape Synod was to lay down further 
regulations concerning the constitution and duties of the Executive Council. 
All ordained missionaries, and later all medical doctors as well as teachers 
holding a certain minimum qualification, senior lay workers and two ladies 
elected by the women members of the staff were to be members. The position of 
chairman was a permanent appointment made by the Home Committee~ 27 ) 

125. cf. J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi, p. 175; AC Murray: 
Ons Nyasa-akker, p. 117. 
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126. So for example WH Murray accompanied their four students to Khondowe in 1898 
and held fruitful discussions with Dr Laws and others, "Gogoyu nandipangira 
bwino" (and that grandfather gave me good counsel), (WH Murray: Mbiri ya 
Misyoni ya D.R.C., p. 56). In 1903 the Executive Council agreed to invite 
Dr Laws to visit their Mission (Council minutes 11/1903, p. 45). 

127. Council minutes 1/1898, p. l; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 118-119; 
cf. also CCA V9 1/1: Minutes of MMU Committee, entry for 6/4/1900. 
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In the beginning all activities Rertaining to all aspects of the work resorted 
under the Council, but in 1903 it was resolved to form a Council of Cor:igregations, 
to deal with matters concerning the ecclesiastical development of the work 
and to advise the Council. 128 ) 

2.3.3 Difficult years 1899-1904 

The years 1899-1904 were difficult ones for the Mission. In the two northern 
provinces of South Africa, the Orange Free State and the Transvaal, war 
clouds were gathering. In October 1899 the Anglo-Boer War broke out. It 
was to last until 31 May 1902. At the same time and partly as a result of the 
effects of the War the Mission was faced with a severe shortage of funds and 
had to turn some offers of workers down in 1900, 129 ) even though there was a 
dire need for more workers on the field. Alleged malpractices by the Nyasaland . 
Government in the collecting of the th ree shillings hut ta x led to a serious 
deterioration in the relations between the DRC Mission and the Government. 
In the work itself a spirit of apathy and even rebelliousness set in am011gst 
some of the Christians and teachers. 130 ) At the same time the workers were 
deeply affected by illness, departure of some and death of ot hers. Towards 
the end of 1900 AC Murray, the pionee~ was forced to finally leave the coun try 
due to ill health of his wife and in 1902 Robert Blake had to do the same . 
The cloak of head of the Mission fell on the shoulders of HH Murray. Two of 
the lady workers had to go on early leave due to illness and Vlok was reported 
to be suffering from ill health. 131 ) In 1901 the builder S McClure died at 
Nkhoma. 

In view of the di re need for more workers the MMUJ in spite of being in extreme 
financial difficulties, took a courageous decision in April 1899. An appeal was 
sent out to its members for concerted prayer for more funds and for a doub 1 i ng 
of the work in Malawi within the next five years. 132 ) In July it resolved 
to write to AC Murray to select sites for two new stations to be opened in 
1900 and 1901 respectively. The new secretary of the MMU, Rev. J du Plessis, 
wrote to AC Murray: "We have been led to ask definitely of God a doubling of 
the work within the next five years ... We have therefore embarked on an enter= 

J28. Council minutes 10/1903, p . 37. See furth er ch. 4. 

129, CCA V9 3/1: Copy Seer. MMU to JH Veldhui zen, 11/9/1900. 
130, MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p. 69; AC Murray: Nyasa-akker, p. 130 . 
131. DK, 10/5/1900, p. 284. 

132. MMU Circular (DK, 27/4/1899, p. 266).There were then fourteen workers. 
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prise which we call 'Forward Movement in Nyasaland 1
•
11133 ) 

Three months later the war broke out and prospects looked even worse. In Decem= 
ber AC Murray wrote to his uncle, Chairman of the MMU: "We are expecting to 
hear 'retreat' as a consequence of this terrible war! May God forbid.• 134 ) 

The war ttad dire and bitter effects for the people of South Africa. Thousands 
of Afrikaners were totally ruined and many thousands more in desperate straits. 
Yet. one of the remarkable aspects of this war was the great religious awakening 
which took place in some of the Boer commandoes and continued in the Prisoner 
of War camps in India, Ceylon, St. Helena, Bermuda and Cape Town. By August 
1902, 175 Boer prisoners had offered themselves for mission work. Thirty-six 
of these became ordained missionaries of whom seven came to Malawi in due 
course. Others came as laymen. 135 ) 

By 1901 the tide was turning and in 1902 the MMU could record that its finan= 
cial debt was repaid. Nine new workers had gone to Malawi in 1900 and 1901 
and by 1903 the number had indeed more than doubled to thirty-four. This 
included four agricultural missionaries who, together with Van der Westhuizen, 
were to expand the industrial side of the Mission. 

In Malawi itself the war in South Africa was also having its effects, and the 
DRC missionaries were subjected to both the suspicions of the Nyasaland Govern= 
ment as well as to the afflictions caused by the war upon their own people. 136 ) 
At the same time tension increased over th~ hut tax issue to such an extent 
that missionaries of the DRC were on two occasions involved in court cases in 
which they were accused of inciting the natives against the Government. 137 ) 
The result was that the Mission found itself seriously hampered in its work, 
particularly in seeking to open new village schools and new stations. 

133. CCA V9 1/1: MMU Committee minute 6-8, entry for 4/7/1899; MNA Nkhoma 
papers, Box 1: Du Plessis to AC Murray, 5/7/1899. 

134. CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to A Murray, 7/12/1899. 

135. CCA V9 1/1: MMU committee minute no. 11, entry for 15/8/1902; AC Murray: 
Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 129-130. See also: JW Kok: Sonderlinge vrug: die 
invloed van die Tweede Vryheidsoorlog op die sendingaksie van die Nederc 
duitse Gereformeerde Kerk in Suid-Afrika. 

136. See below, pp, 138f, 

137. The whole issue of the relationship between the Mission, the chiefs and 
the Government is dealt with in a separate paragraph below. 
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Jn spite of such difficulties and in compliance with the MMU decision, a new 
station, eventually named Mlanda, was opened in 1902 to replace Livlezi .as a 
central station. Although plans had already existed in 1896 to do so, Chi= 
kuse had not been agreeable. In 1897 the Administration again turned down 
an application fo r opening a station~ 38 ) In 1900 the Council agreed once 
more to start a station on the Angoni highlands near chief Mpondera's village 
and a tempora ry site was found in 1901. A better site was found at the foot 
of Mlanda mountain, known as Mlanda Hill Estate. The owners, Messrs Sindram 
and Walker of Blantyre were willing to se ll the estate for £100 and in April 
1902 Rev. AL Hofmeyr and AG Murray who •had both arrived in the country in 
June 1901, began building the station. 139 ) 

Much more difficulty was ho~1ever experienced before the next station, Mphunzi, 
could be opened. Already in 1896 Vlok had extended work from Nkhoma into this 
region. Outposts were founded in Chief Pemba's area but at that stage the 
Commissioner ~1as not in favour of a Mission station being established on the 
frontier of Portuguese Angoniland. The following year he again refused on 
the grounds that the district was not yet sufficiently settled to allow for 
European settlement. i 4o) However when the Roman Catholic missionaries from 
Njobvulema near Fort Mlangeni tried to enter this field, the Counci l delegated 
WH Murray in October 1901 to negotiate with them. This proved fruitless as the 
Roman Catholics would not accept or acknowledge any boundaries. Then ensued 
a long, distressing tussle with the Collector of Dedza, Mr Gordon, who, it 
appeared, was trying to favour the Roman Catholics and keep the Dutch Mission 
out of the area. 141 ) Althou gh Pemba had indicated a desire to have the Dutch 
missionaries, he later spoke differently to the Collector. Other headmen did 
the same. Fear of incurr ing the disfavour of the Administration and even 
intimidation on the part of officials appeared to be involved. 142 ) Eventually 
a site was selected ten miles away from Pemba's village, but here again 

138 . Report in DK, 1/7/1897, p. 399. 

139. CCA SS IS/ 6/11/ 3 : Historical review in Mlanda Station book; cf. 
Council minutes, S/1900, p. 11, 7/1902, p. 19. 

140 . CCA SS lS/6/2/16 : R Codrington to WH Murray, 26/12/1896; 
V9 2/1: WH Murray to JR Albertyn, 3/4/1897. 

141. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p. S8. Retief sta tes that Gordon was 
himself a Roman Catholic and definitely favoure<l that Mission. For various 
and extensive correspondence on the Mphunzi iss\:e, see several files: 
CCA SS lS/6/2/6, -9, -lS, -30. 

142. Pemba claimed he was threatened with deposal if he persisted in having a 
school of the DRCM. (see CCA SS lS/6/2/lS: "Spijker" (AG Murray) to "Neef" 

(WH Murray), 17/2/1903). 
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difficulties arose. After first agreeing, the Acting Collector at Dedza, Mr 
Cosgrove, again withdrew permission in October 1902 and in December the 
missionaries were ordered off the place . Finally the Mission referred the 
whole matter to the Commissioner, Sir Alfred Sharpe, from whom permission was 
received in February 1903~ 43 l By 1905 some progress could be reported . 

144
) 

85 

In 1906 the first members were baptised. A congregation was established in 1912 . 

In the meantime· there were new developments in the Caµe. In 1903 the 

responsibility for the work was transferred from the Ministers' Mission 
Union to the newly created General Mission Committee of the Cape DRC Synod. 145 ) 
This was the culmination of a process over several years in which th e MMU 
sought to achieve precisely this. 146 ) In 1897 the Synod had already approved 
the MMU constitution drawn up in 1895 which placed it under full supervi sion 
of the Foreign Mission Conmittee of Synod. All new or extraordinary underta = 
kings had first to be referred to this committee for approval, report of the 
work was to be given at every Synod (which was already the case) and a finan= 
cial report had to be presented annually to the General Office of the Ch urch. 147 ) 
Synod also deemed it desirable that in future all transfers of fi xed properti es 
should be done on behalf of the Dutch Reformed Church in South Afr ica. 148) 

Hence, when the final transition was made in 1903, it hardly made any differenr.e 
to the work or the administration of it. This was even more so because bo th 
the chairman, Rev. A Murray and the full-time secretary of the MMU, Rev . J du 
Plessis \\ere appointed chairman and secretary respectively of the General Mission 
Conmittee. In 1910 Du Plessis was suc~eeded by Rev. AC Murray who served in 
this capacity unti 1 his retirement in 1928. 149 ) Thus from 1903 on, the work in 
Malawi was to have the full, official backing and support of the entire DRC. 

143. CCA SS lS/6/11/3: Historica l record of Mphunzi station. 

144, CCA V9 2/1 (Frijlink file): Mphunzi report, 190S. 
14S. DRC Acta 1903, pp. 44, 4S, 60, 61, 62. The GMC at its first mee ting ap= 

pointed a Nyasa (Ma lawi) Mis s ion subcommittee (CCA SS 1/1/ 2: entry for 
1/11/1903). ' 

146. Cf. DRC Acta 1894, p. 46, and MMU Circular (DK, 2S/ll/1887, p. 374) . 

147. DRC Acta 1897, pp. 19, S8. For constitution as dra~n up by MMU, see CCA 
V9 17f!entry for 29/4/189S and 14/8/189 S. 

148. CCA V9 1/1: MMU committee minute 13, entry for 2S/l/1901. 

149. CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minute 7, entry for 17/3/1910; and 1/1/4: GMC minute 7S, 
entry for 28-29/2/1928. 
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The MMU continued to function as a supporting body and made annual contributions 
to the GMC for many years to come. 150) 

2.3.4~decade of growth 1904-1914

After 1904 there was a marked improvement in relations between the DRCM and the 
Government. Thi~ together with the enlarged staft made it possible for rapid 
expansion to take place, not only in the sense of opening four new stations, 
but also tn various spheres of work in which the Mission saw a cause to serve. 

Pretorius has poi nted out ho1-1 difficulties the Mission experienced with the 
hut ta x problems and the accompanying ill effects of migrant labour convinced 
the Mission of the need to embark on a "mass-literacy campaign .as well as a 
comprehensive community development schenfe 11

•
151 l Thus new em~hasis came to be 

placed during this period on deve loping and expanding medical work,educatio= - -nal work, especially village schools, agr~ultural v10rk ~nd industrial training 
as well as work involving the Christian family, with particular emphasis on 
work amongst women and girls. Alongside of this an intensive literature 
scheme developed, part of which involved the translation of the Bible into 
Chichewa. In this Rev. WH Murray was the leader of a work which took up most 
of ~is time over a period of many years. 

This diversified acti"'l of the DRC Mission's work gre1-1 over the years into a 
large-scale enterprise i nvolving hundreds uf expatriate workers, 1 ~ 2 )and many 
thousands of national workers -labourers, artisans, medical staff, teachers, 
evangelists, minis ters -all ·who played their part in building up not only a 
Church which was to be self-governing, self-supporting and expanding from 
its own inner strength, but also of building on this foundation an independent 
Christian nation with its nucleus being the Christian family . In the next 
chapter, this "comprehensive approach" in the work of the DRC Mission will be 
dealt with in greater detail. 

150. CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minute 21, entry for 20-22/8/1918. Thus in DK, 21/7/1910, 
p. 46 r eceipt is acknow ledged of £93 f-rom MMU, being members' contributions 
for the Nyasa Missi on. 

151, JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the Dutch Reformed Church 
Mission in Malawi, p. 372. 

152. By 1914, 25 years after the Mission was begun, 107 expa triates had s erved 
for longer or shorter periods. By 1939 the total reached 451 and by the 
end of 1953, 340. See names listed in Council minutes 77/1954, pp . 1063-66. 
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The period 1904-1914 did have its difficulties. The GMC ·was continually faced 
on the one hand with requests for more workers and with an ever growing budget, 153 ) 

and on the other hand had constantly to fight against an overdrawn expenditure 
account. In 1907 the Executive Council recorded that the opening of the work at 
Ntchisi and Domira Bay could only begin if workers were found. In addition 
to that there ~1as need to extend ~1est~1ard, as well as into Mozambique. A 
doctor was required for Mlanda, as well as a tutor for the training of teachers. 
In addition to all this, vacancies existed on four stations for various posts. 154 ) 
The missionaries were quite aware of the financial difficulties the Home 
Committee faced (a deficit of £5 000 in 1905) and voluntarily reduced their 
salaries in 1904 and again in 1906. 155 ) In spite of these difficulties, the 
work continued to grow to such an extent that WH Murray could inform the ·GMC in 
1912 that the Nyasa Mission was the second largest in Africa, and could be · 
called one of the larger Missions of the world. 156 ) 

In 1907 another station, Mal'ingundewas opened near Lilongwe 157l after many 
delays and protr~cted negotiations with the authorities. The s~te had already 
been chosen in 1903, 158 ) the same year in which the Resident at Lilongwe in= 
vited the Roman Catholic White Fathers to start at Likuni ten miles nearer 
Lilongwe. When the work at Malingunde finally was begun it grew slowly due 
to a fast turnover of staff, but in 1909 Rev. B Frylinck took over and within 
five years village schools had increased from 12 to 104. In this area friction 
and even clashes between teachers of the two rival Missions was evidenced more 
than once. A congregation was formed on 23 April 1916. 15~) 

The next stat1on to be opened was at Malembo. 160 l While Albert Namalambe was 
still at Cape Maclear, he was inv ·ited in 1895 by the newly instated chief 

IS3. In 1906 the annual budget of the DRC Mission Cnuncil for the work in Ma.lawi, 
excluding t~e salaries of missionaries, was £1 7S7, 1n 1910 it had risen to 
£2 616 and in 1914 to ES lSl (of which nearly £3 200 was for education). 
See Council minutes, 14/1906, p. 84; 19/1910, p. 121; 29/1914, p. 191 
(corrected page number). ' 

IS4. Council minutes lS/1907, pp. 87-88. 

ISS. CCA V9 2/1: WR Murray to Du Plessis, 17/8/1904; A Murray to Du Plessis, 
23/12/190S; SS · lS/6/2/9: AL Hofmeyr to Du Plessis, 28/3/1906. 

IS6. CCA SS. 1/1/2: GMC minute 23, entry for 12/9/1912. 

IS7. Council mi~utes, 14/1906, p. 82. See historical survey in CCA SS lS/6/11/2. 

IS8. J du Plessis: Een toer door Af ~ ika, p. 289. 

IS9. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 144-S. On formation of Congregation see MNA 
Nkhoma papers, Box 22: Statistical reports 1902-1918. 

160, For a history see CCA SS 15/6/11/2: Preface to annual Report Book; also 
AC Murray, op.cit., pp. 148-157. 
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Manzi to move to Malembo. After receiving permission to do so he settled at 
Malembo in 1896. It was a more densely populated area than Cape Maclear. 
His work bore fruit over the years. 161 ) Eight years later a congregation was 
formed on 24 July 1904. Namalambe was appointed one of the elders ~1hile one 
of the deacons was Andreya Musa Namkumba 162 ) 

In spite of doubts on the part of some missionaries on the advisability of 
opening an expatriate-manned post at Malembo, the Council upheld its decision 
of 1904 and appointed Rev . . LJ Murray. He arrived on 28 June 1907 and worked 
there intermittantly during the next eighteen years. Shortly after his tragic 
death in 1925 at which time he was again stationed there the Congregation re= 
ceived its first Malawian Pasto~ Andreya Namkumba. 163) As a station 
for missionaries Malembo was not permanently manned again until the early 
fifties but fell under Mlanda Mission. The centre of the congregation today 
is about five miles south of the old station. 

Three years later the n_e~ t station was opened. This was in the Ntchisi area, 
about 26 miles north_ of Kongwe on the heights of the escarpment. The site was 
selected in 1904 and purchased with a gift from Rev. J du Plessis who had 
visited Malawi the previous year. The area was initially worked from Kongwe 
until in 1910 when Rev. CJH van \.!yk began and built up the s tation. He 
stayed on until 1946. Originally it ~ias called Ntchisi, but in 1918 after 
the Government had opened a post a few miles away with the same name it was 
changed to Chintemb~te, a local name which bore reference to a circle of large 
kacher~ trees nearby. 

A congregation was formed on 6 March 1915 and the next three years were years 
of spectacular ~rogress. 164 ) 

161. In July 1897 Vlok visited Malembo for a week and was most pleasantly im= 
pressed by the progress of the work. A church building of 79 feet had 
been erected by the people, see Vlok: Elf jaren ... , P.P. 24-30. 

162. Report in Council minutes 12/1904, pp. 54-5. Namkumba was later trained 
as a minister and ordained in 1925 at Malembo, the first Malawian. to 
enter the ministry in this field. 

163. Council minutes 12/1904, p. 59; 13/1905, pp. 64, 76-7; 15/1907, p. 87. 
Murray was again stationed at Malembo in 1919, but tragically lost his 
life after being attacked by a wounded lion near Golomoti in May 1925. 
He was buried at Malembo next to the graves of his first wife and child. 
See for his life, JWL Hofmeyr: Louis Murray die leeuehart. 

164. For history see CCA SS 15/6/11/1: Station report book; also AC Murray: 
Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 158f. 
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Difficulties of a different nature affected the work in the Ntchisi area right r,-
from the time of starting there. As already noted, the UMCA haa started -work in 
1894 at Nkhota Kata on the Lakeshore and in 1897 had ~eached an agreement with 
Laws to work only in the Muslim enclave of Nkhota Kota. 165 ) In 1903 and . 1904 
WH Murray and Bishop Trower negotiated concerning a boundary but the B]shop 
refused to recognise any separate sphere of work. He was nevertheless willing 
to come to a "friendly agreement" to take the Chia River as a "convenient 
boundary between us ... as a matter of arrangement between ourselves 1•:

66 ) 
A few years later, in 1907, a UMCA missionary JP Clarke opened a school on the 
hignlar.ds in the Ntchisi area to the south of this boundary and very close to 
where Rev. AL Liebenberg of Kongwe had just started a school. This was within 
the area to be worked from the new Mission and Liebenberg protested to Clarke 
who fir s t refused to negotiate but later agreed to meet him The outcome was 
that the matter was referred to the Bishop to whom WH Murray had also meanwhile 
written. In answer the Bishop stated categorically that he regarded the agree= 
ment as terminated having never contemplated being enclosed by a western boun= 
dary. Further, pleading ignorance of the geography at the time of making the 
agreement, and finding that the DRCM line and the one agreed to with Laws met 
at Chipata and "shut us in into a small triangle"1 he informed the DRCM that 
he had unilaterally rnded both agreements: "In both cases I subsequently 
declared the agreeme nt ended on my side." !11 the same letter he reiterated 
that the UMCA was committed to work "amongst the tribes about Lake Nyasa and 
the Upper Shire" and had never receded from this object. Clarke subsequent= 
ly informed Liebenberg that in view of this "I shall continue to extend our 
work up there jn sue~ places as I think suitable 11

•
167 ) 

In view of the stated aim of the UMCA that while it had no complaint over other 
Missions ~1orking in the regions of Lake Nyasa it would not recognise any boun= 
daries or restricted spheres of work, it appeared as if a boundary agreement 
was not possible1.68 ) In addition,Dr G Prentice of Kasung•J had reservations on 
coming to an agreement with the UMCA at a 11. Commenting to l.JH Murray on the 
Ntchisi matter, and the conduct of the UMCA, he stated: 169 ) 

16S. See above p. 71. 

166. See correspondence in CCA SS lS/'6/7 /1. 

167. Ibid.,: Bishop 'of Likoma to WHMurtay, 22/12/1907; CCA SS lS/6/2/13: Clarke 
to Liebenb erg, 26/4/1908, see also earlier corr espondence in same file, 

168. See extract from Charge delivered by Bishop of UNGA at Likoma in 1904 
(printed copy in CCA SS lS/6/2/13 (Lieberberg file)). 

169. CCA SS lS/6/6/1: Prentice to WH Murray, 27/11/1907. 
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It becomes to be a question whether we have a right 
to come to an agreement as to spheres with a non
Evangel ical Mission. 

Apart from once morP. trying to take up the matter with the UMCA in · l911~ 70) 
no fu rther agreement was ever reached and UMCA work became established 
amongst the hill people of Ntchisi district where the DRCM also worked. 

The last station to be opened during this period was ,Mchinji in 1914. 
The need had long been felt for a station further to the west in the region 
of the Bua river which would relieve the work of the Kongwe Mission and at 
the same time provide a link with the stations of the DRC Mission in 
Eastern Zambia. In 1902 work had started at chief Sante's village and later 
spread to other centres and in 1907 WH Murray and Rev. AJ Liebenberg,then 
missionary at KongweJundertook a journey to look for a suitable site. They 
reco11111ended a spot near the Bua river at Mzama171 ) but for health reasons 
a better site was decided upon in 1910. This site was twenty-five miles 
further west on the eastern ~lopes of the Mchinji mountains, about fifteen 
miles from Magwero Mission in Zambia. Although this was really at the 
western extremity of the field it was regarded the best place from where 
to work the Bua plains. 172 ) 

Lack of workers delayed the opening of the station until 1914 when Rev. 
S Strydom was posted there. In 1918 a congregation \'las formed. The church 
building was completed in 1936. 173 ) 

During this period there was one other important development. Already in 
1903 the Mission Council had discussed an overture of TCB Vlok that th~ 
headquarters of the Mission be moved from Mvera to Nkhoma,but turned it down~ 74 l 
mainly because of the financial involvement at a time when the DRC in 
South Africa was facing many difficulties in this respect. Large sums of 
money had also been invested in buildings at Mvera. Ten years later cir= 
cumstances had changed to such an extent that a committeeJappointed in 1912. 
recormiended a transfer. 

170, Council minutes 21/1911, p. 133. 

171. For copy of the committee's report see CCA S5 15/6/8/5. 

172. Council minutes 16/1908, p. 95; 17/1909, p. 106; 20/1910, p. 126. 
See also DK, 27/7/1911, p. 428; De Koningsbode, Oct. 1915, p. 190. 

173. See further CCA SS 15/6/11/ 2: Annual reports. 

174, Council minutes 10/1903, p. 33. 
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Insufficient water supply at Mvera and limited agricultural prospects for 
gardens for the increasing number of teachers, evangelists and others . 
being trained at the head station, better climatic conditions at the higher 
altitude of Nkhoma and the fact that the route to the south was now going 
overland via Dedza and no longer via the Lak'e, all made Nkhoma a better 
prospect. What further brought matters to a head was the advance of an 
demic of sleeping sickness from the Lakeshore. 115 ) At that stage there 
was even a possibility of ha'1ing to close Mvera as a station. 

epi=

In view of these considerations and in spite of the tremendous financial 
implications, the GMC agreed to the recomnendation and a building programme 
was launched to build amongst others seven new dwelling houses, a school, 
hospital, printing press, workshop and store as well as the new institution
for teachers and evangelists to accomodate a new training scheme agreed 
upon in 1912. By the end of 1913 ~JH Murray and others could move over to 

176) Nkhoma ~1hile the rest followed soon after. 

This move gave a new impetus to the work and coincided with a decision to 
improve the standards of training for both teachers and evangelists. With 
the field expanding to the west and to the south into Mozambique it could 
be much more effectively controlled and co-ordinated from the new headquarters. 

By the close of this period, as the world was entering into the biggest war 
it had ever seen to that date, the work of the DRCM in Malawi had reached 
great heights. An intensive medical, educational, industrial and agricul= 
tural program was developing and the printing press was in full production 
with, amongst others a magazine in Chichewa appearing regularly. Where 
in 1905 there were five mission stations, 152 village schools with 16 125 

pupils and 683 teachers the figure had by the end of 1914 risen to 669 
schools supervised from nine mission stations with 43 292 pupils enrolled, 
being taught by 1 715 teachers. 

At the same time and, more important, the young Church was growing. Apart 
from those in Zambia and Mozambique, there were already six congregations in 

Malawi with a total communicant membership of 5 071, while 8 370 persons were 

l 75. 

176. 

MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p. l 15. For two years health regu= 
lations of the authorities a~tually barred missionaries from visiting 
schools on the Lakeshore, although the schools mostly continued to function 
well (DK, 22/8/1912, p. 674). 

Cf. Council minutes 22/1912, p. 147; 23/191L, pp. l59-60; 24/1913, PP• 164 f.; 
also CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC Minute no. 7, entry for 13/2/1913. 
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receiving instructions in catechumen classes . The total church contributions 
amounted to £352 - 11 - 7 compared to £52 in 1905. In 1905 membership had 
stood at 1 131 with 2 46 3 catechumens. 177 ) Moreover, discussions between_ 
Livingstonia and Blantyre tov1ards the formation of a Central Africa Church 
were progres s ing fast and ~he DRCM was taking due note of these developments. 
By 1914 it had already recommended to the Home Committee that with the rapid 
development of the work it was becoming time to establish a "Nyasa church". 
They requested the matter to be laid before the next Synod. 178 ) 

These plans as well as many other activities were seriously affected and put • 
back by the outbreak of World War I, and the envisaged Church could not become 
a reality until ten years later. 

2.3.5 ~orld War I and post-war expansions of the DRC Mission 

T_he outbreak of the War brought severe ' f ·c.uJ.tif_s in _its wake for the Mission. 
Apart from the fact that the general economic situation both on the field and 
in South Africa as elsewhere was adversely affected, a further complicating 
factor in Malawi was the outbreak of the Chilembv1e rebellion in January 1915. 

- -
The Government reacted to this by ~ealing a deep suspicion towards the work 
~f Missions in general, particularly concer~ing the fact that it was felt that 
there was lack of adequate supervision over Africans and that too much respon= 
S-ibility and fr~edom was sq_me t_irngs left in their hands. 179) -Although the in= 
quiry could not find any pers~~nected with the DRCM who was involved in 
the rising, a general climat~ of suspic :!_~rn ~revailed. _ With th_! proclamation 
of martial law the Government was empowered to call up any person t~)'... 

~ -- -· --
work or render any personal service in connection with the defence of the 
frotectorat~. rno· This~ced the Mis~ ons in a difficultdi lemma, but even 
more so the DRCM which was in a sense an alien Mission in a-Britisl~y,_ 

On the one hand the DRC missionaries fe 1t that it was not rea lly_ tbe..i r. _aL 
and moreover that it would create much misunderstanding in the minds of 
Christians under their care if they were to participate in_~_WE_[ .~ln addition, - -- -- -- -- - -
the work, already deeply a~fected by various problems, 1·1ould su!_fer. Yet, on 

177. 

178. 

179. 

180. 

Statistics recorded by Covncil of Congregations, Minutes for Dec. 191~, 
P• 49 (CCA SS 15/6/1/4). See also statistical tables appended to Counc:i.l 
minutes, Book I. 

Council minu·tes 28/1 914, p. 184(a) (correc ted page number). 

See MNA S'l./49/19: Report of Connnission of Inquiry, dated 14/1/1916. 
See also CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Annual report of DRCM in Malawi for 19,16 · 

See CCA SS lS/6/2/16: Circular WH Murray to staff, 5/2/1915; WH Murray 
to Mission seer., 12/6/1917. 
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the other hand, if t~ey __refused,an ~ntenable situati~ woul_d ar~e. The 1~i)sion 
would be accused of being disloyA and it would mean the end of the~ 

Thus, when the Governor began calling up men to assist in tra!1_?port and ot~er 

work, Murray wrote to the GMC that they felt "obliged to respond favourably" 

even though they could barely spare the men. 182 ) ---

More and more men ~1ere commandeered as time went by and the work was more and 

more hampered. At times as many as ten DRC missionaries were enlisted at a 

time for service in Malawi and German East Africa (Tanzania) mainly for 

transport work, maize buying and leading gangs of army porters. 183 ) In 1918 

the Council noted that they had reached a point where it was virtually i m= 

possible to continue with the work. On top of that, apart from the thousands 

of Malawians called from within the area where the DRCM was working , many of 

whom were members of the Church, whole districts 1·1ere almost depleted of teach= 

ers as the Governme nt enlisted them. Several hundred evangelists and 

teachers were a1~ay by the end of the War and the method of conscription was 

not a hiays a very happy one. Thus at Mali ngunde the missionary was ordered 

to provide a li st ·of a certain number of teachers to be ca ll ed up and these 

were th en "caught" by Government officials in their vi llages. This cause 

a____Qlg___gpb.eaval ~embitterment_? lso_Against the Mission and a considerable 

number of teachers ·1eft their ~tork, fearing they wQul-d be_ ~aken_to_o. 184 ) 

93 

In addition to these difficulties, famine broke out in 1918, worsened by mass 

buying of maize for the troops, 185 land a smallpox epidemic followed by the 

inf)uenza epidemic which swept over the whole of Southern Africa in 1918-19, 

181. There already were such suspicions on the part of the Government (AC Murray: 
Ons Nyasa-akke r, p . 23S) and in South Africa a faction of the Afrikaner 
people were openly in sympathy with the German cause in spi te of the fact 
that the SA Government had aligned itself with the Allies. 

182. Council minutes 31/1916, p. 212; cf. CCA SS lS/6/2/16: WH Murray to Mission 
seer., 18/1/1916. 

183. DK, 12/6/1919 , p. S77; Council ninutes 34/1918, p. 247. The same was 
happening to other Missions. By July 1917 Blantyr e Mission had had to 
release ne arly SOi of their (ordained?) staff (Council minutes 32/1917, 
p. 226), but if it is t aken into account th at by November 1917 out of a 
total of I 28 missionaries in th e country as a whole, only 31 had been 
called up, according to Govr. Smith, th e DRC 's share see~~ disproportionate] 
high. (CCA SS lS/6/8/1: Copy Smith to Lord Buxton, 8/11/1917). 

184. CCA SS lS/6/11/2: Hi storical survey of Malingunde. 

l8S, For example the Resident in Dowa was instructed to buy 1 000 tons of 
maize in th.at di s trict in 1917 and he ins truc ted miss ionaries to buy all 
they could ge t in th ei r areas and s end it on to Domira Bay (CCA SS 
lS/6/2/9: W Kirby-Green to AL Hofmeyr, 2S/l/1917). 
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all contributed186 ) to the difficulties which virtually brought the Mission 
activities to a standstill in some areas. The effects of this on the work 
can be gauged from the fact that whereas in other years l 500 to 2 000 people 
used to apply annually for church membership, only 600 did so in 1918. 187 ) 

In addition, schools had to be closed, even the evangelist school, for lack 
of staff. The effects on the life of the Church were equally destructive 
and widespread relapse in many congregations was the recurrent theme in 

reports for 1919 and 1920. 188 ) 

After the War the work s lo·-i ly recovered and reports became more positive. 
Signs of new spiritual awakenings were evident and the Mission could begin 
to extend its work once more. Whereas in 1918 reports were heard fr om only 
nine "departments" of the Mission, there were fifteen departments rendering 
reports ten years later. 189 ) 

The various sections of the work, such as medical, educationa1, industrial 
and training of girls, all expanded further. Trt:ining of te achers 1·ias con= 
stantly improved and in 1924 the first senior evangelists were selected for 
further training leading to ordination, which took place twards the encl 
of 1925. At the same time development in Church affairs took place 
The Council of Congregations was constituted into a Presbytery in 1926 in 
view of becoming part of the Synod of the Church of Central Africa, Presby= 
terian. Church membership which in 1915 had stood at 5 071 for communicants 
and 8 370 for catechumens, amounted to 10 501 and 7 993 respectively in 
1925. There .were 50 176 children in 804 schools with l 648 teachers . Church 
contributions amounted to £534. 190) 

In the five years after the War the last two stations were opened and a 
third taken over from Livingstor.ia Mission. In 1919 the possibilities ~1ere
investigated to open a station in the populous Lilongwe district somewhere 
between Mvera, Mali ngund,e and Mchi nj i . The fo 11 o~li ng year 250 acres were 
bought at a plac~ about eight miles north of Lilongwe. The follm1ing year
Dzenza station was opened by the Rev. S Strydom. 191 ) An important Girls' 
Boarding School was later opened at Dzenza. 

186. In 1919 4 649 death s from influenza were reported in Lilongwe District 
alone, with an estimat·~c1 1 500 more not reported (PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, p.85 

187. DK, 12/6/1919, p. 577. 

188. See reports in CCA SS 15/6/11/8. 

189. Council minutes 34/1918, p. 247; 48/1928, p. 391. 
190. Minutes of Gouncil of Congregations,1925 (statistical t ables). 

191. Council minutes 36/1919, p. 259; 38/1920. pp. 268, 273. 
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It has been noted that from the beginning the challenge of work amongst Muslims 
was felt. Work on the Lakeshore was always a matter of concern to the Mission, 
but for various reasons plans which developed from ti me to time to open a station 
on the Lakeshore never materialised. However, one group of the Muslim Yao 
people under Chief Tambala lived on the highlands east of Nkhoma . Contact with 

Tambala had already been made and maintained since 1891. In 1909 the Council 
heard a report by t he Rev. AL Hofmeyr on a survey of the Muslim areas. 192 ) Four 
important areas wi t hin the region ~1orked by the DRCM ~1ere defined : Malembo dis = 
trict {the Phirilongwe area was strongly considered for a new mission station, 
but subsequently handed over to the ZIM), Mvera district (the Lakeshore around 
Salima), Nkhoma district (Tambala's land) and Chintembwe (Ntchis i ) di s trict 
(Jumbe's people around Nkhota-Kota). In all, about thirty to fo rty thousand 
Muslims lived in these areas, the majority in the district of Mvcra, and the 
report proposed a station at or near Kulunda's village just south of Oomira 
Bay. This was regarded as the nerve centre for Islam in the whole region. A 
station had already been planned for Domira Bay in 1907, 193 ) but the plans di d 
not materialise and instead Malembo Mission ~1as opened further south. In 1910 

the Council requested a medical doctor and an ordained mi ss ionary for ~1ork in 
this area, / 4) but the outbreak of sleeping sickness, 195 ) followed by the War, 
thwarted these plans as well. It was only in 1920 that the Rev. MG Uys could 
be set aside for this work. But at that stage it was decided to concentrate on 
the Yao in Tambala's land where a few schools had al ready been opened. At 
first the area was worked from Nkhoma but on 2 August 1923 Chitundu Mission 
was opened. After Uyss departure in 1926 the work continued both there and on 
the Lakeshore but without a missionary. The vacancy could be filled again when 
the Rev. AC van Wyk arrived in 1929. 196 ) The work progressed slowly and a con= 
gregation could only be established on 30 December 1939 with 426 members. 197 ) 

But not many of these ~1ere converted Muslims. Van Wyk left the following year and 
although the work was carried on, the Muslim field proved a most difficult one 
to work. 198 ) There was yet another attempt to start medical work in the Salima 

192. For tex t of report see Council minutes 18/1909, pp. 112-3; see also AL 
Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, pp. 105-114. 

193. Council minutes 15/1907, p. ~7. 
194. Ibid., 19/1910, p. 119. 

195. Half yearly report for 1911 (DK, 3/8/1911, p . 443). 
196. For a brie f account of work in Muslim areas see DK, 29/1/1929, pp. 199-200 ; 

AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 276-282. 

197. Nkhoma Presbytery 1940, pp. 2 , 10. 
198. Cf. MW Ret"ief: William Murray of Nyasaland, pp. 62-3. For further deta ils 

see below ch. 5. 
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Lakeshore area in 1936, 199 ) but nothing came of this either. 

The last station to be occupied by the DRCM vias Kasungu. lOO) In 1897 WH 

Murray and Dr G Prentice then of Bandawe were delegated by the Livingstonia 
Mission Council to select a site in Mwase's area. They left seven Atonga 
evangelists to start the work so that when Dr Prentice 9rrived in 1900 to 
open the· new station, there were already some results and the first eleven 
converts could be baptised three years late~ on 13 September 1903. Dr Pren= 
tice built up the work and the station over a period of 23 years. An initial 
agreement by the two Mission Councils in 1900 for the work to be handed over 
to the DRCM was vetoed by the FMC in Sc.otland and it· was only by 1919 that 
negotiations were resumed. 201 l Several factors prompted this. Dr Prentice 
was approaching retirement and there was no one to replace him; Livingstonia 
Mission had been burdened with new responsibilities for taking over work of 
the German Mi ss ions in the North Nyasa German territories because of the 
evacuation of the Germans during the War ; 202 l and Kasungu fell geographically 
and linguistically more within the sphere of the DRCM. Negotiations were 
somewhat drawn-out for various reasons. The DRC at first saw no possibility 
of finding men to man the station 203 l and Prentice 1~as very concerned about 
the work heing handed over but possibly not properly cont1nued. Howeve~ the 
closure of the DRC work in Mozambique in 1922 released workers for other tasks 
and negotiations were reopened. 204 l Then again Dr Prentice was distinctly 
undecided about whether he really wanted the work to be handed over or not, 
and kept on changing his mind, to the exasperation of the DRC missionaries. 205 l 
Finally Dr Laws himself in the end tried to hold back the handover until he 

199. General Mission Cormnittee report to Cape Synod, Acta 1936, p. 71. 

200. For brief history of Kasungu see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 6 (Corres pondence 
file with General Mission Secretary); also CCA SS l S/6 / 6/1. See also 
annual reports for Kasungu from 1901 onwards in lS/ 6/11/1. 

201. In 191S Dr Prentice had already raised the matter in several l etters to 
WH Murray. See CCA SS lS/6/6/1: Pr entic e to Murray, 7/6/191S and further. 

202, CCA SS lS/6/2/9: D Fraser to AL Hofmeyr 3/3/1919; and lS/6/7/1: Fraser 
to WH Murray, 20/10/1919. 

203. Council minutes 41/1921, p. 234. 

204. See correspondence be tween Laws, Murray and Prentice on r eopening 
negotiations in CCA SS lS/6/3/3 (Au gust 19 23). 

20S. CCA SS lS/6/2/9/: D Fraser to AL Hofmeyr, 3/3/1919; lS/6/2/.17: WH Murray 
t o Mi ss ion Seer._, 19/1/1922; 13/2/1922. 
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had guarantees that the DRCM would also come in on the Church union scheme, so 
that the Kasungu Church would not ~ chance be excluded in the end. 206 l The 
ORC was not prepared to conmit itself, mai nta i ning that the b:o issues should 
be kept apart. 207 l Finally agreement was reached and on 8 October 1923 dele= 
gations from the two Missions met at Kasungu to hand over the v1ork and 1·1ork 
out the terms of transfer. 208 l The whole issue was conducted in an excellent 

spirit and Livingstonia would not charge anything for the va luab le assets 
included in the handover. The FMC in Scotland confirmed the terms of t ransfer 
in December 1923 and in 1924 the Rev. C Murray was appointed at Kasungu. In 

1924 the DRC Synod expressed its heartfelt gratitude towards the United Free 

Church of Scotland for th e gesturE and spirit it had shown in handing this 
valuable work over to the DRCM. 209 l 

One problem that ens ued from the handover arose out of the fact that the Kasungu 
congrega tion had apparently not been properly consulted about the matter before 
the time . 210 l There was some opposition to such a step particularly on the 
part of some teachers beca use they felt the standard of education in the DRC 
work was not as high as that in Livingstonia. A spirit of passive resistance 
was evident in the congregation inmediately after the handover. 211 ) As soon 
as the certificate of disjunction of the Kasungu congregation from Livingstor.ia 
Presbytery was rec eived , the Council of Congregations agreed to hold its next 
meeting at Kasungu itself. 212 ) This meeting in September 1925 did much to 
reduce the feeling of suspicion and antipathy towards the DRC Mission. The 
ordina tion by the DRCM three months later of Livingstonia trained Lamek Kasuzi 
Manda at Kasungu on 20 December further helped to restore pea ce. When Kasungu 
was handed over Manda had been offered to the DRC as well since Kasu ngu was 
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his home and he wished to serve there. It had been agreed that he could first 
complete his training at Overtoun Institution and be licensed by Livingstonia. 213 ) 

206. CCA SS lS/6/ 2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer ., 29 /6/1923. 

207. CCA SS 1/1/3: GMC minute 39, entry for 21-22/8/1923, Council minutes 
43/1923, p. 313. 

208. See CCA SS lS/6/6/1: Minute of meeting of Commissioners from the Dutch 
Reformed Church Mission and Livi11gs tonia Mis s ion t o deal with the trans fer 
of the station of Ka s ungu and Ta ,1;rnda from the Livini?stonia Mission to the 
Dutch Reformed Church Mission, 8/10/l.923 . Tama nda lies just within Zambia 
and was handed over to the DRCM in that country. 

209 . DRC Ac ta 1924, pp. 32 , 74. 

210 JA Retief (DK , 10/7/1940 , p. 66). 

2 11. AC Murray and JWL Hofmeyr: Dagbreek in donker Afrika, p. 14. 

212. Council of Congrege tions minutes : entry for 28-30 / 8/1924, P• 4; 
17-19/9/192S , p . 2 (Printed minutes) . 

213. Minute of meeting of Commissioners ... , as cited. 
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Thus Manda became the third ordained Malawian in the DRCM field. 214 ) As a re= 
sult of these actions the problems at Kasungu were considerably eased, also 
amongst the teachers who were reported to be show~ng a much better spirit by 
1926/27 than formerly. 215 ) 

2.3.6 The final phase: Consolidation 

By the time of the formation of the CCAP and the joining of the Presbytery of 
Nkhoma in 1926, the Mission of the DRC in Malawi was for all practical purposes 
fully establjshed. After this time no new stations were opened, nor signifi= 
cant new enterprises begun. The existing work continued to grow and expand. 
When the Mission celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1939 it had 70 1~orkers,

of whom 13 were ordained; there were eight ordained Malawian ministers serving an 
21 521 communicant members in fourteen congregations of the Presbytery, 10 867 
catechumens, 19 768 Sunday school children and 49 673 school children in l 082 
schools, mostly the small village school type, served by l 420 teachers. 216 ) 

At this stage new challenges faced the Miss ion and ne1~ opportunities were pre= 
seAting themselves. A significant economic upsurge was being experienced in 
the region, due to the growth of the tobacco industry, abetted by the extension 
of the railway to Salima in May 1934 and the growing importance of Lilongwe as 
the capital of what was then the Northern Province. 217 ) In addition, increasing 
Government support for education,was to bring great changes in the Mission's 
educational programmes in the years to come. 

On the other h'and the Mission ~1as m~are of having to face and prepare for a 
growing nationalism coupled with ideals for greater independence which were 
becoming more and more evident, while ever increasing labour migration continued 
to create problems for the work and life of the young Church. 218 ) Likewise 
the War itself and after the War the thousands of Malawians who returned from the 
services brought about its Dim particular problems and challenges. During the 

214. For details on Manda see below, p. 263 

215. AC Murray and JWL Hofmeyr: Dagbreek in danker Afrika, p. 14. 

· 216. Nkhoma Presby tery 1939, statistics, pp. 11-13; GMC Report to Cape Synod, 
Acta 1940, pp. 139-140. 

217. PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, pp. 41f. 

218. Die Koningsbode, Apr. 1940, pp. 104f. 
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1940s a.nd 1950s there was a tremendous growth in the work which can partly be 
i 11 us tra ted fror.i the fo 11 owing table sho~1i ng the increase in the annual budget 
of the Mission Council: 

TABLE III: INCREASE IN BUDGET EXPENDITURE OF DRCM COUNCIL 1916-1961 219 ) 
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Year Total budget Education Education as ;~ of total 

1916 £ 6 840.5.0 3 710.10.0 54.2 
1926 9 792. 15.0 6 442.10.0 65.8 
1936 9 294.8.0 6 906.10.0 74.3 
1946 27 345.10.0 21 769.0.0 79.6 
1956 80 899. 10.0 58 079.0.0 71.8 
1961 139 721.0.0 111 987.0.0 80.2 

Apart from the drop during the early 1930s, the depression years, (£7 361 in 
1933), there was a steady growth, with a tremendous leap forward in the 1940s 
(the budget increased from £ 10 907.5.0 in 1944 to £58 833.0.0 in 1948). This 
was especially due to a great increase in teachers' salaries. Throughout, a 
very high percentage of the budget went to education. In the lust year in 
which the Council drew up a budget (1961) this amounted to over 80% of the 
total budget. 

The size of the mission staff continued to grow, but during the second ~orld 

War, acute staff shortages were again experienced. Several missionaries served 
as army chaplains to Malawian troops_, going as far as India, and at one stage 
there were only five ordained men actually on the field. After the War the 
position again improved and round about 1958-59 the size of the staff reached 
a peak of over one hundred. This included sixteen ordained missionaries. 220 ) 
The Executive Council of the DRCM continued to take care of a wide variety of 
ever expanding activities and enterprises, ranging from medical work to educa= 
tion and teachers' training, adult literacy and training of the blind, a widely
diversified agriculture and industrial training, work amongst women and girls, 
youth work and printing and distribution of literature and the Scriptures. 

2 19. Figures referred to in the Table are from the following pages in the Coun~i1 
minute book: 221, 369, 504, 703, 1132, 1314. Other figur es from pp. 464, 
644, 782. Salaries of expa triate workers were no t always includ <>d in the 
budget and were therefore not taken into calculation for the above. 

220. Report of GMC to Cape Synod, Acta 1Q49, p. 219; CCA SS 15/6/2/13: 
Circular AS Labuschagne to Friends, 15/4/1959; 15/6/11/8: Annual general 
report of Mission, 1958. 
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helped with preaching at times, a task of which he acquitted himself ''fairly well", 

according to AC Murray in his rliary. Although placed under Church discipline in 
1895 for making a Livlezi girl pregnant, he vias restored, married the girl and 
henceforth remained in good standing. He returned to Livlezi, presumably as an 
evangelist, and the names of several of his children can be traced in the Livlezi 
baptismal register . lO) AC Murray met him there on two occasions, when revisiting 

the country in 1910 and again in 1924. Of the second meeting he wrote in his 
diary: "James Brown comes to see me and falls on his knees, grasping my feet and 

weeping for joy . .. ". Two days later the fol lowing entry is recorded : "James 
Brolfl tells of old times, Drummond, Laws, Black, etc. Very interesting". In 

1939 he was able to attend the 50th anniversary celebrations of the DRCM at Nkhoma 
and was also present at the meeting of Nkhoma Presbytery taking place at the same 

time. Presbytery recorded his presence with great appreciation, noting that "Mo yo 
wao ukometsa Cikristu cathu" (his life beautifies our Christendom). His death 
some time prior to April 1948 was recorded in the DRCM Mission Council minutes. 
He was buried at Livlezi alongside the graves of several missionaries who had 
died there in earlier times. His descendants still live at Livlezi today. 

As the work continued at Mvera during the initial years, the first child to be 
baptised there was a son of AC Murray's, Charles Leonard Lautre, on 4 November 1894 . 
He later returned to Mala~ to serve for some years as a medical doctor at Nkhoma 
(1923-1927). Murray used the occasion to explain the significance of this ceremony 
and aroused so much interest that a hearers' class for adults could at last be 
started with over 30 people expressing interest. ll) This was seen as one of the 

first real breakthroughs. The second child to be baptised was James Sadala's 
son, Timote, at Kongwe on 19 May 1895. The first baptism of the child of a local 
Christian took place at Mvera on 13 November 1898. This was Enoke, s0n of Paules 
Maondza. Maondza and Moses Kamadia were the first local converts to be received 
into the Church when they were baptised on 3 March 1895. 12 ) Murray was not keen 
to baptise people until they specifically requested it and had acquired sufficient 
knowledge concerning God and the way to salvation and had proved through their 
lives that they sincerely endeavoured to follow Christ. Even so, both these men 

10. Vlok makes mention of an evangelist named Jakobus (i.e. James in English) who 
in 1900 was in charge of the work at Livlezi. Whether this was, in fact, 
James Brown could not be fully ascertained, but this is quite likely the case 
(see: Elf jaren in midden Afrika, pp. 73-4). 

11. CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to Andrew (Murray), 18/11/1894; AC Murray: Nyasaland 
en mijne ondervindingen, pp. 282-4. Lautre was the maiden name of AC Murray's 
wife who had formerly been of the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society in 
Lesotho. 

12. For details on Maondza and Kamadia see AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne onder= 
vindingen, pp. 285-7. 
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The Executive Council of the DRCM had in all these years been under the chair= 
manship of only three men, excluding those ncting in their absence from time to 

tirne. The Rev. (later Dr) WH Murray, was the first chairman and served until 
1937 223 ) when he was succeeded by the Rev. JJD Steg~ann. He again was succee= 
ded by the Rev. GF Hugo in 1955. 224 ) It was under his chair~~nship that the 
last meeting of the Council took place in April 1962 and with the disbanding of 
the Council the post of both Superintendent of the Mission and of Chairman of 
the Council fell away. All functions of the Chairman and head of the Mission 
wer~ taken over by various officers of the Synod, while the DRC would hencefort h 
appoint only a Liaison officer, with certain specified and limited duties 
within the ~1ork of the Church. 

2. 4 Ex tens "ion of the work of the Dutch RP formed Church Miss ion into other areas 

It has al ready been briefly noted that the DRC extended work into the nei ghro 
bouring field of Eastern Zambia in 1899 following a request from the Ngoni 
chief Mpezeni. This work was taken up by the DRC Synod of the Orange Free State 
right from the beginning and although close ties remained for long, it deve= 
loped as a separate enterprise. A separate Mission Council was formed in 1909. 
The new cong regations formed in that field likevlise were at first joined with 
those in the DRC field in Malawi in one Council of Congregations until 1916. 
After that a separate Council of Congregations was formed for this Church in 
Zambia but close ties were maintained. 225 ) When Nkhoma Presbytery joined the 
CCAP there were strong expectations that the Zambia Church would do likewise, 
but in the end this did not take place. In addition, there were also two other 
areas into ~1hich the DRCM extended and in wh"ich the work 1~as done in close 
connection with the Mission in Malawi. 

2~3. For a vote of appreciation for his servicPs minuted by the Council 
see Council Minutes S8/1937, p. Sll. 

224. CCA SS 1/1/10: GMC minute 4S-48, entry for 2S/8 - l/9/19SS; 
Nyasa Mission subcommittee minute 12, entry for 2/3/19S6. 

22S. CCA SS lS/6/1/4: Council of Congregations minute 4, entry for 
11-14/J 2/191S. 
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2.4. l Work in the Angonia Province of Mozambique 

For thirteen years from 1909 to 1922 the DRC worked in this region, which lies 
between Malawi, Eastern Zambia and the Zambezi river. The complications, frus= 
tations and problems encountered in this work have been spelt out in a number 
of studi~s and papers. 226 ) 

Already from 1902 onwards the Rev. AG Murray who had just begun work at the new 
Mlanda Mission in Malawi on the border of Mozambique became aware of +he needs 
of the people across the border. 227 ) These were also Chikuse's people and 
more than ten years earlier when toe colonial boundary was dra1m along the 
watershed from the south and west of Livlezi station up to the Luangwa river 
Laws had remarked that "this will give us a nice lot of trouble in working 
across these boundaries". 228) These were prophetic words for no sooner had 
AG Murray begun to inquire about opening work in that area, than he began to 
experience the problematics of dealing with Portuguese offi <::i al dom. 

into the area and several attempts to obtain permission he 
officials to deal with the matter through the South African 

After a few journeys 
was advised by local 
Government. In 1906 
in Cape Town. 229 ) 

AG Murray referred the case to the General Mission Committee 
The General Mission Secretary and the ifoderator of the DRC 

subsequently appealed to the Prime Minister of the Cape Colony to obtain per= 
mission from the Governor-General of Mozambique for the DRC to start a Mission 
in Portuguese Angonia. The Prirne Minister did so through the Portuguese Con= 
sulate but no answer was received until 1908. Meanv1hile the Mission Council 
in Malawi had authorised AG Murray to go to Tete to obtain permission. 230 l 

226. See for instance: RB Murray: Die Sendingwerk van die Transvaalse Ned. 
Herv. of Geref. Kerk in Portugees-Oos Afrika;wC Murray: Die ge~kiedenis 
van ons kerk in Portugees-Cos-Afrika; HTS Page: Die Ni;_ Kerk aansla~ op 
P.ortugees-Oos Afri.ka 1908-1922. See also report by PB Botha: Ve rs lag aan 
die ad hoc komitee van die Federale Raad van die Nederduitse Gereformeerde 
Kerke aangaande argiefstukke oor die sendingwerk in Mosambiek, Pretoria, 1969 ) . 

227. WC Murray, op.cit., pp. 1-2. 

228. CCA SS lS/6/7/1: Laws to AC Murray, 27/10/1891. 

229. CCA SS lS/6/2/lS: AG Murray to "Uncle" (Dr A "Murray), 30/7/1906 in which 
AGM explained the whole position and requested the Committee to approach 
the SA Prime Minister. 

230. Council minutes 16/1908, p. 93 (Minutes of Council subcommittee, June to 
December, 1907). 
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~ This meeting with the Governor Bettincourt took place in September 1907 and the 
letter of recommendation from Mr R Bi var, Commis·sioner of Angoniland served tc: 
obtain a sympathetic interview, but nothing moi'e. 231 ) 

Two months later the Mission Council decided on the most suitable site for such 
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a station at Madzo in the midst of a populous area. 232 ) On their footsteps 
arrived a priest, from the three hundred year old Roman Catholic Mission at Tete, 
in order to open a station at the very same place. It later became evident that 
Governor Bettincourt had alerted them of the intentions of the Protestan ts, hence 
their sudden move. 233 ) A few months late~ in April 1908,a Government procl ama= 
tion appeared which proclaimed almost the whole of Angoniland, from twenty miles 
east of the Mawi river (also known as the Maue or Revugue river) to twenty miles 
west of the Lifidzi river, closed to all Churches except the Roman Catholic 
Church. This populous area was inhabited by almost 200 000 people, while outside 
these boundaries the population was much more sparse. 234 ) 

Hence, when in June 1908 AG Murray went to see the Gove~:'Genera l personally in 
Maputo (Lourenco Marques) he was granted permission to start work provided it was 
outside this area reserved for the R C Church and subject to the new proclama= 
tions issued in the Boletim Oficial No. 50 of 14 December 1907. These procla= 
mations, the "Portarias" No. 730, 731 and 732 dealt respectively with religious 
instruction~ general education and the instruction of teachers . 235 ) Strict regu= 
lations were laid down concerning the standard of school buildings and the 
medium of instruction. Of particular importance was the decree that from 1910 
onwards only Portuguese was to be used in all schools. No one was to be permit= 
ted to teach unless he was proficient in both the native language and in 
Portuguese and had passed an examination in the latter. It is to be noted that 

231. Bivar was the owner of the entire praLo in Angoniland and gave to underst and 
that he favoured the DRCM rather than the Roman Catholics, cf. CCA SS lS/~/5/ 2 : 
Copy AG Murray to Mission secretary, Transvaal , 20/7/1909. 

232. PB Botha: op.cit., p. s·. Botha unfortunately does not indicate the source 
of his documents, but most are housed in th e DRC Archives in Pretoria, : thers 
in CCA (persv~nal- information). 

233. HTS Page: Die NG Ker·k aanslag op .Portugees-Oos Afrika, pp. 40-41. 

234. PB Botha, op.cit., p. S. 

23S. For Engli sh text of these notices see CCA SS 15/6/8/4. 
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the strict applicati on of this regulation was one of the main reasons why the 
wo rk -0f the DRC was eventually terminated. 

Upon receiving this permission AG Murray accompanied WH Murray in October 1908 

to select a new site , Mphatso, just outside the restricted area. No land had 
yet been surveyed and distance had to be estimated. The head of the newly esta• 
blished RC station at Lifidzi, Fr J Hiller was satisfied that the Protestant site 
was far enough and he agreed to the watershed between the Lifidzi and the 
Chibvomozi rivers be ing the boundary between their respecti ve spheres of work. 
He s i gned two statements or contracts to this effect on 15 October 1908. 236} 
Apparently the Roma n Catholic Church soon regretted this agreement for in July 
the next yea ~ Mr Bi var wrote to AC Murray tbat he had recently seen the Governor
General and that he agreed that he had in fact some time back granted permission 
t o the DRC, 

but now t he fathers of the Baroma Mission are showing 
great difficulties and are as king that the sphere of the 
Roman Cathol1c Church should be extended not only over 
the valleys of the Ma~.e and Lifidzi rivers, but also 
over all their tributaries. 

Th is would have meant, Bivar continued, that the Protestants would only be 
allowed to work to the west of the Luie river. The Governor seemed inclined to 
grant this request but the documents signed by Fr Hiller "would speak to your 
favour if known to him " 237) Eventually when Fr Hille r was succeeded by ano= 
ther the agreement was rejected and when land surveys established the distance 
of some of the stations including Mphatso to be within the twenty mile limit, 
this was also eventually used as a reason for terminating the work of the DRC. 

Meanwhile the DRC Synod of the Transvaal agreed in April 1909 to assume respon= 
sibility for the work in Mozambique and proceeded to call Rev . AG Murray as its 
mi ssionary. 238 ) On 19 May 1909 he arrived at Mphatso on the ban ks of the 
Ch ibvomozi river to start the wo r k. In du.e course permission was obtained and 
work opened at Mwenz i, near Ful ankhungo (1912), 239 ) Chiputu (1914) and Benga 

236. For photos tat cop i es of these docwnents see PB Botha , op . cit . , Appendix "I". 

237. CCA SS lS/6/S/2 : R Bivar to AG Murray , 13/7/1909 , copy in AGM's copy book. 

238. The GMC of the Cap e s ubsequently agr eed to this "request" of the Transvaal 
see CCA SS 1/1 / 2: GMC minute 13, entry for 11/8/1909; also Council minutes 
17/1909, p. 103 . 

239. DK, 14/3/1912, pp . 214-S; 16/S/1912, p. 393; 8/8 /1912, PP • 634-5. 
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{1914). 240 ) A fifth station was to be opened at Matenje in 1915 but according to 
all available information it was never actually manned or work actually started 
there. 

In 1911 Portugal had become a Republic and considerable religious freedom was 
proclaimed. It was declared that all denominations would be welcome, provided 
the workers knew Portuguese. This was probably one of the reasons why the 
DRC Mission succeeded initially. Optimism was high and by 1914 plans were al= 
ready laid for a line of ten stations to be opened from east to west, linking 
up with the work of the DRC in Zambia near Nyanje Mission. 241 ) 

Another important event in 1915 was that the Council of Congregations approved the 
formation of a congregation at Mphatso. This took place on 28 March 1915. 
There were by then 94 conmunicant members at Mphatso with 249 catechumens. 242 ) 

By this time though, several events had taken place which in due course would 
most adversely affect the work of the DRC in Mozambique. Difficulties were al= 
ready encountered in the application for Benga station. When progress could 
not be made, Rev. AG Murray together with the Mission secretary of the Transvaal, 
Rev. D Theron and General C Beyers signed a petition to the Governor-General 
of Mozambique, General Machado. Later Murray also had a personal interview with 
him. In the petition they appealed to the Treaty of 18 June 1891 between Portu= 
gal and Britain which guaranteed religious freedom and the rights of missiona= 
ries. 243 ) The reason for this appeal was that when applying to work at Benga, 
the Governor at Tete had informed AG Murray and AJ Liebenberg on 27 May 1914 that 
in the Colonies of Portugal this treaty did not apply as there was no freedom 
of religion in the Colonies. 244 ) This was totully untrue since Clause X of the 

240. HTS Page, op.cit., pp. 41-S9. 

241. Council minutes 26/1913, pp. 17Sf. (corrected p. no.); CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC 
minute 19, 20, entry for 2S/2/1914; cf. DK, 16/4/1914 and map of planned 
sites, DK, 2/7/1914, p. 28. The Council at Nkhoma later even saw the 
possibility of opening as many as fourteen stations, even south of the 
Zambezi, af. Council minutes 29/1914, p. 189. 

242. CCA SS lS/6/1/4: Counci1 of Congregations minute 8, entry for 10-11/12/1914; 
DK, 10/6/191S, pp. S44-S. Statistics as recorded in Council of Congregation 
minutes for 191S. 

243. PB Botha, op.cit., (relevant documents in DRC Archives, Pretoria). 

244. Letter of AJ Li.ebenberg (DK, i6/7/1914, pp. 6S8, 673). 
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Treaty clearly stated: 

In all territories in East and Central Africa belonging 
to or under th~ influence of either powers, missionaries 
of both countries shall have full protection •.. . Religious 
toleration and freedom for all forms of Divine worship 
and religious teaching are guaranteed. 245) 

Although General Machado affirmed that the DRCM was allowed to work in Angoni= 
land, the permission for Benga was still not approved by December 1914. The 
delay was in Maputo. It was then that the Attorney of the Mission in Tete, 
J Ribeiro, wrote to AG Murray: 

I should tell you that it is my impression that the delay 
is in connection with political matters and the attitude 
of General C Beyers in the Colony, as he is interested in 
your Mission. But this is my private opinion which is only 
for yourself, as I have no official act or information to 
base it upon. This is the only explanation I can give to 
the sudden stop of the progress of your application. 246) 

The significance of this letter lies in the hint that political motives lay 
behind some of the difficulties the DRC was experiencing. The DRC tended 
to blame the Roman Catholic Church for most of its difficulties and continuous 
problems with the Administration, and no doubt this was true, but only in part. 
In the difficulties which began in 1915 and culminated in the closure of the 
ORC work in 1922 political factors played as great a role. In the first place 
there was the fact that they were an alien Mission and operated from Nyasaland, 
a territory which had been taken away from the Portuguese largely as a result 
of the presence of Protestant missionaries on the Shire Highlands. 247 ) Alto= 
gether the Mission remained much too alien for the liking of the authorities: 
ties with Malawi (even the Missions main bank account was in Blantyre), repeated 
appeals through the South African Government, too much reliance on the foreign . 
DR Church in the Transvaal or even on the treaty with Britain, made the Portuguese 
suspect their sinceri~ "and resent this imposition of foreign pressures". 

245. Quoted in letter Miller (Zil1) to Murray, 8/3/1902 (MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1). 

246. Quoted by PB Botha, op.cit., from letter J Ribeiro to AG Murray, 3/12/1914 
(in DRC Archives, Pretoria). 

247. JL Pretorius: Introduction to the history of the Dutch Reformed Church 
Mission in Malawi, p. 371. That the Nkhoma Mission Council was aware of 
these difficulties can be seen from its reconnnendation, with reasons sta ted, 
that a separate Council be formed for the Mozambique work (Council minutes 
36/1919, pp. 259 60.). 
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Hence the accusation contained in a letter written by the Governor-General of 

the Mozambique Province to the Governor-General of South Africa, dated 21 

Se"ptember 1917 "that these missions generally have anti-national tendencies." 
248

) 

Anti-national, obviously, from a Portuguese point of view. 

A second factor was the political climate which developed during the War, es= 

pecially in relations between South Africa and Portugal. Portuguese suspicion and 

and mistrust of South African politicians "rubbed off on .the DRC Mission" . 249 ) 

This was already seen in the reference to General Beyers in the letter of 

Ribeiro quoted above. The scheme of General Smuts in 1918 to exchange a part 

of the then Tanganyika for Mozambique south of the Za111bezi further alienated 

the Portuguese. 250 ) 

A third factor whicr. brough the Protestant Missions under suspicion, and in= 

creased hostility, 1vas the outbreak of three local rebellions during 1915 and 

1917. In January lg15 the Chilcmb1ve rising in Mala1-1i convinced the Portugl!ese 

that Protestant ~1-issions exercised a subversive influence. 251 ) The report of 

the Cammi ttee of Inquiry 1vas obviously mis read by the Governor-Genera 1 of 

Mozaniliique in his letter to his counterpart in South Africa where he stat~s 

that. these missions ... 

at times stir up the 11atives to rebellion 
against the Colonising nation to which the 
natives D\'le allegiance. These facts, as 
your Excellency 1-1el l knov1s, 1vere proved 
by the commission of enquiry, appointed 
in British r·Jyasaland . . . 252) 

248, PB Botha, op.cit., pp. 9, 37. For a translated text of this letter s ee 
ibid, appendix "A". 

249. JL Pretorius, op.cit., p. 377. 

250. WK Hancock: Smuts: The sanguine years, pp. 408, 552-3. 

251. A month after the rising WH Murray expressed his fears concerning the 
effect this >could have on the work in Mozambique: "AG Murray will in his 
•nthusiasm want to belittle it as much as possible, but the change is 
there". (CCA SS 15/6/2/15: \{ H Murray to Mission seer., 15/2/1915. Transl. 
from Dutch). In the same letter he complains that all they can get from 
the Portuguese authorities are verbal assurances, nothing on paper and no 
documents had yet been issued, even for a single inch of land. 

252. PB Botha, op.cit., appendix "A". 
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The Missions referred to in the report were definite ly not s uch as the DRC 

Mission. 

Albeit, v1h en a second rebellion brckc C'.)t a month later in February in the 
Barue area south of the Zambffz i, the DRC missionar ies at Benga and i~p hatso were 

jailed for a fortnight ~. nd all schools cl osed . It v1as however not only Pro= 

testants who were treated in this way, but also other foreign missionaries such 

as German Roman Catholic priests. 253 ) Likeviise a rebellion in February 1917 

near Chiputu against a local gove rnme nt post was again rGgarded by the Portu= 

guese as being instigated by the missionaries. Chiputu l>.'as closed down the 

fall ovli ng year. 

The fourth and fr om a l ega l point of view the conclusive factor, was that the 

DRC Mi ss ion did not rea lis e strongly enough hov1 essential it v1as to ohey the 

requi rcments of th e Portuguese l av1s in every detail. Be~ ng used to the more 

easy-going situation in Malawi, they hoped to follow the sams methods in 

Mozambique by giving a relatively li mited training to a large number of ennge= 

li sts who were to man village schools. The requirements of the 1907 Procla= 

mation that all teachers must have a certificate of kno~1ledge of the Portuguese 

language were not strictly adhered to. Althou gh seventeen African teachers 

did obtain such a certificate they, together with nearly fifty others,v1e re 

taken into custody by the authoriti es in 1916 and brought to Mozambique Island. 

The excuse was that s i nee they were not qualified to teach, they v1ere to render 

military service. Li kewise only AG Murray and a lady tea cher, Miss Faul 

procured a language certifi cate although other missionaries did sit for tests, 

but apparently failed . This fact was the one condition which the authorities 

maintained 1vas what was required for the work to continue and 1vhen they v1ere 

not satisfied that it was being fulfilled, the work was stopped. 254 ) 

Together with this, the other lega l point on which the DRC Mission was forced 

out 1vas the twenty mile li mit. When Fr P Jose Antunes Bazi li o was appointed as 

new superintendent at Lifidzi Mi:.sion in 1920, trouble beg an . Th e old agree= 

ment with Fr Hiller held no legal pmver and Bazi lio shm·1ed a strong antipathy 

towards the DRC Mission. In August 1921 he laid a forrr.al charge against the 

DRC of South Africa before the High Commissioner of Mozambique. He maintained 

that they v1ere wo rk ing within the area granted to the RC Church in 1909. 255 ) 

253 . Ibid., p. 9. 

254, Ibid., pp. 13-1 6 , 37. 

255. Ibid . , pp. 17-18. See Appendix "L" for photocopy of this ch a rge in 
Portuguese from documents in DRC Archives, Pretoria) . 
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Attempts by AG Murray, the DRC of Transvaal and the South African authorities, at 
the request of the Church, to save the situation were all of no avail 256 land on 
Sunday 18 January 1922 as AG Murray came out of a communion service at Mphatso he 
was given a summons by police to appear with Rev. J Joubert before the magi• 
strate at Vila Mousinho d'Albuquerque. There, in the presence of Fr Bazi lio and 
oth~r witnesses they were presented wi th a document which they had to sign. 
This document stated that work at Benga was to stop immediately as it was with= 
in the tv1enty mile limit,and as soon as the Mphatso area was surveyed and if 
found also to be within t\'/enty miles , it 1~ould also be closed. Furthermore, the 
missionary at Benga was forthwith forbidden to continue with any form of teaching 
or preaching whatsoever as he had not yet mastered the Portuguese language. 

Further attempts and appeals by various Church and State representatives were of 
no avail and AG Murray finally left Mphatso in December 1922. For several 
years the Mission secretary of the Transvaal continued to negotiate for a 
reopening of the work. By 1928 the new Governor-General Jos6 Cabral indicated 
that he would be willing to allow the DRC to start anew but that they had no 
claim whatsoever to the land on which the fo~~ stations had been built as 
Title deeds were never obtained. By then the Transvaal Ch urch was so heavily 
committed to new work in the Eastern Lowveld and in Zululand that it could 
not accept such a great responsibility any more. In 1932 the field v1as offered 
to the Cape Mission Committee, but they also did not feel at liberty to take 
up the work. 257 ) 

Thus the young Church in Mozambique was left entirely to fend for itself. The 
1921 statistics showed the number of communicant members to be 255, with 342 
catechumens and 1386 school children. These people were placed under the care 
of Malawi congregations near the boundary such as Mlanda, Mphunzi and later 
Dedza and Chilobwe. It was to be fifty years before the Church in Mozambique 
could once more be re-established and ministered to separately. 258 ) 

The verdict of the African Education Commission under the auspices of the Phelps
Stokes Fund which visited East Africa in 1924 summed up the situation: 259 ) 

256, See for details of negotiations ibid., pp. 22-28 

257. Ibid. I PP· 28-36. 

258, For later contacts between the Church in Malawi and Christians in Mozambique 
see ch. 5. 

259, T Jesse Jones: Education in East Africa, p. 305, 
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110 Tete, with 400 000 Natives, has only one small Roman 
Catholic mission. Very unfortunately the excellent 
work of the South Af r ican Mission has been excluded 
from this really needy territory by action of the 
Portusuese Government . The reason assigned is the 
failure of the Mis s ion to acc ept t he Government 
rule requiring the use of Portuguese as the language 
of instruction. It seems impos sible to justify the 
loss to the Colony of such eff icient teachers on 
such r ground. Through this ac t ion the 400 000 
Natives are left largely without any educ~tional 
influence. 

2.4.2 Work in Salisbury and Zimbabwe 

One of the problems which the Mission encountered f~om practically the first 
decade of its work, 1~as the fact that men began going away for work. The im= 
position of hut tax forced many to go abroad to seek work and soon many were 
found as far away as Salisbury and Johannesburg. The effects of this on the 
spiritual and moral lives of the people was such that the need v1as soon felt 

to minister to them 1·1here they v1ere working. Regular labour migration dates 
from 1903 and in that year the Mission Council emphasised the urgent necessi= 
ty to begin work in Salisbury in conjunction with their work in Malawi. This 
was reiterated in 1905 when the Council again brought to the General Mission 
Convnittee's attention the necessity of providing for the spiritual welfare 
of the large number of Malawians who go annually to Salisbury and Johannesburg. 260 ) 
In the same year a delegation of Malawian5 wor king in Zimbabwe walked on 
foot to Mvera to ask for a mis s ionary, 261 ) but four years later someone had 
not yet been °found and the Mission Council once again raised the matter. WH 

Murray wrote to the Mission secretary that the number going to Zimbabwe (then 
Southern Rhodesia) was ever increasing and "we shall stand to lose if we con= 
tinue to do nothing for them" . 262 ) 

Meanwhile other Missions were also becoming 111ore and more concerned and when 

the third General Missionary Conference took place in August 1910 the following 
resolution was passed: 263 ) 

2.60, B Pachai: Halawi : histor y of the na tion, pp. 119f; Council minutes 
9/1903, PP• 31, 32; 13/1905, p. 75. 

261, JL Prctorius: An introduction ... p.cit., p. 375-6. 

262. Council minutes 18/1909, p. 114; CCA 55 15/6/2/16: WH Murray to Mission 
1ecr., 18/12/1909. 

263. Report of the Third Genera l Missionary Conference, Mvera, 1910, Resolution 
no. 16. 
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The conference presses on the various missions working in 
Nyasaland the advisability of settling a European missio= 
nary at Sali sbury, or other centre of labour in Southern 
Rhodesia, for the purpose of looking after and ministering 
to the natives of this Protectorate and of North Eastern 
Rhodesi a who are working on the mines and farms of that 
country. It suggests to the mission councils the consideration 
of ho~i fa r they could co-operate in the support of such 
an European r~ issionary . 

ln view of later developments it is important to note that not only were the 
DRC missionaries in the Eastern Province of Zambia full participants at this 
conference, but the resolution specifically included the people from that 
region {then North-Eastern Rhodesia) working in Salisbury and elsewhere. 
None of the Missions present were ready to offer a person to go immediately 
and two months later WH Murray again strongly urged the rlome Committee to 
do something "or the case will be lost for good'' . 264 ) The problem. he saw 
was that the Presbyterian Church of South Africa working in Salisbury was fast 
organising their work so as to move in amongst the Malawians and already 
some elders had been appointed who were unfit for eldership when in Malawi. 
He feared confusion and complications. Further correspondence follO\~ed but 
it was a year later before the Rev. TCB Vlok, by then a veteran of twenzy
three years' experience in Malawi. offered to go and begin this work. The 
Mission Council noted this "with joy but also with sadness", but because the 
need for a worker in Salisbury 1~as greater than ever, the appointment of Vlok 
was recommended to the Home Committee, ~1hich approved this request in due 
course. 265 ) 

On his way down to South Africa on furlough, Vlo~ visited Salisbury and found 
235 Catechumens on the register and even more Christians. An estimated 5 000 

Malawians were in or near Salisbury. The Malawians, particularly those from 
Blantyre and Livingstonia were being cared for by the Rev. Simpson, minister 
of the white congregation of the Presbyterian Church and it seemed to Vlok at 
that time that Simpson and his colleague at Bulawayo would be reluctant to 
hand over the work to him, preferring to see him working only amongst the 
Nkhoma people. However, the idea expressed by the 1910 General Missionary 
Conference was that someone from Malawi would minister to all the Malawians. 
A letter from Dr Laws received earlier by Vlok made this clear: 266 ) 

264. CCA SS lS/o/2/16: WH Murray to "Brother" (AC Mur.ray), ·31/10/1910, 

26S. Council minute s 21/1911, pp. 136-7; CCA SS 1/4/1: Nyasa Mission subcom• 
mittee minute 11, entry f or 29/1/1912. 

266, CCA SS lS/6/ 2/30: Laws to Vlok , extract, 29/2/1912, Vlok's report in loc, 
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I am interested in your going to Salisbury. Already 
there is a church under the care of the Rev. Mr 
Simpson of the SA Presbyterian Church which was built 
I believe chiefly by the lads from here. I wonder if 
you are going to be in it. I trust at any rate that our 
SA Presbyterian Church wi11 be united in the work for 
the natives of Nyasaland. Anything else in the shape 
of denominational rivalry it seems to me would be sui= 
cidal, and was not,I think.contemplated by anyone at 
the Mvera Conference when speaking of the need for 
some European to work among our Nyasaland natives . 

. As matters ensued an agreement was reached with the Presbyterian Church, 
Vlok would work amongst the Chewa-speaking people in Mashonaland (including 
Salisbury) and the Presbyterian Church would work in Matabeleland (including 
Bulawayo). 267 ) Thus, when Vlok began his work he did so not only on behalf 
of the DRC Mission, but on behalf of all the Federated Missions in Malawi. 
This was how all understood it. 268 ) It was also clearly understood that the 
work would be only amongst the Malawians and not amongst the indigenous people 
of Zimbabwe. These would continue to be served by local Missions. In a 
sense, the Salisbury work could be regarded as an outpost of the Malawi work. 

Work started and by mid 1913 Vlok could report that at the last Holy Communion 
a hundred people attended. The majorit;y were from Nkhoma Mission, but there 
were also Christians from the Blantyre Mission, the three Industrial Missions 
and a few from Livingstonia Mission. Difficulties were being experienced with 
the Livingstonia people who still preferred to join the Presbyterian Church. 269 ) 

The following year Vlok already had five evangelists to assist him. Six hun= 
dred people were attending services in Salisbury while large numbers of people 
also worked on mines and on farms. According to Government statistics there 
were 33 000 Malawians in Zimbabwe in 1914. 270 ) In the years which followed 
the work continued to expand, even though difficulties arose in 1919 with the 
Presbyterian Church. These were later amicably settled to the effect that 
the agreement of 1912 was cancelled. 271 ) Vlok could continuP. his work, now 
also 1n Matabeleland, but lack of additional workers resulted in the people 

267, See CCA SS lS/6/4/1: Memorandum on native work in Mashonaland, 1919. 

268, Ibid,, Hetherwick to AC Murray 4/10/1912; Laws to AC Murray, 8/8/1913. 

269, Ibid,, Vlok to Mission seer., 28/7/1913. 

270, CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minute 2S, entry for 25/2/1914; 1/4/1: Nyasa Mission 
1ubcoramittee minute 3-10, entry for 26/12/1913. 

z71, CCA S_S lS/6/4/1: Memorandum on native work in Mashonaland; 1/1/2: GMC 
mit\.lte 8, entry for 26-28/8/1919. 
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in Bulawayo being largely neglected. Part of the problem was that although his 
work was much appreciated by the other Missions in Malawi, none ever got so far 
as to offer any support or assistance. 272 ) The DRC in the Cape had to bear 
the full responsibility. 

In 1923 trouble of a different nature arose concerning the work at Bulawayo 
where the local Dutch Keformed Church (white) under Rev. HR Barrish began to 
work amongst Che1·1a speaking people and appointed an evangelist, Newman 
Nyirenda. Vlok objected strongly and negotiations ensued between the GMC 
and Barrish. 273 ) In l925 Barrish relinquished the work. 

In 1928 an event took place which was to have radical implications for the work 
amongst the Malawians in Zimbabwe. In that year the DRC Synod of the Cape 
agreed to hand the DRC (white) congregations in Zimbabwe and Zambia over to 
the Synod of the Orange Free State. 274 ) At that stage nothing was mentioned 
concerning the mission work of the Cape Synod in Zimbab~1e i.e. the work of 
the Morgenster Mission amongst the Karanga people,and the work of Vlok. 

The following year the recently appointed Mission Secretary of the Synod of 
the Orange Free State, Rev. JG Strydom,wrote to his counterpart in the Cape that 
he wished Vlok to be placed under the jurisdiction and supervision of the local 
DRC congregation in Salisbury as this was in accordance with his Synod's con= 
stitution. Eventually they co1Jld take over all responsibility for Vlok and 
his work. To this Vlok strongly objected as he saw his position as an exceptio= 
nal one under totally different circumstances. 275 ) The Orange Free State Synod 
was demanding the same for all the mission personnel of the Cape DRC working 
in Zimbab1~e. 

This was the prelude to a long and painful and in many ways disastrous, if not 
scandalous dispute between the two Synods which was to last for nearly twenty 

272. See for exa~ple CCA SS lS/6/4/1: Hetherwick to AC Murray, 8/2/1922; 
Holmes (ZIM) to AC Murray, 21/3/1922; and Vlok to AC Murray, 8/6/1922. 

273. For correspondence on this matter during 1923 see CCA SS lS/6/4/lj On 
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Nyirenda see ibid.: copy Vlok to Chief Native Commissioner, Salisbury, 1/10/192; 

274. DRC Acta 1928, p. 64 . 

27S. CCA SS lS/6/4/1: JG Strydorn to Mission seer. (Cape), 28/8/1929; 
Vlok to Mission seer., 11/10/1929. 
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years and was only finally settled in 1954. 276 ) 

The question of the jurisdiction over mission pe;·somel was ~ettled in due course 
but the demand that all the work falling within the geographical spheres of 
the local DRC congregations should be handed over to the OFS Synod was such 
an imposs ible one that the Cape General Mission Committee could never agree. 
Equally the Orange Free State ~1as adamant that according to its 0~111 cons ti= 
tution all mission work within the bounds of any local congregation must 
fall under the jurisdiction of that congregation. The matter was carried to 
the highest courts of the Church and filled mo re writing space and took more 
time than proba bly any other single issue in the DRC has ever done. 277 ) 

In an attempt to meet the request of the Orange Free State, the work in 
Bulawayo was handed over to the Orange Free State Mission on 19 April 193G278 l 
with the further understanding that work at Gwelo and Umtali would also be 
handed over but the people first had to be prepared for this. 279 ) The fact 
was tha t the Malawians were strongly opposed to the whole idea of being 
handed over to the Orange Free State Synod and its Mission. One of the main 
reasons for this was the fact that the Orange Free State Synod had in 1931 

rescinded its de<.;ision, taken in 1928, to allow the congregat ions of its Mission 
in eastern Zambia to join the CCAP - a union which both the Zambian Church 
and the local missionaries strongly desired. This refusal and the mo tives 
behind it should be regarded as the underlying cause of the entire controversy 
in Zimbab1~e. The matter was made even ~1orse when a later request by the 

Council of Congregations of the Zambian Church to join the CCAP was again 
turned down in 1939. To the Mala~lian Christians it was unthinkable that they 
should be handed over tu a Church which had rejected union with their Church. 
This ~1as the case with the Nkh oma Christians but even more so with those 
from Blantyre and Livingstonia. In fact at a later stage a large group at 
Bulawayo broke away from the congregation being cared for by the Orange Free 
State Mission. 

276. For a 58-page documented summary of the course of the dispute see JG Olivier: 
Geskie_denis van die geskil tussen NP. Kerk Kaapland en die O.V.S. re 3en• 
dingaangel.eenthede in Suid Rhodes ie , 195 ~ (unpublished) (Copy in CCA SS 
15/6/4/8); and Memorandum of the OFS: Memorandum van die Ned. Geref. Kerk 
in die O.V.S. in vcrband met sendingaangeleenthede in Suid Rhodesie, 
6/11/1945 (unpublished); see also DK, 25/12 /1940, pp. 1177-80. 

277. In the Cape. Church Archives a lone t here are eight bulky files of corr es • 
pond ence , memoranda and reports dealing with this matter (see SS 15/6/4/1-8) . 
Several other files contain correspondence on it as well. 

278. CCA SS 15/6/4/2: Copy Vlok to Mission seer., 24/4/1936. 

279, JG Olivier: Geskiedenis van die geskil ••• , p. 26, 
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Meanwhile the DRC Mission Council in Malawi also expressed itself strongly in 
favour of not handing over, with a lengthy motivation, 280 ) wh.ile the Presbytery 
of Nkhoma likewise appealed to the Cape GMC not to do so, but rather to esta= 
blish a congregation at Salisbury which would resort under Nkhoma Presbytery. 281 ) 

In view of these appeals the GMC in Cape Town decided it could not hand over 
for the following reasons: 282 ) 

l. The work was an independent part of the mission activities 
in Malawi amongst a people who were not residents of Zimbabwe 
but only temporarily residing there. 

2. The work was being done not only on behalf of the DRC but 
on behalf of the Federated Missions workinganongst the 
Nyanja-speaking people in Malawi. 

3. The people of Malawi attached much value to being members 
of the CCAP and had complete confidence in the DRC Mission. 
Information on hand left no doubt that handing them over 
to another Church, even a sister Church would lead to 
confusion and a break-up. 

4. The very clear and motivated opinion of the Council and 
Council Committee as well as of the Presbytery of Nkhoma was 
that a separation from the Cape DRC would cause inestimable 
damage to the work at Salisbury . 

At this stage the handing over of the work at Gwelo and Umtali was left as an 
open matter to be dealt with later, but long drawn-out negotiations ended in an 
impasse, mainly because the Malawian Christians themselves were strongly opposed 
to such a move. This was repeatedly expressed by a group of representatives 
which called itself the "Native Conference". In 1941 the Cape GMC d~cided to 
retain the work at Gwelo and Umtali. 283 ) 

This Native Conference which also referred to itself as "msonkhano wa Akulu a 
Mipingo" was a Conference of elders representing the various groups of Malawian 
Christians in Zimbabwe. It originated during the vacancy after the death of 
Vlok in 1936. It could, according to Vlok's ~uccessor, Rev. J Jackson, be re= 
garded as virtually a Presbytery Council called into existence to maintain the 
unity of the different areas of work after Vlok's death, to care for the spi= 
ritual interests of Malawians in Zimbabwe and to try to keep them within their 

280. Council minutes S8/1937; pp. S08-9 (Subcommittee minute for 2-3/12/1936). 

281, Nkhoma Presbytery 1937; Minute of Standing Conmittee of Presbytery, entry 
for 2/2/1936, pp. 2-3, 5-6. 

·282. CCA SS 1/1/6: GMC minute 83, entry for 23-24/2/1937. 

283. CCA SS 1/1/7: GMC minute S4, entry for 18-19/2/1941. 
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Church connection. They 1·1ere even responsible to maintain discipline in the va= 
r·ous groups and to investigate and act if any problems arose. 284 ) 

When a delegation from the Cape in thP person of P.ev . WF de Vcs met them at Salis= 
bury in 19 37 they sta~ed their desire to remain under the jurisdiction of the 
Church in Malawi. Thes~ sentiments were again expressed in a letter to the 
moderator of the Cape Synod. 285 ) 

Meanwhile a conference of Ma lawia n Christians sent a resolution to the moderator 
of the CCAP and the chairman of the Consultative Board of Federated Missions, 
stating that they ~1ere opposed entirely to being handed over to any other Mission 
and protested at not being consulted in the matter. The activities of the OFS 
had, they complained, "destituted the work of the Lord". 286 ) 

Thus the dispute continued. Differing view points, personality clashes and 
individual idiosyncracies all played their part. Misunderstandings, suspicion, 
even open enmity and slandering between representati ve:; of the two DRC Synods 
working on the field complicated the negotiations. 287 ) The matter became more 
and more painfu l as time ~1ent by and in 1944 the General Mission Committee of 
the Cape Synod finally agreed to repeated appea 1 s from the Presbytery of Nkhoma, 
the Mission Council and the Consultative Board as well as the Synodica l Committee 
of the CCAP 288 ) to allow a congregation to be establis1ed at Salisbury, a 
matter which it had been postpon ing since 1937 in view of the difficulties encoun= 
tered in negotiating with the OFs . 289 ) The congregation would include members 

from other Federated Missions, but would fall under the jurisdiction of Nkhoma 
Presbytery. Presbytery decided to establish it on 28 October 1944 . The 

284. 

28S. 

286. 

287. 

288. 

289. 

CCA SS lS/6/ 4/8 : Report by J Jackson in Salisbury report book, section "M''. 

Cf. CCA SS 1/4/4: Nyasa Mission subcommittee, introductory note, 23/9/1938. 

CCA SS lS/6/2/23: Copy Resolution of Nyasaland Christian Non European 
Conference, held at Salisbury, 6/8/1938. 

See.to: example a.s~ries of letters written in April 1943 from Malawian 
chr1st1ans comp l ain ing about actions and statements by OFS missionarie 
(CCA SS lS/6/11/S), also Evangelist Whitton Banda to Cape Mission seer., 
S/1/1943, concerning what they termed the "church war" between the missioE 
naries. In 1949 the Nkhoma Presbytery once again noted with sorrow and 
shame the "quarrelling and fighting" going on between their missionaries 
and those of the OFS Church at Salisbury (Presby tery 1949, p. 13). 

Council minutes S8/l937, pp. S07-9; 61/1940, p. S58; 65/1944, p. 6261 
Nkhoma Presby tery 1935, p. 8; 1937, pp. 2, 5-6; CBFM minutes, entries for 
20/11/1939, 26/8/1940 , 19/4/1944; CCAP Synodical committee minutes, 30'11/1939, 
7/2/1944. 

CCA SS 1/4/2: Nyasa Mission subcommittee minute 4, entry for 10/3/1937. 
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ooundaries were to oe the entire field of the Mala1~i Mission in Zimbabvie. Twenty-

four elders were elected with the majority in and around Salisbury sc as to en= 

able them to form a quorum if others from further afield could not attend. 

Meetings of elders at other centres were to be minuted and decisions wou ld 

have power once they were ratified at the main session in Sa l isbury. 

second congregation was formed at Gv1elo on 16 September 1950 . 291 ) 

290) A 

Meanwhile the controversy between the two DRC Synods continued, and reached a 

virtual deadlock with the OFS placing v1orkers in Salisbury and various other 

centres as well. The final solution v1as only reached in 1954 after it had been 

agreed that the OFS would withdraw all its workers and place its wor k amongst 

the Karanga and the Zambian Chewa (Nyanja)-speaking members under the care of 

the African Reformed Church (Morgenster DRC Mission) while the Nkhoma Mission 

would take care of the Malawian Christians all over Zimbabwe. The final 

transfer took place on 9 July 1954. 292 ) For the first time in nearly tl~enty 
yea rs Malawian Christians were once more visited at Bulawayo and other centres 

in Matabeleland by the representative of the Nkhoma Presbytery, the Rev. MS 

Daneel, who had succeeded Rev. Jackson in 1953. 29 3) At Bulaviayo a group of 

o~er 300 Malawians had broken away from the Presbyterian Church of South Africa 

and formed themselves into a separate group, worshipping under a tree. A 

majority were from Livingstonia Presbytery. This group later grev• to over 600. 

In about 1952 in a memorandum they had expressed desire that the OFS should 

serve only local tribes and immigrants from Zambia while those from Malawi 

shoul d be served by the CCAP. 294 ) Rev. Daneel could also contact this group 

on hi s first visit,on which occasion Rev. Doig of the Blantyre Mission flew 

over from Sa 1 i sbury to be present. The meeting ended we 11 and opened the way 

to the regularising of relations with the CCAP. A congregation was formed at 

Bulaway the following year on 14 May under the ministry of Rev. HML du Toit. 

This was the third congregation of the 'CCAP to be established in Zimbabwe. 

In that year the three congregations had a total of 6 350 communicant members~95 ) 

290. Council minute 65/1944, p. 630; Nkhoma Pre;bytery 1945, p. 4. See also 
ibid., pp. 4-6 for report of founding meeting. 

291. Nkhoma Presbytery 1951, pp. 5-6, 7-8. 

292. DRC Acta 1953, p. 53; CCA SS 1/1/9: GMC minute 20 , entry for 23-26/8/1954. 
For details of the final arrangements see GMC repoi:t to Cape_ Synod Acta 
1957, pp. 486f. 

293. See MS Daneel.: Verslag van eerste besoek aan Wankie en Bulawayo, July 1954 
(in author's possession). 

294. CCA SS 15/6/1/6: Me!!!orandu;n drawn up by this group, n .d. (c. 1952); cf. 
also ibid.: MS Daneel to Mission seer . , 12/8/1951, l~tll/1952. 

295. Nkhoma Presbytery 1955, pp. 7-8, 9-10, 24. See rurthei: ch. 5. 
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2.5 The DRC Mi ssion and some socio-political aspects in the early years 

Hhen the Dutch Reformed Ch urch Mi ssion bega n to establish itself in the Ce.ntral 

Region of Malaw\ a new fac tor was introduced in the socio-politica l 3cene of the 

time. In addit i on , the coming of the Mission virtually coincided, though 

s 1 i gh t ly preceded , t he es tab 1 i s hment of British Admi ni strati ve author ·i ty. Hence 

the early years of t he Mis sion v1ere years in \'1hich three spher;es of power and 

inf luence had to estab lish and determine their respect ive relationships to each 

of the others . On the one hand th ere was the tradi ti ona 1 tri ba 1 chi efdorn and 

ru l e , with , as an add iti ona l soci a l factor, the widespread and disruptive slave 

ra iding whic h was st ill i n full swing. On the other hand the Mission arrived 

wh ich i n due course would deeply affect socio-political relationships. The 

Mission sought to es t ab li s h a good relationship with the tradit ional leaders 

while at the same time pres ent·ing itself as representing an Authority higher 

than any human pov1er . At the same time the protective, political and prestige 

value of having a Mission made the trGditional l eade rs willing, even keen to 

receive mi ss ionaries . Bu t then again, a pm•1er s tru gg l e, even if tota lly uninten= 

tional on the par t of th e Mission, was inev itab le because the teachings cf the 

missio naries and the rul es of conduct they l aid down for their convert.s implied 

a nevi authority anci alleg i ance for the people. 

Into this stituation came the th ird sphere of influence , the Administration. 

With different aims , ofte n with different methods of approach_, it made d dema nd 

for a nevi allegiunce to some far-off great monarch in another country . Treaties 

were sometimes vir t ual ly i mp osed upon the traditional leaders while strange new 

regulations such as the hut tax were introduced , using methods which often 

deeply upset both the peop le and the mi ss i onaries. To the people it was not al~ 

ways c l ear what the differe nce between the two groups of azungu was, nor could 

they understand the re l at ionsh ip between them'. It became a question v1hether to 

please or to support one , bo th or none . The Mission found itself likewise in 

a diffi cult sort of in-betvtee n position. On the one hand Lney were seeking to 

estab li sh fr i endship \'lith chiefs and leaders and to recognise their authority, 

often a l so ac ting as adv isers to 1hem, and on the other hand th ey owed an alle= 

giance to the tempora l ru l ers of the country. Being themselves a foreign Mission 

thei r actions and attitudes were more than once vie1·1ed vtith suspicion. At the 

same ti me the peop le somet i mes suspected th em of collaborati ng with the Admini= 
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stra ti on in a way whi ch to them seeme d li ke betraya l . 

2.5 . l Re l a t i ons hip be tween th e DRC mi ss i onaries and t he chiefs 

it ha s bee n no t e d t ha t t he first Mi ss ion stati ons wer e a l l estab l ished onl y af t er 

negotiating 1vi t h l oca l chiefs and obtaining their app ro va l . I t 11as t he ai rn of 

t he Mi ss i on to es t a bli s h good a nd fr i e nd ly re l at i ons wi t h th em . 

Th e mot i ve s of the chi e f s in re ceiv ing t hem usually did no t coincide wi th those 

of t he mi ss i onar i es. Of thi s t he mi ss i onar i es v1ere quite aware . 296 ) Pretor"ius 

notes a t h reefol d mot i ve on t he par t of t he chiefs . 297 ) First ly, t~ey saw 

th e mis s ionar i es as va luabl e i ns t rume nts in t he i r " fore i gn" po l icies, both as 

·pro t e c tion agains t ne i ghbo uri ng tri bes , as with Mazen~ r-a a t Nkhoma , 298 ) or as 

val uab l e a dvis ers a nd go - betwee ns in th e c hi e f s ' dea lings wi th the stead ily ex = 

µa nd i ng Br i t i sh i nfl uen ce. Seco nd l~ th e ch i e f s saw i n th e presence of th e 

mi ss i ona ry a va luab l e i ns ur a nce aga i ns t th e p l ott i ng cf amb i tious counci ll ors 

es pecia ll y amongs t t he wa rli ke Angon i . Th i s was mu ch in e vi de nce espec i a l l y 

around 1896 . The pres e nce of a mi ss i onary coul d s e r ve t o e nhance the prest i ge 

of the ch i efs. Thi t d ly, t he mis s ionaries v1e re s een as pers ons v1ho had pov:er 

to ma nipu l ate supe rna tura l fo rces an d he nce it cou ld be bo t h prudent and advan= 

t ageous to have t hem c l os e by . 299 ) 

It was th e poli cy of the mi ssiona ri es to uphol d t he au thor i ty of t he chi efs 

and t o co- opera t e with them . He nce they we r e re lucta nt to get invo l ve d i n 

local di sputes a nd triba l poli ti cs . Yet, as vias t he cas e 1v i th the Liv ings t oni a 

missiona ri es , 3DO) th ey s ome t ·imes fo und it "qu i t e imposs ib l e .. . not to i nte r·= 

fere in loca l di s putes" . Thus in 189 1 AC Murray fo und hi ms elf tra ve lling a s 

an envoy and go-betv1ee n to negot-i ate a peac e t reaty be twee n the L.akeshore 

chiefs Pemba and Maganga and Chi were. 3Dl ) 

296. Cf . TCB V l ok~ Elf j a r en i n Mi dden Afr ika , p . 19 . 

297. J L Pr e torius : An I ntr oduc ti on to the history of t h e Dutch Refor med Ch~rch 
Miss i on i n Ma l awi , 1889- 1914 , pp . 36 6- 7 . 

29 8. Se e ab ove , p.96. 

29 9 . 111is was t he c ase a t Mve ra with t he r a in e p isode and Chiwe re ' s fe a r t ha t i f 
h e r e j ected t hem i t cou ld bring tr ouble to him . (see above , p . 66 ) . 

300. B Pa chai : Chri s tian ity a nd Commer ce in Malawi (in Smith, Pach a i a nd Tang r i 
(f:ds .): Ma l awi pas t and present, pp. 4 8- 9) . 

301. AC Murr ay : Ny as a l a nd en mij ne o ndervi.nd i nge n a l daar, pp . 227-32 . 
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The same applied to the many inciden ts of slavery the missionaries repeatedly 
encountered in the early days. 302 ) They felt bound not to act unil aterally 

but to uphold the authority of the chiefs and to gain the confidence of all 
classes of people. Thus WH Murray relates an incident of a person fleeing from 
some Yao slavers where he (Murray) felt it wise not to interfere . On another 
occassion in 1895 he happened to meet a Sikh sergeant sent by the Government to 
capture the Lakeshore slaver Pemba. When requested by the Sikh to act as guide 

to Pembp's house , whom he knew personally, he refused say ing
1
'\1e cannot have 

anything to do with the matter, it lies totally outside our profess i on ". 3o3) 

Moreover, th e Administration v1as not happy to have mi ss ionaries getting invo1ved 
in such matters. Thus the deputy Commissioner Alfred Sharpe v1arned Mr Govan 
Robertson at Livlezi when he interfered with a slave caravan in 1895 tha t missio= 
naries should leave such things to the Administration. 3o4) However the Admi= 

nistration did not ah1ays act as strongly as the missionaries would ha ve liked 
them to do and WH Murray on one occasion complained that it was relu cta nt to dea l 
with slave traders "they dun't seem anxious for information into the ma tter at 
all", he wrote to his parents. 3o5) 

Nevertheless , there was more than one incident where missionaries freed slavers 

or gave fleeing slaves refuge. This usually concerned individuals knovm to th em 

or persons concerning whom a parent or husb and or other relative appealed 
to them for help. AC Murray and Vlok were both involved in such incidents. 
Vlok set free a pers on by name of Nagai together with four others in abou t 
1895. Nagai then accompanied Vlok, first to Li vlezi, and later to Nkhoma v1here 
he lived to old age. 306 ) AC Murray relates of a spell of drought and famine 
in 1891-92 when many children and even wives were sold. By chance the missio= 

302. Seve r a l cases of slave dea ling and capturing ar e related in the Mve r a 
Miss ion Log Book, entries during 1890, 189 1, 1892 (CCA SS 15/ 6/ 11/4). 

303. WH Murray : Op pad, pp. 40-41, 56-7. Transl . from Afrikaans. 

304. PA Cole-King: Cape Maclear, p. 50; see also Wll Murr ay t o parents , 24/5 /1895 
(in private collection of mrs P Pretorius Steller,bosch). 

305. For text of a letter from WH Murray to pare nt s , 9/3/ 1895 see 
JL Pre torius, op.cit., pp. 381-3 (original l etter in priva t e 
collecti on of mrs P Pretorius). 

306. From notes of a personal interview with Naga i by Rev. GF Hu go 
(in author's possession). 
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naries obtained a child thrown a~1ay in the bush by the slavers and cared for hi m 
at the station. In another incident a former employee at the Mission, Dakoma, 
was later enslaved by Chhiere's wife Mshawashi. All attempts to obtain her 
release failed but in the end Ch iwere let her return to the station. AC 
Murray paid him the t1~0 pound fee for the slave girl and told her she ~1as 

now free. She elected to remain in the Mission's employ arid was later con= 
verted and subsequently returned to her people to bring them the gospel 
message. On another occasion a young boy fled to t hem because his s tep= 
father wanted to se ll him to the Arabs as he had already done with his sistet. 
Through the intervention of the mi ssiona ries the trouble was averted. 307 1 

Likewise,WH Murray relates several incidents, such as the saving of a girl, 
Maunkalulu from Yao slaves . T.vo other Yaos, ~1hose mother was set free by 

308) the slavers when Murray arrived on the scene, later became Mission teachers. 

Another very i nfl uenti a 1 person in socie ty was the mapondera Jor m1~abvi man, 
the person who applied the poison ordeal to thos• who were suspected of being 
witches. Because he often worked in close collaboration with the chief, it 
was again a matter which the missionaries had to handle carefully. Apart 
from speaking, even pleading against it and warning that the Administration 
took very severe action against any person known to administer the ordeal, 
there was not much the miss i ona ri es felt they could do. 309 ) Wfl Murray 
does relate an incident where a person was discovered actually administering 
the poison on Mission land. He felt obliged to intervene as there ~1as no 
local magistrate yet. H~ had the person brought to him, bound him and called 
for the mv1abvi bag, made of baboon skin, containing all the necessary items 
for preparing and administering the poison. After explaining to him why his 
action was objectionable, adding that shortly a mag i strate's post would be 
opened in the district and once his activities became known he would be in 
serious trouble, Murray told him that for his own sake he 1"1ould keep the 
bag in safe custody. The mapondera accepted this and they later became good 
friends. Subsequently, Murray succeeded in ptrsuading several others to hand 
over their bags to him. 3101 

307. AC Murray: Nyasa l and en mijne ondervindingen aldaar , pp. 245-8; 224-5; 
CCA P3: AC Murray Diary, entries for 12/3/1 89 lff. a nd 17 /3/189lff. 

308. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasa l a nd, pp. 132ff, 176; WH Mur r ay : Op pad, 
pp. 66-74. The last incident was not kn'.lwn to Hurray until th e facts were 
revealed by Rev. Naman Kate ng eza in 1943. 

309. WH Murray: Op pad, p. 101. 

310. Ibid., pp. 104-112. 
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12.2 
That the mi ss i onaries were somet i mes vi ewed with sus pic i on and f ear has al ready 
been pointed out . At ti mes the fear and su spicion was greate~ such as when AC 

Murray wa s mauled by a leopa rd i n 1895. The peop le and chiefs t hought him 
bewitched by one of t he i r O'lm , h e ~ r:e the attack . But th ey further came to 

suspec t that he had t oke n re venge by asking t he Gov er nment to conquer their 
land and i mp ose t ax, as happened in 1896 during the absence of AC M1.Jrray who 
was recup erat ing in South Africa . 311 ) 

During the tu r bu lent ye ars of 189 5 and 1896 the Admini stration was on more 
th an one occas ion com;i e lled to '.JSE for ce in order to es tabl i sh its authority. 
Mlozi, the s lave dea ler of Karonga was subdued and hanged , Mwase of Kas ungu 
v1as atta cked , force d to fl ee and then committed suicide, Gomani v1 as captured 
and executed, Pemba 1·1as captured and deported, as v1as Mazenge ra of Nkhoma v1ho 
was allegedly murdered by his captors. There was much resentment, fear and 
opposition to these moves on the part of the people and the chiefs . On more 
than one occasion t hey sought the advice of the missionaries, a sign of thP 

degree cf trust th at had already deve l oped . On the other hand much pressure 
was exerted on a perso n li ke Chiwere to get rid of the missionaries, but he 
consistentl y refused. The Blakes at Kongwe al so experienced a ha r ro\1ing mici= 
night vigil when it was one day l earned that Msakambewa and his indunas had 

planned to murder them that night. At the l ast moment the plans were cBn= 
celled. Susp i cion increas ed again when the Admini s tration sent four armed, 
uniformed policeme n to s t and guard at night at Mvera. "vlhat are these police 
in uniform doing on the station"? Chiwere asked, "of whom are the miss io= 
naries afraid? " Thereupon he sent messengers to reassure them that they need 
not fear an atta ck from him or any other. 312 ) 

Shortly after, Chiwere and hi s headmen considered attacking the l ocal Govern= 
ment official. He summoned Vlok, Blake and vlH Murray to a meeting to dis= 

cuss the matter with them . 313 ) Chiwere set out the pos ition as follm1s: 

311. AC Murray : Nyasa l and en rni j ne ond ervi ndinge n, pp . 263-4. 

3 12 . WH Murray: Op pad , pp . 78- 81. 

313 . Ibid., pp. 81 - 83 . Followjng t r ans l a ti ons from Afrikaans . 
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When Si ti ma l i wamkuru (the big Mr Murray, Rev. AC Murray) came 
into my country, he came and asked me in a decent way whether 
he and his companion could come and stay in my country to 
tea ch my people. I agreed and we li ved together 1-1el1. Now he 
has gone (to the South because of being wounded by the leopard), 
and now the strange white man comes in 1·1 ithout asking me and 
I hear he says the country belongs to him and we sha ll have to 
pay tax to hi m, but of that nothing will come . Hhat we now want 
to kn01·1 is this: h0\1 will it be i f I c;u ni'llon my 1·1arriors and 
dri ve out the white man who 1·rnnts to come in here now, then 
only vie and ycu remain in this country? If you say yes, then 
1~e can finalise the matter straight aviay . 

It was a difficult moment for the missionaries. It was not a ques tion of 

what to say, but how to say it so that the peopl e 's confidence could be re= 

tained and that they v1ould not think them mere Government agents. Th ey 

pointed out to him that if they did that, many more men with guns and cannons 

would come from across the water and des troy th em. 

If we tell you t oday 'destroy them' then 11e are not 
your friends and therefore we adv ise you to drop that 
plan of yours. 

Disappointed , di scuss ions cont inued for some time but in the end the advice 

was taken. 

At Kong1~e a similar incident occured between Msakambe1·1a and Robert Blake. 

The chiefs had plotted to mu rder al l the whites, but Msakarnbewa confided in 

t.is friend Blake and aske:d for advice. If Blake agreed, he 1-1as ready to take 

up arms against the Administration. Blake's adv·ice was not to do so as the 

Briti sh 1·1oul d 'me rely return with a greater force and crush them. Ms akambewa 

withd rew from the plot and later the others follm·1ed suit. 314) 

On various occasions vlH Murray was asked to act as go-between betl-1ecn Chiv1ere 

and officials of the Administration. One such incident was when Mr Swann, 

the Resident magistrate of Marimba District (Nkhota Kata) was asked by chief 

Dzoole to intervene because of being raided by Chiwere's me n. Murray was 

asked to carry Swann's letter to Chiwere and bring back an ans1~e r. This 

letter was preserved and reads as follows: 315 ) 

314. TCB Vlok: Elf jaren •. . , p. 5 3 . See also account by Mrs. Blake, 19 44 
(photos tat copy in Kongwe s Cation book , Kongwe) . 

315. CCA SS 15/6/8/ I: Swann to Chiw e re, 17 /l0/1895 . Quotation marks and 
italics by Swann. 
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To Tchi were , Chief of Central Angoniland. 
Greetings . 

I beg to respectfully notify tn ycu the fdct, that I have 
made Treati e:; vii th "Mv:as i Mzungu" and on behalf of H Majesty 
Queen Victoria, that I have placed Her Majesty ' s Flag in the 
vill ages of Mv1asi , Zol i and Ka lumo . These chiefs and 
their people and property and countries novt belong to Her 
Majesty and are placed under Her protect ion. I ha ve visited 
in person your Nor-them Gove rnor "Msakarnbev1a" and plainly 
t ol d hi m al l mil andu of the past are dead and that the 
Angoni mus t not raid or ki ll the Achewa any more. I am glad 
to say "Ms akambewa " does not desire to raid any more and has 
met the Indunas of th e Achev1a and made friends, at the same 
time , he gave me to und erstand that l2.!:! are the respons i bl e 
chief and th at all wars come from you . I therefore respectfully 
ask you to s end to Msa kambev1a and tell him, that you forbi_Q_ 
any one raiding the Achev1a 1·1hich v1ould mean taking up arms 
against the Briti s h. 

I sha 11 be a h1ays ready to hear any comp l aints you or your 
peop le may make aga inst the Achev1a li ving in my District 
and I trust the 111ost amicable relationship may always exist 
betv1een H.B.M. Administration and yourself. 

Tv10 months l ater Murray received another letter requesting his assis ta nce in 

a case in vo l ving the murder of a Yao man on the Lakes hore by one of Chiwere's 

men. Murray 1-1as to hand a l e tter to Chiwere asking for the extradition of 

the murderer. 316 ) 

Shortly aften·1ards Chi were was much provoked by a raid of Government askari 

on hi s village. He fled to a small village called Mbindo and felt deeply 

humiliated and for a long time refused to see Murray because he suspected 

him of being invo lved. Rumours of an attack on th e Mission became so strong 

that the two lady workers were sent off to Banda1'e for safety. 

Meanwhile the Government vrns becoming more determined to finalise matters in 

Chiv1ere's land but th ey v1ished to avoid using force if possible. 317 ) They 

could however make no contact with him as he constantly refused to see them. 

Even Murray came under suspicion that he was sh ielding Chi were. At the same 

time Chiwere was planning to attack the European forces. Murray was given 

a message to Chiwere which amounted to a kind of ultimatum by Mr Codrington, 

known to the people as Mala. Either Chiwere come to meet him, or else troops 

would be sent to take his country by force and he would be likely to lose his 

316. CCA SS 15/6/2/16: Capt. FT S t ewart, Fort Rifu, to WH Murray, 30/12/1895: 

317. Ibid., A Sharpe to WH Murray, 16/11/1896. 
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position. 

Murray was again in a very difficult position as Chiwere •11as his friend and 
he wished to help him. Chiwere agreed to meet him on a certain day, but he 
found him anythi~ but friendly. Afte_r some talk in a hut full of headmen Chi= 
were pointed his finger at Murray and said:"You white man, you have betrayed 
my country." All present clapped hand; in agreement Murray answered that 
if he was a traitor he was hardly the man to advise Chi were and prepared to 
leave. Chiwere's attitude changed and he asked him to stay, as he was only 
joking. A long discussion followed. The men feared that if their chief 
agreed to meet Codrington the same fate could befall him as had befallen 
Gomani, Pemba, Mwase and others. Murray had beforehand been promised by 
Codrington that no harm would come to Chiwere and so he could assure 
them: "If they kill Chiwere they kill me as well." This helped to change 
feelings and it was finally agreed that Chiwere would meet Codrington. The 
next day Murray accompanied him to Codrington's camp . The meeting was brief 
and Chiwere returned safely. This was the turning point and jn due course 
relations between the chief and the Government normalised without force being 
used. In April 1897 Chiwere again met the Government official and agreed 
to pay the required tax by giving about 300 men to work for a month. 318 ) 

 
The Mission policy concerning relations with headmen and chiefs continued on 
these lines. WH Murray believed in keeping constant personal contact with 
them. Later at Nkhoma it was practice to invite all headrren regularly for 
discussions afid afterwards a meal. 319 ) For many years a regular item on 
the Mission Council's annual budget was called "gifts for headmen" 

In April 1935 WH Murray in his opening speech before the Mission Council 
outlined several reasons why there was a degree of enmity on the part of 
the headmen against the Mission in the beginning and how it was gradually 
overcome. These reasons included an initial mistrust and fear that the 
schools were merely a trap to catch the children and slaughter them as 
the Arabs were doing. Further, the Angoni were offended at being told to 
make and live in peace and asked: "Do they want to make women out of us?" 
The preaching against sin and the teaching about the ~ew master, Jesus, 
were other factors which puzzled and even anta9onised them, and finally, the 
mis.sionaries' att.itude against such a thing as the poison ordeal upset the 

318. WH Murray: Op pad, pp. 89-94; Mbiri ya Misyoni ya DRC, pp. 50-52; CCA V9 
4/11 Half yearly report, 24/611897. For further correspondence re tax 
matters, 1897-1898 see CCA SS 15/6/8/1. 

319. MW Retief: William Murray of . Nyasal and, p. 132. 
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headmen. This enmity ~1as in due course overcome by building up personal rela= 
tionship~ ~lith them. As more and more village schools were opened, mistrust 
decreased and the motives of the missionaries became clear. People began to 
notice c:nd understand the difference between Government and Mission. 

So successful had these attempts been that by 1935 therL were ninety-eight 

Christian headmen '.~ ith a further nineteen in catechumen class. A further 
sixty five had been Christians but had fallen back, but on the whole these 
were sympathetically disposed towards the Church and the Mission. 320 ) 

2.5.2 Relationship between the DRC Mission and the colonial Government 

In this section attention will focus mainly on the first few decades of 
British Administration in the Central Region. In March 1896 the first full
time Collector for Central Angoniland was appointed in the person of Robert 

Codrington who had entered Government service in British Central Africa as 
assistant Collector for Zomba district in 1895. 321 ) A year later he was 
transferred and succeeded by Sergeant-major P Devoy who decided to make 
Dedza his headquarters. In November 1899 his successor AL Reade shifted the 
headquarters to Dm~a. with two assistant Collectors, RK Gordon arid HK Green at 
Dedza and at Chh1amba near Nkhoma. A new Barna was begun in 1902 on the 
Li 1 ongwe river, and Li 1 ongwe, being more centra 1, became McDona 1 d's district 
headquarters in 1904 with Dedza and Dowa remaining as s ub-bomas. Severa 1 
other outposts, except Ft Manning in the west (the present Mchinji) were 

abandoned. t1cDonald was succeeded by R\~ Gordon as Resident, the title which 
replaced that of Collector in 1906. In 1910 Dedza became a separate district 
and Dowa followed suit three years later while Fort Manning became a sub
district until 1921 when it achieved full district status. Salima subsequently 
was formed as a district by combining sections of Dowa and Dedza districts. 
In 1921 Provincial Administration was introduced in the country and Lilongwe 
became the headquarters of the Central Province, seating a Provincial Commis= 
sioner as well as the Resident for Lilongwe district. 322 ) 

320, Reported in DK, 12/6/1935, pp. 1107f. 

321. PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, a historical study, p. 23. See pp. 24-29 for an 
account of Codrington's work and the establishment of a network of six 
government posts on the Lakeshore and on the high lands. Codrington was 
later appointed as Administrator of the British South Africa Company's 
territory of North-Eastern Rhodesia (eastern Zambia) where his sympathetic 
attitude and assistance was greatly appreciated by the DRC missionaries 
who started in that region in 1899. For appreciation expressed by WH 
Murray see P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, p. 127, n. 14. 

322. PA Cole-King, op.cit., pp. 29-34. 
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The coming of the British Administration meant the introduction of two practi~ 
a hut tax and a labour system,which bot!Lfor a 1011g _!Lme were c~us~ o!_ much 
~n.t, The much disliked hut tax was first introduced in Malawi in 1892 
at six shillings per house and lowered to three shillings per house per annum 
under the terms of the Native Hut Tax Ordinance of 1894. In 1896,after three 
montbs,Codrington was able to report that he had collected £202, mainly in tax, 
although several chiefs, including Chiwere,had not yet agreed to have their 
people taxed. 323) The collection of tax presented many problems, in particular 
because people did not have cash and there was no way of earning cash locally 
except for the few who were lucky enough to be employed by missionaries and other 
Europeans. Thus during the first years people were allowed to pay in kind, 
which again created problems in storing and disposing of the goods. 

The problem was partly solved by the introduction of a labour system by which a 
person who was unable to pay his tax was forced to go to work for three months 
in Zomba or on the Shire Highlands where the Government and planters were in 
constant need of labour. One month's wages was kept in lieu of tax and for the 
other two months he could receive whatever was left in cash or cloth. In addi= 
tion it meant a gruelling 180 or more miles' journey on foot, often in labour 
gangs under kapitaos, overseers who recruited labourers and drove them to their 
pJace of work.sometimes even in chains. 

During the first year of British administratio'!_the DRC Mission received liberal 
treatment. This was partly due to Cecil Rhodes whQ initiall had considerable 
influence in tf\e country's matters _through the British South Africa Company. 
In 1894 the Acting Commissioner was instructed by his secretary to "deal with 
the DRCM in as liberal a manner as possible" in regard to the acquisition of 
more land (this was in connection with land at Kongwe Mission). Rhodes even 
sanctioned and asked Sha·rpe to consider free grants of land to the DRCM in se= 
parate localities. Without creating preced_entS-fo otbe1:-Mi.ssions_, he was 
"!!!.xi ous to deal in a generous manner with the Dutch Reformed Church". 324 ) 

But Rhodes soon disappeared from the scene and _whe.nJ ld. ti sh rule was being 
~--
establ~ i~ the Central Region, the 
were not quite sure one of the other. 

323. Ibid., pp. 26, 27. 

Government a~ the DRCM respectively 
t that stage the DRC was th~..9n1Y~ 

324. CCA SS 15/6/2/15: Copy Rutherford to A Sharpe, 1894. See also CCA P3 3/2: 
AC Murray to Rhodes, 28/10/1893; and to Johnston , same date. 
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Mission in that region and as bas been seen, was sometimes t.!J.g_on}y mea ns by 
which the Governme nt officials cou ld make contact with chiefs. The role the 
missionaries played in th e negotiatio11s bei:1·1ee11 the British Admini stra tion and 
the-chiefs shows clearly enough that they v1ere vlilling to co-operate. Yet, 
the Government forces we re a disruptive powe~ and Government troops ~n more - -
than one occasion caused such havoc to vi ll ages that missionaries could not 
but feel perturbed. Thu~when Robert Blake of Kongwe wrote and complained 
to Major EG Alston about maltreatment of certain individual s by his men, 
Alston "a young ma n of very dec ided vie11s on everyone" 325 ) virote a sharp 
letter to \.IH Murray demanding an apology since "I absolutely deny" the various 
accusations. "B lake", he added, "really writes as if the v1hole country be= 
longe d to him". 326 ) Yet neither Bl ake nor the other mis sionaries were opposed 
to British rule being .established. In fact some time l ater, writing to his 
Home Committee, Blake referred to the terrible Angoni raids taking place and 
added, "I cannot but pray that all the Angoni may soon be under English La•1" 327 ) 

This incident illustrates a difficulty which caused tension on many occasions 
between missionaries and Government officials. Living closer to the people, 
often understanding them better and being more sympathetic to their complain ts , 
the missi onar i es often found themse lves the recipients of comp laints about 
treatment received from Government officials and their African askari. Their 
attempts to bring such complaints or ma l practices to the attention of the 
responsible officers was received with due appreciation by some and a promise 
to rectify any wrongs. 328 ) In fact, from correspondence betv1een mis sionaries 
and Government officials certai n names cou l d be singled out in those ear ly days 

as being persons who revea led a constant friendly and positive attitude 
towards the missionaries. Thus there 1~as Major Robert Codrington and the 
Collector of Nkhota Kata , AJ Swann, an ex-missionary of \'1hom Blake had this 
to say: 

32S. PA Cole-King , op . cit. , p. 21. 

326. CCA SS lS/6/2/16: EG Alston to WH Murray, 22 /l/1 89S . 

327. CCA V9 2/1: R Blake to MMU seer., S/12/189S. 

328. Cf. for example CCA SS lS/6/2/16: R Codrington to WH Murray, 26/12/1896 
where he stated: "no doubt, whosoe.ver is in the ri gh t, my police are 
decidedly in the wrong". 
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If the Commissioner and the rest of his men have as much tact 
in this time as Mr Swann, I expect to see the Angoni soon 329 ) 
under British rule with not a single chance to strike a blow. 

His tact and humane treatment of people as well as friendly dealings with missio= 
naries remained evident in all correspondence throughout the difficult years 
of 1899-1904. 330 ) So evident was his attitt.de that the Committee of the 
Ministers' Mission Union requested ~IH Murray in 1902 to convey to him its gra= 
titude for his sympathetic attitude. 331 ) 

Complaints by missionaries to other officials however, more often than not eli= 
cited violent responce. So for example the hostility and suspicion of a person 
like Captain Stokes of Fort Maguire is very evident in his correspondence, par= 
ticularly with Rev. Vlok at Nkhoma. His attitude on tax and labour issues is 
most telling. In a rather hostile response to a complaint from Vlok concerning 

a teacher ~1ho was manhandled when he apparantly interfered because of attempts 
to force holders of tax papers to go to work. Stokes retorted: 332 ) 

If H M's Commissioner states he requires labour at 
all cost, I fail to see how a tax paper should exempt 
people from work ... As to people being tied up when 
being brought for 1 ab our you must surely know that if 
some precautions were not taken by the Askari, they 
would arrive here with no people. 

Violence and force were often part and parcel of the labour recruiment scheme. 
When a later incident occured, involving "injudicious" action of Stokes in 
arresting some teachers at Livlezi, Vlok felt compelled rather to write to 
the Collector at Fort Johnston "because of the unpolite (sic) and unmannerly 
way in ~1hich he (Stokes) handled matters with us when we meant to do good". 333 ) 

The Collector referred the matter to the Commissioner in Zomba who communicated 
with Stokes and Stokes"denies in toto the statements made by you" and made counter 
charges that Vlok had erected schools on the plateau after permission had been 
refused. This was a blatant lie by Stokes since permission for the schools con= 
cerned had been granted by Stokes' deputy, Candy and Stokes had acknowledged 

this to AC Murray: "As you have Mr. Candy's permission to erect these schools 

329. CCA V9 2/1: Blake to MMU seer., 5/12/1895. 

330. See letters in CCA SS lS/6/2/1 and -13. 

331. CCA V9 1/1: MHU minutes, entry for 3/10/1902. 
332. CCA SS lS/6/2/30: Stokes to Vlok, 27/9/1899. 
333. CCA SS 15/6/3/1: Copy Vlok to Collec tor, Fort Johnston 21/2/1900. 
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there is no need to recall your teachers". This permission had been granted 
during Stokes' absence and he strongly disapproved of Vlok going to "a young 
unexperienced collector for permission". AC Murray responded to the charge by 
asking Stokes to state when this permission was refused and which outschools 
were started since then . It is not known whether Stokes answered this letter. 
These incidents illustrate the kind of situation which ex ·isted between the 
missionaries and some of the officials. This does not mean that missionaries 
were always free of blame. Some did sometimes act in v1ay~which were beyond 

their rights by taking matters into their own hands. On one occasion Vlok even 
went so far as to disarm the Askari mail escort from Fort Mannins fo r alleged 
maltreatment of people. 335 ) It is also apparent that Mission teachers were 
not always in the right in their attitudes and actions when Government offi= 
cials visited their areas and that they assumed powers which viere not theirs. 
Thus even Swann had on occasion to write to Blake to warn him that the action 

334) 

of teachers who in their zeal stop dancing and brewing beer was "utterly illegal " 
He adds the indictment that teachers seem to have no respect for H M's Offi= 
cers, which was also a serious offence, remindino him that schools are liable 
to be removed if at any time a chief so desires. 336 ) 

On the other hand there can be no doubt that, for instance in Dedza District, 
Government askari did on occasion abuse their position. On a journey through 
those parts in July 1897 Vlok wrote: 337 ) 

We arrived early at Dedza ... it surprised us and filled 
us with sorrow to see how the people ran away from us. 
They thought we were of the Government. Some of the 
Afritans who are soldiers of the Government lord it over 
the poor wild village Africans. The result is that a~ soon 
as they hear travellers approaching, they all hide. 

334. CCA SS lS/6/2/30: Acting Collector, Ft. Johnston to Vlok, 1/3/1900, 
27/3/1900; Candy to Vlok, 28/6/1899; Stokes to AC Murray, S/8/1899; 
Stokes to Vlok, 27/9/1899; Copy AC Murray to Stokes, 7/4/1900. 

33S. MNA Nkhorna Papers Box 1 (Correspondence between Govt. officials and 
Missionaries): McDonald to Vlok, 31/10/1898. 

336. CCA SS lS/6/2/1: AJ Swann to R Blake, 11/11/1898. 

337. Vlok: Elf jaren ... , p. 26. 
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People they met on the v1ay all fled from them and several villages they found 
completely deserted, all having fled, even taking their goats and dogs with 

them. 

Continuing his journey to Malemoo, V.lok found he had to sort out some very 
difficult matters, difficulties caused by the hut ta x and misbehaviour cf the 
police. Some time later there was correspondence between AC Murray and the 
Collector at Fort Johnston concerning allegations that Albert Namalambe had 
been interfering v1ith the police and telling people they need not pay tax if 
they belonged to the Mission. These allegations proved false but the Collec= 
tor warned that he should confine himse lf to mission work alone. in response 
AC Murray wrote that he sincerely trusted that there would be no friction 
between the Mission and the Administration: 

Our one desire as far as the Government of the country 
is concerned is to see justice all round and obedience 
to those in authority . 

Concerning Namalambe he went on to explain: 
He is continually applied to by people who have been or con= 
sider themselves to have been vironged by the pol ice or 
others for advice and help. And I think when you kno11 
how matters v1ere carried on there last year you will not 
condemn his trying to help. 

On the matter of tax workers deserting on excuse that they belong to the 
Missio~Murray wrote in a later letter that this was "an old one which we 
have done our best to remove". He added that they had found that the po1 ice 
also often quote this pre text as the reason why people ran awCl!f, while the 
real reasons are sometimes ill-treatment or lack of food . In the case con= 
cerned the policeman was removed from duty. 338 ) 

The C!..C-CU tions levelled at the missio~aries on more than one occasion that 
the were not co-operative and interfered in matters which were none of their 
b~i~were hardly__fair and should be seen against the background of such 
i~ where the cause of justice forced the missionaries to react. As a 
further example could be mentioned an incident involving the killing of one 
of Chiwere's people. An African policeman had got involved in a quarrel with 

villagers over a goat he was demanding and shot one man in the head killing him 

outrigh~while seriously wounding another. His report to the Barna was such 

338. CCA SS 15/6/8/1: ml, Wallis to AC Murray, 26/2/1898, 5/3/1898; 
CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to Wallis, 17/3/1898, 22/3/1898. 
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a fclrce that AC Murray felt compelled to write to the Acting Collector at Dedza 
that he had "positive proof" of the policeman's guilt and that "the facts of 
the case are exactly the reverse of what your police told you". 339 ) At the 
same time the assistance rendered by the missionaries at Mvera in arranging tax 
matters between Chiwere and the Collector at Dedza has already been noted. 

The resentment of certain Government officials over the wa~ in which missionaries_ 
involved themselves in such matters gre~1 decidedly 1·1orse once the Anglo-Boer - -War broke out in South Africa in 1899. Suspicion and even open hostility on 
the part of s'.lme even at the highest level became so bad thitt court charges were 
laid against missionaries on two occasions i 190J_and_a_gg· 904. 

What largely contributed to the problem between the Administration and the 
Mission was the increasingly drastic and injudicious way_ tax- ar.ic:Llab..QJJr matters 
were being handled. At that stage thousands of people were being sent to work 
in the Shir~~. From January to November 1899, 8 993 were recruited 
for labour from Angoniland and in April 1900 the new Collector nt ~wa proudly 
informed AC Murray that he had made a good beginning by sending 3 400 men a1~ay 

in one month. At the same time he had burnt down a certain village at Gala, 
where the DRCM had a school and had confiscated all the people's goats. "I 
must stop the people from running away when I approach their villages and will 
continue burning their villages until they remain in them," he added. 34o) The 
practice of burning villages was a very common one in those days. Even worse 
sometimes happened. 

By the end of 1900 matters had become so unsettled that WH Murray wrote: 341 l 

339. CCA S5 15/6/8/1: Copy AC Murray to Acting Collector, Dedza, 1/2/1898, 
12/2/1898. 

340. PA Cole-King: Lilongwe .•• , p. 29; CCA S5 15/6/8/1: McDonald to AC Murray, 
12/4/1900. See also ibid., 13/8/1901: "I burnt Kalolo's village to the 
ground". 

341. Quoted by JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the DRCM. 
pp. 370-1. In the same vein Frylink wrote from Nkhoma (during Vlok's 
absence on leave) that Morris had taken 500 men, another European 200, 
in all 700 from Nkhoma, very few men escaping being caught. Women were 
being captured and when the husbands came to release them, they were 
taken: "I cannot put on paper what is happening in Central Angoniland ... 
the destruction of home and property of the natives is something terrible 
to see" (DK, 7/3/1901, p. 152). Transl. from Dutch. 
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Things have lately taken place that might shame any savage, 
if committed by him, and that in the na me and by the in= 
struments of the Government. Because men refuse to pay their 
taxes (on account of the hardships entailed in going to work 
200 miles aviay from their homes, v1here there is great scarcity 
of food) women and little children have been ruthlessly shot 
down by native policemen, and we've still to see what's going 
to become of it . 

133 

Murray was no doubt referring to the tragic Chimbalanga episode which took place 
a few months earlier. At the official inquiry which followed, the askari main= 
tained that the people of Chimbl langa were instigated by the Dutch Reformed 
missionarie~ not to sell their labour to the Collector but to the Mission who 
would in turn pay their taxes for them. Yet, the Government Capitao John Beswick 
testified that Chief Chimbalanga had refused to give any more men, stating that 
he had already "given a lot of men who went down to work at Blantyre. Many of 
them died on the way. Very few came back. I will give no more. Go away". 342 ) 

342. B Pachai: Christianity and corrnnerce in Malawi (in Smith, Pachai and Tangri 
(Eds.): Xalawi past and present, pp. 61-2). The correct rendering is 
Chimbalanga , not Chimbulanga as in some records. According to an eye wit= 
ness account written in 1935, !:!J?jri za an thu m'dziko la Nyasa (unpublished 
ms. reportedly written by a DRCM teach e r known as Manayin; now in autho~'s 
possession, loaned from Mr. MC Toerien, Pretoria), this was a punitive 
e~pedition against Chimbalanga after a policeman, Manjawira had been killed 
by Chimbalanga's people in July 1901. The policeman, together with his 
senior Joni (John Beswick?, cf . Pachai, lee.cit., n. 81) and a third, 
only known locally as "son of Camdimbo", stayed around Chimbalanga' s 
village for a few days, making quit e a nuisance of th emselves by burning 
houses and taking people's property by force, even trying to get Chim= 
balanga to produce his first wife and give her to them. One day Manjawira 
came aw~ from a beer party and met a relative of Chimbalanga on t he way 
by name of Kawaye who was being accompanied by his wife and child. A 
quarrel ensued and the policeman, in ange~ grabbed the child from its mother's 
back and flung it violently to the ground, killing it outright. Fearing 
reprisal the policeman then also shot and killed the father and thereupon 
fled but was later followed, found and killed by the infuriated villagers 
of Chimbalanga. The ups hot of this incident was the Chimbalanga expedition 
of October 1901,which came from Fort Mlangeni under the leadership of 
Capt. Stokes ("Stoko" in the account), Collector at Mlangeni, and inclu= 
ded a number of Sikhs, askari and some of Gomani's Angoni. According to 
the account there was also a second Euro,·ean in th·c company but his name 
is not mentioned. The expedition passed through Nkhoma Mission and then 
proceeded to ravage village after village to the north and north-east to= 
wards the Lilongwe and Chiwere ' s land. The party split up into three 
groups and wantonly and at random shot down, bayonetted or clubbed to 
death large numbers, old and young, men, women and children, every one who 
tried to run away. All food stores were burned, every goat and chicken 
they could lay their hands on was killed. The tragedy was that most of 
these villages had nothing to do with Chimba langa, being Chewa villages, 
not Ngoni villages. Subsequently many more people suffered and died from 
hunger, some remaining fearfully in hiding in the forests for many mon ths. 
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At the time this inquiry was in process the DRC Mission also became invo1ved in 
a court case. It needs to be made clear that the Chimbalanga episode and this 
court case against the Mission were two separate matters. 343 ) At Do~1a during 
the second half of 1900, Collector AL Reade with whose office the missionaries 
felt very happy, 344 ) had been replaced by Mr HJ Morr is who, alleged ly , 
had also been a member of the Chimbalanga party. 345 ) Conditions soon dete= 
riorated and many complaints began to reach the missionaries' ears. Matters 
became so bad th at "it became impossible to remain s ilent any ionger" because 
of the turbulance and irregularities taking place due to the behaviour of the 
police. 346 ) 

The result was that when AC Murray and the others failed to see the Acting 
Co1T111issioner Lieut Col \m Manni ng on his visit to Do~1a district towards the 
end of 1900, a letter was drawn up by AC Murray, who was on his way out of 
the country, bringing a number of formal complaints against the new district 
Collector and requesting an investigation and even his removal. 

In six points the pr oblems were outlined as the missionaries saw them. The 
first point statcd: 347 ) 

During Mr AL Reade's collectorship the district was settling 
down and the natives beginning to have some confidence in the 
Adm. but since Mr Morris has been there, matters have been con= 
ducted in such a manner that the natives have lost all confidence 
and they say the Adm. is worse than the Angoni of old as the 
latter raided their enemies, but the former raid those who have 
submitted to them. 

Ironica lly, Chimbalanga and his entire vi ll. age allegedly escaped death 
by fleeing in time and Chimbalanga went into hiding in Portugues e terri= 
tory at Nyungwi . He did not return before 1909 when the Administra tion 
permitted him to take up his chieftainship again. He died in 19 29 . 

343, Pachai in loc. makes it appear as if the charge resulted from the in= 
quiry into the Chimbalanga episode, but thi s is evidently not correct. 

344. Cf letter of WH Murray (DK 9/3/1901, p. ISlf). 

345. This is according to Pachai, loc .c i. t . , It is probable that this i s a 
wrong assumption, the Collector in this case being Stokes of Ft. Mlangeni. 
Morris was presumably at Dow a by then, where , according to the eye witness 
account mentioned above (n. 342), Chiwere had been instructed by the Boma 
to kill all Chimbalanga people who might come to seek refuge in his 
territory during the month of October. Chiwere, indi gnant because of what 
Chimabalanga had done, being his subordinate, co-operated. 

346. R Blake to J du Plessis, 28/1/1901 (DK, 21/3/1901, pp. 176f.). Transl. 
from Dutch. 

347. CCA SS 15/6/8 /1: Copy AC Murray to Acting Commissioner, Zomba, 15/12/1900. 
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Then the letter continued to spel l out the difficulties: The people get no 

'justice done to them in cases involving chcJrges against policemen; complaints 
.concerning adultery and even reports of murder (of a villager in the employ of 

the Mis sion) were si mply ignored by the Collector; in addition to the burning 

of huts the food stores v1ere no·11 also being burned do·:in; v1omen and children were 
being captured and kept in prison until the men turned up for work and this was 
a cause for embitterment and possibly a factor in the murder of the policeman 
at Chimb al anga's. There was, in Murray's opinion, reliable evidence that three 
women had died in captiv i ty , whi l e others were ir. a pitiable physical condition. 

In some cases women 1·1ere being retained i n custody v1hose husbands were in fact 
away, working for their taxes. Finally there was the comp laint that during the 
recent at tack on Chimbalanga's people the askari 1-1 ere all m·1ed to go far beyond 
the villages in quest i on,vlithout any restraint.and shoot down people including 
wome n and children who had nothing to do with Ch i mba l anga. The letter concludes 

by re-assu r ing th e Acting Comr.iissioner that "it has been our principle t o suppor t 
t11e Co 1 lector i n Central Angoni l and in the performance of his duties and to 
urge the people to pay their taxes quiet ly and to submit to the law" but in view 
of the serious situation they felt compelled to bring these matters to his 
notice. 

Two days later Manning responded by agreeing that the "sta te of affairs in that 
district I did no t cons ider satisfactory and it had been my intention to relieve 
Mr Morris by another official". Due to certain circ umsta nces which arose during 
and immedi ate ly after hi s visit he vias prevented from doing so. However, he 
was forwarding Murrcty ' s letter to 1·1r Morris for hi s remarks. 3481 What Morris 

response v1as, i s not knol'ln , but soon not only Morri s but a l so other collectors 
knew about the charges and three weeks l ater the magistrate at Dedza RW Gordon, 
whose antipathy to1-1ards the DRC Mission became more and more evident as time 
went b.Y., wrote to Morri s in an obvious reference to these charges: 349 1 

It more than fills me with disgust to hear suc h gross 
misrepresentutions of facts. The whole version, as 
rendered is a transparent act of petty revenge on the 
part of the Outch Miss ions for their recent loss of 
wrongfully assumed juri sdic tion over the natives . 

348. Ibid., WH Manning to AC Murray , 17/12/1900. 

349. Quoted by B Pachai: Christianity and commerce in ~alawi (in Smi th, Pachai 
and Tangri (Eds ) : Malawi past and present, pp. 6lf and n. 82). Pacha i's 
as·sumption that this is a specific reference to the Chimba langa affair 
is c l ear l y wrong. 
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Morris retaliated by laying a counter charge against the Mission and in particu= 
lar against Blake and Frylinck "for contravention of African Orders in Council 
to wit Para. 48 and 52" informing WH Murray that he was requesting the Judicial 
Officer Judge Nunan to take a hearing on "certain charges instituted by me 
against certain members of your mission namely Messrs Blake and Freylinck" 
(sic). 350) 

The Mission was charged with trying to hinder the Administration in its work 
and with using the pulpit at Kongwe Mission (Blake) for the furtherance of 
their objections to the Administrations policy of labour and taxation. 351 ) 

The hearing took place on 19 January 1901 in the Consular Court at Blantyre and 
although the official records of the proceedings are no longer available it 
is evident that on this occasion the Mission was cleared of any guilt. 
•Enough to say that everything went well for us and th~ judge declared that we 
were free of all blame," wrote Blake on 28 January 1901. 352 ) 

It is true that the missionaries did try to provide labour opportunities to 
people around the Mission stations to enable as many as possible to pay their 

. tax and avoid having to go south for labour, but naturally only a relatively 
small number could be helped in this way. _;;b[evertheless, this obviously angered

the Co 11 ectors who, it ~mu l d seem to appea t:, were much keener to excel in the n; m= 
ber of labourers sent south, than in the amount of cash collected from tax 
payers. But the charge that they ever assumed any form of jurisdiction over 
the tribes among whom they 1-1orked is just not true. On the contrary, they were 
instrumental tn persuading Chiwere, Msakambewa and Mazengera to accept British 
rule, to such an extent that their own influence was undermined among many of 
the N~oni indunas. (353 ) In February 1899 AC Murray had even appealed to the 
Commissioner in Zomba for a Collector to be permanently appointed to their 
district in order to exercise better control. AL Reade moved his headquarters 
from Dedza to Dowa in November of the same year. 354 ) 

350. CCA S5 15/6/8/1: HJ Morris to WH Murray, 18/1/1901. 

351. Blake to Du Plessis (DK, 21/3/1901, pp. l76f). Transl. from Dutch. 

352. Vlok: Elf Jaren ... ,pp. 36, 84; R Blake (report in DK, 7/3/1901, p. 152). 

353. JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the DRCM, p. 371. 

354. CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to Commisioner, Zomba, 9/2/1899; AC Murray 
to Reade, 11/2/1899. 
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That from a mCJral p·oint of view the Mission was operating on firm ground is clear. 
Much was indeed wrong with the Administration and a letter from AJ Swann, Collec= 
tor at Nkhota Kota,written two months later is a telling indictment. In it he 
strongly criticised the labour system, and coming from a person "who had an 
intimate knowledge of the condition obtaining at that time", 355 ) his words carry 
weight. A lengthy excet'p t of his letter is given by B Pachai, from wh1ch a 
few portions are quoted here: 356 ) 

They were asked by Englishmen (who pride themselves in 
fair play and justice) to leave their houses at a day's 
notice, provide rations, and march about 150 miles, then 
to work one month for his Ta x (i.e . nothing in his eyes) 
then work on another 2 months for wages th en walk back 
another 150 miles for nothing and feed himself. This put 
him away from home at least four months a year - a~1ay from 
home, and the native has a home .. ~order to purchase 
~right to live in 11lS own house in his own land. 
Weakness, then sickness then death. Verdict. 'Dead from 
dysentry. Hill people genera lly get that way.' Sequel, 
Co 11 ec tors get a Report: '69 deaths among your people' . 
A month or so after, a remnant of skeletons return and 
you hear the repeated statements, Died at Blantyre'. 
Next year, this year the King's loyal natives tell me: 
'We don ' t want to go to Blantyre to die' and knowing 
there is such a danger I absolutely refuse to send one 
native against his will ... 

If such conditions were prevailing and this was the attitude, people hardly 
would have needed the "incitement" of missionaries or any one else to refuse 
to go and work. Swann's words almost literally echoed ~1hat Vlok had written the 
previous year: " ... they often return home (looking like) walking skeletons"~5 7) 

That all was not well on the part of the Administration in the opinion of someone 
like Judge Nunan himself, was reported by Blake when he passed through Blantyre 
three months after the court case on his way home on leave. The Judge invited 
him to lunch and kept him for three hours, showed him some of his reports to the 
Foreign Office and spoke of not sending the evidence to the Foreign Office unless 
he was forced to "by the unwi 11 i ngness of the Commissioner to reform his 
policy". Blake continued: "He is dead against Sharpe and considers him the most 

guilty party as he is the author of the bad policy in Central Angoniland"~ 58 ) 

355, B Pachai, op.cit., p. 64. 

356, See ibid., pp. 62ff.: Excerpt of l e tter from AJ Swann to Nunan, 15/3/1901 
(Original in MNA J2/9/l). 

357. Vlok: Elf jaren ... , p. 84 Transl. from Dutch. 

358, CCA SS 15/6/2/1: Blake to WH Murray, 10/4/1901, written from "Katunga's" 
(Chikwawa). 
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After the court case the tone of correspondence bet~1een the Collectors and the 

Mission showed signs of improving rel a tions and more appreciation 1·1as being 
expressed. Nevertheless, tension remained and the Mission had a long struggle 
especially with Collector Gordon at Dedza and later at Lilongwe in getting 
stations established at Mphunzi and at Malingunde respectively. On the nego= 
ti a ti ons with him for Mali ng unde vlH Murray wrote: "He was very nice ~Ii th me ~1hen 

we were at the Boma, but you could just feel he'd do anything to keep us out". 
Others like Cusgrove and Byatt and later especially Kirby-Green, who afterwards 
became Provincial Commissioner in Lilongwe, were much more sympathetic. 35g) 

Difficulties continued and the suspicion of the Government towards the South 
Africans remained. A matter which grieved the Collectors much was what they 
regarded to be lack of respect and even impertinence shown by teachers of the 
Mission and that in their opinion the missionaries were not doing enough to 
teach their people to show respect to their Government officials and that even 
the missionaries were not as loyal as they should be to the British Government. 
From the point of view of the Authorities there may have been reasons for this 
complaints but it is clear that there was not intentional disloyalty on the 
part of the DRC. During thi s period another issue complicated matters for the 
DRC missionaries. It should be kept in mind that all of them were deeply 
concerned and could not help being affected by what was happening in their home 
country during the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902 as the British, failing to 
subdue the Boer forces whom they vastly outnumbered, reverted to more and more 
drastic action and a "scorched earth" strategy, while women and children 

were being forced into British concentration camps where conditions were so 
appalling that over 26 000 of them (one quarter of the total number put into 
the camps)died, as opposed to the four thousand Boer forces killed in action360) 
As a result of this war Pretorius states that361 ) 

relations with the B . . Ma w-
ra~i y worse as the Anglo-Boer War progressed. In 
l fi99 the youngest Q_rother:.__g r_ WJ{"Flurray, hea of" the 
mission, was treacherously shot dead after he Ja ine 
the Boer forces,- and und.ec the circumstances 1t 
natura or the- Protectorate gn\'ernme.o.t to view ...t 
South African mjss_iona r-.ies wHh suspicion. 

The kind of tension brought about by this war in the hearts of the DRC missio= 
naries could be seen for instance when preparations were being made for the 

359. CCA SS 15/6/3/3: WH Murray to AJ Liebenberg, 5/8/1903. Special reference 
to Green's favourable attitude over many years is made in DK, 22/11/1922, 
p. 1566. 

360. I Wilkins and H Strydom: lbe ~uper-Afrikaners, pp. 37,38. 

361, JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the DRCM, p. 370. 
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coronation of the King in 1902. WH Murray and Rev. Liebenberg of Kongwe discussed 
the matter and Murray felt that "as a loyal subject" he would offer a public 
prayer but not indulge in festivities "as I ' m mourning over the terrible afflic= 
ti on and suffering of the people of whom I am one". He 1·1ould hm·iever send a tele= 
gram of felicitation to Zomba on behalf of the Mission. 362 1 Neverthe less, there 
was great appreciation at least from their colleagues in other Missions over 
the way in vihich they bore the trials brought on by the war in South Africa. 
Writing on the missionary awakening in pri soner of v1ar camps on St Helena, The 
Aurora, publish ed by the Livingstonia Miss ion had this to add: 363 l 

We would also now mention our appreciation for the high 
Christian spirit of our Dutch colleagues in ~yasaland. 
In corrmon viith many /\frikanders they have kno\'m that 
the s1-1ord has struck their ovm relati'!es and claimed 
its victims, and yet they have been to us only as fellov1 
workers with Christ. 

Towards the end of 1903 another incident flared up , again involv ing Kongwe. 
Liebenberg had complained about three teachers bei ng thrashed by the Assistant 
Collector at Dowa without a proper hearing, for allegedly taking part in an 
illicit hunt. 364 ) The matter was referred to the offici al's superior, HC 
McDonald and ended 1-1ith Liebenberg having to iJ-ppear in court at Dedza 
on Friday 8 January 1904. This time the Mission 1-1as found to be in the wrong 
and received a very sharp reprimand. On the same day the Cammi ss i oner 1~rote 
a very strongly v/Orded letter to Murray as head of the DRC Mission. From 
complaints he was receiving from his Collectors it appeared that "wherever one 
of your branch stations is placed the natives gradually assume ... a disre= 
spectful attitude towards Government representatives in Central Angoniland". 
As an example he mentioned Collector McDonald passing through Mvera t1-10 1·1eeks 
earlier "where a large number cf natives were assembled, not a single one of 
them stood up. We ... know what this means. It means intentional disrespec~'. 365 ) 
Thi~he continued, placed a large question mark over the intent of the Mission's 
teaching in instilling respect into the natives for the Government and was in 
marked contras·t to the two Scottish Missions and the Ul·1CA where "the respect 
shown to Government officials in and about Mission stations is quite marked, 

362. CCA SS 15/6/2/16: WH Murray to Liebenberg, 15/4/1902. 

363. The Missionary awakening in St Helena (The Aurora, 1/8/1902 , p. 84). 
On the religi ous awakenings in the prisoner of war camps see above (p.83 ). 

364. For a series of correspondence on this matter be tween WH Murray and Lieben= 
berg from 5/10/1903 onwards see CCA SS 15/6/3/3. 

365. Connnissioner's italics. Anyone with any knowledge of African fo rms of 
courtesy and respec t would not help but smile at such a statement. 
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as it shou ld be ". Sharpe fe l t that there were signs that the Mi ss ion' s t each ing 
did not ap pear t o ''l-1 ork fo r politica l good " and that t his could not continue . 
The Mission of the DRC sh ou ld endeavour to sh ov1 their 1 oy a lty to Government· and 
he hoped that when he again would vis i t Angoni l and a few months later , he w6uld 
find evidence t hat the Mi ssion 1·1as t aking the "righ t l i nes 1~ ith regard to our 
native popul a ti on"~ 366 ) 

Murray fully realised the gravity of t he en ti re situat i on and rep l i ed carefully 
to t he Cormi i ss i oner poin ti ng out v1hat the Mi ssion had done , in proof of their 
loyalty and mak ing to hi m a s tatement of th ei r att itude to th e Gover nment as 
that of loyal subjects . He al so i nvited hi m t o vi sit th em at Mv era. 367 ) 

At the same ti me he i nstructed hi s coll ea gues to let their teach ers know how 
matters s tood and urge th em to pay the officials all t he respect that is their 
due, and encourage others to do the same . They should consider the court issue 
finally se ttl ed and i n fu t ure , fo r the sake of th e wor k, be very careful in 
thei r re l at i ons t o the Government. as well as excerci se th e utmost caution in 
their attitude to th e Coll ectors . 368 ) 

The court case of 1901 and the l ast deve lopmen ts had a very profound effect on 
the policies of the DRC Mission. From the beginning it had seen its task as 
that of "primar ily buil ding up an independant Chr isti an nation, built on the 
formation of a self- supporting, self-governing Church, expanding from its own 
inner strength". 369 ) Now it sa~1 a grave threat to this ideal in the moral decay 

that afflicted peopl e, particularly when they came into contact with the dere= 
lict forms of Western civilization evident in such systems as the migratory 
labour system and t he e ffect of depraved and non-Chr istian elements in the 
Western culture on such migrant workers. 

In 1900 Vl ~k 37o) had noted that the people were "threatened by moral decay" _ 
ever since being pl aced under the hut ta x system . What actually caused this 
moral harm,he noted, was: 

366. CCA SS lS/ 6/ 8/ 1 : A Sharp e to WR Murray , 8/1/1904. 

367. As r eport ed i n CCA SS l S/6/3/3: Copy WH Murr ay to Vlok, 28/1/1904. 

368. Ibid., copies Murray t o " Br other" (AG Murray? ), 10/1/1904; to Frylinck 
13/1/1904; t o Vl ok , 28/1/1 904. 

369. JL Pretorius , An introduc t ion ... , p. 371. 

370. Vlok : Elf j a r en •.. , p. 84 . 
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the irreligious environment in which hundreds of them are 
pl-a-c-ed-:- Theyare i nfl uenc_e_d y_ wlft tes v1ho not always set a 
gooamoraf example a nd v1ho are uite irreligious ._ .. _ Chris= 
-tian virtUe0 1hich they ~1ere -tau y the m{ssion are under= 
mined and often ccmpletely destroyed~othelr pag~sins~ 
are added tlie sins of a deprav-ed civfliza i on and_ tb. man ends 
up befog _w_~_rs e han: t[e, .§L e .Qre a ULthe.i oOLG.o.cL._ 

The Mission came to realise that it was of little avail, as a Mission,tQ fight~ 

the "system" Genera ission Sec_::etary in Ap_!'.'i l 

1904 that "-the labour restrictions were very annoying but: our best policy is 

to pacify them by trying to avoid giving offence in any v1ay 11
-:-

3Tl) This rea= 

lisation l"0t1gl:i-t:-the Missionto se~ its task in a differen_t_way- .- Ylhereas up 

ti]l_tb_g_n it had followed, as far as funds allov1ed, the_ methods learned from 

Livingstonia Mission, a new approach was developed in the years that followed --- -
when the Mission not only doubled and later trebled its staff, but could also 

divert its activities in different directions. This led to "what today would 

be called a mass-literacy campaign as well as comprehensive community deve= 

lopment scheme". 372 ) Yiith this the Mission began to launch its educational, 

medicallr!d industrial work as well as a concEntrated effort to build up 

Christ~milies by educating Christian v1ives and mothers, 

Through ~_!l]!J ltiple __g pproach it was hoped to counter the negative moral 

~fee ::_ of~ern civilizatjon, and to save the people from moral decay. 

~t the same t)me_the iQeal of an independent and self-supporting Christian 

~rch could be more effectively realised if people were lifted up socially, 

m_9ra lly~ally and economica}ly. This "comprehensive" approach will be 

'.!..e~ith in t~~l_lowing chapter. 

Thus, in a way, the strained relations with the Government during and just 

~fter the Anglo-Boet· -war, helped the Mission to see its task for the future 

~ clearly. -------
After 1904 the re <1as a marked improvement in relations v1ith the Government, ------caused evidently by a change of attitude not only on the part of the Mission, 

~t also on the paf"t of the Government. Cordial r ;Jations developed, even 

at the highest level and Murray could state in 1908 that "the Boma attitude 

371. CCA V9 2/1: WH Murray to J du Pless is, 13/ 4/1904, 

372. JL Pretorius, op.cit ., p. 372. 
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is undoub t edl y very much improved and the relations between us quite cordial
11

~ 73 l 

Du r ing and just after the First World War some tension arose again. This was 
during the Governorship of Sir George Smith (1913-1923) who was serving his las t 
tour before retiring and who develop~d a strong anti-mission stance during 
t hese years . Several factors contributed to the strained relationship which 
devel oped , betwee n the Government on the one hand and the DRC Mission as well as 
all the othe r Mi ss ions on the other hand. Apart from the ~lar situation, the 
Chilembwe r i s ing had a profound effect. The Governor became openly suspicious 
of the Mis si ons in general. In the case of the DRC Mission matters were made 
worse becau se one of the missionaries Rev. Frylinck had been charged and fined 
£3.0.0 by a court on a charge of technical assault after tying up a chief who 
was th rea tening to close the Mission school at his village because he was not 
happy 1vith the t eacher. This took place near the end of 1913 and the Government 
took the exceptional action of publishing the t r ial and findings in the Govern= 
ment Ga zette. Thi s was so unusual that Dr Hetherwick of Blantyre Mission wrote 
to Murray express ing his surprise at the way in which "a case that was techni = 
cally an assault wa s pillori sed in this way". He thought it possible that it 
was meant "to intimidate your mission in its efforts to check the advance of 
the Fathers". When the Governor went even further, and revoked Fryl i nck' s 
licence as Mar r iage Officer,Hetherwick was quite indignant: "I am deeply 
grieved .. . it is pushing law to the state of vindictiveness ... and the Governor 
erred farther in the way of this worst of faults in any man to ~irite you and 
ask what you were to do". 374 ) This incident together with the Chilembwe rising 
had a c:umulatiye effect on the Government attitude to~iards the DRC Mission, 
giving the Governor "a low opinion '' of its work .375 ) 

As a result of the adverse attitude of the Government the DRCM was refused per= 
mission for some time to open new schools even though it had no connection in 
any way with the Chilemb.oie rising. The matter became so serious that the chair= 
man of the Consultative Board of Federated Missions, Rev. Reid took the matter 
up with the Gover; .or on behalf of the DRC Mission since all the regulations laid 
down by the 1910 Education Code were being complied with. The Go.vernor evaded 
and ignored tl:ie questions by refusing to enter into what he termed a "polemical 

373, CCA SS 11i/6/2/16: WH Murray to Vlok, 6/8/1908. 

374. CCA SS lS/6/7/1: A He therwi~k to WH Murray, 23/10/1913, 1/1/1914. 

37S. CCA SS lS/6/2 / 16: ll'H Murray to Mission seer , , 30/3/191S. See also in lo e . 
for other eorrespondene e ne e on these matters between Hurray and the l1ission 
seer. between 1913 and 191S. 
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controverS( with the CBFM", adding the overt threat that "at the present juncture 
the interests of the missions •. . in educational matters will be best served by 

an acquiescence in his (the Governor's) views and a sympathetic co-operation 
with him". This was in Reid's opinion "entirely unsatisfactory" and seemed to 
him "to be the an~er of a man who has no proper defence for the position he has 
taken". His advice was now to appeal to the ColOnial Office but it would not be 
of much use to send the appeal t/lrough Smith because of "the known unsympathetic 
attitude of the Governor" but the respective Missions should rather approach the 
Colonial Office through their Home Boards. 376 ) 

Added to these difficulties was the strain of having a large number of the mission 
staff called up for military service during the War. When the Governor tried to 
go even further by introducing a Defence Bill in 1921 which would provide for 
compulsory military training and service for all Europeans including missionaries, 
the-DRC Mission as well as a11 the other Missions strongly opposed it and the 
Mission Council minuted its unwi llingness to agree to such peace ~time military 
service because it was entirely counter to their vocations as missionaries. The 
CBFM likewise strongly opposed the Bill. 377 ) When it was passed by the Legis= 
lative Council in November 1922, an appeal was made through the Home Committee 
of the Scottisch Mission to the British Government with the result that Governor 
Smith was sent a despatch disallowing the Bill. 378 ) Likewise Smith's attempt to 
obtain extensive powers over Missions through. the Missions Ordinance no . 12 of 
1922_..was vetoed by the Home Government and repealed by the Legislative Court 
on 16 April 1923. 379 ) Shortly after, Governor Smith left the country "unhonou_red, 
unwept and unsung 11

•
380 ) 

This brought to an end a period of tension between Government and Miss i 011 and 
relations soon greatly improved. Several factors contributed to this . The new 
Governor was very S¥mpathetic towards the work of the DRCM. 381 ) The very posi= 
tive report of the Phelps-Stokes commission in 1924 on the CRCM enhanced its 

376. CCA SS lS/6/o/4: Copies Reid t o Chie f Secret ary, 18/12/1916; Chief Secreta= 
ry to Chairman, CBFM (Reid), 27/1 2/1916; Circular, Reid to members of CBFM, 
2/1/1917. 

3 77. Council minutes 39/1921, p. 27 6 ; CCA SS 15/6/7/l ~'Diverse" fil~: Copy 
Chairman CBFM to Chief Secretary of State, 5/11/1921. 

378. CCA SS lS/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 21/4/1923; lS/6/8/2: 
Seer. International Missionary Council to AC Murray, 28/3/1923. 

379 •. MNA S2/10/23: Secretary of State to Governor of Nyasaland, 13/12/1922. 

380. 

381. 

CCA SS lS/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 17/S/1923. 

CCA SS 1/1/3: GMC minute 34, entry for 24/2/1925. 
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stance in the eyes of the Government. 382 ) When the Presbytery of Nkhoma joined 
the CCAP in 1926 this served to remove suspicion as to the motives and loyalty 
of the DRCM. Henceforth a united front could be presented to the Gover~ment. 3~3 ) 

It was also the tactful role of WH Murray that helped to bring about these im= 
proved re 1 at ions. His position and influence ~1as reflected in his appointment 
to the Legislative Council as representative of the Missions for a three year 
period, beginning on 9 April 1925. 384 ) This was the first time a representative 
of the DRC Mission was appointed as up till that stage it had been policy only 
to appoint representatives of the other three larger non Catholic Missions, namely 
Blantyre and Livingstonia Mission and the UMCA,on a rotation basis. When next 
it was the turn of the DRCM, Murray's successor, Rev. JJD Stegmann was appointed 
for three years in 1940. 385 ) In addition WH Murray was appointed permanent 
Justice of Peace for Dedza district and was often consulted by his magistrates 
on African customs and administration of justice when difficult cases arose. 
For many years he was also Government examiner in Nyanja of the Government 
officials. 386 ) From time to time other members of the Mission served in 
Gover~ment appointments such as the f1elds of education and health, while seve= 
ral were granted QBE and other decorations and honours, but on the whole it is 
perhaps true to say that for a long time there was the tendency not to give 
full recognition to this Mission and its work, both on the part of the Colonial 
rulers and even of historians, who have "conr.entrated on the role of the Scots 
Missions in producing an 'elite'". For this reas·on ML Chanock states : "the Catho= 
lie and the Dutch Reformed missions which did not play this role have been ig= 
nored 11

•
387 ) Thus, even Church Mission historians such as Groves and Latourette388 l 

gave very little prominence to the DRC Mission , in spite of the fact that nu= 
merically at least it has been one of the most successful Miss i ons in the coun= 
try. The report of the Phelps-Stokes commission described the work of this 
Mission as "wonderfully successful" and singled it out for its work on agricul= 
tural training and village industries as having "not its superior in all the 

382, See TJ Jones: Education in East Africa, pp. 211-214, also CCA S5 15/6/11/8: 
Annual reporc for Malawi Mission for 1924. 

383. DK, 10/7/1940, p. 66; MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p. 134. 

384. CCA S5 15/6/8/2: Chief Secretary to WR Murray, 8/4/1925, 

385, MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 4 (Correspondence file with Government): Chief 
Secretary to JJD Stegmann, 29 /8/1940. 

386. MW Retief , op.cit., pp. 134-5. 

387. ML Chanock: Development and change in the history of Malawi ( i n B Pacha1 
(Ed,): Early history of Malawi, p. 436. 

388, Cf, KS Latourette: A his tory of the expansion of Christianity. Vol. V, 
p. 396

1 
where he devo tes only 13 lines to the DRCM in Malawi. 
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Nyasa land schools visited by the commission". 389 ) 
145 

But this seems to have been 
lost even on someone like former Governor Sir Affred Sharpe, 1-1ho ten years later 
wrote a foreword to LS Norman's book Nyasaland without Prejud i ce. When referring 
to the "wonderful work" done by Missions, especially those "~tho ~1ere there in 
the earliest time", no mention is made of the DRC Mission, only the Scottish Free 
Church Mission, the UMCA and the White Fathers are mentioned. Likewise a bit 
further on,only the Scottish Missions and the White Fathers are mentioned for 
their work in the field of industrial education. The omission is probably not 
intentional but perhaps not "without prejudice 11 ! 390 1 

Be it as it may, the overall effect of the relation between Mission and Govern= ----- - -- --
_ment from t e beginnin ~f the century onward had certain effec:.ts on the general 
policy~he DRCM. B~sically this led to an emphasis on a policy of non inter~ 

ference 2!!..-~ tte!.S which were strictly governmental or political . This coincided 
to s~~~with what might be described as an uneasiness or reticence on the 
part of th5! Mission when having to deal with the Colonial Authorities. 

Nevertheless, as far as the work itself was concerned, this would have had a re= 
latively small effect, particularly as appreciation for the work of the DRCM grew 
in due course. Already in 1939 at the Jubilee celebrations at Nkhoma a speech 
of the Governor was read by his deputy in which much appreciation for and confi= 
dence in the work of the DRC Mission was expressed. Of Dr WH Murray, then al= 
ready in retirement but present at the celebrations, he had this to say: "to= 
gether with other leaders, such as Hetherwick,he had devoted his life to the 
welfare and development of the Nyasaland native". In the speech he also referred 
to the "farsighted statemanship" by which the affairs of the Mission were being 
conducted, to the effect that its influence was being felt far beyond the area 
in which it worked. Allowing for the fact that the occasion called for some 
positive statements of this nature, it was regarded by those present as proof 
of the high esteem the Government had come to hold for the work of the DRC 

Mission. 391 1 

389. TJ Jones: Education in East Africa, pp. 211, 212f. 

390. LS Norman: Nyasaland without prejudice, vii. 

391. MW Retief: Verowerings vir Christus, pp. 297-9. Quotations transl. 
from Afrikaans. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MULTIPLE APPROACH IN THE WORK OF MISSION AND CHURCH 

l. Introduction: Kerygma anddiakonia in the task of mission 

It is a sine qua non ! hat the t_a_s.k_of__the Cb_urch fo the world canno1;_ ~~ 

limij:£_d to a mere verbal ~rocl ~matio o the Gospel. Taking its incentive~ 
from the work and teaching of Jesus Christ, the Church should approach_~ 
man not as an isolated individual, but as a person who is rooted in a par.!i=_. 
~ ular and complete life situation. This situation cannot be ignored whe_n~
proclaiming the Gospel to him . The problem lies in defining the relationship 
b~tween proclaiming the Gospel and dealing with man and his needs. 

It is this question which led to the popularising of the word "comprehensive 
approach" after the International Missionary Conference in Jerusalem, 1928. 
The concept as defined by this Conference and- fo 11 owed up by others has led 
to much criticism for reason of the fact that it tendEd to demote the 
proclamation of the Gospel to the same level as the other three "elements" of 
the so-called Comprehensive Approach, i.e. education, medical services and 
socio-economic assistance. 

To this, Reformed theologians amongst others, have objected, stating that l) 
kerygma, the proclamation of the Word of God, is the primary task of mission. 
In the DRC of South Africa an early emphasis of this is found in the teaching 
of J du Plessis: 2) 

The purpose which mission sets for itself is the Christianising 
of the world, and the only instrument which he uses .•. is the 
Word of God. 

With this he means the Word as proclaimed by word of mouth. In fulfilment of 
this purpose he continues to deal with the methods of mission under the 
headings Evangelism, Education, Industrial, Medical and Literary work in which 
all are to be seen in relation to and as part of the primary task of procla= 
mation. Later the Dutch theologian and missiologist JH Bavinck likewise 
expressed severe doubts as to the acceptability of the concepts of the 

l. For a New Testament approach to the concept of Comprehensive Approach see 
AG Honig: Bijdrage tot het onderzoek naar de funder ing van de zendings= 
methode der Comprehensive Approach in het Nieuwe Testament. On the issue 
of the task of the Church and its mission in the world from the Reformed 
point of view see also D. Crafford: Wereldsending en werelddiakonaat; 
J. Verkuyl: Daar en nu. 

2. J du Plessis: Wie sal gaan?, p.159 and ch.XXII - XXIV (pp.197ff). 
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Comprehensive Approach. The concept of a four dimensional approach in 

mission is misleading because the mere combining of the proclamation of the 

Gospel with educational, medical and socio-economic service, as if the four 

are concepts of equal value in respect one of the other, is a departur~ from 

the command of Christ to proclaim the Gospel to all people. From this he 

argues that proclamation of the Gospel is not merely one of the four approaches, 

but stands on its own as the only task given to the Church. The other 

services or approaches only have value and meaning in so far as they explain, 

concretise and emphasize the proclamation of the Gospel. Mission is not 

four-dimensional but unidimensional, but in that singleness of approach, life 

is touched upon in all its aspects. Mission and proclamation of the Gospel 

can therefore never ignore the problems of disease, poverty and ignorance 

which it encounters, but will be mov.ed by Christian compassion to do something 

to help people, and not merely to obtain an opening for the preaching of the 
Gospel. 3) 

Although more radical in his approach to the socio-political involvement bf 

the Church in the problems of the world, J Verkuyl, another Dutch theologian 

lays basically the same emphasis, in opposition to the equalising tendencies 
of the Comprehensive Approach concepts. In stating that the Kingdom of God 
and the message of that Kingdom lies in the proclamation of the forgiveness 
unto the conversion of sinners, he has this to say: 4) 

the deepest need of our people is not primarily the economic, 
or the int.el lectual, or the social, or the political or even 
the bodily need. The deepest need is the religio-ethical need, 
the malevolent estrangement of God and man. The only answer 
which is relevant to this need is the forqiveness of sins, the 
hand of reconciliation, pardon for the condemned ... That is why 
Jesus Christ did not come to us in the stature of a political 
leader, a social reformer·, a philosopher or a man of technical 
assistance. He came in the stature of the Lamb of God who takes 
away the sin of the world, 

Thus he sees the fundamental message as that o.f a call to faith, 1~hich should 

in no way be camouflaged. The New Testament calls man to conversion and 
decision. 

The view that kerygma should be the starting point, the caption to the entio·e 

task of mission, does of course not exclude the other elements but places them 
in proper relation to proclamation. Thus diakonia, service or ministry, 

stands as an equa 1 ly valid aspect of the task of the Church. Both concepts 

3. JH Bavinck: Inleiding in de Zendingswetenschap, pp.114-116. Transl. 
from Dutch. 

4. J Verkuyl, op.cit., p.26. Transl. from Dutch. 
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should be seen in their wider context. Kerygma is not only verbal procla= 

mation and diakonia is not only an act. 5) Diakonia could even be taken in 

the wide sense of ministry, as encompassing the total task of the Church. 

Thus Bosch goes further in stating that both the aspects of _kerygm~ and 

diakonia "belong to the vocation and task of the Church ... they stand as 

'colleagues' ne xt to one another, bound in an inseparable 'two-in-oneness'. 

True, we take kerygma as the main caption over the mission task of the 
church, but at the most it is a primus inter pares. Or, in the lan guage of 
the Willingen Conference (1952): 'This witness i s given by proclamation, 
_fellowship and service '" . 6 ) 

This later re-appraisal of diakonia as an equal to kerygma in making known 
the message of God's Kingdom was not fully understood as such in earlier DRC 

Mission policy, but basically the concept was there. The strong guiding 
motive in the mission of the DRC, also in Malawi is evident in that it saw its 

central task in a threefold way. Firstly the proclamation of the Word of God 
was the supreme task. Secondly the aim of this proclamation was to evangelise, 

to lead people to conversion to Jesus Christ and thirdly from there to pro= 
ceed towards building up a Church amongst the believers thus gathered together. 
This concept was later embodied in the 1935 statement on the Mission po licy 
of the DRC. 7) 

The result was that the traditional viev1 of the other elements of mi ss ion 
work came strongly to the fore, namely that they were auxiliary services, to 

be carried out where and in so far as they served the primary purpose of 
evangelism and building up the Church. This becomes particularly clear in 

the field of education and to a lesser extent in industria l training. Yet 

the motive of diakonia, of ministi-ing to the needs and suffering of the 
people, was by no means absent. Medical work, socio-political action, 
particularly in the early period, followed by an energetic program of 

training in rural industries and agr iculture, as well as many facets of wor)
amongst women all illustra t e an element of Christian charity and caring. 

But it is true to say that throughout, the (Reformed) undertone, or rather 

overtone was present, namely that all the various aspects of mission should 
support the basic task of evangelising and building up Christian character 

5. DJ Bosch and G Jansen: Sending in meervoud, p.12. 
6. Ibid., pp. l 3f . Trans l. from Afrikaans. For addresses , statements and 

reports of the Willingen Conference see N Goodall: Missions under 
the Cross. 

7. See for example opening speech of WH Murray at 1928 Council meeting 
quoted by MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p.133. On DRC Mission 
policy see above, ch.2. 
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in people as a sound foundation for the attaining of the ideal of a strong, 

indigenous, self-supporting, self-governing and self-extending Church, 8) 
and to raise a Bible loving and Bible reading people of which the Christian 
family would form the nucleus and foundation. 9) Throughout its work the 

DRC Mission carried a strong spiritual emphasis. The character of this work, 
set against the background of the spiritual awakenings in South Africa during 
the second part of the previous century, and prompted by the evangelical 
emphasis of the Scottish ministers brought to the country sometime earlier, 

coupled to certain pietistic tendencies within the Church, all combined to 
give this spiritual emphasis to the work of the DRC Mission, a fact which was 
recognised and appreciated by other Missions. This spiritual emphasis formed 
an intrinsic part of all the aspects of the work.lo) 

149 

In the following paragraphs a survey will be given of the various "auxiliary 

services" or mission endeavours aimed at supporting the task of evangelising 
and upbuilding of the Church. An attempt will be made to see what the moti= 
vations were and how the different aspects of mission were carried out in view 
of the central aim. In this, explanations will be found for some of the 

differences in emphasis between the work of the DRC Mission and ot r Missions.
First and largest of all the endeavours of the Mission was its educ tional 
program.- Then will foll ;;:;-;;di cal wcfrk, industrial and agricul~rainfog .......- - - --
and the socio-economic effects this had, work amongst women and girls, and 

l!- -----· lastly literature work in which will also feature the share of the DRC 
Misston in translating the Bible into Chichewa. 

Elements of all these activities were present from the earliest times of the 
Mission. One of the fir?t things done at Mvera after arriving was to open a 
school, followed by schools at various other centres in due course. Early 
missionaries like AC and WH Murray had both followed short courses in tropical 
medicine in Scotland. Thus a beginning could be made with simple medical 
services, with medical supplies provided by the Home Committee. 11 ) The 
arrival of the first agricultural missionary, .A van der Westhuizen in 1894, 

8. Cf. MW Retief, op.cit., pp. 142f; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p.2SS. 
9. JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the DRCM in Malawi, 

p.372; cf. CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Annual general report, 19S3, par. 38. 
10. See for example CCA SS 15/6/7/l: Copy G Prentice to Ashcroft (FMC Seer., 

Scotland), 29/8/1919,on the DRC taking over the work at Kasungu: " ... the 
spiritual needs will be as well supplied or better ... ". So also Dr Donald 
Fraser's appreciation for the fact that the DRC lay so much emphasis on the 
spiritual life, expressed to the GMC at Cape Town (CCA SS 1/1/3 : GMC 
minute 40, entry for 21-22/8/1923). 

11. See CCA V 9 1/1: MMU minute no.5, entry for 31/1/1894. 
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helped to develop a small agricultural pro ject started mainly by Vlok at 

Mvera 12 1 while local people were engaged and trained for the building 

programs of the Miss ion. The first art i san was S McClure v1ho came in 1897. 

) Work amongst women and girls was begun in earnest when the first lady 

worker , Miss M Murray arrived in 1893, the same year that AC Murray and 
Robert Blake married and brought their brides to the country. A boarding 

school for girls was begun in 1895 at Mvera with four girls. By 1899 there 

were 30 girls, while youth groups and children's groups were started, as 
well as cl asses for older women. 13 1 The f i rst attempts at providing litera= 
ture for the people l~lrR-ifrg to read resulted in several booklets by AC 

Murray : a beginner~ reader Mkhweri first pub li shed in 1898 and used for more 

than half a century, a series of religio us lessons, Mbe~a__!'.1?YO produced 
during 1897 and 1898 , and a small new catechism compiled from the two Dutch 
catech isms with a few questions from the Scottish Shorter Catechism in lB98. 14 l 
A first edition of Ro bert Blake ' s Mbiri Yakale (originally called Mv1ambi za 
Kale), the story of the Old Testament v1hich was later revised in 1903 and 

1909 and has remained in constant demand to the present day, was ready for 
publica tion early in 1899. 15 1 The Mission also decided to compile its own 

hymn book to replace one in Nyanja (Chevia) compiled by Laws but 1~hich he had 
refused to allovi to be revised in terms of language. The first edition of 
1 000 copies 1~as published in 1900, and con ta ined 210 hymns, including ten 

Psalms. 16 ) As the Mission had not yet set up its own press, these publications 
were printed either at Livingstonia or Blantyre or in Cape Town. By 1901 

there was also available two translations of the New Testament, but neither 

was very suitable for general use, a hymn book by G Henry and a translation 
of Bunya n's Pilgrim's Progress published in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1894. 17 1 

The real forward m0vement of the Mission began after the difficult years of 

12. Cons iderable success was achieved during those first years. So, for example 
in 1894 160 "gallons" of potatoes were sold to Lake steamers and the ALC 
and during the first si x months of 1897, 2 000 lbs of onions and 6 000 
lbs of potatoes were harvested at Mvera, while an order for 500 gallons 
of ground nut oil had been placed with the Mission. A good viheat harvest 
was in the offing (CCA V9 2/1: AC Murray to JR Albertyn, 6/10/1894; V9 
4/1: Half yearl y report, 24/6/1897). 

13. CCA V9 4/1: Reports by M Murray and L Stegmann in Annual report for 1899. 

14. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, pp.85-6; CCA P3 3/2: Copies AC 
Murray to Laws, 25/2/1898, 27/4/1898. 

15. CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to Lavis, 3/2/1899 ; CCA V9 1/1: MMU minute 5, 
entry for 15/8/1902; Council minutes, 17/1909, p.107. 

16. Counci l minutes 2/1899, p.4; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp.131-2; CCA P3 
3/2 : Copy AC Murray to Elmslie, 11/9/1 899. 

17. The Aurora, 1/12/1901, p.47; TCB Vlok: · Elf jaren in midden Afrika, pp.80f. 
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1899-1904. An improved financial position; the effects of difficulties with 
the Government over the hut tax issues and the arrival of a considerable 

number of new workers including three new agricultural missionaries in 1903 
and 1904, a doctor in 1900 and the first nurse in 1904, several lady 
workers, some with teaching qua lifications and seven ordained men between 
1900 and 1903, all contributed to the considerable degree of progress the 
work of the DRC Mission showed during the years which followed. 

2. Education 

The education work of the DRCM naturally falls into several stages. The 

first s tage covers the period up to ~when the Mission \':orked fairly 
closely 1~ ·ith Livingstonia Mission; the second stage from 1901 t~when 

the DRCM began to develop its education on its own lines, gradually raising 

its standards; the third stage begins in 1926 when the Government set up 
a De partment of Education and sought~ en-ordinate the work of the various 
Missions by setting certain standards. A fourth stage begins in about 1941 

when further Government organisation of educational work once again prompted 
the DRCM to adapt its policies and methods. 

2.1 Education up to 1900 

One of the first lessons learned from Livingstonia Mission was the importance 
of concentrating on children in doing mission work. Not only would they 
be more susceptible to the Gospel, but from amongst them the future leaders 
of the Church ~JOu ld be found . l-8-)stlortly after settling at Mvera, a -

station school was opened on 27 January 1890 with 22 children. Chief -- -Chiwere personally brought some boys from his village to attend it. The 
teacher who assisted was Tomani who had been trained at Cape Maclear. A 
small boarding home was opened for the boys coming from further afield. By 
1897 there were 400 children at school of whom half were girls. 19 ) In July 
1890 Albert Namalambe opened a school on the Lakeshore at Ndindi's village 
and the next few years several village schools were opened around Mvera 
the first being at Kanyerere's village followed by one at Msongandeu. 20 )
As teachers, men were used ~1ho had received some elementary training at 
the station and who returned daily for further training during the 

18. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen aldaar, p.219. 
19. Ibid., pp.221,22 2; and Ons Nyasa-akker, p.79; CCA P3: ACM Diary-, 

entry for 27/1/1890 . 
20. WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni ya DRC., p. 31. 
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afternoons. But there was no great haste to multiply village schools and 
by 1897 there ~1ere only four or five around Mvera.21) 

From the group of 
teachers and other adults attending school sess1·ons in the afternoons 
came some of the first and outstanding Evangelists such as ' Davide 
Tsirizani, Isake Kapologulani and Solomon Kambere. Almost all th . 
the first e men in 

group to be baptised in 1897 were from this adult school. The 
same pattern was developing at other stations.22) 

Meam~hi le some of the more promising young boys were sent to Bandawe for 
training. The first few sent in April 1891 were Pansi, Kamusu, Kalimba 
and Pangu aged between eight and fourteen. 73) They stayed for several 
years and later others were sent as ~1ell, including Amon Kambowa, Isaac 
Mkaca, William Kabanga and David Mkomo. Amon Kambowa also known as Amon 
Ndiwo was eventually ordained in 1929. In 1899 seven were being trained 
by_Livfngstria Mission which had by then moved its training institute to 
Khondo~1e. 24 

However, by the end of the first decade the Mission began strongly to 
consider starting its own training to rovide in the ever growing need 
fo~ teacher-evangelists. The missionaries had doubts as to the n~y -- -
at that stage of having such a long and extensive training of at least 
seven years as was the case at Livingstonia. Provided men were given 
basic training and were well grounded in the Scriptures and the principal 
beliefs of Christianity, they could for the present serve effectively in 
evangelistic and even pastoral work. Moreover, as most of the training 
at Livingstonia was done in English it. meant that students had to spend 
considerable time to learn the foreign language first. This also was not 
regarded as essential for the work of the Mission at that stage. 25 ) 

, 
For a few more years boys were still sent to Livingstonia but in July 1901 
the DRCM Council decided that in view of the needs of their own work and 
the increase in workers the time had arrived to begin its own training 
centre for teacher-evangelists. In view of these plans it was no longer 

21. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen, p.223 . 
22. Ibid., p.222; WH Murray: Op pad, pp .95-6; CCA V9 4/1: Report by 

AC Murray on future Evangelist school, 1899. 
23. CCA P3 : AC Murray Diary, entry for 7/4/1891. 
24. WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni, p.56; CCA V9 4/1: Report by AC Murray 

' on future Evangelist school, 1899. 
25. CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to A Murray (Chairm~n MMU), 28/12/1897. 
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regarded necessary to send boys to Khondowe. 26 ) 

2.2 The period 1900 to 1925 

This decision to withdraw from the Livingstonia Mission scheme of education 
highlighted a basic difference of opinion as to what the aim and purpose 

 
of educat ion at that stage of development of the 1·1ork and of the country 

needed to be. The Overtoun Institution at Livingstonia, a life dream of 
Laws, aimed at concentrating all efforts on the elect f ew in order to 

give them the highest and best education the West could offer, at t r emendous 

financial costs. By 1903 a student could complete an arts course replete 
with classical languages. So idealistic was this method of tra i ning that 
the Livingstonia Mission Council decided in 1909, in the absence of Laws, 

to recommend that the arts course be abandoned entirely "on the grounds 
that it is out of touch with the general educational needs of the co ~ ntry". 

Instead the Institution should concentrate on two main tasks, the training. 

of evangelists, pastors and medical assistants, and the training of 
teachers for village schcols. 27 l 

Likewise the type of industrial training at the Institution had as one of 
its major achievements a brain drain of the Northern Region as apprentices 
trained at the Institut ion were seized upon by commercial finns from 
Blantyre and further afield. The highly theoretical training, with skills 
taught on sophistic 9._ted machinery had little value for the improvement of 
the living standards of the local people as such. Instead of serving the 
people of Malawi, it was rather serving the European planters and 

industrialists. 28 ) 

The danger the D aw-i~-s·uch a highly sophisticated education was that 
it would be self-destructive in the sense that highly qualified people 
would not be retained for the services of the Church and Mission. Great 
amounts of- f inance and man-power would also be needed, more than the DRC 
could provide, Rather, higher education at first should provide only the 

26. Council minutes 6/1901, pp.15-16; cf 2/1899, p.4. 
27. J McCracken: Christianity and politics in Malawi 1875-1940, 

pp.146-7. For a critical appraisal of the work of this Insti= 
tution see ibid., pp.138-147 and for attempts at reform during 
the 1920s in order to better serve the needs of the people, pp.232ff. 
Educated Malawians objected to these refonns which were interpreted 
as a major decline and tall in standards (p.264). 

28. Ibid., pp.138-140. 
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basics necessary for training village teachers, at least for the first 
generation with gradual raising of standards in course of time. Instead 

o concentrating on an elect few, education was basically to be aimed at 
the masses in order to provide basic reading and writing skills to as 
many as possible primarily to enable them to read the Bible and only 
giving higher training to those who would continue teaching others. The 

individual, AC Murray stated in 1897, should not be raised bey01d his social 
class. 29 ) 

Speaking at the General Missionary Conference in 1910 WH Murray defined 
the aim of the mission school as follows: 30 l 

The primary object of the mission school is to lead the 
~pupils to an intelligent grasp of the Bible truth and through _ 
that (under the Holy Spirit's guidance) to a saving knowledge _ 
of the way of salvation. To this all else is subservient .•• 
all our school work should tend to and be hand~aid to this 
supreme- purpose ... - the place of the Bible in the mission ohool
must ever be that of unchallenged pre-eminence, it must be the 
best taught subjec..t in the school ... 

The close relation between school and evangelism remained one of the basic 
principles in the work of the DRCM. The Mission never saw its task as 
providing a purely secular education, but to provide an education per= 
meated with and serving the interests of Christianity. 31 ) Likewise the 

 
training of leaders, teachers, evangelists and pastors was seen as a 
through going process in which the Mission sought to provide in the needs 
of the Church above all. For a long time people were accepted for further 
education and training as teachers only if it was evident that they would 
be suitable and committed to teaching in the Mission. Only in 1919 did 
the Council decide in principle also to accept candidates for training at 
higher level who did not intend to become Mission teachers. 32 ) 

Thus, the Mission during this period began to develop what was to become 

the mainstay and seedbed of the Church for many years, namely a widespread 

29. AC Murray. Nyasaland en m1Jne ondervindingen, pp.223-4; 
cf. p.79; AL Hofmeyr: Het land langs het meer, p.145. 

30. Report of the Third General Missionary Conference, Mvera 1910, 
pp.26,29. 

31. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, pp.82-3; CJ Burger: 
Die sendingbuitepos as sentrum vir evangelisasie in die inheemse 
Kerk (Op die Harison, XXl/l, Mar. 1959, pp.33-37). 

32. Council minutes 36/1919, p.256. 
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~y~tem of village schools. 33 ) In the beginning this was barely more 

than a small village centre where the main aim was evangelism. The 
teacher-evangelist not only had to teach the basics of 

writing but was also catechist and preacher on Sunday. 
cor6tituted a large part of the daily school timetable. 

reading and 

The Bible lesson 
Objectively the 

educational value of such a school was probably not very great especially 
in the case of the smaller and poorer schools, but in its primary purpose, 
namely to be a centre of evangelism and to spread knowledge of the Bible 
and the fundamental teachings of Christianity in order to fulfil the main 
aim of training a Christian nation, the village school system doubtlessly 
fulfilled expecta t ions . "What the church is today in Nyasaland is due to 

the village schools ... "wrote AC Murray in 1931, quoting JG SteytlerJ 
head of the Teachers' Training Institute at Nkhoma . 34 ) 

In a nutshell the principles involved in this system were spelt out a~
follows: 35 ) It made for a system of decentralisation in education,
enabling the entire population to have a school within reach: its aim was 

to evangeli se, but not to detribalise through imposing Western civili= 

zation on people removed from home, therefore education took pl ace in a 
person's home environment and cultural milieu; the important principle 
of making use of a rinative agency" could thu s effectively be applied and
in this way the ideal of a self-governing, self-supporting and self-
extending Church could be more easily achieved as the village school teache~ 

of today was to become through a series of further training courses the 
Church leader of tomorrow. Meanwhile work at the village school served 
to prepare and test such future leaders . Finally the village school laid 
the foundation s of the young Church by creating Bible reading Christians 
and disseminating knowledge of the Word of God. 

In order to achieve this aim of setting up a network of village schools as 
well as centres for furth 0r education, the first step was for the DRCM to 
establish a separate training centre for teachers rather than making 

further use of the facilities at Livingstonia. After the First General 

33. Originally th is system was taken over almost entirely from the 
Livings tonia Mission (JA Retief in DK,16/ 7/1940 , p.66). For a disser= 
tation on the village school sys tem see JG Steytler: Educational adap= 
tations wi t h ref erence to Afr i can village schools with special 
refe rence to Central Nyasal and (Short title: African village schools). 
For a critical evaluation see especially his Preface, i x-xix. 

34. AC Mu r ray: Ons Nyasa- akker, pp.85, 274. 

35 . Cf. AC van Wyk: Die buitepos in ons sendingwerk (Op die Harison, 
Sept. 1943, pp.11 3-121). 
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Missionary Conference took place in 1900,the DRC Mission resolved to open 

such a training school. A Board of Directors was appointed and the school 

opened at Mvera in July 1902 und~r the Rev. CH Murray. He was succeeded 
by Rev. JS Murray who did much to raise the standards. For some years he 
was assisted by a well-qualified lady teacher, Miss D Lawrie (1907-1910). 36

The training school provided for a twofold training, a two year course 

for teachers followed by, for those selected, a one year theological 
course for evangelists. Candidates would be selected from the highest 
classes in the mission schools and from amongst assistant teachers. A 
further provision was that English was to be included as a subject in both 
courses.

37
) This was a rather contentious matter as far as the DRCM was 

concerned, but the Home Committee after hearing the reasons for this, 
granted permission. 38 ) The reasons included the following: the teachers 
themselves wanted to learn English and some had already left the Mission 
to go elsewhere where this opportunity existed; in addition a spirit of 

dissatisfaction was threatening. The Mission also saw the danger that it 
would lose its influence over a section of the population if it failed to 
provide this facility, while on the positive side, simple hand and text 

books in English could be of assistance to teachers and evangelists, 
while their ability to use English would enable them to exert a more 
effective Christian influence elsewhere, were they to leave the service 
of the Mission. 
The DRCM has been criticised from more than one quarter for not having 

shown greater eagerness to introduce English into its schools. It was 

introduced as a subject for teachers in 1902, but not in regular schools, 
where the policy of education through the mother tongue was strongly 
supported. It is against this background of the value placed on mother 
tongue education that the issue over English should in part be seen. 
There is much to say both from an educational and a missiological point 
of view for teaching in the vernacular and this policy was also followed 
in other fields of the DRCM as well as in other Missions. 39 ) It was also 
strongly advocated in the report of the Phelps-Stokes Commission in 1924. 

There were certain pedagogical advantages which the Mission saw in mother 

36. Council minutes 7/1902, p.22; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp.171-2; 
WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni ya DRC, pp.89-90. 

37. For scheme for the institution see appendix to Council minutes 
10/1903, p.38-40. 

38. Ibid; CCA V9 l/l: MMU minutes, entry for 3-4/6/1902. 
39. Thus also in Mashonaland (Zimbabwe); cf. CCA S5 1/3/l: Foreign 

Mission subcommittee minute 5, entry for 20/3/1909. 
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tongue instruction, 40 l but coupled to this was the fear that if English 

was introduced sooner than necessary the Mission would lose too many of 

their trainees to higher paid Government jobs, as was happening to Living= 

stonia Mission. Then again the issue should be seen against the South 

African background of the DRCM where the Afrikaner had for many years been 

waging a battle for official recognition of his language and of mother 
tongue education in opposition to the attempted imposition of English as 

the only language in schools and even in the Church. Thus the DRC and its 

people came to put great value on the use of and respec~ for mother tongue 

education. Here the possibility can not be ruled out that there was a 

certain subconscious psychological resistance against English, Afri kaners 

having suffered its impositi on for so long. This was probably the case 

with many of the DRC supporters of the work in Malawi and the Mission had 

constantly to defend itself and explain to the Home Church why it was 

essential to teach at least some English. 

Up to 1912 it was poli cy not to teach English in schools, except at two of 
the station schools 41 l but the need became so strong to introduce it, on 

the one hand due to pressure from the people themselves and on the oth~r 
hand because the Mi ss ion was losing ground to the Roman Catholics and 
other Missions, but especially because Government subsidi es carried the 

requisition that English be taught, that in that year the Council requested 
permission to introduce English in some sc hools, subject to certain con= 

ditions such as that it would only be taught to approved pupils who cou ld 
read the Chewa Bible flu~ntly, possess their own Engli sh books and pay 

quarterly school fees. The General Mission Committee granted this request 
and the proposed conditions as it regarded it necessary due mainly to the 

pressure coming from the side of students and teachers even though it was 

realised that the decision would do harm in respect of some of its sup= 
porters. 42 ) This meant that English ~1as introduc ed as a subject, but the 
policy remained that the medium of instruction in the pri mary as ~1ell as 

40. 

41. 

For considerations in favour of using the vernacular see JG Steytler: 
African village schools, pp.22-30; cf. TJ Jones: Education in East 
Africa, pp.19-22: " ... the value of the native tongue is immensely 
more vital, in that it is one of the chief means of preserving what= 
ever is good in Native customs, ideas and ideals and ... self-respect. 
No greater injustice can be done against a people than to deprive 
them of their own lan guage". 
See for example Council minutes 38/1920, p.270. 

42. Council minutes 23/1912, p.152; cf. explanatory letter, CCA S5 
15/6/2/15: Un s igned copy (WH Murray?) to AC Murray, 6/1/1913; 
15/6/2/9: AC Murray to WH Murray, 18/2/1913. 
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in the higher primary and training schools should be the mother tongue, 

i.e. Chewa. 43 l Moreover, the decision to introduce English as a subject 

did not in practice apply to the elementary type of village schools but 
only to schools teaching the higher grade. In practice this meant that 

a relatively small percentage did receive instruction in English. In 1944 

it was agreed that English would become an examination subject from 
standard l upwards . 44 ) 

It should in conclusion also be mentioned that a proposal from the DRC 
Mission in Zambia to introduce Afrikaans as a subject in the syllabus of 
evangelists and ministers was also turned down by the Council as being 
unnecessary and impractical. One of the reasons listed against the 
proposal was that it would encourage some to want to go to South Africa 
for further theological studies. It was regarded at that stage that the 
training received locally v1ithin Malawi could meet the needs of the country 
most effectively. 45 ) 

But to return to the period under survey, progress was made when the 
Second General Mis s ionary Conference decided in 1904 to set up a committee 
of six to draw up an Educational Code for the use of all Missions and 
appointed an Education Board. 46 ) This Board met in Blantyre in May of 
1905 and drew up a revised Educational Code for the Missions of the Pro= 
tectorate which made provision for every kind of training from the most 
elementary to the highest, university level training. All the Missions 

except the UMCA accepted the scheme and an application was presented to 
the Government for a financial Grant-in- aid. In 1908 the Government for 
the first time approved an annual grant of £1 000 to all Missions 
jointly. 47 l The DRCM, while reserving for itself the right to comply 
with the Code only as far as it applied to the more elementary forms of 
education, i.e. the vernacular code and the Anglo-vernacular lower school 
code, 48 ) felt it had sufficiently improved its standards so as to apply 

43. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p.84. 

44. Council mir.utes 38/1920, p.270; 44/1924, p.333; 65/1944, p.633. 
45. Ibid. I 60/1939, p.544. 

46. Report of the Second General Missionary Conference, 1904, Resolution 
no. 21,22. 

47. JL Pretorius (Snr ): The story of education in Malawi (in Smith,Pachai 
.and Tangri (Eds ) : Mal aw i past and present, pp.72-3). 

48. CCA V9 2/1~ WH Murray to J du Plessis, 3/11/1904, 31/12/1904; 
Councfl minutes 13/1905, p.69-73. 
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for a share of the Grant-in-aid. Several appeals were sent to the Home 
Conmittee for a qualified tutor for training teachers. 49 ) 

In 1910 the Code was further revised by the General Missionary Conference 
and the formation of a basis of federation of all Missions represented as 
well as the Consultative Board further served the interests of education.~) 
The DRCM had meanwhile set up an annual Teachers Conference to advise the 
Mission Council on educational matters 51 ) and in 1912 when .the decision 
was taken to transfer the ,Mission's headquarters to Nkhoma, the Normal 
School, as the Teachers Training School was called, was also transferred. 
In 1912 it had 52 s t udents training as teachers, while 92 of the 125 who had 
already completed the course were still in service. In 1916 the intake 

was doubled so as to accommodate 100 students. Later entrance standards 
were raised to St4. 3 while a one year course for the training of school 
inspectors was added in 1921. 52 ) 

Meanwhile the number of village and other schools was steadily expanding. 
Whereas there were 152 in 1905, the figure had doubled by 1910, increasing 
to 730 in 1915 by wh i ch time the re were 43 251 pupils with l 851 teachers. 
Most of these teachers were locally trained at various stations to work 
in village schools. After the slump of the War years and immediately after . 
(there were only l 391 teachers i n 1919, a decrease of 460, and 29 216 
pupils), the work pi cked up again so that by 1925 schools numbered 804 , 
teachers l 648 and pupils 50 176. According to statistics published by 
Roome in 1926 the DRCM had at tha t stage more than twice as many schools 
as any other Mission in the country and 30% of all school pupil~ 53 ) Pos t -war 
expansion concur red with increased Government concern for adequate super~~on . 5~ 

It is true that during and immedi ately after the War years Miss i on schools 
suffered because of a shortage of missionary supervision and a decrease of 
more than 25% in the number of teachers, due largely to military call-up 
of missionaries pnd teacners. The problem of adequate supervision and 

49. Ibid., 16/1908, p.97; CCA 55 1/4/l : Nyasa Mission subcommittee 
minute 12, entry for 30/1 2/1908; 15/6/2/15: WH Murray to Mission 
seer. , l 0/2/1911. 

50. JL Pretorius, op.cit . , op.73-4. 
51. AL Hofmeyr : Hetland langs het meer, pp.152-3. 
52. JS Murray: De opvoeding in de Zending der Ned.Geref.Kerk, pp.21,23; 

Council minutes 31/1916, p.216; 37/1g20, p.265; 38/1g20, p.269. 
53. Statistics comp iled from Missi on Council ~minute book and minute book 

of Council of Congregations, 1903-1919 (CCA S5 15/6/1/4); WJW Roome: 
A great emanci pation , p.66. 

54. CCA SS 15/ 6/2/9: Corresp.bet~teen AL Hofmeyr and Resident, Lilongwe. 
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control was extended to the first few years after the War as well when an 
effort was made to open as many new schools as possible in order to regain 
a stronger hold on education work and to increase the influence of the 

~ission amongst the people which had reached a low ebb immediately after 
the War. This loss of influence was due to the general effects of the War 
and the disillusionment of many people with the so-called Christian 
Western civilization, after having gone through war experiences. 55 ) 

This increase in schools and what it rega r ded as lack of adequate super= 
vision and control somewhat perturbed the Government as official corres= 
pondence during 1919-1922 reveals. 56 ) 

What also constituted a major factor and motive in the expansion of schooJs 
over the years was the rivalry between the DRCM and the Mission of the 
White Fathers. There was a constant struggle between them to expand 
schools and spheres of influence. From the time the Roman Catholics 
appeared on the scene and began working within the boundaries of the DRCM, 
problems arose. The Roman Catholics were not prepared to recognise any 
separate areas although the DRCM tried to come to some agreement with 
them on this issue in 1901. 57) During 1911 and 1912 there were renewed 
attempts to reach some form of agreement, but by then the Catholics were 
so widely established within the geographical sphe re of the DRCM with some 
stations within a few miles of DRCM stations that neither they nor the DRC 
were prepared to give up sections of their wo r k to the other. 58 ) 

In 1912 it was being reported that the RC were opening schools alongside 
existing DRCM schools, sometimes within a few hundred yards. Yet the RC 
superior, Bishop Guilleme wrote to WH Murray at that time: "Our line of 
conduct has always been ... to establish our missions at a great distance 
from yours ... , 12 to 15 miles." Likewise, he added, schools as a rule 
were only established in "free parts" where no other schools ex·isted. 
"We did never try to settle schools near your stations neither in any 

55. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp.233-9. 
56. For official correspondence re DRCM schools see MNA Sl/1575/19 

{Dedza); Sl/1576/19 (Lilongwe); Sl/1577/19 (Dowa). 
57. Council mi~utes (extra-ordinary meeting) 1901 , p.17; MW Retief : 

William Murray of Nyasaland, pp.58,62; AL Hofmeyr : Het land langs 
het meer, p.155; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akke r , pp. 29f, 35, 142-145. 

58. Council minutes 20/1910, p.126; 21/1911, p.137. For correspondence 
on the 1911-12 negotiations see CCA S5 15/6/ 7/l. For difficulties in 
establishing DRCM schools in the Nthaka-taka area of the Lakeshore 
see 15/6/8/l and -4 (1911-1922). 
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village occupied by you neither to disturb ·the villages where you have 
.schools •.• ". A "good distance" of "about two miles was always main= 
tained". In great exasperation Rev. AL Hofmeyr corrrnented on this letter·: 
"He lies, and he knows thdt he lies ! and he knows that we know that he 
lies!". This answer of the Bishop, in Hofmeyr's opinion, could be described 
with one word only: Jesuitish. They had at least fifteen cases where 
the two mile limi t had not been kept, but this was a matter in which 
"unfortunately we are also guilty ... ". 59 ) 

The final negotiations took place at Likuni in November 1912 and ended 
in deadlock, the Bi shop neither be ing prepared to acknowledge any boundary 

nor make any underta king which would be binding on his successor nor 
discuss any breach of agreements made prior to his appointment as Bishop. 
It was agreed to let matters remain as they were. Both would continue 
working alongside of each other while trying to avoid friction. Also 
each Mission would do its best to avoid any of its missionaries entering 
into discussions wi th employees of the other over matters of doctrine 
or practice. 60 ) 

The result was that rivalry continued unabated and led to both Missions 
opening more schools than was perhaps really necessary . In due course 

the Catholic Mission opened several more stations with i n the geographical 
sphere of the DRCM. Whereas in lg32 they had si x stations within the area 
where the DRCM worked, the number had risen to twelve by 1944 and to 
twenty-two by 1957. Some of the se were opened as close as three to six 
miles from existing DRCM stations or other ma jor Church centres. 61 ) 
The most poignant case was when the Government, incredibly, allowed Kasina 
Mission to be opened in 1925 only si x miles from the DRC head station 
Nkhoma. WH Murray protested strongly to the District and Provincia1 
authorities pointing out that Kasina itself was a DRCM village school with 
45 pupils on the roll while there were 18 DRCM schools within a four mile 

59. CCA 55 15/ 6/ll/8: Half yearly report, June 1912; 15/6/2/9 : M Guilleme 
to WH Murray, 3/6/1912 ; ibid . , AL Hofmeyr to AC Murray, 15/7/1912. 
Transl. from Dutch. A response from A Hetherwic k reveals similar 
problems the Blantyre Mission wa s experiencing with the Roman Cathe= 
lies who "plant schools whe re we are already providing schools" (ibid., 
Hetherwic k to AL Hofmeyr, 17/7/1912) . 

60. CCA S5 15/6/7/l : Report on intervi ew with Roman Catholic Bishop ,Likuni, 
13/11/1912; 15/6/ 11/8: Half yea r ly report, December 1912. 

61. CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports 1944,1957 . 15/6/11/7: Annual 
report on education,1957; cf.15/6/ ll/9: Report of Committee to inves= 
tigate RC activities n.d. [1957]. 
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radius ~f Kasina. The lame answer of the authorities was that, while 

admitting that they had not informed the DRC of the application, the DRC 

should have followed up certain rumours amongst the natives (Which they had 

disregarded as being just too unlikely) that the RC M~ssion was planning 

such a station and have protested to the authorities before permission 

was granted. In the a~sence of such a protest the Provincial Commissioner 

had seen no reason to refuse the application and now it was too late. The 

promise was however given that in future if a similar situation would arise, 

they would inform the DRCM before granting permission so that they could 

lodge any protest5 they might have. Their best counter action to this 

latest move of the Catholic Mission, wrote Murray in his annual general 
report for 1925, was to strengthen their work at the village schools. For 

this more expatriate teachers were needed to enabie them to exercise better 
supervision over the work. 62 ) 

It should be noted that similar difficulties were constantly being experienced 

by the other Protestant Missions with what was termed the "Romanist aggression" 

and the matter came up in October the following year at the Fifth General 

Missionary Conference in Blantyre where it was resolved "that this Confer= 
ence petition the Government in view of Roman Catholic aggression into the 

spheres of other missions to convene a conference between representatives of 
the Roman Catholic Missions, the Federated Missions and the Government ... 11 ~ 3 ) 
A special committee, consisting of those immediately affected by Romanist 

aggression was appointed to watch over the interests of the Federated 

Missions. Earlier in the same year· on the fourth of March, a delegation from 

the Blantyre Mission consisting of A Hetherwick, J Reid and JA Alexander 
had also met the Governor on this issue. In a statement to him Reid pointed 

out that in the Mulanje district one is reluctantly brought to the conclusion 

that it is not really mission ~1ork the Roman Catholics are bent upon, but 

a deliberate attempt to destroy the work of the Protestant Missions. He 

pointed out that of 28 so-called "prayer houses" the Romans had opene~only 

62. For correspondence with Government on this issue see MNA Nkhoma 
Papers, Box 1 ; also CCA SS 15/6/8/5: Copies WH Murray to Resident, 
Dedza, 4/7/1925; and to Provincial Commissioner, Lilongwe, 28/7/1925; 
Kirby-Green (PC) to WH Murray, 30/7/1925. Report of Murray in CCA SS 
15/6/ll /8. 

63. See Report of Fifth General Missionary Conference, 1926. 
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one was more than three miles from a Blantyre Mission school, while most 

were only half a mile to two miles away. They exert pressure on the 
headmen, prom1se them non-fee paying schools, and offer them beer and 
prizes in order to gain entrance. According to Hetherwick the same was 

happening in the Blantyre district but on a smaller scale. 64 ) The words 

of Reid echoed what a Roman Priest had told WH Murray and AG Murray some 
years before in Mozambi que, when he stated that "he had been sent there 

to keep the Protestants out". 65 ) 

It is against this background that the .almost aggressive fervour of the 
DRCM· to expand its schools should be seen. Counter action was the best 

method of defence. 

The financing of the many village schools was an immense task. The amount 
received from the Government did not do much to relieve the pressure. 

Money had to come from the home Church or from other soarces. One such 
source was America, from what was generally known as the American Supporters 

Band. Founded in 1890 by Dr A Murray in order to raise support for the 
work of the DRC in Central Africa the organisation bore the weighty name 

of "The Nyasal anu Mission of Central Africa under auspices of the Dutch 
Reformed Church Mi ss ion of South Africa". In later years it branched out 
into Canada, \v ith a North American as well as a Canadian Council. It 
interested it self in the work of the DRC in Malawi, eastern Zambia and 
Mozambique. Several workers al so came .out to serve with the DRCM, 
including nurse Hultman, nurse Harrell and Mi ss Preiss. Originally sup= 
porters were recruited for individual evangeli sts, but later the scheme 
was changed and su pporters were assigned a particular village school. By 
1900 names of fifty such schoo 1 s were forwarue.d to the USA to be supported 
by an annual contribution of £5.0.0 each. 66 ) 

A person was appointed in the field to act as secretary and liaison 

official who se duty it was to send regular reports on the progress of the 
work to the support er concerned and to administrate the scheme. By 1912, 
£500 was bein~ received annually for village schools. Rev. Liebenberg and 

64. CCA S5 15/ 6/ 7/1: Notes on interview with Governor, March 4, 1926. 
See further in lac. a bundle of documents concerning dealings of 
Blantyre Mission over thi s is sue, 1926-1929. 

65 . MW Retief : William Murray of Nyasaland, p.62 ; see above, ch. 2. 
66. CCA V9 1/1: MMU minutes, entry for 7/9/1900. 
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his wife, Mary Doyle, herself a Canadian with a keen interest in this 
movement, were largely respons.ible for this sustained interest. They were 

granted permission to visit the States in 1913 to further promote the 
scheme. 67 ) In his enthusiasm he inspired renewed interest in the work and 
formed an "Advisory Council" consisting of , amongst others, AF Gaylard, 

head of the Moody Bible Institute. Prayer circles were formed in 
many places and Liebenberg collected over ~3 000 in support of the work. 

In addition, sixty-two persons had volunteered to offer their services in 
Central Africa. 68 ) On the part of the DRC some concern began to ari se as 
to the desirability of the scheme growing to such propo r ti ons as it could 
eventually become too big an affair and get out of hand, the DRC lo s ing 
some control. 69 ) One suggestion which was seriously contemplated fo r quite 
some time by both sides was that part of the field in Moz ambi que, possibly 
the southern or else the western section previously offered to the Orange 
Free State Mission of the DRC should be taken over entirely by the Amer ican 
Council for their own responsibility. 70) Up to 1919 several thousands of 

dollars continued to be r eceived annually for the work, but after the 
departure of the Liebenbergs from Malawi following the death of Mrs Lieben= 
berg in 1918, the "live" link disappeared and interest began to wane. A 
large problem was the difficulty of maintaining meaningful contact and a 

responsive feedback to the supporters. The GMC secretary, AC Murray 
visited the States in 1920 to discuss the difficulties and the final 
outcome was a decision to disband the organisation. In 1921 the GMC in 
Cape Town, having heard the report of the Secretary's visit, express ed its 
deepfelt gratitude for the support and prayer and money, as well as its 
sadness at the fact that due to circumstances this would no longer continue. 
Continued prayer support was urgently requested. 71 ) 

Meanwhile the same system of village school supporters was being propagated 
in South Africa and over the years _many hundreds of individuals accepted 

67. Council minutes 7/1902, p.18; 16/1908, p.9S; 17/1909, p.108. 
CCA SS 1/4/l : Nyasa Mission subcommittee minute 13,14, entry for 
13/12/1911; minute 9, entry for 29/1/1912. On Mary Doyle see 
AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p.312. 

68. CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minute 4-8, entry for 18/9/1913. For reports and 
correspondence concerning the American supporters see CCA SS 
15/6/9/3 and Pl S l /l (Li ebenberg file). 

69. CCA SS lS/6/2/16 : WH Murray to AC Murray, 22/S/1913 . 
70. Ibid., copy WH Murray to AL Hofmeyr, 26/7/191S; Council minutes 27/1914, 

p.181; MNA Nkhoma papers, Box l : AC Murray to WH Murray, 2/6/1916. 

71. CCA SS 1/1/3: GMC minute 30, entry for lS-17/8/1921. 
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for their responsibility, financially and prayerwise, a specific village 
school, often maintaining contact with it over very many years. 

During the first part of the 1920s there was a definite move towards 
raising the standards and improving the educational work, also in view of 

Government pl~ns to increase assistance as well as to exercise a greater 
measure of control. 72 ) The Government grant had become pitifully inade= 
quate, amounting to an overall average for the country of two pence per 
pupil. The DRCM was getting only I200 p.a. in comparison with for example 
the DRCM in Mashonatand, Zimbabwe which was getting £3 000 p.a. 73 ) 

In 1922 the Mission obtained the services of a well-qualified educationalist, 
JG Steytler, who was to do much, not only for education in this Mission 

when he was appointed head of the Normal School, but also for the country, 
particularly as a member of the Advisory Committee on Education. One of 
his early comments after arriving was that the DRCM education system was 

twenty years behind the time. 74 ) His arrival took place at a very crucial 
time for within a few years a new phase in the history of education in 
Malawi was to begin. 

One more important incident towards the end of this period was the visit 
of the Phelps-Stokes Commission of inquiry into educational matters in 
Central and East Africa. The Commission's visit to Nkhoma and its very 
high praise and appreciation for the work done at this "best equipped" of 
all the Missions visited, did much to boost the morale of the Mission and 
to promote educational work. 7S) Apart from what was stated in the report 
itself76 ) the chairman, Dr T Jesse Jones later wrote to WH Murray to once 
again express his appreciation for the work of the DRCM : 

The basic feeling ... felt towards your work is that 
of enthusiastic approval and gratitude ... we feel the 
futility of our efforts in stating our thankfulness 
for the qreat work which you are doinq??) 

72. Council minutes 38/1920, p.270; 43/1928, pp.317-8. 
73. CCA SS 15/6/3/3: Copy JA Retief to Laws, 30/1/1924. 

74. JG Steytler to Frerl and Henri, 28/10/1922 (in private collection 
of Mrs JG Steytler,Stellenbosch). 

75. CCA SS 1/4/1: Nyasa Mission subcommittee minute 4,10, entry for 
2S/7/1924. Quoted from CT Loram in interview with GMC. 

76. See TJ Jones: Education in East Africa, pp.211-214. 
77. CCA SS lS/6/9/3 : TJ Jones to WH Murray, 21/l/192S. 
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2.3 The period 1926-1941 

After World War I there was a new forward movement in education in Malawi 
as elsewhP.re in Colonial countries. Although the Government in Malawi 
had begun to support education with a Grant-in-aid of £1 000 in 1908 
which was increased to £2 000 in 1918 this was not enough by far. Several 

factors contributed to ~he develo)ment of education and increased 
Government participation in it. 78 The first was the new ideas which 
developed amongst Western nations concerning their responsibilities 
towards people in the countries under their control. This was also spelt 
out in article 22 of the Statutes of the League of Nations. Secondly the 
British Government set up a permanent commission, The Advisory Committee 
on Education in Tropical Africa, which drew up an educational policy for 
British Colonies in Africa. One of the foundations of this policy was that 
religious education should be a basic principle for all education. The 
third important factor was the visit and report of the Phelps-Stokes 
Commission in i924. It~ chief recommendation was that a policy of 
co-operati·on between Government and Missions in education be developed 
"to organise and correlate the splendid educational work of "the missions 
with the various phases of colonial life". This was to include the 
appointment of a Director of Education and the organisation of a Depart= 
ment of Education, together with the establishment of an Advisory Board 
of Native Education consisting of representatives of Government, settlers 
and missionaries and, as soon as possible, Native representation. The 
most important need was for the Government to provide additional financial 
support. 79 ) 

The British Government duly responded to this .and to a report of its own 
Committee issued in 1925. 80) In November 1925 Mr RF Gaunt was appointed 
as first Director of Education of Malawi. Shortly after his arrival in 
the country on 30 April 1926, the Department of Education was formed. 

The Fifth General Missionary Conference met in October of that year and 
discussed various propositions ofco-operating with the Government. One of 
the major difficulties was the question of the measure of control the 
Government wished to take while more than 90% of the costs of education 

78. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p.270f. 
79. · TJ Jones, op.cit., pp.215-17. 
·80. JG Steytler: African village schools, p.9. 
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was still to be borne by the Missions. 

The Education Ordinance provided for an Education Board, later called an 

Advisory Committee representing various sections of a~d interests in 
the country. Mr JG Steytler became the DRCM representative on this 
Board. A series of meetings took place during the next few years and 
resulted in the passing of a new Education Ordinance in 1930 which,while 
fostering the expansion of a wide base in Education, left not nearly 

enough qualified staff and funds for higher education. The rul~s of 
this Ordinance dealt largely with the management of assisted schools. 81 ) 

Meanwhile the DRCM agreed to go along with the new plans. Initially it 

had some doubts particularly concerning the insertion of a conscience 
clause in the law allowing any person the freedom to attend or not to 
attend religious instructio~but the assurance was given that this fact 
would not be publicised and that it would in practice have very little 
effect. Feeling satisfied that the religious character of education would 

not be affected the DRCM Council recommended full co-operation. 82 ) This 
would require not only an improvement in the standard of teaching and 
control of village schools, but also better training of village school 
teachers. For this a qualified educationalist was required at every 
station. Their duties would include training qf village school teachers, 
oversight over Central schools and visiting all schools in their respective 
areas. One expatriate teacher who came out in 1929 was Mr JL Pretorius 
who was also to play a very important role in education for many years. 
He succeeded JG Steytler on the Advisory Board of Education. 83 ) 

With the Government subsidy to the DRCM increasing from £100 in 1926 to 
£700 in 1927 the work could grow accordingly. To further help in the ex= 
penses involved it was agreed to introduce school fees also at village 
school level in 1929. From 1930 the fees in the village schools were 
fixed at between one penny and three pence per pupil per quarter from 
the second class onwards. At Central schools it was higher, reaching 
a maximum of one shilling and si xpence per ~uarter for boys in Std III. 

81. JL Pretorius: The story of education in Malawi (in Smith, Pachai and 
Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and present, pp . 74-5). 

82. Council minutes 46/1926, pp.365-6; 47/1927, p.379; 52/1931, p.425. 
83. CCA SS 1/1/4: GMC minute 64, entry for 7-8/8/1928; Council minutes 

60/1939, p.542. 
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at a station school. 84 ) A matter of some concern was that between 192S 

and 1932 a continuous decline in numbers occurred. In 192S there were 
804 schools, 1 648 teachers and SO 176 pupils in village schools, but 
in 1932 only 72 8 schools, 1 066 teachers, 31 423 pupils. After that 
numbers increased again reaching a new peak in 1940 (l 260 schools, 
1 47S teachers, 49 673 pupils (1939). 8S) Various reasons are giv~n for 

this phenomenon. 86 ) The decline in the number of teachers was due partly 

to the resignation of older teachers, partly to the higher standard of 
teaching required from them and a desire to get away from the rigid 
discipline of teach ing and the responsfuilities involved in being a mission · 
teacher and partly because many could get better pay elsewhere, while 
the upsurge of the t obacco industry drew others away as well. This de= 
cline in the number of teachers in its turn had the same effect on the 

number of schools and pupils, while the introduction of school fees at 
village level also had a drastic but temporary effect (a drop of 23% 
took place in 1929). One of the largest problems affecting education 
was the Nyau cult which was still very strong in many parts of the 
country. A growing tension was developing between Church and Mission 
on the one hand and the Nyau cult and its supporters on the other hand. 
More than one flourishing school disappeared once the Nyau succeeded in 
establishing its influence in that particular communit~) 

During the 1930s the situation improved and annual reports indicated 
progress and improvement in the quality and extent of education. Better 

trained teachers were doing better work and had more influence. A new 

spirit of commitment and dedication had become evident by 1935.
881 

At this stage the Nkhoma Mission was catering for the following schools 

and training Institutions as specified by the Government: Elementary 

Vernacular schools, Medium Vernacular, classes I to V (four to five 
years); Lower Middle schools (Central schools) at central villages or 
Miss ion stat ions, Medium Vernacular, English a subject, standards I-III 
(three or four years); these linked up with training of teachers for 

Elementary Vernacular schools (two years); Training_ In stitute for 

84. CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Report of Mission seer. on visit to Malawi, 
1929; Council minutes S0/1929, p.41S. 

8S. Statistics compiled from Nkhoma Presbytery minutes for respective years. 

86. CCA SS lS/6/1 1/8: Annual general report, 1930. 
87. For the contention between the Church and Nyau see below ch.S. 
88. CCA SS l S/6/11/8 : Annual general reports, 1930, 1932, 193S. 
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teachers (Normal school) for the Lower .and Middle schools. This course 
accorrmodated further education from standard four and teacher~ grade III 
and on to standard six and teachers grade I. 89 ) In addition,other forms 
of vocational training such as theological training, training of medical 
staff and technical skills and trades were also being undertaken. 

A government institute called the Jeanes Training Centre had also been 
opened at Domasi near Zomba in 1928. This was made possible by an annual 
donation from the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the centre was 
planned to give two-year courses of training to batches of 24 selected 
mission teachers and their wives. These teachers afterwards served in 
a supervisory capacity and by 1937 seventy-five such teachers from the 
DRCM had been trained while si xty teachers' wives benefitted from the 
course. 90 ) From the beginning the Nkhoma Mission sent four candidates 
for training every two years and by 1939 the Mission had fifteen Jeanes 
trained supervisors in addition to twenty-four English certificate 
teachers and 217 vernacular certificate teachers out of a total of just 
over 1 400 teachcrs. 91 ) The rest were village school teachers. The task 
of these village school teachers was still seen as essentially a twofold 
one, namely that of a teacher as well as an evangelist and soul winner. 92 ) 

The new dispensation of Government involvement did not prove to be 
without its difficulties, as the report of the Bell Commission revealed 
in 1938. One of the main problems was that between 1931 and 1938 there 
had been no increase in the Government grants for village schools, while 
the number of schools, especially village schools continued to increase. 
The DRCM and Catholic Missions showed the greatest increase and accordingly 
were hit the hardest by the financial strain. 93 ) 

At the close of the period under consideration it is to be noted that 
there was a gradual rising in standards of education in the work of the 

89. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp.271-3 ; cf. JG Steytler: African village 
schools, pp.12-15. For a diagram showirg the interrelation of the 
different types of schools in Malawi during this period, see ibid., 
p. 13. 

90. JL Pretorius : The story of education, op.cit., pp.76-7; B Pachai: 
Malawi: history of the nation, pp.175-6. 

91. Council minutes, 51/1930, p.420 ; 54/1933, p.452; 58/1937, p.514~ 
The DRCM in Nyasaland, p.2-3 (brochure), 1939. 

92. Council minutes 59/1938, pp.530f. 
93. JL Pretor ius, op .cit., pp.75-6. 
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Nkhoma Mission, but the initial boost of Government support lost its 
force as the support did not keep pace with the expansion of schools. 
The basic aim and purpose of education within the framework of the work
of the Mission remained the same. Education was t6 be furthered as a 
means of promoting the work of the Mission, 
up the Church and providing church leaders . 
concerning higher standards of teaching and 
as inevitable in the process of development 

of evangelism and of building
Government requirements 

supervision were accepted 
in the country and conceded 

to not only because of financial advantages but even more because, if 
not, education would have gone out of the hands of the Church ana become 
entirely secular. Thus the Mission and the Government co-operated more 
and more closely while the Government continued to develop its aims in 
education. The Mission more or less 1 imited its educational activities 
to the levels of primary education, as the needs of the w~rk did not 
require more at that stage. This conservative attitude towards higher 
education was a characteristic of the Nkhoma Mission, but during the 
period 1941-1961 several shifts in accent were to become evident. 

2.4 The period 1941-1961 

Education in Malawi during this period is characterised by the develop= 
ment of secondary education and by a considerable rethinking on the aim 
and purpose of education by Missions coupled to a raising of standards, 
an educational syllabus more closely controlled by Gov_ernmer:1-t- and a 
general reorganisation of educatJon. These aspects are evident in the -- --
work of the Nkhoma Mission as well. A further aspect of the work during 
this period was the growing involvement of the Malawian Church in the 

work of education. 

The introduction of secondary education in 1941 marked a new phase in the 
history of education in Malawi. Already in 1935 negotiations between the 
CBFM and the Government were taking place. The Federated Missions were 
prepared to build a secondary school if the Government would maintain it. 
The Nkhoma Mi~sion was greatly in favour of such a scheme and authorised 
its representative on the Consultative Board to continue negotiations 
for a secondary school provided the Government would bear the financial 
responsibility. In 1938 the Governor stated that he regarded it as "of 
the highest importance" that the opportunity for such education should 
exist. The report of the Bell Convnission strongly criticised the 
\Government for not yet having taken steps to facilitate secondary education. 
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After "much negotiation and endless discussion", and delays caused by the 
outbreak of the second World War, it was agreed to open two secondary 
schools, one in Blantyre run by a Board of Governors on which the Pro= 
testant Churches (Christian Council Members) would be prominent, an~ 
one in Zomba run by a Board of Governers where the Roman Catholics would 
hold control. The Blantyre Secondary School was opened on 30 April 1941. 94 ) 
A year later the Zomba Secondary School also opened. The Nkhoma Mission 
went along with these arrangements, recognising the need that opportunity 
be provided for persons who did not wish to become teachers to obtain 
further education in view of the leadership requirements of the country 
and also the future needs of the Church. 95 ) From the first year students 
were sent from Nkhoma to Blantyre, but initially places were limited and 
just a few went each year. Assistance was given both financially 96 ) and 
by providing several teachers, notably Mr (later Dr) JK Louw who was on 
the staff of the school from i945 to 1952 when his services were needed 
at Nkhoma where a beginning was being made with secondary education. 
This development at Nkhoma was prompted by th~ fact that Blantyre Secondary 
School could not supply enough candidates with Junior Certificate to be 
trained as teachers and could not accommodate the number of applicants. 
In 1949 only two of the twelve applications from Nkhoma were accepted. 97 ) 
The school at Nkhoma was launched in 1952 and shortly after secondary 
education was also begun at Kongwe forStd VII and VIII. On 6 October 
1954 a Junior Secondary School was opened at Kongwe with Mr MC Toerien as 
principal. Negotiations continued to upgrade it to a full secondary school. 
This need was being felt more and more as time went by since 8lantyre 
could only take a maximum of ten students per year from Nkhoma. 98 ) 
Finally the Government ap11ro_v_ecL a fu-LL sec0ndarJ1 school at Kongwe, pro= ------- ~-
vi ding 75% of the capital outlay of over £50 000. The Education Committee 
of Nkhoma Synod toget er wi e local headmen recommended that the school 
be named the Robert Blake Secondary Schoo1. 99 ) Dr JK Louw was appointed 

94. cf. M~nut~s of CBFM, entries for 11/6/1935, 19/10/1936, 6/1/1937,etc.; 
Council minutes ~8/1937,.p.514 (Council committee minute for 2-3/12/ 
1936); JL Pretorius op.cit., p.78; B Pachai, op.cit., p.180. 

95. GMC report to Synod, Acta 1940, p.140; CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual 
general report, 1942.--

96. See Council minutes 65/1944, p.627; 70/1948, p.748; see also 
72/1949, p.816. 

97. Ibid., 73/1950, p.857; 76/1953, p.985; CCA S5 15/6/2/24: JJD Stegmann 
to Mission seer., 18/1/1950. 

98. CCA S5 15/6/ll/8: Annual general reports, 1951, 1954/55, 1956. 
99. Council minutes 80/1957, p.1149, 82/1959, pp.1208f; CCA S5 1/4/4: 

Nyasa Mission subcommittee minute 46, entry for 21/5/1957. 
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as first headmaster. Construction took place over several years and by 

1960 a third stream for S1d VII was begun. The Ro bert Blake Secondary 
School assumed a very important position in the educational work of 
Nkhoma Mission and Synod. What is significant is that whereas secondary 
education was originally begun both at Nkhoma and at Kongwein order to 
provide higher qualified candidates for the teaching profession, the 
Mission Council by 1959 gave its full support to the extension of the 
school because of the importance of this institution in providing leaders 
for the nation. lOO) This indicated a r.ew emphasis in comparison with 
the view held on education in earlier years. 

This shift in emphasis on the purpose and aim of education had already 
become evident some years before when the Mission Council redefined its 
aim in education as being a fourfold one. The hand of the Mission's 

. . "d t. th" d f. ·t · lOl) Th educational1st JL Pretor1us was ev1 en ln ls e ln1 lOn. ese 
four principles encompassed evangelism of society t r:o.u.gh_the__t_eac.b.~, 

the forming of good church members in furtheranc~.~f a self-supporting, 
self-governing and self-extending indigenous Church, the Christia 
elevation of the entire society of which members of the C~urch are part, 
and lastly a thorough education in practical and intellectual knowledge _____ ____. 

of which the pupils have a need. The interests of society and the value 
of educat1on as such for a person as a preparation of the individual for 

. h . h . d t h . 1 02 ) his own benef1 t t erew1 t recewe grea er emp as ls ..... 

This is not to say that the need for higher education had not formerly 
been realised or recognised. Rather the Mission saw higher education as 
the responsibility of the Government and not so much the task of the 
Mission, where education had its own particular role and function. This 
was reiterated by the Mission secretary in 1960 in response to an accu= 
sation that the Mission was opposed to training Malawian graduates and 
that this was the reason why there were no graduates as yet. He pointed 
out that the Mission policy was in line with the Government's own policy, 
and although not entirely engaged in the full educational program the 
policy had always been that higher education should take place 

100. Council minutes 82/1959, pp.1216. 
101. Cf. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 39 (Miscellaneous papers 1933-1963): 

Document by JL Pretorius, n.d., later adopted by Council; see 
Council minutes 69/1947, p.711. 

102. JL Pretorius, The story of education in Malawi (in Smith, Pachai 
and Tangri (Eds): Malawi past and present, p.78). 
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and that faster progress should be made in respect of education. But 
this was seen primarily as the task of the Government. 103) 

Significant progress was made during the 1940s in the education wor~ 
of the Mission. In 1942 the Government policy was adapted to further 
raise standards. This included much higher salaries for teachers, 
stricter requirements for Government supported schools and larger 
grants . T~Mission responded to this in a series of far-reaching 
e ucational changes. Outposts were reorjanised, and many closed in a 
new policy of greater centralisation. 104 Furthermore the Government 
produced a series of three five-year plans, 1944-1949, 1949-19S4 and 
l9S4-19S9 to further promote education. The new outpost system soon 
began to show results, both in standards of teaching and in growing 
numbers of enrolment in village schools, which had dropped during the 
preceding few years to 32 933 in 1944 and then rose again to 42 346 in 
1947. What was even more important was the increase in enrolment in the 
lower primary (Central schools offering Std I-III) and higher primary 
schools (station schools offeringStd IV-VI) . In the last type 200 were 
enrolled by 194S, rising to overl 000 in 1947.lOS) By 1947 the Nkhoma 
Mission was receiving the third highest grant in the country after the 
Marist Fathers ahd Livingstonia Mission. l06) The annual Council budget 
for education increased almost fourfold to nearly £22 000 between 1944 
and 1948. 

The educational branch of the Mission was growing so large that the 
Council began to fear it would become too much of an independent enter= 
prise instead of remaining a department of the Mission and later of the 
Church. Thus in 1947 it decided not to allow separate posts to be 
instituted for the position of head for the William Murray Institute 
as the Normal School was called since 1939, and the Education Secretary, 
but only two years later it had to give way to the education section's 
appeals since the work had grown out of all proportion and was too much 
for one person. Separate posts were created but the duties of each 

103. CCA SS lS/6/1/6: Copy PES Smith to Hugo, n.o. (c. March 1960). 
104. CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1942; cf. lS/6/11/7: 

Annual report on education, 1942, 1944; Council minutes 6S/1944, 
pp.631-2; 66/1944, pp.646ff, 6Sl; 68/1946, p.679; 69/1947, p.713. 

lOS. Nkhoma Presbytery 1944 and 1947 (statistics); CCA SS lS/6/11/8: 
Annual general report, 194S,1947. See also Table III above. 

106. Council minutes 6S/1944, p.644; 70/1948 , pp.780-82. 
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carefully outlined with a warning added that care should be taken to 

prevent the educational work from becoming too independent, as well as 
to avoid at all costs the developing of an attitude of officialdom 
("amptenaarsgees") in the M" · h" 
spirit of the work. 107) 

iss1on as t is could harm the missionary 

The greatly increased activity on thP. educational front was also reflected 
in an unprecedented church growth rate during the 1940s. Compared to 
a mean growth rate of 283 every five years between 1926 and 1976, the 
growth rate for the five year period 1944-1949 stood at 47%. Church 
membership increased during these years from 28 103 to 41 211. 108 ) 

Meanwhile the position concerning Mission run schools in Malawi remained 
unchanged. By 1951 all African schools except the Jeanes school, a few 
Native Authority, community and estate schools were still being conducted 
by Missions. 109 ) The visit and report of the Binns Commission to Malawi 
in 1951 was reflected ir. the third five-year plan (1954-1959). Of im= 
portance was the decision that all training of vernacular grade teachers 
was to be stopped while the minimum entrance requirement for a teachers' 
training institute would be Std VI. Local authorities were also vested 
with much greater responsibility. llO) In addition to this the Nkhoma 
Mission and Presbytery were in the process of transferring more and more 
responsibility to the Church and to involve the Church in educational 
matters in preparation for an eventual complete take over by th~ Church. 

2.5 Specialised aspects of education 

Before dealing with the relationship between ~hurch and school it is 
necessary to point out certain aspects of education which dealt with 
particular groups in society. 

The first concerns the question of adult literacy. In the first schools 
no age limit was imposed and any adult who wished to do so could enroll. 
In additio~s~parate sessions were organised for such people in the 

107. Ibid., 68/1946, p.679; 69/1947, pp.714ff; 72/1949, pp.811-14. 
108. See ch.4 and Table IV. Calculated from statistical returns in 

Presbytery minutes. 
109. MNA Inventory of PLlblic Archives.Vol.II: Education: Short history 

of education in Malawi. 

110. CCA S5 15/6/11/7: Annual education report, 1951; 15/6/11/8: 
Annual general report, 1952, 1953. 
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afternoons. In the Mission the rule was that all who wished to join the 

catechumen classes should know how to read. It was, as has been noted, one 
of the primary functions of the educational programme to teach people 
to read the Bible. In 1912 the Church itself, through its legislative 
body, the Council of Congregations (Msonkhano wa Mipingo) decreed that 
no person would be permitted 

could read. Elderly persons 
learn to read but had failed 

to join the hearers' class unless he or she 

and others who had made a genuine effort to 
. 111) to make progress were,howeve~ exempted. 

This meant that provision had to be made for adults to learn to read. 

When the Government established control over education, certain restrict= 
ions were laid down concerning the ma xi mum age of pupil~ and in 1927 the 

Mission Council ruled that in schools receiving Government support teachers 
should henceforth teach adults early in the morning. In other schools 
such people could continue to receive tuition as before. 112 ) 

It was not before the new educational dispensation of the 1940s that the 

question of adult literacy received further attention. In 1943 Mr JL 
Pretorius was authorised to study the well-known Laubach method of teaching 
adult literacy and adapt it for use in Chewa. Meanwhile classes for 
catechumens continued as a separate enterprise at Government-assisted 
schools. The requirement that they be able to read was still very much 
in force. 1131 The following year saw the launching of a major adult 

literacy drive during the August holidays which was repeated for several 
years. The aim of this scheme was not merely to promote adult literacy 
for Bible reading. The Mission Council was aware of the danger of the 
younger generat ion developing too far away from the older through better 
education, the fast development of the country and the constant labour 
migration to the south. 114 ) To counter this, it was necessary to pay 
particular attention to the education of adults. 

The campaign of 1944 was a great success. Twenty-four thousand adults 

111. CCA S5 15/6/l/4: Council of Congregat ions minute 3, entry forll/12/1912. 

112. Council minutes, 47/1927, pp.378f. 
113. Ibid., 64/1943, pp.612-3; 68/1946, p.683; cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/23: 

Stegmann to Mission seer., 1/5/1946. Pretorius' research resulted 
in a M.Ed. thesis: Leesonderwys aan vol wass enes. See also an article 
by him: Leesonderrig aan voh1assenes in die Nyasasending (Op die 
Harison, June 1943, pp.72ff). 

114. Council minutes 69/1947, p.712. 
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enrolled at 600 schools of whom sixteen thousand were quite illiterate. 

The following year the scheme was repeated with people showing even 

more enthusiasm. The opportunity was used to distribute large quantities 
of literature. 115 ) So successful was the enterprise that the Council 
agreed to repeat it for at least three years. Th-is scheme undoubtedly 

contributed to the record growth rate in the Church during the late 1940s. 
By 1950 it was decided thdt it should be an annual event lasting four 
weeks. Various regulations were laid down and it was agreed to work 
towards a permanent system involving a general social and.community 
development scherne. A prototype of this scheme, undertaken in col la= 
boration with the Native Authority and the Government had been developed 
by Mr JL Pretorius at Chipamphale not far from Nkhoma, involving twenty_ 
five villages in which various enterprises were launched, including 
commercial brick and tile manufacturing. 116 ) 

5o effective was the annual literacy campaign that the Government made 
note of it in its annual report on Education in 1954: 117 ) 

The Dutch Reformed Church Mission organised an adult 
1 i teracy d1·i ve in the Centra 1 Provi nee in September. 
All the Mission teachers and a number of voluntary 
workers assisted in the campaign. Eight thousand primers 
were stocked for this purpose, but within a week all were 
sold, although two or more persons shared esch book. It 
is estimated that the number of adults who acquired simple 
literacy in this campaign ran into thousands. More t~an 
10 000 specially written follow-up readers were subse= 
quently sold. 

It was reported that an estimated 4 000 persons acquired literacy. 

In 1955 the Nkhoma Presbytery also became involved and minuted that the 
campaign was to take place during September with Christians partici= 
pating under the guidance of Graded Teachers and Mission staff. 118) 

Although it was agreed in 195~ to make it a permanent annual scheme, it 
did not continue long on this high note, particularly after the departure 

of Pretorius in 1959. But it became the forerunner of the well-known 
~schools of later years. 

115. CCA 55 15/6/11/7: Annual education report, 1947, 1948. 
116. Council minutes 70/1948, pp.746f; 73/1950, pp.758f. On the Chipamphale 

scheme see ibid., p.853; F Debenham: Nyasaland the land of the Lake, 
pp.14lf; JL Pretorius : ~ Eksperiment met die opvoeding van volwassenes 
in die Nyasasending (Op die Harison, Dec.1947, pp.14lff). 

117. Quoted in Annual general report, 19~4-55 (CCA 55 15/6/11/8). 
118. Nkhoma Presbytery 1955, minute 66. 
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A second specialised field in education concerned work amongst the 
blind. Although as far back as 1922 a decision was taken to open a 
school for the blind, nothing came of this and when the DRC Mission in 
eastern Zambia moved its school for the Blind to Magwero Mission in 
1928,virtually on the boundary with Malawi, it was agreed rather to 
co-operate fully with this enterprise and encourage all blind persons 
to go there. This remained the position for more than twenty years. 
In 1931 the Nkhoma Presbytery heard an enthusiastic report of a delegation 
it had sent to visit Magwero and recommended full co-operation and ad= 
vised all members to send ·their deaf and blind to Magwero. 119 ) 

Twenty years late~ correspondence from the principal for the school for 
the Blind at Magwero, Miss E Botes, led to a decision to start a school 
for the Blind at Kasungu in October 19S21 provided the DRC Mission Council 
in Zambia was ag reeable. The school would have an entirely Malawi an staff 
from the beginn i ng. The school began as planned and the following year 
the Children's Missionary Guild (Kindersendingkrans) of the DRC in South 
Africa offered to raise money to support this school. A graduate of the 
school at Magwero was appo inted as first teacher and by 19SS there were 
28 pupils under a staff of three. Government aid from the Native 
Development and Welfare Fund was obtained for buildings and amenities. 

ln appreciation for hi s personal interest in promoting the school it was 
decided in 19SS to call it the Keppel-Compton School for the Bl i nd, after 
the previous Provincial Commissioner for the Central Province . 120 ) 

By 1958 the school was well-established with 24 pupils of whom 21 were 
boys, and prov i ded tuition up to Sto III, from where students wi shing to 
study further could go either t o Magwero or to the training centre at 
Mulanje. All the usual subjects were taught, including Braille, English, 
Agriculture and a wide variety of handicrafts. The Malawian staff of four, 
of whom two were blind themselves , was assisted by a retired missionary 
lady from Scotland, Mrs M Benzies, who had offered her services for two 
years. 121 ) 

119. Ibid., 1931 , p.3; Council minutes 42/1922, p.301; 4S/192S, p.340; 
47/1927, p.379; 48/1928, p. 388; S0 / 1929, p. 416. 

120. Council ·mi nutes, 7S/19S2, pp .936-7; 76 / l9S3, pp.980,984; 78/19SS, 
pp. 1076, 1089; CCA SS 1/6/ S: Financi al Mi ssion subcommittee (FSSK) 
minute 21, entry for 12/8/1953; l S/6/11 /8: Annual general report, 
19S2, l95S. 

121. CCA SS lS/6/11/7: Report of Keppel-Compton school for the Blind, 
l9S8; Nuusbrief uit Malawi , Dec.1969. 
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A third special aspect of education in the work of the Nkhoma Mission 
was the establishing of boarding schools both for boys and girls. Apart 
from the girls' homes opened at many stations, with which a later para= 
graph will deal, the higher education of girls was a matter to whic~ due 
attention was also paid. Women had been trained as teachers ever si~ce 
1922 in order to serve mostly at station schools and in 1937 a central 
training school for girls already existed ~t Nkhoma. Five years later 
the beginning of a full-fledged Central Boarding School for girls was 
approved and this was established at Dzenza in 1944, together with a 
Normal School for training women teachers. 122 ) All other schools of the 
Nkhoma Mission were of course co-educational schools, except later the 
secondary school at Kongwe. Repeated plans to begin a girls' secondary 

school have not yet materialised. 

Boarding facilities were also provided for boys, first on a more or less 
unofficial basis, but officially since 1920. Charges amounted to one 
shilling per month. This decision was reiterated in 1933 with a recorm1en= 
dation that boarding homes for boys be opened at all the stations where 
possible. This was done in response to a growing demand from Christian 
parents whose sons were taking advantage of higher schooling. The following 
two years saw the opening and extension of boarding schools at Mlanda and 
N.khoma stations as well as at Malingunde. Later stations like Chitundu, 
Mchinji, Chintembwe, Kasungu and Kongwe also opened boarding facilities 
with room for a total of over 800 boarders. The maximum age for admission 
was fixed at twenty, but exceptions were made at Nkhoma. The facilities 
at Mlanda and Nkhoma were initially the greatest but later Kongwe surpassed 
them. 123 ) 

In this way many were enabled to receive upper primary education. When 
secondary education was begun, first at Nkhoma and then at Kongwe, boarding 
facilities were part of the scheme from the beginning. 

2.6 Education and the Church 

From the beginning educati_oQ_J'.@s v~ery m_uch an enterprise of the Mission~ 
and an instrument in the task of building up the Church. Thus, when the 

122. Council minutes 42/1922, pp.302-3; 63/1942, p.595; 65/1944, pp.636,643. 
123. Ibid., 38/1920, pp.270f; 54/1933, p.458; 55/1934, p.468; 56/1935, 

p.469; CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1933, 1935, 1937, 
1938. 
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Church began to emerge, a clear delimitation of duties was laid down 
which made education the responsibility of the Mission Council. The 
nat~ral thing to happen then, was that many village school centres 
in due course developed into sub-centres and even main centres of the 
Church, so that the situation arose where both Mission and Church had 
interests in the same place and in the same people. Thus the work being 
done there being both evangelism and educational, as well as training of 
Church catechumen~ needed to be properly co-ordinated. In due course the 
Church had to prepare itself to take over more and more responsibility 
for this work. 

Problems were soon to arise. In 1918 the Mission Council appointed a 
colllllittee to determine what the duties were of evangelists, district 
school inspectors and church elders in connection with the work being 
done at such centres. The local church elder and the senior evangelist 
who was in the employ of the Mission had to work closely together in 
matters concerning the congregation such as catechetical training and 
house visitation. 124 ) The spiritual decline which was prevalent during 
and just after the War years caused many teachers to neglect their duties 
while others left for better paid positions. The Council of Congregations 
expressed its concern at this phenomenon and the materialistic spirit 
evidenced amongst teachers, appealing to them to rededicate themselves 
and not to make demands for higher pay as this would be a greater burden 
on the Church when in future it would take over the schools. 125 ) Thus, 
the concept was already being established in the minds of the church leaders 
that this task would one day be theirs. 

At that stage not much more could be done and there was little progress 
for the next twenty-five years towards making the Church more directly 
responsible for schools, apart from a decision in 1936 to seek ways of 
letting it take some financial responsibility while regular reports to 
Presbytery were included in the church statistical returns of each con= 
gregation. 126 ) From time to time Nkhoma Presbytery did express its concern 
and encourageo people to come forward to be trained as teachers as this 
was essential also for the progress of the country, but at the same time 

124. Council minutes 33/1918, p.243; 34/1918, p.248. 
125. Council of Congregations, minutes for 9-11/12/1920 (printed copy in 

CCA 55 15/6/1/4). 
126. In Council minutes 58/1937, p.507. 
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all the spiritual work at a village school centre was still the respon= 
sibility of the teacher; such as conducting Sunday school, catechumen 
instruction and funeral services. 127 ) Each teacher was of course an 
evangelist and the village school as evangelisation centre was meant to 
function in close co-operation with the Church. The result was that it 
became more and more necessary for Mission and Church to be in closer touch 
with each other in these matters. Disagreements over procedure and methods 
of teaching catechetics were arising as elders opposed new methods beiny 
taught to evangelists. Complaints were lodged with tile Council that in 
some ca~es elders were not willing to allow the teacher to preach although 
this was part of his duty for which he had also received some elementary 
training. 128) 

Although education developed into the largest sing1e enterprise of the 
Mission, the Council was wary of it becoming too independent of Mission 
and Church. To this effect ordaire:l missionaries had to remain in control 
of schools so that the authority of the Church as represented by them 
would be maintained over the ~chools, thus preventing education from 
shedding its function as servant of the Church. 129 ) 

The first real move to engage the Church in the work of education was in 
1950 when Presbytery agreed to a request from the Council to appoint an 
ordained Malawian as assistant to the Education Secretary as well as to 
appoint representatives on a joint Education Committee. The first persons 
to serve on this committee were. Revs SA Mvul a, N Katengeza and A Sendera. 
In addition, the role and responsibilities of the ministers, qualified 
evangelists and church elders were outlined. It was their task to see 
to it that the Christian character of the schools was retained. These 
decisions were also partly the outcome of a long discussion held at a 
meeting of Presbytery the previous year in which ways were discussed to 
bring school and Church closer together and to enable teachers and local 
church leaders to co-operate in greater harmony. The fact that teachers 
were being paid was not to create the impressfon that duties such as 
teaching Sunday school and catechumen classes were paid jobs. 130 l 

127. Ibid., 62/1941, p.575; Nkhoma Presbytery 1941, pp.8-9. 
128. CCA S5 15/6/11/7: Annual education report, 1942. 
129. Council minutes, 69/1947, pp.71lf, 714; see also above, p. 173f. 
130. Nkhoma Presbytery 1950, pp.17-18, 191 20; 1949, pp.15-17. 
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In these ways the Church came a long step nearer to assuming full res= 
ponsibility for education. The next step was a decision of the Council 
to form school Co11mittees in each congregation under the chairmanship 
of an ordained Malawian. Its duties would include dealing with such 
matters as transferring of teachers, school attendance, relationship 
between teachers and the public, school buildings and teachers' housing. 
Presbytery was notified and agreed. At the same time the Council agreed 
~o request Presbytery to take all Central schools under its jurisdiction. 131 ) 
This was done in pursuance of the policy of placing more and more res= 
ponsibility in the hands of the Church, but also in view of developments 
in the country's educational policy. Presbytery would become the proprietor, 
and teachers employees of the Church just like evangelists and ministers. 
They would be paid from a Presbytery fund. The Assistant Education 
Secretary, then Rev. KS Kalumo,became the Education Secretary of Nkhoma 
Presbytery. Presbytery accepted this proposal and agreed in 1954 to take 
over fifty-four such schools. 132 1 Three years later all schools were placed 
under the jurisdiction of local congregations and the concept of Presbytery 
schools was dropped. The Mission would continue supporting and helping with 
funds and personnel but henceforth the work would come fully under the 
control of the Church. All teachers would be regarded as Church employees 
and the local Church Session would have oversight over them. A Synod 133 ) 
Education Committee was appointed replacing the Education Committee of the 
Mission Council and it became responsible for both the administration of 
schools and for the education funds. This was worked out over the next few 
years and the transfer effected. The Council continued to conduct some of 
the work but on behalf of Synod while several Malawians were appointed in 
important educational positions including Mr John Gwengwe as assistant 
Education secretary and Messrs Hardwick Kachaje and Mbffati Chitedze as 
school supervisors. 1341 The last responsibility to be placed under Synod 
was the control of the William Murray Institute in 1960. 135 ) With this 
the transfer of education to the Church was complete, at least in theory, 
as in some instances expatriates were still holding key positions and the 

131. Council niinutes 77/1954, pp.1020-21; Nkhoma Presbytery 1954,pp.28,29. 
132. Ibid. I 1954, p.28. 
133. Nkhoma Presbytery was constituted a Sy~od in August 1956. 
134. Council minutes 79/1956, p. 1113; 82/1959, p.1209; CCA S5 15/6/11/7: 

Annual education reports, 1954, 1957, 1958; 15/6/11/8: Annual general 
reports, 1955, 1957, 1960; Nkhoma Synod minutes 1958, no.18, 50, 
61. 

135. Council minutes 83/1960, p.1245. 
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Mission. Council was still participating in the work, but in the capacity 
of assistant to the Synod. 

These final moves took place during a period of great upheaval within 

the Nkhoma Synod,where a number of factors were playing a role in bringing 

about the final complete hand-over of all the Council's activities and 
functions to the Synod and the dissolution of the Council in 1962. In this 

final stage the teachers, notably the Nkhoma Synod TeachE:rs Association, 

emerged as a strong group not only in exerting pressure on th~ Council to 

finalise the process of hand-over, but also in revealing a considerable 
degree of antipathy towards the established leadership in the Church and 

Synod, the "gerontocracy" cons isting of old ministers, whom they regarded 

as mere "puppets" of the missionaries, while they, the teachersj the "cream 

of the Mkhoma Synod" regarded themselves as the ones really in a position 
to play a meaningful role in shaping the future of the Church. 136 ) This 

aspect will be dealt with in a later chapter. 

2.7 Conclusion 

The educational aspect of Mission has been dealt with in some detail as 
it not only was the most extensive enterprise of the Missiun, but also 

of the greatest direct significance for the emergence , growth and life 

of the Church. Schools were literally the seedbeds or nurseries of the 

Church, providing up to 90% of the new members each year;and the training 
of teachers and evangelists was only one step in a whole scheme which was 

in due course to provide the leadership in the Church, a very vital element 

in pursuing the ideal of a self-governing Church. 

Educational work was regarded as an instrument of mission work in promoting 

evangelism, knowledge of the Scriptures and an ability to read the Bible. 
To attain these aims a high level of education was not initially regarded 

as necessary and standards were only raised as the need arose or, and 
perhaps more so, as Government subsidy requirements prescribed. This 
conservative dpproach to education was part of the concept included in the

DRC policy on mission which emphasised the need to maintain the social and

cultural milieu of a people and not to disrupt society by lift1ng indivi= 

duals out of their society to such an extent that they become estranged 

and uprooted and lose interest in serving their own people. Society as a 

136. For copies of correspondence from the NSTA executive committee 
during 1960, see CCA SS 15/6/11/7. 
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whole should rather be raised gradually, which of necessity meant a slower 
rate of progress towards higher levels of education. Leaders (teachers 
and others) were trained only far enough to be constantly able to continue 
helping the wider group to develop. This policy was extremely successful 
as far as creating a "Bible loving and Bible reading" people and assured 
a strong and Biblically founded Christianity. The Mission succeeded to a 
large extent in creating an integrated society where people were able 
to retain their identity as members of their society. There were some 
grave drawbacks in such a policy. The most significant was that it did 
not produce sufficient nor able leaders soon enough, either for the country 
or for the Church. This, together with a fairly strong paternalistic 
attitude which was evident in tnis Mission, resulted in delays in the 
process of establishing effective self-government in the Church. When 
the time came for the Church to really take the lead in matters there were
not many really qualified leaders educationally. Men of experience and wis=
dom and deep spiritual commitment were there, but what was often lacking 
was efficient know-how und the ability to cope with the problems of modern 
Church administration and government. Theologically too, there was before
1960 no single persor who had been enabled to take further studies. The 
Mission did provide scholarships for university training for some of its 
graduates from Blantyre Secondary School, such as Mr John Tembo who studied
at Roma University in Lesotho from 1955 and was appointed to the staff of 
the Robert Blake Secondary school at Kongwe in 1960, as well as Mr Augustine 
Mnthambala who studied for a B.A. degree and diploma in education in India 
from 1954, and afterwards took a M.A. course in the USA, and was subse= 
quently also appointed to the staff of the Robert Blake Secondar) School, 
and in 1963 succeeded Dr JK Louw as headmaster of the schoo1. 137 

The difficulty with theological training lay partly in the fact that the 
Church was failing to draw men with higher qualifications to the 
ministry, 138) with the result that there were none with a sufficient 
level of education to qualify for studies at a higher academic level. 
This, of course, was a problem not only in the Nkhoma Synod but in most 
of the other Wissions as well, and was to some extent the fruit of a 
delayed action on the part of the Colonial Government to provide facilities 
for secondary education. But it is perhaps true to say that the Nkhoma 

137. Cf. Council minutes 79/1956, p.1111; 80/1957, pp.1144f; 76/1953, 
p.985; 77/1954, p.1024; 79/1956, p.1112; 80/1957, p.1142. On 
Mnthambala see Nuusbrief uit Malawi, March 1966. 

138. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1951. 
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Mis5ion was less progressive as far as the higher training of leaders 
was concerned than the other larger Missions i n the country. 

While the basic concept remained throughout that education was to be an 

instrument in the work of evangelism and buil ding up of the Church, there 
was some broadening of viewpo ints after 1940 when the fact also began to be 
recognised that education had to have a wider aim, namely that of pro= 

ducing leaders with a Christian found at ion to serve the country and society 

as a whole. Although not many of the older generation products of the 
Nkhoma Mission have featured in national spheres as leaders, several did 
serve on the Central Provincial and Protecto rate Councils. Amongst such 
Rev. Naman Katengeza is perhaps the most outstanding example. Later Rev. 
KS Kalumo also served on the Provincial Council for the Central Province. 
Nevertheless, in modern Malawi ~here is much more evidence of second and 
third generation products of the Nkhoma Mission and Synod who play a vi tal 
role in the country. It would not be wrong to say that the foundations 

of a strong Christian family laid by the work of this Mission have born 
fruit to the benefit of the entire country. 

3. 

Although this aspect of mission work is of less direct significance for 
the growth and life of the Church, it was a factor in the general de'le.lQp= 
ment of tb peep-le. As a means by which peop l e cauld be broug ht into 
contact with the gospel it serv ed the additional function of an evange= 

lising agent. Not only the Christian atmosphere in a Mission or Church 

hospital, but also personal contact between patien~ ~nd christian work£r 
as well as various ways of directly conveying the Christian message to a 
patient made the medical work part of the evangelising endeavours of the 

Mission. 

Moreover, as a method of showing Ch r istian concern and service to people in 
need, it served as a means to convey to people the message of Christ's 
compassion. 13n) Ultimately the highest reason for this work lay in the 
example of Christ himself and in his command to heal the sick, Luke 9:2. 
As such it was seen as an essential part of the Chri stian message and 
mission to show compassion and care for the sick and suffering. 14D) 

139. JA Retief: Ontdekkings in Midde Afrika, pp.153-4. 

140. Cf. RL Retief: Mediese werk in ons Nyasa sending (Die Ko ningsbode , 
Oct. 1939, pp.303ff). 
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3.1 Brief historical survey 

The first medical work was undertaken by ordain~d men who had followed 
a short course in medicine either in Edinburgh or at Livingstone College, 
London in addition to their theologi~al studies, These included AC Murray, 
WH Murray, AL Hofmeyr, AG Murray, JS Murray, JA Retief and PA Rens. AG Murray 
in particula~ laid the foundations of obstetrics at Mlanda. 141 ) 

The first qualified medical doctor to arrive was Dr WA Murray, brother of 
Rev. AC Murray, in 1900. He staye~ fo twe id _ound o 
of the medical work. A hospital was built at Mve-ra in 1903142 ) and various 
men and women trained as nurses, including Mrs Sara Nabanda who began 
training in 1909 and served for 34 years. The first nurse was Miss 
Durrant who arrived in 1904 but was married to Rev. AL Hofmeyr the follow= 
ing year. In 1905 another nurse came out, Miss Haarhoff, followed by 
another in 1907, Miss Lawrie, and several more in the next few years. 

At other stations only small clinics could be run and the medical work of 
the Mission developed slowly. 143 ) When the sleeping sickness epidemic 
swept the Lakeshore in 1910-12, Dr Murray collaborated with the Government 
and supervised a quarantine camp near Mvera. 144 ) 

After the move of the headquarters to Nkhoma a small hospital was built 
there in 1915 and expanded in 1919. 145 ) The hospital at Nkhoma grew with 
the years into the large main hospital of the Mission. Meanwhile Dr 
Murray left the country because of ill health and was succeeded by four 
doctors in succession, including a son of AC Murray, Dr CLL Murray (1923-
1927). Thirteen nurses came out between 1908 and 1927. 146 ) 

141. Ibid., For an account of medical cases treated see CCA P3: Diary 
AC Murray; also his: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen aldaar, pp. 
212ff. . 

142. Council minutes 7/1902, p. 19. 
143. AL Hofmeyr: Hetland langs het meer, pp.146-7. See also his complaint 

on the slow progress of medical work in the DRCM in Malawi (CCA SS 
15/6/2/9: AL Hofmeyr to Mission seer . , 12/11/1912). 

144. Council minutes 20/1910, pp.122-3; CCA SS lS/6/2/16: WH Murray to 
Mission seer., 19/l~/1910. 

145. Council minutes 36/1919, p.2SS. 
146. P Pretorius : Medical work of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission in 

Nyasaland (The Central African Journal of Medicine, Vol.2, no.6, 
June 1956, p.234). 
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Initially very little systematic training of Malawian staff took place, 
but in 1924 it was agreed to introduce a more thorough training. Entrance 
qualifications for male staff were fixed atStd IV and for females at Std I. 
By then medical work was being carried out at several stations, in parti= 
cular at Nkhoma, Mvera and Mlanda. 147 ) In 1925 the first lady doctor 
arrived, Dr Jeanette Murray, also a daughter of AC Murray, followed by Dr 
Pauline Murray in 1928, a daughter of WH Murray. In the same year Dr RL 
Retief arrived and stayed for seventeen years. 
With an enlarged staff, expansion could take place. New faciljties had 
already been buiit dt Nkhoma in 1926, by 1930 a new hospital was completed 
at Mlanda, work also continued at Mvera and a hospital was established 
at Malingunde. By 1929 medical reports were being received from eight 
stations. The three doctors in the field were stationed at Nkhoma, Mvera 
and Mlanda respectively . 148 ) Work with lepers was started at Nkhoma for 
which a small government grant of £100 was obtained for building, plus £15 
annually. Otherwise the Government gave no medical grants. A camp was 
set up on the Katete stream near Madetsa and in 1929 there were 110 patients. 
Numbers later declined and after ten years the leprosarium was closed 
mainly because the government grant was no longer sufficient (one penny per 
patient per day). There were only seven full-time patients by then. 149) 

The 1930s saw expansion of the work particularly at Nkhoma and Mlanda. At 
the latter the hospital built in 1930 gained repute for its training in 
midwifery and for its child welfare and pre-natal clinic work. The name 
of Dr Pauline Murray deserves special mention for this. In 1938 the 
Government gave recognition to the valuable midwifery and welfare work 
being done at Mlanda by agreeing to give an annual grant of £100.lSO) At 
Nkhoma Dr Retiet amongst others_, began to concentrate on ophthalmology, 
particularly in the removal of cataracts which in the course of years 
became a widely appreciated facet of the work at this hospital. 151 ) At 
the same time the hospital extensively developed its surgery work and 
extended its maternity and TB sections. The training of nurses progressed 

147. Ibid.; Cvuncil minutes 44/1924, p.333. 
148. P Pretorius, op.cit.,p.235; Council minutes 45/1925, p.350;50/1929,p.411. 
149. Council minutes 42/1922, p.301; 59/1938, p.529; MNA Sl/1709/24: 

Correspondence on leper work from 1925 on; CCA SS 15/6/8/2: Director 
of medical services to WH Murray, 3/1/1928; 15/6/1/5: Stegmann to 
Mission seer., 25/4/1938. 

150. MW Retief: Verowerings vir Christus, p.298; CCA S5 15/6/2/17A: WH 
Murray to Mission seer., 15/3/1938. 

151. P Pretorius, op.cit., p.235. 
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as well. 

Work at Mvera hospital declined in the late 1930s due to d~population of 
the area. Plans to extend medical work on to the Salima Lakeshore area 
never quite came off the ground. 152 ) 

By 1945 the four hospitals were treating 4 960 in-patients, 74 240 out-
1r~' 

patients and l 037 maternity cases. J~' After Dr Retief's departure in 

1945 there was some reorganisation of the work. Mlanda, Mvera and 
Malingunde no longer had a resident doctor although Mlanda for long 
continued to take a major share in obstetrics and training of mid= 
wives. New rates for hospital fees were introduced and a medical Committee 
set up by the Mission Counci1. 154 l 

During the 1950s medical work concentrated more and more at Nkhoma while 
hospitals were still maintained at the other three centrPs, with smaller 
clinics at most other Mission stations. Midwifery tr3ining was still 
being done at Mlanda but in 1956 a maternity ward was erected at Nkhoma 
as well as a children's ward in 1959. The training of midwives was trans= 
ferred to Nkhoma in 1958 where general nurses were already being trained. 
Entrance qualifications for nurses were raised to St VI. The training of 
male medical aides was discontinued in 1959. 155 ) 

An important development, the fruit of Dr Retief's interest in eye surgery 
was the building of an o hthalmi~d in 1955. The hospital at Nkhoma 

has gained repute all over Central Africa for its eye surgery and in 1954 
a grant of £2 800 was obtained from the Native Development and Welfare Fund. 
The new ophthalmic department was erected, comprising a theatre and general 
and private wards of 18 beds. It was opened on 4 August 1955 and was later 
named the Renaldo Retief Eye Ward. A year after opening, a hundred and 
three operations had already been carried out. The figure rose to 189 in 
1957. Dr JJ Eksteen and later especially Dr CJ Blignaut,who arrived in 

152. See various plans in Council minutes between 1935 and 1939. For reasons 
why plans were dropped, see 60/1939, p.549. 

153. CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1945. 
154. Cf. Council minutes 67/1945, pp.664-5; 72/1949, pp.825-7. 
155. Ibid., 78/1955, p. 1096; 79/1956, p.1115; 81/1958, p.1184; CCA S5 

1/1/10: GMC minute 92, entry for 13-16/8/1956; 15/6/11/8: Annual 
general report, 1959. 
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1956 and has continued to the present.excelled in this field. 156 ) In 

due course Dr Blignaut further equipped himself to become a fully quali= 

fied ophthalmologist. 

Meanwhile new plans were drawn up to start a hospital in a much neglected 

and densely populated area of the southern Lake shore near Khola, where 
20 000 people lived within a radius of five miles. A plot of eighteen 

and a half acres was obtained from the Government as well as grants from 
the Beit Trust Fund and other sources. Building was ready to begin in 

1960. Unfortunately the political throes through which the country was 

going, the anti-South African feeling evident in some circles, opposition 

to the Federal Government and a mistake by the Government surveyor who 

plotted out the wrong piece of land,causi ng alarm amongst the local 
people who thought they were going to lose some gardens, led to strong 
opposition. A certain local teacher and some local Party leaders strongl y 

agitated against the planned hospital, bringing a political slant into 

the issue, and some very virulent attacks were made o~ the Boer 
missionaries. Threatening letters were written, one of which attacked 
the "devils of South Africa" adding that "Jesus himself was not as evil 

as Boers from South Africa" for trying to take people's ga rdens away. 157 ) 

The outcome of all the agitation was that first a smaller scheme was 

planned and finally all plans were dropped and the Beit money and other 
grants returned . Instead only a clinic would continue at Malembo 25 to 

158) 30 km. away. 

3.2 Medical work and the Church 

The nature of medical work as a specialised kind of work made it difficult 

for the Church to become directly involved at an earlier stage. Elders, 
evangelists and others were involved in spiritual work at hospitals and 
of course many Malawians trained as medical orderlies, midwives and nurses. 

156. CCA S5 15/6/2/24: Stegmann to Mission seer., 20/4/1953, cf. Council 
minute 77/1954, p.1026; 81/1958, p.1184; CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa 
Mission subcommittee, minute 91, entry for 13-16/8/1956; Die 
Koningsbode, April 1959, pp.5-7. 

157. See copy of a letter purportedly written from the Secretariat in 
Zomba (CCA S5 15/6/ 10/6: JL Nyengera to Mission Superintendent, 
30/6/1960). The writer possibly used a false name and address. 

158. For decisions on the scheme between 1954 and 1962 see Council 
minutes. For final cancellation of plans see Council minutes 
85/1962, p.1321. 
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When the Government opened a leprosarium at Kochirira near Mchinji the 
Mission planned to erect a small hall or church building for conducting 
prayers. Nkhoma Presbytery in 1954 agreed to contribute £150 from its 
Central Fund and in addition request each congregation to donate not 
less than one pound. A further sum of £25 was voted in the next year. 159 ) 

Meanwhile Presbytery had appointed a committee in 1953 to investigate 
ways in which it could involve itself more in the medical work. The 
co11111ittee reported back the following year with a recommendation to 
start a Presbytery Medical Fund and look for a possible place to start 

its own medical enterprise. A committee should be appointed to consult 
with the Medical Committee of the Mission and report back. As it was 
evident that the Government was taking more and more responsibility 
for medical work, it was not feasible to start its own scheme and two 
years later it was agreed to terminate the fund and transfer the balance 
to the Presbytery Central Fund . 160) 

One of the first definite moves to place more responsibility in the hands 
of the Church was a decision in 1958 that the medical department would no 
longer be responsible for housing patients at stations with clinics but 
that the local congregation and community could provide and maintain such 
facilities. 161 ) 

Th j following year the Council decided to determine ways in which the 
various auxiliary services could best be applied for the benefit of the 
Church and appointed a committee which included Mr Grant Nkhoma and Rev. 
K Kalumo to advise Council on the best way to incorporate medical work 
into Church, society and Government. Their report in 1960 led to a 
further decision that Synod itself be asked to appoint the Malawian 
member of the medical committee, that a medical report be laid before 
Synod as wel\ and that all future expansion of medical work be decided 
upon by the Liaison or Joint committee of Synod and Council . Synod would 
also be asked to appoint a person to do the spiritual work 162 ) at the 
hospital at Nkhoma and an evangelist was duly aopointed. 

159. Nkhoma Presbytery 1954, p.15; 1955, p.5. 
160. Ibid., 1953, p.21; 1954, pp.13f; 1956, o.17. 
161. Council minutes 81/1958, pp.1184-5. 
1~2. Ibid., 82/1959, p.1215; 83/1960, p.1256. 
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When all responsibilities were transferred to Synod in 1962 the medical 

work was placed under it as wellJ with a medical committee under the 

General Administrative Committee of Synod. 163 ) 

4. Agricultural and industrial training 

There were several reasons why the early missionaries soon began to pay 

attention to this aspect - a facet of the DRCM work in Malawi in which it 
distinguished itself from most other Missions. Apart from the obvious, 
that the early arrivals had no choice but to provide their own vegetables 

and build their own buildings with whatever simple tools and crafts they 

had available, training helpers as they went along, there was the fact 

of the background of these missionaries. Most came from rural farm stock, 
men who were born and bred in Africa and made their livin~ from its 

soil ,164 ) becoming experts at improvising where more sophisticated tools 
or machinery was not available. In this they differed from, for example, 

the missionaries in the Livingstonia Mission, most of whom came from an 
artisan background, products of the Industrial Revolution. 165 ) This to 

quite some extent explains the difference in approach to industrial training 

in the two Missions. The one provided a highly sophisticated, machine 
orientated training far removed from the needs and environments of rural 

life, while the other concentrated on developing a form of industrial 

training which would fit in with the needs and potentials of rural Malawi 

of half a century and more ago. 

What further prompted the Mission was, as ·has been noted in chapter two, 

the fact that they found it necessary to teach people such skills and 

crafts in agriculture and manufacturing as would enable them to pay their 

taxes and provide in their daily needs without necessarily having to 

leave their homes to work as migrants. The problem of labour migration 
remained a strong motivation for agricultural and industrial work in the 

Mission for a long time. 166 ) 

The reasons for the importance of this "most essential in Mission work" 

were given by Rev. JA Retief in a paper read before the Fourth General 

163. Nkhoma Synod 1962, minute 100. 
164. The word Boer in Afrikaans, or its Chewa derivation (Ma)Bunu means 

nothing more than this, literally a farmer, as also in Dutch. 
165. Cf. J McCracken: Christianity and politics in Malawi, pp.178-9. 
166. See for example reports of GMC to Cape Synod, Acta 1919, p.32; 1924, 

p.70. 
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Missionary Conference in 1924. 167 ) These tncluded matters such as fighting 
and overcoming indolence, preventing great numbers of people from going 
to the mines in the South rather than working in their own country, 
ennobling and civilising people,while also assisting the general develop= 
ment of the individual and preventing the negative influence ntigrants 
brought back with them which tended to vnsettle and uproot. The overall 
effect would be the economic uplifting of the peoplt in general. 

Instead of following a system of apprenticeship to provide artisans for 
employment in the European sector, the aim was that a person who entered 
the service of one of the departments, and received a certain amount of 
instruction, could then choose to stay on for some years or go to work 
for another employer or set up for himself in a village. This was in 
particular the case with carpentry as WH Murray explained : 

We do not turn out highly skilled artisans, that is 
not our object. We would far rather see one of our boys 
setting up for himself as carpenter in his own village 
and turn out simple doors, windows, tables, chairs, bed= 
steads, etc. for sale to his ne1ghbours, gradually rising 
in the sca1e of civilisation, than have him enter the 
employment of a European ... 

They did not, he added, object to the latte/ , but that was not their aim 
as such. 168) 

One further important motivation should be sought in the theological back= 
ground of the DRC missionaries. The Reformed doctrine concerning the 
ethics of work, including any form of manual work as an honourable and 
God honouring activity based upon the Divine command, 169 ) was bound to 
influence their views on encouraging manual and other forms of industrial 
activity. This was part of the reason why pupils as well as trained 
teachers and evangelists were taught to work with their hands "so that they 
should not get the impression that manual work is something degrading 11 ~ 7o) 

The further aim in teaching this to teachers was that they would in turn 
be able to demonstrate to others how to improve their agriculture and in 
this way help the country as a whole to develop. 171 l These ideals later 

167. Report of Fourth General Missionary Conference, 1924, p.20ff. 
168. CCA S5 15/6/11/7 (Diverse correspondence): Copy WH Murray to Secretary, 

Native Education Committee, S. Rhodesia, 6/3/1925. 
169. Cf. Gen.1:28; 2:15; Eph.4 :28; l Thes.4:11; Mark 6:3. 
170. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p.181. 
171. Report of GMC to Cape Synod, Acta 1915, p.65. 
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also found expression in an attempt to develop an agricultural stream in 

connection with the secondary school planned for Kongwe, 172 ) but at that 
stage, during the 1950s,the political climate was so averse to a thing 

like letting a student do manual labour that the scheme was shelved. Yet 

the ideals of the Nkhoma Mission to encourage and instruct people to 
develop and improve their agriculture and thus help develop the country 
were exactly what the political leaders of modern Malawi have repeatedly 

emphasised ever since attaining independence. In this respect the small 
scale village agriculturalist is one of the most vital factors in the 
country's economy. 

Agricultural wor~ in the Mission got under way after a gift of £1 000 ha~ 
been received for this work in 1902. 173 ) Agriculturalists were sent out 
the following year and intensive work could begin at several stations. 
Attempts at coffee production proved an initial success but due to plant 
diseases could later only be conducted at high altitudes such as at 

Chinthembwe. More success was achieved with introducing cotton farming 
on a large scale and later wheat was also produced, but absence of a 
ready market and transport difficulties hampered ~hese enterprises. 174 ) 
A large variety of fruit trees was introduced and on the higher stations 
much success was initially obtained especially with peaches, apples, plums 
and other kinds. Oranges, guavas, nectarines and paw-paws proved very 
successful. 

!
For many years, from as far back as 1900 when WH Murray brought the first 

few cows with him, cattle were brought in from time to time from South 
Africa. These were mostly thoroughbreds of different breeds, Africander, 
Friesian, Jersey, Shorthorn, Herefords, Paul Angus and Alderney, obtained 
with the aim of improving local breeds. The Mission itself built up a 
considerable stock for its own needs such as transport, 175 ) ploughing, 

milk and meat, but the introduction of the new breeds did not in the long 
run prove successful. Most of the imported animals sooner or later 

172. MNA Nkhorna papers, Box 4:Copy Education secretary, Nkhoma to Director 
of Education, 6/11/1953 and following correspondence. 

173. CCA V9 1/1: MMU minutes, entries for 24/6/1902 and 29/10/1903. Council 
minutes 8/1902, pp.26-7. For agricultural achievements during the 
first years see above, p. 150, n.12. 

174. Cf. -AC Murray : Ons Nyasa "'a-kker, pp.182, 184. 
175. For reports of the Transport Department see CCA S5 15/6/11/12. It 

was formed when wagons were being introduced into the Mission and 
situated at Mlanda with a view to transportation from the south. 
A wagon road was opened between Mlanda and Nkhoma (Council minutes 
23/1912, p.161). 
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succumbed to disease or climatic hardships and even their irrmediate progeny 
did not prove very hardy. Of ten thoroughbred breeding stock imported 
between 1942 and 1945 only one remained in 1948. The mission stock like= 
wise diminished from 429 head in 1931 to 164 in 1947, many losses being 
due to various diseases such as quarter evil and East Coast fever. 176 ) 
What Murray had found in 1920 that the importation of thoroughbred bulls 
"hasn't been a conspicuous success," was s ti 11 true. l 77) 

Other types of stock that were imported were donkeys, horses, pigs and 
Persian sheep. The last two were quite successfully introduced while white 
Egyptian or "Muscat" donkeys proved their superior worth as riding animals, 

compared to horses. 178) 

Amongst the industrial enterprises, the basket and cane chairs industry 
at Mvera was one of the most successful. Many hundreds of persons were 
trained to make a variety of wicker and cane chairs and other furniture. 
as well as all sorts of smaller articles from palm leaf. Apart from 
those directly employed, many more benefitted from supplying the raw 
materials required, thus creating an economic chain reaction. By 1925 a 
large number of people were in private business while by 1928 the workshop 
of Mvera still received orders for as many as 300 chairs a year from many 
parts of Central Africa. 179 ) Then the Mission began to run out of busi= 
ness - because of local competition~ which was exactly what the aim was. 
The workshop was finally closed in 1930 and the manufacturers were advised 
to continue on their own. 180 ) It had become a genuine independent 
village industry, so significant that in 1939 the Governor referred to it 
as "the basket and cane weaving industry of this country 11

•
181 ) The indus= 

try declined so111ewhat in the fifties but was revived in the mid-1960s 
when Rev. P Botha, who was then minister at Mvera, started something like 
an agency to market the products, selling hundreds of kwachas worth of 

176. For further information on cattle farming and related matters see 
CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, and 15/6/11/11: Reports 
on animal stock, 1918-1953. 

177, CCA S5 15/6/7/1: Copy WH Murray to D Fraser, 10/5/1920. 
178. For the use of horses and donkeys for travelling see MW Retief: 

William Murray of Nyasaland, pp.110- 11. Blake even used a riding ox 
at Kongwe (Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Apr. 1978). 

179. See CCA S5 15/6/11/12: for annual reports of basket and chair 
industry, 1917-1929. 

180. CCA S5 1/1/4: GMC minute 59, entry for 25-26/2/1930; Council minutes 
52/193~, p.430. The spinning and weaving as well as the shoe making 
shop were also closed dowr1 during that time. 

181. Quoted in MW Retief: Ve-rowerings vir Christus, p.298. 
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goods a year, even as far as South Africa. The "agency" was subsequently 

/ taken over by a local shopkeeper a few miles from Mvera and a considerable 
amount of goods continue to be sold through that and other outlets. 
Many local markets in the Lilongwe-Dowa-Dedza district still offer goods 
which had their origin in this industry. 

Formal agricultural training was incorporated in all educational work, 
from the small village school all the way up to the Teachers Training 

: Institute. In addition formal industrial training was also introduced and 
conducted in connection with the Normal School at Nkhoma. In 1926 an 
agricultural and industrial school was started,offering a three year course 
in a variety of handicrafts including agriculture, animal husbandry, 
carpentry, building, shoe making, smith's work, spinning and weaving and 

first-aid. In due course agriculture and carpentry became the two main 
activities of this schoo1. 182 l In 1940 a Trade School was started in con~ 
junction with the William Murray Training Institute to train apprentices 
in carpentry, building, boo kbin.ding, printing and type setting, clerical 

work and book-keeping. The Industrial school started in 1926 was sub= 
sequently incorporated into this scheme. 

From a general point of view the diversity and intensity of training in 
agriculture and village industries reached a peak during the 1920s and 
elicited the unqualified praise of the Phelps-Stokes Commission, which 
visited Malawi in April and May of 1924,. that "in these two respects {the 

Dutch Mission) has not its superior in all the Nyasaland scho0ls visited 
by the Commission •183 ) At the time of this visit the Mission was re= 
quested to supply the Government with a report on what it was doing in 
this respect. The report from which an extensive excerpt is given below, 

1 provides a good overall picture of the situation then: 184 l 
Agriculture: Ploughing demonstrations were being given, six ploughs 
were imported from America while a special plough had been invented 
by one of the DRC missionaries in Zambia which could be made 
locally for eight shilling. Visits were undertaken to Central 
schools giving ploughing and irrigation demonstrations; tree planting, 
pruning, training oxen and castrating was being carried out. A 

182. Cf. Council minutes 44/1924, p.334; 46/1926, pp.360f; 61/1940, p.561; 
62/1941. p.579; 68/1946, p.683. 

183. TJ Jones: Education in East Africa, p.212. See in loc. for a de= 
scription of the various agricultural and industrial activities 
being conducted at Nkhoma (also quoted in MW Retief: William Murray 
of Nyasaland, pp.94-5). 

184. For copy of report see CCA SS 15/6/8/2 : Acting Superintendent to 
Provincial Co1T111issioner, Lilongwe, 24/4/1924. 
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beginning had been made 'with cotton planting schemes and l 000 lbs 
of seed had been distributed at Mphunzi, Mvera and Dzenza the 
previous season. Wheat farming had been introduced to such an 
extent that the Mission was practicall y no longer sowing anything 
for its own use, but buying it from African farmers . Potato farming 
had become a successful enterprise for village farmers. 

Cattle and other stock: Oxen were being trained, as well as the 
men to handle themJfor chiefs and others to use for ploughing 
cotton and wheat fields, others were sending their cows to the 
Mission for breaking in for milking while an agricultural mission= 
ary paid visits to villages to adv i se people on breeding and 
selecting, while at the same time castrating inferior cattle. 
The progeny of pedigree stock pigs was being distributed at nominal 
prices. 

Building and Carpentry: People were taught brick laying, tiled 
roofing and improved methods of thatching while thirty five buildings 
had been erected during the preceding year, using the pise de terre 
method. This had elicited widespread interest and requests for moulds 
were streaming in. Twenty-five men were in training at Nkhoma in 
carpentry and building while carpentry was also conducted at Mlanda 
and other stations. The workshop at Nk homa was manufacturing its 
own planes and selling them at one third of the price of the imported 
product, finding an eager market. Spinning wheels and a loom were 
in use and people were being taught to make them. 185) All types 
of furniture were also produced. 

Wagon building and smith's work: This was being taught at Mlanda 
WTth nine men in trai ning and two at the motor garage of the 
Mission's Transport Department. 

Ox wagon drivers : Twenty trained drivers were in service and more 
apprentices receiving instruction. 

Boot shop: Nine people were in training atKongwe. During the previous 
year 141 pairs of boots had been manufactured, apart from 380 pairs 
repaired, as well as 12 hampers for motor cycles, 115 bridles, 
halters, straps etcetera (for donkeys) and 45 leather suitcases 
while 18 saddles and harnesses were repaired. People received training 
in hide tanning and 150 skins were tanned in 1923. 

Baskets, chairs and hat making: This had long been conducted at 
Mvera and here the Mission had attained its object and it had prac= 
tically become a village industry. The demand was far greater than 
the supply. 

Spinning and weaving: Thirty people were in training of whom 50% were 
disabled persons, including blind, cripples and deaf-mutes. Headmen 
from th~ee different districts had sent young men to be trained 
while a number of villages were ordering hand looms and spinning 
wheels. Monthly output was 120 yards of cloth, used mainly for manu= 
facturing shirts. In addition knitting, yarn spinning as well as 
making of door mats and passage runners was taking place. 

Soap and oil: Teachers and others were being taught to make soap and 
to extract oil from castor oil seeds and ground-nuts. During 1923 

185 . On the improvisation of spinning wheels see also TJ Jones,loc.cit. 
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30 000 cakes of soap were made. A hand press oil plant had been 
obtained for this purpose. Annual circulation of oil seeds amounted 
to £300. 

Tailoring: This. had commenced recently and two men were in training. 

Lime: Near Nkhoma and elsewhere people had bPen taught to burn and 
Sl'ike limestone. 

Printing and bookbinding: Ten people were in training at the press 
at Nkhoma. 

Medical staff : Male orderlies and female midwives were being trained. 

Tree planting: 186 ) Twenty thousand bluegum and cedrella tauna trees 
had been planted during the preceding season and a great many seed= 
lings distributed. Lectures were given to school children on the 
benefits of tree planting. 

Model villages: These existed at most stations where teachers came 
to stay with their families. 187) In connection with such a village, 
agricultural and industrial work was conducted while the wives 
received instruction in hygiene, soap making, sewing, child welfare, 
amongst others. 

Normal school: The seventy-four students also received instruction 
in carpentry, building (pise de terre), hygiene, soap making, hor= 
ticulture and agriculture, seed selection and soil preparation. 

Girls' homes: Five homes, averaging 20 per home offered a three-year 
course which, apart from formal schooling, also included hygiene, 
laundry, sewing, knitting, soap and candle making, use of starch, 
pottery and oil extraction. 

Mthenga: This bi-monthly magazine with a circulation of 3 000 regularly 
included articles on agriculture and industrial work. 

The agricultural activities and different forms of industrial training were 
conducted for longer or shorter periods and with varying success. Some 

186. Forestry schemes were launched at several stations, including Nkhoma, 
Kongwe, Mlanda and Livlezi. Thousands of seedlings were distributed 
annually to the people (See brochures : The DRCM in Nyasaland, p.4; 
Ons Nyasa sending, p.10). The Forestry schemes eventually grew into 
a large enterprise under a separate department (Council minutes 72/ 
1949, pp.827ff) and Chinthembwe in particular was vastly developed. 
Hundreds of thousands of trees were planted, mostly Mlanje cedars, 
blue gum and pine, while a coffee scheme was started with 3 750 
trees (CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1948, 1949, 1952). 
In addition the large Nthunda forest near Ntcheu was bought from 
the ZIM in 1950 and a big timber sawing scheme established which 
supplied at least 144 000 cubic feet of timber during the first 
few years. The saw plant was later transferred to the workshop 
at Nkhoma. (For annual forestry reports, 1948-1960 see CCA S5 15/6/ 
11/11.) 

187. For a description of such a model Christian village see TJ Jones, op. 
cit. p.213. 
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industries were more readily adopted into village life, others gradually 
disappeared as modern technology and the spread of colTITierce made imported 
articles more readily available. It would be difficult to assess the 
overall success and long te.rm effect of this agricultural and industrial 
enterprise. It is hardly something that could be measured in statistics 
but the contribution this made to the general agricultural and village indus= 
trial development of this part of the country is perfectly evident to this 
day. From pise de terre or even burnt brick and tile roofed buildings188) 
found even in remote villages, to scores of village carpenters scattered 
across the country, from cane and palm leaf products in market places to 
improved agricultural methods and animal husbandry, from groves of blue gum 
and Cedrella Tauna trees to one-wheeled ox ploughs, from the small scale 
village farmer whose plot of fifty orange trees is so successful that he 
fears reprisal from jealous neighbours to the impressive and ingenious 
farming scheme of a member of Parliament with 5 000 banana trees pl anted and 
prepa ~ations under way for another 12 000 to be planted complete with pumped 
irrigation from a nearby river in addition to a sideline with onion farming 
which raises K400 annually, and who declares that "everything I know about 
farming I learnt from S-:'(a DRC agricultural teacher), and on to large 
estate owners making a success of commercial maize and tobacco farming -
all these help to fill in the picture of a scheme which has brought about 
la~ting effects in the country. And then mention has not even yet been made 
of the many successful and educated Malawians of modern Malawi whose 
education was once paid for from a vegetable patch, a potato field, a car= 
penter's shop or the sale of home-made baskets and chairs. 

It is hardly likely that the assumption of ML Chanock is correct, as far as 
the DRC Mission is concerned, that the production of cash 
was carried out by those least affected by Christianity. 

•correct to say189 l that this assumption 

crops in Malawi 
It is no doubt 

should only be provisionally accepted until such time as the 
relationsh i p of the Dutch Reformed Church and leading African 
farmers is explored more thoroughly. The DRC economic ideology 

- was almost certainly more appropriate for budding rural entre= 
preneurs than Livingstonia's industrially oriented approach. 

188. The invariable distinction in style of a tile roofed house built by a 
person with DRCM connections and one with Roman Catholic connections 
is that the former almost always uses flat roof tiles while the 
Catholics introduced round shute shaped tiles which interlock by 
alternately being placed face upwards or downwards. The same applies 
to schools built respectively by the two Missions. 

189. J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi, p.252, n.140. 
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Before coming to the end of this paragraphJ it is appropriate to mention 
one more facet of Mission work, namely the introduction of a number of 

small stores on various s~a tions. Originally this was done to promote 
local trade as was the purpose of opening weekly markets at several stations 
where people could barter products and produce. 

In early times when cash was not yet available payment was usually made in 
kind, particularly cloth, where the measure was half a yard or a cubit. 

The Chewa word was chamkono. 190 l To facilitate payment, the Mission cut out 
its own tin di scs , about one inch in diameter and punched with the letters 
MM for Mvera Mission. Complete with a hole in the centre for stringing, 

several thousands of t he se discs were circulated for a number of years and 
could be used to obtain various articles of trade kept in stock at the Mission 
such as cloth, salt, beads, hoes and many others, as well as for bartering 
amongst each other. It had the equivalent value of a cubit's length of cloth 
and soon was ca lled chamkono. With the coming of Government regulations 
concerning payment in cash and the arrival of other busine~s interests who 
objected to the use of these Mission coins, they were withdrawn in 1909. 191 ) 

But the small Mission stores remained, mainly because of the fact that they 
could make goods available to both missionaries and Africans at a reasonable 
price and particularly because it was a way of protecting people against 

exploitation by unscrupulous traders coming into the country. 192 ). It also 
had educational value as it could give people an idea of modern trading 

methods and they could l earn the value of cash payments and honest business 
dealing. 193 ) In due course better planning and organisation became necessary 

and eventually a full-time bookkeeper cum business manager was appointed. 
After the difficulties of the War years some favoured giving up this work 

entirelY, but in 1920 the General Mission Committee suggested that a limited 

trading company shou ld rather be formed to ta ke over the entire scheme, 
something like what the African Lakes Corporation had originally been. The 
entire Council was completely against this, stating that as a purely commer= 
cial enterprise it would no longer serve the original aim of helping people 
and keeping pri ces low and would do more harm than good as it would soon 

190. The word is derived from the Che~1a mkono, forearm. 
191. WH Murray: Op pad , pp.168-170; also JL Pretorius: An introduction to 

the history of the DRCM, p.373. 
192. CCA V9 2/1: WH Murray to J du Plessi s. 6/11/1905. 
193. TJ Jones: Education in East Africa, p.213. 
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deteriorate into a mere business enterprise as the ALC had done. Quite a 
controversy resulted but in the end the GMC agreed to continue in the way 
the Council was proposing and that it become a separate department under 
the direct control of the Mission accountant. 194 ) A new business manager 
was appointed but after some years new difficulties arose, partly because 
of certain actions and attitudes of the business manager and in 192S 
Council proposed possible closing down of the department. After further 
negotations with the GMC which was at first not convinced that this was 
necessary it was finally agreed to do so in 1~27. One of the main argu= 
ments for this move was that there was now sufficient competition amongst 
commercial business enterprises to keep prices at a reasonable level and 
prevent exploitation. It was also felt that it was quite undesirable 
to continue as there was a growing suspicion amongst many people that 
missionaries were simply using the store to make money for themselves. 
Negotiations were taken up with a local business concern, Du Toit Brothers 
to take over the stock and run its own stores on or near Mission stations.19S) 
The small Mission-run store had served its purpose and was no longer 
necessary. 

S. Work amongst women and girls 

Malawi formed part of tht DRCM's wider scheme 
to build up Christian families which would form the basis of the Christian 
Church. From the beginning the work amongst women and girls was supported 
by the Women's Missionary League (Vrouesendingbond) of the DRC in South 
Africa. All the lady workers sent out to work in Malawi were likewise the 
financial responsibility of this women's organisation. The lady workers, 
apart from medical people, were mostly either teachers whose task was to 
assist mainly at station schools, help with the training of village school 
teachers and maintain contact with them at their schools, or lay workers 
whose responsibility was in particular with girls, boarding homes, village 
evangelism and women's instruction classes. Wives of missionaries also 
did a great voluntary work in participating in those activities, and 
later more especially in connection with the Church Women's Organisation 

lg4. CCA SS lS/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission secretary, 18/2/1920, 
28/12/1920; 1/1/3: GMC minutes 22,23,27, entry for 7-9/9/1920; 
Council minutes 38/1920, pp.273-4, 40/1921, pp.278-80. 

19S. Council minutes 4S/192S, pp.3S2-3; 47/1927, p.370; CCA SS 
lS/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 23/3/1926, 24/9/1926; 
1/1/3: GMC minute no.4, entry for 23-4/2/1926; no.3, 17-19/8/1926; 
no.4, 22-24/2/1927; no.14, 23-2S/8/1927. 
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(Chigwiriz~no) and the instruction given to girls at puberty (Chi~~ngizo) 
which had taken the place of the traditional initiation ceremonies. 

The first boarding home for girls at Mvera, begun in 1895 by Miss Martha 
Murray} 96 ) set the pattern for similar boarding homes set up at most 
other stations in due course. By 1927 there were homes at eight different 
stations. The aim of such homes which girls could attend for three years, 
was to seek to lead them to faith in Christ and build up a good christian 
character by impressing upon them principles of obedience, orderliness and 
helpfulness, while also training them as future wives and mothers of 
Christian families and as useful members of society. Thus much attention 
was paid to practical matters including hygiene, sewing, cooking and hand= 
work, keeping in mind the necessity that the methods taught should be able 
to be adopted in practice in daily village life. A further need was also 
met by these Christian boarding homes and that was that men accepting 
Christianity would be able to obtain Christian wives. 197 ) The home at 
Mvera produced four of the first six women to be baptised in 1897. The aim 
of the course provided at these boarding homes was defined as being four
fold, i.e. educational, physical (hygiene), industrial and spiritual. 198 ) 

The impact and influence of these homes was already reflected in the reports 
at the General Missionary Conference in 1910. 199 ) From the point of view 
of the Christian impact on society this was even more the case because of 
the significant role played by women in the matrilineal Chewa society. 
Both Christian and pagan girls were taken in, as far as possible in equal 
numbers. 200) 

Through the years the value and fruit of these institutions was constantly 
evidenced while there was much demand on the part of Christian men for 
brides trained at these homes. 20l) In due course the hostel at Nkhoma was 

. expanded to also cater for boarders attending the girls' Central school 

196. For a brief history see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 36: Nkhoma Hostel register. 
197. Cf. Council minutes 16/1908, pp.99-100; AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijnn 

ondervindingen, pp.299-302; MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, 
pp.78-80. 

198. Cf. Council minutes 42/1922, p.304. 
199. Report of Third General Missionary Conference, 1910, p.53. 
200. Council minutes 41/1921, p.294. 
201. For annual reports on Girls' Homes see CCA SS 15/6/11/10; also 

15/6/11/8: Annual general reports; MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 39: 
Miscellaneous papers 1947-1961. 
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established there in 1942. 

The emphasis placed on the work amongst girls by this Mission is also 

rP.flected in the fact that it succeeded in enrolling a higher percentage 

of girls in its schools than other Mi ssions. This was clea r already as 
early as 1906 when the number of girls enrolled in DRCM schools amounted 
to 44,5% of the total school enrolment compared to an overall average for 
the country of 35, 6%. The UMCA came second with 39%, fo 11 owed by 
Livingstonia Mission wi th 33% and Blantyre Mission with 21 %. By 1945 the 

position was still m~ch the same with the Nkhoma Mission having a 40% 
girls' enrollment in assisted schools and 47% in unassisted schools. The 
overall for the country was then 34% and 42% respectively. At that stage 
the UMCA was slightly ahead with 43% in assisted schools, but behind in 
unassisted schools with 45%. All the other Missions were lower except one 
smaller Mission, the SAGM where the percentage of girls was just slightly 

higher than that of the DRCM, but its enrolment figures as such were of 
course far lower. 202 ) The importance of providing education for girls was 
also reflected in decisions to establish girls' schools at Nkhoma and 
Dzer.za. This was done in order to avoid the situation developing where 
only boys were educated, while girls lagged behind, further prompted by 
an increased demand from girls and their parents for such higher training 
facilities, as well as the plans of Government to develop educational faci= 
lities for girls. 203 l 

A problem which was encountered was the, from a Christian point of view, 
undermining effect of traditional initiation rites for girls which play a 
very important part in the social organization of the rnatrilineal Chewa~ 

Chinamwali . Instead of trying to introduce a more Christian atmosphere 
and Christian elements into it, the unanimous view of Christians was that 
it would be better to introduce a Christian counterpart altogether separate 
and distinguished from the traditional rites . Thus a Christian imitation 
ceremon~ Chilangizo, was introduced and developed in close collaboration 
with the Church and with Presbytery. Because of the involvement of the 
Church in this matt~r it wil l be dealt with more fully in chapter five. 

202. Calculated from tables in J Johnston: Robert Laws of Livingstonia, 
p. 144; and in Report of the Department of Education of the 
Nyasaland Protector.ate, 1945, Table 10, p.19. 

203. Council minutes 64/1943, p.612. 
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Apart from 1-1ork with girls, much was done from the beginning to meet the 
needs of adult and older women. Literacy and sewing classes were started, 
the first one, at Mvera, soon numbering over 70. By 1900 there were 180 
in this group, while other groups sometimes grew to over 200. Their posi= 
tion in society was one of considerable importance. They were the instruc= 

tresses of younger gi rls while their political influence and even religious 
roles in traditional rites, as well as the fact that the woman and mother 
often exercised a stronger influence in conserving traditional concepts 
and rites, further empha s ised their importance. This was so because of 
living in a society wh ere male influence was not only diminished by the 
matrilineal system but also by the fact that the migrant labour system 
which soon became a part of Malawi society, took Men away from hqme for 
long periods. 204 l 

Thus work was done with women through instruction groups, as well as prayer 
and Bible study groups, from which grew the later well-known and widely 
practised system of Mlozo classes: Bible study sessior. groups 1-1hich met 
cn:::e a week. Furthermore, du.ring the winter months 1 ady workers would go 
out in teams and camp at outlying villages to do evangelistic work. 205 l 
At these camps contact was made with groups of women and girls of all 
backgrounds, but especially with former inmates of boarding homes. Some 
camps took the form of Bible training courses while others specialised in 
doing knitting, simple cookery and even laundry demonstrations, wi th an 
emphasis on religious meetings and personal work with individuals. Malawian 
Christian women such 3s teachers' wives also accompanied such teams on 

occasion. In 1956 it was reported that camps had been held at thirty-five 
different pl aces .206 l 

This work of the DRCM amongst women and girls was recognised for its 
quality already in 1910 at which time the Mission had eleven lady workers 
in the field compared to four in Livingstonia Mission. One of Livingsto= 
nia's representatives reported: "In work amongst women they have taken 
the lead and endeavour to place two lady workers on each station especially 
for work amongst viomen." 207) 

204. Cf. Die Koningsbode, July 1939, p.207f; The Aurora,1/2/1900, p.3. 
205. For example of a schedul e of workers going to various places for camps 

see Council minutes 70/1948, pp.758-9. 
206. Cf. Report of Si xth General Missionary Conference, 1949 (Wome n's 

section), p.16; CCA S5 15/6/11/8 : Annual general report, 1956 . 
207. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-a kker, p.211, quoting Dr Donald Fraser. 
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In due course a Women's Guild (Chigvlirizano) 1~as fonned under the guidance 

of lady missionaries 208 l and the Women's World Day of Prayer introduced. 

By 1941 it was reported that the women already regarded this day as their 

own. At that stage a beginning had been made with the training of three 

Malawian women as special social and religious workers in their own 

Church. 209 l They were called otumikira and worked with congregations. 

The three who were trained in 1942 did some practical work afterwards. 

Ten years later another group was selected for training, first at Mphunzi 

and then transferred to Nkhorna. Afterwards they worked under supervision 

of local Church councils. In 19SS the training of otumikira was established 
at Malingunde. 2lO) 

At the General Missionary Conference of 1949 the following activities were 

reported in connection with work amongst women: Chigwirizano (Women's Guild), 

training of social workers, , Bible Study (Mlozo) classes, teaching on how 

to raise children in a Christian family, training of Christian women to 

evangelise others, child welfare and ante-natal care and instruction at ., 
hospitals and camps during August and September. Articles regularly ap= 
peared on such matters in Mthenga, the magazine published at Nkhoma. 211 ) 

During the following years important progress was made towards establishing 
a school at Malingunde for young girls planning to get marri ed. Plans were 

developed for appointing full-time expatriate organisers for women's work. 
They were to concentrate in particular on outlying areas, the training of 
otumi kira, conducting courses and conferences with women and co-ordinating 

the work in general. They were to work closely with congregations in 
connection with the training of leaders such as alangizi (instructresses 

for the chilangizo) and leaders of the Women's Guild. In princirle it was 
hoped to appoint one rerson for each of the three Pre~yteri es. 212 ) In 
practise this did not wo rk out. More than two suitable persons could never 

208. On Women's Guild see further ch. 5. 
209. CCA S5 lS/6 / 11/8: Annual general report, 1942; cf. Council minutes 

60/1939, p.S4S. 

210. ibid. I 7S/19S2, p.959; 77/19S4, p.1020; 78/1955, p.1073; CCA SS 
lS/6/1/S :· Stegmann to Mission seer., 28/l/19S2. 

211. Report of the Sixth General Missionary Conference, 1949 (Women's 
section), pp.14ff; cf. a booklet wr itten by WH Murray in 191 8: 
Maleredwe a ana a akristu. It has been a favourite for more than 
si xty years. 

212. For a scheme of their work see Council minutes 7S/19S2, pp.954-5 ; 80/ 
1957, p.1148; CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 19SS, 1960. 
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be found at any one time and after the change-over in 1962 it became even 

more complicated fer an expatriate to continue such work, while there were 

very few Mala1·1ian 1·1ome n 1vho 1'/ere able or willing to de something li ke thi s. 

One furth er as pect of this work was t he training giv en to wives of teachers. 

This wa s done while li ving with the ir hu sbands i n the model Christian 

vill ag~ such as at Nkhoma, in order to enab l e them to take their pla ce along= 

side t heir hu sbands and l ater dis sem inate 1·1hat they had l earned. Emphasis 

was pla ced on the usual, suc h as hyg iene, domestic lesso ns, child ~1elfare 
and care and nut r it ion . 2131 

The wives of students s tudying to become evangeli sts or min i sters likewise 
received spec ial training almos t from the very begi nning. Thi s work cul= 
minated i n the estab li shment of the Yoswa 214 ) schoo l for theological stu= 

dents' wives at Nk homa whe r e training i s given in Bibl e subjec t s , the duties 
of the pastor ' s wife , domest i c science and chi ld welfare and elementary 
school subjects for those who had had li tt l e or no formal school training. 

The devoted work done over many years amongst the women of Malawi und ou btedly 
contributed grea tly to the upbuilding of a Christian charac ter and the 

est ab l ishing of Ctiristian princi ples in the home and family life of Christian 
famil ies . The ro l e women pl ay in the life of the Church today particularly 

though the Womens ' Guild, i s a living evidence of the rich dividends the 

work done amongst t hem has pa id off. 

This "auxiliary" se rvice ~1as very much a supporting min i stry in t he three 
main areas where the work of the DRCM was concentrated. The three-pronged 

attack launched after 1904 , namel y the development of widespread education 
and mass l i t eracy through the villa ge school s , the concentration on teaching 
rural agri culture and villa ge indu stries and th e work amo ngs t women and 

girls could all be conducted with that muc h greater effectiveness because 
of the availability of a variety of li terat~re in the vernacular. 

21 3. For a detailed description see JG Steytler: 
school s,pp .2 32-4. 

African village 

214. The schoo~ building was erected with money donated by a Mr and 
Mrs Joubert in South Africa in memory of the ir three year old 
child, Josua. See further Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Oct . 197 8. 
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The first booklets produced as early as 1897 by AC Murray215 l were printed 
at Livingstonia or at Blantyre, even in Cape Town, until the Mission began 
its own small printing press at Mvera in 1907. The press was bought in 
Scotland with a gift from a person at Stellenbosch and the first publication 
actually to come off it was the Bible reading almanac for 1908. Mr. Ander= 
son Kadzich i , who had been trained to type by Mrs WH Murray, became the 
first printer . Years later he became the head African printer in the 
Lusaka Government Printing works. 216 ) 

After the headquar ters we re moved to Nkhoma in 1913,the press continued at 
Mvera for some years. When r.ew machines became necessary , new premises 
were set up at Nkhoma in 1917. Under the management of Mr Petrus van Wyk 
who came out in 1915, the printing department grew into one of the large$t 
and most successful departments of the Mission. Over the years i t showed 
regular profit and could continue to expand in size and production. By 1929 
it employed 70 people and had equipment and stock to the value of £3 000. 
Fifteen years later this figure had doubled to £6 000 and the building 
itself comprised 5 OOQ square feet (464,5 sq .m.). 217 ) By then the press 
was publi shing morP. titles and greater numbers than any other Mission in 
Malawi and not only supplied all the needs of the DR.CM and the Nkhoma Pres= 
bytery but had become so widely known that it also handled printing orders 
from practically all the Missions in Malawi ,218 ) several Missions in Zamb1a, 
the Salisbury DRCM, the Nyasaland Government and Churches working amongst 
the Malawians on South African mines. During the second World War many books 
and tracts were sent to the front, including 800 copies of each edition of 
Mthenga. This literature was greatly appreciated by chapl ains. 219 ) As 
this work continued to grow, reorgani sation became necessary and in 1952 it 
was decided to set up a separate department, to be called the Boo ks hop and 
Publishing department , apart from the Printing department. 220 l 

215. For particulars see above, p.150.The first editions of Nyimbo za 
Mulungu and 11wambi wakal e were printed at the Cape, respectively 
Tnl900 and rB99. 

·216. JL Pretorius: An introduction to the history of the DRCM in Mal aw i,p.375. 
217. For annual re rorts from 1916 on see CCA S5 15/6/ll/3, and 15/6/8/7; 

also 15/6/ll/8: Annual general report, 1945; AC Murray: Ons Nyasa
akker , p.28; MW Retief : William Murray of Nyasaland, p. 89. 

218 . For names of at least eight Missi ons in Malawi supplied with books , 
see MW Reti ef , loc. cit . 

219. See appreciat ion expressed by Rev.AB Doig, War chaplain in East 
Africa, quoted in Annual general report, 1942 (CCA S5 15/6/ll/8). 

220. For details of arrang ements see Council minutes 75 / 1952, p.958. 
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The Mission al so co-operated closely 1~ith the DRCM of the Orange Free State 
in Zambia, supplying them with virtually all their requirements in the 
field of literature. In 1958 the ma qazines Mthenga and Muuni (Zambia) amal= 
gamated and i n the following years negotiations took place to form a joint 
publishing and printing company to be called the Petro Press, in appreciation 
for printer Van Wyk who had rendered over 40 years' service. The two 
Missions -as ~1ell as the Synods of Nkho111d and of the Reformed Church in 
Zambia (then known as the African Reformed Church) would be shareholders. 
A joint committee was formed in August 1959 and rules and regulations drawn 
up. 221 ) Nk homa Synod too k out a share of £1 000 which was paid on its behalf 
by the GMC,~1ith the unders tanding that it would repay the money out of Hs 
share of the profits. 222 ) 

In view of uncertain condi tions prevailing in the two countries the entire 
situation was to be reviewed in 1964, but even before then it became clear 
that the changing political conditions in Zambia and Malawi would not make 
such a joint press a practically viable enterprise. T~e company was dis= 
solved and the Zambian shareholders were paid out in 1964. Nkhoma Synod 
became the owner and proprietor of the press. 223 ) 

The printing and distribution of literature was part of the work of the 
Mission and Church to build up a Christian society. Not only did the press 
supply for many years all the readers and other books required in schools 
of the Mission, but also in the Church. All books except the Bible itself 
were printed at this press. In due course considerable progress was made 
towards providing the young Church with religious and theological literature. 

The need of providing such literature was recognised from the earliest times 
and in 1904 AC Murray listed what he saw as the types of books required by 
the Church: Bible expositions, Scripture biographies, theology, booklets 

explaining the way of salvation and concerning the Christian life as well 
as a religious magazine in the language of the people. 224 ) 

221. For details of negotiations, correspondence etc. see CCA SS 15/6/8/7 
and 15/6/9/4. For rules and regulations, Council minutes 83/1960, 
pp .1260-62. 

222. CCA SS 1/4/5: Nyasa subcommittee, minute 25, entry for 23/5/1961. 
223. Ibid., minute 5, entry for 10/6/1964; 1/1/11: GMC minute 95, entry for 

12-15/8/1963. 
224. See his paper in Report of the General Missionary Conference, 1904, 

pp.30ff. For types of literature required see also JG Steytler: 
African village schools, p.35. 
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In due course the Mission set about supplying most of these requirements. 

The results were not always satisfactory, particularly when translations 

were merely made, and the necessity was recognised that the ideal to be 
aimed at was for Africans themselves to produce literature. 225 ) Appeals 

to this effect were made. One outstanding /\frican writer did gain eminence. 

He was a teacher of the Nkhoma Mission, Mr Samuel J Ntara. In 1933 he 

submitted a Chewa manuscript Nthondo for a competition sponsored by the 

Institute of African Language and Culture. His work not only won the 

first ~rize but it was also translated and published in English under the 

title Man of Afri ca. 226 ) The Mission Council agreed to publish 5 000 

copies of the Chew; vers ion. 227 ) In 1943 Ntara again won a first prize 

with a book on Chewa history and two years later, following a suggestion 
from Rev. Stegmann, he published the biography of Andrew Murray Msyamboza, 

a Che1·1a chief ~1h o had had contact with the earliest missionaries. Nkhoma 

Press published it in Chewa as Msyamboza and again it was translated into 
English, this time by Dr HK Banda, later president of Malawi, and Rev. T 
Cullen Young, formerly a missionary in Livingstonia Synod, under the title 

A hea~man's enterprise. 228 ) A translation into Afrikaans by Rev. GF Hugo 
was made, but not published. In 1964 he also published a biography of Rev. 

Namon Katengeza. Ntara died on 24 July 1979. During his lifetime he had 
served for 38 years as tutor at the William Murray Teachers' Training Colle= 

229) ge., N kh oma . 

Over tbe years the number of published titles increased. Though not spec= 

tacular it was mere than what other Missions and presses in most of Central 
Africa produced. The policy of widespread mass literacy, coupled with the 
requirement that catechumens should possess certain books like the hymn 
book, the Mbiri Yak~ (O.T. Hi story), Catechism and at least a Ne1·1 Testament, 
assured a continuous market for these books. By 1933,8 000 Catechisms were 
being sold annually, 11-12 000 hymn books (Nyimbo za Mulungu) and 10 000 

Mbiri Yakale. Fifteen years later annual sales of Catechisms and Mbiri 

225. Ibid., p.36; see also paper by same in Report of the Fourth General 
Missionary Conference, 1924, pp.4lff. 

226. For revie1~s and high praise of this book see quotations in JG Steyt= 
ler: African village schools, pp.28-9. 

227. Council minutes, 56/1935, p.484. 

228. For correspondence with USCL concerning the English publication of 
these two books see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 4. 

229. On the Afrikaans ms. see CCA SS 15/6/12/l: Copy Mission secretary to 
Church Archivist, 30/3/1965. The translated manuscript is in the same 
file. See furthe~Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Oct. 1979. 
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Yakale had risen to 12-15 000 each and that of hymn books to 25-30 ooo. 230 ) 

By 1948 over 100 tit1es in Chewa were available to Christians 231 ) and the 
degree to which the DRCM in Zambia and Malawi had succeeded in producing 
literature for the young Church in Chewa can be seen from the list of publi= 
·cations available by 1952. This is apart from school readers and other 
books on school subjects. With a few exceptions most of these books were 
published at Nkhoma. The list included the following: 232 l 

On Theology and Moral theology: 
A book on the Holy Spirit (Mzimu Woyera); one on life after death (Akufa · 
ali kuti?); on Ethics (Cikhahdwe ca mtima); a Chewa version of Bunyan's 
P1lgr1m's Progress (Za ulendo wamkr1stu); two Catechisms, including an 
abbreviated one for elderly people. 

On Biblical teaching and exposition: 
Old Testament as well as New Testament history (Mbiri yakale; Mbiri ya 
mo¥o wa Yesu Kristu); an exposition on the Sennon on the Mount 
(C1ahunzitso ca pa phiri); a Commentary on Ephesians; a daily Bible 
rea ing guide for a whole year (Mlozo); two books containing sermons, 
both by Rev. Justo Mwale of ZambTall(usandulika munthu wina; M~hatso yosi= 
yira otsala). 

On Ecclesiology: 
General Church history (Eklesia wa Ambuye); history of the Nkhoma Mission 
and Presbytery (Mbiri ya Misyoni ya D.R.C.), and of the DRCM in Zambia 
(Kwayera, published rn Bloemfontern, RSA); Church Rules and Regulations 
(Zolamulira za mu Mpingo). 

On Practical theology: 
Church orders and fonnularies (Malongosoledwe a mu mpingo); the hymn book 
containing 334 hymns (Nyimbo za Mulungu); a book on personal evangelism 
(Makopedwe); for Christian parents (Mal~redwe a ana a Akristu); for 
instructresses .at the girls' Christian 1nitiat1on (C1langizo ca ana); an 
enlarged Catechism with notes for teachers; a practical guide for elders 
(Moyo ndi nchito ya Oyang'anira mpingo, by JS Mwale, Malawi); a refutation 
of the Watcfi Tower sect (Z1phunz1tso za Acitowala); on Roman Catholicism 
(Ciroma, published in Bloemfontein). 

On general subjects: 
Three biographies (Dr Aggrey; Msyamboza; Nthondo; the latter two by SJ 
Ntara); an English 1rrammar; a NyanJa Grammar (Cinenedwe); a handbook 

230. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1938; GMC report to Cape Synod, 
Acta 1953, p.388. 

231 . . WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni ya D.R.C., p.70. 
232. See notice appended to Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1952, facing p.26; 

also JM Cronj~: Die selfstandigwording van die Bantoekerk, p.91. 
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for Christian teachers (Macitidwe a M'sukulu yachikristu); on agricul= 
ture (Malimidwe); on bodily hygiene (Thup1 la munthu); on birds 
(Mbalame z1na za m'N asaland); a book containing five short stories with 
a mora content 01pa c1tsata mwini), and a Christian magazine called 
Mthenga. 

Most of these books were of relatively small size, few numbering more than 
150. pages, some barely a dozen, but they did provide the people with a fair 
cross section of Christian reading matter. A fairly wide selection of leaf= 
lets a~d tracts were also published, suitable either for evangelistic work 
or for use by church members. 

Two of the above-mentioned publications deserve further mention, the daily 
Bible reading guide, called Mlozo and the magazine Mthenga. As an aid to 
encourage Christians to do regular and systematic Bible study,Mlozo 
originally began to appear in 1903 as a kind of Bible almanac, with Bible 
readings listed for each day of the year. This almanac was prepared each 
year. From 1919 short sermon outlines began to appear in Mthenga. First 
these were only for the Pentecost prayer meetings conducted throughout the 
Church each year during the ten days between Ascension Day and Whitsunday. 
Later this was extended to cover the week of Prayer conducted each year 
during the first week o~anuary and later sermon outlines were regularly 
published in Mthenga for the weekly Wednesday prayer meetings and the Sunday 
services. These outlines coincided with the readings listed in Mlozo and it 
was expected that all who conducted these sermons should follow these out= 
lines. 233 ) In addition Bible study groups were formed at all stations, 
mainly involving pupils and teachers. These "Mlozo groups" met regularly 
on Sundays and studied the relevant passages from Mlozo. Later a guideline 
for group leaders was drawn up. 234 ) In 1957 the Nkhoma Synodical Committee 
agreed to publish Mlozo in the form of a 64-page booklet containing not 
only short expository notes on each day's passage, but also the sermon 
outlines for midweek and Sunday services for a whole year. Provided 30 000 
copies were sold, the price would be only three pennies (two and a half 
tambala). 235 ) 

The other and perhaps more significant achievement was the introduction of 
a religious magazine in 1909. Already in 1904 the General Missionary 
Conference, in response to an appeal by AC Murray in a paper read before 

233. Nkhoma Presbytery 1952, p.18. 
234. Council minutes 63/1942, p.592; 69/1947, p.707. 
235. In printed minutes of Nkhoma Synod 1958, min.40, pp.11-12. 
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the Conference, referred to the various Mission Councils the consideration 
of publishing a monthly magazine as organ of all the Missions. 236 ) Nothing 
came of this until 1909 when the DRCM Council took the following decision. 237 ) 

Council resolves to publish a Christian Magazine for our 
evangelists and other Christians, with the object of furthering 
their spiritual welfare and assisting them in their Christian 
work, and also of keeoing in touch with our Chrjstians outside 
the country. 

It was further agreed to call it Mthenga (The Messenger), to publish it twice 
per quarter in Chewa at a charge of sixpence (St) per annum. Rev. WH Murray 
was appointed as editor. He held this position until his departure from the 
country in 1937. 

The threefold aim of this magazine is clear from the above minute: to help 
evangelists and other Church workers in their work, to further the spiritual 
welfare of Christians and to maintain bonds with the many thousands tern= 
porarily leaving the cour.try to find employment. In course of time sub= 
scribers were to be found in places as far apart as Cape Town and Tanzania. 
It formed part of the wider policy of the Mission to promote its aims of 
building up a Christian nation. 

Some time after the 1910 General Missionary Conference it became, for a 
few years, the organ of the CBFM and was published at Blantyre, but from 
1915 it was again published at Mvera,and from 1917 at Nkhoma,under the 
auspices of the DRCM. 238 ) After a short break after the War it was once 

again resumed early in 1922 again ·under the editorship of Dr WH Murray. 
He was succeeded by Rev. JJD Stegmann in 1937. Distribution figures rose 
from 900 in 1911, to 3 500 in 1929, to 6 500 in 1939, to 15 000 in 1959, 

dropping to under 9 000 in· 1960. The 1940s showed very little growth and 
in 1958 when it amalgamated with its Zambian counterpart Muuni, begun in 
1946, there was a considerable drop in the combined subscriptions which 
threatened the continuation of the magazine, but a grant of fl 000 p.a. 

236. Report of the General Missionary Conference, 1904, pp.30ff. and 
Resolution no.13, p.110. 

237. Council minutes 17/1909, p.109. Transl. from Dutch. For corres= 
pondence and other papers related to Mthenga 1909-11 see MNA 
Nkhoma papers, Box 38. 

238. Council minutes 21/1911, p.131; 29/1914, p.190; CCA SS 15/6/8/7: 
Press and literature report, 1913. 
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for three years from the GMC helped to tie · it over. 239 ) Under the joint 
name of Mthenga ndi Muuni 240 l it continued until a new name Kuunika was 

adopted in 1960. Since 1951 it had appeared monthly, initially under 
editorship of Mr JL Pretorius who was succeeded in 1959 by Rev. AC Human.241 ) 

Meanwhile African contribution and participation had developed over the 
years with letters, news reports and short articles appearing. Mr Samuel 
Ntara as assistant editor also contributed much towards the editing, some= 
times virtually carrying all the responsibilities of editing. 242 ) In 1960 
the Nkhoma Synod Committee agreed that the editor should henceforth be a 

Malawian, reiterating that it should be an ordained person who had first 
to undergo some further training. 243 ) In 1963 Rev. GA Kachaje was appointed 

as first full-time Malawian editor. 

Although this magazine was nev·er spectacular, at times barely managing to 
survive , it nevertheless played a very important part in the life of the 
Church, encouraging lonely village school teachers, en~iching the lives of 
Christians and binding migrant workers to their home Church. Its value 
was recognised by Victor Murray, writing twenty years after its inception 
and describing it as "the best magazine of its kind that I have seen in 
Africa". 244 ) He specially made favourable mention of the variety of sub= 
jects dealt with in any one particular edition. 

Perhaps the greatest literary contribution of this Mission was its share in 
providing the country with a translation of the Bible in, as it was then 
called, Union Nyanja. The interest and concern for providing the Word of 
God to the people of Malawi in their own languageJis evidence of the fact 
that implanting knowledge of God's Word was seen as one of the most important 

239. CCA SS l/l/10: GMC minute 137, entry for 18-21/8/1958; 15/6/11/8: 
Annual general reports for the respective years. See also printing 
reports in 15/6/11/13. The figures for 1957 and 1960 include Zambian 
subscriptions. The total Malawi subscription had dropped to 5 300, 
only 7% of the total church membership (Nkhoma Synod committee 
minute 5, entry for 24/11/1960. 

240. On the amalgamation see Counr.il minutes 81/1958, p.1180. 
241. Ibid., 74/1950, pp.907,909; 78/1955, p.1083; 80/1957, p.1162; 

82/1959, p.1228 . 
242. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/11/13: Report of literature committee, 1955. 
243. In minutes of Nkhoma Synod 1960, minute 47, p.35; and Synod 

committee minute 18, entry for 11 Jan. 1961. 
244. AV Murray: The school in the bush, p.89. See also lenghthy excerpt 

in MW Retief : William Murray of Nyasaland, pp.87-8. 
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aims of the work. 

Although there were a few attempts by various Missions prior to 1900 to 

produce New Testament translations, none of these were very satisfactory~4 Sl 
Laws had completed a Nyanja New Testament by 1886, but it was linguisti= 

cally very poor, while Dr G Henry translated Genesis in 1893, and AC Murray 
Esther in 1B94. In 1898 the Yao New testament was completed by the Blantyre 

Mi ssio n whi le the UMCA had by 1900 done most of the New Testament in what 

was called Ea stern Nyanje, a dialect not well known to the west of the Lake. 

Thus it was that an important step was taken in 1900 when representatives 
of several Missions met at Mangoche (then Fort Johnston) to arrange for a 

joint trans lat ion whic h would be understood in every part of the country 
where Nyanja 1-ias spokeri, from Kasungu iri the riorth to Nsanje in the south. 

All the Missions except the UMCA were in favour of such a veriture. A good 
deal of correspondence and discussion took place on the matter prior to the 

meeting of 1900 . Laws evidently was not quite agreeable to the suggestion 
of others on what kind of translation was necessary and held a higher 
opinion of his own translation than did others. 246 ) 

The first meeting of the ''Chinyanja Bible Translations Committee" took place 
on 26 May 1900. Six persons, representing Blantyre, Mvera, Livingstonia 

and the ZIM were present with Hetherwick in the chair and AC Murray as se= 

cretary. Others present were Revs Mc Alpine and R Blake and Messrs Hamilton 

and Galloway (ZIM). The meeting resolved that "a fresh translation of the 

Bible be undertaken with the assistance of such versions of certain portions 

as are already in use". Various practical details of method and ortho= 
graphy were also agreed upon. 247 ) The second meeting took place at Khondowe 
from 12-27 October 1900. 

It was further agreed that different missionaries would translate different 
books but in practice very little was produced during the next few years. 

24S. See R Kilgour: The Bible for a million Africans (in WJW Roome: A grEJt 
emancipation, pp.S7-60). 

246. See correspondence between various missionaries in CCA SS lS/6/2/16 
and P3 3/2; also debate carried on in various issues of The Aurora 
during 1898 and 1899 . Various contributions cont inued to appear 
on the Bible translation work during the next few years; also items 
in Life and Work in Brit ish Central Africa, Oct. 1898 and several 
editions following. 

247. For minutes of this meeting see ibid., June-July,1900. Copies of 
minutes of first and subsequent meetings also in CCA SS lS / 6/12/1. 
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AC Murray tran s lated Matthew which appeared in print in 1901 and was working 

on other NT Boo ks while WH Murray was busy on Exodus. The DRCM members 

however urged their Home Committee to appoint a full-time translator and 

the committee considered asking AC Murray, who had had to leave the country 

due to i 11 heal th of hi s 1·1i fe, to 
complete the New Tes tament. 248 ) 

return to Malaw~ for a year or two to 

Unfortunately he became ill and the newly 
formed General Mis si on Committee of the DRC agreed to re lieve WH Murray 

o~ his local duti es as minister and head of Mvera station and request him 

to devote himself fully to translation work . For this purpose Rev. AL 
Hofmeyr was tran sferred to Mvera. 249 ) WH Murray could devote himself more 

or less ful 1-time t o this ta sk during 1904 and 1905 finding that he had to 

retrans late most of what AC Murray 1~rote and not do only the remaining New 

Testament books . 250 l By the middle of 1905 the task was completed and he 

and Dr Hetherwic k together with two Malawians, Thomas Maseya of Blantyre 

and Samson Bogozi from Mvera spent six weeks at Blantyre revising the work. 

The entire manu script was typed by Mr Anderson Kadzichi who became the 

first printer at Mvera i~ the following yea r. 251 ) In March 1906 Rev. Murray 
went to Scot l and where he saw the New Testament through the press. It was 

printed by the National Bible Society of Scotland in co llaboration with .the 

British and Forei gn Bible Society. In 1907 it was ready for publication 
and was immediately a great success, the Mvera Mission taking by far the 

biggest consi gnmen t . A second consignment of 10 000 copies had to be 
printed within two years of printing the first edition. 252 ) 

WH Murray was subsequently set aside to continue with the Old Testament and 
the Council agreed to improve and enlarge the Mission rest house on Kas o 

Hill, near Mvera, which overl oo ked the former site of Chief Chiwere's 
capital. 253 ) 

248. CCA V9 1/1: MMU minutes entry for 27/1/1 903. 

249. For details of arrangements see Council minutes 11/1903, pp.43-4. 
250. CCA V9 2/1 : WH Murray to J du Pl essis, 17/8/1904. See also 

several other letters of Murray in this file containing comments 
on the translation work. 

251. WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni, p.68. For accounts of the Bible trans= 
lation work see the following: WH Murray: Op pad, pp.188-1 99; Mbiri 
ya Misyoni ya D.R.C., pp.68-70; MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasa= 
land, pp.96-106; and a brochure to commemorate the fiftieth anniver= 
sary of the Bible in Chichewa by EE Katsulukuta and JL Pretorius: 
The transla t i on of the Bible into Chichewa 1900-1923. 

252. GMC report to Cape Synod, Acta 1909, Appendi x 13, p.28. 
253. CCA SS 1/4/1: Nyasa subcommittee minute 10, entry for 29/11/1906; 

Council minutes 15/1907, p.86. 
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There hP worked intermittently until 1914, but found progress slow due to 

many interruptions as wel l as the move to Nkhoma and shor tage of staff. 

From 191 5- 191 8 he l ived there permanen tl y after temporari l y resigning as 

head of the Mission. 254 ) One of the reasons wh ich prompted him to resign 

was his concern over the fact that twenty-five years after beginning the 

work, the people st ill did not have the Bible in their own language. He 
wrote :255 ) 

We have been at work ... for a quct r ter of a century the number 
of converts as well as those to whom the Gospe l ls preached 
is very l arge, and sti ll the Bible as a whole has not been 
t rans l ated into their o~m l ang uage ... It is more than time 
that this rapid ly growing church shou ld possess the Word of 
God in it s entirety in its own mother tongue ... 

The UMCA v1as st i 11 not prepared to co-operate . "They have persistently re= 

fused our invitations to take pa rt", Murray virote to the Secretary of the 

National Bible Society of Scotland . Their translation furthermore was 
so dialect i ca l that it could hardly be accommodated even in a Union 
version. 256 ) 

Once he could devote himse lf full-time to the work, progress improved. He 

had the assistance of three Ma lawi an linguist ic adv isers, Jonathan Sande 
from Bl antyre, Ismael Mwale from Mlanda (later to become court clerk to 
Paramount chief Gomani) and Wilibes Chikuse, one of Murray 's "favourite 

evangelists" who un for tunately and to Murray's grie~ was suspended from 
Church service i n 1925 on a charge of immorality. 257 ) Chikuse and part i= 

cularly Mwale im pressed Murray. Late~when wr iting from his home town while 

on furlou gh, he expressed the hope that these two would be brought in on the 

final revision of t he New Testament being done at Blantyre and described 
them as havin g become so expert in their work "that they are virtual lz 

indispens~ule "258 ) Their value lay in their knowledge of the language and 
'their ability to find words and forms which would be most widely und er= 

stood: 

What these advisers la~ked in formal educat ion they made up 
for with their wide know ledge of the Chinyanja dialects. 
When translations were doubtful, they v/Ould go out into 

254. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/16: WH Murray to Mission seer., 14/10/1911, 
20/6/1914, etc. 

255. Quoted in Kats ulukuta and Pretorius, op.cit. 
256. CCA S5 15/6/8/6: Copy dated 31/12/1913. This entire file contains 

correspondence on Bible translation. 
257. MW Retief: .William Murray of Nyasaland, p.147. 
258. CCA S5 15/6/2 / 17 : WH Murray to "Broeder" (AL Hofmeyr?), 12/2/1919 

(his italics). Transl. from Dutch. 
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the villages to ascertain what the people, particularly the 
older people, said. Their contribution towards producing a 
Bible understood throughout Southern and Central Malawi and 
the Eastern Province of Zambia cannot be overemphasised .259) 

There were also several other Malawian collaborato rs including a Jacob from 
Mvera, a Benjamin from Mlanda and a Filemoni. The typist who typed the 
entire manuscript was Gersom Chipwaira who joined the DRCM press in 1911 and 
continued until 1965 by which time he had become mana ger of the Press at 
Nkhoma. 260 ) 

Others also helped with certain books. Rev. James Murray and later Dr WA 
Murray, the medical doctor at Nkhoma did parts of I and II Kings; Rev. 
Louis Hofmeyr I and II Samuel; Rev. Robert Napier Proverbs, Song of Solomon, 
Lamentations and Ecclesiastes; Dr Alexander Hetherwick Genesis, Isaiah and 
Jeremiah. 261 ) The rest of the Old Testament as well as the preliminary 
revision of the entire Bible was done by William Murray. He particularly 
valued the help of Rev. Napier, an exce llent linguist and deeply resented 
losing him, first when Blantyre Mission wanted to transfer him to Mozambique, 
then again when he was commandeered for military service first in 1917 
though subsequently released but ca lled up again in December of the same year. 
He had to leave with six to seven weeks of revision still undone. 262 ) While 
doing duty he tragically lost his life during a skirmish with German troops 
in Mozambique in 1918. 

By the close of 1919 the end was in sight. The entire Old Testament was 
complete and revision on both the Old and New Testament done. When the 
final and completed manuscript reached Scot land, the secretary of the NBBS 
wrote :263 ) 

The compietion of this great work marks a very decisive stage 
in the history of Central African Missions. On the line drawn 
between what was formerly German East Africa and Portuguese 

259. Katsulukuta and Pretorius, op.cit. (no p. no.). 
260. See CCA S5 15/ 6/8/6: Copy WH Murray to Hetherwick, 18/12/1922 ; Seer. 

NBSS to WH Murray, 24/1/1923. On Chipwaira see Nuusbrief uit Malawi, 
June 1965; Jan. 1974. 

261. CCA S5 15/6/8/6: Copy WH Murray to Hetherwick, 3/4/1922, 18/12/1922. 
262. CCA S5 15/ 2/6/16: WH Murray to Mission seer., 23/1/1917, 9/10/1917, 

7/1/191 8; 15/6/l/5: ibid., 31/12/1917 . On Napier see A Hetherwick(Ed.): 
Robert Hellier Napier in Nyasaland . References to Bible translation 
work i.a . on pp.106, lll-113, l26f. 

263. CCA SS l~/6/ 8/ 6: Copy Secr.NBSS to Hetherwick, 23/1/1920. A duplicate 
bound set of these final proofs is housed in the CCA Library, Ref .LB, 
together with the Bible with interleafed blan k pages used by Murray 
to prepare the revised edition of 1936, as well as the corrected 
proofs of this edition. 
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West Africa, I do not think there is a tribe which has the 
whole Bihle in its own language. If I am correct in this, 
the Nyanja people will be the first to be put into possession 
of the full treas ury - May they be greatly enriched by it! 

The NBSS had agreed to print the Bible and for the next almost three years 

a bundle of proofs of thirty pages ~1as di spatched from Scotland week by 
week, first read by Hetherwick, then passed on to Murray and back to 

Hetherwick who posted them back to Scotland. The first, second and third 

proofs were done in this way. On 4 April 1922 Hetherwi~k wrote to 

Murray: 0 I have today posted the final proofs to the Edinburgh Society and 
am singing La us Oeo all da y11

•
264 ) 

By the end of 1922 the Bible was complete. Fifteen and a half thousand 
copies were printed. Within a few months of receiving the consignment 
it was virtually sold out and a second edition had to be printed in 1924.265 ) 

Early in 1923 the first consignments were in Malawi but it was only by 
the end of April that they could reach Nkhoma due to heavy rains. It was 

a day of great joy for the Church and thousands of Malawians were ready 
to buy their "Buku 10patulika ndilo Mau a Mulun gu 11

•
266 ) In Nkhoma 

Presbytery a Bible Sunday was arranged throughout the territory for the 
June communion season. 267 ) In September the Council of Congregations 

resolved to vote £10 from its Central Fund to be sent to the NBSS as a 

gesture of thanks and appreciation for printing the Bible for them268 ) 
' 269) while the Mission Council recorded the following minute a f ew days later: 

Chinyanja Bible 1923: The year 1923 will long stand out as 
one of great significance beca use in this year the Bib le for 
the first time appeared in its entirety in the l anguage of 
the Nyasa people. We realise our indebtedness to the Lord and 
express our gratitude to Him for the strength, health and 
powers of mind imparted to those who were cha rged with this task 
and in particular to the Head of our Mission to whom, amongst 
others the work was entrus ted . 

The minute continued to express the Council's gratitude and appreciation 

towards WH Murray for this great task which it saw as "one of the most 

264. In CCA S5 15/6/8/6. 
265. Report of GMC to Cape Synod, Acta 1924, supplement 12, p.70. 

266. This was the word ing for the title deci ded upon and means "The 
Holy (separated) Book which is the Word of God". 

267. CCA S5 15/6/8/6 : Copy WH Murray to Seer. NBSS, 1/5/ 1923. 
268. Council of Congregations, min.5, entry for 12-15 Sept.1923 (Pr inted). 

269. Council minutes 43/1923, p.314. Transl. from Afri kaans. 
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important in the history of the Mission" • . It further expressed its thanks 
to the GMC in Cape Town for releasing him entirely for three years from 
other duties.. as well as to the NBSS for printing the Bible and making it 
available at such a reasonable price (the cheapest Bible sold at three 
shillings and sixpence, i.e. thirty five tambala). It further agreed to 
send the NBSS "a tangible token of our deep and due gratitude consisting 
of personal and congregational gifts". In the years that followed it 
became a regular practice in Nkhoma Presbytery and later Synod to take 
up a special annual collection in all congregations for the work of the 
Bible Societies. 270 ) 

The successful completion of this great task was largely due to the 
devoted labours of William Murray. Already while reading the proofs 
Hetherwick realised that they would produce a work which would as he 
stated in a letter to Murray "stand for a long time", adding prophetically: 
"So I think you may feel that you have given the Church a thing that will 
be a heritage for generations". 271 ) This version is still in use today 
more than half a century later. 

Tbe NBSS also recorded its appreciation to Murray and the secretary wrote: 272 ) 
The service you have rendered to the Nyanja ~eople will continue to 
bear fruit ... you will be remembered in Nyasaland for many a 
day in connection with your devoted translation labours. 

The Society agreed further on an honorarium of £100 each to Murray and 
Hetherwick together with a special and distinctly bound copy of the new 
Bible. In response Murray wrote back: "There has been rather an abiding 
sense of one's unworthiness for the great task and a wondering whether one 
would be permitted to see it accomplished 11

•
273 ) 

About the honorarium he felt quite un.comfortabl e. "This honorarium business 
is dreadful" he wrote to Hetherwick, 274 ) and promptly donated it all to 
the printing department at Nkhoma for a new roof. He had already been 
offered a similar sum as gesture from his home synod, 275 ) while his Alma 

270. For instance in 1926, £4 was sent, in 1928, £14.13.7, and by 1946 
the figure had reached £72.19.8 (from correspondence between NBSS 
and Nkhoma in CCA SS 15/6/8/6). 

271. Ibid., Hetherwick to WH Murray, 2/3/1921. 
272. Ibid., Seer. NBSS to WH Murray, 15/6/1922. 
273. Ibid., 14/12/1922; copy WH Murray to Secr.NBSS 15/1/1923. For decisions 

re honorariums see NBSS minute 670 (copy, n.d. in 15/6/3/3). 
274. CCA SS 15/6/8/6: Copy WH Murray to Hetherwic.k, 30/1/1923. 
275. DRC Acta 1919, p.60. 
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Mater, the University of Stellenbosch,had conferred upon him a Doctorate 

(D.Litt. honoris causal in December 1919 "by virtue of his gigantic task, 

viz. the translation of the Bible into the Cinyanj a language ... •. 276 1 

But it was not yet the end of the road. In order to keep costs down, the 

Bible Society had decided not to insert paragraph headings . This made 

reading difficult and there were several appeals for a change in a new 

edition, in which margi nal textual references were also requested to be 

included. At first the NBSS was not very keen, but Murray could convince 

them during a visit to Scotland in 1928, when he went to attend the Inter= 
national Missionary Conference at Jerusalem that this was necessary . At 
the request of the NBSS,the Mission Council cnce more asked him to devote 

as much time as possible to this new work 277 l and for the next three 

years Murray and his wif~who had been his assistant from the beginning 
carried out this painstaking task. By December 1931 it was completed, 278) 

and included paragraph headings, textual references and a number of small 

corrections of printing and translation errors appear~ng in the first 

edition. 

Then came some delays , much to Murray's disappointment and concern. The 

Bible Society ~1as in financial difficulties and would not start printing 

until the old stock was entirely sold out. In 1932 the Nyasaland Govern= 
ment decided to make some changes in Nyanja orthography. There was 
nothing to it but for Murray to once more go through the entire Bible and 
insert the necessary changes. 279 ) Financial relief came when the Rev. 

and mrs JF Alexa nder of Zomba jointly and anonymously offered to donate 
£1 000 towards the cost of printing the new edition. 280 ) Murray affered 

to proof-read the new edition with Mrs Murray as second reader, a task 
which had to be done with due care and time because, as Hetherwick wrote 
to the NBSS, "it will have to last a very long time until the Native Church 

itself is able to deal with the linguistic problems, which will not be in 
your lifetime or mine•. 2811 

276. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p,102. 

277. CCA S5 15/6/8/6: NBSS Business Manager to WH Murray, 21/8/1928; 
Counci l minutes 48/ 1928, p.391. 

278. CCA S5 15/6/8/6: copy WH Murray to Seer. NBSS, 7/12/ 1931. 
279. Ibid., 16/8/1932; See r. NBSS t o Murray 20/ 6/1932, 2/6/1933. 

280. See ibid. for correspondence on this donation. 
281. Ibid., quoted in letter of Secr.NBSS to Murray, 13/2/1934. 
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In order to speed matters up the price of -existing stocks was reduced. 

Printing began and the f irst proofs were sent to Murray in May 1934. 
By the middle of 1935 Murray who was becoming more and more impatient 
with retirement age approaching asked whether proofs coming in weekly 
batches of 32 pages could not come faster. The printers answered: "We 
cannot keep these people (the type setters) continuously on the job 

. without endangering their sanity•. 282 ) Murray had to agree to remain 
patient. By September 1935 there was not a single copy of Buku Lopatulika 

left and to Murray's dismay the printers had not yet reached the New 
Testament. Further delay was caused by a fire breaking out at the 
printers' premises, but at last on 11 February 1936 Murray could write 

to the Secretary of the NBSS that he was finished with the last section 
of the second proof, "t he end of the ~1ork commenced in 1903". 283 1 

A few days before his seventieth birthda~ on 2 July 1936, the silver 
haired missionary and his wife received the first dozen copies of the 
new edition, an occasion which greatly "enhanced the happiness of that 
day•. 284 1 At last the Murrays could turn their thoughts definitely to= 
wards retirement. A few months earJ.i er he had written to the Mission sec re= 
tary in Cape Town that this great task was now completed "and we two old 
ones ... have laid the work at His feet ... we have prayed Him to use it 
through His Spirit to the salvation of many more souls". 285 1 The task 

begun in the vigour of their youth was at last complete. 

That the DRC Mission was prepared to make so much sacrifice, setting aside 
some of its workers for 1 ong periods, ~1as characteristic of the emphasis it 
placed on putting the message of the Word of God into the hands of as 

many people as possible, every one who had learned to read and write. 
It was very much part of that wider aim of creating a Bible loving and 
Bible reading nation from which a strong and virile Church would grow, 
firmly based upon the Word of God. 

The effects of this policy which played an important role in the production 
of the Bible in Union Nyanja so widely accL~ted and understood, went much 
further than merely serving the interests of the Church. The effect and 
influence this Bible had on people, the country and the language are well 

282. Ibid., copy Turnbull and Spears (printers) to Seer. NBSS, 27/6/1935. 
283. Ibid., copy Murray to Seer. NBSS, 11/2/1936. 
284. Ibid., Murray to Business Manager, NBSS, 3/7/1936. 
285. CCA 55 15/6/2/l?A: Murray to Mission seer., 12/2/1936. 
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.sumned up in the following passage: 286 ) 

The Bible in Union Nyanja, or as we now call it, the Chichewa 
Bible, gained wide acceptance, not only inside but also outside 
Malawi. When our young men left our country to find work and ad= 
venture elsewhere, the Ch~chewa Bible went with them - to the 
Government offices, mines and fanns of Zambia, Rhodesia and South 
Africa; the battlefields of North Afr i ca, Asia and Malaya. It 
became the cornerstone of the Church of Christ in Malawi; its most 
precious possessioR. In 50 years more than half a million Bibles 
were bought, in addition to hundreds of thousands of New Testaments 
and Gospels. 

The influence of the Chinyanja Bible spread beyond the Church. It 
brought into being a standardized language which broke through 
tribal barriers and made the different tribes consc ious that they 
were one. The standardized Nyanja gav.e bi rth to a vigorous litera= 
ture and became one of the most important national languages of 
Central and Southern Africa, spoken and understood in five countries. 
After the birth of our republic it was renamed Chichewa and with 
English became the national language of our country. This is a 
heritage which we should cherish and develop. 

7. Concluding remarks: The DRCM in Malawi 

In reviewing the work of the DRCM in Malawi a few remarks need to be made 
at this stage. 

When the first missionaries arrived they had the advantage not only of findin · 
other missionaries already established in the country, but also of being 
able to learn from them - both from their mistakes and faults and from the 
methods they had found mos t suitable. In particular the closer links with 
the Free Church of Scotland and the Livingstonia Mis~ion led to a very close 
relationship with that Mission from the very beg i nning and an oft-repeated 
acknowledgement by the DRC missionaries of their indebtedness to it. 

Furthermore, certain very important and fundamental principles were establishe 
in the work of the DRCM. The first of this was to apply the principle of 
what used to be called 'Native agency'. The fact had already been recog= 
nised by David Livingstone that Africa could only be won for Christ by 
extensive use of the African himself. Apart from a few helpers loaned from 

286. Quoted from Katsulukuta and Pretorius : The translation of the Bible 
into Chichewa. The fiftieth anniversary of the Bible in Chichewa was 
aptly commemorated at a three-day memorial conference held on Kasa Hill, 
25~28 Oct.1973. The stone tower erected to mark the spot where the work 
was actua.lly done has been declared a National Monument by the Govern= 
ment (Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Jan. 1974; Oct.1974). 
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Livingstonia Mission in the beginning, the policy was all along that local 

converts should be trained and sent out to surrounding villages to intro= 

duce the Gospel and to evangelise. During the first stage helpers were 
sent out on Sundays usua lly in pa irs after having been instructed in presen= 
ting a message from some or other passage of Scripture, usually a parable 
or other part of a Gospel. 287) Later, me n v1ere selected and ap.Pointed on a 
more full time basis as evangelists. Another fruitful method was to send 

a christian Capitao with the teams of porters which later used to travel 
overland to Blantyre to bring in supplies for the Mission and its stores. 
Thousands of porters were employed annually and the Capi'taos had the oppor= 
tunity during stop-overs and on Sundays when they did not travel to proclaim 
the Gospel to those present of whom the majority were heathen. 288 ) Further= 
more, once formal training of teacher-evangelists was begun, it was found 
that there were others too old or unable to be trained, yet willing to serve. 

These were appointed as itinerant evange lists. They travelled for weeks 
to distant villages and areas where t he Gospel had not yet reached, seeking 
to establish contact and arouse interest. Many a vill age school was opened 
following the preparatory work done by such itinerant evangelists. 289 ) 

Above all, it was the gro up of men known as teacher-evangelists who really 

perfo rmed the greatest task in evangelising their own people: These men were 
posted to the vill age schools which over the years proved the most fruitful 
method of all in evangelising. 290 ) Bolink sums up the pos1tion well where 
he s ta tes:291 ) 

.... it was to be in the mission fields of those Societies 
in Central Africa ~here right from the beginning ful l use was 
made of 'Native Agency' that the appropriateness of this approach 
was to be proved. It i s highly doubtful 1~hether the foundatio n 
of the Church i n Ce ntral Afri ca could ever have been laid by t he 
missionaries alone . A big share of the honour must go to those 
hundreds of 'Abrahamus '. '!sakes', 'Yakobos', 'Lu kas es', and 
'Mateyus' who, as teacher-evangelists with little knowledge but 
often with great zeal, spread the Good Message to the remotest 
villages ... 

The ORCM in course of years excelled in this area of its work. The fact 
that from the oeginning it made use of locally trained persons selected 
from the very people amongst whom the work was being done, rather than 

287. AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne ondervindingen, pp.192-3. 
288. WH Murray: Op pad, pp .170-2 . 
289. For a descri ption of their work and experiences see ibid. ,pp.1 72-7. 
290. AC Murray: Ons Nyas a-akker, pp.190f, 255. 
291. P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, p.4. 
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bringing in "foreign" e·1ange11sts from outside doubtlessly further con= 

tributed to the success of this system. 292 ) 

~second principle applied from the beginning was that the Mission station 

should not become a Christian "compound" or colony where all converts would 

come to live. Early converts did come with such requests, but they were 

advised to remain in their villages, because it was believed that in this 

way Christianity would not only grow much stronger but also be much more 
effective in permeating society and influencing others through their words 
and deeds. 293 ) 

From this followed a third principle, namely that the Mission did not seek 

to estabiish any form of civil rule over either their converts or the 

people amongst whom they worked. Involvement during the early years in 

civil cases, particularly in matters of slaving or intertribal warring 
could sometimes not be avoided, but it was policy not to get involved in 

local 'politics'. When British Administration sought to establish itself, 
missionaries were willing to act as go-betweens. Insofar as the Mission 

saw the presence of this new authority as a deterrent to slave trading 
and civil wars, and as bringing about greater peace and progress, it wel= 

corned it. 

Pressure of conscience and concern for the suffering of people with whom 

they worked, forced them to speak out on f ssues such as the hut tax and 

the notorious labour system, but this was har~y an "act of petty revenge" 

on their part for alleged loss of "wrongfully assumed jurisdiction" over 
the people. 294 ) 

Rather, the DRCM saw its task very clearly as being limited to a procla= 

mation of the Gospel in order to evangelise and lead people to faith in 
Christ and then to gather such believers together in congregations from 

which an indigenous Church should grow which should be guided towards 
eventual complete independence and autonomy under its own leadership. 295 ) 

With this in mind it becomes clear not only why certain 'auxiliary' services 
were introduced, but also why these were limited in their scope and intent. 

292. Cf. ibid., p.91. 
293. AC Murray, op.cit., p.100; JM Cronje: Die selfstandigwording van 

die Bantoekerk, p.89. 

294. See above ch. 2, pp.126ff. 
295. For DRC Mission policy see ch. 2. 
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It has been recognised in Reformed theology that such "auxiliaries" or, 
in the language of international missions, this "Comprehensive approach" 

should be delimitated by a twofold criterium. Firstly it should always 

remain Gospel proclamation, and secondly it should not develop to such a 
scale that the young Church will be unable to take it over in course of 
time. 296 ) While on the one hand the Church should not be onesided in 

its mission and see its task as merely the preaching of a message, it 
should on the other hand not go bey0nd thP limits of its task by following 
a kind of Corpus Christianum concept in seeking to exercise control over 
the whole of society and iife and trying to deal with every national problem. 

Thu~ all "auxiliary" services of mission are subject to the need that 
the~ in a wider sense, would intrinsically be part of the proclamation of 
the Gospel as it applies to man in his environment. These auxiliaries 
should concretise the Gospel proclamation and should draw people's 
attention to Christ. 297 ) A Mission should therefore not seek to embark 
on schemes so grandiose and comprehensive that what in the end would drav1 

people's pttention and kindle their interest would be the techniques and 
achievements of the scheme and not the Person of Jesus Christ. Not only 
might people be distracted from the real issue by such, but they might 
well come to think that this is in actual fact what Christianity is all 
about. 298 ) To such the manifestation of Christianity could well appear 
to be embodied in the impress ive schemes and enterprises embarked upon by 
the technically proficient and financially strong western churches, rather 
than in the essentials, the Lord ship of Chri"st. It therefore follows that 
it hardly lies within the scope of mission and its diakonia as such to 
embark upon enterprises 11hi ch seek to bring every aspect of the lives of 
people under its sphere of influence and cont ro l, or which seek to raise 
the entire living sta ndard, provide national health facilities, or even 
to merely erect bridges, build roads, establish large industries or set 
up a daily nevispaper. This is not the primary task of mission. 299 ) Its 
primary task is to convey the message of salvation and hence to 
confess the Lordship of Christ in the miJst of and over social, 
political and economic environments and to illustrare-t"his in the 
application of its "auxiliaries", but not to pretend that it is 

296. AG Honig : Bijdrage tot het onderzoek naar de fundering van de 
Zendingsmethode der Comprehensive Approach in het Nieuwe Testa= 
ment, pp.90ff, 99; cf. D Crafford: WAreldsending en wArelddiako= 
naat, part II, passim. 

297. WJ van der Mer.we: Gesante om Christus ontwil, p. 184. 
298. Cf. DJ Bosch and G Jansen: Sending in meervoud, pp.30-31 . 
299. Ibid., pp.28f. 
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there with the aim of primarily solving all human and social 
problems .• 

It is against the background of these concepts that the work of the DRCM 
in Malawi should be seen. The educational, medical and industrial 
training programs were governed by this principle of making them part of 
the program of evangelism and of proclaiming Christ and his Kingdom. In 
other words, in so far as they could serve this cause, they were applied. 

For that reason education was seen not merely as a service to be rendered 
to the nation in general, but as one of the primary means of facilitating 
the spreading of the Good News. The village school system was ideally 
fitted for this and for giving such a degree of literacy to as many people 
as possible as ~1ould enable them to read the Bible and thereby grow stronger 
in the faith and as members of the Church. That is also why the Mission 
was conservative in its progress towards higher levels of education including 
such an issue as the introduction of English as a subject first for teach~rs 
and then in schools. Higher education was not regarded as necessary during 
the initial stages of the work in order to promote the spreading of the 
Gospel. Higher education itself was furthermore employed as a means to 
further the interests of the Church; it was given mostly to those who would 
continue to serve the Church as teachers and evangelists. Only as the need 
for better qualified leaders grew, would educational standards rise. It was 
also only later that the function of education in providing national 
leaders was more fully recognised. Furthermore higher education in general 
was seen as the responsibility of the Government rather than of the Church. 

As education became an incorporated part of the colonial system of Govern= 
ment, dictated by Governmental aims, the Mission felt compelled to co-operate 
in order to preserve the vitally Christian character of the schools. 300) 
Rather than run the risk that schools would no longer be of service to the 
GospelJ the requirements laid down by the Government were accepted. Larger 
Government subsidies helped to relieve the increased financial strain and 
was a further incentive to co-operate.This meant raising the standards of 
education perhaps faster than it would have been done otherwise . 

As education developed over the years into a very large enterprise, it 
was sought all along to uphold the principle that it should maintain its 
character as a function of the Church and its Mission and not grow into 

300. Cf. H Kraemer : The Christian Mission in a non-Christian world,p.437. 
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an entity on its own, independent of and separated from the primary 

iii ms. 

Likewise it can be argued that the industrial and agricultural training 
prog rams were likewise primarily aimed at serving the interests of 
evangelism and of the Church. One of the ma i n motives lay in a desire to 
counter the negative effects which migrant labour had on the evangelising 
and church development activities. On the other hand, by teaching people 

better agricultura l methods, introducing cash crops such as cotton, wheat 
and potatoes and by establishing viable village industr ies and crafts it 
was hoped that the Church would benefit by creating a more stable society 
and also by boosting the income of congregations, thus furthering progress 
towards the id ea l of a self-supporting Ch tirch. This also explains why 
the industries and agricultural methods taught were not the sophisticated 

machine orientated type which would necessitate the trainee to practise 
his trade away from home, but such as could effectively be applied or 
practised locally. This also tied in with the ideal of building up the 
Christian family in so far as it sought to enable husbands not to have to 
go away to earn money. 

Here another facet of DRC Mission policy comes into bearing, name ly that 

evangelisation does not presuppose denationali sation. Rather than depriving 
a people of its cultural heritage , the Gospel should permeate and purify 
it. The preservation of nat io nal and cultural identity was something on 
which DRC missionaries laid considerable emphasis. It sought to avoid 
estranging people from their own or disrupting societ~as far as this was 
possible within the dema.nds of the Gospel. That also \'laS 1·1hy the migra nt 
labour system was attacked. 

In this context McCracken's argument that the DRCM was not really all that 
successful in countering the demands of migrant labour requires some 
conunent. In the passage concerned he refers to the Phelps-Stokes report30l) 
which made so much of the village industries taught at Nkhoma and then 
adds: 30l) 

But there is little evidence to suggest that the Dutch Reformed 
Church converts were conspicuous ly more successful in resisting 
the demands of mig rant la bour than v1ere their compatriots trained 
at the Overtoun Inst itution further north. 

301. J McCracken: Christianity and politics in Malawi, p.293, 
cf. also n. 141. 
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To prove this an analysis is given from a t able in a report of the Education 

Department of the Nyasaland Protectorate for 1943 showing the occupation in 

that year of all boys who had been enrolled in the upper and lower middle 

sections of the school at Nkhoma from 1933 to 1939. Out of a total of 
239, si xty-nine were serving in the Mission as teachers, fifty- eight living 

in villages and thirty-si x working in South Africa or Zimbabwe. Twenty 

were in military serv ice, eightee n were clerks and twelve sti ll at school. 

The remaining twenty-six were variously occup i ed . 

From this McCracken concludes that compared to graduates from the Overtoun 
Instituti on the genera l pattern was remarkably s imilar, alghough he gives 

no comparative figures for the latter. But to argue as he does that this 

proves that there i s little evidence that DRC converts were more succ esful 
than others in resisting the demand s of migrant labour is begging the 
question. The fact is that he is here dealin g with the very group which 

could be expected to l eave for employment elsewhere because of their higher 
education which could enable them to find better jobs. Furthermore, t hose 
receiving such hi gher education were not expected simp ly to go back to 
their villa ges . The purpose of such training was still at that stage (1933-

1939) very much in order to train future te achers, evangelists and othe r 
Church and Mission emp loyees. This particular group was hardly the right 

group with wh i ch to test the success or fai lure of the Mission's policy in 

countering migrant labou r . That test should be done rather amongst the 
village school products and amongs t those rural Christians who had to make 
a living either in their villages or else seek mig rant employment el sewhere. 

At that level it i s quite likely that a considerab ly larger percentage of 
people did rema in at h o~e . or at l east did not repeatedly engage in migrant 
labour as a means to make a living. With many of course it had become a 

matter of pre stige to have go ne to the mines at least once, but aft er that 
they could become self emp l oyed or locally employed. 

The effect of the DRCM's policies on society as a whole did differ consi= 
derably for in stance from that of the Livingstonia Mission in one respect. 
The approach at Livingstonia was to train and educate people to a much 

higher and sophisticated level. As a result the . Livingstonia Mission 
succeeded much more in revolutionising society, not so much because of 

the drain of man and brain-power from the local society, although this 
was bound to have certain negative affects, but rather in the sense that 
it provided the men who were to play a more significant role in shaping 
the future of their country politically and otherwise. 
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While L ivingstonia was thus "determined to revolutionise society";o2) 

this was not so much the case with the DRCM . Being more conservative in 

ttteir approach to political developments they did not see their task as 
that of being in the first place an agent for social change and political 
revolution. Again the guiding principle was the Reformed view of mission, 
namely that its task was to evangelise and to i ntroduce into society a 
new dimension which in a more subtle and indirect way wo uld lead towards 

change on the wider level. In other wo rds the aim was not to revolutio= 
nise but to permeate society with the Gospel . 3o3) In procla iming the 

Kingdom of God, lay the real "revolutionising" agent because where the 
Kingdom is procla imed the radiating power of the Gospel would in due 
course have its effect upon ind ivi dual, social and national life. 304 l 
The aim therefore was rather to strengthen and upl ift what was good in 
society, raise moral and physical standards in village life and improve 
prevailing conditions as part of the proclaiming of the Gospel. This did 
of course not mean an acquiescence to every aspect of traditional cul= 
ture. Certain elements WEre found to be either outright inimical to the 

Gospel, such as the Nyau cult as practised in its traditional form, 305 ) 
the traditional attitude towards beer drinking and the traditional ini= 
tiation ceremoni es for girls. In such matters the Church and the Mission 
either found itself in a position of direct confrontation (Nyau) or of 
outright prohibition (beer) or of having to seek a Christian alternative 
(Chilangizo) in which unacceptable elements of the traditional form could 
be excluded, but positive aspects and elements of value retained. 

In the long run this concept of permeating society with the Gospel and of 
establishing the concept of the Kingdom of God is likely to have as much 
or even a more profound effect on social, moral. and political issues than 
a more direct revolutionising approach. 

With this in view the more limited extent to which the "auxiliaries" were 
applied,can be understood. The Church's ministry, its diakonia is limited. 
Its task is to testify to the Lordship of Christ and to make known the 

302. J McCracken, op.cit., p.177. 
303. Cf. De Koningsbode, Sept.1907, p.92. 
304. DJ Bosch and G Jansen: Sending in meervoud, pp.30f. 
305. See below ch.5. In present day Malawi there is a form of the Nyau 

cult which has become much mo re public and popularised and no_t_ 
secretive as with the traditional form which also still exist. It 
is a common thing today to see Nyau performers dancing and enter= 
taining people at public gatherTilgS. 
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Kingdom of God in its transcendental reality. In this the Church, in 

the ~IOrds of H Kraemer "cannot pretend to realize ideal cultural, social 

or political conditions ... (it) never can promi se the solution of 
economic, social and political problems ... it cannot guaran tee a solution 

•.. the unwarran ted promise of solutions necessarily breeds disi llusion = 
ment". 306 ) 

There were of course other mo re practical and down-to-earth factors 
which limited the extent to which the auxiliaries were applied in this 
Mission. Often financial strain limited extension, shortages of staff, 

particularly qualified educationalists was a chronic problem, the 
opposition in certain quarters of the DRC public in South Africa towards 

giving too high an education to Afrkaffi hampered faster progress in this 
field. The men who came out were more at home in the field of rural 

industries and agriculture than in setting up sophisticated industrial 
training schemes. The mission policy of the DRC concerning the preser= 
ving and maintaining uf cultural identity within the natural diversity 

of nations, which coincided to some extent with the traditiona l racial 

policies of succes sive South African Governments, also played a role in 
determining the extent to which the auxilaries were deployed. It is 

against this background that the degree of conservatism which was re= 

vealed in not developing individuals too fast and thus cause them to 
become estranged and soc ially separated from their own peop l e shou ld be 

understood. In shaping the Church and its leaders it was a matter of, 

to borrow a common current phrase, a Church of the people for the people 
by the people, not a Church under an estranged leadership far removed 
from the rest . Even where the traditional South African concept of 

social segregation of people of different races was app lied and 
practised as, in the view of one writer, a "healthy principle", 3o7) 

it should rather be seen zgai nst this background than as a form of 
negative discrimination. 308 ) 

The DRCM saw its task in the field of education, industrial training, 

306. H Kraemer: The Christian message in a non-Christian world, p.430. 
307. MW Retief: Verowerings vir Christus, p. lg9. 
308. The question of the degree of social relationships between the 

races and, for instance eating together, was of course an issue 
in most Mis sions. For the position amongst Scottish missionaries 
and the London Missionary Society in Zambia see P Bolink: Towards 
Church uni on in Zambia, p. 199, n.32. Du ring the late 1950s and 
early 1960s there was a definite move away from this stance in the 
DRC Mission. 
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medical work and literature as limited by the Reformed concept that all 

such "auxi liaries" should ever remain subservient to and part of the prill'dry 
ta'Sk of proclaiming the gospel, belonging "as intrinsically to the cate= 
gory of witness as preaching or evangel isation". 3o9) In practice tiowever 

the danger was perhaps not always avoided of demoting them to mere in= 

struments for "ensnaring" or pressing peop le into the sphere of influence 
of the evangelising endeavours of the Church. 3lO) But the distinction 

is a diffi cu lt one to draw and more often than no~as Kraemer points out, 

the accusation that these are offered as baits i s born out of malevolence 

and fails to appre ciate the real concern for the ultimate well-being and 
true interests of people that motivates Christian mission. 311 ) 

The second basic condition for these auxiliaries, namely that they should 
be conducted in such a manner as will make it possible for the young Church 

to eventually take them over was al so kept in mind. All along in the work 
of the DRCM the fact was kept in mind that ir, the long run the young Church 

would have to take over the education or medical work and other departments. 

This also would have exercised a limit i ng influence on the size and 

complexity of such enterprises. As it finall ~ An• ~d . the Nkhoma Synod 
did not take over all of the educational work as much was in the process 

of going entirely into the hands of the Government. In medical work as in 
the other spheres, the burden is still being born jointly by the Synod and 

the DRC. Other "au xiliaries" and departments had either ceased to 
function as the need for such di sappeared, or were entirely handed over 
to the Synod, such as for examp le the Pr in ting, Bookshop, Workshop, 
Transport, Forestry and Bu ilding Departments. 312 ) 

ha bee mtrd·e- t he extent to Vih i ch the DRCM- wa-s -0 a.g 

social change a eJopment. bvious contributions 1·1ere made in the 
field of education, medical and health servi ces, agriculture and indus= 
trial training, promoting sou nd family lives and providing literature to 
the #peop e. I" addition to these some other mqre incidental contributions 
to the coO:ntry's development, deserve mention. The role played by mission= 

aries WI assisting the establishing of Law and Order in the country has 
already . een dealt with . In addition to this, the Mission cleared several 
roads during the early days or rather opened routes which eventually 

309. H Kraemer, op.cit., p.433. 

310. Bosch and Jansen, op.cit., p.21. 

311. Cf. H Kraemer, op.cit., pp.436-7. 
312. See also below, ch. 6. 
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became modern roads. The first roads or bridle-like trails in the 
Central Region to be opened were those between Mvera and Oomira Bay, 
Kongwe and Mvera, Mvera and Nkhoma and Nkhoma and Dedza. 313 1 Later, 
Government Collectors were assisted by the mi ssionaries in opening 
5 to 6-foot wide tracks, the Mission providing most of the supervision 
and labour. For this a Government grant of £20 p.a. was given. When 
the Central Angon i land Road Board held its first meeting on 25 May 1898, 
two of its three members were missionaries, Rev. TCB Vlok and Mr A 
van der Westhuizen. 314 ) What was probably the first bridge over t he 
Dyampwe was built by Vlok in 1909 at a cost of twenty-five shillings, 
the same year in which a road was made between Mlanda and Livlezi. The 
following year roads were opened between Kongwe and Ntchisi (Chinthembwe) 
and Mlanda and Malembo on the Lakeshore. 315 1 In 1914 a wagon road was 
to be made between Mphunzi and Blantyre while a road between Dzenza 
and Nkhoma was scheduled for 1922 at a cost of twenty pounds. In that 
year the Council requested Government to take the Nkhoma / Mphunzi road 
for its responsibility provided Mission wagons could still use it. 316 1 
For many more years the Mission continued to be responsible for the 
upkeep of roads between various stations. 

T ade and commerce received ~irst impetus from the Mission. The 
first commercial stores in the Central Region were the Mission stores, 
while markets were introduced at various centres by the Mission where 

people could barter or sell their products. 

Finally the Mission played a significant role in ~oting and developing 
CJ}_ewa as one of the major languages of the country The inf ltience of 
the Chewa Bible on the use of Chewa has alreaqy been noted and this was 
of course largely the work of the DRC missionaries. It was a rule from 
the beginning that all new staff had to learn to speak the language. 
A first and from 1904 a second examination had to be taken, the latter 
after two years in the field. The first literature in Chewa came from 
the pens of missionaries, of which the DRCM took a large share while 

313. The last two were opened by Rev. Du Toit who died in 1897 
(cf. TCB Vlok: Elf jaren in midden Afrika, p.33.). 

314. Ibid., pp.33, 71; PA Cole-King: Lilongwe, pp.35-6. 
315. Council minutes 17/1909, pp. 103, 108; 18/1909, p.114. 
316. Council minutes 29/1914, p.189; 41/1921, p.285. 
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much attention was pai d to qu es ti ons of spelling and orthography. 317 ) 

When the CCAP Synod was formed, Nkhoma sought to have Chewa accepted as 
the official language of the Church, believing this to be important in 
view of a genuine de~l opment of a truly indigenous and united Church. 
The Scottish missionaries were opposed to this, as was Livingstonia 

Synod, but the DRC section of the CCAP were then still determined that 
they should achieve this ideal . B~t th~ matter was not raised again before 
1952 when Nkhoma Presbytery presented an overture that Chewa become the 
official language of the CCAP Synod. Again the Synod was not in favour 
of the idea and agreed that the overture be dismissed. 318 lon another 
front the Mi ssion sought to promote the use of Chewa as a medium of in= 
struction in school s throughout the country rather than have different 
languages in different parts. Murray wrote to the Director of Education 
in this respect pointing out that Nyanja (Chewa) was the obvious lingua 
franca of the country and was sufficiently close to Tumbuka for Northerners 
to learn to speak it. In this he was supported by JG Steytler, the educa= 
tionalist who argued in favour of Chewa as lingua franca for the wholE 
country rather than the vi ew of Livingstonia that Tumbuka-Henga should 
also be recognised. 319 ) Thes e ideas appear to have been justified by 
the later decision of the Malawi Government to decree that the two official 
languages of the country, to be used in the news media, in official docu= 
ments and publications and in schools throughout the country are to be 
Chewa and English. 

WH Murray's expert knowledge of the language earned for him the appointment 
of Examiner of Government officials for many years, while more recently 
the President of Malawi appointed an expatriate of Nkhoma Synod, Dr JK 
Louw as vice chairman of a Chewa language advisory committee of which 
the President himself was chairman. 320 l 

Nevertheless, neither thes2, more incidental contributions, nor the con= 
tributions, however valuable they may have been, made towards educational, 

317. On Nyanja exams and orthography rules see also in MNA Nkhoma 
papers, Box 38; on Nyanja language and ethnological studies during 
later years (1954-61) : Box 39. 

318. Cf. Report by WH Murray on 1926 Synod (DK, 1/12/1926, p.794)~ and 
CCAP Synod 1962, m.33. 

319. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1: Copy WH Murray to Director of Education, 
15/8/1932; CCA S5 15/6/8/7: Copy JG Steytler to Young, 19/4/1935. 

320. Cf. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Apr . 1972. 
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medical, indust r ial and agricultural development of the country should 
be regarded as the main aim or achievement of the work of the DRCM. Of 
much more importance is the question as to what extent and how successfully 
the work has resulted in the establishment, development and up-building of 
a national, autonomous Church. To the growth and development of this 
Church, today known as the Nkhoma Synod of the Church of Central Africa, 

Presbyterian, attention must therefore now be turned. Three main aspects 
can be distinguished in the history of this Church up to 1962 and these 
will form the subject of the three remaining chapters of this study. 

\ 
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CHAPTER FOUR 233 

EARLY BEGINNINGS IN THE HISTORY OF THE NKHOMA SYNOD : 1889-1926 

1. Introduction 

The Nk homa Synod exists today as a l argely autonomous church body forming part of 

the larger Church of Centra l Africa, Presbyterian in Malawi, which consists of 
four Synods, three in Ma l awi and one in Zimbabwe. Out of a total communicant 
membership of 340 783 , as reported in 1977, just over 40% or 137 899 are members 
of the Nkhoma Synod. l ) The Synod sti ll maintains links ~lith the Dutch Reformed 
Church in South Africa in virtue of the mission work of that Shurch in Malawi. 
These links mere ly represent certain agreements to supply personnel for service 

in the Synod and financial and mora l s_upport for its work. All personnel thus 
supplied stand fully under the control of the Synod which alone has authority to 
decide where and how each sha ll serve within the Synod . Such expatriate DRC 
personnel enj oy full membership in the local Church for the duration of their 
stay and service . Likewise th8 Synod has control over all finan cia l grants re= 
ceived f rom the DRC, and no form of externa l control exists, although since 1971 

the annual budget of the Synod has been drawn up by a Joint Financial Committee 
with representatives of the DRC as members. 

The fact that the Nk homa Synod is v1hat it is today i s neither mere coincidence, 
nor just a by-product of the mission work of the DRC. It is the result of the 
relatively clearly defined policy concerning its mission work as formulated by 
the DRC . As mentioned previously, the primary aim of mission v1ork was seen as 
that of evan ge li s ing and l eading people to faith in Jesus Christ. To this was 
inseparably linked the further aim of convening such be lievers in a church, ·of 
whic~ the formation, growth and development constituted the major task of the 
Mission. 2) Although this was a process in which the k~ynotc, particularl~ during 
the earlier phases, was not to progress too fast tOl~ards full autonomy, a cl .early 

delineated de ve lopmert can be traced right from the outset towards the ultimate 
aim of establishing a fully autonomous Church. In this line of development the 
ideals of a Church which was to be se lf-gdverning , self-supporting and self
extending were very prominent, in fact some'times so much so 'that they were almost 
regarded as criteria for autonomy rather than ideals for a Church. 

1. CCAP General Synod 1977, min. 26. 

2. Cf. ch. 2. 
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In this development a number of phases are clearly discernable. As the first be= 

lievers were baptised into membership, the embryo Church began to emerge in the 

form of a number of small congregations. This initial phase was really only a 

preliminary to the first phase of the Church when, in 1903, a Council of Congrega= 
tions was formed in which all the basic functions of a Presbytery were present. 
During this phase, lasting from 1903 to 1926, the Church was still largely under 

the control and authority of the Mission, but the next phase was already evolving 
in which the Church ~1as more fully established by the formation of a Presbytery 

which became part of the CCAP. 

During the second stage, starting i.n 1926, the Church had full autonomy in certain 
matters, at least in theory, while the Mission retained control over others. This 
phase lasted for three and a half decades, although some important developments 
did take place at various stages in between. All along the emphasis was on progress 

towards an autonomous, indigenous Church under its own leadership~with missionaries 
in a supervisory and advisory capacity. This Church had to become ever more fully 
self-supporting, while at the same time it was encouraged to take an active part 
in extending the Gospel further afield and to expand at local level. 

A new phase was reached in 1956 when the Nkhoma Presbytery in conjunction with the 
other two Presbyteries in the CCAP were elevated to the status of Synods, under a 

General Synod of the CCAP. This was the outcome of lengthy constitutional develop= 
ments. At this stage ce rtain basic differences bet~1een the DRCM and the two Scot= 
tish Missions were fairly evident and the CCAP bad come through a period of con= 
siderable tension in which the possibility of withdrawal by Nkhoma was contemp1ated 
by the DRC on more than one occasion, despite protests that the DRC was not legally 
justified to do so. The formation of a General Synod with separate Synods under 
it, each holding a considerable degree of autonomy, was in many ways designed to 
lead the CCAP out of an impasse it had fallen into. 

By 1956 the scene was set for the final phase in which progress was accelerated 
towards preparing for the final handing over of all responsibility to the young 
Church. It was the time of awakening Nationalism in Africa and political develop= 
ments riithin Malawi 1:2re causing much upheaval in the country. This was bound to 
have its effect on the Church and with the other two Synods obtaining full autonomy, 
pressure increased on the DRCM to do the same. In the end the final handing over 

of authority and the dissolution of the Mission Council which took place in 1962 
came about perhaps somewhat sooner than anticipated by the DRC. Yet this did not 
mean that it had not been preparing both itself and the Nkhoma Synod for this event 

for a long time, particularly during the last phase. Although under considerable 
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pre~sures of various natures the final negotiations were conducted in a spirit 

of goodwill and there was no break between the two Churches as some critics had 

predicted and even hoped for. Full co-operation could continue and the DRC was 

requested to continue to supply personnel and render financial and moral support. 

In the following chapters the development of the Church will be traced from its 

beginning through the various phases up to 1962 when it obtained the full status 

vf an autonomous Church. Because the year 1962 marks the beginning of an entire= 

ly new era, it was deemed advisable to limit this study to the period from 1889 

to 1962. Wherever relevant, references will be made to developments and con= 

ditions pertaining to the period after 1962, but a detailed analysis of the 

history and development of the Church since then should perhaps form the subject 

of a later dissertation. 

2. The embryo Church : 1889-1903 

The DRCM arrived in the country in 1889 and opened the first station near chief 

Chi were' s headquarters. Conditions prevailing then were totally different from 

today. When the Mission started working, an autonomous indigenous Church was some= 

thing which was only envisaged for t~e distant future. Faced with total heathen= 
dom and with absolute illiteracy amongst a people where only vague reports had 

been heard about mi ss ionaries coming to other parts of the country, the task of 

introducing to them the message of the Gospel and establishing the first pockets 
of Christianity was something which called for patient labour. The first years 

were to produce very little evidence of success. 

235 

A previous chapter described the establish me nt of the first stations, Mvera (1889), 

Kongwe (1894) and Nkh oma (1896) as well as the take-over of Livlezi and the work 
at Cape Maclear and Ma lembo from the Livingstonia Mi.ssion (1894). 3) With this 

came the first activities of the Church. Regular church services were conducted 
from the beginning. The first celebration of Holy Communion took place at Mvera 
on Sunday, 9 March 1890, with four persons participating. These were AC Murray, 

Vlok, James Sadala (a helper from Bandawe) and a person from Cape Maclear. 4) This 

could possibly have been Albert Namalambe who spent some time at Mvera during 1890 

helping to get the school work going. 5) A year later six persons could participate 

3. See ch. 2. 

4. AC Murray: Nyasaland en miJne ondervindingen, p. 166. The year is here given 
as 1889, but obviously this is an error. From the context 1890 is correct. 

5. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entries for 9-11/7 /1890. 
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in Holy Communion after two young men, who had . come with Murray and Vlok as 

helpers from Bandawe, had received baptism on that same day, Easter Sunday, 

29 March 1891. They were David Tomani and Aaron Ma tepa who had been in structed 
at Bandawe Jnd later by Murray. Murray had taught them from the Heidelberg 
Catechism which he was translating into Chichewa . The others attending the com= 
munion were James Brown, and a certain Andrew (Mwanan jobvu?), both baptised by 
Laws.6) 

It is of some historical interest to mention a few facts about th i s James Brown, 7) 
a person whom AC Murray describes as "one of the proofs of the power of the 
Gospel " . He was, after Namalambe,8) the second Malawian in the country to be 
baptised into Christi anity. This took place in 1882 at Bandawe and Laws who 
baptised him gave him the name of James Brown for a specific reason. While still 
a student in Scotland, a lady had given Laws a gift of £8 which had belonged to 
her young son, James Brown, who had died shortly before and it was in memory of 
this experience that he chose the name. The James Brown of Malawi, also known as 
Moula or Moolu, .had been a personal attendant to Prof. Henry Drummond on his 
journey through Malawi in 1883 . Drummond who called him Moolu described him as 
one of his "three faithfuls" and was much impressed with his deep christian commit= 
ment. He regularly conducted the Sunday sermons and daily evening prayers. "I 
be 11 eve in Missions, for one thing because I be 1 i eve in Moo 1 u", he wrote. Likewise 
James Brown's testimony of the professor ' s character and his longing to tell them 
about Jesus Christ was· most striking. Seven years before he had seen white men 
for the first time when he, iike Namalambe, came to Cape Maclear as the personal 
attendant or "serf" of one of the Kololo chiefs' sons, brought there to attend 
school. There the Chri stian message led to his conversion and subsequent baptism 
in 1882. Afterwards he was in the service of Livingstonia Mission, first at 
Livlezi and Malembo, probably from 1884, 9) and in 1896 at Mwenzo at the North End 
of the Lake. During 1890 and 1891 he worked as a carpenter at Mvera and also 

6. CCA SS 15/5/ 11/4 : Mve ra Mission Log book, entries for 6/11/1890, 29/3/1891. 
According to the M~embo membership extracts (MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 30) 
Andrew Mwananjobvu v1as baptised by Laws in 1884 at Cape Mac 1 ear. 

7. A 11 details and references on James Brown from the fo 11 o vii ng sources: H Drum= 
mond: Tropical Africa, pp. 90, 117-118; CCA P3 : Diary AC Murray, entries for 
27/7/1890, 18/3/1891, 27/5/1910, 14,16/7/1924; AC Murray : Ons Nyasa-akker, 
p. 181; Nkhoma Presbytery, 1939; p. 6; Die Koningsbode, Apr. 1940, pp. 111-2; 
DRCM Council minutes 70/1948, p. 739; DRC Acta 1949, p. 219. 

8. On Namalambe see p. 23. 
9. His name appears in the Malernbo membership register under the date 1884 (MNA 

Nkhoma papers, Box 30), but the register contains several discrepancies about 
the early years' and cannot be taken as absolute proof of his presence there at 
that date. 
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helped with preaching at times, a task of which he acquitted himself "fairly well", 
according to AC Murray in his rliary. Although placed under Church discipline in 
1895 for making a Livlezi girl pregnant, he was restored, married the girl and 
henceforth remained in good standing. He returned to Livlezi, presumably as an 

evangelist, and the names of several of his children can be traced in the Livlezi 
baptismal register.IO) AC Murray met him there on two occasions, when revisiting 
the country in 1910 and again in 1924. Of the second meeting he wrote in his 
diary: "James Brown comes to see me and falls on his knees, grasping my feet and 
weeping for joy ... ". Two days later the following entry is recorded: "James 
BroW'l tells of old times, Drummond, Laws, Black, etc. Very interesting" . In 
1939 he was able to attend the 50th anniversary celebrations of the DRCM at Nkhoma 
and was also present at the meeting of Nkhoma Presbytery taking place at the same 
time. Presbytery recorded his presence with great appreciation, noting that "Moyo 
wao ukometsa Cikristu cathu" (his life beautifies our Christendom). His death 
some time prior to April 1948 was recorded in the DRCM Mission Council minutes. 
He was buried at Livlezi alongside the graves of several missionaries who had 
died there in earlier times. His descendants still live at Livlezi today. 

As the work continued at Mvera during the initial years, the first child to be 
baptised there was a son of AC Murray's, Charles Leonard Lautre, on 4 November 1894. 
He later returned to Malawi to serve for some years as a medical doctor at Nkhoma 
(1923-1927). Murray used the occasion to explain the significance of this ceremony 
and aroused so much interest that a hearers' class for adults could at last be 
started with over 30 people expressing interest. 11 ) This was seen as one of the 
first real breakthroughs. The second child to be baptised was James Sadala's 
son, Timote, at Kongwe on 19 May 1895. The first baptism of the child of a local 
Christian took place at Mvera on 13 November 1898. This was .Enoke, son of Paules 
Maondza. Maondza and Moses Kamadia were the first local converts to be received 
into the Church when they were baptised on 3 March 1895. 12 ) Murray was not keen 
to baptise people until they specifically requested it and had acquired sufficient 
knowledge concerning God and the way to salvation and had proved through their 
lives that they sincerely endeavoured to follow Christ. Even so, both these men 

10. Vlok makes mention of an evangelist named Jakobus (i.e. James in English) who 
in 1900 was in charge of the work at Livlezi. Whether this was, in fact, 
James Brown could not be fully ascertained, but this is quite likely the case 
(see: Elf jaren in midden Afrika, pp. 73-4). 

11. CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to Andrew (Murray), 18/11/1894; AC Murray: Nyasaland 
en mijne ondervindingen, pp. 282-4. Lautre was the maiden name of AC Murray's 
wife who had formerly been of the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society in 
Lesotho. 

12. For details on Maondza and Kamadia see AC Murray: Nyasaland en mijne onder= 
vindingen, pp. 285-7. 
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~~~ntuall y disappointed expectations and did not remain faithful. 13 ) Two and a 

ha l f years later the real break - th rough came when a group of nineteen, thirteen 

men and si x women , were baptised in October 189 7. 14 ) Within the next three years 

136 more persons were to be baptised at Mve ra. A month before, on 9 September 1897, 

the first converts at Nkhoma rece ived bapt is~, Aa ron Chimlota and Ma riya Chimlota, 

whi le the fi rs t group of t en converts at Kongwe were baptised the following year 

on 4 December 1898 . 15 ) 

At Livlezi the first bap t ism had already been conducted by Dr Henry round about 
1890 and the numbe r had gr0\'1 n s teadily over t he years, with groups receiving 
baptism from time to t i me. By 1900 sma ll Christian communities existed at Mve ra 

(233 commun i cant members) , Ko ngwe (32) , Nkhoma (31) and Li vlezi (92). 16 ) The com= 

munity at Ma l embo under the care of Albert Nama lambe, was evidently included under 
Mvera where only 151 names had been recorded in the Membership register by the end 

of 1900, wh il e at Ma l embo , according to one record, 85 members' names had by then 
been entered. 17 ) 

By that time these commun i t ies had already begu n to functio n as congregations. 

At Mvera the fi rst oversee1·s were Simi on Gora (Mgo l a ), Davide Tsirizani, !sake Kapo= 

logulani, So l omon Kambere and Jona tan Molambo la. By 1899 elders and deacons were 

be ing appointed and a Church Cou nci l instituted. Simion Mgo l a and Petros G&ma dzi, 

both 45 years of age and the oldes t of the Chri st ians, v.ere the two elder s. 18 ) 

By 1900 s imi l ar developments ~1e re re po rted for Nkhoma as well as for L i vl ez i whi ch 
Vl-0k had vis i ted in Ju ne 1900 to form a Church Council of th ree elders and t hree 
deacons. 19 ) 

13 . Ibid. , p. 281: Ons Nyas a-akker, p. 98. 

14. For fu1 ·ther detai l s and on the date see above p. 69f and n. 86. 

15. For all names and references to bapt i sms bo th of adults and chi ld ren, see re= 
spective registers in MIA Nk homa papers (not yet fil ed when consulted). See 
also entr i es in Mve ra Mi ss i on Log Book (CCA 55 15/6/11/4). 

16. TCB Vlok: Elf Ja ren ... , p. 73 (but on p. 48 he gi ves the figure of 195 for 
Mvera). 

17. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 30 : Church members hip register extracts. There are 
severa l di screpanc i es when compar ing this Malembo li st with the Ma l embo 
Register itse l f. 

18 . AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker , p. 119; for a photograph of the first Church 
Counci 1 , i bid. , p. 65 ; CCA P3 3/2: AC Murray to A Murray: 10/3/1899 ; of 
MNA Nkhoma papers , membe rshi p reg i ster of Nkhoma . 

19. TCB Vlok: Elf Jaren . . . , pp . 74, 78 , 79; The Aurora, 1/ 10/1900; of MNA 
Nkh.oota papers, members hip registe r for Livlezi, entry for 15/6/1900. 
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Up to that stage it appears that appointment of elders and deacons was done in= 

formally, but in 1901 the DRCM Council decided that members of the Church Council 
would be elected according to the rules and procedures of the DRC in South Africa.20 l 
The next obvious step was to bring these congregational Councils into a formal con= 

nection with one another. 

3. The Council of Congregations: 1903-1926 

The Council of Congregations formed under the auspices of the DRCM was for all 

practical purposes a Presbytery. Its formation and the pattern of dividing 
respon:; i bil iti es and duties bet~ieen the "Presbyt~ry" and the Mission Council was 
very much the same as found in the L ivingstonia field. In fact,, had it not been 
for the constant promptings of Laws, the DRCM may possibly not have started a 
Council of Congregations so soon. But Laws, with his dream of a United Pres= 
byterian Church of Central Africa, was stressing the value of such a union as 
early as 1893. 21 ) In 1895 Laws wrote to WH Murray advocating a future Pres= 
byterian Church of Central Africa. Two years later, in 1897, he wrote to him 
again, stressing his view that the formation of Presbyteries by the three Missions 
should be of such a nature that the way would be open towards a Central African 
Presbyterian Church. For that reason he did not believe in having a Presbytery 

of the Home Church (as was envisaged for instance by Hetherviick of the Blantyre 
Mission). As far as the type of church union was concerned, he was not committed 
to any particular viewpoint. In the same le tter he expressed approval of an idea 
put forward by Dr Andrew Murray, then chairman of the Ministers' Mission Union, 
adding that if three Presbyteries could be formed they could "perhaps carry out 
your uncle's idea of a Federal Synod of all three" .22 ) 

Two years later, in 1899, Livingstonia Miss i on proceeded to form a Presbytery of 
North Livingstonia of the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa and in November 
of that year the Livingstonia Mission Council proposed to the Mvera and Blantyre 
Missions the formation of a Synod ~1ith three Presbyteries under the Presbyterian 

20. Council minutes 6/1901, p. 13. Assuming that a congregation is in principle 
established once the office of ruling elder begins to function, it could be 
argued that the first four congregations were founded before the end of 1900 
and Mvera somewhat earlier. But perhap~ it 1s best to take 1901 as the of= 
ficial four.ding date of all four thes e congregations. The annual Jaarboek, 
official organ of the DK Churches, is strictly spea king wrong in g1v1ng the 
dates of all the early congregations as being the year in which the respective 
stations were opened (e.g. Jaarboek 1979, pp. 19lff). For the dates of other 
congregations established after 1903, see section below. 

21. J McCracken: Christianity and politics in Malawi, p. 247 . Already at that 
stage the MMU ha·d in mind the formation of a Presbytery in the foreseeable 
future: "Our Committee is an xious to begin a Presbytery as soon as possible" 
AC Murray wrote to Elmslie of Livings tonia Mission (CCA P3 3/2: d. 30/10/1893). 

22. CCA SS 15/6/2/15: Laws to WH Murray, 25/5/1895, 3/2/1897. 
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Churcn of Central Africa. 23 ) The Dutch Mission Counci l was agreeable to this 

idea and recorded the following minute in December 1899: 24 ) 

The resoluti on of the Livingst oni a Mi ssion Council re the 
formati on of Presbyteries was taken in to consideration and 
approved of. Decided to commun i cate with our Home Committee 
on this subject, and to form a presbytery as soon as possible. 

Although the Home Committee was more caut iou s and saw some problems in the matter, 

preferring fir st to have a draft con st itution before it and also to know how the 
DRC as a whole would feel about it, 25 ) the idea of forming a Presbytery remained 

alive and two years later in Apri l 1902 t he Mission Counc il agreed to discuss 

the formation of a Presbytery at the meeting, for wh i ch reason all i tems on the 
agenda concerning church administ ration were deferred. 26 ) The decision to form 

a Presbytery was dul y t aken six months later: 27 l 

We feel the time has come for the formation of a Presbytery 
for our Congregat ions in Nyasa l and. For that we request 
the permission of the Home Committee. 

Nothing was said concerning the question of uniting with th8 Central African 

Church. The Home Comm ittee presumably felt the matter was so important "Lhat it 
decided to send its secretary , Rev. J du Pl ess i s , to visit the field in Mala1·1i. 28 ) 

When the Mission Council met from 13-17 July 1903, Rev . du Pl essis was present, 
having largely been responsible for drawing up the draft constitution for such a 
Presbytery, to be cd. ll ed a Counci l of Congregat ions. Revs. du Plessis, Vlok and 

AL Hofmeyr had been appo inted on a draftin g committee. The Mi ssi on Counci l ap= 

proved the draft and resolved to form a Council of Congregations , humbly requesting 
the Home Committee for approval .29 ) The reason why the designation Counci l of Con= 

gregations was chosen was that it would not be mea ningfu l to speak of a Presbytery 

if there was no Synod as well. On the other hand, it was regarded that the Chu~ch 

was not yet ready and did not have enou gh experienced l eaders for the estab lishme nt 
of independent church courts . 

23. J Johnston: Robe rt Laws of Livingstonia, p. 93. 
24. Council minutes 3/1899, p. 6. Tran sl . from Dutch. 
25. CCA V9 1/1 : MMU minute VII, entry for 6/4/1900. 
26. Council minutes 7/1902, p. 21. 

27. Ibid., 8/1902, p. 26. Trans 1. from Dutch. 

28. CCA V9 l/1: MMU minute 8 , ent ry for 13/2/1903. 

29. Council minute 10/1903, pp. 35 -6; cf 56/ 1935 , pp. 486-7. For report of draft= 
ing committee and draft constitution as approved by Council, see 11/1903 , 
pp. 48ff. 
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The day after the Mission .council adjourned, on 18 July 1903, the Council of Con=-

gregations convened for the first time, meeting at Mvera. Four of the eight or= 
dained missionaries in the field were pre sent - WH Murray, Vlok, AJ Liebenberg 
and AL Hofmeyr - as ministers of the four congregations, respectively Mvera, 

Nkhoma, Kongwe and Livlezi. Also attending was Rev. du Ples sis, while six elders 
attended: Samuele of Kongwe, Petros (Gamadzi) of Mvera, Petros of Nkhoma, Yohane 

of Livlezi, as well as Albert (Namalambe ?) from Malembo and Davide (Tsirizani?) 

from Mtsala on the \~.Js.eshore near Mvera. The meeting was informal, taking no 
legislative decisions, but agreeing on a number of matters which it would legislate 
at its next meeting. Rev . Vlok of Nkhoma was elected chainnan with Rev. AG Murray 

from Mlanda (Livlezi) as secretary.~ 

The aim of the Mission Council in forming such a Council of Congregations was 
partially to have it function as a Committee of Council, advising it concerning 

the ecclesiastical affairs of the Mission. The purpose was thus further defined 
in the constitution: "To ease the burden of the Mission Council; to enable it 

to make use of the knowledge and advice of native elders in matters involving 
native customs; and to educate the Native Church towards a correct understanding 
of her responsibility and duties". 31 ) 

This meant that the Mission Council was still in a position of effective control 
over all the deci sions of the Council of Congr~gations. The constitution provided 
for this as follows: 32 l 

The decisi on and recomme ndations of the Counc i l of Congregations 
will as soon as poss i ble be 5ent by it s Clerk to the Secretary 
of the Executive Coun cil in order to have them approved or di s= 
approved by thi s aforesaid Council at its next meeting. Only 
afte r approval by thi s Cou ncil will the decision have legal 
power. 

30. CCA S5 15/6/1/4 : Minutes of Council of Congregations (Mson khano wa Maeklesia/ 
wa Mipingo), entry for 18/7/1903. This handwr itten copy of the minutes (in 
Chewa) goes as far as 1919. From 1920 onwards no official handwritten minutes 
appear to have been kept, but minutes of the Council of Congregations , and 
from 1926 of the Prebytery of Nkhoma, were printed and issued in pamphlet form. 
From 1903 to 1925 all decisions of the Council of Congre gations were ratified 
and minuted in the Mission Council minutes fnd from 1926 to 1928 extracts of 
the Presbytery minutes were still recorded in Council minutes for notification. 

31° Council minutes 10/1903, p. 37; 11/1903, p. 4B. 
32. Section VII (in Mission Council minutes 11/1903, p. 52). Transl. from Dutch. 
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This meant that in the last instance the Home Committee would have the last 

word as all decisions of the Mission Council were subject to approval by the 

General Mission Committee through its Nyasa Mission subcommittee. 

The Mission Council regularly met immediately after the annual meeting of the 
Council of Congregations so that there was no delay in ratifying its decisions 
which were then included in the minutes of the Mission Council as its own de= 

cisions. This power of veto of the Mission Council was, however, never used in 
an outright sense, and it never went further than making a recommendation to the 
Council of Congregations. Likewise the Nyasa subconmittee seldom went further 
than questioning certain decisions but abiding by the explanations of the Mission 
Council or, in some instances of discipline, stating that it felt the decision was 
rather severe but would not ask for a review. In one or two instances it did 
suggest amendments to a ruling such as to leaving it to the discretion of the 
minister in charge to decide whatever a person who had been away for a long time 
and living in unknown circumstances, should first be under observation for some 
time before being allowed to receive the sacraments, rather than making it a rule 
that Communion ·should be withheld for three months. This was accepted by the 
Mission Council on behalf of the Council of Congregations. 33 ) 

Between the first informal meeting of the Council of Congregations in July 1903 
and its next formal meeting in December of that year, the control of the Mission 
went over into the ·hands of the newly-formed General Mission Committee of the 
Cape DRC Synod. This committee convened for its first meeting on 1 November 1903. 34 ) 
It is clear, however, that this transitioil was of no consequence as far as the 
formation of the Council of Congregations was concerned, as the matter had been 

under consideration for several years prior to 1903 and would have taken place in 
any case. Though fully in line with the DRC policy of separate Churches for people 

of different racial or national backgrounds, it would seem to be not so much this 
policy which led to the decision at that particular stage as the practical situa= 
tion in the field. 3S) Both Livingstonia and Blantyre Missions had already formed 
Presbyteries and there had been a repeated encouragement especially from Laws for 
the Dutch Mission to do the sam~while the need for such a body arose spontaneously 

33. CCA SS 1/4/1: Nyasa subcommittee minutes, entries for 14/S/1904, 7/2/190S, 
26/10/190S, compare with Council minutes, 12/1904, pp. S6-7; 13/190S , pp. 74-5. 

34. See above, P.8S; CCA SS 1/1/2: GMC minutes, entry for 1/11/1903. 
3S. NJ Smith (Die planting van afsonderlike kerke vir Nie-Blanke bevolkingsgroepe 

deur die Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk in Suid-Afrika, p. 83) sees a more 
direct connection between the formation of the Council of Congregations and 
the transfer of the work to the GMC of the DRC. 
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as the first congregations began to function. Nevertheless, it was the aim of 

the DRCM from the beginning to eventually form an independent indigenous Church. 

On the other hand, there is no evidence to suggest that the separation between 
the native Church and the expatriate Mission Council came about specifically 
"because the white personnel could not stand under jurisdiction of the indigenous 
church". 36 ) These sentiments may have been present, but again it was the practical 
situation as well as the precedent established by Livingstonia Mission which were 

the decisive factors. In Livingston ia a similar arrangement existed where the 
Mission Council possessed powers of veto over a Presbyte ry, not of the Home Church, 
but of an indigenous Presbyterian Church of Central Africa. 

The position concerni11g mi ssionaries in the indigenous Church was such that only 
ministers in charge of congregations could sit on the Council of Congregacions, al= 
though provision was made for the chairman of the Mission council to have a se~t ex 
officio. 37) A fe~1 years later the question concerning missionaries serving as 
elders in the Church arose. At Kongwe Rev. JJ Ferreira had been. elected to this 

office and the Minister-in-charge, Rev . Liebenberg, requested authori sation from 
the su bcommittee of the Mission Council, explaining that it was done in view of 
his (Liebenberg 's) expected absence o~ furlough in which case it would be easier 
if Ferreira were a member of the Church Co~ncil, so that it could deal with smaller 
matters without Li ebenberg's substitute at Mvera having to come over each time. 
The subcommittee felt it could not disapprove of this decision in the light of 
circumstances, but it would not commit itself to the principle of mission person= 
nel serving on Church Councils. The matter was referred to the full Council which 
subsequently ruled that it was "not desirable• to choose whites as members of Church 
Counci)s "of our mission congregations". 38 ) In other words this was not an outright 
ban, but in view of the purpose of developing an indi geno us Church which would 
eventually be totally se lf-govern i ng, it was felt undesirable for expatriates to 
serve on its councils, thus jeopardising the African representation. 39 ) Only 
missionaries in charge of congregations wou ld have right of session. 

36. Ibid., p. 83. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
37 . Council minutes 11/1903, p. 44 . Orda ined missionaries not in charge of con= 

gregati ons apparently 01-igina ll y had no session in the Council of Congregations. 
Later it appears that more than one miss i ona ry could be present representing 
the same congregation. From 1926 onwa rds all ordained ministers from any con= 
gregation had voting powers, but only one elder ·from each could attend. 

38. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1: Copy Liebenberg to Secretary, Subcommittee, 10/10/1905; 
minutes of Subcommittee mee \. i ng of 20/10/1905, recorded in Counci 1 minutes 
14/1906, p. 80; for Council's dec i sion see ibid., p. 82. Transl. from Dutch . 

39. Cf. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p. 248 . 
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The division of work between the Mission Council and the Council of Congregations 
was already outlined in the constitution for the Council of Congregations. 40) 

The latter was to "have jurisdiction over the purely ecclesiastical matters of 
the Mission". These included all arrangements, regulations and requirements con= 
cerning catechumen classes, baptism and admission of new members to the Sacraments, 
responsibilities of such members, discipline, baptism of children of christian 
parents, arrangements concerning Holy Communion, Church marriages and funerals and 
the establishment and functioning of Church Councils. 41 l 
The Council of Congregations consisted of the minister-in-charge plus one elder from 
each congregation. It would elect its own chairman and secretary, the former to 
be elected annually, and meet regularly once a year. It would appoint the first 
Church Council for any new congregation to be formed. After that,election of 
Church Council members would be conducted by the existing Council, elders and 
deacons normally serving for a two-year period, but eligible for re-election for 
another two-year period after which they were to go into retirement for at least 
one year. After this they could be re-elected, and at each re-election be in= 
ducted in office once again. 42 ) This arrangement was in line with the established 
practice in all (Dutch) Reformed Churches in South Africa, the Netherlands and 
elsewhere in the world, but differed from the practice in Scottish Presbyterian 
Churches where elders were elected and ordained in office for life. This practice 
was transferred to the Presbyteries of Livingstonia and Blantyre and the difference 
in procedure and practice among the three Presbyteries has remained in force ever 
since. 43 ) 

40. For full text of Constitution see Council minutes 11/1903, pp. 48-53. 
41. These functions agree precisely with what J du Plessis lay down as matters in 

which a young Church should exercise self-government (Wie sal gaan? pp. 240ff) . 
42. Council minutes 12/1904, p. 60. 
43. This difference in practice has often been the source of difficulties experienced 

in Churches with a DRC background both in Malawi as well as in Zambia, Zimbabwe 
and South Africa. El de rs coming ori gi na lly from one of the Presbyteries of 
Scottish origin have sometimes stubbornly refused to step down once they were 
inducted as elders, even on occasion choosing to form break-away groups rather 
than to accept the rule of stepping dO\~n. Thus, for example, during the 1950s an 
ex-Livingstonia elder caused so much difficulty in one congregation on the 
Cape West Coast by adamantly refusing to step down, that the only solution 
eventually was for the Church Council to seek dispensation from Presbytery to 
allow him to continue in office (information from the then minister-in-charge). 
There are indications that one of the reasons why a CCAP congregation was 
formed in Lusaka, Zambia a few years back had to do witn this same difficulty 
(on this group see CCAP General Synod minutes 27/1977). The same appears to 
apply to difficulties which have croppP.d up in the Salisbury Synod of the CCAP 
in Zimbabwe from time to time, notably at Bulawayo. See also P Bolink: Towards 
church union, p. 266, n. 72. 
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further requiring each Church Council to submit a report to the annual me eting 
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of the Council of Congregations on certain statistics and on the life and work of 

the congregation, using prescribed forins "A" and "B" as they 1·1ere called. 43 ) 

Th~s. for all practical purposes, the Council of Congregations functioned as a 

Presbytery, delegates havin g to submit officia l letters of credence from their 

congregations, 44 ) and t he Counci l hearing the reports ''A" and "B" from and holding 

oversight over each congregat ion. 

Jts first official meeting at Nkhoma on 15-16 Decembe r 1903 was attended by the 

same four ministers in charge of the four congregations and by four el ders, of 

whom two, Zakeyu (Ko ngwe) and Lu ka (Livlezi), were present for the first time. 

Several regulation s concern in g admission to catechumens' class were laid down, a 

number of which have remained in force up to the present. These in cluded a stipula= 

tion on the minimum age of admission to catechumen classes, the requireme nt that 

a candidate shou ld be able to read dnd be in possession of certa in books, inc luding 

a Catechism and a portion of Scri pture. Elderly peopl e were exempted from the 

li teracy req uireme nt as well as any ono who proved to be unable to learn to read. 
Poligam·ists ~1ere 0xcluded from Church membersh ip, as we ll as all but the first 
wife of a polygamist , whi l e catechumens were orohibited from taking part in a 

number of heathen rractices such as making sacrifices, divination, the poison 
ordeal, worshipping sr irits of deceased ancestors, indecent activities at funerals, 
traditional initiation ceremon i es {chinamwal i) and the Nyau cult. Normally a 

pe r :,on had to remain "two rains" in class before being admitted to membership, but 
for elderly people only twelve mont hs were required. 45 ) 

Finally the meeting approved the establishment of a congregation at Ma l embo, in= 

structing the Mini s ters~n-charge of Nkhoma and Livlezi and the elder of Livlezi 
to go and do the necessary on its behalf. This was the first congregation thus to 

be formed under the ausric2s of the young Church. The Committee duly reported back 

the following year that the congregation had been established on 24 July 1904 with 

two elders , Albert Namalambe and Abrah am Chinzewere, and three deacons, Lote Zen= 
gereta, Andre~1 Mwananjobvu (baptised about tv1enty years before at Cape Ma cl ear by 

44. For letters of credence for 1904 see MNA Nkhoma pape rs, Box 9 (Correspondence 
General Mission Secretary 1952-57); for 1906 -1962 see Box 37. Names and 
signatures of some of the first Christians are on these documents. For annual 
congregation reports "A" and "B" see Box 22 (1902-1931) ilnd Box 37 (1932-1961). 

45. CCA S5 15/6/1/4: Council of Congregations minute s entry for 15-16/12/1903. 
In 1911 participation in the Nyau ceremonies was totally forbidden. 
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Laws)46 ) and Andreya Musa {who later became the first Malawian to be ordained in 
this Church, in 1925) 47 l Apparently Musa was promoted to the status of elder 
shortly afterwards as he was the Malembo delegate to the Council of Congregations 
meeting in December 1904. 

When the Council of Congregations met for its second official meeting on 13-17 De= 
cember 1904, five congregations were represented. It had before it a considerable 
agenda and passed resolutions on a large variety of matters. Rules laid down in= 
eluded that a person going away for a long time should carry a letter of intro= 
duction from the Minister-in-charge of his home congregation; that close re= 
latives were not to be elected to the Church Council at the same time; that mem= 
bers from other Churches (Missions) could receive Holy Communion, provided they 
brought a letter from their Church; that the administering of Holy Communion to 
newly baptised members would be delayed for at least one month; that members who 
do not attend services of worship would be disciplined; that it was inadvisable 
to baptise a child if only one parent was a Christian; that the maximum age at 
which a child could be permitted for baptism was to De two years and that a period 
of observation would be i'n force in respect of any person who had been away for a 
long time, living under un known circumstances (Holy Communion was to be withheld 
for at least three months). 48 ) Of importance was the defining of a five fold pro= 
cess to be followed in exercising church discipline: admonishment by the minister; 
admonishment by the Church Council; withholding of Sacraments for a specified 
period; withholding of Sacraments for an unspecified period; and ultimately, com= 
plete excommunication. 49 ) 

46. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 30: Extracts of Malembo membership register. 
47. For report of Malembo committee as delivered first to the Council of Congrega= 

tions and then to the Mission Council see Council minutes 12/1904, pp. 54-5. 
It was signed by Vlok, AG Murray of Mlanda/Livle1i and e'!der Luka. Original 
report in CCA SS 15/6/11/2. 

48. This regulation was amended at the suggestion of the DRC Nyasa subcommittee 
(see p. 242 above). 

49. Council of Congregations minutes entry for 13-17/12/1904. It is seldom that 
discipline is taken as far as excommunication, but as a last resort to bring 
a person under conviction of his sin(s) this is a recognised practice in Re= 
formed Churches. It was only in 1921,when the Church was experiencing severe 
backsliding amongst its members, that the Council of Congregations made further 
rulings concerning excommunication (to take place after five years of persistent 
unrepentiveness plus a further one to three years of final warning period). 
It then also requested the drawing up of a formulary for excommunication as 
well as one for receiving back into the Church a repentive excommunicant 
(entry for 18-20/8/1921). For further arrangements concerning procedure in 
receiving back an excommunicaRt, see Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1924, p. 3; 
1927' pp. 5-6 . 
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All cases of discipline of office bearers were first heard by the Council of Con= 
gregations and in the case of employees of the Mission, upheld by the Mission 
Council by terminating their employment. The Mission Council had full jurisdiction 

over evangelists as Mission employees as far as their appointment to service was 
concerned,50) but the Council of Congregations dealt with other office bearers, 
such as deacons, elders and, later, ordained ministers. 

A further development concerning discipline which took place duripg thi~ period 
was the laying down of specified periods of time during which Sacraments would be 
withheld for specified moral breaches of conduct such as, inter alia, eighteen 
months for adultery ( 19·10), si x months for going a1·1ay to work with out a 1 etter of 
introduction .from his Church (1914), twelve months for falie statements made in 
writing (1914) and eighteen months for marrying a girl who had not yet reached 
puberty (1916). No doubt it v1as necessary in order to achieve uniform practice 
and justice, but in due cours e this led to a very legalistic spirit in the Church. 
The specified period became a. "sentence" passed automatically, often with no re= 
gard for extenuating circumstances or degree of repentance. 51 ) 

Although it is to a certain degree correct to say that the official institution of 
the Church in wider context only took place when it became part of the CCAP in 
1926, in principle the Church was already formed in 1903 when the congregations 
were united in one body 1'1ith supervisory and legislative poviers. 52 ) Although 
missionaries inevitably played a leading and influential role during this period, 
it provided the opportunity to local church lPnders, many of them future ordained 
ministers, to gain experience in matters of church government. Men like 
Andreya Namkurnba, Mamon Katengeza, Amon Ndh10, Petro Kachi ngwe and many others 
~1ere undoubtedly delegates. Later on it became customary to have a 11 senior 
evangelists attend as observers with advisory vote. It 11as from these that the 
candidates for ordination were always chosen in earlier years. 53 ) The experience 
thus gained served to develop the young Church and to engender a sense of respons= 
ibility in the minds of the leaders, positively affecting the congregations. 54 i 

50. For example of actions taken see Council minutes 36/1919, p. 261. 

51. Cf. CM Pauw: T~e holiness of the Church in Africa in future perspective 
(Missionalia, Vol. 2 No. 3, Nov. 1914, p. 141). 

52. C[ NJ Smith: Die planting van afsonderlike kerke ... , op. cit., pp. 84, 86. 
53. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p. 249. Unfortunately the minutes of the Council 

of Congregati ons seldom give the full names of elders, but it can be assumed 
with relative safety that names which appear in the minutes which coincide 
1·/i th the first names of these men often ~1ere, in fact, those very persons. 

54. See GMC report to Cape Synod, Acta 1915, p. 66. 
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In this regard WH Murray always stressed at meetings of the Council of Congrega= 
tions that the whites should talk less: "Give the Africans a chance to talk. 
We want to know and ought to know their opinions." 55 l 

The DRCM policy on this was quite clear. The aim was to educate and train nation= 
als in the Church in order to become its future leaders, while the white missionary 
should gradually withdraw. 56 ) While steady progress in this direction did take 
place, it was perhaps marred by the paternalistic attitude on the part of mission= 
aries which delayed handing over of power. When AC Murray wrote in 1930, "we were 
very careful in the choice of men for ordination and the ordained men feel their 
dependence upon the missionaries in every respect 11

,
57 l he meant that there was ex= 

cellent co-operation between the two groups (there were six ordained Malawians by 
. then) and that until then there had been no significant signs of tension. This was, 
of course, written for home consumption and in the light of the critical attitudes 
which existed in some DRC quarters concerning handing over authority too fast to 
Africans, but it also suggests a line of action which would have ensured the superio1 
rosition of the missionary for a longer period. They were, no doubt, aware of the 
difficulties Livingstonia Mission had experienced with some of its first ordained 
men58 ) and would have taken care to avoid similar problems, if possible. 

As a formative and preparatory institution, the Council of Congregations proved 
valuable. In due course elders took an ever greater part in discussions and dis= 
played an ever increasing degree of wisdom. The realisation grew that this was 
their Church and the work would eventually become their full responsibility. 59 ) 
Although they still depended very much on the missionaries, interest in their 
Church and Hs affairs grew. Especially in matters of dealing with church dis= 
cipline they played a leading role. 60 l To all intents and purposes, WH Murray 
informed the Mi ss icn secretary in 1916, they hnd already had a Presbytery for 
years, in that the Council of Congregations functioned as such. 61 ) 

The Church made definite progress, not only growing in membership and in number of 
congregations, but also in progressing towards greater maturity and towards the 

55. WH Retief : William Murray of Nyasaland, p. 133. 
56. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 255, 256. 
57. lbid.,p.256. 
58. Cf. above ch. 1, pp. 25f. 
59. For example Council of Congregations minutes 1920, p. 2: "In future the 

church will look after the work in this country". Transl. from Chewa. 
60. CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1915. 
61. CCA 55 15/6/2/16: WH Murray to Mission seer., 4/1/1916. 
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attaining of a greater measure of selfJsupport and self-government. For this the 

ordination of the first two Malawians in 1925 was of great significance. 

When the Council of Congregations met for the first time, the entire communicant 

membersh i~ of the Church stood at 606. The years which followed were years of ex= 
ceptional growt h. Year by year the membership grew - at the remarkable average 

growth rate of 21,5% per annum for the years 1903 to 1917, by which time there 

were 8 050 co:rn1unicant members . The number of congregations had increased frol'!l 
four to eight and there 11e re 10 170 catechumens. 62 ) 

Of particular significance was a series of conferences, each lasting several days, 

held throughout the field in 1910. AC Murray was invited from South Africa to 

come and lead these conferences . They were held at five main centres and were at= 

tended by 8 000 Christians. A further 16 000 people, including non-christians, 

attended other smaller conferences and meetings. 63 ) It was a time of rich bles~ing 
and reaping and in the following years the numbers of church members increased at 

a rate never again equalled in this Church. During the first six months after the 

con fere nces one thousa nd converts joined catechumen classes and in 1911 Rev. Lieben= 
berg wrote: 64 ) 

Never in the hi story of Nyasaland have the natives been so 
ready to li sten to God's Word. At all our village schools 
there is a strong desire to understand the things concerning 
God. Villa ge schoo ls are filled to capacity ... If ever 
there was a time in Nyasaland to expand and to harvest, 
then it is now. 

So succes sful were these conferences which assumed the form of revival meetings, 
that the Church on various occasions in later years requested similar conferences 
to be held, usuall y with some spec ial guest speaker . These conferences became the 

forerunner of the popular present day Ch its itsimutso (revival) meetings ~tlrich take 
place regularly in congregation s of Nkhorna Synod. 

The years after 1910 were years of consolidation and expansion. 65 ) Village schools 

62. In cdmpiling statistics the statistical returns recorded in the minutes of 
the Council of Congregations were used as basis with reference, where nece~= 
sar.Y,. to.statist.ical tables appended to the Mission Council minute book. All 
figures are for congregations in Mala~li only ~tith exclusion of those in Zambia 
which formed part of the Council of Congregations for some years . 

63. For reports see DK, 11/6/1910, pp. 89-90; 3/8/1911, p. 241; CCA S5 1/1/2: 
GMC minute 30, entry for 19/10/1910. 

64. In DK, 4/5/1911, p. 284 and 2/11/1911, p. 684. Transl . from Dutch. 
65. CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Half-yearly reports for Jun. and Dec. 1912. 
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increased from 304 in 1910 to 738 in 1916, with a record number of 1 931 village 

school teachers in service. It should be stressed that the role played by these 
men trained as t eacher-evangelists v1as of utmost importance. The bulk of respons= 

ibility for training the thousands of new converts rested upon their shoulders, 
while the village school centres where they laboured were the real source of growth 

in the Church. 

By 1917 a turning point v1as reached. The Church began to feel the adverse effects 
of the First World War. 66 ) A spirit of apathy accompanied a spiritual decline in 
the Church, v1hile a recrudescence of traditional religious beliefs and practices 
was experienced . Hundreds of Christians had to be put under discipline and many 
left the Church . The result was an almost catacl ysmic drop in the growth rate of 

67' church numbers from 21,5% p.a. up to 1917 to only 2% p.a. for the period 1917-1923. J 

Enrolment in catechumen classes dropped from 10 170 in 1917 to 6 476 in 1921 and 
it was twenty years before the figures of 1917 could again be equalled. So serious 
was the situation that \·IH Murray wrote: "~le seern to have lost hold on the people 11

•
68l 

A series of district conferences were planned by the Mission Council and the 
General Mission Committee in Cape Town issued a call for prayer for the work in 
Malawi to the entire DRC. By 1920 the first signs that a turning point had been 
reached became ev ident. 69 ) The Council of Congregat ions issued an appeal to all 
teachers to rededicute themselves to their work and to parents to teach their 
children to love the v1ork of God, setting the exumple themselves. By 1924 matte rs 
were virtually back to norr~a 1. 70 l By the time the Presbytery of Nkhoma joined the 
CCAP in 1926 it had 11 335 communicant members. Catechumens then numbered 8 226. 

The Council of Congregations itself had also gone through several stages of develop= 
ment. In 1903 there were four congregations, but the figure rose to five in 1904. 

Two years later the first congregation in Zambia was formed at Magwero under the 
auspices of the Council of Congregations. The work of the DRCM in both regions 
was still under one Mission Council and it was natural for the congregations to 

66. See also above, pp. 92f, 159. 
67. The Council of Congrega tions recorded no statistics for the years 1920-1924. 

In 1919 there were 8 050 communicant members, v1hi le the Report of the Fourth 
General Missionary Conference, 1924 gave the figure of 9 049 for 1923. I11 

1925 the Council of Congregations recorded a total of 10 501 members, includ= 
ing the new congregation of Kasungu (467). 

68. CCA SS 15/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 23/7/1919. 
69. Council minutes 36/1919, p. 258; CCA S5 1/1/2: GMC minute 48, entry for 

24/2/1920. 
70. Council of Congregation minutes, 1920; CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general re= 

port, 1924. 
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be united in one body as well. The Magwero delegates, Rev. PJ Smit and elder Lukas, 

were present for the first time at the Council of Congregations meeting at Mvera in 

April 1907. 

It was several years before the next congregation was formed in Malawi. This was 
Mphunzi in 1912, follov1ed by Ntchisi (later called Chintembwe) formed on 6 March 1915. 
Meanwhile, three more congregations had been formed in Zambia, Madzimoyo in 1912, 
Fort Jameson (Chipata) in 1913 and Nyanje in 1914. With the extension of the work 
into Mozambique a congregation was formed at Mphatso on 28 March 191571 ) also unde r 

the auspices of the Mala0 Council of Congregations. Thus in 1915 congregations 
from three countries, Mal awi, Zambia and Mozambique, convened in one Council. At 

this meeting, which wr~ op '::' ned at tladz imoyo, Zambia, on 11 December by the outgoing 
chairman, Rev. CP Pauw, an important decision was taken. In view of the growing 
number of congregations and long distances to travel to attend meetings it was re= 

solved to form a separate Council of Congregations for the Zambian Church (a 
separate DRC Mission Council for Zambia had already been formed in 1909). Yet at 
the same time the Church \'las eager to maintain the closest possible unity bet11een 
the two bodies, as they v1ere very hopeful at that stage of eventually forming a 
Synod \'1hich would consist of the Presbyteries of Malavli, Zambia and Mozambique. 
These Pres byte ries were to deve lop f rom the work of the DRCM in these respective 
areas. The Council of Congrega t ions st ipulated that, in order to maintain the 
bond of unizy, any rule laid dovm by either of the two Councils 1·1ould only come 
into furce once the other Council had also approved it, while one minister and 
elder with full voting powers would represent the other Council at each meeting. 
Each Council v1ould, ho1-1ever, take care of its own administrative affairs and 
control a separate Central Fund. 72 ) The arrangement concerning mutual approval 
of rules remained in force until the nev1ly-formed Presbytery of Nkhoma rescinded 
it in 1927 "until the Council of N. Rhodesia has been joined to Synod". 73 ) The 
reason was obvious, it was impossible for an outside church body to have legis= 
lativc powers over the Presbytery of another Church. At that stage everyone ex= 
pected the Zambia Council to join the CCAP in the near future. 

At the same time, however, mutual representation by a minister and an elder was 
to continue between the two Church bodies, but henceforth they would have only 

observer status. 

71. For work in Mozambique see above, ch. 2, 
72. CCA S5 15/6/1/4: Council of Congregations minute 4, entry for 11-14/12/1915. 
73. Nkhoma Presbytery 1927, p. 7. 
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After the 1915 decision to s'eparate, Malawi rema.ined with seven congregations, 

while an eighth was formed at Malingunde on 23 April 1916. 74 ) The Council of Con= 
gregations convened in 1916 with nine congregations participating, including 
Mphatso in Mozambique. Mphatso was disbanded after the closure of the work in 
1922. Four more congregations were formed before 1926 - Mchinji in 1918, and 
Dzenza, Mlanda and Khola between August 1921 and September 1922. 75 ) Khola was the 
first, and for a long time the only congregation which was not also a Mission 
station. A fifth congregation, Kasungu, which was then about twenty years old 

. (the first eleven Christians were baptised in September 1903), was transferred 
from Livingstonia Presbytery at the request of the Council of Congregations meeti ng 
in 1924 and was present as the thirteenth congregation 76 l in the Nkhoma Council of 
Congregations meeting at Kasungu in September 1925. 

Apart from this expansion, the Church also showed progress in respect of self
x 

support, self-government and even self-extension. 

From the beginning Christians were taught to give towards the work of the Church. 
By 1893 a regular Sunday collection of cash and kind was being taken at Mvera. 77 ) 
Like~1ise the annual Mas ika or harvest thanksgiving festival soon became a character= 
istic of this Church and has remained one of the more spectacu lar annual events in 
the life of the Church ever since. In 1896 it was already reported that such a 
thank sgiv ing festival was held at Mvera, seven to eight hundred people attending 
and giving 1300 lbs (nearly 600 kg) of grain. The money raised we nt towards the 
church building fun d.75) Three years later 580 lbs of pounded maize meal (ufa) 

and 1600 lbs of grain was donated in addition to a variety of other products and 
items, including twelve dozen eggs . In 190? Mvera congregation brought in 
10 344 lbs of maize and ill in addition to 600 lbs of ground nuts and various other 
products . The same year Kongwe congregation al so co 11 ected over 10 000 lbs of 

74. For report on Malingunde see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 22 (Statistical reports 
1902-1918). 

75. Livlezi congregation was actually divided into three separate congregations. 
Up to that time the official name for the congregation was Livlezi, but w·ith 
the Mission stationed at Mlanda the latter name was sometimes used in the 
minutes of t he Council of Congregations when Livlezi congregation was actually 
meant (cf. minutes 1920, p. l; 1921, pp. 1, 2). 

76. Council of Congregations minutes 1924, p. 4; 1925, p. 1. This was just after 
Livingstonia Mission had handed over the work at Kasungu to the DRCM (see 
above, pp. 96ff). 

77. CCA V9 2/1: Copy Vlok to Mission seer., 22/4/1893. 
78. Ibid., WH Murray to Albertyn, 18/8/1896. 
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maize. 79 ) These were by no means small achievenents for congregations numbering 

only 602 and 235 communicant members respectively, although this was the one oc= 

casion when even many non-Christians often gave something. 

The principle of regular and systematic giving was established and the Council of 

Congregations regularly, from as early as 1904, reminded Christians of their vows 
to give for the Lord's work.BO) Total liberality from all the congregations rose 

from £47 in 1906 to £245 in 1911, to £488 in 1916, dropping to £238.10 in 1921, 

but rising again to over £500 in 1926. 81 ) Where there were ,a sufficient number of 

communicants and catechumens at a village school it was agreed in 1913 that they 
should support the work done at the school themselves. This presumably meant rais= 

ing funds for the salaries of teacher-evangelists as well as for all expenses con= 

cerning buildings and other needs. This was an important step towards self-support, 

l·IH Murray wrote, but "we could not get the e 1 de rs to agr·ee to more than the 
principle of the matter 11

•
82) 

A year later another important step forward was taken when the Council of Con= 

gregations estab li shed a Central Fund from which it would pay salaries to trained 
evangelists , provide for the maintenance of student evangelists and upkeep of the 

buildings of the Evange li st school. Congregations were expected to contribute two 

pennies per communicunt member and one penny per catechumen .83 ) By then it had 

virtually become a rule that church buildings as well as other buildings required 
by the Church should be built by the Christio.ns themse lves. 84 ) 

The idea of local Churches supporting their own teachers and evangelists did not 
succeed very well initi ally, but the arrangement that the Council of Congregations ..( 

should pay their salaries from its Central Fund was more successful. In 1916 the 

79. CCA V9 4/1: Annual report for 1897; De Koningsbode Nov. 1908, p. 123; 
DK, 3/9/1908, p. 446; 19/11/1908, p. 60G. 

80. CCA S5 15/6/1/4: entry for 13/12/1904. 
81. Ibid . , Annual statistics. The actual amount for 1926 was £334.15.0, but as 

this was only fo r eight months and as the amount for 1925 had been £533.15.0, 
it is safe to ass ume the figure of £500 for the f~ll year. In 1927 (sixteen 
months later) £789.5 .0 was recorded . 

82. Ibid., entry for 11-12/12/1913; CCA SS 15/6/1/5: l1H Murray to Mission seer., 
23/12/1913; GMC report to Cape Synod, _Acta 1915, p. 67. 

"83. CCA SS 15/6/1/ 4: . Council of Congregations minutes entry for 10-12/12/1914. 
84. DK, 16/7/1914, p. 672. For examples of local congregations being required to 

bear the costs of building or repairing church buildings, see Council minutes 
26/1913, pp. 173, 174 (corrected page No.); 32/1917, p. 227; 36/1919, 
pp. 256, 259; 38/1920, p. 266. 
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Mission Council agreed that if the Council of Congregations would support evangelist ~ 

then it would be given the right to transfer them. Until then all transfers of 
evangelists were in the hands of the Mission Council. This again was a step fol'"\'1ard 
and WH Murray wrote that giving this power to the Council of Congregations antici= 
pated the formation of a Presbytery. 85 ) The initiative proved to be successful and 

by 1922 all eighteen senior evangelists ~1ere under authority of the Church, being 
paid either by congregations or from the Central rund. 86 ) 

Here the principle of self-government was closely link erl to the concept of sclf
support, but it would not be absolutely correct to say that self-support was a 
prerequisite for self-government as there were still many other aspects of the work 
where the Church was not required to provide the money . But this principle was 
strongly established and ever since, the Church was to be responsible for its own 
church buildings and manses, as well as for the salaries of all nat ion als serving 
in congregations, such as evangeli sts and ordained ministers. 

One other, aspect concerning the principle of self-support should be mentioned. Ir1 
1909 an attempt was made by the mi ssionaries to i ntroduce a system of cove~antal 
giving by ~1hich each membtr would covenant to give a c0rt:iin sum Gf money annually. 87 '. 

Initially it appeared fairly successful, but in the long run the Council of Con= 
gregations found it repeatedly had to make a~pea ls to members to be ~ore faithful 
in giving to tile Church. Faced 11ith the problem that many gave nothing or hardly 

anything, it took a decision in 1922 which in retrospect appears to have been a 
mistake. In that year it decided to lay down a fixed sum of money as the minimum 
which a person ought to give. For communicant members it was two shilling (20 t) 
for men and one shilling (10 t) fer women pe r annum, while for catechumens it was 

\ half the amou nt. 88 ) This app 1 i ed to the covenant mone~· each person \'las expected 

to give and was in adrlition to Sunday offerings where people were al so encouraged 
to give something regularly. Unfortunately the result was that virtually everybody 

began to give only the minimum amount and the Biblical principle of each one g1v1ng 

according to what he gains was almost entirely lost. In later years the Church has 
suffered much because of this "rule" and it has been extremely difficult to convince 
people to give differently. Even after fifty years it was still being found that 

85. Council minutes 31/1916, pp. 218ff; CCA SS 15/6/1/5: WH Murray to Mission 
seer., 26/12/1916. 

86. Report in DK, 27/12/1922, pp. 1722f; cf. CCA SS 1/1/3: GMC minute 73, entry 
for 27/2-1/3/1923. 

87. AL Hofmeyr : Het land langs het meer, pp. 99-110; DK, 29/4/1909, p. 20 

88. Council of Congregations minute 4 entry for 18-20/9/1922. 
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many church peop 1 e fe 1t they had done a 11 that i .s required of them once they had 
given their twenty tambala contribution. 89 ) In the eyes of some it was nothing 
more than a form of church "tax". 

In addition to promoting self-government and self-support, the Church was also en= 
couraged to promote self-expansion. NaturallY, expansion took place at the local 

level where Christians were often directly involved in furthering the Christian 
faith as well as later supporting the Senior evangelists working in their midst, 
but congregations were encouraged to support work elsewhere as well. Thus the 
small group of believers at Mvera were reported already in 1898 to be supporting . 
one of their fellow believers, Davide Tsirizani, working as an evangelist at Chief 
Dzooli 's village in another area. Some years later in 1906 the catechumen class 
of 38 ag reed to send a quarterly donation to support one evangelist, whom they 
chose themse lves to go and work in Zambia at Nyanje Mission, while Mvera congrega= 
tion as a ~1hole decided in 1911 to add another village school to the four they 
were already supporting, this time one at Mphatso in Mozambique. 90 ) Thus the 
Church was becoming involved, even though in a small way, in the wider task of Y 

spreading Christianity further afield. 

'/ 

In these and other ways the young Church and its Council of Congregations made fair 
progress in developing towards the ideal set by the DRCM of a church which would 
eventually become autonomous. By the time the Church was fully established with 
the formation of a Presbytery in 1926 it had progressed remarkably towards self
government , self-support and self-existence, but there was still a long way to go. 
Before turning to this new phase in the history of the Church, two more aspects re= 
quire attention, namely ear:lier moves towards church formation by the DRCM and, 
secondly, the ordination of the first Malawians. 

By 1914 negotiations between Livingstonia and Blantyre Missions and their respective 
Home Churches had reached an advanced stage towards forming a united African Church. 
Two months after the respective Assemblies of the United Free Church of Scotland 
(for Livingstonia) and of the Church of Scotland (for Blantyre) had agreed to the 
formation of such a Church, 91 ) a special meeting of the DRCM Council took place 
at Nkhoma on 30 and 31 July 1914. A deputation h: d been sent from the General 
Mission Comm ittee in Cape Town to inquire into certain matters and the Council used 
the opportunity to put forward a motion that in view of the fast development of 

89. Cf. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Sept. 1965. 

90. CCA P3 3/2: AC .Murray to A Murray, 3/12/1898; DK, 14/12/1907, p. 84; 
16/3/1911, p. 168 . 

91. For details, see CCAP Synod 1924, min. 4. 
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the work "the Council is of the oprn1 on that it will soon be necessary to proceed 
towards the fonnation of the Nyasa Church 11

•
92 l The deputation was asked to convey 

the request to the GMC so that the matter could come before the next meeting of 

the Synod of the DRC. 

At the recommendation of Rev. AG du Toit, one of the members of the deputation, 
the Nyasa subcommittee as we 11 as the GMC agreed to the request and the GMC resolved 
to request the Synod to make the transitory arranyement of forming a Presbytery 
under the supervision and control of the . GMc. 93 ) Meeting in November 1915 the Synod 
referred the matter to its Judicial Committee which tabled a special report the 
following day. The. finding was that from the point of view of Church Canonical law, 
it was not conceivable to have a Presbytery without a Synod, according to Par. 6 
of the Ordinance No. 7 of 1843 as well as Art. 9 of its Constitution, _ but in view 
of the fact that the "Church in Nyasa land" 1~as still in the process of becoming a 
fully autonomous Church, it recommended, and the Synod duly approved, that in view 
of the need for regulating the affairs of the existing congregations, only two 
courts would function during this transitory stage: Church Councils, dealing ~1ith 
all matters relating to the individual congregations, exercising oversight and 
discipline over its members, and one or more Presbyteries to function according to 

the regulations of the GMC and the constitution of the DRC, holding oversight ave~ 
the congregations and exercising discipline over Church Councils and its members . 
This Presbytery would consist of all ordained ministers and one elder from each 
congregation, while laymen in the Mission could attend with an advisory vote. It 
would be regarded as a Presbytery of the "mi£sion work in Nyasaland of the Dutch 
Reformed Church" and would in a 11 mo.tters be subject to and under the contra 1 of 
the GMC in Cape Town. 94 ) 

Whether this was exactly what the missionaries in the field had wanted, is not 
clear, but as the Council of Congregations was already for all practical purposes 
fulfi1ling the function of such a Presbytery, there was no apparent haste to apply 
the decision. WH Murray suggested to the GMC not to hurry with the matter~ adding 
that his idea had always been the establishing of a Presbytery for Nyasaland, one 
for Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) and one for Mozambique encompassing the three DRCM 
fields. These PresbJteries could then join together in one Church and Synod. They 
should think of uniting with Blantyre and Livingstonia only after the Orange Free 

92. Council minutes 28/1914, p. 184(a) (corrected page No.). 
93. CCA 55 1/1/2: GMC minute 16, entry for 5-6/8/1914; cf. report of GMC to Cape 

Synod, Acta 1915, p. 72, and motivation, p. 66. 
94. DRC Acta 1915, p. 56, 57. 
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State and Transvaal Missions (Zambia and Mozambique respectively) had also formed 

Presbyteries. 95 ) 

For some years nothing more appears to have been done, most likely due to the dif= 
ficulties caused by the War a~d to other troubles. In 1918 the official organ of 

the DRC took up the idea in an editorial once more that a Synod should be formed 

in the not too distant future which would include the three Presbyteries already 
envisaged. 96 ) This ideal remained alive until 1922, but then the work in Mozambique 

came to an end, and with that the hopes of forming a Synod faded away. The follow= 
ing year the DRCM Council in Malawi turned its attention towards the possibility of 

entering into the proposed union between the Livingstonia and Blantyre Presbyteries. 

Although the decision of the 1915 DRC Synod did not directly lead to Church forma= 

tion it is of some importance to note the strong emphasis on the subjugative 

position of the proposed Presbytery. When Nkhoma Presbytery 1vas formed as part of 

the CCAP, the DRC did not retain such a strong control but it would appear that in 

the minds of many in the DRC the notion still existed that the DRC could take 
mandatory decisions for the Nkhoma Presbytery . This led for instance to a decision 
in later years concerning t~e withdrawal of Nkhoma from the CCAP, a matter which 
shall be dealt with in a l ater paragraph. 

The last and perhaps most important development during thi s periJd was the decision 
to proceed towards ordaining some of the Senior evangelists. 

In line with its policy of establishing an autonomous, indigenous Church, the DRCM 
kept the ideal of a native ministry in mind. After ten years of work, f1C Murray em= 
phasised that the young Church could not always be served by European ministers, 
but that the time had to come when the Church would have its own mini sters from 

its midst, but he added that the Church would have to support them from the begin= 
ning. Even though ordination still lay in the distant future, this had to be kept 
in mind and the Church had to be taught to support God's work in their community. 97 ) 

The next step forward was a resolution by the Mission Council in 1913 to consider 

the ordination of some of the evangelists and requ~st the GMC to consider and 
possibly bring the matter to the attention of the next Synod. The main reason 

95. CCA S5 15/6/2/16: WH Murray to Mission seer., 4/1/1916 . Copy of same in MNA 
Nkhoma papers, Box 1. 

96. DK, 3/10/1918, p. 945; see also 27/12/1922, pp. 1722f. 

97. CCA V9 4/1: Report on future evangelisation, 1899. 
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given for this request was the fast rate at which the work was growing. 98 ) In an 

explanatory letter to AC Murray, then secretary of the Mission Council, \·IH'Murray 

emphasised the need for expansion of its ministry in the fast growing Church. In 

addition to thi~ Blantyre Mission had already ordai ned its first men in 1911, while 

Livingstonia Mission was at the point of doing so. 99 ) It appeared from the tone 

of this letter that AC Murray, who had previously emphasised that this should be 

a very gradual process, 1-1as not yet ready to agree to such a step . lOO) A letter 

from Laws to AC Murray the following year informing him of the ordination of the 

first three Mclavlians in the Livingst0n ia Presbytery, confirme d this - "! suppose 

you would object to th ·is ... ". Thi s also explains why both the Nyasa subcommittee 

and the GMC it se lf move d cautiously even though in principle it was not opposed to 
the idea. lOl} 

The War intervened but in August 1918 WH Murray emphasised to the GMC the need to 
ordain some mini sters within the next five years. This was followed by a f11rther 

resolution of the Mission Council in 1921 that the time was now ripe to prepare 

some of the most outstanding Senior evangelists for ordination,which was provision= 

ally set for 1925 . This time the GMC was more th an ready for this step, even ex= 

pre ss ing the desire that, if possible, ordination should take place earlier . 
AC Murray was equally keen for ordination to take place sooner, even questioning 

whether the further training was necessary. 102 1 

At its next meeting the Mission Council referred the matter to the Council of Con= 

gregatior. s for further discussion and a final decision. The Mission would examine 

and select six ca r1did at es from whom the Council of Congregations would choose three 

at its next meeting in 1923. These candidates were to prepare themselves for the 

course to begin in October 1924. At its meeting in September 1923 the Council of 

Congregation s duly discussed and approved the motion, selecting two men, Andrey? 

Namkumba and Naman Ka te11geza. 103 l Both had al ready served for over twenty years 

98. Council minutes 26/1913, p. 176 (corrected page No.). 

99. See above ch . 1, pp. 25, 27. 
100. CCA 55 15/6/1/5 : WH Murray to Mission seer., 23/12/1913; and 15/6/7/1: 

Laws to AC Murray 3/6/1914. 
101. CCA S5 1/4/1: Nyasa subcommittee minute 20, entry for 19/2/1914; 1/1/2: 

GMC minute 17, entry for 25/2/1914. 

102. Ibid., GMC minute 36, entry for 20-22/8/1915; minute 52, er.try for 28/2-
2/3/1922; minute 55, entry for 29-31/8/1922; Council minutes 41/1921, p. 291; 
MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1: AC Murray to WH Murray, 3/9/1922. 

103. Council minutes 42/1922, pp. 305-6; Council of Congregations minutes 1923, 
pp. 4. 5. 
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as eva ngel i sts and were men of outstand in g qualities of character and leadership. 

After one year of tutelage by Dr WH Murray they were ready. The Council of Con= 

greg ations agreed to appoint bot h to their home areas . Their salary v1as fixed at 

£24 p.a., of which the congregation whe re they would serve was to provide £15, 

while the ba lan ce wou ld come from the Presbyterial Central Fund. Namkumba was to 

go to Ma l embo where he was to sta nd alone, as the nris s ionary, Rev. LJ Murray, 

tra gical l y lost his life in an in cident with a lion six mon ths before . Katengeza 

was to go to Mvera s ta t ion . 

Andreya Namk umba was ordained on 8 Novembe1 · 1925, exac tly fifty years after the 

work of the Livingstonia Mission was fir st established at Ca~e Msc l ear a f ew miles 

from Malemb o. Nan1kumba , the son of a chief, was converted under the ministry of 

Albert Na ma l ambe and worked with hi m as teacher for a long time . In 1904 he became 

one of the first deacons, and shortly afterwa rds an e lder of the newly formed 

Malembo congregation. Subsrquently he served as evangelist at different places, 

including a particula r ly successful ministry at Chibanzi, the village of chief 

Msyamboza in the di strict of Kongwe Mission. He married a daughter of chief 

Msyamboza . 

Two missionaries, l·:H Murray and MG Uys, 1vere de l egated to go to Mn lembo and ordai n 

him. For l1H Murray it was one of the most so lemn mome nts of his life, the flllfil= 

~ent of what he saw as the aim and result of all mi ss ion work - the beginning of 
an autonomo us Church. It was a momen t of great signifitance for the young Church 

as well as for the sending Church. 104 l Dressed, at his own reques t, not in his 

usual long white robe, but in a suit he had inherited from his l ate pastor and 

friend, Lou i s Murray, whose grave lay only a few hund red yards away, he stood with 
head bowed in his hands as the fo rmul ary for ordination was read to him. With 

tears streaming down his fac e , hi s hand still before his eyes, he responded in a 

broken voice to the questions: "lnde ndi mtima wanga wonse" (Yes , with all my 

heart). As he knelt with the hands of the two mi ssionaries on his head, his whole 
body shook with a flood of tears and WH Murray himself cou ld barely proceed. 

That afternoon Namkumba bapti sed some twenty chilrren and served Holy Communion to 

between four and five hundred Christians, including his two colleagues in the 

ministry. A week later he had the opportunity of participating in the ordination 

of his companion, Naman Katengeza. 

104 . DK, 2/12/1925, pp. 1594, 1604 ; 30/12/1925, p. 1 749. For further description 
of his ordination, see JHL Hofmeyr: Louis Murray die l eeuehart, pp. 64-66. 
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Namkumba se rved for several years at Malembo, mostly alone, but under supervision 

of a mis sionary from Ml anda and fulfilled his task very well, particularly on the 

practical side of the pastorate. After eight years he was transferred to Mvera 
Mission, continuing his ministry there from 1933 until 1937. It was a great dis= 
appointme nt when, after admittin g guilt to a charge of drinking beer, Presbytery 

had to suspend him for twelve months. When he was received back the following 

year, Presbytery agreed to grant hi m his pension, so that he never returned to the 
ministry . 105 ) 

Namon Katengeza Mviale was of chiefly descent . His mother was Khwawe, also mother 
of chief Ndiingo by a former marriage. Ndiingo's village was situated near Mvera 
at the time of the arrival of AC Murray and Vlok in 1889 . In 1915 Ndiingo and his 
people moved their village to a former site at the Chipamphale stream closer to 
Nkhoma. Katengeza's father, also a Chewa village headman, in direct line of descent 
from chief Karongo Chidzonzi, was formerly known as Kaocha or Chimphepho. He 
married Khwavie and took her to his own village , Msepe, also in the vicinity of 
Mvera. He acquired the name of Katengeza vihen he became a headman. Khwawe bore 

him several chi ldren, one of whom was Kuliyazi, later to be known as Namon Katen= 
geza, who v;as born round about 1880. 106 ) Another son by a second wife was 
Anderson Kadz i chi or Anderson Katengeza, the first printer at Mvera in 1907. 107 1 

The young Kuliyazi grew up steeped in traditional religion. As a young man he 
entered WH Murray's service as a machi la bearer . After his conversion in 1898 he 

began attending school and was bapt ·ised in 1900 by WH Murray with the name Leman, 
but later came to be called Naman. It was Murray ' s promptings in 1901 which 
eventually made him dec ide to become a teacher-evangelist .. He served at various 
places mostly around Mvera and t en years later was one of the first group to be 
selected for furth er training as senior evangelist at Nkhoma in 1912. Upon com= 

pletion of his traini ng he was stationed once more at Mvera . He had widespread 
influence and built up an excellent rapport with chiefs and headmen. In 1921 he 
was transferred to Nkhoma and served at Tumbwe village until he was selected for 
training as a min i ster in 1924. 

105. Nkhoma Presbytery 1933 , p. 7; 1937, p. 7; 1938, pf). 4, 7. 

106. In 1945 his age was estimated at 65 years (CCA S5 15/6/8/3: Copy JD Stegmann 
to Provincial Commissioner, 3/1/1945 ) . 

107. See above p. 205 . On the f amily hi story of the Katengezas, see SJ Ntara: 
Namon Katengeza, pp. 7-20. This book is a biography on Namon Katengeza and 
unless other sources are mentioned, biographical details are from this book, 
as well as from a lengthy biographical sketch by Stegmann (see preceding 
note ). 
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His ordination on 15 November 1925 was a momentuous occasion at Mvera. 108> Twelve 
to thirteen hundred people attended and Namkumbwa and eight missionaries participat= 
ed in the ordination ceremony. WH Murray presided, preaching from 2 Kings 4:9 -
"Behold, I perceive that this is a holy man of God". 

Katengeza served as assistant minister at Mvera from 1925 to 1933 when he was 
transferred to Machenche, near Mponela, then still part of Kongwe congregation. 
Under his ministry Machenche progressed extremely well. He exercised a deep 
spiritual influence upon the congregation. 109 > Under his leadership they began to 
bui1d their own very large church building which was inaugurated in 1936. Two years 
later, on 12 November 1938, Machenche was established as a separate congregation, 
the first congregation to be formed away from a Mission station, apart from Khela 
in 1921. Meanwhile, in 1934,Katengeza became the first Malawian to be elected 
chairman of Nkhoma Presbytery. In 1937 he was transferred back to Mvera where 
for long periods he very successfully managed the large congregation without the 
assistance of a European minister. In 1944 he was appointed parish minister at 
Nkhoma where he rendered "invaluable assistance", managing the entire congregation 
and all its administration virtually single handedly.llO) He remained minister at 
Nkhoma until his death in 1955. 

In secular and national affairs he also rendered valuable service to his country. 
In 1927, while at Mvera, he was appointed Chief's Councillor to the District Com= 
missioner, a position he held until the system was changed in 1933 with the in= 
stitution of Native Authorities. Subsequently, in 1943,he was appointed to the 
Northern African Provincial Council as representative of the Lilongwe District 
chiefs. 111 ) This appointment was renewed in 1947. Recognition for his contribution , 
to the development of the country was shown when, in July 1950, while the Nkhoma 
Presbytery was in ses:ion at Nkhoma, the Provincial Commissioner awarded him the 
King's Certificate ·of Merit for faithful service over a period of fifty years in 
teaching, in the ministry and in various Government bodies. 112 ) At the Queen's 
coronation in June 1953 he was awarded a further decoration. 

108. DK, 9/12/1925, pp . 641f. 
109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

Kongwe Mission Archives Station book: Reports for 1934, 1935. 
~ , I 

Nkhoma Presbytery 1944, p. 8; CCA S5 15/6/8/3: Copy Stegmann to ProvinciAl 
Colllllissioner, 3/1/1945. 
Being himself of chiefly descent he was chosen by the chiefs to represent 
them. Notice of appointment included in letter of Provincial Commissioner 
to Stegmann, 3/2/1945 (CCA S5 15/6/8/3). 
Nkhoma Presbytery 1950, p. 16. 
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Two years later, on 28 September 1955, while leading a Wednesday morning prayer 
meeting at Nkhoma and speaking, significantly, from 1 Thes. 4:1, he suffered a 
stroke and died in the Nkhoma hospital two weeks later on 12 October. At his 
funeral, attended by over two thousand people, two missionaries and several Malawian 
ministers spoke, including Revs. ZU Tembo, OM Malembo, J Mlozi, W Mwansambo and 
KS Kalumo. 113 ) His death meant the passing away of one of the most remarkable men 
in the early history bf the Church. A few days before his death, Rev. JW Hinnaar 
of Nkhoma wrote of him: 114 ) 

He is one of the best proofs of the power of the Gospel. He 
came from total heathendom which then was for the first time 
coming into contact with the Gospel and became what he is 
today. It is a literal fulfilment of 1 Cor. 15:10. 

He was extremely influential as senior African minister and trusted counsellor of 
the missionaries as well as his own people and as a man of authority amongst the 
people of the Central Region and their chiefs, who had once elected him to be 
their representative on the African Provincial Council. He used this influence in 
the interest of the cause to which he had devoted his life: "Everywhere he went 
he always stated and pleaded the cause of the Church and of Christianity 11

•
115 ) In 

expressing its sadness at his death the Mission Council recorded the following 
minute: 116 ) 

With the sudden departure of Rev . Namon Katengeza in October 1955 
the Mission has lost a wise counsellor and father. He was our 
oldest minister, to all he was a man of great authority and 
personality. He was particularly the counsellor of the whites in 
all matters of policy concerning the natives. For that reason 
his death is a personal loss. We honour his memory and thank the 
Lord that the power of the Gospel could be so forcefully revealed 
in this servant of God. 

The Presbytery of Nkhoma likewise expressed its grief, adding: 117 ) 

Today the Presbytery of Nkhoma realises that it has 
lost its father who did his best to give wise and 
valuable counsel to this Presbytery. 

One of Naman Katengeza's sons, Richard K Katengeza, born in 1919, followed in the 
steps of his father and became a ~ission teacher. In 1945, at the youthful age of 
twenty-six, he was already the African Assistant at the station school at Nkhoma, 

113. SJ Ntara: Naman Katengeza, p. 86f. 
114. CCA SS 15/6/9/4: Mim~aar to Mission seer., 28/9/1955. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
l15. Ibid., Minnaar to r:ission seer., 18/10/1955. 
l16. Council minutes 79/1956, p. 1108. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
117. Nkhoma Presbytery 1956, p. 4. Transl. from Chewa. 
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and regarded "as one of our star teachers". 118 ) He later took up employment with 
a commercial farmer and businessman, Mr DW du Toit, from where he made steady 
progress to eventually become Manager both of the Farmers' Marketing Board and of 
the Malawi Railways. He is currently Mayor of Lilongwe City and successfully runs 
several large farm estates. 

Although only two Nkhoma men had been trained for ordination in 1925, a third was 
also ordained on 20 December of the same year. He was Lamek Kasuzi Manda, trained 
at Livingstonia, whom the Church had received with the handing over of Kasungu con= 
gregation to the Presbytery of Nkhoma in 1924. 119 ) His ordination at Kasungu 
marked the baginning of a ministry of near)y thirty-three years. Born near Kasungu 
in 1875, he entered the service of Livingstonia Mission as a teacher. By 1909 he 
was holding a senior teaching position in that Mission. After his training and 
ordination as minister he served mainly at Kasungu and also at Chinthembwe for a 
brief spe 11 as we 11 as in the Thumba area of Kasungu. In 1953 at 78 years of age 
he volunteered and was accepted as Chaplain to the King's African Rifles, returning 
to his post at Kasungu in August 1956. Two years later on 19 June 1958 he died in 
his eighty-fourth year. 120 ) 

As the period under discussion drew to a close in 1926, the young Church was much 
better equipped for the new responsibilities of fuller autonomy and participation 
in a wider union than in 1903 when the Council of Congregations was formed. It 
had gained valuable experience in conducting its own affairs as far as legislation, 
oversight and administration was concerned although all the executive work was 
still in the hands of missionaries and all its decisions were still subject to ap= 
proval by the Mission-Council. The ordination of three men towards the end of 
1925 brought closer the attainment of the ideal of establishing African leadership 
in the Church. Financially, too, the principle of self-support had been firmly 
established, the Church being responsible for all its local requirements as well as 
for the salaries of all qualified evangelists and ordained ministers. Teachers 
were to remain the responsibility of the Mission and in due course, also of the 
Government. The es tab 1 i shment of a Centra 1 Fund for the Church further brough

1
t 

home the awareness of the joint responsibility the different congregations haa to= 
wards the work conducted in their midst. The Church had also begun to see its 
responsibility concerning participation in the task of spreading the Gospel further 
afield. In respect of all these aspects the new phase was to bring further progress. 

118. CCA S5 15/6/8/3: Copy Stegmann to Provincial Commissioner, 3/1/1945. 
119. Cf. Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1925, p. 5. For correspondence on his ordin= 

ation, see CCA S5 15/6/7/1 (Livingstonia file). 
120. Nkhoma Synod 1960, p. 4; c1. CCA S5 15/6/11/9: Annual Report of Nkhoma Synod, 

1958. 
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In this process the DRCM Council saw it as its clear task to build up the young 

Church. This task involved oversight and guidance in respect of national workers 

who were to be regarded as "assistants". In the same tone the GMC defined the 
great task of the DRC in Malawi as the education as well as the organising of the 
christian · congregations and of the Church.121 ' 

It has been argued that the DRC did nat really follow its own Reformed principles 

in establishing the young Church. 122 ) Instead of recognising it as a fully auto= 
nornous Church in its own right from the very beginning, it remained fully subject 
to the parent Church's authority and control at least until 1926 and even after 
that there was still much indirect control, while a wide variety of "auxiliary" 
services remained in the hands of the DRCM for a long time. Yet on the other hand 

circumstances and the leadership position ir the young Church, only established a 
short time before in a .totally alien society, as far as Christianity was concerned, 
were such that it was not .really feasible to establish a fully autonomous body at 
such an early stage. While this was the most advanced of all the DRC's Foreign 
Mission fields, a clear policy on mission had not yet been fully defined and in 
Malawi the strong precedent established by the Scottish Missions, notably the 

Livingstonia Mission, had a very marked influence on the practical application of 
the DRCM policy in the field. The establishment of a Presbytery or Council of Con= 
gregations as it was called, was done along the same lines as in Livingstonia 

Mission. In addition it is most likely true that the example and influence of the 
Livingstonia Mission effected a faster progress towards self-government and the 
ordination of nationals than might otherwise have been the case. 123 ) Nevertheless 
the charge that the DRCM was much more conservative than other Missions in such a 
matter as the ordination of nationals cannot quite be substantiated. 124 ) When it 
is taken into account that the DRCM began work several years later than the two 
Scottish Missions and even the UMCA and that it, like the others, had to begin in 
a totally virgin field, it is natural to expect more or less the same course of 
time for the young Chur.ch to emerge and for men to be selected, trained and, 
particularly, gain the spiritual depth and maturity to enable them to be qualified 

121. Council minutes 28/1914, p. 183(a) (corrected page No.); GMC report to DRC 
Synod, Acta 1919, p. 33. 

122. Cf. JM·Cronje : Die selfstandigwording van die Bantoekerk, pp. g2-3. 

123. This was conceded in an article by JA Retief (DK, 10/7/1940, p. 66). 
124. This no ti.on is for instance expressed in an essay by a University of Ma 1 awi 

student, A Chafua: The localisation process of the Dutch Reformed Church 
Mission in Nyasaland 188g-1927, p. 11. 
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for the minis try . A perusal of the ti me ~1h i ch elapsed between the a rri val of the 

various Missions and the fi~st ordination to be performed in each, reveals no 

significant difference. The Living stonia Mission arrived in 1875, licensed its 

first man in 1903, but did not ordain before it had been in the field for 39 years, 

in 1914. In 1911 Blantyre Mission ordained its first men after 35 years, the UMCA 
ordained the first Malawian to the deaconate after 21 years and to the priesthood 

after 28 years, but already had long established facilities in Mozambique and at 

Zanzibar. In the Mission of the White Fathers 35 years elapsed before a Malawian 

was ord:iined to the prie5tf1ooct. Co mp ared to these figures the 35 year time lapse 

for the DRCM in Malawi and thirty yea rs for the DRCM in Zambia 125 l is not at all 

out of line, particul arly as the DRCM had already begun contemplating ordination 

twelve years earlier and would doubtlessly have come to the stage earlier than it 

did, had it not been for the delaying effects of the World W~r and other dif= 

ficulties experienced during the latter part of the 1910s and early 1920s. In 

this respect it is of further significance to note that Livingstonia Mission had 

ten ordained Malawians in the field when it celebrated its fiftieth anniversary, 
while the Blantyre Mission ha d only six, 126 ) compared to the nine in the DRCM 

fifty years after its beg innin g. Five years later ~~kho:na ·Presbytery had ordained 

a further eleven men, making a total of t1·1enty ordin i\t ior.s after 55 years. 127 l 

4. The Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian 

4.1 The formation of the CCAP 1924 

The formation of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian (CCAP) should be seen 
1
3s cne of the more spectacular chapters in the history of the Church in Africa. 

Its accomplishment was to a large extent the result of the vision of Dr Rober·t Law!; 
of Livin':)stonia. Right from tl1e beginning his dream \'1as that of an indigenous 
African Church which would encompass congregations of many different Missions in 

Central Africa. It h~s already been pointed out that as early as 1893 Laws had 

propagated the formation of a United Presbyterian Church out of the congregations 

of the Blantyre (Church of Scotland) Mission, the DRC Mission anu the Livingstonia 

Mission. 

When six years later, on 15 November 1899, Livingstonia Presbytery ~1as formed by 

the Livingstonia Mission Council the proposals Laws had put to his colleagues to 

the south were incorporated in the resolutions taken by that Council. These were 

125. The Rev. Justo Mwale was trained at Nkhoma and ordained in 1929, thus the 
first Zambi:in in the entire country to enter the ministry (P Bolink: Tm·1ards 
Church union in Zambia, p. 187. 

126 . B Pachai: nalal'ii: history of the nation, p. 206. 

127. For ordination certificates, names and dates of ordinations of Nkhoma 
ordinands see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 38. 
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as fo11ows: 128 ) 

1. The Council approve of the early organisation of the Native 
Church into congregat ions and regularl y constituted courts, 
viz . Kirk Sessions, Presbyteries and Synod, those congrega= 
tions beir1g meanl'lhile represented in Presbytery and Synod , 
where an ordained minister or elder i s in charge. 

2. The Church thus formed to be known as the Presbyterian Church 
of Central Africa. 

3. Meanwhile, in the spheres of the Livin gstonia Mission, there 
should be formed two Presbyteries, those of the North and 
South L ivingstoni a (i.e. for the Scotti sch and Dutch Reformed 
sections of the Mission) and one Synod. 

4. To the jurisdict ion of such courts, the Nat ive Church as such 
is to be subj ec t, but that the European agents and the finan= 
cial arrangements of the respective Missions continue to be 
subject, as at pre sent, to their several hume committees and 
local councils . 

5. From the beginning, the PresbytPr ian Church of Central Africa 
should loo k fon1ard to fed eration or union v1it:1 other Chris= 
tian communities in the country , and, 

6. with a view to this, the church constitution and creed be as 
simple as possible. 

A year later the first General Missionary Conference of Nyasa l and took place at 

Livingstonia . It adopted the follm·ling resolution: "That the orderlv development, 

the organisation and establishment of a self-supporting and self-propagating 

Native Church be a chief aim in our Mission 1•1ork 11
•
129 ) 

While the resolution did not ma ke spec ifi c reference to the formation of a United 

Church, the spirit of co-operation l'lh ich marked thi s conference wou ld, no dou bt, 

have had an effect on the attitude of the various pa rticipants. 

While Hethenli ck had rejected L al'ls' s proposals on uni on in J.895, he - much to the 

latter's satisfaction - revived them in 1903. At the Second General Missionary 
conference convened in Blantyre in October 1904 di scu ssions were held betl'leen the 

representa tives of the two Presbyteries of Livingo:onia and 3lantyre, the latter 

having been established in 1902. Proposals on union were tentat ively discussed, 

but there were still certain problems to be ironed out such as the theological 

128. Quoted in The Aurora, 1/12/1899 . 

129. Quoted by B Pachai : Malav1i: history of the nation, p. 203. Pacha i incor= 
rectly gives the year of the conference as 1901. It is of interest to ~ote 
that the third of the Venn - trias, se lf-govern~e nt is no t explicitly ment ioned 
here. None of the pa r ticipat ing Missions had as yet ordained any nationals. 
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basis, the number and variety of Missions to be . involved, the disciplinary code 

to be established and the relationship of European missionaries to the Church. 130 ) 

A further problem ~1as the fact that Blantyre Presbytery was a Presbytery of the 

Horne Church, v1hile Livingstonia Presbytery, at the insistence of Laws, viho envis= 
aged an entirely independent and African Church from the beginning, was not. More= 

ove~ quite a number of Europeans ~1ere members of Bl an tyre Presbytery. To solve 
the prob 1 em it 1·1as agreed to make the new Synod a purely African Synod, while the 

European community remained a separate congregation under the jurisdiction of the 
Church of Scotland. 131 ) This remained the position until the later 1950s when the 

European congregation joined the CCAP. Only in 1959 did the Church of Scotland 
ministers enter fully into the ecclesiastical structure of the CCAP. 132 ) 

Two DRCM missionaries, WH Murray and AL Hofmeyr, who were attending the Co~ference 
were present at the discussions. At Mvera the Council of Congregations, taking 

the place of a Presbytery had just been formed a year before and the DRCM was al= 
ready well-established as an independent Mission. Murray, while appreciating the 
merits of the union, had reservations about the matter. Writing to his Mission 
secretary after the conference he stated: 133 l 

Blantyre and Livingstonia Presbyteries are forming themselves 
into the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa with creed, con= 
stitttion, etc . They would, of course, very much like us to 
join, but I know how you feel and - I don't know. Amalgamation, 
Union is in the air. It's Scriptural, it's "ideal, will it ever 
be feasible? 

Although present at the discussion "as associates", Murray added, they did not com= 
promise themselves. 

How Du Plessis, the Mission secretary, fe 1 t about the matter is reflected in a 
letter written some years later to WH Murray. 134 ) 1·he letter marked "Private let= 
ter" included the following: 

Confederation or amalgamation with other churches - what a 
large and burning subject! .. . In the mission field it is 

130. J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi, p. 247. 
131. Cf. CCAP Extract of minutes of the Synod 1924-5, p. 4. 
132. J McCracken: op. cit., p. 248; cf. P Bolink: Towards Church union in 

Zambia, p. 193 and n. 10. 

133. CCA V9 2/1 : WH Murray to Du Plessis, 3/11/1904 . The version of this letter 
quoted by Bolink (loc. cit.) from M~I Retief: ~Jilliam Murray of Nyasaland, 
p. 153 is a retranslation of the Afrikaans translation found in Retief: Ver= 
oweri·ngs vir Christus, p. 231, hence some minor variations. 

134. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1: Du Plessis to WH Murray, 31/3/1909. 
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more practicable than anywhere else. The aim there should 
bP not to plant those churches which in the course of history 
have grown up in the older countries, but to build up an in= 
dependent native church in which the entrail of the past dif= 
ferences and feuds have been cut off. 

On the need for a basis of union and the nature of such a united native Church, 

he added: 
I cannot, of course, go into the details of the question of 

union or no-union, but I think that some base of agreement 
should be arranged perhaps along the lines of the recently 
pub 1 i shed "Catechism 'of the Free Churches" . So l on.g as you 
are connected with a home base for direction, finance and 
men, so long will it be impossible to unite organically, 
but the native church as national church of the land with 
its pastors (if any ), evangelists and teachers should have 
a constitution, one form of doctrine and one form of church 
government. And when we have reached the goal of a self
governing native church, even though it may take decades 
or generations, the complete amalgama tion of the various 
sections will be an easy task, and there will be no 'D . R. 
Church' or 'U .F. Church' but a 'National Protestant Church 
of Nyasa 1 and' . 

These are indeed prophetic 1·1ords of a visionary v1ith a pl'acti cal and down-to-earth 
approach : For the uniting young Church a clear base was necessary, as we ll as 

uniformity in doctrine, constitution and Church Government; this Church could 
well unite without the re spective Missions uniting; each could retain adequate 
influence and control over its work, without this necessarily hindering the young 
Church from eventually developing to a strong, united indigenous native Church 
under its own leade rship. 

The year 1910 was of consi derable significance because of the important Third 
Gener·al Mis s ion ary Ccnference which 1vas held at Mvera during August. Apart from 
the general effect this conference had on missionary co-operation, two significant 

events took place during the conference. One was the formation of the Consultative 
Board of Federated Missions which became the basis for long-standing and divers= 
ified co-operation between the Protestant Missions in Malawi. 135 ) The other was 
the formal meeting v1hich took place between representatives of Blantyre and "North 
Livingstonia" Presbyteries on 3 August 1910. 136 ) Also present were two observers 
from the DRCM, AL Hofmeyr and AG Murray. The latter had shortly before pioneered 
the work of the DRCM in the Angonia district of Mozambique. Under the chairmanship 
of Dr Laws the meeting "unanimous ly agreed now (to) be united in one Synod 
of a common church". Several important questions were also settled , v1hich had been 

135 . For details of the basis and function of this Consultative Board see above, 
p. 40f. 

136. For a copy of minutes of this meeting see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 18. 
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matters of contention between various individuals of the two Presbyteries. When 
Dr Donald Fraser proposed that the name should merely be "The Church of Central 
Africa", Dr Elmslie, seconded by Dr Hetherwick, moved an amendment that the name 
should be "The Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian". The amendment was carried 
by ten votes to three. 

The meeting further agreed on the Apostles' Creed as :ttie credal basis for all 
Church members, while the Nicene creed was added but would apply only to office 
bearers. This was evidently included at the insistence of Blantyre Presbytery 
but was later dropped as neither the Livingstonia Mission nor the DRCM were at that 
stage.in favour of including it as one of the official creeds of the Church. 137 ) 
Concerning the worship and order of the Church as well as its fprm of government 
it was agreed to follow the Presbyterian system with Councils, Presbyteries and_ 
Synods. 

The Presbyteries through their Mi~sions communicated with the Home bodies and in 
1914 both the United Free Church of Scotland General Assembly and the thurch of 
Scotland General Assembly approved the formation of such a Synod of the CCAP, both 
declaring that the decision~ of this Synod with regard to all matters within its 
jurisdiction, would be final. The UFCS, however, added the following: " ... the 
assembly reserving to their missionaries and Mission Council all duties and powers 
conferred upon them by Act II of Assembly of 1901, Act V of 1902, Acts IX and X 
of 1906 11

•
138 ) 

Although the name decided upon implicitly excluded the London Missionary Society 
in Northen Rhodesia (Zambia), as well as the German Missions in Tanganyika (Tan= 
zania) whom Fraser and Laws had wished to involve, 139 ) Laws nevertheless continued 
to negotiate with them in order to include them in the union. The German Missions 
had been placed under the care of Livingstonia Mission after the Germans were 
forced to leave East Africa during the War and this gave force to Laws's ideas, but 
after the Germans had returned to their work this ideal came to naught as did the 
negotiations with the LMs. 140) 

137. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/9: AL Hofmeyr to AC Murrey, 14/1/ 1913; and vice 
26/3/1913. In the new constitution adopted by the CCAP in 1956 the 
Creed was included together with the Apostles' Creed "as containing 
and substance of the Faith of the Church" (Article 2). On this new 
stitution see belowJCh. 6. 

versa, 
Nicene 
the 
con 

138 . For the minute of the decision of both the Assemblies on this matter, see 
CCAP Synod, 1924, min. 4. 

m 

139. 
140. 

Cf. J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi, pp. 247-8. :::1 

For details of the negotiations with the LMS and the German ·Missions se~ 
P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, pp. 194-6. 
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Due mainly to the War and subsequent difficulties, the proposed union could not be 
consummated until ten years later. But in 1924 all preparations had been made ano 
on the evening of 17 September 1924 the two Presbyteries held a united session in 
the Church at Livingstonia and the motion to unite "in one common Synod ... was 
unanimously and 1~ith acclamation, agreed to 11

•
141 ) Dr Ro bert Laws was unanimous ly 

elected as first Moderator of the new Synod, an honour he justly deserved, but 
nevertheless an experience which moved him so deeply that for several minutes after 
being presented to the Synod as Moderator, he was unable to speak. 142 ) 

The uniting presbyteries had drawn up certain Terms of Union which included a 
statement on the doctrinal basis of the Church. This was to be "the Apostles' Cre.ed, 
a brief statement of the Faith as herein set forth, and a distinct acknowledgement 
of the 0ord of God as the supreme rule of faith and conduct". It will be noted 
that the Nicene Creed was not ment ioned. The Brief Statement of the Faith read as 
follows: 143 ) 

1. The Word of God, wh i ch is contai ned in the Scriptures of the Old 
and New Testaments, is the supreme rule of faith and conduct. 

2. That there is one God, the Father, the Son and the Hol y Spirit. 
These three are one God, equal in power and glory, and He alone 
is to be worshipped. 

3. All men are sinners and therefore in need of salvati on, and can 
be saved only by the grace of God, th rou gh the redeemi ng work 
of Christ, and the regenerating and sanctifying of t he Holy 
Spirit. 

4. 'God so loved the world that He ga ve his onl y be gotten Son, 
that whosoever believeth in Hi m should not perish but have 
everlasting life'. The Lord Jesus Christ, being con cei ved 
by the power of the Holy Spirit in the 1-1omb of the Virgin 
Mary, and born of her yet without sin, 1·1as true man and 
true God. To save man from sin, and recon cile them to God, 
He perfectly fulfilled the Law of God, offered Himself on 
the Cross a true and perfect sacrifi re-;--died, 1-1a s bu r i ed, 
rose from the dead, and ascended into Heaven, from whence 
He shall come to judge the qutck and the dead. 

5. The salvation thus wrought for us in Christ is applied to us 
by the Holy Spirit, who worketh faith in us, and thus unites 
us to Christ, enabling us to receive Him as He is offered to 
us in the Gospel, and to bring forth the fruits of righteous= 
ness. In His gracious work, the Holy Spirit useth all means 
of grace, especially the Word, Sacraments and prayer. 

6. The Sacraments of the New Testament are Baptism and the Lord's 
Supper . Baptism is a Sacrament wherein the washing with water 
in the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Hol y Ghost . 

141. CCAP Synod 1924, minute 5. 
142. CCA P3: Diary AC ·Murray, entry for 17/9/1924. 
143. CCAP Extract of minutes of the Synod 1924~1945, pp . 4-5 . 
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doth signify and sea l our ingrafting into Christ and partaking 
of the benefits of the Covenant of Grace and our engagee.ent to 
be the Lord's . The Lord's Su~per is a Sacrament wherein by 
giving and receiv ing bread and wine according to Christ's ap= 
pointmen t, His death is showed forth, and the worthy receivers 
are, not after a corporal and ca rnal manner, but by faith, 
made partakers of His body and blocd to their spiritual nourish= 
ment and growth in gra ce. 

It is the duty of all believers to unite in the fellowship of 
the Church, to observe the Sacra~ents and other ordinances of 
Christ, to obey His la ws , to continue in prayer, to keep holy 
the Lord' s Day, to meet together for wo rship, to wait upon 
the preaching of the ~ord, to give as God has prospered them 
for the support and extension of the Gospel, and at all times 
to seek the advance of the Kingdom of God. 

271 

Thus came into being a united, indigenous African Church. Although still a long 
way away from the ideal of Laws, the first step had been taken. The r1ext step 
was for the Presbytery of Nkhoma to join this Church. To this aspect attention 
will be turned in the next paragraph. 

4.2 Negotiations for the Pre sbytery of Nkhoma to enter the CCAP 

The developme nt of the Council of Con9regat1v. ~ under the auspices of the DRCM 
has already been discus~ed, as has the preliminary negotiations between the Scot= 
ti sh and the DRC Missions concerning a united Church. 144 ) While the Presbyteries 
of Scottish origin went ahead to form a Synod, the DRCM section held back with the 
idea of first forming an own Synod consisting of .Presbyteries in the three spheres 
of DRCM work in Malawi, Zambia and Mozambique. The termination of the work in 
Mozambique in 1922 and tl1e negotiations which led to the handing over of the work 
of Kasungu to the DRCM in October 1925 were factors which swung the pendulum in 
favour of the Nkhoma section of the DRCM joining the CCAP. At the hand-over meet• 
ing at Kasungu, Church union had also unofficially been discussed and the acting 
Superintendent of the DRCM wrote home stating that "we feel more than ever the 
desirability and necessity of a strong Central African Church " 145} 

The way to forming an official Presbytery of Nkhoma had already been opened by 
the DRC Synod and a month before the Kasungu take-ove~ the DRCM Council had ex= 
pressed the desirability of joining the CCAP, but it did not feel quite ready r.t 
that stage. A committee was appointed to negotiate without delay with the Pres~ 
byteriP-S of Blantyre and Livingstonia and with the GMC in Cape Town. The resol~ 

144. Cf. above, pp. 265ff. 
145. CCA S5 15/6/2/21: Copy JA Retief to Mission Seer., 19/10/1923. Transl. 

from Afrikaans. 
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t1pn reads (partly) as follows:146) 

The Council has learned with great interest of the imminent 
founding of the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa by 
the Blantyre and Livingstonia Missions. We uphold the ideal 
of a Native Church of Central Africa. After thorough dis= 
cussion of the desirability of taking part in the founding 
~nd being part of such a Church, we realise that we are not 
invnediately ready to take such a weighty step ... 

The matter was referred to the GMC together with ur~ent requests from Blantyre 
and L1vingstonia for the Nkhoma Presbytery to join. At abcut this time Laws 
wrote to the DRCM : 147 ) 

... it seems most advi sab le and helpful for the cause of 
Christ that the experience of the DRCM should be made 
available in helping the Livingston ia and Blantyre Pres= 
byteries ... by their union a strong Native Church would 
by God's blessing be built up and the risk of isolation 
and local instead of general action would b.e avoided. 

The General Mission Committee in Cape Town appointed a committee to investigate 
the matter and draw up a repor t . It also resolved to send representatives to the 
forthcoming General Missionary Conference to be held at Livingstonia where the 
CCAP was to be formed. 148) 

Following this, AC Murray, then Mission secretary, wrote to the Foreign Mission 
Committee of the United Free Church of Scotland: 149 ) 

In regard to our Mission (sic) joining the Presbyteri an 
Church of Central Africa , the General Mission Committee 
is prepared to recom~end this to our Synod, if we can 
come to a satis facto ry agreement about the const itution 
whereby t he rights of the Dutch Reformed Church Mission 
and the purity of the doctrine of the Presbyterian Church 
of Nyas~land are safeguarded. 

The DRC delegates to Livin~stonia were the Mission secretary, AC Murray, and 
Rev. DG Malan. WH Murray was actually on furlough, but came back to Malawi 
specially for the meeting. Several other DRC missionaries also attended, while 

146. Council minutes 43/1923, p. 313. Transl. from Afrikaans. The committee was 
to include a member from the DRCM in Zambia, while a request was to be c~~= 
veyed tp them to take part in the scheme. 

147. CCA SS lS/6/1/4: Minute to the DRCM regarding the proposed .. . of the 
Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian, sgd. R Laws, n.d. (caption partly 
obliterated). 

148. CCA SS 1/1/3: GMC minute 47, 48, entry for 26-28/2/1924. 
149. Letter of AC Murray dated 6/3/1924, quoted in FMC minute 6867, entry for 

15/4/1924. For copy of said minute, see CCA SS 15/6/6/1. 
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the Nkhoma Council of Congregations delegates, Naman Katengeza and Ashan Malenga, 
attended as observers. 150) 

The conditions and safeguards the DRC desired were included in a report in which 
a draft constitution for the CCAP was presented. This draft was an expansion 
with a few amendments of the Terms of Union. Several long discussions took place 
at L1vingstonia and most of the points raised by the DRC were agreed upon, but 
as to altering the Terms of Union, this could not be granted because these had 
already been accepted and could not be changed at that stage. It became clear 
that Blantyre and Livingstonia would go ahead and unite while Nkoma could offer 
to unite later under conditions which all could agree to. When these conditions 
were discus-;;ed two points presented problems. 151 ) The one was the wish of Nkhoma 
that the first Article in the Brief Statement of Faith concerning the Word of God 
should follow the wording of the Larger Catechism: "The Holy Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testament are the ~lord of God and the Supreme Rule of Faith and 
Life 0

•
152 ) This was not agreed to and in the end the solution was for the CCAP 

Synod to accept "for the Presbytery of Nk homa its i nterpret:ti on of that Arti c 1 e, 
according to that liberty of interpretation which it claims for itself•. 153 ) 

The other point on which agreement could not be reached was the right the DRC 
wished to claim for itself to withdraw unilaterally from the CCAP in the event of 

' changes being made to the Terms of Union, if this were to have the effect that t~e 
highest irterests of its work were no longer being served. On this issue it was 
agreed to propose to the DRC that the right to withdraw would rest with the Pres= 
bytery of Nkhoma as such. 

One of the main reasons why the DRCM was hesitant to join was the fear that modern= 
istic teaching would be brought into the CCAP by certain missionaries from Scot= 
land. It is true that in South Africa such missionaries had come "denying the 
Atonement ana various other vital d~ctrines•. 154 ) On this AC Murray had written 
to Laws: 

There is another question which may arise, and that is, 
whether there will be any guarantees that modernist teach= 
ing will not be allowed in the Central African Church. 
As you know, our standpoint with reyard to the Inspira= 

150. Council of Congregations, 1924, p. 5. 
151. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entry for 13 and 16/9/1924. 
152. Viz. Article 3, 4, 5 of the Larger Catechism (Westminster, 1648). 
153. CCAP Synod, 1926, minute 7. The 1956 constitution (Article 2) accepted this 

interpretation for the entire CCAP. 
154. Cf. P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, pp. 197-9. This and following 

quotations from a letter of Laws to DR Mackenzie, 12/2/1924, quoted in loc. 
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tion, the Virgin ]irth, and other doctrines regarding our 
Lord, is a conservative one, and if there is any danger 
of the Central African Church being open to teaching which 
conflicts with these views there vlill be difficulty. 

Lav1s 's opinion on the matter vias that the new Church should not be tied down "to 

a credal statement of .its faith, which may be suitable today but not in the 
years hence". For that reason he preferred holding to"a simple statement of 
faith, suitable to the needs of the Church which can be amplified or en= 

larged according to the needs which may ari se, but we ought not to tie down any 

Church to the Westminster Confession of Faith, or the Heidelberg Confession, or 
any other document whose historical causes are unknovm and cannot be explained 

to the majority of the church members in a country like thi s11
• 

The desire for sufficient guarantees that sound Biblical teaching would be main= 
tained in the United Church should be seen as the mai n motive behind the DRCM 
position on Scripture and the question of the possible withdrawa l of Nkhoma. 

The discussions at Livingstonia were very nearly wrecked for quite a different 
reason, which had nothing to do with theological questions. An arrangement had 
been made, quite unbekno\'m to the delegates that everybody, white and black, 1·1e re 
to eat together in one hall, with mixed seating. This upset th e DRCM delegates 
considerab ly as it was something never done before at such conferences and they 

strongly objected to this arrangement. The Nkhoma Presbytery delegates found the 
situation just as uncomfortable, having never handled cutlery before and being 
strange to European food. Some of the Scottish missionaries strongly resented the 

attitude of the DRC people. But the warning by WH Murray that their del egation 

would go home unless a change was made, resulted in the arrangement being di s= 
continued after two meals . 155 ) Although AC Murray shared the feelings of his com= 

patriots he advised the others not to make too much of an issue of it when writing 
home, probably fearing negative reactions which could even affect the important 
decision the Cape DRC Synod had to take the following month concerning entry of 
Nkhoma Presbytery into the CCAP. 156 ) 

155. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entries for 12,13/9/1924 . Ml~ Retief (Verm~erings 
vir Christus, p. 234) mentions that the Scottish Missions afterwards droµped 
the idea generally of mixed eating and it appears that for many years , until 
as late as 1958, Scottish missionaries - at l east those in Zambia - did not 
undertake another effort tov1ards socia l mixing during Presbytery meetings. 
The same applies to LMS missionaries (cf. Towards Church union in Zambia, 
p. 199 and n. 32). For further . di scussi on of racial segregation and pre= 
judice in Scottish Missions see J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in 
Malawi, pp. 248f. 

156. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entry for 24/9/1924. 
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In spite of all the difficulties the DRC missionaries were all keen to join. "It 

is fine", AC Murray wrote in his diary, "to see how keen our missionaries are to 
join" . 157) The result 1-1as that the Cape delegation took back viith it a very 

strong recomme ndation that the DRC Synod shou 1 d approve uni on vii th the CCAP. They 

intimated to the GMC that its Te rms of Union required only minor changes, other= 

wise the CCAP Synod had approved Nkhoma joining, pending approval by the DRC. 158 ) 

The CCAP Synod had, in fact, mentioned as its hc~etul anticipation "the early 

entrance into the Synod of the Presbyteries of Nkhoma and Northern Rhodesia of the 
Dutch Reformed Church Missions" . 159 ) 

A month after the Livingstonia meetings the GMC in Cape Town reported to the DRC 

Synod then in session tnat the urgent request of the Scottish Missions for Nkhoma 

to join, was deemed by the DRCM Council not only possible, but also highly desir= 
able. Thus the GMC, "being in full sympathy'' 1·1ith forming a national Church in 

Nyasaland, recommended to the Syncd to grant permission for Nkhoma Presbytery to 

join, approving the cor.stitution agreed upon at Livingstonia "to uphold the rights 
cf our Mission and to ensure that our missionaries will remain under our juris~ 
diction 11

•
160 l 

After considerable discussion the Synod passed the following motion: 161 ) 

Synod grants permission to the Presbytery of Nkhoma to join 
the Synod of the Pres byte rian Church of Central Africa (sic) 
under the conditions to be laid dovm by this Synod 1~ith tlie 
understanding that the Nya sa Mission shall, as in the past, 
remain fully under the ma nageme nt of the Synod of the DRC; 
and that the said Pre sbytery shall withdraw from the Synod 
of the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa if the General 
Mission Committee is of the opinion that continued member= 
ship is not advantageous to the highest interest of the 
work. 

The Synod then also approved the conditions proposed by the GW: . These were the , 
same as the Terms of Union approved by the Presbyteries of Blantyre and Living= 

stonia, but with certain additions and explanations. The most important of these, 
concerning the safeguarding of doctrine, were the exposition of Article 1 of the 
"Brief Statement of Faith" concerning the Word of God as in the Larger Catechism. 
In addition to that, in Article 3 of Terms of Union, the functions of the Pres~ 

bytery were to include "the training, licencing, ordination and appointment of 

157. Ibid., entry for 17/9/1924 . 
158. For their report to the GMC see CCA S5 15/6/6/1. 
159. CCAP Synod 1924, minute 20. 

160. DRC Synod Ac~~ 1924 , pp. 76-7. Transl. from Dutch. 

161. Ibid., pp. 31, 32. Transl. from Dutch. 
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Native Ministers, the licences of such Minister~ to be operative only within the 
bounds of the Presbytery". 162 ) 

The news that permission was gra~ted was received with great joy by both the DRC 
missionaries and the Council of Congregations. The latter adopted the following 
resolution: 163 ) 

This meeting heard the explanation of our chairman stating· 
that our Mother and the Synod in South Africa has approved 
that our congregations be united with the congregations of 
Livingstonia and Blantyre Mission in order to be one great 
Church of Central Africa. We thank our Mother for granting 
us this permission. We all agree with joy to enter into 
this Union 

The Presbytery proceeded to appoint its chairman, Dr WH Murray together with 
Rev. Andreya Namkumba to the Standing Committee of the CCAP Synod. 

With this, the Presbytery of Nkhoma officially came into being and henceforth would 
be called Presbytery and no longer Council of Congregations. 164 ) 

The follovling year, 1926, ti1e Presbytery of Nkhoma appointed Dr WH Murray, 
Revs . JA Retief, J Jackson, CJH van Wyk, JJ Ferreira and A Namkumba, together with 
six elders, Amon Ndiwo Phiri, Solomon Mwale, Ishmail Mwale, Andreya Banda, Sam 
Nyirenda and Joshua Phiri to be its representatives at the CCAP Synod due to meet 
at Blantyre from 13 October onwards . 165 ) The Rev. TCB Vlok of Salisbury, who had 
actually strongly opposed the entry of Nkhoma at the Cape Synod, was appointed as 
the GMC representative at this second meeting of the Synod of the CCAP and to con= 
vey its greetings to the Synod. 166 ) 

When the Synod convened it had before it the report of its Synodical Committee in 
which the "additions or explanations" to the Terms of Union as communicated by the 
Presbytery of Nkhoma were set out. The Synodical Committee recommended that these 
be accepted and Nkhoma Presbytery be welcomed into the Synod of the CCAP. 

~ · 

162 . DRC Synod Acta 1924, p. 34. For full text of these conditions as al so ap= 
proved by ·~cCAP, see CCAP Synod 1926, min. 5. 

163. Council of Congregations minutes 1925, pp. 5-6. Transl. from Chewa. Cf. 
also Miss!on Council minutes 45/1925, p. 345. 

164. Ibid., p. 346. 
165. Nkhoma Presbytery 1926, pp. 2-3. Cf. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 9. Amon Phiri 

wa·s subsequently elected to the Synodical Committee (min. 33(1)) and in 
1929 became the fourth person ·to be ordained in Nkhoma Presbytery. 

166. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/17: AC Murray to WH Murray, 1/11/1924. For Vlok's re= 
port see ibid., 15/6/4/1. 
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The Synod approved this report and "received with great gladness" the corrmunication 

of the desire of tikhoma Presbytery to enter the CCAP and "unanimously agreed" to 

receive the sJid Presbytery into the CCAP "on the terms proposed". One stipulation 
was, howe ver, made regarding the wording of Article 1 of the "Br ief Statement of 
Faith" to the effect that "Synod accepts for the Presbytery of tlkhoma its inter= 

pretation of the Article according to that liberty of interpretation which it 
claims for itself" 167 ) 

Later during the same Synod one further safeguard v1a s submitted for the approval 

of Synod by the Synodica l Comnittee on "Procedure''. Th is was the so-ca lled "Bar= 
rier Act" which v1ould provide aga inst "any sudden alteratio~ or innovation or other 
prejudice to the Church in either doctrine or worship or discipline or government" 
The Act would provide that before the Synod cou ld pass any act which was to be a 
binding Rule or Const i tution to the Church , it wou ld have to be pa ssed by no less 

than a three-quarter majority of members present, after which it wou ld be remitted 
to the Presbyte ries . After gaining the consent of the individual Presbyteries, 

their finding wou 1 d be reported back to the next Synod which then 1-1o u 1 d pass the 

Act as a law of the Church. 

The matter was remitted to the Synod i ca l Committee on Procedure for further consid= 
eration and amendment and in due course became the estab li shed pract ice of the 
Church. 168 ) 

Thus was carried out a singular union of Church.es 1-1hicil grew out of the work of 

three different Missions and begun as much as half a century earli er . Now Nkhorna 
Presbytery had come into its ovm right as a Church body and 1-1ould no longer be 
di rec tly under the control of the Mission as the former Council of Congregations 
had been . Furthermore, this meant that henceforth the Mission Counc il would no 

longer include mi nutes of Presbytery into its mi nutes by way of approval as "they 
will no longe r be long there 11

•
169 ) A new stage had been reached in whic h the con= 

trol of the Mission over the Church was to change from direct to more indirect 
and to gradually move towards the goal of an entirely independent Church. At the 
same time the DRC, as was the case in the other t1~0 Missions, retained jurisdiction 

over its missionarie s. 170 ) 

167. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 5-7. 

168. Ibid., min. 27. 

169. MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 1: Copy HH Murray to Mission secretary, 22/11/1926. 
170. DRC ' Synod Acta, 1924, p. 34. 
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Althou~h now united in one Church, the three Presbyteries still retained a large 
degree of independence and autonomy in such matters as the tra·ining, licencing, 
ordination and appointment of ministers, as well as oversight and discipline ov~r 
them, while ttie functions of the Synod only included "matters pertaining to the 
general welfare of the Church". 171 ) Public worship and Christian life and conduct 
are quoted as examples. Otherwise only matters referred to it, for example by way 
of appeal, could be dealt with. In a sense the CCAP had therefore more t~e charac= 
ter of a Council or Consultative body. It had no legislative powers as far as the 
life and work of Presbyteries was concerned and through the "Barrier Act" was ef= 
fectively excluded from imposing any change in the basis of faith.and the Terms of 
Union upon the Presbyteries. Had this not been the case, the union would definite= 
ly not have lasted. 

In reviewing the entire process through which Nkhoma entered the CCAP there is one 
strange discrepancy in the decision taken by the DRC Synod in 1924 which should be 
noted. While approving the Terms of Union for Nkhoma Presbytery, which included 
the stipulation that in the event of any changes made to these terms "the Pres= 
bytery of Nkhoma of the DR Church in Nyasaland reserves the right of withdrawing 
from the Synod", the Synod at the same time laid down that the Presbytery of Nkhoma 
would withdraw if this was deemed desirable by the General Mission Committee of the 
DRC. 172 ) This matter had been one of the difficulti~s encountered in earlier nego= 
tiations and the CCAP was willing to accept Nkhoma only if the right to withdraw 
rested with itself and not with the Home Church. It is doubtful whether the CCAP 
was aware of this discrepancy since it had before it the Terms of Union only and 
no doubt would have protested against the condition· that the Cape GMC would effect 
withdrawal as it had protested against a similar proposed condition by the DRC 
Synod of the Orange Free State which "was felt to place the CCAP more or less under 
the jurisdiction of t:1e General Missionary Committee of the Synod of the Orange 
Free State 11

•
173 ) 

The question arises as to how this discrepancy came about and whether it was more 
or less inadvertent, or else not regarded as of particular importance as far as 
the practical stituation was concerned. Whatever the case may have been, this dis= 
crepancy did result in a very complicated situation arising some years later wh~n 
the Cape Synod of 1945 virtually decided that Nkhoma Presbytery should withdraw. 
This decision termed by one missionary as quite '!illegal" on grounds of the Terms 

171. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 5.4. 
172. Cf. ibid., min. 5.9, DRC Synod Acta 1924, pp. 31f, 34. 
173. Cf. P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zambia, p. 201 and n. 41. The OFS 

later withdrew this condition (Cf. CCA S5 15/6/14/1: Copy Pauw to Hetherwick 
30/8/ 1926) . 
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of Union174 ) was clearly the result of considerable confusion on the part of the 

DRC. Even the GMC was not clear on the position. In 1941 it affirmed that the 
1924 decision meant that the GMC had the power to withdraw, but in 1944 it noted 
that according to the Terms of Union this was the prerogative of the Presbytery 
of Nkhoma itself. 175 ) The source of this confiision evidently ~1as the 1924 Synod 
itself. The Nyasa subcommittee of the GMC, in trying to disentangle the complica= 
tions and contradictions of the 1945 Synod decision, found that not only had there 
been an apparent confusion at the 1924 Synod about the distinction bet~1een Council 
and Presbytery (which could have meant that some understood the decision to join 
the CCAP as applying to the Mission Council itself), but also that nowhere in the 
Acta or reports of the 1924 Synod did the actual conditions laid down in the Terms 
of Union appear in writing. 176 ) As far as the Cape Synod was cor.cerned, the de= 
cision to withdraw lay in the hands of its General Mission Committee, while this 
was not what was understood in the CCAP. 

There remains one further remark concerning the entry of the Nkhoma Presbytery in= 
to the CCAP. The joy of both the Presbytery and the DRC missionaries at being 
united in the CCAP was dampened by a disappointing aftermath. It has been noted 
that when negotiations to join were being conducted, it was with the full expecta= 
tion that the Zambia Presbytery of the DRCM would also join. 177 ) This was also 
the desire of both the Church and the missionaries in Zambia and at the 1926 CCAP 
Synod a delegation from the Madzimoyo (DRC) Mission consisting of the head of that 
Mission, Rev. CP Pauw, as well as Revs. F Botha and DP Laurie, was present as well 
as the Moderator and representative of the Orange Free State Synod, Rev. PS van 
Heerden. He expressed the hope that soon their Presbytery of Madzimoyo, Northern 
Rhodesia would be free to enter the Synod of the Church of Central Africa, Pres= 
byterian. 178) The Synod of the OFS meeting in April 1928 heard the favourable re= 
commendation of Van Heerden as well as the arguments of Pauw who had come in person 

174. See CCA S5 15/6/2/21: Document by JA Retief dated 8/2/1946. 
175. Compare CCA S5 l/1/7: GMC minute no. 49, entry for 18-19/2/1941, with 1/1/8: 

GMC minute no. 46/(f), entry for 22-24/2/1944. 
176. CCA S5 1/4/3: Nyasa subcommittee minute 10, entry for 21/3/1946. For further 

details concerning the proposed withdrawal of Nkhoma Presbytery see below, 
p. 

177. Cf. also MW Retief: Verowerings vir Christus, p. 244; and JA Retief (cor= 
respondence columns, DK, 9/10/1940, pp. 663-4). 

178. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 29(2). The initials of Van Heerden are wrongly given 
as JP. He was PS. 
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to advocate · union and granted permission on terms acceptable to the CCAP. 179 ) 

Unfortunately this was not to be, 1 arge ly through the endeavours of the nev1ly 
appointed Mission Secretary in the OFS, Rev. JG Strydom. Strydom, a staunch 
nationalist with a rather extreme outlook on church and national issues, 180 ) was 
a memper of the two-man delegation which visited Zambia and Malawi shortly after 
the 1928 OFS Synod. So perturbed was he by what he observed concerning the theo= 
logically liberal vie1·1s held by Scottish missionaries that the delegation upon its 
return requested the OFS Synodical Committee to suspend the decision of the 1928 
Synod and submit the matt~r once again to the next Synod which was due to meet in 
1931. 181) 

Although the theological objections were more prominent, Bolink points out that 
nationalist feelings, i .e . joining with an English speaking "foreign Church'~ as 
well as the effect of the tragic heresy trial against Prof. J du Plessis 182 ) which 
was discussed at the same 1928 Synod and v1here Strydom had been "one of the strong= 
est opponents of Du Plessis' teachings", played a decisive role in the issue . When 
it is noted that Du Plessis had shown a certain predeliction for Scottish theology, 
that he and l·JH Murray, the head of the Nkhoma Mission, were the closest of 
friends, 183 ) and that he ha-d from the beginning had very close ties v1ith Nkhoma 
and the development of the /church there, Strydom's reaction and suspicion becomes 
easier to understand. 

In spite of further pleas from Madzimoyo missionaries who strongly refuted Stry= 
dom's arguments, the 1931 Synod of the OFS decided after a long debate to rescind 
its previous decision concerning union with the CCAP . 184 ) This was a great di s= 

179. For detai l s of ne gotiations see P Bolink: Towards Church union 
pp. ?00-202. For a very positive report by Van Heerden to the OFS Synodical 
Committee see DK, 3/8/1927, pp. 165-6. See also correspondence on Madzimoyo 
union with the CCAP: CCA SS 15/6/14/1; MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 16. 

180. J du Plessis, whom Strydom strongly opposed (see belov1) even v1ent so far as 
on one occasion to say of him "He is Afrikaner and nationalist first, then 
Christian and Mission friend" (Du Plessis to WH Murray, 4/2/1933; transl. 
from Afrikaans, correspondence in private collection of Dr P Pretorius} 
Cf~ Bolink, op. cit., p. 249 and n. 14. 

181. In 1940 Strydom wrote a lengthy treatise to defend the OFS decision on union 
with the CCAP and used the opportunity to attack and severely criticise the 
Cape Synod for allowing its mission congregations in Malawi to join a 
"foreign" and "liberal" Church (DK, 7/8/1940, pp. 240ff). 

182. See above, p. 52, n. 27. 
183. P Bolink, Towards Church union ... ,pp. 202-4. GBA Gerdener: Die boodskap 

van ' n man , pp . 17 , 21 , 2 6 , 2 2 8 . 
184. Bolink, op. cit. 204, 249. 
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appointment to the Church both in Malawi and in .Zambia and to the missionaries of 
all parties concerned. 185 ) The African Christians failed to understand why they 
were not allowed to join with their fellow christians who spoke the same language, 
used the same Bible, hymn book, Catechism and liturgy. The result was that in 
1939 the Zambia Council of Congregations put forward a new request with thorough 
motivations for permission to unite. This was again turned down and instead the 
OFS Mission Committee proceeded to establish a Synod of the "Dutch Reformed 
Mission Church of the Orange Free State in Rhodesia 11

•
186 ) 

These actions to block the move to unity became a major factor in the unhappy 
"Salisbury controversy" when the Malawian christians in Zimbabwe refused to be 
placed under the care of a Church (the OFS) which had previously refused to unite 
with them. 187 ) 

In concluding, it should be pointed out that in many ways the Presbytery of Nkhoma 
stood only to benefit by joining the CCAP . Although many saw serious dangers in 
such a union, not the least of those being the more liberal line of theology fol= 
lowed by many of the Scottish missionaries, the Nkhoma Presbytery could on the 
other hand contribute a positive influence towards such matters as promotion · of 
evangelism and emphasizing spirituality. 188 ) At the same time union meant the 
Church in Malawi could present a u'nited front. This was the case in its dealings 
with the Government - a matter which undoubtedly was to the advantage of the Nkhoma 
Presbytery in view of its links with the "foreign" DRC Mission, foreign, that is, 

' as far as the British Colonial Government was concerned. The united front also 
provided a bulwark against a proliferatio~ of Missions and sects as well as the 
concerted competitive endeavours of the Roman Catholic Church on the one hand, and 
on the other hand against the influence of traditional beliefs and the ever in= 
creasing effects of secularism. Again the kind of union entered upon guaranteed 

185. Prof J du Plessis was also deeply upset by Strydom's engineering. Writing 
to ~/H Murray after a visit by Strydom to Malawi in 1931, he stated: "And 
now that fire-brand Strydom has been to you again! Is he going to dig the 
grave of the OFS? How must I feel who was one of the fathers of the OFS Synod 
of 1895? (sic)" (letter dated 29/7/1931), in private collection of Dr P Pre= 
torius, transl. from Afrikaans. In 1897 the OFS Synod resolved, upon the 
proposal of Du Plessis, then in his first c~ngregation, Zastron, to begin 
foreign mission work - a decision which resulted in work beginning in Zam= 
bi a - cf. GSA Gerdener: Die boods kap van n man, p. 29. 

186. The Synod was established in 1943. In- 1957 it changed its name to the "Af= 
rican Reformed Church" and in 1968 to the "Reformed Church in Zambia" 

187. See above, ch. 2. 
1188. Cf. JA Retief (DK, 10/7/1940, p. 66). 
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continuing co-operation Detween Presbyteries and their respective parent Missions 
Wiile also avoiding a duplication of congregatfr.ns especially in urban centres 
such as Blantyre, Zomba and Lilongwe. At the same time the necessary safeguards 
had been built into the constitution of the CCAP, notably in the so-called "Barrier 
Act• to ensure that the Basis of Faith and other fundamental principles would not 
be changed without approval by all parties concerned. 189 ) 

Furthermor~ the establishing of a Presbytery of Nkhoma meant that this Church 
thereby took an importn'nt step forward towards greater autonomy and its new status 
promoted a larger sense of responsibility amongst its leaders, a fact which was 
repeatedly noted by observers. 190 ) In the following chapter the growth and develop= 
ment of Nkhoma Presbytery and its progress in various are3s will be traced. 

189. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 27. 
190. See for example CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report 1927; CCA S5 

15/6/2/15: AC Murray to Mission seer. 16/8/1928; GMC report to Cape Synod, 
Acta 1928, p. 54. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE EMERGING CHURCH 1926 - 1962 

With the formation of the Presbytery of Nkhoma a very important stage was reached. 
In theory at least an autonomous Church was now truly established and during the 
next three and a half decades it was to develop slowly but surely towards the full 
attainment of that autonomy. Initially missionaries still held a position of 
power in the Church and for all practical purposes guided the Church in most of 
its decisions. But throughout the ultimate goal was never forgotten, namely the 
setting up of a fully self-governing, self-supporting and self-expanding Church. 
Hence, slowly at first but with increased tempo during the 1940s and particularly 
during the 1950s, more and more responsibility came into the hands of the national 
leaders of the Church. This took place first at congregational level , then at 
Presbytery l evel and finally the stage was reached ~there in 1962 full responsibility 
was taken over at synodica l level for all the facets of the Mission work. 

This growth and development of the Church can be vi ewed from different angles. 
Firstly there is the physical aspect of the actual growth and expansion of the 
Churc~to which is linked the structural development of the local congregations. 
Then there is the aspect of growing self-government also involving the ever evolving 
relationship bet ween Church and Mission, between national church leaders and mis= 
sionaries. Lin ked to that are the aspects of growing financial support from within 
its mm ranks as ~1e ll as the attempts of the Church to carry the Gospe 1 further 
afield. Another aspect is that of the constitutional development of the Church, 
both in the narrov1 context of Nkhoma Presbytery and ( 1 ater) Synod, and in the wider 
context of the CCAP as a whole. All these aspects of Church development culminated 
in the final process of attaining total autonomy, a process which was completed in 
1962 - completed, that is, in a relative sense as, from a Biblical point of view, 
no Church can ever really become "self-"governing or autonomous, the Head and Lord 
of the Church being Jesus Christ himself who leads his Church through the guidance 
and power of the Holy Spirit. It is relative also in the sense that no Church can 
ever become totnlly "independent" from other Churches. Not only are there closer 
links with Churches to which it is related confessionally and historic~lly, but 
also in this ecumenical age all Churches find themselves linked in some way to 
other Churches and Church bodie s , be it on the local level where Churches find the 
need to co-opernte in various ways, or be it through National Christian Councils, 
as well as wider confessional or ecumenical bodies, councils or conferences. 

In the following paragraphs the development of the Presbytery and later Synod of 
Nkhoma will be viewed from some of these angles, while the last chapter will deal 

with constitutional developments in the CCAP and the Church politial developments 
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an~ other negotiations leading to the final arrangements for the Synod to take 
over all responsibilities for the work in 1962. 

1. Church growth and structural developments 

When looking at the statistics of the Presbytery/Synod of Nkhoma the claim that 
this field has been one of the most fruitful fields of labour of all the fields 
of the DRC, appears quite justified. After the initial high growth rate of 21,5% 
p.a., recorded for the years 1903-1917, followed by the slump of the War and post
war years, 1917-1923,1) the growth rate had stabilised to some extent by the time 
Nkhoma entered the CCAP in 1926. Although there were fluctuations from year to 
year and periods of faster and slower growth, the average growth rate for the 
period 1926-1961 was 5,2% p.a. for communicant members. Taking the growth of the 
Church over five year periods, the Table on the next page gives an overall pie= 
ture. 2) 

For this period of 35 years certain salient observations can be made. The over
all growth rate amounted to 5,2% p.a. or 28,7% per five year period, membership 
increasing from 11 335 to 66 000. A peak growth period was experienced during 
the mid 1940s with a record increase in membership of 95,5% between 1940 and 1950 
(22669 to 44318) . The 1940s were the years of exerted mission endeavour in which 
education in particular was greatly expanded3) and many evangelistic activities 
~1ere undertaken . In one year alone (1944-45) communicant membership rose from 
28103 to 30976 (10,2%), while catechumens increased from 14649 to 18188 (24,2%). 
A shorter peak growth period was experienced during the early thirties with member= 
ship rising from 13 454 in 1930 to 16 692 in 1933 (24,1%) ,4l but this was offset 
by the slump of the Depression years. From 1933 to 1935 membership only rose by 

1. See pp. 249f. 
2. Figures in this Table and in the following paragraphs are compiled from annual 

~tatistics returned to Presbytery as recorded in Presbytery minutes. Addition= 
al information from annual general reports (CCA S5 15/6/11/8); and J~arboek 
van die Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerke {official Year Book of the DR Churches). 
The number of ministers was compiled from the sederunt lists of the respective 
meetings of Presbytery (1926-56) and of the Synod of Nkhoma (1961) and may, for 
expatriates, not include those happening to be on furlough or otherwise absent 
at the time of meeting. In all cases figures and statistics for congregat ons 
in Zimbabwe and later the Presbytery of Salisbury were excluded, although 
these were for a long time included in the statistical returns of Nkhoma Pres= 
bytery. Figures for 1961 could not all be traced in the minutes of the re= 
spective Pres9yteries and are not available, even at the Synod Office. 

3. See above p. 173. 
4. For reference to this spiritual renewal see AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, 

p. 298; CCA SS 15/6/2/17A: WH Murray to Mission seer., 27/7/1931; 20/7/1932. 
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TABLE IV 

STATISTICAL .GROWTH DF THE PRESBYTERY/SYNOD OF NKHOMA 1926-1961 IN FIVE YEAR PERIODS 

I Ordained 
Ministers 

Year Communicant Percentage serving in No of Av. per Liberality Av. per I Membership gcowth (5 ye. ) I C• to oh "m'"' Nkhoma Cong rs Congr. (in M K) Communicant 
I 

I Malawians Expats. 

19261 11 335 8 226 I 3 11 13 872 K 699,50 5) 6,2 t 

1931 14 350 I 26,7 8 015 6 12 13 1 105 2 002 ,50 i3,9 

1936 I 17 931 24,9 9 036 I 
I _ 

9 9 13 1 379 2 079 ,01 11,6 

1941 25 417 I 41,7 11 656 I 8 8 17 I 1 495 2 833,42 11,2 
I 

1946 32 398 27,5 17 699 I 12 9 20 I 1 620 4 392, 75 13,6 

1951 I 47 223 45,8 22 982 22 10 25 I 1889 6 168;31 13,1 

1956 55 450 17,4 23 277 26 12 32 1 773 10 852 ,50 19,6 

1951 I- 66 000 i 19,0 I ? 296) 14 ! 49 1 347 ? I ? 

5. The low sum recorded for 1926 is actually only for eight months. 
·6. This was the number of ministers present at the Synod meeting in May 1961. Six more men were · ordained later 

that year. 

N 
00 
tn 
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1,6% (16 682 to 16 941). From 1936 growth increased again, but after the tremendous 
growth during the 1940s .another low rating was recorded during th~ 1950s. From 
1951 to 1956 membership rose only 17,4% as against the average overall growth rate 
of 28,7% per five year period. The next five years similarly showed a low rate 
of increase (19%). The explanation for this should be sought in the effects of 
the political unrest in the country as it first fought the imposition of Federal 
rule and then intensified its struggle for complete political independence. 7l 
During these years considerable anti-white and especially anti-South Afric"an feel= 
i rigs were a 1 so genera ted in the country which, to some extent ·, adversely affected 
the work of the DRCM and its "daughter" Church. 8) 

It is interesti.ng to note that after obtaining full autonomy, Nkhoma Synod main= 
tained almost the same average growth rate of 28,7% per five year period. From 
1961-1976 the growth rate for the three five-year periods was respectively 2g,73, 
24,1% and 29,9%. In 1976 there were 137 899 communicant members in the Nkhoma 
Synod in 78 congregations served by 51 Malawian Ministers. 9l This growth rate 
amounts to an average of 5,0% p.a. as against 5,2% for 1926-19til,and if this 
trend were to continue, there wou 1 d be well over 400 000 members in the Synod by 
the tu rn of the century. 

Compared to the other constituent members of the CCAP, the Presbytery/Synod of 
Nkhoma showed the greatest growth rate. Between 1932 and 1960 the Livingstonia 
Synod increased by 42, 9% from 25 564 to 36 522, Bl an tyre by 159 ,5% from 24 049 to 
li2 410, but Nkhoma increased nearly twice as fast by 311%. {figures for Zimbabwe 
excluded) from 15 146 to 62 234 thus drawing level with Blantyre Synod. IO) 

From 1964 Blantyre Synod , howev.er, experienced a small "population explosion", 
its membership increasi ng by 45,6% within four years. This figure dropped to 
28,3% for the next four years and still further to 10,9% for the 1972- 1976 period 
so that by the end of 1976 Blantyre Synod had 143 432 members, while Nkhoma Synod 
was slightly behind with 137 899 members. Livingstonia Synod reported having 
50 902 members. 11 l 

7. See ch. 1. 
8. See ch. 1 and also ch. 6. 
9. CCAP General Synod 1977, min. 26; Jaarboek van die Nederduitse Gereformeerde 

Kerke 1977, pp. 291-2. 
10. For figures see Tabl e II, p. 30, In fact Nkhoma (excluding congregations in 

Zimbabwe) was slightly ahead of Blantyre in 1952 and 1956, in the latter year 
recording 54 615 members as against the 50 247 of Blantyre Synod. 

11. CCAP General Synod 1977, mi n. 26. The total membership of the CCAP increased 
from 64 759 in 1932 to 340 789 in 1976, which amounts to an average growth 
rate of 3,9% p.a., compared to an average growth rate of just over 5,1% p.a. 
for Nkhoma. 
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Yet it is not the members but the spiritual quality which js regarded as import= 
ant in Church growth and as the Church entered the peak growth period of· the 1940s 
the basic need was clearly seen as the need for spiritual deepening. 12 ) In 1940 
the Presbytery agreed upon a detailed plan of action to revive, strengthen and 
extend the Church. Conferences were to be conducted with various groups of Church 
leaders, while elders were to activate groups of Christians in their wards. Ex= 
panding congregations were urged to guard against complacency by remaining active 
in evangelism, maintaining a Christian pattern of living and by keeping up con= 
tributions to the work of the Church. At the same time teachers were reminded of 
their duty to proclaim God's Word, to evangelise and to promote the interests of 
the Church in their schools. 13 ) 

A particularly poor year was experienced in 1944. Membership increased by only 
l,3i , church attendance was poor and there was a shortage of volunteers to teach 
Sunday school. Many elders, too, had succumbed to temptations. "Are we not 
making a mistake by allowing many people into the Catechumen class and into the 
Congregation who should have been held back so that they continue to attend 
classes?", Presbytery as ked itself. Thereupon it agreed to hold week long revival 
meetings in all congregations during the following month . In addition to that, 
a planning committee was set up to investigate the need of the Church particularly 
as far as the forming of new congregations was concerned. As a result of this 
committee's recommendations to the 1945 Presbytery, three new congregations were 
formed in 1946. The 1944 revival campaign bore good fruits and membership in= 
creased by 46,6% from 1944 to 1949. 14 ) Recognising the value of such campaigns, 
the Mission Council sought to make various suggestions to Presbytery to improve 
their effectiveness. 15 ) 

The formation of the three new congregations in 1946 followed upon four others 
formed between 1938 and 1941. This was the outcome of a trend which began short= 
ly after the ordination of the first Malawians. The Mission Council obtained 
permission from the GMC to buy ten plots o·f land (although permission for twenty 
had been requested) at places where Malawian ministers would in future be ap= 
pointed . Initially these sites still fell under the "mother congregation'', 

u. 
13. 
14. 

CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1940. 
Nkhoma Presbytery 1940, pp. 5-7. 
Ibid., 1944, pp. 4, 6; and annual statistics of 
CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1946. 
65/1944, pp. 630-1. 

15. For details see Council minutes 67/1945, p. 659. 

Presbytery 1944-49; 
Cf. also Council minutes, 
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i.e. the Mission station manned by the missionary who supervised the work of the 
Malawian minister. 16 ) Gradually these "Abusa stations", as they were called, 17) 

developed to the stage where they could be formed into separate congregations. 

These congregations remained linked to Mission stations and ministers continued 
to work under supervision of a missionary. Regular reports had to be submitted 
to the Mission, 18) and the missionary had the right to attend any session meeting 
in any congregation under his supervision. This was to enable the missionary to 

.maintain as much contact as possible with such congregations. 19 ) The first con= 
gregation to be formed thus was Machenche, on 12 November 1938, followed by Chi= 
tundu on 30 December 1939, Chikoma on S October 1940 and Chileka on 8 November 1941. 
The next three, formed in 1946, were Kolowir0 on 26 October, Mphatsa on 29 October 
and Lilongwe on 28 December. 

This brought · the total number of congregations to twenty. In 1926 there had been 
thirteen ~ongregations and this figure had remained unchanged until 1938. After 
1946, two more congregations were formed in 1948 and 1949, three in 19Sl, two in 
19S2, one in 19S4, four in 19S6, one in 19S7, six in 19S8, three in 19S9, two in 
1960, four in 1961 and one in 1962, bringing the total in Malawi to 49 at the time 

the Synod assumed full responsibility. 

From Table IV the growth of congregations can be compared to the total number of 
church members showing how the average number of communicants per congregation 
rose from 872 in 1926 to ·--.arly 1900 in 19Sl, but with the virtual doubling of 
the number of congregations between 19Sl and 1961 the average had dropped again 
to 1347 by 1961. As a matter of interest it can be noted that this figure rose 
once more after that, so that by 1976 the average number of communicants per con= 
gregation amounted to 1 768. 

16. Council minutes 47/1927, p. 374; 48/1928, p. 389. Cf. CCA SS 1/4/1: Nyasa 
subcommittee minute 2, entry for 9/2/1928 and minute 1, entry for 113/7/1928. 

17. Cf. MW Reti ef: Ontdekki ngs in Mi dde-Afri ka, pp. 182-3; AS Labuschagne: Self= 
- standigmaking en superintendensie. {Op die Harison, March 19S4, pp. 20-21). 

For a list of missionary-manned nucleus stations see Council minutes 6S/1944, 
p. 629. 

18. For these reports see CCA SS lS/6/11/S (1946-S2) and MNA Nkhoma papers, 
Box 23 (19S5-62). 

19. Council minutes 70/1948, pp. 744-5; CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 
1947/48. See also Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1947, pp. 3-4 and 1948, p. 13. 
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Naturally the growth of the Church both in numbe.r of members and of congregations 
was closely linked to the nu mb er of ministers being ordained in the Church. The 
first three we re o rdai n ~ ~ in 1925. Four years later a second group was ready for 
ordination. Amon Ndi wo Phiri, Petros Kachingv1e Phiri and Ashan Malenga Phiri were 
all ordained t oge ther at Nkhoma on 14 August 1929. 20) They were respectively as= 
signed to Malingunde (Mtongola), Khola and Mphunzi. 21 ) Four years later, on 
26 July 193 3, three more men were ordained, again at Nkhoma. Albert Chiuye Phiri 
was assigned to Khola congregation, Stephen Bulombola Sako to Chinthemwe and 
Gideon Kamtimaleka Mwale to Malembo. 22 ) 

For eight years the number of Malawian ministers did not increase, but in 1941 
five more were ordained, namely Abiel Sendera Banda, Baruke Kapachika Phiri, 
Philemon Chingapa Chanza, Jabez Chimkubwa Banda and Mateyu Katole Phiri. Un= 
fortunately Katole died v1ithin a year, the first minister to pass away v1hile 
still serving. 23 ) With Andreya Namkumbwa on pension there were thus twelve men 
serving in 1942. Six more were ordained in 1944 of whom one, Whitton Makuwalo 
Banda, became the first to be sent to Zimbabwe by Presbytery. Ten were ordained 
in 1947, five in 1951, four in 1956, five in 1959 and si x in lg61, bringing to 
fifty the total number of ordinations since 1925 . When Nkhoma Synod convened in 
1962 to ta ke over all the work from the DRCM, there 1•ere thirty-five miF1+s-ters 
present serving the 49 tongregations in Malawi and three serving in Zimbabwe as 
against twelve, twenty years earlier. 24 ) 

On ·Presbyterial level deve}opmen~ also took place. By 1952 when the number of 
congregati ans had risen +:o 25, in addition to two in Zimbabwe, the Presbytery 

20. This is the date according to their ordination certificates (MNA Nkhoma 
papers, Box 38). Other reports give Sunday 18 August as the date, cf. Coun= 
cil minutes 49/1929, p. 400; CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Report of General Mission 
Secretary, 1929. 

21 . Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1929, p. 8. 
22. Ibid., 1933, p. 7. The dates on their ordination certificates do not agree 

with other reports which refer to their ordination in the respective con= 
gregations (DK, 6/9/1933, p. 440; 18/10/1933, p. 714; Nuusbrief uit Malawi, 
June 1968). Possibly the certificates ~ctually refers to the date on which 
+hey were licensed, but not yet ordained, or else the ceremony in the re= 
spective congregations was actually only an induction and not also an 
ordination. 

23. For the congregations they were sent to, see Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1941, 
p. 10. On Mateyu Katole's death see ibid., 1942, p. 5. 

24. For names and the congregations they were sent to, see ibid . , 1944,, pp. 3, 
7-8; 1947, pp. 12, 13; 1951, pp. 15-16 ; 1952, p. 5; 1956, p. 19; Nkhoma 
Synodical committee minute 87, 88, entry for 29-30/7/1959. By 1977 the 
number of Malawian ministers serving in the Synod had risen to 51, while the 
number of congregations had increased to 78. 
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was becoming too large and unwieldy. In that year Presbytery agreed to divide 
into two, a northern and a southern section, each meeting annually, but without 
legislative powers. The full Presbytery would meet once every· four years. How= 
ever, the Standing Committee of the CCAP Synod ruled that this decision was il= 
legal since the constitution required Presbytery to meet every year. The Pres= 
bytery Standing Committee agreed to convene both sections at one centre in 1953 
and there it was decided to retain the t1vo sedions rathe:- than form two Pres= 
byteries. Both sections would meet annually at the same venue, constitute as 
Presbytery but separate for discussion of matters concerning the congregations 
and their reports. 25 ) This arran~ement was not satisfactory and the whole ques= 
tion was solved when, three years later in 1956, the CCAP Synod adopted a new 
constitution whereby the former Presbyteries became Synods under a General Synod, 
each with the power to form such Presbyteries as it regards necessary. 26 ) Nkhoma 
Synod established three Presbyteries in Malawi, namely the Presbytery of Mvera, 
Nkhoma and Malembo and one for the congregations in Zimbabwe, the Presbytery of 
Salisbury. 27 ) 

Thus, in revie1ving the period 1926-1962 it is clear that the Presbytery/Synod of 
Nkhoma showed a healthy gruwth pattern, increasing greatly in numbers compared 
to the other component members of the CCAP. This coincided with a consistent in= 
crease in the number of congregations, although the number of communicant members 
per congregation tended to be rather large, particularly as there were also large 
numbers of catechumens. 28 ) The need for the development of an ordained ministry 
was fully realised and here too a steady growth in numbers is to be found. In 
Table IV it is clear that the ordained ministers tncreased not only in numbe~ 
but also in relation to the number of missionaries. By 1962 Malawian ministers 
outnumbered ordained missionaries three to one. 

The development of an indigenous or nationa1 ·1eadership depended largely on the 
development of the ordained ministry so that the latter also reflects to what ex= 
tent the Church was making progress towards autonomy. A later paragraph deals 
with the development of indigenous leadership, of the so-called "self-government" 
of the Churh, as well as the relationship between Church and Mission and bet1veen 
national ministers &~d missionaries during the period 1926-1962. 

25. See Nkhoma Presbytery minutes 1952, pp. 14-15; 1953, pp. 11, 13-14. 
26. See below pp. 297ff. 
27. Nkhoma Presbytery/Synod minutes 1956, pp. 12, 32. This meeting at first 

convened as a Presbytery and then adopted its new constitutions by which it 
was established as a Synod (ibid., p. 25). 

28. Cf. Table IV. 
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The picture of Church growth is incomplete without a brief look at the Church 

structures particularly at the grass roots level . Being a Church following a 
Presbyterian system of church government, the general structure of Synod, Pres= 

bytery and local Church Council or session is well-known. Minor variations be= 
tween differing traditions such as ordination of elders to a pennanent office or 

for a prescribed period of time have al ready been noted. In Nkhoma Presbytery/ 

Synod the local Church Council presided over a congregation (the term parish 
was not generall y used). A congregation could consist of some hundreds of com= 

municant members. up to even a f ew thousand and would be divided into from ten to 
thirty or more wards or sections, each ward usually under the care of an elder, 

assisted by a deacon. In Nkhoma both elders and deacons have the right to attend 

Church Council meetings and vote, but only elders are eligible to represent the 

Council at major Church courts such as Presbytery or Synod. 

Each ward functions as a sma ll Christian community and, particularly in the case 

of wards further removed from the congregation centre, would have a smaller centre 
for worship and catechetical training. Sometimes a number of neighbouring wards 

would meet at one such c~ntre. For all practical purposes such centres function 
as small parishes - the elder(s), assisted by other leading Christians acting 

under his (their) direc tions, is responsible for the normal functioning of all 
aspects of the local Church. In practice this means that the elder is often re= 
sponsib lP. for all pastoral duties excluding virtually only the administering of 

the sacraments. It has been estimated in a survey that, on a normal Sunday morn= 
ing, 95% of the services conducted v1ith in Nkho;na Synod are conducted by e 1 ders.29 ) 

likewise it is the elder who conducts house to house visitation, visits the sick, 
buries the dead and pastors to the flock under his care, much more than the 
minister who may rarely find the time to attend to these basic duties . For this 
reason the role and function of elders are of great importance for the Church and 

in Nkhoma Presbytery/Synod this v1as thoroughly recognised. 

Many of these wards or subcentres had originally started off as village school 
centres manned by a teacher-evangelist working under supervision of the Mission. 
His duties included teaching primary school grade> .~ and daily Bible lessons and on 
Sundays he was responsible for Sunday School, catechetical classes and preaching. 
As a Christian community developed around such a centre elders were in due course 

appointed and it was logical that at some stage or other many of the duties of 
the evangelist woul d have to be shouldered by the elder. 

29. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, May 1975. 
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This integration of Church and village school was not always an easy. process. 

The evangelist was paid for his work, the elder had to do it voluntarily; the 
evangelist had been traine~ the elder not; the evangelist worked.initially at 
least, under supervision of the Mission, the elder under that of the Church. 

In order to equip, train and prepare elders for their work, special conferences 
were held from time to time. One of the first held at Presbytery level was a 
four-day conference in August 1914 at Linthipe half-way between Mphunzi and 
Nkhoma. Ninety elders from si ~ congre9ations attended, including one from Mphatso 
io Mozambique and two from Magwero in Zambia. In addition there were some teach= 
ers and fourteen students from the evangelist school .30) 

In later years such conferences were to be repeated and by 1933 and 1934 annual 

t . . b . h ld . . t ' 3l) raining courses were eing e in various congrega ions. 

Perhaps the most important development of all concerning the training of elders 
and other Church members was the development of a lay training centre at the foot 
of Chongoni mountain near Linthipe village, 25 km from Nkhoma . The real develop= 
ment of this centre, which was to play a very important role in the life of the 
Church, actually took place after the period under review. 

In 1956 the CCAP Synod had recommended to Presbyteries that regular Bible schools 
for Church members should be established. 32 ) Nothing appears to have been done 
about this until 1961 when, what was known as Chongoni Estate, t~ oroperty of a 
·fonner mi ssionary turned farmer (DW du Toit), came up for sale. A few individual 
missionaries saw the possibili t ies of the place as a training centre and when it 
appeared that Nkhoma Synod was at that stage not prepared to negntiate a purchase, 
they resolved to -0btain the property in their personal capacity, setting up a 
Merna Trust (inc.) through which to buy the estate. 33 ) In the same year the place 
was already being used for meetings and conference. One of the first l~rge meet= 
ings held there was the first ever national Christian students' conference which 
took place in December 1961 . Nkhoma Synod soon saw the potential of the centre 
and the very next year agreed to purchase it and to appoint Rev . AS Labuschagne 
as the first principal of the new Lay Training Centre. A constitution for the 

30 . See printed report: Mau a pa msonkhano, Linth i pe 1914. 
31. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1933, 1934. 
32. CCAP Synod 1956, min. 37(c)(i). 

33. Nyasa subcommittee min.~ 2, entry for 13/3/1962; min. 36, entry for 
19/6/1962. 
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"Bible School" was also adopted. 3 Du ioit later lowered his pr ice to only 

K3000 and an immensely valuable property ~1as thus obtained, including farm build= 

ings, three dwelling houses an~ a large barn. With very little alteration the 

buildings could be put to use as a training centre. It was officially opened on 
l July 1962. In due course additions and improvements were to be made and an im= 

pressive and efficient new complex, officially known as the Chongoni Church Lay 

Training Centre, was completed in 1975. 35 ) 

As the Church grew stronger, the task of evangelising beca~e mo re and more that 
of the local Christian community, under the guidance of the elder. Hence Pres= 
bytery decreed in 1940 that each elder should organise groups in his wnrd respons= 

ible for various aspects of spreading the Gospel, strengthening the Church and 
seeking out those who had fa 11 en back. So important did Pres bytery regard this 
matter that the entire minute was repeated the following year. 36 ) 

With the rapid increase in the number of congregations during the 1940s the need 

to integrate church and village school centres bec ame ever more urgent. In 1942 
Nkhoma Presbytery responded to a re so 1 ut ion of the Missi on Council to take over 
responsibility for Sunday School wor~detailing how this was to be organised at 
presbyterial and congregational level. Two years later ~1hen the Mission Council 
defined the respective duties of Church and Mission, the Church was also made re= 

sponsible for all Catcchetical ~1ork. 37) In 1954 a lengthy minute of Presbytery 

outlined the aim and function of catechetical training and it was agreed that a 
new greatly extended Catechism was to be written in co-operation with Blantyre 
and Livingstonia Presbyteries and the (Reformed Churct1) Synod in Zambia. A hand= 
book for catechists was also to be drawn up. 38 ) In 1949 Presbytery adopted a 
lengthy resolution outlining how the integration of Church and village school 
centres was to be achieved. It stressed that the duties involved in Christian 
education and preaching was the task of the believer and not a form of paid work. 
The Church would henceforth take greater responsibility in arranging and organis= 
ing the congregational work at the various school centres, appointing those who 
should teach or preach on Sunday mornings and arranging how to conduct the after= 
noons' evangelising activities. 39 ) 

34. Nkhoma Synod 1962, min. 33, 61, 62, 87, 89; GAC min. 38, 39, entry for 
14-16/6/1962, Nyasa subcommittee min . 22, entry for 31/7/1962. 

35. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, May 1975. 
36. Nkhoma Presbytery 1940, p. 6; 1941, p. 6. 
37. Ibid. pp. 6-7; Council minutes 63/1942, p. 592; 65/1944, p. 628. 
38. This joint catechism never appeared, but the outcome of the decision was the 

332 page Buku la Katekisma produced by Nkhoma Synod in 1965. 
39. Nkhoma Presbytery 1949, pp. 15-17 (cf. Council minutes 72/1949, p. 801f). 
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The following year Presbytery resolved that all new elders should first be in= 

structed concerning their work before being inducted and that a handbook be writ= 

ten concerning the work of the elder. Revs. JS Mwale and JD Stegmann were appoint= 

ed to draw it up .40 1 There were some delays, but in 1955 this booklet appeared 

under the name of JS Mwale, titled Moyo ndi Nchito za Oyang'anira Mpingo (The 

life and work of the overseer of the Congregation). 41 ) 

The year 1955 saw Presbytery deviating rather clearly from traditional Reformed 

and Presbyterian practice by deciding that, since it saw no essential difference 
between the work of elder and deacon, the latter office would be done away with. 
For quite some years this was the case until Nkhoma Synod finally was to rescind 
the deci~ion and reinstate the office of deacon in 1972. 42 ) 

Before concluding this paragraph reference should be made to some further aspects 

of the life and work of the Church. These include work with young people as well 
as the women's organisation of the Church . Although youth work as such remained 
for all practical purposes one of the responsibilities of the Mission Council 
almost up to the end - youth work only came under the control of Synod in 1960 

when a Synod Youth Committee was appointed - the Church was nevertheless involved 
in it in various ways from much earlier on. 43 ) 

The need for Christian youth work began to be felt as the children of the first 

generation of Christians began to grow up and the typical problems of the "second 
generation'' appeared. 441 In 1917 the Council of Congregations had asked WH Murray 

to write a book on how to train children in a Christian home (Maleredwe a ana a 
flkristu) and from time to time Presbytery urgently emphasised the responsibility 
of Christian parents. Meetings with parents were arranged in every congregation 
in 1930. In 1938 ways were discussed in which the confusion of young people could 
be co1•ntered. In 1940 Presbytery again urged parents to honour the pledge they 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

Ibid., 1950, pp. 5, 9. 

It was revised in 1967 and again in 1979 when a section on the work of 
deacons was also included. In the title the word oyang'anira (overseers) 
was replaced in 1967 by akuluampingo (elders). For a summary of the con= 
tents see B Sundkler: Tne Christian ministry in Africa pp. 333ff Sund= 
kler called it "one of the most remarkable of such book~" (Ibid.,~- 162). 
Nkhoma S~nod 1972, min. S821. !n.1966 (min._S2~0) and 1968 (min . S476) 
Synod still upheld the 1955 decision. One significant ruling in 1972 was 
that deacons, _although full members of Church sessions, could not participate 
when the ses s ion handled cases of discipline. 

~~~(f~~)~inutes 83/1960, p. 1274; Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 43, 251, 254(v), 

Cf. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1916; also reports for 1928, 
1930, 1938, etc. where this problem ~1as constantly dwelt upon. 
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made at the baptism of their children . In 1948 a family conference was organis= 

ed by Presbytery on Christian family life, followed up by a similar conference in 

all congregations which elicited much positive response as it proved a matter of 
very deep concern to the Chu rch leaders. 4S) 

Another facet of youth work was the work through the Boys' Brigade. Initially in= 
traduced in Malawi in 1910, a national council was set up in 1943 and in the same 
year the Presbytery of Nkhoma agreed to introduce the movement ~t all Central 
schools, ~1hich it did with varying success over the years . 46 ) The Mission Council 
took full responsibility for the work, while regular reports were made to Pres= 
bytery . During the 19SOs more progress ~1as made, and by 19S4 camps for youth 
leaders ~1ere introduce·d. In 1958 a full-time National organiser, Mr S McCullough, 
arrived in the country . Nkhoma Synod agreed to appoint Rev. KJ Mgawi as Boys' 
Brigade organiser of the Synod and in 1960 he had the opportunity of attending a 
six months' training course in England. 47 ) 

For girls a similar organisation 1-1as set up ~1hen in 1954 Nkhoma Presbytery, learn= 
ing of two groups which already existed at Dzenza and Malingunde, approved the 
formation of Girl Guide troops. It lay down certain conditions, including one, 
that at local level the groups should function under the authority of the Church 
council. A training course for leaders took place in 1956 at the Lake. 48 ) Because 
of its restriction on evangelising people of other faiths a recommendation was put 
to Nkhoma Synod that another movement with more definite Christian character and 
aims be introduced, and in 1961 the Girls' Life Brigade was adopted as a more suit= 
able one for the Church to use. 49 ) 

As far as Christian work with secondary school students is concerned, it was only 
towards the end of the period under survey that some significant developments took 
place. Prior to 1961 independent Christian fellowship groups did exist in a number 
of post-primary institutions in the country including the Robert Blake Secondary 

45. Ibid., 1930, 1948; Nkhoma Presbytery, 1938, p. 7; 1940, pp. 7-8; 1948, p. 1; 
Cf. al so on the problem of youth, GF Hugo: Die jeugprobleem in ons Nyasa= 
sendingveld (Op die Harison II/1, March 1940, pp. 38ff). 

46. Nkhoma Presbytery 1943, p. 5. For a short hi story of the Boys' Brigade in 
Malawi see Lipenga, Jubilee issue 1960, in which year it had over 70 compani1s 
in the country. See also CCA SS 15/6/11/10 . 

47. The movement continued for some time , but after independence the leadership in 
the country did not see it in a very favourable light and Nkhoma Synod decided 
to abandon it in 1969 (Synodical Committee min. KS 1 S20, entry for 23/4/1969). 

48. Nkhoma Presbytery 1954, p. 27; 19S6, p. 17; cf. Council minutes 75/1952, 
p. 936; 77/1954, pp. 1019f, 1032, 1037; 78/1955, p. 1099. 

49. Ibid., 83/1960, p. 1256; 82/19S9, pp. 1207ff; copy of report of committee 
of inquiry in CCA SS lS/6/1/6; Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 238; Synodical commit= 
tee min. 17, entry for Jan. 1961. 
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School at Kongwe. When the World Student Christian Federation sponsored a leader= 
ship training conference for countries south of the Sahara at Mindolo centre in 
Zambia in January 1961, four young P,eople from Malawi were sent there by the Chris= 
tian Council. The report they brought back resulted in an effort to draw a number 
of existing groups together and a planning committee was set up. A conference was 
planned and took place at the Chongoni Bible School centre of Nkhoma Synod in De= 
cember 1961 with over seventy students from twenty institutions attending. The 
following year a formal constitution was ad0pted at the second national conference 
and on 30 August 1962 the Nyasaland Student Christian Organisation came into being, 
later to be known as the Student Chrjstian Organisation of Malawi. The Nkhoma 
Synod was to give very strong support to this organisation and was to accept it 
as the organ through which its young people studying at secondary and post second= 
ary institutions were to be served spiritually. 50) 

What has perhaps become one of the most outstanding characteristics of the Church 
in Africa is the Christian Women's Guild which functions under various names in 
almost every Church. In her well-known study of this phenomenon, Mia Brandel
Syrier51) has shown how this movement which she typifies under the name Manyano 

1 has developed and functions within the Church. In Nkhoma Synod a similar movement 
came into being in 1940 and developed over the years into a strong, active and 
much appreciated Church organisation, called Chigvi irizano, 52 ) with branches in 
every congregation. All women who are Church members and active in Church work 
may become members. The groups are active in many forms of Christian service, 
Church activities and witnessing, raise funds for various projects, have their 
own committees on 1oca1 , Presbytery and Synod 1eve1 and generally act as the chan= 
nel through which the women in the Church are activated. There are certain rather 
obvious dangers in this movement, such as the tendency to look down upon those who 
do not join and the tendency to duplicate the Church structure of Presbytery and 
Synod, in some cases almost betoming something like a Church within a Church. Yet 
there is no doubt that over the years it has played a tremendous role in the lives 
of thousands of women, uniting and activating them for Church work and providing 
a stronr formative power in their lives. In many ways it also provided scope for 
leadership talent to develop within an otherwise totally male dominated Church. 

50. For history of this organisation see: · our first ten years (brochure published 
by SCOM). 

51. Mia Brandel-Syrier: Black women in search of God; cf. A Hastings: A history 
of African Christianity, pp. 114-116. 

52. In Blantyre and Livingstonia Synods similar organisations exist, respectively 
known as Mvano and Umanyano. 
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The Chigwirizano developed out of the work done with women by the DRCM lady work= 

ers. Groups of Christians had early begun to be active in various ways at Mission 
stations. In 1939 Nkhoma Presbytery gave its official blessing to the formation 
of a Committee to co-ordinate the various groups and from then on regularly .receiv= 
ed reports on the work of the Chigwirizano. 53 ) The movement grew rapidly, already 
numuering 909 members in twenty-nine branches three years later, doubling these 
figures in the next six years and more than trebling them by 1955 to a total of 
3400 members in 105 branches. By then it was active in all congregations in both 
social and spiritual spheres and was an instrument in bringing many fallen believ~ 
ers back to the fold. 54 ) There can be little doubt that in Africa this movement 
is something which plays a tremendous role in the life of the Church and continues 
to contribute greatly to the Christian witness in many countries. 

2. Progress in self-government and relations with the DRCM 

In the light of the oft repeated and emphasised aim of the DRCM to plant a Church 
which should become self-governing, 55 ) it is of importance to note how progress 
was made in the Presbytery of Nkhoma towards this goal. ~ 

When the Presbytery was established in 1926, the Mission gave full recognition to 
the fact that it was de facto independent in the decisions it took, and these de= 
cisions would no longer be subject to approval by the Mission Council or the 
General Mission Committee of the DRC. In practice, however, becoming self-govern= 
ing was a slow process in which missionaries continued to maintain quite firm 
control over the work and play an influential role in the Church. 

Nevertheless, progress was clearly made towards this goal. With the appearance 
of an ordained ministry and the "Abusa stations", an opportunity presented itself 
in which to develop leadership and a sense of responsibility. The earliest reports 
on the work of the new ministers showed great appreciation for what they were do= 
ing and for the sense of responsibility they were showing,56 ) ·although it long 

53. Nkhoma Presbytery 1939, pp. 6f. 
54. Ibid., 1949, pp. 11-12; 1954, pp. 12ff; CCA S5 15/6,'11/8: Annual gener11l 

reports, 1942, 1948, 1955, 1956. The work and progress of Chigwirizano 
featured regularly in these reports. 

55. See ch. 2, pp. 49ff, See also M~J Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, pp. 142-3; 
Idem: Oar Sendingbeleid (Op die Hori son, I/l, Jan. 1939, p.. 9); Die Konings= 
bode, October 1939; JM Cronje: Ontstaan van die Sendingbeleid van die NG Kerk 
(Op die Harison, XXIV/4, Dec. 1962, pp. 7-19). 

56 Cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission Secretary, 19/7/1927. 
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remained policy for them to work together with, and under supervision of, an ordain= 

ed missionary. 

Thus, for example, one report from Kongwe Mission on Machenche congregation remarked 

on the significant fact that the Church Council there, which had so often had to 
work without ~he assistance of a European minister, had developed a remark able de= 

} gree of independerce and initiative. This congregation also had grown much faster 

than its "mother", Kongwe, membership rising from 1013 in lg3g {the first year it 

was represented at Presbytery) to 2 861 in 1950, as against the increase from 807 
to 1 624 for Kongwe for the same period_. Jn similar vein the Kongv1e Station Re= 
port for 1953 expressed great appreciation for the work done by the local Malavlian 
pastor at Kongwe: 57 ) 

He is fearless in his witness and preaching, keen and hard 
working, has a talent for organisation, is a true leader, 
has a humble heart and understands the secret of dealing 
both with educated people and villagers to attract them 
and treat them with equal respect. He is someone who can 
bear responsibility always acts with great respect 
and is treated likewise by whites. His advice is always 
sought and can be depended upon. 

Already in 1932 the DRC Synod in Cape Town heard a recommendation of the G:~c to 

move definitely towards granting greater responsiblity to the native ministers. 
Synod authorised the GMC to consult with the Mission Council and to act as they 
saw fit. 58 ) Prior to that, in 1928, missionaries had discussed the possibility 
of choosing a Malawian as chairman of Presbytery. 59 ) Three years later a Malal'lian 

was elected to the Standing Committee or executiv~ of Presbytery. This was 
Namon Katengeza, who also became the first Malawian chairman of Presbytery, in 
September 1934. Great appreciation was expressed for the humble and worthy exe= 
cut ion of his duty as chairman. "The ti me", wrote HH Murray, "for such a step 

is evidently ripe 11
•
60) Although the missionaries were convinced that this was 

the right step, a question was raised at the next meeting of the GMC as to the 
advisability of such a move in view of feelings in South Africa over the question 
of having an African presiding over a meeting which included white members. But 
the GMC in no uncertain terms minuted that it "records its joy that matters have 

57. Kongwe Station reports, 1950, 1953 (in collection of documents housed at 
Kongv1e Mission). Transl. from Afrikaans. 

58. DRC Acta 1932, p. 152. 
59. Cf. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entry for 7/8/1928. Nkhoma Presbytery convened 

the following day. 

60. CCA SS 15/6/2/17A: WH Murray to Mission seer ., 5/10/1934 . Transl. from 
Afrikaans. It is significant that this occurred five years before Blantyre 
Presbytery elected its first Malawian chairman {cf. p. 27). 
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ulrt:ouy µregressed so far 11
•
61 ) 

Katengeza had been proposed by a missionary and the following year a Malawian pro= 

posed one of the missionaries as Chairman of Presbytery and from then on they 
alternated regularly. The following Malawians were subsequently elected as Chair= 

man of Presbytery: A Malenga (1936 ), A Ndh10 (1938), P Kachingwe (1942), S Bulom= 
bola (1944), F Chingapa (1946), LK Ma nda (1948), DM Malembo (1950), I Chipiko (1952~ 

I 
A Sendera (1953), F Chikapa (1955) and A Kuchona (1956). The following year all 

four the newly formed Presbyteries of Nkhoma Synod ~1ere chaired by Ma 1 awi ans, but 
the first moder a tor of the Synod 1·1as a missionary, Rev . AS Labuschagne. He was 
succeeded in 1960 by Rev . ,JS M•11a l e, the first Ma l a.~1i an to be moderator of Nkhoma 
Synod. He ~1as elected "1·1i th an oven-1helming majority 11

•
62 ) In 1962 he was re

elected and in the four-man standing commit~ee (Moderamen) only the assistant 

secretary ~1as an expatriate. 

Reports on Presbytery meetings regularly emphasised the progress in responsible 

leadership being experienced. Already in 1927 WH Murray reported: 63 ) 

The growing share being taken by the native in congrrga= 
tional and church matters clearly shows that there is 
life and growth in the work. 

When the problem arose as to what the attitude of the Church should be towards 
heathen practices, the Malawian members showed a strong independent attitude: 
"Even if you missionaries were to compromise with pagans, we wou ld rather die 
with Chri stianity and by the teaching of Scriptures."64 ) 

In 1933 ~JH Murray, by then a veteran of nearly forty years' service, could state:65 ) 

61. 

62. 

63. 
64. 
65. 

Year after year it becomes evident how their feeling of 
responsibility grows , how their insight into the meaning 
of "church" deepens and how they realise ' it is our 
church'. And with all this there is no sign that the 
cordial co-opera ti on betwee n us and them is decreas1\ng. 
On the contra ry 

CCA S5 1/1/5: GMC minute 60, entry for 6-7/11/1934. Although Livingstonia 
Presbytery had reache? this stage earlier, it was only in 1945 that a Malol'lian 
was elected as an off1 ce bearer of the CCAP Synod. This was PR f•il·iaml ima i·iho 
became Deputy Clerk (min. 7). The first Ma l a~1ia n to become Moderator of the 
CCAP Ge~eral Synod, was jD Sangaya (1 907-1979 ) in 1964 (min. 3). In 1972 
KJ Mga~11 became the first Moderator from Nkhoma Synod (min. 3) . 
CCA SS 15/6/11/9: Annual general report of Nkhoma Synod 1960. 
DK, 12/10/1927, p. 533. Transl. from Afrikaans. 

Report by MG Uys (D K, 19/9/1928, p. 426). Transl. from Afrikaans. 
CCA S5 15/6/2/17A: WH Murray to Mission seer., 14/7/1933. 
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In the decades which followed, this process was to continue, but in due course 
tension did arise and the Mission had to rethink its task and position more cl early 
in persuance of the basic aim of guiding the Church towards responsible self-govern= 

ment. 

The number of Malawian ministers attending Presbytery first surpassed that of 
missionaries in 1942, and afte r that this was the regular pattern . Three years 
later the Nkhoma delegation to the CCAP Synod meeting consisted of thirteen or= 
dained Malawians of whom five went as elders, and nine expatriates. 66 ) This 
still represented a considerably higher proportion of missionaries compared to 
Livingstonia and Blantyre Presbyteries, but henceforth Malawians 1~ere always 
in the majority at meetings of Synod or Presbytery . 

While the process of developing leadership qualities and placing greater respons= 
ibility on the shoulders of the Malawian pastors serving in the various cong rega= 
tions continued, two problems began to crystallize. One was the realisation that 
the policy followed in education not to provide higher education to people in 
general except when it was specifically required for further training of v10rkers, 
was beginning to create a dilemma. Many able and outstanding leaders in the 
Church found themselves more and more hampered by the fact that their education 
lagged behind that of some of the leaders in other Presbyteries. This sh01~ed 1,Jp 
in another way through the difficulty most earlier ministers of Nkhoma experienced 
in expressing themselves in English. This was a particular drawback at CCAP Synod 
meetings ~1hich were conducted in English in spite of attempts by Nkhoma to 
establish Chewa as the official language of the Church. The educational level 
of most ministers put them more and more at a disadvantage compared to the teach= 
ers of the Mission whose training and salaries began to outstrip that of minis t ers, 
especially during the 1940s and 1950s. This created an unhealthy discrepancy be= 
tween pastor and teacher which was worsened by the difficulty experienced in draw= 
ing the more educated teachers to the ministry where their salary would be much 
lower. 67 l In 1951 Presbytery fi xed the salaries of ministers at K144 p.a. instead 
of K108. Of this K96 had to come from the congregations and the balance from the 
Presbytery Central fund . In 1945 ministers had been receiving K62 p.a., but this 
was gradually increased to the level decided on in 1951. 68 l This discrepancy i :1 

66 . Cf. Nkhoma Presbytery 1945, p. 19; CCAP Synod 1945, min. 4. 
67. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/11/8 : Annual general report, 1951, par . 42, 43 . 
68. Nkhoma Presbytery 1945, p. 19; 1947, p. 12; 1949, p. 14; 1951, p. 11. In 

1945 a class "A" teacher could earn K90 p.a. (Council minutes 66/1944, 
p. 647) . 
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training between teachers and the ministers gradually led to tension between the 
two groups. This tension was to come to a head during the difficult years of 
1959-61 when the Nkhoma Synod Teachers' Association openly attacked the Nkhoma 
Synod ministers for their lack of education, for their submissiveness to mission= 
aries and for the "gerontocracy" which they claimed was causing the Church end= 
less hann. 69 ) 

The other problem which arose with the formation of Malawian run congregations 
away from the original Mission stations was that the latter remained the nucleus 
and focal point of the work for a long time. Complete with school, hospital and 
expatriate staff the effect on the growth of the Church and development of in= 
dependence in "satellite" congregations tended to be hampered. Moreover these 
stations were all situated in rural areas away from towns and Bomas so that the 
Church tended to grow less strongly in urban and semi-urban centres at first. 
All attention and emphasis was focussed on the establi shed Mis sion stations . It 
was only in later years, particularly after 1962, t hat serious attention was to 
be paid to work in town areas. In this respect Lilongwe was an exception as a 
congregation had already been forme-0 in 1946, althou gh an ordained mi ssionary wa s 
first placed there only in 1958. This took place pa r tly in response to the fact 
that the Roman Catholic Mission had shown "phenomenal expansion" in its work in 
Lilongwe. 70 ) Likewise it was only in 1954 that a congregation was formed at 
Dedza. 

With the establishment of the Presbytery of Nkhoma as part of the CCAP, the DRCM 
found itself in a new situation. It saw its task as that of guiding th e young 
Church towards greater autonomy, a process in which the Mis sion through its Coun= 
cil played the role of guardian and councellor. 

This meant that both the Mission Council and Presbytery, to some extent, constant= 
ly had to evaluate their task and redefine their re spective roles in relation to 
each other. From its inception Nkhoma Presbytery differed in its relation to its 
"mother Church" compared to several other "daughter Churches" of the DRC . Where= 
as in other cases the parent body initially held a clear veto right over all de= 
cisions of the young Church, thi s was not the case with Nkhoma. So, for example, 
when a Synod of the young Chu rch in Zambia was formed in 1943 it was laid do~m 

that all decisions of this Synod would be forwarded to the Synodical General Mission 
Committee by the secretary or Clerk of Synod within thirty days . Such decisions 

69. See also below, ch. 6. 
70 . CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1957 par . 25; Council minutes 

82/1959, p. 1 227. 
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would only come into force if the Synodical General Mission Committee dfd not re= 

serve one or other of th em within ninety days. 71 l Similar rulings were initially 

laid down for the black DR Ch urch in South Africa and for the African Reformed 

Church in Zi mbabwe . 

In Malawi the position was different. From 1926 the minutes of the Presbytery 

were no lon ger i ncluded in the Mi ss ion Council minutes "for aporoval" and hence 
to be regarded as decisions of Council, nor 1vas the GMC ever specifica ll y informed 
of all the decisions, apart f rom mere ly reporting mat ters of interest and import= 

ance. 72 l Al though the NyQsa subcomm i ttee of t he GMC sti ll wi shed to have the 

minu tes of Nk hor.1a Presbytery presented to the GMC "fo r ariprova l", 73 ) no power of 

"veto" was thereby implied . Thus, the following year i·1hen a missionary sought 

to appeal to the GMC against a certa in decision of Presbytery, the GMC concluded: 

"this meet in g does not fee l itself at liberty at all ... to set aside the de= 
cision of the Presbytery of Nkhoma". 74 ) 

.'\part from the i s sue 1vhether the right to decide on wi thdrav1i ng from the CCAP l ay 

with the GMC or with the Presbyt ery of Nkhoma itself, 75 l it is clear that a 
fundamental difference ex i sted in the position of Nkhoma in comparison with other 

"daughte r " Ch urches of the DRC. The on ly explanation that can be offered for this 

is th at with Nkhoma becoming part of the CCAP it was legally untenable for the 

parent Church to retain such con trol. The fact that the same GMC retained veto 

powers in the case of others, appears to give strength to this being the only 

real reason. 

Still, it 1va s very much the conviction of men l ike Dr l·!H Murray that this must 
be so and, ironi ca ll y, much more in line with Reformed principles on the position 

of the young Church in respect of the parent Church . 76 ) 

71. JM Cronje: Die se lfstandigwording van die Bantoekerk, p. 94, and n. 174. 
72 . CCA S5 15/6/2/ 17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 22/11/1926. 

73. CCA S5 1/4/1: Nyasa subcommittee minute 4, entry for 4/2/1927. 

74 . CCA S5 1/1/4: GMC minute 48, entry for 28-29/2/1928. Transl. from Afrikaans . 
The matter was al so referred to the Synod ica l Judicial Commission for con= 
sideration, but no answer or further decision could be traced in the Arch ives 
and it i s likely that the decision of the GMC was upheld. 

75. See above, p. 278f. 
76 . Cf. JM Cronje: Die selfstandigwording van die Bantoekerk, pp. 113f. 
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In this respect the words of the well-known Dutch Missiologist, JH Bavinck, ~re 
of importance: 77 ) 

Experience quickly shows that in general young Churches at 
first cannot do without the care of the Missionary ... 
If, as the result of the preaching of the Western Mission= 
ary, a Church is established it is then greatly in 
need of supervision for the first years although a 
newly established Church is completely independent, it is 
still very immature With the formation of a classis 
and of Synods, it is still quite natural for the mission= 
ary to preside as moderator. 

It was this need for guidance that the DRCM in Malawi recognised and it felt it= 
self called upon to continue giving this guidance for a considerable time. But 
guidance and the imposition of an opinion or idea can easily be confused and in 
practice this undoubtedly happened. Nevertheless the principle was repeatedly 
upheld that it was the Africans' Church and they should be given more and more 
chance to speak and let their opinion prevail. Yet in practice the missionaries 
continued to exercise a great deal of influence and power in the young Church 
for several decades after 1926. 

At the same time it should be noted that it never was the aim of the Mission to 
let this situation continue indefinitely. The Mission saw its task as that of 
working together with the young Church towards self-government. In 1944 one mis= 
sionary had the following to say about his African colleagues: 78 ) 

Our ideal should be not domination, but to win their con= 
fidence and co-operation. We must regard them as co
workers, like Paul. Their leaders should a1so be train= 
ed to do more responsible work and they must realise that 
it is their Church, or rather, the Church of Christ a= 
mongst them. 

303 

This echoed what WH Murray had often emphasised in what was described as a "force~ 
ful conception of African leadership 11

:
79 ) 

The Africans had to be educated to become the future 
leaders and we should work in this direction so that 
later on they would be able to take the entire control 
of the Bantu Church into their hands. 

77. JH Bavinck: An introduction to the science of Missions, p. 196. The phrase 
"in need of supervision" is perhaps not the best iranslation for the origin= 
al Dutch "leiding-behoevend" which rather means "in need of guidance" (cf. 
lnleiding in de Zendingswetenschap, p. 199). 

78. JA Retief (in DK, 10/7/1940, p. 67). 

79. MW Retief: William Murray of Nyasaland, p. 133. 
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In the early fifties a new· concept began to develop in certain missionary circles 

within the DRC, the concept of superintendence or oversight by the "mother" Church 

over the young Church.SO) It was propagated that the parent Church had a duty to 

exercise oversight while at the same time avoiding "concurrence" between mission= 

ary and native pastor. A writer working in Malavli responded to this by stating 

that, in the Nkhoma Presbytery, there 1~as nothing of this "superintendence" by 
the "mother" Church in the normal sense of the word. Where missionaries had been 

placed in positions of oversight and responsibility in the Church this had been 
done by Presbytery. But in no way could the young Church be forced to bov1 under 

the authority of the parent Church. 81 ) While this is true, it should be kept in 

mind that the concept of "abusa stations" or satellite congregations manned by 

African ministers working under the supervision of a mi ss ionary was originally de= 
veloped by the Mission Council and hence introduced to Presbytery. 82 ) 

In practice therefore the Council, and through it the DRC, continued to guide and 

effectively steer the young Church in many matters, by its members both serving on 

Presbytery and acting as supervisors to African ministers, as 1~ell as hy taking 
various decisions from time to time concerning the wo rk. These decisions were 

usually passed on to the Presbytery as "recommendations" or "reques ts 11
•
83 ) LH.e= 

wise the Presbytery, in discussing matters pertaining to work still ur1der the 

Council, could send a request to the Council "where such a request would be 

sympathetically dealt with. 84 ) 

Basically the two bodies, Presbytery and Missi0n Council, co-existed and co
operated alongside each other with much the same aim - the build i ng up of the 
Church, with the Council giving guidance within clearly defined areas of duty 

and responsibility. 85 ) In 1944 the Mission Council outlined the respective duties 
of the two bodies. The Pre sbytery was to be responsible for all matters pertain= 

80. Cf. for in stance JP Jacobs: Super~isi e en konkurrens ie (Op die Harison, 
XIV/3 Sept. 1953, pp. 93-116). For list of literature on this see in loc. 
pp. 93-4. 

81. Cf. AS Labuschagne: Selfstandigmak ing en superintendensie (Op die Harison, 
XVI/l, Mar. 1954, pp. 16, 28). 

82. Ibid., pp. 20f. 

83. For examp le s see Council minutes 60/1939, p. 543; 63/1942, pp. 591-2; 
77/1954, p. 1023 . The last vias a request that the wo1·ding of a certain de= 
cision of Presbytery concerning teachers be amended, bec ause of possibly being 
somev1hat provocative (see Nkhoma Presbytery 1945, p. 17, min. (g)). 

84. JA Retief (in DK 21/8/1940, p. 343). Transl. from Afrikaans. 

85. Council minutes 79/1956, pp. l 109f. Cf. opening speech of Council Chairman, 
1944 quoted by AS Labuschagne: Selfstandigmaking en superintendensie (Op die 
Harison, XVI/l, Mar. 1954, p. 27). 
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ing to the affairs of the Church in general, such as the functioning of its con= 

gregations, ordination and induction of ministers and transferring of evangelists 

and African ministers, as well as exercising discipline over them, conducting 

catechetical training and, important, conducting what was called "church visita= 
ti on". 86 ) 

This meant that in the last instance Presbvtery was responsible for oversight of 

work of its ministers, even though it initially used missionaries for this. On 

305 

the other hand the Mission Council remained responsible for all matters pertaining 
to the Mission of the DRC. Thus it was responsible for educational, medical, 

agricultural and other activities, for the printing work, as well as for all build= 
ings except churches and houses of evangelists and African ministers - these were 
the responsibility of Presbytery through its congregations. The expatriate person= 

nel stood under the jurisdiction of the Council, which also effected all transfers 
of missionaries . The 1944 resolution brought a degree of change in this respect 

to the effect that henceforth the -Presbytery would conduct the induction of all 

ordain rd missionaries in the :ongregation where the Council appointed them. This 
was an important development as, up to that stage, the Council acted entirely on 
its own in this matter, transferring missionaries as it deemed fit. From now on 
Presbytery ~1ould at least be officially informed and .would minute the decision of 
Council as well as conduct the induction·. This decision was the outcome of several 
years of deliberation as to the exact position the missionary was to hold in the 
Church. The problem was first raised in 1947 by JJD Stegmann very shortly after 
becoming head of the Mission. 87 ) Previously both Malawian ministers and ordained 
missionaries, respectively posted by Presbytery and Council, merely took up duties 
upon arrival in their new Congregations without any official induction. This, of 
course, created quite an untenable position from a Church-politial or legal point 
of view and already in 1934 Council had instructed that in the ca se of mission= 
aries one or more ministers from other congregations should be present at the first 

meeting between him and his congregation so as to give this meeting "a more of= 
ficial stamp• .88 ) 

That this still did not solve the problem is obvious from Stegmann's query in 1937. 

The Nyasa subcommittee of the GMC discussed the matter on several occasions. The 

86. For a detailed outline of the respective and joint functions of the two booies 
as agreed upon in 1944 see Council minutes 65/1944, pp. 627-9. 

87. CCA SS 15/6/2/23: Stegmann to Mission seer., 11/6/1937. Cf. G~C min. 78, 
entry for 17-18/8/1937. 

88. Council minutes 55/1934, p. 467. 
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problem was th~t sur.h a proposed induction by Presbytery affected the position of 
missionaries who were sent out by the GMC as its representatives and were under 
its supervision and jurisdiction .89 ) The question of oversight and discipline 
was regarded as particularly fundamental. But Stegmann was concerned with the 

practical position of the relationship between expatriate and national working 
alongside each other in one congregation .90 l In practice, Stegmann pointed out, 
the latter held a very subordinate position although he was supposed •o be a col= 
league rather than an assistant, often taking the cha i r at meetings of the Church 
session. Thi s problem Stegmann felt could be solved by establi shing separate con= 
gregations, but the legal quest ion still remained whether a person sent by Council 
to a Congregation could be deemed legally the minister of that congregation if 
Presbytery had no say in the matte r and did not induct him. 91 ) 

This problem was not peculiar only to Nkhoma Presbytery since the same situation 
still exi sted in Blantyre and Livingstonia Presbyteries at that stage except th at, 
in the case of the latter, Presbytery gave fo rmal approval to postings by the 
Council. In neither of these a proper induction took place. 92 ) 

Thus the decision of 1944 w<: s really a compromise. By letting Presbytery "minute" 

(not "approve"!) 93l the transfer of missionaries as well as induct them, their 
legal position in the Church and its courts was slightly clarified. On the othe r 
hand they remained fully under the jurisdiction and di scipline of the DRC and the 
Council retained full control over the place and nature of the work they could do . 

There were two furthe r important areas where the Council regarded it as its duty 
to continue to be responsible . One was that initially it saw the task of evangel = 
isation as being essentially the task of the Mission rather than of the youn g 
Church. 94 ) Although this can be appreciated si nce it i s , essentially, one of t he 
purposes of mission wo rk to evangelise and carry out the Gospel, it did present 

the danger that the young Church would inevitably be retarded in attaining one of 
the three ideals set for it, vi z. self-extension. To a large extent the fulfilment 

89. CCA S5 1/4/2 : Nyasa subcommittee min. 9, entry for 15/6/1938. 
90 . At that stage t he Abu sa con9rega tions had not yet begun. 
91. CCA S5 15/6/2/23: Stegmann to Mission seer., 11/7/1938. 
92. Ibid . , 15/7/1938. 

93 . Ibid., 21/4/1944; cf. Council minutes 65/1944, p. 629. 
94. Cf . Cape Synod Acta 1945 : GMC Report to Synod, p. 110. 
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of this ideal ~1as not seen in relation to the immediate surroundings, but was 
understood to apply rather to areas further afield, sue~ as working in Mozambique 

or amongst the predominantl y Muslim Yao people of Ma lawi. Thus for a long time 

the Mission continued to take full initiat ive in evange lising, albeit involving 

the Church at various levels, and it was only in 1953 that the following important 

decision was minuted: 95 l 
Council accepts the stage of developme nt which has now bee n 
reached, na me ly tnat the Church and not the Mission should 
ta ke the lead in evangelising the population of this country; 
that the t1ission in the capacity of counse llor should inspire, 
train and equip t he spiritua l leaders and support them by 
word and deed and pray for them. 

By this the empha sis was put in the right place. 

The other important area which remained under the contro l of the Mission was 

theological trainin g. When the Nkhoma Presbytery entered the CCAP it meant that 

the DRC could no longer exercise any direct control over the Church. Hence it 

came to be regarded as of the utmost importance that full control should be re= 

tained over the training of fut~re mini sters of tne Presbytery . 
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Strictly speak ing this was in contradiction to the Terms of Union of the CCAP as 

approved by the DRC Synod of 1924 . The se terms a 11 0\·1ed · for the Presbytery as such 
to be re spons ible for "the training, licensing, ordination and appointing of Native 
Ministers' 0

,
96 l Yet it was the conviction of both the Mission Council and the GMC 

that theo logical training was the responsibility of the Mission. This was re= 
confirmed when new regulations for theological training were approved by the 
Council in 1943. 97) 

At an early stage the procedure was established that Presbytery selected candidates, 

usually senior evangelists, who then went for further theological training . The 
training and final examination was carried out by the Mission which appointed the 

tutor and the examining committee. After successful completion, the Presbytery 

once again took over by licensing, ordaining and appointing the candidates to their 

place of work. Once out of training the Mission as such had no more authority 

over the men it had trained. They s toad fully under j uri sdi cti on of Presbytery 

and in matters such as their appointment the Mission could only play a role indirect= 

ly through its ordained ministers ~1ho were members of Presbytery. 98 ) Theological 

95. Council minutes 76/1953, p. 983. See ibid ., 79/1956, pp . l 109f for instruc= 
tions on this spiritua l training. On self-extens ion see below. 

96. CCAP Synod 1926, minutes 5. 

97. Council minute s 64/1943, pp. 607-10; cf. 65/1944, p. 628. 

98. CCA S5 15/6/2/23: Stegmann to Mission seer., 28/9/1939 (copy in MNA Nkhoma 
papers, Box 4), cf. Council minutes 65/1944, p. 628. 
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training was an important factor in the development of leadership in the local 

Church. Training of teacher-evangelists began at Mvera in 1898 after the Mission 

had come to the conclusion that the seven to eight years' course at Livingstonia 
with its heavy emphasis on intellectual training was neither practical nor neces= 
sary at that stage . The kind of training required was sue~ as was provided by the 

French Mission at their Bible School at Morija in Lesotho "where they are well 
grounded in the Bible and in the principal doctrines of our Church" .99 l These men 

were trainea in succes sive stages to man village schools as teacher-evangelists, 
but soon the need arose for those who would be more specifically trained for the 
work of evangelist and in 1907 a beginning was made at Mvera to train them separate= 
ly.100) 

A major step forward came in 1913 when a separate eva ngelist school was opened at 
Mvera under the tutelage of Rev. JS Murray. The following year it moved to Nkhoma. 
The two year cour s ~ orovided a formal training in all the main theological subjects. 
Candi dates 1ve re those who had a 1 ready COl'1 !> l eted the teachers' course. The first 

fouteen ~en compl e te~ in 1914. Their work was to oversee schools, pastor to Church 
members and catechumens and evangelise non-christians.lOl) For more than twenty 

years groups of men were reg~larly trained, while standards of entrance and training 
were gradua lly rai sed. 

The service these men, known as Senior evangelists, rendered to the Church over the 
years can ha rdly be over-emphasised and from centres manned by them grew the many 
new congregations that came into existence particularly after 1940. When formal 
training of evangeli s t s was eventually discontinued, as sistant evangelists, known 
as agwirizi, continued to help in congregations . In 1955 Presbytery again agreed 
to train a group of evangelists in view of the shortage of ministers . 102 ) 

The next impo rtant step was the opening of a theological training school at Nkhoma . 
The candidates with a minimum of 5 or 6 years' school education and two years of 
training as senior evangelists and a minimum of six years service were required to 

99. CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to A Murray {Chairman MMU), 28/12/1897; cf. 
further letters , to A Murray, 30/8/1898, and to Laws, 13/7/1899; CCA V9 1/1: 
MMU ;ninutes ent ry for 15-16/2/1898 and 3-4/6/1902. 

100. Council minutes 12/1904, pp . 60, 62-3; WH Murray: Mbiri ya Misyoni, p. 92. 

101. CCA S5 15/6/2/16 : Circular WH Murray to Station heads, 20/10/1914; see Coun= 
cil minutes 21/1911, pp. 139-142 for syllabus, work description and reasons why 
this step was necessary; for annual reports on this school see CCA S5 15/6/11/7. 

102. Nkhoma Presbytery 1955, p. 18. 
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receive a year's further training before being ordained. l03) In 1936 the course 3o9 

was extended to two years, while several further changes were introduced in 1943. 

Henceforth candidates would not be selected by the Church but each one would apply 

personally through his minister and local Church Council. Persons other than 

senior evangelists could also apply and the course would consist of~ one-year 

admission course including a number of general subjects (non-theological), fol= 

l ov1ed by a three-year course in theology. Students not qualifying for the fi na 1 
. b . 1 . t 104) year could ecome senior evange is s . 

In 1947 a new College buiiding was opened, built with a Kl 000 donation from 

Dr WH Murray105) who, for many ;ears, had been responsible fo~ the train ~ ng of 
ministers. This building was named Nyamuka-Wa la (Arise, shine, from Is. 60:1) 

and serves as theological college up to the present day. 106 ) 

Three years later, in 1950, Rev. JW Minnaar was appointed first full-time tutor 

and the following year it was reported that Rev~ N Katengeza was assistirig by giv= 

ing certain lectures en practical subjects. In _1953 Rev. JS Mwale became a part
time assistant tutor in practical subjects . Two years later a second full-time 

tutor was appointed in the person of Rev. JOH Steyt ler . In October 19~8 
Rev. JS Mwale became the first full-time Ma lavliar. tutor. This decision had actua l= 
ly been taken as far back as 1952, but various difficulties and the shortage of 
ministers serving in congregations was the reason why Presbytery had not seen its 
way clear to release him at an earlier stage. 107") 

Meanwhile extended negotiations had been going on concerning combined as well as 

higher theological training. Basica lly two distinct yet related issues were in= 

valved. One concerned the setting up of a joint college for the CCAP, possibly 
also including the Reformed Church in Zamb ia, and the other the setting up of a 

higher institution, possibly near Sa lisbury, involving a large number of Churches 

from the three Central African States, the present Zimbabwe, Zambia and Ma l awi. 

103. CCA S5 15/6/2/J7: Copy WH Murray to AA Louw, 25/11/1926. 

104. Council minutes 57/1936, p. 490; for rules and regulations: ibid., 64/1943, 
pp. 607-10. 

105. Ibid., 67/i945, p. 672; 69/1947, p. 727 (corrected p. no.). 

106. With the opening of a new joint Theological College in Zomba in 1978, the 
Nkhoma college was to be phased out of existence by 1981, and the premises 
possibly used for a training centre for women Church workers. 

107. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1951, 1954-5, 1958; Council 
minutes 75/1950, pp. 905, 923; 77/1952, p. 984; CCA S5 15/6/9/4: Hugo 
to Mission seer. , 14/10/1958. Annual reports on theological training in 
15/6/11/7. 
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In 1950 Bishop Stephen Neill visited East and Southern Africa. His report on 

theological training gave impetus to the idea of joint theological training and 

i n 1951 the Standing Comm ittee of the CCAP Synod di scussed it and appointed a 

committee to investigate the poss ibilities. Its report pro posed a joint training 

for the three Presbyteries at or near Nk homa. Although there was some h~sitancy 

o~ the part of the ORCM at the prospect Of such a joint enterprise in their midst, 

the matter received much positive support. 108 l A visit to Southern Africa by 

Dr Norman Goodall and Rev. Eric Nielsen of the International ~~issionary Council 

in i953 and their report ~n 1954109 ) further helped to empha~ i s e the urgency of 
improving theological training. The result was that in 1956 the Synod of the CCAP 
heard overtures from both Blantyre and Livings tonia Presbyteries for a combined 

theological school to be set up. Again Nkhoma was mentioned as a pos s ible site 

and the matter ·referred to the Standing Camm i ttee of Genera 1 Synod and tutors of 
t he three colleges . In 1958 the General Synod .of the CCAP . enlarged th is commit t ee 
and asked them to prepare detai led plans for establishing a united college. 110 l 

Meanwhile the GMC in Cape Town, although expressing it self in favour of these 

plans, was cautious and s~ggested t~at initially the DRCM should retain control 

over such a college through the Mission Council. The latter had already recom= 
mended a joint college but suggested GMC control over it until the CCAP was read; 

to take it over . This, however, would have created immediate problems s ince the 

other two Synods had already by then taken over control of their re spective col= 

leges while in the case of Nkhoma thjs was still in the hands of the Mi ssion. 

Nk homa Synod appealed to the Council to let the control be in the hands of the 
Ch urch and to thi s the Mission Coundl agreed the follovling year and recommended 

t hat the CCAP General Synod should .have full control over it through a Theological 

Col l ege Board representing all three the Synods. 111 ) 

Meam~hile the CCf\P Standing Committee met several times during ' 1957 and memon nda 

from all three Synods were discussed. The choice of a site lay between Nkhoma and 

Lilongwe. Other Synods were inclined to favour the latter as a more neutral site, 

108. CCA SS 15/6/2/24: Stegmann to Mission seer., 6/10/1951; MNA Nkhoma papers, 
Box 9: Copy Hugo to Mission seer., 7/6/195 ~ . 

109. W Goodall and EH Nielsen: Survey of the training of the ministry in Africa 
(Part Ill), especially pp. 57f. · 

110. CCAP Synod 1956, min. 36; .1958, min. 25; CCA SS 15/6/11/7: Theological 
College annual reports, 1953~ · 1954. 

111. CCA SS l/1/10: GMC min. 3, ·entry for 27/3/1956; min. 82(b), ent ry for 
13-16/8/1956. council minutes 80/1957 I pp. 1 138 f; 1 140 f; 81/1958 I 

pp. 1176 f. See al so explana_tory letter CCA SS 15/6/2/10: Hugo to Mission 
seer . , 29/5/1958. 
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offered to donate a 30 acre site situated in a plateau above Nkhoma Mission station 

for the College and this swung the balance in favour of Nkhoma once more. The fol= 

lowing year the General Synod committee on combined theological training agreed to 

plan for this united college to be at Nkhoma, initially using the existing build= 
ings on the station itself until money for new buildings was available. 1962 was 

set as target date for the beginning of this training. At , his meeting Dr CW Ranson 

of the Theological Education Fund of the World Council of Churches was also present. 
A meeting of tutors of the two Colleges in May 19S8 {Livingstonia and Blantyre had 

already started a combined college at Livingstonia the previous year), followed by 

a meeting of the Standing Committee of General Synod in May 1960, endorsed these 
decisions. The following year the Standing Committee al so approved a constitution 

for the Theological Training Board of General Synod. The doctrinal basis of the 
Board's work was to b~ Section II of the Constitution of the General Synod of the 
CCAP. A three or four year course was . envisaged. 113 ) The College was finally 

started in January 1963 on a four year experimental basis, with Rev. CJF Watt as 

Principal and Revs. SK Msiska, JOH Steytler and SA Faiti Phiri as full-time tutors. 
Two part-time tutors, Revs. JS Mwale and CJ Burger, were also appointed. Fifteen 
students were accepted from the three Synods. 114 ) 

At the same time discussions had also been taking place with the aim of establi sh= 
ing a combined Theological Training for Churches within the then Federation of 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland in conjunction with the U~i vers ity of Rhodesia, possibly 
at Epworth Coll ege . Several meetings took place, with representatives of the 
CCAP Synods participating in some, llS) but in the end the establishment of the 

Joint Theological College at Nkhoma put this possibility out of the picture for 
the CCAP. 

112. CCAP Standing Committee minutes, entries for 17/S/19S7; 21/11/19S7; cf. 
CCA SS lS/6/ 11/9: Hugo to Mission seer., 26/11/1957 (reports and memora nda 
in same file); Nkhoma Synodical committee min. 41, entry for 7/S/19S7; 
Nkhoma Synod 19S8, min. 120, 121. 

113. Minutes of the committee for combined theological training, entry for 
17/2/19S9; minutes of meeting of tutors, entry for 19/S/19S9; minutes of 
CCAP Standing committee, entry for 6/S/1960; 26-27/S/1961; ~inutes of 
Theological Board, entries for 23/11/1961, 22/S/1962. 

114 . This joint Theological Coll ege continued for eleven. years until Blantyre 
Synod decided to break a~1ay and form a separate college in October 1974, 
with Livingstonia Synod participating. A joint Theological College was once 
again established and opened in Zomba in May 1978 . 

115. For report on Conference for Theological training at the University of 
Rhodesia, 21-22/2/1961, see CCA SS lS/6/ 11 /7 : Theological College Board 
min. 7, entry for 22/S/1962; CCA SS l/l/11: GMC min. SO, entry for 
12-lS/8/1963 . 
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Likewise plans to bring the theological training of the Churches of the Reformed 

family within the three countries together at Epworth or else at Nkhoma, or other= 

wise to combine training for the Reformed Church in Zambia and Nkhoma Synod, did 

not materialise. These negotiations were conducted partly under the auspices of 

the Joint Committee of the DRC Mission in Zimbabwe (Mashonaland), Zambia and 

Malawi. 116 ) Already in 1956 there was a posSibility of the school at Madzimoyo 

closing and moving to Nkhoma with tutor and students. But once Blantyre Jnd · 

Livingstonia expressed the desire in 1956 to combine with Nkhoma, the possibility 
of Madzimoyo also coming in became more remote. 117 ) In the same year a new college 
for the Reformed Church in Zambia was built at Madzimoyo, thus putting an end to 
the plans for joint training. The ideal, however, remained alive for a long time 
and was expressed in various decisions of the Joint Committee for Reformed Missions 

and Churches in Central Africa and later the Council of Reformed Churches in 
Central Africa (CRCCA). 118 ' 

In reviewing this paragraph concerning the relationship between the Church and 
the Mission Council of the DRC it is to be concluded that this relationship re= 
mained basically unchanged up to almost the end of the 1950s. In various ways 
Malawian ministers were __ indeed shouldering more and more responsibility as the 
years went by, but the de facto position of oversight by expatriate missionaries 
still remained in force. 119 ) As prelude to the new situation which was becoming 

imminent it had become regular practice by 1955 to include Malawians in several of 
the more important comm ittees of the Council. They were mostly appointed by Pres= 
bytery, but sometimes by the Council itself. Committees on which Malawians were 
serving by then included those for Hospitals, Literature, Mlozo, Education, Lan g= 

uage and Anthropology, Admission of candidates for theological training and Women's 
work . Committees on which Malawians were not yet serving included those for the 
Bookshop, Forestry and Agriculture, Building, Finance, Youth work, Educational 
finance, Carpentry shop, Transport and Water schemes. Furthermore Malawians were 

by then regu l arly serving as representatives on the Nyasaland Christian Council, 

116. Council minutes, 84/1961, p. 1284; CCA S5 15/6/1/5: Hugo to Mission seer., 
19/ 10/ 1960. 

117. Cf. CCA S5 1/1/10: GMC min. 82(a), entry for 13-16/8/1956; 15/6/2/24: 
Copy Mission seer. Orange Free State to Mission seer., Cape, 10/1/1956; 
Stegmann to Mission seer., 17/1/1956; 15/6/2/10: Hugo to Mission seer., 
31/1/1956; 15/6/2/22: Steytl er to Mission seer. , 18/1/1956; 15/6/ 10/9: 
Hugo to Mission seer~, 4/5/1956: copy Mission seer. to Hugo, 4/5/1956. 

118. The CRCCA ~1hich replaced the former Joint Committee was established in 
July 1967. · 

119. For list of missionaries holding oversight over all 28 congregations in ex= 
istence in 1955 see Council minutes 78/1955, p. 1098. 
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the Conference on Women's education and the Consultive Board of Federated Missions. 

Five years earlier, in 1950, the first Malawian had become assistant Education 

Secretary . 120 ) This formed part of a definite policy of 1~orking towards a gradual 

transfer of responsibility from Council to Church. In practice the position of 

such Malawians appears to have been rather that of serving in an advisory 
capacity. 121 ) 

This policy becomes eviden t also when noting the series of deci s ions taken by the 

Mission Council to the effect of mo ving ever closer towards the goal of an in= 
dependent indigenous Church. 122·) That it ~;as regarded as a matter of urgency can 

be deduced from the fact that in the import ant opening speech by the Head of the 

Mission at the annual meetings of the Mission Council the i ssue of working towards 
this goal ~1as dealt with very regularly. Between 1941 and 1950 this was the theme 

of at least six such speeches and during the next ten years at least seven more 
dealt with this question. 123 ) It was Rev. JJD Stegmann in particul ar , as chairman 

of Coun cil from 1938 to 1955, who repeatedly sought to promote greater se lf-govern= 

ment by emphasising amongst oti1er matters that as · Church of Christ the young Church 
and its leaders also stood under the guidance of the Holy Spirit and that thi s fact 
should encourage the Mission to work towards the goal without fearing that matters 

124) would not go well. 

While the Mission pol icy was clearly and definitely to work towards greater in= 

dependence and autonomy of the young Church, the .question does re!fla in whether pro= 
gress towards this goal was fast enough. The authoritative posit ion held by mis= 
sionaries right up to the begi nning of the 19EOs possib ly ref lects a reluctance to 
come to the ·point where genuine responsibility would be shouldered by the Church. 
The growing movemen t in thi s country tm'lards pol it i ta l c:nd national independence 
evident throughout the 1950s was also reflected in the Church where ·dissatisfaction 
particularly amongst . the more educated persons , more specifically teachers, became 

120. Ibid., pp. 1100-1101; 73/1950, p. 851; cf. 74/1950, pp. 907-8; Nkhoma 
Presbytery minutes 1950, p. 20; 1951, p. 4. See ch. 3 for details. 

121. CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee minute 9, entry for 20/2/1952. 
122. For detail s of such decisions taken between 1948 and 1955 see AC Human: 

Verhoudings in Nyasaland (Op die Harison, XVIII/I, Mar. 1956, pp. 36-38). 
123. For details or themes see opening remarks in the respective minutes of Council 

meetings. Cf. also JJD Stegmann : Meer verantwoorde likheid aan naturelle= 
werkers (Op die Harison, VI/3, Sept. 1944, pp. 89ff. 

124. Information obtained from Rev. JOH Steytler. 
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more evident as time went by. In the last chapter these developments will be 

more .fully elucidated. 

3. Progress in self-support 

By 1926 the young Church was already firmly set on a course towards self-support, 

at least in so far as its needs at congregational level were concerned. By 1930 

it was already taking responsibility for the following matters, either through 

. its congregat.ions or through Presbytery funds: The salarie's of all ordained 
ministers and senior evangelists; building and upkeep of all church buildings, 
with most village school buildings being built by the local community, the Christ= 

ians taking the largest share; care of 

arose ; all Presbytery and Synod levies; 

evangelist school and an annual donation 

the needy and poor where such cases 

the cost of supporting students at the 
to the Bible So~iety. 125 1 . This fact of 

specific responsibilities for certai n matters, together with the clear demarcation 

of the duties of Church and Mission respectively, was undoubtedly beneficial. 

The Church could develop a cl earer sense of duty while at the same time avoiding 
the dangers of too much dependence · on foreign aid for its "domestic" needs. De " 
pendence upon the "mother" or appealing to the mother whenever a specific need 

arises is a natural reaction. Yet in the case of the Church in Malawi such 

problems as the resultant dominating position of the one who provides, which in 

its turn leads to the drying up of local sources (noted for instance in certain 

churches in Indonesia) were certainly more limited. 1261 
While the total amount of money raised in the congregations rose steadily over 

the years (as shown in Table IV) from about K2 000 in 1931 to nearly Kll 000 in 

1956, the actual average giving by individuals remained virtually unchanged for 
more than two decades. Excluding 1926 when statistics given were for only eight 

months, the average of 13,9 tambala per communicant member for 1931 was, in fact, 

jhigher than most other years. In 1951 the average still stood at 13,1 t, but 

after that a significant increase took place. Over the next few years the average 

rose steadily year by year to rea~h 19,6t in .1956. By 1958 the average (including 

Zimbabwean congregations under Nkhoma Synod) reached a peak of 37t per member. 
The political unrest which followed had a remarka~le . effect on the giving of 

Christians and the average dropped to 25t in 1959, only beginning to rise again 

125. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 267-8 . For examples of churches built by 
congregations from their own resources see CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general 
reports, inter alia 1932, 1935. 

126. Cf. JC Gilhuis: Ecclesiocentrische aspecten van het Zendingswerk, pp. 53ff. 
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As · pointed out earlier, tne aecision in 1962 to fix a certain sum of money as the 

amount church members had to contribute annually had an adverse effect on the 
development of a sense of Christian stewardship in the long run. Already. in 1928 

WH Murray wrote that they were trying to bring church members -to understand that 
each should give according to his income, and not merely the 20t ur lOt per annum 

laid down as minimum. 129 ) In 1930 Presbytery repeated this appeal, but fifteen 

years later it noted with alarm that members were still adhering to the 1922 
stipulation with many giving even less. The following year, in 1946, it repeated 

the oft emphasised point that Christian giving was part of the worship of believers, 

appealing to members in particular to i.ncrease their Sunday offerings. It was 
furthermore agreed that that year's spiritual conferences in congregations should 

deal with the topic of giving to God as a part of worship. Intensive stewardship 
campaigns ~1ere conducted in various parts of all congregations. Yet the old rule 
had become so much a habit that it was virtually impossible to change ~hi le many 
regarded it merely as a form of church tax. 130 ) . Nevertheless, Presbytery continued 

to emphasise the matter .~nd in 19S4, when the average contribution had already 

started rising, it reiterated the fact that giving was part of worship while also 
recommending the practice of tithing. 131 ) This was still a very novel concept 
and even up to the present day very few Christians have adopted it, although some 
definitely have. 

Compared to the other constituent members of the CCAP, Nkhoma initially was well 

ahead in average contributions, and only in 1948 did Livingstonia begin to surpass 
Nkhoma, but Nkhoma remained ahead of Blantyre throughout. The average per com= 
municant as based on the total liberality reported to General Synod in 1962 amounted 

127. For 1958, figures for Malawi alone are not available. Only the total number 
of communicants has been taken into account in calculating the average con= 
tribution. In fact, some of the monev came from catechumens and others so 
that the actual ave rage giv ·ing per communicant would be lower, but it is im= 
~oss~ble to compute this figure. In all cases statistics ·for congregations 
in Zimbabwe were excluded (except the one instance mentioned above). The 
averages for 1963, 1967, 1970 and 197S were respectively 24t, 4lt, 73t a11d 
Kl,02 (cf. General Synod minutes). See also n. 132 on the next page. 

128. GMC report to Cape Synod, Acta 196S, p. 440. 

129. CCA SS lS/6/2/17: WH Murray to Mission seer., 13/7/1928. 
130. · Nkhoma Presbytery 1930, p. 4; 194S, pp. 9-10; 1946, pp. 6-7, 8; cf. 

C~A SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general reoort, 1946; lS/6/7/1 (Mashonaland 
file): Copy Stegmann to Head of Mashonaland Mission, 6/3/1946. 

131. Nkhoma Presbytery 19S4, p. 24 . 
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to 46,7t for Livingstonia Synod, 37,2t for Nkhoma (this included congregations 

in Zimbabwe and was for 1958) and 24,9t for Blantyre. 132 ) It also appears that 

in matters such as paying the salaries of evangelists, Nkhoma was far ahead of 

Blantyre. It was only in 1948 that the latter reported that the Presbytery had 

begun taking over responsibility for paying evangelists and that this process 
would presumably be completed before 1957. 133 ) 

Over the years Nkhoma Presbytery took more and more items for its responsibility. 

Its budget for 1930 involved only salaries of ministers and evangelists, a small 
grant to a congregation and Synod dues. By 1940 a Pension fund (started in 1937) 
and a special fund for work in Mozambique was also in existence, while work in 

Lilongwe also received support. Ten years later, in addition to the above items , 

matters such as Bursary fund, schools, the magazine Mthenga, help to theological 
students, printing press , travelling, help for Salisbury work, support for an 

evangeli s t working amongst Malawians in Ca pe Town, conferences and work amongst 

the Muslim Yao people, all appeared as items of expenditure on the budget. 134 ) 

From this it is obvious how the young Church took · over more and more responsibility 

as time went by. In 1959 one writer could state that "as far as the purely con= 

gregational or ecclesiastical aspect of the work is concerned, the synod of Mkhoma 

has actually already attai"ned total independence" .. 135 ) 

The fact that, from the beginning, se lf-support was regarded as one of the three 

main ideal s for the young Church, does raise one important question. Did the DRC 

see self- support as an ideal for the young Church, or did it in fact become more 

or less a condition for granting full independence· and autonomy? Criticism has 

been brought to bear against the fact that the three "selves" propagated by Venn 
as ideal had, in fact, often become three notae ecclesiae, three norms for re= 

cognising the autonomy cf a Church. 136 ) The quest.ion is, can this criticism also 

be made in the case of the DRCM in Malawi? It is true that the DRCM fully follow= 

ed the three-fold ideal of Venn and voices were, in fact, raised that financial 

132. CCAP Synod minutes 1960, Appendix I. The average is based on the author's 
own calculation as the averages given in the Appendix do not all tally with 
the actual figures. In 1977 both Nkhoma and Livin gs tonia Synods returned an 
average of Kl,J2 per member (CCAP Synod 1977, mi11ute 26, author's calcula= 
tions). Statistical returns in the case of some of the other Synods may not 
reflect the total giving in that Synod. 

133. Life and Work report, Presbytery of Blantyre (CCAP Synod 1948, p. 12). 
134. Nkhoma Presbytery 1'30, p. 8; 1937, pp. 4,5; 1940, p. 9; 1943, p. 5; 

1950, pp. 22, 23. 

135. CJ Burger: 'n Selfregerende, selfonderhoudende en selfuitbreidende kerk -
is dit ons erns? (Op die Harison, Sept. 1959, p. 32). 

136. Cf. JM Cronje: Die selfstandigwcrding van die Bantoekerk, p. 67. 
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independence was essential for granting autonomy. 137 ) It is also true that the 
DRC generally fell in with the idea prevalent in Anglo-American Missions and de= 
clared by the International Missionary Council meeting in 1928 in Jerusalem as 
"being generally accepted as a primary principle in missionary policy 11

•
138) This . 

meant that a Church could only reach independence and autonomy over a long period 
of time during which the development towards fulfilling tbe three "selves"-ideal 
forme~ an integral part of the process. 

This was also the ideal followed by all the Missions involved in the CCAP the DRC 
included, and in a sense it would be true to say that self-support was regarded 
as an essential aspect of autonomy. Yet it is also so that this was never insisted 
upon as an absolute condition. While the Church was being prepared for eventual 
autonomy, it was also being encouraged towards ever increasing self-support. At 
the same time it was well and truly realised that it could hardly be expected of 
the young Church to take over financial responsibility for all aspects of mission= 
ary work, including education and medical work and other departments. l~hile the 
Church was, in fact, encouraged to gradually take a larger share of responsibility, 
financially and otherwise, for medical and educational work, 139 ) it was also 
realised that the Mission would have to continue giving aid while the Government 
would also take over more responsibility in due course. It was further envisaged 
that some Mission departments should preferably be closed down in due course rather 
than burden the young Church with the res pons i bil ity of running them. To this 
suggestion the Church was not willing to agree when it came to the final process 
of handing over. 140 l 

Thus it is rather more correct to say that the process of leading the Church to 
autonomy, as it was envisaged by the Mission, involved an ever increasing financial 
independence, as a parallel process . Because the Church was made responsible for 
its own needs at local and congregational level almost from the beginning, financial 
independence or "self-support" came much more easily and quickly than for example 

137. Ibid.,p.65. 

138. Report of the Jerusalem meeting of the International Missionary Council, 1928, 
Vol. III, p. 31. 

139. Council minutes 59/1938, p. 524; Nkhoma Presbytery 1938, pp. 5-6. On taking 
over responsibility for schools and medical work, see Nkhoma Presbytery 1945, 
p. 11. 

140. Council minutes 82/1959, pp. 1215-16; CCA SS 15/6/10/6: Hugo to Mission 
seer., 22/2/1961; 15/6/12/4: Die toekoms van ons departemente (Memorandum 
drawn up by the Treasurer, Nkhoma, 23/3/196i). See further below, ch. 6. 
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in the younger Churches growing out of the missionary work of the DRC within 
South Africa itself. In the latter case the parent body continued to give finan= 
cial aid for such matters as manses, church buildings and salaries of evangelists 
and ministers, in some areas even up to the present day. This has naturally com= 
plicated the development of the autonomy of the younger Churches. Because this 
was far less the case with the Church in Malawi, the question of self-support as 
being a condition or prerequisite for autonomy was never really an issue. As the 
Church developed and grew both numerically and in its national leadership, the 
financial responsibility for its own local needs kept pace. Even in theological 
training which the Mission reserved for itself as its responsibility, the Church 
shared part of the financial responsibility for the support of students virtually 
from the beginning. 

4. Progress in self-expansion 

In the work of the DRCM the emphasis fell very much on evangelism and on nurturing 
a spiritual life of prayer and a sense of the presence of the Holy Spirit in be= 
lievers' lives. 141 ) Preaching was Biblical and done mainly through the some 
thousands of lay preachers, elders and evangelists. Already in 1912 it had been 
estimated that week by week 4 000 Malawians were involved in preaching the Gospel 
to 60 000 or more people living in 2 000 or more vi 11ages. 142 ) Coupled to this 
were the repeated evangelistic campaigns usually conducted by a visiting ex-mis= 
sionary. 143 ) These all helped to develop a degree of consciousness in the minds 
of many christians that they had a duty towards others to bring the Gospel message 
to them. Thousands of lay workers and preachers did this work voluntarily and 
without pay. There can be no doubt at all that the christianising of the pupula= 
tion was to a very large extent, at least at the grass roots level, the result of 
the efforts of believe rs working within their own community and al so further a~1ay. 

In this process, of course, the village school manned by a teacher evangelist play= 
ed a key role. 144 ) 

From this point of view it is evident that virtually from the beginning the young 
Church was set on the road of self-expansion. The Church grew and continued to 
grow from this inner spiritual driving motive to spread the Gospel amongst their 
own people. 

141. MW Retief: Verowerings vir Christus, p. 285; CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, 
entry for 10/6/1928, cf. also entries for 22/9/1924, 24/9/1924. 

142. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Half-yearly report, Dec. 1912; MW Retief: William Murray 
of Nyasaland, p. 117. 

143. Such campaigns took place inter alia in 1910, 1924, 1928, 1934, 1937, 1954. 
144. AL Hofmeyr: Hetland langs het meer, pp.13lf; JS Murray: De opvoeding in 

de lending, pp. 2-3. 
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Nev~rtheless the concept of self-expansion was to some extent seen as pertaining 
rather more towards spreading the Gospel further afield and not so much amongst 
kith and kin and in the work. of the DRCM in Malawi the ideal was set for the Church 
to nevelop a sense of responsibility for other areas as well. 145 ) Thus in duP 
course Nkhoma Presbytery began to take an interest in work in Mozambique as well 
as amongst the Muslim Yao people, especially in the hill country of Tambala's 
land at Chitundu,as well as amongst Mozambicans who were working i n Zimbabwe. 
During the 1950s the Presbytery also took it upon itself to provide spiritual 
care for the inmates of Kochirira leprosarium near Mchinji Boma. 146 ) 

The involvement of Nkhoma Presbytery in work in Mozambique was regarded as a matter 
of great significance. It was deemed a major step forward and as such a sign of 
how far the young Church had already progressed. 147 ) 

After the closing of the DRCM work in Mozambique in 1923, there was initially a 
gradual decline _ in the spiritual life of the Christians there. 148 ) Cut off from 
direct pastoral and spiritual care and forbidden by the authorities to meet or in= 
struct their children in the teachings of their Church, the only way open was to 
build up contact with the Church in Malawi. For sacraments, confirmation-, school 
and pastoral care they had to cross the border to the nearest Church centre. 
Nkhoma Presbytery made official contact with delegates from Mozambique in 1927 and 
three years later again was deeply moved and distressed by a report it heard from 
a certain Eliya, a Christian from Benga. Yet at that stage it could see no other 
way of helping except to pray for them and encourage them. 149 ) 

Meanwhile renewed efforts had been made by certain individuals in the DRCM to 
interest the DRC in the work once again. Some, like AJ Liebenberg and AG Murray, 
both former missionaries in Mozambique, were sure the work could be opened up again. 
In this they had strong support from Dr GBA Gerdener in Cape Town. 150 l But others, 
notably WH Murray, saw very little chance for this happening. Writing in response 

145. See above p. 255 for example of how local Christians took up responsibility 
for work in other parts during the earlier years. 

146. Cf. CJ Burger: 'n Selfregerende, selfonderhoudende en selfuitbreidende i~= 
heemse kerk - is dit ons erns? (Op die Horison, XXI/3, Sept. 1959, p. 33). 

147. Cf. DRC Acta 1932, p. 249. 
148. CCA S15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1925. 
149. Nkhoma Presbytery 1927, p. 4; 1930, p. 6. 
150. Cf. correspondence in CCA S5 15/6/5/1. 
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to an inquiry he emphatically stated: 151 ) 

My firm conviction remains that as long as the Portuguese remain 
in control of their country here, we can forget about doing Mis= 
sion work there again. Not before the Portuguese are out can we 
undertake it again. Portugal together with Rome will see to it 
that it remains impossible for Protestants to do fruitful Mission 
work in Portuguese Territory. 

Nevertheless Liebenberg petitioned the GMC in 1931 to start again 1uoting a letter 
from the Christians in Mozambique to the GMC asking for a missionary. This plea 
was repeated in 1932 by a group of 200 Christians attending a conference at Mphunzi. 
Again WH Murray stated his conviction that only when the Portuguese would one day 
leave those parts could they talk of beginning there again. The recommendation 
of the GMC was that the work should continue in the way it was already being 
done, namely that Mozambique christians seek contact with the Church in Malawi, 
particularly with the congregation at Mphunzi. 152) 

It was at this juncture that the Presbytery of Nkhoma, meeting in July 1932, re= 
sponded to an overture from Malingunde asking whether the time had not come for 
Presbytery to start an own M1ssion enterprise. Rev. Amon Ndiwo of Malingunde 
pleaded the case and Presbytery resolved unanimously to start work abroad. A com= 
mittee, the first "Foreign Mission Committee" of Nkhoma Presbytery, was appointed, 
and Ndh10 and Ashan Malenga served on this conunittee. Its tas k was to determine 
where work could be started. 153 ) Already Presbytery had suggested Mozambique as 
a possible field. 

The following year this committee reported back and recommended working in Mozam= 
bique by training Mozambican nationals at the Swisse Romande Mission at Rikatla 
near Maputo. Zefania Malikebo was sent there in 1933 followed by Paulo Milota Mumba 
the follo~ling year. Presbytery accepted full responsibility for them financially 
and otherwise. Initially both made good progress, but in the end neither came 
back to the work they had been chosen for. Malikebo was unable to cope with his 
studies, particularly the Portuguese language, and thus could not obtain the neces= 
sary permission to work as an evangelist and teacher. 154 ) Milota successfully 

151. Ibid., WH Murroy to Mission seer., n.d. (c. May 1930). Transl. from Afrikaans. 
152. DK, 29/7/1931, p. 198; 19/8/1931, p. 356; 6/7/1932, pp. 27f; 

CCA 55 15/6/2/17A: WH Murray to Mission seer., 15/9/1931; CCA S5 1/1/4: 
GMC min. 73, entry for 16-17/2/1932. 

153. Nkhoma Presbytery 1932, pp. 5-6; DK, 24/8/1932, p. 356; MW Retief: Wil= 
liam Murray of Nyasaland, p. 152. 

154. Nkhoma Presbytery 1934, pp. 2, 5f; 1935, p. 2; 1936, pp. 8, 9. 
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completed his studies, but then failed to report to Presbytery. He was a headman 
from a village in Mozambique near Nyanje Mission of the DRCM in Zambia and had 
been baptised at Madzimoyo and trained there as a teacher, qualifying in June 1933. 
Just prior to his departure for Rikatla in 1934 he had been a student at a Jeanes 
School at Mazabuka in Zambia. After completing these studies at Rikatla he was 
delayed by illness of his wife and subsequently returned to Zambia where he was 
eventually employed as a teacher at Nyanje Mission. His action deeply disapRointed 
Nkhoma Presbytery who demanded from him a refund of the K48 they had spent on his 
training . 155 ) 

Strictly speaking this first Mission enterprise of Nkhoma ended in failure, although 
the concern and interest in their brothers across the border remained. Mphatso 
was incorporated intci Mphunzi congregation in 1932 and later other groups formed 
part of Mlanda congregation. Village schools near the border drew many pupils 
from Protestant homes in Mozambique while in some cases whole villages moved over 
into Malawi. In spite of reported fierce Roman Catholic persecution in some places, 
Protestantism continued to grow and by 1944 Mphunzi and Mlanda had four elders 

living and serving inside Mozambique while Christians were conducting six Mabwalo 
(open air schools) with unpaid teachers teaching reading and writing. These centres 
were al so used for Sunday School and Catechumen instruction. More promising 
pupils were given scholarships to attend boarding schools at Mlanda. By 1949 
Malawian nationals could occasionally visit Christians inside Mozambique. One 
such meeting was attended by 257 people. While opposition and even intimidation 
continued - in 1952 a group of thirty catechumens were reportedly caught and im= 
prisoned - signs of change were beginning to appear by 1953. 156 ) By. 1956 there 
were an estimated one thousand communicant members with the border congregations 
of Mphunzi, Dedza and Mlanda. While the Government and local authority regulations 
were becoming less stringent, much trouble was still being experienced from Roman 
Catholic side whose representatives insisted that Mozambique was a Catholic Country. 
It is alleged that, on many occasions, Catholic teachers brought charges against 
Protestant Christians, leading to court procedures against them and even imprison= 
ment. 157 ) 

Nkhoma Synod was to keep up contact with the Mozambique Church all through the 
1960s and, finally, in 1973 the Igreja Reformada em Mo~ambique was to be formed, 

155. CCA S5 15/6/7/1: WA Krige to WH Murray, 7/3/1934; and further correspondence; 
Nkhoma Presbytery 1939, p. 7; 1941, p. 9; 1942, p. 6; for further corres= 
pondence with Milota see also MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 14. 

156. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1940-1948, 1952, 1953; Council 
minutes, 67/1945, p. 660; 68/1946, p. 683; Report GMC to Cape Synod, Acta 
1949, p. 220. --

157. For examples see CCA S5 15/6/2/10: Circular Hugo to Station heads, 17/6/1958. 
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initially with three congregations, later five, . and with a total membership of 

over three thousand communicants . A sad sequel to this history is that two years 

later Nkhoma Synod felt compelled by circumstances to break off all ties with the 

Church in Mozambique leaving it entirely to itself, with not evPn a single 

minister to pastor to the Church. 

Meanwhile, during the 1950s, Nkhoma Synod had al so begun to take an interest in 

the 50 000 Mozambicans working in Zimba bvie . In 1954 Presbytery resolved to start 
work amongst these people since it could not work within Mozambique . In conjunc= 
tion with Rev. MS Daneel of the CCAP in Sali sbury viork vias sto.r ted, with evan'.)el = 
ist Genesis Nowa assisting. Nkhoma Presbyt ery agreed to pay hi s salary. In 1957 
the South Afri ca.n General Mis s ion which wa nt ed to 1·1ork among st the same peep le, 
offered its work to the variou s DRC Mis s ions and t heir young Churches in Zimbabwe. 
A joint Committee 158 ) representing all these bodies was set up and the services 
of Rev. U Simangc of Mozambique obtained while contac t was t aken up with a Pro= 
testant Mis s ion in Beira. Simango later l eft the work and according to rumours 
he had joined the Frelimo Liberation Movement. 159 ) 

When it became clear that Nkhoma Presbytery 11ould not succeed in establishing an 
own Mi ssion work in Mozambique , another pos sibility was in due course considered. 

In Chapter two note was taken of work starting among st the Muslim Yaos in Tambala~ 
land where Chitundu sta~ion wa s opened in 1923. 1601 The difficulty for the Gospel 
of making any inroads into Islam was immediately evident and the work of the Church 

actually had a counter effect in that an up surge of Muslim activities was ex= 
pe ri~nced during the 1920s, with new prayer houses, called Sekiti wa Juma being 
erected in several vill age s . 161 ) Rev. AC van Wyk 1-1as appointed in 1929~nd shortly 

afterwards he went to Cairo in Egypt for Islamic studies. He returned and worked 

at Chitundu for about nine years until his departure in 1940. Then followed a 
long spell in which no missiona ry was appointed to this work Meanwhile Nkhoma 

158. The Joint Committee of Reformed Missions and Churches in Central Africa was 
set up in Salisbury in July 1958 in order to deal with matters of mutual con= 
cern, discuss problems and promote unity and co-operation between its mem= 
bers. On 27 July 1967 it was dissolved an~ a Council of Reformed Churches 
in Central Africa set up in its place, involving Nkhoma and Salisbury Synods 
of the CCAP, the Reformed Church in Zambia, and the African Reformed Church 
in Zimbabwe (see minutes of Joint Committee, 24/7/1958; Nuusbrief uit Malawi, 
Sept. 1967). 

159. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1955-1959; Nkhoma Presbytery 1954, 
p. 26; 1955, pp. 4-5; Nkhoma Synod 1958, pp. 8, 18, 39-40; 1960, pp. 17f, 
31. 

160. See p. 95. 

161. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, pp. 279-80. 
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Presbytery had begun to budget for supporting an evangelist working amongst the 
Yaos as far back as 1929 and established a congregation at Chitundu in 1939. By 
1945 growing interest in Christianity by Yao people was being reported and two 
years later Presbytery resolved to accept the Yao work as its special field of 
Mission work and place an evangelist at Chitundu. 162 ) In 1951 James Kathumba 
completed his theological training. Being himself a Yao and having formerly 
workerl with some success as a teacher at Chitundu, Presbytery agreed to appoint 
hi111 as minister working full-time amongst Muslims and stationed at Chitundu. 
Thus in a sense he could be regarded as Nkhoma' s first missionary. 163 ) This v10.rk 
progressed slowly and with difficulty, and five years later he reported that amongst 
the Yao there were twelve communicant members, five catechumens and 167 school 
children. In that same year, 1956, Rev. JS Minnaar was appointed at Chitundu -

the first expatriate to go there since 1Y40. He was to concentrate on the Chewa 
people while Kathumba would continue amongst the Muslims. He was also instructed 
to visit Muslims in other areas. Kathumba disa ppoi!'lted and was transferred the 
following year and in 1%1 Minnaar was also transferred and as far as the Mission 
Council was concerned, this enterprise was ended but it was hoped that Nkhoma 
Synod would continue to take responsi bility for work amongst Muslims. 164 ) Dur·ing 
the 1960s and 1970s Nkhoma Synod's work in Mus)im areas, especially on the' La ke= 
shore and in particular at Nkhota Kota, was to grow steadily and show encouraging 
results. 

While Mozambique and the Muslim areas were the two main fields in which Nkhoma Synod 
attempted work in terms of self-expansion into new areas, it is worth noting that 
from time to time its ~1orkers were seconded to work in other countries as wel 1. 

The work amongst Malawians working or living in Zimbabwe has already been dealt 
with. 165 ) In view of the fact that it was the DR04 of Malawi which undertook this 
work on behalf of the Federated Missions it is obvious that the majority of national 
Church workers such as evangelists and ministers who came. to serve in Zimbabwe 
were also from Nkhoma Synod. 

When Salisbury congregation was established in October 1944 Rev. Whitton Mah1alo 
Banda who had completed his training at Nkhoma in July that year, ~1as already 

162. Nkhoma Presbytery 1929, p. 9; cf. Council minutes 69/1947, p. 729; 
CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1945, 1947, 1948. 

163. Nkhoma Presbytery 1951, pp. 9, 15; cf. CCAP Synod 1952, p. 18. 
164. Nkhoma Presbytery 1956, p. 17; cf. Nkhoma Synod 1958, p. 27; CCA SS 

15/6/11/'8: Annual general reports, 1958-1961. 
165. See ch, 2 .. 
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serving in Zimbab1-1e. In 1949 a second Malawian minister came to Zimbab1-1e in the 

person of Rev. Patrick Mwamlima, seconded by Livingstonia Presbytery. He worked 

there for over a year. In 1952 Nkhoma Presbytery transferred Rev. Alexander 

Kuchona to Zimbabwe. A request to Blantyre Presbytery for a minister in 1953 and 

again in 1954 was turned dovm by Blantyre: on grounds of having none available, 
but in 1955 Livingstonia once more seconded a minister, Rev. F Nyirongo who served 

in Zimbabwe for five years. In 1956 Rev. AA Chirwa was seconded by Blantyre and 
appo1nted to Highfield in Salisbury. 166 ) 

Thus by 1956 when the three CCAP Presbyteries were constituted into Synods, the 
1-10:--k in Z·imbab1·1e (1-1ith three congregations, Salisbury, G1-1elo and Bulawayo) 1-1as 
organised as a fourth Presbytery of Nkhoma Synod. It was at that stage being 
served by si x ministers, two from the DRC, two from Nkhoma Synod and one each 
from the other tv10 Synods. The tota 1 number of communicant members amounted to 
5 315 of v1hom 50% 1-1ere in Salisbury and at the first meeting of Salisbury Pres= 
bytery in 1957 it was agreed to establish Highfield as a second congregation in 

Salisbury. 

Various difficulties erupted during the next few years stemming partly from the 

fact that the 1~ork l'tas no1-1 under Nkhoma Synod and no 1 onger being conducted by U:e 
DRCM of Nkhoma on behalf of the Federated Missions and partly from tension and 
mi sunders tandi ngs 1-1h i ch arose betv1een ministers from the other Synods and the DRCM 
personnel. In 1960 Nkhoma Synod agreed to propose to General Synod the formation 
of a separate Synod for Sa 1 i sbury under the Genera 1 Synod of the CCAP. \olh i1 e ap= 

proving this in principle there were a number of practical questions to be sorted 
out such as responsibility for financial support, the Mission Board this Synod 

would work with, if any, and how workers would be supplied. 167 ) The initial de= 

cision by Nkhoma to establ·ish a Synod was premature and unilateral and was rescind= 
ed in 1962, but - after further arrangements - the Synod of Salisbury was to be 
set up on 1 May 1965. The DRC was to co-operate in the work there under a Deed of 
Agreement with Salisbury Synod. Apart from seconding a few ministers the other 
Synods 1-1ere to offer no further support ,and the major share of this res pons i bi l i ty 
was to fall upon Nkhoma Synod, supported by the DRC. At that stage the number of 
communicants stood a~ about 6 OCO in nine congregations. Nine years later, in 1976, 
this figure had risen to 8 555, while twelve congregations resorting under two 

166. CCAP Synod 1948, min. 33; Nkhoma Presbytery 1949, pp. 10, 33; 1952, p. 24; 
1953, p. 14; 1954, p. 4; 1955, pp. 3, 12, 16; 1956, p. 20; Salisbury Pres= 
bytery 1957, p. 29. 

167. Council minutes 82/1959, p.1207; 83/1960, p. 1244; Nkhoma Synod 1960, 
p. 39; 1962, min. 37; CCA S5 15/6/1/5: Hugo to Mission seer., 27/4/1960. 
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Presbyteries were being served by four expatriates and six national ministers, 

of ~1hom five came from Nkhoma Synod and one had been trained by Sa l isbury at the 

Nkhoma CCAP Theological College. Forty-eight evangelists were then still in 
active service, a feature unique to this Synod with its widespread network of 

small and sometimes isolated groups of Malawians in towns, at mining centres and 
on farms . Average liberality calculated per communicant member stood at $3,33 

per annum, considerably hiyher than in an{'. of the other Synods. 168 ) 
1\-10 othe r aspects of service beyond the borders of Nk homa Synod deserve to be 

mentioned. During both l·lorld l~ars missionaries, including several of the DR.CM, 
served as Chapl ains to Mal aw i an troops and porters. During Wor ld War II a number 
of Ma 1 a1·1i ans a 1 so se rved as Chap 1 a ins, inc 1 ud i ng some from Nkhoma. Ma 1 a1'i an 

soldiers were serving not only in Ea st Africa (by 1942 there were 20 000 of them), 
but al so in Ceylon, Madagascar, Egypt and clse1-1here . For five years Rev. GF Hugo 

served both in East Africa and in India (1942-1947) and in 1943 Rev. Amon Ndiwo 
volunteered and was approved as Chaplain in East Africa. 169 ) After the War, 

p 1 atoons of the King's Afri car. Rifles. continued to function and served in differ= 

ent parts of the world. In 1953 in response to a resolution of the CCAP Synod 
that a chaplain should accompany them to Malaya, Rev. Lameke Manda volunteered 

and was accepted. He returned after three years on the front. 170 l 
Other workers from rikhoma Synod went south . As far back as 1905 the DRCM in 
Mashonaland, Zimbabwe requested three married teachers from the DRCM in Ma l awi. 
It is not clear whether any did ~o, but in 1914 it was again agreed to send six 
teachers. The wives of the teachers ·were re 1 uctant to accompany them and wher. 

the Government would not give permission for the wives to go, the matter fell 
through. 171 ) 

With many thousands of Malawians continuously going to South Africa to work on 

the mines and e 1 sewhere, there was a need for men from their 01,n country to pas to 
to them. As far back as 1910 evangelists were being requested to work in the Com= 

168. Nuusbrief uit Malawi, June 1965; Nuusbrief KMAP Rhodesie, Dec . 1976; CCAP 
General Synod 1977, min . 26 (statistics differ sol'lewhat in the l atter b10 
sources and are quoted from the News letter). 

169. Nkhoma Presbytery 1943, p. 10; CCA S5 15/6/l J/8: Annua 1 genera 1 reports 
1942-1946; fo~correspondence from Hugo giving interesting information on 
circumstances on the front, see CCA S5 15/6/2/10. 

170. Nkhoma Presbytery 1953, pp. lOf; 1954, p. 17; 1956, p. 11. 
171. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 1: 

minutes 29/1914, p. 188; 
for 8/2/1916; 15/6/1/5: 

Du Plessis to WH Murray, 10/6/1905; Council 
CCA S5 1/4/1: Nyasa subcommittee min . 3, entry 
WH Murray to Mission seer., 26/12/1916. 
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pound Mission in Johannesburg. 172 ) In later years a good number of Malawians 

were actually trained in South Africa as evangelists and even as ministers. One 

such was Rev. Steven Njuwen i who finally returned to Malawi in 1959. In response 

to a request from Cape Town in 1946 where work amongst a sizeable community of 

Malawians had been in progress for seve ral years, Nkhoma Presbyte ry agreed that 

Filemon Mwale should go as evangelist. Presbytery further agreed to pay part of 
his salary, but he was to v1ork directly under the GMc. 173 ) 

By 1947 an evangelist from Malawi ~1as also serving at Messina in Northern Trans= 
vaal. Plans were undel""rlay to appoi nt one in Natal and an application had been 
made to the South African Government for permission for two more evangelists from 
Malawi. Special attentio11 was being given to work amongst Malawians not only on 
the mines of the ~lit~1atersrand, but also in all three other provinces. Former 
mis sionarie s in Zamb ia and Malawi were involved in !_his mostly. 174 ) 
Finall y , it should be mentioned that through the yea rs there were always Malawians 
from Nkhoma Synod serving as evangelists and ministers in Zambia ~1ith the Reformed 
Church of Zambia. Initially they were trained at Nkhoma, but later training was 

undertaken within Zambia - fo r evangelists since 1940 and for mini sters si nce 
1951. The last group of Nkhoma trained ministers completed their studies in 

1947. 175 ) 
5. Contessional developments and indigenisation in the Church 

It has been noted that one of the aims in the policy of the DRC in respect of 

mission work and the formation of independent yo ung Churches was that such Church= 
es should become indigenou s. 176 ) Thi s process towards indigenisat i on to a l arge 

extent coincided with the development of the three ''se l ves" and it would be natural 
to expect that as indigenous or national leadership developed so wou l d other as= 

pects of indigenisation. A few important aspects require some comment, alth ough 

172 . Council minutes 20/1910, p. 126. 
173. CCAP Synod 1952, p. 18; CCA SS 1/4/3: Nyasa subcommittee min . 3, entry 

for 3/5/1945; min. 11, entry for 19/6/19115; Nkhorna Presbytery 1945 , p. 9; 
1947, p. 5. ior relevant correspondence see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 6. 

174. CCA S5 15/6/8/3 : Correspondence during 1947 on l abour chaplaincy in South 
Africa betv1een Nyasa land Christian Council and the Chief Secretary of State. 
Relevant correspondence also in 15/6/7/l. See also ~JA Kr i ge: Die bearbei= 
ding van die Nyasavolk binne die grense van die Moederkerk (Op die Harison, 
Dec . 1944, pp. 136ff). 

175. Justo Mwale Theologica l Coll ege: 1929-1979 Kuk umbukira zaka 50 tiri ndi 
abusa a m'dziko muno,- p. 3. 

176 . See ch. 2. On this subject see also JJD Stegmann: Die eiesoortigheid van 
die inheemse Kerk (Op die Harison, Sept. 1956, pp. 8-13). 
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a detailed analysis of the principles of indigenisation and of what the require= 
ments are for a Church to be indiqenous will nnt be made here. 177 1 
A young Church generally tend s to adopt the same principles and patterns of 

1·1or$hip and the same standards and forms of expressing doctrine as that of the 
parent body. This is to a large extent also the case in Nkhoma. Most of its 

formularies such as for induction of office bearers, confirmation, Holy Communion 
and baptism, marriage and others are an adaptation, usually in abridged form, of 

those used by tl1e Dr~c, just as tl1ose of Blantyre and L"ivingsto1ria tend to be more 

along the pattern of the Churches in Scotland. The earliest formularies for 
baptism, Holy Com;;:union and marr iage v1ere drawn up by AC Murray at the request cf 

the Mis s ion Council in 1898. In 1904 the Council of Congregations appointed a 

Committee of two miss iona ries and an elder, lzake (Kapologul ani?) of Mvera to re= 
vi se the five different formula r ies then in use. Later revisions included a series 

unde r taken by the Mission Council in 1928 -30 and accepted by the Presbytery of 

W:ho:na. Formularies for indu ction and disjunction of ministers ~1ere drawn up in 
1945 and an important doctrinal change was made in 1957 in the baptismal forrnulary 

for children, the latter henceforth to contain ihe words "becaus e they also are 
in the covenant of God", replacing the phrase "so that they also may enter into 
the coven an t of God". 178 ) 
Furthermore, Nkhoma has taken over the three Reformed Confessions of Faith, alsu 
called the three Formularies of Unity, name ly the Heidelber3 Catechism, the Con= 

fessio Belgica (Nether lands Confession ) and the Canons of Uordt. 179 ) 
Upon its entry into the CCAP, Nkhoma accepted the Terms of Union wh i ch included 
th~ "Brief statement of Faith'', the Apostles' Creed as well as "a distinct acknow= 

ledgement of the Word of God as the supreme rule of faith and conduct". This formed 
the doctrinal basis of the CCAP. 180 l When the new constitution of the CCAP was 
adopted in 1956 and amended in 1958, the Terris of Uni on v1ere replaced by a con= 

177. On thi s aspect see for example JM C~onje: Die selfstandigwording van die 
Bantoekerk , pp. 115-146 ; JJF Durand: Una Sancta Catholica in sending= 
perspektie f , pp. 107ff, 147ff; JC Gilhuis: Ecclesiocentrische aspecten van 
het Zendingswerk, pp. 14-52. 

178. Council minutes 1/1898, p. 2; CCA SS 15/6/1/4: Council of Congregations 
minute 5, entry for 13-17/12/1904 (cf. Council minutes 12/1904, p. 57); 
Council minutes 49/1929, p. 401; 50/1929, p. 412; 51/1930, p. 419; Nkhoma 
Presbytery 1930, p. 4; Council minutes 65/1944, p. 629; Nkhoma Synodical 
Committee, entry for 15-16/ 10/1957 in Nkhoma Synod minutes 1958, pp. 24-5. 

179. Constitution of the Nkhoma Synod of tne CCAP, Article IV. 
180. CCAP Extracts of minutes of the Synod, 1924-1945, p. 4. 
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siderably expanded set of "Articles declaratory .of the fundamental principles of 

the Church". These articles were of course also accepted by Nkhoma in addition 

to the three Reformed Confessions. 

The first two of these articles are of importance in so far as they express the 
doctrinal position of the CCAP and reflect the degree to which the Church had by 
then sought to express its faith. At the same time it recognised the fact that 
the acceptance of the Brief Statement of F.aith was a temporary arrangement until 
such time as it would frame its own Confession of Faith . 

The text of the first two Articles reads as fol 1ows: 181 l 

Article 1. The Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian, is part of the 
lfoly Catholic or Universal Church; worsh ·ipping one God, All-loving, 
All-~1ise, Almighty, in the Trinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Spirit, the same in substance, equal in pm·1e r and glory; adoring the 
Father; infinit~ in majesty, of Whom are all things; confessing our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Eternal Son, Who for our sa lvation was made man, 
died upon the cross, was raised from the dead and ascended into heaven, 
and owing obedience to Him as Head over all things; trusting in the 
promised renewal ·and guidance of the Holy Spirit, proclaiming the Gospel 
of the forgiveness of sins, of acceptance with God through faith in 
Christ, and of eternul life; and labouring in the communion of s·aints 
for the advancement of the Kingdom of God throughout the world. 
The Church receives the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments 
as the Word of God and the Supreme rule of faith and life; and avows 
the fundamental doctrines of the Catholic Faith as interpreted and 
taught by the Protestant Reformation. 

Article 2. The Church received the historic confessions of Faith known 
as-tneTpostles' Creed and the Nicene Creed, as containing the sum and 
substance of the Faith of the Church . Until such time as the Church 
shall exerci se its right to frame its own Confession of Faith in agree= 
ment with the Word of God and the fundamental doctrines of the Christian 
Faith as set forth in these standards, it also adopts as a subordinate 
standard the statement knm~n as the "Brief Statement of Faith" adopted 
by the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian, in the year 1924; 
Article 1 thereof being understood in the sense used by Articles 3, 4 
and 5 of the Larger Catechism (Westminster 1648). The said "Brief 
Statement of Faith" is as follows: 

Admittedly this was not yet a very detailed confessional statement and it is true 
to say that to a large extent it was prepared by missionaries, yet it did repre= 
sent a genuine attempt, possibly one of the most significant in Africa at that 
stage, to express the faith of a young Church. Although Oosthuizen, writing in 
1958, alleged that "no evidence of independent confessional development does as 

181. For a full text of Articles 1-7 see Constitution of the Church of Central 
Africa, Presbyterian, p. 1-3; cf. p. 270 above for text of the Brief 
Statement of the Faith. 
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yet exist in Africa" 182 ) this constitution was at least an expression of faith 

adopted by a Church in Africa whicn fulfilled the confessional requirements out= 
lined by Durand, 183 ) namely that young Churche~ can on the one hand not do other= 
wise than take over the ecumenical symbols of the e~rly Church, notably the Apostoli= 

cum and the Nicaenum, while on the other hand, the Confessions of the Reformation 

coul~ also not be ignored without upsetting the harmony between older and younger 
Churches since the young Church also speaks on behalf of the whole Church. 184 ) 

Although Nkhoma adopted the three Reformed Confessions as part of its Creed, it is 

interesting to note that it has never attempted to translate them into the verna= 
cular. In 1957 a committee was appointed by the Synodical Committee to co-operate 
with the Reformed Church in Zambia in translating them, but nothing materialised. 185 ) 
Nevertheless, one of them, the Heidelberg Catechism, has in a different way become 
very much part of the heritage of this Church through the fact that it was used as 
the basis of Nkhoma's Buku la Katekisma. Although abridged and slightly altered in 
a few places it follows the same threefold division of Sin, Salvation and Thankful= 
ness. It has its origin in a small catechism prepared by AC Murray in 1892, called 
N ~ onga, which ~1as printed at Banda~te. In 1898 Murray wrote a new cathechi sm based 
on "our t~10 Dutch Catechisms", Heidelberg Catechism and ii.:s abridged version, Kort= 

begri p, to ~1hi ch :ie added a few questions from the Shorter Catechism of the Church 
of Scotland, which was also printed at 8andawe. A later edition was printed in Cape 
Town in 1904. 186 ) This booklet underwent several revisions. In 1916 a three-man com' 
mi ttee was appointed by the Mission Counci 1 to revise and improve it as we 11 as to pr1 
pare "a book with questions and exposition for use of teachers" . The former was put 

182. GC Oos thuizen: Theological discussion and confessional developments, p. 270. 
183. JJF Durand: Una Sancta Catholica in Sendingperspektief, pp. 108f. 
184. See also JJD Ste~mann: Die ontwikkeling van die Kerk in die Sendingveld (Op 

die Harison, Jur.c 1947, p. 49). 
185. Synodical Committee minute 76, entry for 15/ 10/1957, in Synod minutes 1958, 

p. 25. When the Reformed Church in Zambia decided anew to prepare a Nyanja 
(Chewa) translation, Nkhoma Synodical Committee agreed in 1966 that a trans-= 
lation was not necessary in view of the fact that only ministers would ever 
need to use them(!) and most of them knew English well enough. Yet in 1968 
Synod did recommend that all min'isters should buy the Zambian translation 
once it was ready (Synodical Committee 1966, KS.601; Nkhoma Synod 1968, 
s. 367). To date (1980) this translation, in manuscript form, has not yet 
been published. 

186. CCA P3, 3/2: AC Murray to Laws, 25/2/1898; 28/4/1898; cf. Die reddende 
regterhand, p. 39; CCA V9 2/1 AC Murray to Albertyn 19/2/1894; WH Murray 
to Du Plessis, 20/8/1904; CCA P3 AC Murray Diary several entries between 
25/5/1892-27/6/1892. 
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into service in 1918 and the latte~ after further simplification, in 1923. In 
1922 the Council of Congregations had also approved an abridged version of ten 
short questions for use by elderly people and those who lacked sufficient intel= 
ligence to cope with the larger book. 187 ) The Katekisma and the handbook for 
Catechetic teachers was later combined into one book and this book is today used 
not only in Nkhoma Synod, but also in the Reformed Church in Zambia and in the 
Salisbury Synod of the CCAP. 

Materially it differs from the Heidelberg Catechism in having 'only 52 questions, 
one for each Sunday of the year instead of the 129 of the Heidelberg Catechism. 
The most significant difference lies in the fact that, in the Heidelberg Cate= 
chism, the Law is dealt with briefly under the first section concerning the know= 
ledge of Sin, by referring to the summary given by Christ in the Gospels (ques= 
tions 3-5), and later in length in the third section where a detailed exposition 
of the Decalogue is made in the context of the life of thankfulness to be led by 
the saved sinner, thus in an ethical context (ques. 92-115). On the other hand 
Buku la Katekisma evidently ' fol lowing the Kortbegrip version, deals with the 
Decalogue in detail only in the first section (ques. 3-16), while nothing is said 
at all about the Law as a rule of thankfulness in the third section. This leads 
first of all to an imbalance between the first and the third sections. Whereos 
Heidelberg devotes only four Sundays to the first section and twenty-one to the 
third, Katekisma devotes no less than twenty Sundays to the first and only six to 
the third, The resulting weakness is that there is an over-emphasis in Katekisma 
on Law and sin leading to a greater danger of developing a legalistic attitude, 
with an accompa nying lack of ethical emphasis. It is true to say though, that 
some amount of ethical teaching does occur where the Decalogue is dealt with, 
but as pointed out above, it takes place in the context of teaching what sin is 
and how a person obtain s knowledge of his sin. 

On a few other points Katekisma is an improvement on the Heidelberg Catechism. 
It places more emphasis on the duty of believers to serve God and to help spread 
the Gospel also through personal witnessing (ques. 34, 35, 49) and gives more 
details concerning the work of the Holy Spirit (ques. 40, 49). In other respects 
it carries the same weaknesses such cts i nsuffi ci E:;1t teaching concerning 1 iturgy 

187. Council minutes 31/1916, p. 219; 34/1918, p. 250; 42/1922, p. 306; 
43/1923, p. 311; Council of Congregations 1922, p. 3; 1923, p. 5. 
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Theologically speaking this Church did not show much independent progress and de= 

velopment during the period under review. Nevertheless it is of importanc;e to 
note th~ strong stand taken in respect of many traditional practices which had a 

religious connotation. National church leaders and Christians sometimes showed 

even more determination not to compromise than did the missionaries. It was 

especially in the struggle aga. inst the traditional practict~S of the Nyau cult 
that the strongest opposition was experienced. During the 1920s it made a con= 
certed effort to have Nyau suppressed. To this end the Presbyt ery made strong 

representations to the Government, at one stage appointing an all black eighteen 
man delegation which included several Christian headmen to meet the Provincial 

i89) Commissioner. In this iss11e Rev. Namcn Katengeza played a very powerful role. 

On one occasion when he made "a splendid stand" he informed the Provincia l Com= 
missioner that "even if mi ssiona rie s agree (to allow it to continue) they (the 
Malawian Christians) would still oppose it because th ey had God's Word and know 
what was evil". 190 l The suggest i on of the Commissioner that a Ch r istianised 

version of NJ9_1:!_ should be introduced \·!as entirely opposed by the leaders of the 
Church, v1hile Nk homa Presbytery 1·efused any compromise, reiterating that anyone 
involving himself in Nyau would be liable to suspension ·from the Sacraments for 
a period of from six ~;o twelve ir.o nths . 191 ) 

188. Cf. CM Pauw: Kategese in Mal al'1i (Paper read at the Eighth Congress of The 
South African Miss iologi ca l Society, Potchefstroom , 1975 , unpublished). 
In 1966 Nkhoma Sy nod publ ished a re vised and greatly extended edition of 
Buku l a Katekisffia {which incl ud ed not only the original Kat ek i sma and ex= 
Planafory t eadITT.g notes, but al so sections on 01 d and N~Tament his'= 
tory, on Church hi story, t he Church, Roman Catholici srn, Sects and other 
Religions, and en aspects of practical Christian living), totalling 
332 pages. 

189. Nkhoma Presbytery 1927, pp. 7-8; cf. CCA S5 15/6/1/5 : Report to GMC on 
1927 Presbytery by WH Murray. See also Report of the Fifth General Mission= 
ary Conference {Malav1i), 1925, Resolution 24. SJ Ntara: Naman Katengez a, 
p. 56; cf. also draft of a letter in Katengeza's own hand to headrne n con= 
cerning the issue they had t aken up with the Government (CCA S5 15/6/9/4 , 
dated 6/8/1929). 

190. CCA P3: Diary AC Murray, entry for 16/7/1928. 

191. Ibid., entry for 9/8/1928; Nkhoma Presbytery 1928, p. 5. It should be Kept 
in mind that the Nyau was muc h more active in the Central Region, particularly 
the Lilongvie District, than in any other part of the country. This explains 
why it bec~me suc h an issue for Nkhoma Presbytery. For a s imilar protest 
by the White Fathers of Likuni Mission near Lilongwe see MHA S2/23/33: Short 
notice about. the immorality of the "Ny au" dance in the Ach evia country, 
8/8/1922. The same file also contains several other RC and DRCM petitions 
and reports written between 1922 and 1939. For fllrther material on Nyau 
see CCA S5 15/6/ ll/9. Correspondence with Government Officials in 1'57078/2. 
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The struggle of the Church and the Mission against the negative effect and dis= 

ruptive influence of the Nyau on the life and the work of the Church reached a 

climax in 1929. As it became clear that the Governor was unwilling to accede to 

the claims against the Nyau made by the Church (Katengeza remarked about this that 
the Nyau chiefs lied to him about ~1hat the Nyau does), the DRCM appealed success= 
fully to the CBFM to intervene on its behalf at the ne xt meeting of the Legi slative 

Assembly. A petition signed by one hundred Chri stians from ten Nkhoma congrega = 

tions was presented to the Governor. 192 1 In a leader article The Nyasaland Ti nes 
st rongly attacked the Governor's biased pro-Nyau attitude expressed in his opening 
speech at the 39th Session of the Leg islative Assembly in 1929. 193 ) An inquiry 
by the Government foll 01·1ed the petit ·ion and led finally to the calling of a meeting 

on 25 September 1929 bPtween four DRC missionaries and about twenty leaders of 
Nkhoma Presbytery on the one hand and about thirty leading Nyau headmen on the 
other hand. This meeting at last reached an agreement to the effect th9t teach= 
ers v10uld not teach the children of parents v1ho supported Nyau to despise Mya_I:!_ 
ceremonies, while the Vinyau would undertake to send their children back to school 

-- 194) 
after their initiation in Nyau instead of stopping them altogether frqrn going. 

Although the matter was not entirely satisfactory, the pr~bl em di'd become le ss 
acute. Five years after that it was reported that the three paramount chiefs of 
Lilongwe district were all three professing Chri stians and their posi tive stand 
against the destructive influence of the Nyau practices had led to a definite 
weakening of its power. 195 1 Neverthelessth~ .~X~l!. remained a power to be reckoned 
with and a matter in which the Church continuously had to make a stand right up 
to the present day. 196 1 
Closely related to and actually forming part of the Nyau ceremonies were the 
traditional initiation ceremonies for girls called Chinamwali. Already in 1891 

192. CCA S5 15/6/9/4 : Katengeza to "Omfumu" (WH Murray), 6/8/1929. Minutes of 
the Federated Board, entry for 24/4/1929. For a Chewa version of the peti= 
tion presented to the Legislative Council by the CBFM on their behalf on 
29/4/192 9, see MNA S2/23/29. The petition stated six reasons 1vhy the Nyau 
should be stopped. 

193. The Nyasaland Times, 3/5/1929; 21/5/1929. 
194. MNA S2/23/29: Provincial Commissioner to Chief Secretary, 10/10/1929; 

relevant documents also in S2/23/22; CCA S5 15/6/8/2: Provincial Commis= 
sioner to WH Murray, 27/9/1929 (Circular). See further correspondence on 
thi s in same file and in 15/6/11/9; 15/6/8/4; 15/6/8/6. 

195 . CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1934. 
196. Thus, ~au is still mentioned as one of the main factors causing lack of 

grov1th ana spiritual viability in some chronically vieak congregations (Nuu s= 
brief ui t Ma 1 avli , Apr. 1980). 
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AC Murray commented on the disruptive effect Chi namwa·l i had on school attendance, 
especially of girls. 197 ) 

In due course the issue became more crucial and when the Church came to a definite 
stand on the Nyau issue, it also refused to compromise with the traditional cere= 
mony, but instead resolved (in 1929) to forbid Chinamwali and to begin a Christ= 
ian version to be called Chilangizo. 198 ) This was the outcome of some experimental 
attempts by some of the lady missionaries together with a few Christian women to 
give puberty instructions to girls on a Christian basis. 199 ) Presbytery laid 
down a detailed outline of how the Chilangizo should be conducted, stating that 
both boys and girls should receive the instructions. Thus a definite and last= 
ing break was made with a traditional ceremony and a Christian alternative intro= 
duced in its place. This has been extremely successful as far as girls are con= 
cerned, and has become an integral part of the life of the. Church up· to the 
present day. 200) 

Related to the issue of indigcnisation was to what extent sectarianism, seces= 
sionism and ethiopianism appeared in .the Church. On the whole it can be said 
that Malawi has been relatively free from the proliferation of separatist and 
sectarian movements, \·lith the result that Barrett has found that "separatism has 
not been such a prominent feature as in some neighbouring territories 11

•
20l) In 

the southern part of the country sectari ani STJl has been s l i ght 'ly more prominent, 
but restricted to tribal rural areas. 202 ) Also in the north, in the territory 
of Livingstonia Synod, several secessions took place from the Church, notably four 

197. CCA P3 3/2: Copy AC Murray to J Stewart (Lovedale), 9/11/1891. 
198. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1928; Nkhoma Presbytery 

minutes 1929, pp. 4-6; 1931, p. 4; cf. 193E, p. 5; 1942, p 7; 1943, 
pp. 16-18. 

199. Cf. GH Hugo: Aanknopingspunte vir die Evangelie ... ,pp. 89-93; P Preto= 
rius: An attempt at Christian initiation in Nyasaland (International Review 
of Mission XXXIX/155, July 1950, pp. 284-91); JJD Stegmann (Mrs): Kan en 
behoort die heidense inisiasie deur 'n Christelike vervang te word? (Op die 
Harison XIIl/l, March 1951, pp. 2-12); see also paper on same subject by 
Mrs JJD Stegmann in Report of the Sixth General M'issionary Conference, 1949, 
pp. 7-10 (Report on Women's Conference). JG Steytler: African Village 
Schools, pp. 229-31. 

200. Cf. Nkhoma Presbytery 1929, pp. 4-6. For a brief discussion of the reasons 
for the success of this enterprise and its possibilities as an analogy for 
similar attempts elsewhere in Africa see CM Pauw: Die bearbeiding van die 
jeug binne die Nederduitse Gereformeerde Bantoekerk in die Transkei, 
pp. 193-7; Cf. A Philips: African marriage and family life, p. 390. 

201. DB Barret, Schism and renewal in Africa, p. 29. 
202. For a detailed study see RL Wishlade: Sectarianism in Southern Nyasaland; 

cf. DB Barret, op. cit., p. 61. 
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major ones between 1928 and 1934. 203 ) The first of these was the African National 

Church formed in 1928 by five Institution graduates. They drew a nu~ber of entel= 

ligensia from Livingstonia and spread to other parts of the country, including 

Lilongwe. T~1elve years later they claimed a membership of 3000. The other three 
sec~ssions formed during three successive years (1932-1934) united the follo~1ing 

year to form the Mpingo wa Afipa wa Afrika (Black man's Church in Africa). Prior 

to these, two other leading personalities connected to Livingstonia Synod had 
broken away, notably Charles Domingo who joined the Seventh Day baptists in 1907}04) 

and Elliot i<enan Kamwana who in"itially was trained at Bandawe, then ~1ent to z·im= 
babwe and South Africa where he joined the Watch Tower movement in Cape Town. 
He returned to Malawi in 1906 to start a branch of this movement. He drew his 
followers mainly from candidates awaiting baptism in Livingstonia Synod and bap= 
tised 10 000 adherents in 1908. He ~1as repeatedly arrested, imprisoned or place:d 
in detention at Chinde, Mulanje, Mauritius and Seychelles, returning from the 

latter in 1937 to found the Watchman Healing Mission at Msuli in Nkhata Bay. 205 ) 

The effects of KanMana's movement ~1ere quickly felt in other parts of the country. 

As early as 1909 the Council of Congregations of the DRCM warned its people against 
the false teachings of Karnwana and stated that it did not recognise his baptism. 
Some of his followers had by then already visited Mvera region to disseminate 
their ideas. They administered baptism quite indiscriminately and with other 
motives and meanings, requiring no prior knowledge or training from candidates~Oo} 

After the War the activities of the Watch Tower increased rapidly and by 1922 

they were openly proselytising within the DRCM area in Livlezi, Mlanda, Nkhoma, 
Mvera and Kongwe districts, drawing particularly from amongst the large number of 
members who had become objects of Church discipline after the spiritual decline 

of the War years. One of their leaders in this region, one Joswa (alias Moses} 
was detained in 1923 and after that the movement declined somewhat, but never dis= 
appeared, gaining momentum at times. In 1925 the movement received an impetus 
through the visit of Watch Tower representatives from South Africa and again in 
1933 when a Mr and Mrs De Jager visited different parts of the country, and 
especially the Central Region at Mvera, Dowa, Nkhoma and Lilongwe, holding meet= 

203. J McCracken: Politics and Christianity in Malawi, pp. 273-5. 

204. See p. 25. 

205. B Pachai: Mala~li: History of the nation, pp. 135-6. 
206. CCA SS 15/6/1/4: Minutes of Council of Congregations, min. 7(2), entry for 

8/12/1909; 15/6/2/16: HH Murray to Mission seer., 18/12/1909. 
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ings v1 ith people. 207 l This movement, "scarcely a religion in the usual sense of 

th P. v·0rd", 208 l con t inued to be a thorn in the flesh of both Churches and the 

Go ver nment , preachi ng anti-Governme nt and anti -Church doctrines, denying the 
di vini ty of Chri st and proselytising. In later years the Malawi Government found 

it necessa ry to cl am p dovm seri ously on the movement. This resulted in local 
ou t breaks of persecu ti on of its followers which became so severe in some places 
t hat nu mbe rs of its adherents fled the country and settled in refugee camps in 

bo rderi ng cou ntries , notably Zamb i a . 

Al tho ugh the Ch il ernbwe rising of 1915 had little direct effect, the Nkhoma Church~ 

e5 d id fee l it s res ults later v1he n "Gr,il c111 t:l'1e ites" began forming groups in differ= 
2nt pl ace s . In 1921 a group of t we lve Hkhoma teachers had to be deposed because 

of t he ir syrnpa thy with them . Thes e grnu ps taught "a blasphemous creed and pro= 

cl ai me d fr e:e l ove" bas i ng their teachings on a perverted teaching of the v1ords 
of Chr i st. 209l Th P.y were organi sed into the revived Providence Industrial Mission 

i n 1926. 

These and ot her "Eth iopian" movements such as the African Methodist Episcopal 
Chu rch conti nued to exist in Malawi, but never posed a real threat to the es= 

t aLl i shed Churches , draw ing relatively few members from them, in cluding from Nk homa 
PresLytery . /\part fro::1 being "vPry troublesome" at times they made little pro= 

grcss .210) The Providence Indu strial Mission gained new impetus with the return 
of Dr Dani el Mal ekebu in 1926, 211 ) but his applicati on to be admitted to the Con= 
su l tat ive Bo2rd of Federated Missions evident ly failed on grounds (inter alia) of 
t he f ac t t hat he proselytised amongst membe rs of Churches of the Federated Mis= 
~ ions , re-bapt i sed them, accepted censured members and was too easy 0n morals. 

In 1929 WI Mur ray intimated that he "came up here and baptised a crowd of di s= 
affec t ed membe rs of ou r Mission as wefl as some actually under discipline 11

•
212 l 

In 1962 th e PIM were reported to have an adherence of 25 528 in Malawi. 213 ) 

207 . CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1925; 15/6/2/17: WH Murray to 
Mis s ion seer., 23/7/1922; or. , 20/12/1922, p. 1692; 4/3/1923; pp. 339ff; 
6/1 2/1933, p. 1 053; Kongwe Mission Ai·chi ves: Sta ti on book, report 1923, 
1924, 1926, 1950. 

208. D Barret, op. cit., p. 57. 
209 . CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general reports 1921, cf. further reports for 

1924, 1925, 1932. 

210. Ibid., 1932. 
211. See above, p. 33. 
212. CCA S5 15/6/7/l (Blantyre file): WH Murray to Reid, 18/1/1929; 6/9/1929; 

and further correspondence. 
213 . D Barret: Schism and renewal, pp. 298f. See in loc. under Nyanja and 

Turnb uka for variou s other secessionist movements in Malawi. 
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Barret has noted that· secessions were more likely to take place from Protestant 
bodies where a wider dissemination of the Scriptures took place; from the older, 
established bodies with larger communities, and a longer period of incubation for 
disaffection to grow; and from institutionalised Missions of the Anglican and 
Reformed traditions rather than from the less rigid traditions such as Pentacost= 
alism. 214 ) Yet it is of interest to .note that, while all these facto r s were very 
much present in the case of'Nkhoma Synod, no single secession of any significance 
or ctinsequence has ever taken place from within its ranks. 

Apart from a few local wrangles which never spread very far, and the loss of some 
members to secessionist groups originating from other Missions and in other parts 
of the country, ~khoma has been remarkably free of such experiences. The reason 
for this lies perhaps in the combination of a number of factors such as a policy 
of very careful selection and training of candidates as evangelists and as 
ministers; a very thorough and relatively long catechetical training, with a 
strong emphasis on orthodox Bible teaching, thus grounding Christians firmly in 
the faith and teaching of the Church; a sustained hi gh standard of Church dis= 
cipline; the education policy of the DRCM which normally provided higher educa= 
tion only when it was regarded necessary in the interests of the work, thus avoid= 
ing the creation of an intellectualised group easily frustrated in matters of 
leadership; the policy of demarcation of areas of work followed by a number of 
Missions thus avoiding rivalry and confusion; and finally it is not unlikely 
that the aggressive competition whi ch prevailed for many years between the DRCM 
and the Mission of the Wh i te Fathers tended to strengt hen a kind of parti san 
spirit, thus promoting faithful adherence to the own group, a kind of group co= 
hesion, in view of the threatening danger of the opponent. 

One further aspect concerning indigenisation should be mentioned . This concerns 
the question of worship, liturgy, singing and music. 

JID the whole the Church has followed the pattern of liturgical orders of services 
found in the DRc. 215 ) There have been some independent developments and changes 
and a number of elements in the liturgy carry characteristic indigenous qual i ties . 
Thus it is regular practice for the entire congregation to pray the Lord's prt;er 
aloud. Also the Apostles' Creed is spoken aloud by the whole Christian community 
present, while the typical responsive "Amen" at the end of every prayer makes for 
a feeling of more warmth and greate r involvement by the entire congregation. A 

214. Ibid., pp. 272-3 . 
215. On liturgy in the young Church see JM tronje: 

die Bantoekerk, pp. 130-146. 

'1 
Die selfstandigwording van 
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revised and detailed order of service was adopted in 1954. 216 ) 

An interesting development as far as official robes are concerned, was the intro= 
duct ion of a white robe for el de rs in the form of a long loose garment worn over 
the other clothes when serving Holy Communion. 21 7) Othen1ise clerical clothing 
has been particularly unimaginative, everything being merely a copy of the prac= 
tice followed in the DRt. The only diversion has been a switch to the clerical 
collar as alternative to the white tie traditionally wo rn in the DRC and most 
other Reformed Churches. The co 11 ar came vi a the other two Synods from the Scot= 
tish tradition. In 1955 Nkhoma Presbytery resolved that all ministers should 
wear a blilck go~m or "toga" when preaching and administering Holy Communion and 
when attending Synod meetings. 218 ) 

Likewise Church buildings, unless they .,.,ere of the small village oblong prayer 
house-type, have foll 0~1ed the typical "cross-church" pl an introduced by the mis= 
s i onari es ~1ith a ground pl an in the form of a crucifix. There has been very lit= 
tle evidence of any development of indigenous or independent church architecture. 

In the sphere of hymns and music progress towards indigenous forms was initially 
very !;]ow. By far the majority of hymns in the older hymn-books .,.,ere translations, 

mostly from different English hymnar ies and a number from Afrikaans with most of 
the tune s of Western origin. Only a handful of hymns and tunes were of trad i tional 
or local origip. In later editions of Nyi mbo za Mulungu more local hymns and 
tunes ... 1ere introduced and quite a number of hymns spontaneously acquired local 
tunes often sung especially at funerals. In the 1967 edition of the hymn.-book, 
fifteen of the 376 hymns are designated as "local" while a further fourteen are 
translations ofTumbuka hymns composed by North Malawians . A Chewa version of the 
Xhosa anthem "Nkosi sikelelel Afrika", as well as the Malawi National anthem, is 
also included. 219 ) 

216. Nkhoma Presbytery 1954, pp. 15-17 . 
217. Ibid., 1933, p. 4. 
218. Ibid., 1955, p. 13. 
219. For reference to origins of hymns and tunes see Nyimbo za Mulungu (Third 

edition, 1967), pp. 114-122. All later editions also contain such a refer= 
ence list. A new Tonic Solfa edition was published in 1975 and contains a 
very large number of indigenous tunes, often as alternatives to Hestern 
tunes, but sometimes entirely replacing them . The Weste rn tunes have also 
in many case~ been amended to fit in with the African pentatonic scale and 
to do away with half notes (see Introduction to Tonic Sol fa edition, 1975, 
pp. 5-6). 
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Coming to the close of this chapter on the emerging Church, it is cl ear that the 

period between 1926 and 1962 marks fo r thi s Church the transition from bei ng vir= 

tually under full Mission cont rol to becoming a fully grD'.vn Church, ready to as= 
su:ne total responsibility for its Ol'm affairs. Numerica lly the Chu rc h bad grown 

faster than any other comparable Church in t he country, membersh ip increas ing 
five-fold to reach a total of over 66 000. It had deve l oped a body of l eaders 

who, despite certain distinct short com in gs , were to play their part in assumi ng 
this responsibility, although perhaps the greatest weakness.of the you ng Chu rc h 
lay in this area .. Compared to other Synods in the CCAP, Nkhoma Synod was at a 
distinct disadvantage in this res pect , a problem 1"1hich was to show up t0\'1ards the 
end of this period in particula r. Despite th i s probl em, the Church had to a 
large extent become capa ble of caring for its own needs , at leas t at the l oca l 
level, and would need finan cial aid onl y for l arge cap i ta l expenses and major 
undertakings such as medical work, theolog i ca l training, l ay tra in ing and ot her 
new schemes. Furthermore the Church had deve l oped a sense of responsibi lity to= 
wards spreading the Gospel fur t her afield , notab ly i n re spect of wo r k in Mozam= 
bique, amongst Malawian Muslims and also in such a case as the spiritua l care for 
inmates of a State leprosarium at Koch i r i ra . At the cl ose of the per i od under 

survey the Church had also begun to develop certain aspects of indigenisation al = 
though here also not very much was ye t evident of a genuine development of theo= 
logical thinking in an African context . 

Before con cl udi ng this study, tv10 major a re as concerning the Nkhoma Synod remain 

to be dealt with. One refers to its pos i t ion with in and re l at i onsh i p to the CCAP 
and the other concerns the final process l eadi ng towards the agreeme nt for the 
Synod to take over fu 11 res pons i bi l i ty for its O\~ n affairs in 1962. These two 

aspects form the subject of the last ch~ pter. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND CHURCH-POLITIA~ DEVELOPMENTS 1926-1962 

In this final chapter particul ar attention will be given to the developments 

concerning the Presbytery of Nkhoma and its relationship to the CCAP as a whole, 

which culminated in the adoption of a ne1·1 constitution for the CCAP in 1956 

by which Nkhoma as ~1ell as the other Presbyteries became Synods under a General 

Synod. This in turn prepared the 1~ay for the final staye in the process of 

becoming a fully autonomous Church and Synod within the CCAP with Nkhoma and 

the DRCM negotiati ng the agreement of 1962. 

l. Nkhoma and the CCAP 

The CCAP was formed out of three Presbyteries. Yet these three Presbyteries 

were ind epe ndent to such an extent that the Synod could even be said to have 

been more of a Federated Church than a Un"ited Church, each Presbytery re t ain i ng 

its Ol~n constitution, liturgy and standing orders. Traininy of mini sters, 
licensi ng and ordination were done separo.te ly by each, "the licenses of such 

Ministers to be operative only within the bounds of the Presbytery" . 1) Althou9h 

the Synod ~1as "the supreme Court of the United Church", its functions only 

included "matters pertaining to the genera l welfare of the Church, for examp le 

public worship; Christian life and conduct; such cases, whether of discipline 
or otherwi se , as may be brought before it by way of appeal; the promulgation 

of rules and regul a ti o~s for the government of the Church; the control of such 
mon ·ies as have been entrus ted to the Synod by the respective Presbyte~ies " . 2) 

The Synod had no legislative powers and could not obtain such unless the con= 

ditions of the "Ba rr ier Act" had been met. 3) 

In fact, it is probably true t o say that had this not been so the CCAP would 

probably never have come into being in th~ particular composition . It is 

highly unli ke ly that the DRC or the Church of 3cotland for that matter, would 

have granted permission for its mission Church to join as a Presbytery if all 

control and authority over doctrinal and church politial matters were in future 

to rest solely with the Synod of the CCAP. 

l. CCAP Synod 1926, minute 5. 

2. Ibid. 

3. See above p. 277. 
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Thus in a way this was a compromise and brought about a situation which in the 
long run would create constitutional as ~1ell as other difficulties. In. various 
ways and with varying degrees of success the CCAP Synod sought to bring about 
gr'eater uniformity in rules and practice in matters such as infant baptism, 
formularies and catechism, disjunction certificates, marriage and divorce and 
the rule against drinking beer· observed by the Presbyteries of L ivingstonia and 
Nkhoma but not by Blanwre. In 1943 Nkhoma Presbytery further proposed that 
Presbyteries should send observers to the meetings of sister Presbyteries in 
order to enhance their unity. 4) 

Yet these were lesser issues since over the years there were a few major issues 
which on more than one occasion developed into near crises threatening the 
very survival of the CCAP. These issues eventually culminated in the formulation 
of a new constitution for the CCAP which was finally adopted in 1956, with a few 
further amendments added in 1958. 

1.1 An uncertain unity 

T~e 1956 Constitution actually had its beginning in a decision of the CCAP Synod 
in 1945 to start work on the formulation of a Constitution for the CCAP. 5) This 
took place on the eve of a drastic dec,ision by the Cape DRC Synod to the effect 
that Nkhoma Presbytery should withdraw from the CCAP unless certain conditions 
were met. This decision in turn had its background in a long-standing uneasiness 
in certain quarters of the DRC about the union into which its "Mission Church" 
had entered. 

It will be remembered that in 1931 the Synod of the DRC in the Orange Free State 
had rescinded its decision of 1928 to allow the congregations under its Mission 
in Zambia to join the CCAP. This was largely due to the machinations of Rev 
JG Strydom the OFS Mission Secretary who saw no good in a union with this 

6' 
"foreign Church" I No secret was made of the fact that there was great resent= 

4. For some of these issues see CCAP Synod, 1932, min. 28, 30, 32, 36; 1936, 
min. 28, 29; 1945, min. 24, 25, 26, 40; 1948, min. 13, 14, 15; cf Nkhoma 
Presbytery 1943, pp. 4, 6; 1945, p. 10. 

5. CCAP Synod 1945, min. 13. 

6. See above pp. 279f. 
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ment towards the Cape DRC which had allowed its Mission Church to join. The 
OFS views found support amongst certain ministers in the Cape Synod as well. 
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Dissension about this union was again aroused in 1933 after an inaugural speech 
by Prof. CF Kies delivered on the occasion of his appointment as professor a1 
the Missionary Institute at Wellington. Kies, v1ho had been a miss ·ionary in 
Zambia from 1912-1916, saw it fit to attack the "so called" CCA~ claiming that 
while there were countless characteristics and qualities of the Scottish Church 
to be found in the CCAP, there v1us no trace of any qualities Of the DRC. f~s 

an exa mp le he cited the fact that English was the official langu age of the 
Church and that the hymn book was entirely of foreign origin. 7) 

This unwarra nted attack was promptly met with an indignant protest from Dr WH 
Murray and a strongly worded answer by another missionary in Ma lawi, Rev. JA 
Retief. Writing in the DRC organ Die Kerkbode~) Retief pointed out that of 
the "countless " alleged Scot tish characteristics, Kies could me ntion only one, 
the u£e of. English, and this was inevitable in a country like Malawi. As for 
the hymn book , not only had it been produced eighteen years before the formation 
of the CCAP, but it also contained several Psalms and hymns take n over from 
the DRC hymnary. In fact it did not belong to the Scottish Church at all, 
and the very same book was actually being used by the DRCM and its congrega= 
{ions in Zambia. Retief further pointed out that all the characteristics of 
the DRC constitution were present in the CCAP constitution while th e other 
Synods made ample use of books and literature produced by the Nkhoma Mission 
Press. 

Although Kies later expressed regret at the turbulence his speech had caused 
and promised to do his best to avoid further repercussions 9) the seed of doubt 
had been sown. 

Three years later the CCAP Synod responded positively to approaches from LMS 
missionaries in l:amb ia for its co,1gregations and those of the Union Church on 
the Copperbelt to open negotiations once again with a view to a Church union 
between them and the CCAP . 

7. For report of this speech see:Die Gereformeerde Vaandel, Jun. 1933, pp. 227-
231. 

8. CCA S5 15/6/2/17A: HH Murray to Mission Seer., 14/7/1933; DK, 2/8/1933, 
pp. 200f. 

9. CCA S5 l/l/5: GMC minute 64, entry for 20-21/2/1934. 
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"The doors are open'; Synod intimated, adding that it "v1ould cordi ally we lcome 

any proposa 1 ... and give it full and sympathetic support at the next Synod" . 10 l 

Although there is nothing in the ininutes of this Synod t(J shr, · that Nkhoma 

Presbytery made any objection to the ;-~sol ut"ion to start churci 1 union negot ia~ 

tions with the LMS Churches, there can be little doubt that the DRC missiona= 

ries realised that with the discord about the CCAP already existing in some 

quarters of the DRC it was hardly likely that it would respond favourably to 

such moves . The DRC v1as very concerned about th e pt·eservation of the pri nci "' 

ples of Presbyteri an Church order and the effect of such a union on the d6ctt· ir.a1 

position of the CCAP. Moreover , the unh appy history of the relationship be= 

tv1een the Dutch Colonists and certain miss ·ionaries of the LMS which started 

more th en a century before vii th the actions ~. r.d a tti tu des of men 1 i ke James 

Read, Dr JT van der Kemp and par ticularly Dr John Philipll) had led to a general 

atmosphere of suspicion betv1een Afrikaners and the LI-IS in South Africa. The 

effect of this is described by \·JJ van der Merv1e as fol l m·1s : 12) 

The impress ion was indelibly sta mped on the mi nds of 
the fro nt ie r Colonis ts ... that the LHS was more 
of a political organisa tion than a missiona ry society 

Neverthel ess , negotiations for union with th~ LMS were set in motion and were 

well under way by l 939. A Missionary Conferc::nce 1~as ca 11 ed to coincide 1~it:h 

the Nkhomc. Jubilee celebrations v1hile earlier that year the Synodica l 

Committee of the CCAP had discussed issues concerning the ex tens 'ion of the 

CCAP to include th e Churches connected with the LMS in Zambia. 13) In the same 

yea r the Cour.cil 0f Congregations connected to the DRCM in Zambia expressed 

its unanimous desire to unite with the CCAP, in spite of the refusa l of the 

OFS Synod some years before. 

Altho ugh the Nkhoma Conference did not take place, due to the War situation, 

the Synodical Committee did meet at Nkhoma and found that there 1·1ere "no 

insurmountable obstacles " to such a un'ion. 

10. CCAP Synod, 1936, min. 30. For details of this approach of th e Ll1S and of 
further negoti ati ons see P Bolink: Towards Church union in Zar!:bia, pp. 210ff. 

11. See J du Plessis: A history of Christi an Missions in South Africa, pp. 131-
53; ~JJ van der l·len1e : The deveioprnent of Missionary attitudes in th e Dutch 
Reformed Church in South Africa, pp . 98-104, 112-124; cf. CP Groves: The 
pl anting of Christianity in Africa Vol. I, pp. 228-31, 250-88 . 

12. WJ van der Merwe, op.cit., p. 124. 

13. Cf. CCAP Synodical Committee minutes , entry for i0/5/ 1939. 
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The DRC missionaries were also reported to be "quite definite in their approval 

of the idea of union but at the present not in a position to move fon·iard" .
14

) 

The prob 1 em as far as the DRCM was concerned 1·1as further comp 1 i ca ted by the 

difficulties encountered on the home front bet1·1een the DRC Synods of the OFS and 

the Cape. Not only -were relations at t hat stage extremely strained over the so

c.alled "Salisbury question " , but th e rej ec tion by the OFS of the request of the 

Church in Zambia to be uni ted 9 th e CCAP15 ) caused a further complication . 

Rene1~ed efforts to bring the uni on of Nkhoma with the CC/\P into dis repute 1 ed 

to a controversy in the columns of Vie Kc r kb ode during 1940 in which the Rev. 

JA Retief of Mala1·ii defended this union a~a inst the attacks of Strydom and his 

supporters, arnongs t whom was the Rev. JF Mentz, a member of the Cape Synod. 16 l 

Earlier that same year the DRCM Council in Malavti had urgently requested the 

GMC in Cape TCll~n to send a delegate to spea k on behalf of the DRC in view of ve ry 

important matters t o come before the pl anned CCAP Synod in 1940 . 17 ) Thes e im= 

portant matters included the request of certain Chu1'd.es in ?amb ia to join the 

CCAP. Stegman explained that not only were the DRC missionaries in favour of 

such further unions but, even more important, the Africans themsel ves des ired 

it. It was very d·ifficult for them to understand the denominational differences 

between t he Europeans and he nce if Nkhorna 1~ere to withdraw it vJOuld put the 

work back so much, they would never reco ver the damage. In res ponse the GMC 

urged the mi ssionaries not to do anything until the GMC itself as well as the 

Synod had had the chance to express thefr views on the matter. The Nyasa sub= 

committee advised all concerned to keep as quiet as possible about the issue 

as it was not the ti me to express opinions. 18 ) No doubt it had in mind the 

difficulties being encountered with the OFS Synod and the danger that an eru~ = 

tion of feelings could influence the Cape Synod due to meet later that year. 

14. Ibid., entry for 28-30/11/1939; cf. P Bolink: Towards Church union, 
pp. 229f. For minutes, reports and other documents on Church union 
1936-19451 sec MNA Nkhoma Pape rs, Box 16. 

15. On these is s1;es see above pp. 113ff. and 280; cf. P Bolink: op.cit., 
pp. 205f • 249ff. 

16. See articles by JA Retief (DK, 10/7/1940, pp. 65-68); and JG Strydom 
(DK, 8/8/1940, pp. 240-2); also correspondence columns (DK, 17/7/, 
21/8/, 4,25/9/, 9,16/10/1940.) 

17. This meeting was subsequently postponed several times and it was not 
before 1945 that the next Synod of the CCAP took place. 

18. Mission Council minutes 61/1940, p. 558; CCA S5 15/6/2/23: Stegmann to 
Mission seer., 15/4/1940; Mission seer. to· Stegmann, 18/6/1940; 1/4/3: 
Nyasa subcommittee minute 4, entry for 14/6/1940. 
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As it ensued, the attack by St rydom in Die Kerkbode noted above and the 

lengthy polemic that followed 19 ) left a dark shado~. On the one hand the 

atmosphere was very volatile in the DRCM in Mala~li over Stryd om's attack but 

on the other hand the GMC and its subcorrrnittee 1·1ished to keep matters as calm 

as possible. ~!hen the Cape Synod me t in October 1940 its decision concerning 

the Nkhoma - CCAP relationship v1as to instruct the GMC to see to it that tht:: 

best interests of nkho:na Prt:: sbytery and the CRCM v1ere served and that Nkhoma 

should withdraw if the G~C were to feel that further union was not in the 

highest inter t::st of the 11ork. The responce of the G!K, 1-1hich 1-1as very much in 

favour of retairiiri '.J unio n, \'12.S that after fifteen years it could see no adverse 

effects the union had hcd on the v1ork uf the DRCM and that there v:ere many 

reaso ns v:hy such a united CCf\P 1-1as t o be favoured. In addition, the ilyasa 

subcom,nittee had a l rr, ady stated tl1at the teac:1ing in the congregations car.nee= 

ted to the DRC~ was sti ll the sam2 as it had bee n before they had joined the 
20\ CCAP and th at no influence v: ;is being exe1'ted upon them b,/ the other Presbyt eries.' 

Meanwh ile ne got i a tions were continuing for some form of union to be established 

v1ith Churches in Zambia anci strong pressure v1as being exe rted fro:n certain 

quarters to this effect. At the same tirne the de velopmen t s in the Or'.C and the 

situati on on the home front made it quite clear to missionar"ies of the DRCM 

in Mal aw i that it would be most dangerous to proceed hastily with further union 

negoti ations as this could very easily adversely affec t the future of Nkhoma 

as a Presl1ytery of the CCAP. As a solution Stegmann put forv1a 1"d a ne1·1 idea of 

establi shing a separate Church of Central Africa in Rhodesia (i.e. Zambia), an 

idc« v1hich 1-1'1ile not m<eeting v1ith much sL1pport from the other Presbyteries, did 

lC':!ad to c.: temporary maintaining of th:.> status quo. He wrotc: 21 ) 

19. See minutes of Council Executive, entry for 2/9/1940 in Council minutes 
62/1941, p. S83; cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/23: Stegmann to Mission Seer., 12/9/1940. 

20. CCA S5 1/1/7: GMC minute 4g, entry for 18-19/2/1941; l/4/3: Nyas:i Sllb= 
committee min. iv(3), entry for 22/1/1941. Cf. AJ van Wijk: Indrukke in 
verband met my besoek aan Nyasaland (Op die Harison, March 1940, pp. 11-
14). Rev. van WYk was then Ch airman of the GMC and the GMC fully identi= 
fied itself 1"1ith the vie1vs expressed in favour of union 1-1ith the CCAP 
in this article. 

21. Quoted in P Bolink: Towards Church union ... , p. 231. 
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I am feeling more than ever convinced, that the time 
is not nearly ripe for such an extension. We require 
more than a formal union, and i~ spite of our close 
historical connection I feel that even the three present 
Presbyteries have a long 1·iay to move s ti 11 before we can 
obtain the so essential unity of spirit. I seriously think 
consolidation should be our first aim. There are not only 
serious practical difficulties but even dangers in an 
extens ive organisation with hardly any contact between 
the component parts. My O\o/n mind still reverts to the idea 
of creating a Church in N.R. as closely akin to ours, 
with a view to possible ultimate union. 

For these reasons the Nkhoma people were not very anxious to have an early 

Synod meeting where matters could come to a head. It was thus a considerable 

relief to them when the CCAP Synod meeting which had already been post= 

poned to 1942 was postponed again. Eventually it did not meet before August 

1945 and in the meantime the CCAP Synodical Committee had to accept the fact 

345 

that "no further widespread negotiations fo1· union could be carried forward 11
•
22 ) 

Yet it ~1as not only the DRCM which was hesitant to move forward too hastily. 

Also the Blantyre Mission had its reservations and in 1942 Rev. PH Borro~1man 

of Blantyre expressed his feelings as follmo/s: 23 ) 

an incorporating union is not practical politics jus t now, 
and it would be much better to cultivate relations mean= 
time ... 

A month before the CCAP Synod was to meet in 1945, Borrowman again wrote to 

Stegmann on the matter. Uni on ~ri th the LMS and the Uni on Church of the 

Copperbelt was to be an important issue and was strongly promoted especially 

by Dr DM Brown, a Livingstonia missionary at Lubwa Mission in Zambia and "one 

of the most vigorious advocates of the Church union cause in Central Africa". 24 ) 

Borrowman noted that Brown 11 ~1as going bald-headed for union" and was counting 

on Livingstonia and Blantyre to support him but, "I don't think Blantyre Pres= 
bytery wi 11, at least only over my dead body ! : . 1125 ) This was said to allay 

Stegmann's fears that if the union matters were to be pushed too much it would 
most likely result in Nkhoma Presbytery being forced to withdraw. Writing to 

22. CCAP Synodical Corrmittee minutes June 1943, quoted in Bolink, op.cit., 
p. 232. 

23. MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 3: Borrowman to Stegmann, 3/7/1942. 

24. P Bolink, op.cit., p. 215. On negotiations towards union with the LMS and 
UCCB between 1939 and 1945, ibid., pp. 222-245. 

25. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 3: Borrowman to Stegmann, 20/7/1945. 
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Barrowman he had said: 26 ) 

I am very worried over the Union business and have 
been wondering whether, if we have to step out some~ 
time, the time had not better be now. If we do, I 
personally shall look for Elija's Juniper tree. 

BroYn was evidzntly prepared to risk the possible withdrawal of Nkhoma which 

Borr01·1man felt would be a "major tragedy". Rather, Borr01·1man 1~as favourably 

disposed towards Stegmann's idea of the Zambia congregations first forming an 

own Church: £7) 

If the Livingstonians across the border would be got to 
agree to form part of another sister Church with a 
Federal Council as you suggest, I think we might encourage 
a full union before too long. 

It was clear that, as the 1945 CCAP Synod approached, Nkhoma Presbytery was 

finding itself in a very difficult position indeed:-28 ) !"he tighter hold the 

parent DRC had on it and the opinion prevalent within the DRC that the right 

to withdraw lay with the GMC in Cape TOl·m and not 1~ith Nkhoma Presbytery as 

such made the 29 ) Nkhoma people fear an ultimate forced withdrawal. Although 

the GMC had admitted in 1944 that this right to withdraw "rested according to 

the 'Term:; of Union' with the Presbytery itself", it did inform Nkhoma a yeilr 

later, in view of the approaching CCAP Synod meeting, that it (the GMC) "did 

not seek union with any other non Presbyterian Church Societies 11
•
30) 

There was no doubt in the mi"nd of the Nkhoma people that the situation in the 

DRC was such that, unless a solution could be found, their future as part of 

the CCAP was at stake. 

As it ensued this crisis was averted. The CCAP Synod met from 22 to 26 August 

1945 at Nkhoma. One of the matters to be dealt with was the proposed union 

with the LMS congregations in Zambia. Before the matter came up for discussion 

Stegmann, who was ill at the time, called all the missionaries to his house to 

explain to them the precarious position of the DRCM. Due to the feelings pre= 

valent in the DRC a union with the LMS ~1ould have disastrous results for their 

26. Ibid., Stegmann to Barrowman, 26/7/1945. 

27. Ibid., Barrowman to Stegmann, 31/7/1945. 

28. Cf. P Bolink, op.cit., pp. 241-5. 

29. On this discrepancy in the 1924 DRC Synod decision see above p.278. 

30. CCA S5 1/1/8 and 1/1/9: GMC min 46(f), entry for 22-24/2/1944; min. 59, 
entry for 27-28/2/1945. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
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work. A crisis could arise in the DRC, beset as it was with the tensions bet1"1een 

the OFS and the Cape Synod over the Salisbury question and the doubts concerning 

the CCAP. This would almost certainly result in Nkhoma having to withdraw from 

the CCAP. 31 l While the DRC missionaries 1·1ere not opposed l. J a union, the idea 

already formerly put forward by St29111a;,;; shrn·:ed that there were do ubts about the 

wisdom and practicability of such a wide union over such a large geographical 

area. 32 ) 

When the matter came up for discussion Stegmann put fon1ard some of the rcu sons 

why Nkhoma Presbytery found it difficult to s upport tho petition. Thereupon 

Dr DM Brown put fon~ard the follm~ing motion, seconded by Rev. JM Ale xander 

(both were delegates of Livingstonia Presbytery), v1hich v1as agreed to by Synod: 

In view of certain difficulties which had beset the brethren 
of Nkhoma Presbytery - difficulties which it is hoped and 
prayed wi 11 be re moved l'li thin a fe1~ year$ - Synod regrets 
that it is unable to grant the petition of the congregations 
connected vlith th~ London Miss ·ionary Society in North
Eastern Rhodesia to enter into corporate union with the 
Church of Central Africa, Presby t erian, and be received 
into this Synod. Synod hov1ever expresses the sincere 
hope that this pres ent decision will in no v1ay mar t he 
happy relations and co- operation at present exi s tent 
between the congregati ons of the Lond on Missionary So= 
c i ety and the Uni on Church of the Copperbe lt on the one 
hand and the three congregations about to be formed 
into the Presbytery of North -Eus tcrn Rhodesia on the 
other, nor prevent them from entering into union for 
the furtherance of Christ's Kingdom in Northern Rhodesia, 
it being distinctly understood ho\'1ever that the Presbytery 
of Nkhcma is not a participant in this union. 

33) 

The Rev. WF de Vos who attended the Synod as an observer on behalf of the 

General Mission Committee of the DRC reported ba-::k on the matter advising the 

GMC to give full support to a Federation of Churches rather than a Union. He 

also emphasised that for Nkhoma to withdraw would be a disaster and that what 

was important was not what the home Church wanted but what was best for the 

Church in Malawi. The desire there was strong and unanimous for one Church. 34 l 

As it ensued the CCAP decision was so ambiguous in its \'1ording that Brovrn took 

it to mean that the new CCAP Presbytery of North-Eastern Rhodesia which the same 

31. See P Bolin k: Tov1ards Church union ... , pp. 246f. 
32. From Blantyre in Malawi to the Copperbelt it is nearly 600 km by read. 
33. CCAP Synod 1945, min. 35. 
34. CCA SS 15/6/12/4; Copy Memorandum by WF de Bos to Nyasa subcommittee; 

cf. min. 17, entry for 24/9/1945. 
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Synod had granted permission to be formed in Zambia {consisting of three 

Livingstonia Congregations 35 ) had at the same time been given permission to 
unite with the LMS and the Uni on Churches. Thus the new Presbytery would 
actually become part of two Churches, the CCAP in Malawi and the Church of 
Central Africa in Rhodesia {CCAR). But this was not what others understood 
this to mean and when union beb1een the new Presbytery and the CCAR was ac= 
tually consurrrnat ed on 1 December 1945 the Synodical Committee of the CCAP, 
meeting in May 1946, noted that the "Pres by tery of North Eastern Rhodesia" had 
enterect into "corpora te union" ~lith the Churches of the LMS and the Union 
Churches of th e Cu~perbelt . 

To this the Comm it tee added: 
the Presbytery has acted Hithout the authority of Synod , 
and qu ·i te contrary to th e deci sion of Synod, and it 
appears that by so doing the Presbytery of North Eas tern 
Rhodes ia has put itself outside the Church of Central 
Africa {Presbyter ·ian) , and that the Presbytery is now 
part of the Church of Central Africa in Rhodesia, but 
not of the Church of Central Africa (Presbyterian) . 

To this the Committee added that perhaps this was after all the best step for 
the furtherance of the Kingdom of God in Zambia. 36 ) 

In the meantime a development had taken place seriously affect i ng Nkhoma Pres= 
bytery. The Synod of the DRC had met in October 1945 in Cape Town. During the 
discussion of the GMC work an unexpected motion was tabled by Rev. JF Mentz, 
a strong supporter of Strydom, that the GMC be instructed to see to it that 
the~ position be clearly upheld in the confession (statement of faith) 
of the CCAP and if this appeared not feasible, steps were to be taken to break 
ties with that Church. 37) By the guia posi ti or, was meant that Article I of the 
"Brief statement of Faith" deali!'lg with the Word of God should clearly indicate 
the Bible as such as the Word of God, and not merely that it contained the 
Word of God. In other words, the interpretation l'lhich the 1926 CCAP Synod had 
accepted for the Presbytery of Nkhoma "according to that 1 i berty of i nterpreta= 
tion ~1hich it claims for itself1138 ) was now required to become the valid po= 
sition for the c:AP as a whole. If this could not be achieved, Nkhoma should 
withdraw. 

35. CCAP Synod 1945, min. 28. 

36. CCAP Synodical Committee minutes, entry for 24-27/5/1946. For details of 
the formation of this union and the reactions to it see P Bolink : Towards 
Chu rch union ... ,pp. 247-263. 

37. DRC Synod Acta 1945, p. 296. 

38. CCAP Synod 1926, min. 7; cf. min 5.7. 
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In what was described as "a whirlwind decision" the motion was ca~ried and be= 

came the decision of the DRC Synod. An attempt to amend it by deleting the \'lords 

concerning breaking ties failed, as did a later request for a revision of the 

decision. This request was tabled by G de C Murray, a former missionary in 

MJlawi and WF de Vos, Chairman of the GMc. 39 ) 

In trying to explain the situation to some very upset and indignant me~bers of 

the mission staff40} the secretary of the G~·1C po ·inted out that the matter was 

not as bad as it sounded. The v1hole issue had been brought about by some "quite 

out cf place" remarks made by the moderator of the OFS Synod in a speech 

conveying the greetings of his Synod. His derogatory remarks about the CCAP 

and hints at social mi xing taking place between v1hites and blacks had stirred 

up much unrest in the Syncd. 41 ) 

This decision placed the GMC and the DRC Mission Council in a predicament and 

led to lengthy discussions in the meetings of the GMC and its Nyasa subcorrmittee~ 2 ) 
The best solution appeared to be for individual missionaries to approach cer= 

tain of the missionaries- in the other tv10 Presbyter·ies in order to make clear to 

them the difficult position in which Nkhoma found itself and to seek their 

co-operation in finding a way out. The GMC and the Mission Council felt con= 

vinced v1hat Nkhoma should not wi thdra\'1 from the CCAP. 43 ) 

The matter vias further compl-icated by the old discrepancy found in tile 1924 DRC 

Synod minutes as already noted. 44 ) The iegal right of the DRC Synod to take a 

decision to the effect that Nkhoma should withdraw was not at all clear and at 

least one DRC missionary pointed out in no unclear terms that the decision of 

the Synod was quite illegal, being nothing less than a breach of contract, since 

the 1924 Synod had accepted the Terms of Union which placed the right of with= 

drawal in the hands of the Presbytery itself. Thus the DRC could not enforce 

39. DRC Synod Acta 1945, p. 445. 

40. From a very strongly v/Orded letter, claiming that "it seems as if there is 
no confidence in missionaries and their wurk" (transl. from Afrikaans) see 
CCA 55 15/6/2/14: Minnaar to Mission seer., 7/12/1945. WH Murray stated that 
if the decision were carried through it woul~ be nothing but a disaster for 
the Nyasa Mission of the DRC (CCA 55 15/6/10/9: Document on history of Nyasa 
Mission and on the decision of the 1945 DRC Synod, n.d.). 

41. CCA S5 15/6/2/14: Mission seer. to Minnaar, 18/12/1945. The Moderator had 
referred to the soci a 1 mixing as "saamboerdery", a word with a derogatory 
connotation. 

42. For details see CCA 55 1/4/3: Minutes of Nyasa subcommittee, entry for 31/lOt 
1945: CCA SS 1/1/9: GMC minutes, entry for 27-28/2/1946 and subsequent meetings. 

43. For a lenghty motivation see CCA 55 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1945. 
44. See above pp .278f. 
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such a decision upon a constitutionally independent Church, an act which was tanta= 
mount to contriving to cause a split in that Church, 45 ) 

The matter became even more sensitive in the DRC when the news of the union be= 
tween the CCAP Presbytery in Zambia and the LMS Congregations became known. Since 
ultimate union between the CCAP and the Zambian Churches was the aim, the GMC, 
while expressing itself fully in favour of such a union, felt that one condition 
was necessary namely that such a union would be based on the credal basis and 
the form of church government already approved in the CCAP. 46 1 The GMC was in 
favour rather of a federal than an organic union. 

1.2 Towards a new constitution for the CCAP 1945-1956 

The u11e ray of light in the dilenma i.:reated by the DRC Synod was the decision 
taken shortly before by. the CCAP Synod, instructing the Sy.flodical Committee "to 
proceed with its investigations with a view to bringing into harmony the Con= 
stitutions of the three Presbyteries, and to formulating a Constitution for the 
Church 11

•
47 l 

Although no direct evidence could be traced to show that this decision actually 
influenced the Cape decision concerning the quia issue, it is quite possible 
that this was partly the case since, in drawing up a new constitution, it could 
possibly introduce a more explicit statement on the Bible. 

Beh1een 1945 and 1948 the CCAP Synodical Committee proceeded with its work48 ) 
and by June 1946 Stegmann could already report to the GMC that it had bee·n unani= 
mously agreed to chc:nge the article in the "Brief Statement of Faith" concerning 
the lford of God to the effect that it would be brought into accordance ~lith the 
motion of the Cape Synod. 49 ) 

45, See CCA S5 15/6/2/21: Lengthy document by JA Retief on this decision of the 
Cape DRC Synod. 

46. CCA SS 1/1/9: GMC minute 18, entry for 21-23/8/1946. 
47. CCAP Synod 1945, minute 13. 
48. For materials on Church constitution and the CCAP see f1'.lA Nkhoma Papers, 

Box 39 and Box 17. 
49. CCA SS 1/4/3: Nyasa subconmittee minutes, entry for 17/7/1946. 
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Early in 1948 the new Constitution was scrutinised by the Nyasa subccmmittee and 

apart from suggestions for a fe'vl mimr alterations it found no objections to the 

wording. It was satisfied that both Article I and 2 of the "Brief Statement of 

Faith" stated clearly that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are the 

Word of God, not that they merely contain the Hord of God. Thus the GMC could 

report to the Cape Synod in 1949 concerning the so-called .9_Uia i s · ue that "there 

exists not the least doubt that the ~1ish of our Synod will be complied 1vith 11
•
50) 

This draft which had been prepared by the CCAP Synodical Comnittee was also con= 

sidered by all the Presbyteries and by the Foreign Mission Committee of the 

Church of Scotland. Various suggestions were put fornard by the respective bo= 

dies. Hhen the CCAP Synod met in 1948 it found that although all had given 

their general approval, 

so many additions, amendments and changes had been put 
forward that the Standing Committee recommended that 
Synod instruct th~ Clerks to prepare a coll ation of the 
new suggestions and add itions , and send copies to all members 
of the Standing Corr.mittee v1ho \·/O uld discuss it very 
thoroughly a nd send a nevi draft to Presbyteries for 
consideration as soon as possible, after wh ich a second 
new draft would be prepared and put into the hand~ 1of commi ss i one rs to the Synod due to be he l ct in 1950 !:> ) 

In 1949 the new suggested Constitution for the CCAP was ready. It was bas ed on 

the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church of East Africa and had the approval 

of Nkhoma Presbytery. Similarly the Nyasa su bcommittee of the GMC approved the 

new Constitution provided Article VIII of the 1926 Terms of Union {the so called 

"Barrier Act 11
)
52 ) was guaranteed. The position of miss'ionar ies 1!as dealt 1-1ith 

in Article 15. Concerning this article it advisPd that the Church should fer 

the present give full voting powers to ordained European missionaries. 53 ) 

This Article 15 was to become a bone of contention to such an extent that . in 

the end the entire proposed constitution failed to secure the required majority 

vote in the 1952 CCAP. Synod. The basic issue revolved around the question of 

the position of expatriate missionaries in the Church, particularly in respect 

of two matters: Full voting powers for missionaries in the young Church and 

integrated membership of Mission personnel in the young Church, coupled with the 

50. 

51. 

52. 
53. 

Cf. ibid., min vii(2), entry for 6/3/1948; minute III, entry for 15/5/1948; 
min. 1, entry for 11/6/1948; min. l entry for 18/8/1948; see also G!1C rep'.:ert 
to Cape Synod, Acta 1949, pp.220-1. 

CCAP Synod 1948, min. 22. 

Cf. CCAP Extract of minutes of the Synod 1924-1945, p. 7. 

CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subcon:mittee min. 6, entry for 7/7/1950. 
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right of the CCAP to exercise oversight and discipline over them. j' 

The original Article 15 was at first generally supported and was actually 
largely based upon the wording proposed by Livingstonia Presbytery in September 

1948. It read as follows: 

This Church welcomes as full partners in its task of 
evangelisation and its other tas ks, all missionaries duly 
appointed by the Church of Scot land and by rhe Dutch Re= 
fo rmed Church to v1ork in Nyasaland and in those parts of 
Northern and Southern Rhodesia where the Church works. 
To secure effective co-operation, all such missionaries 
who have been ordained as ministers of the Church of 
Scotland or· of the Dutch Reformed Church, provided that 
they have promised before the Presbytery of which they 
are to be members to maintain the Constitution and Laws 
of the Church, sha ll have seats in the Synod and in the 
Presbytery within ~1hose bounds they are stationed, in the 
capacity of assessors ~1ith full voting powers. Their 
membership Df Kirk Sessions shall be determined by the 
Presbyteries of which they are members. Such missionaries 
sha1 r be eligible to hold office in any Court of the Church 
in which they ha ve a seat under this rule. Any complaints 
regar·ding their faith or conduct shall be made by the Synod 
to the Mission Councils 

However, it soon became evident that the question of Church membership and 
particularly the position of ordained missionaries was causing more and more 
difference of opinion and in May 1951 the CCAP Synodical Committee agreed to 
postpone the meeting of Synod. 54 ) 

Two months later Blantyre Presbytery proposed an alternate version of Article 
15 which did away with the word "assessors" previr:Jusly included 55 ) and to all 
effects made them full members with full powers in the young Church. 

It was by now very clear that there ~ias a fundamental difference between the 
points of view of the DRC and the Church of Scotland in this matter. The DRC 
maintained that the ideal of mission work should be the development of an ul= 
timately entirely independent and autonomous Church. For that reason missiona= 
ries should serve in a temporary capacity in the Church and ideally not even 
have voting powers but play an advisory and consultative role. This was the 

54. CCAP Synodical Committee minute 4, entry for 25/5/1951. Author's italics! 

55. Blantyre Presbytery min. 11, entry for July 1951. 
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sense in which they understood the word "assessors". 1.1 this way they would 
more easily become dispensable and thus able to withdraw without causing dis= 
ruption. Thus it regarded the concept of "integration" (i.e. ordained missio= 
naries becoming full members of the Chur.:.h and holding full voting powers in its 
courts) as"principially wrong" maintaining that they should remain members of 
the sending Church and stay under the ultimate oversight and discipline of that 
Church. 56 ) 

On the other hand the Church of Scotland had a few years before taken decisions 
in connection with the Church in India which it sought now to apply also to the 
Church in Malawi. These decisions involved the possibility, where circumstances 
required it, of missionaries becoming members of the young Church and accepting 
its direction and control, thus for the time being ceasing to be ministers of 
the Church of Scotland and even coming under the discipline courts of which 
they were full members. 57 ) 

In view of these conflicting views, the GMC in Cape Town resolved to send a 
delegation to Malawi to discuss these issues with the Missions concerned and 
try to find a way out of the difficulty. 58 ) Meanwhile the CCAP Synodical 
Committee had met towards the end of September 1951 and the new wo rding proposed 
for Article 15 did away with the 1~ord "assessors" and gave full participatory 

· and voting powers to ordained missionaries in the young Cht.:rch 1vith the further 
choice of either remaining under their respective sending Churches in matters 
of faith and conduct or of applying for full membership in the CCAP, offering 
themselves "for the elders hip or ministry of the Church". This would then also 
imply that such persons would "be subject in matters of faith and conduct to 
the Church". 59 ) 

While willing to accept that, for an interim transitory period, missionaries 
could be called upon to participate more fully in the affairs of the Church, 
the Nyasa subco;mittee of the GMC was quite definite in its insistence that 
all its missionaries should remain under the d' scipline of t~e DRc. 6D) 

56. CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee minute, entry for 26/l0/l9!il: cf. also 
entry for 20/9/1951. 

57. Cf. extracts from: Regulations for the appointment of European Missionaries 
Men-1947 (Church of Scotland FMC); o.nd from: Reports to the General Assembly 
1948 (The Church of Scotland), copies appended to letter Stegmann to Mission 
seer. 4/7/1951 (CCA SS 15/6/l/6). 

58. CCA SS 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee minutes, entry for 20/9/1951_, 26/10/1951. 
' 

59. CCAP Synodical Committee minutes, er.try for 27-28/9/1951. 

60. Ibid.,, entry to 20/9/1951. 
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Against this background the Cape delegates, consisting of Prof. GBA Gerdener 
{Chairman of the GMC) and Rev. AC van Wyk, came to Malawi to hold discussions 
with a number of European members of the three Presbyteries of the CCAP in 
Blantyre on 14 November 1951. The discussions were cordial and frank and concerned 
mainly two issues. 61 l 

The first was the questibn of union between the CCAP and the Churches in Zambia. 
All along the 'Contention of the DRC and the Nkhoma missionaries had been that 
organic union was not advisable. For geographical, ethnological as well as 
theological reasons, a fonn of federal union was regarded as more suitable. At 
the time of the discussions this view had come to be shared by the other Pres= 
byteries and a decision to this effect had been taken by the CCAP Synodical 
Committee in September 1951. For the time being union was no longer regarded 
as practical while it was also emphasised by the Blantyre and Livingstonia mem= 
bers that they were not prepared to run the risk of losir.'.J Nkhoma for the sake 
of unity with the Zambia Churches. 62 ) This danger was quite real since the 
prevalent attitude in the DRC to the joining of its "Mission Churches" with 
other Churches was further complicated by the con ti nui ng trouble between the 
Cape and OFS Synods over the "Salis bury question". Such a step by the CCAP 
could quite possibly have resulted in a renewed decision by the next Cape Synod 
that at least its missionaries should withdraw from the CCAP. This would 
have meant in effect that Nkhoma Presbytery as such would also withdraw. It 
became clear at the discussions that this danger had been averted and the 
issue over the Church union hence-forth virtually disappeared from the scene. 

The second issue proved much more difficult. The respective viewpoints of th2 
Scottish and Dutch Reformed Churches on Article 15 of the proposed Constitution 
and on the integration of Mission and Church was a matter in which a reconcilia= 
tion appeared virtually impossible at this stage. The possibility that diffe= 
rent Presbyteries fo 11 ow a different courses as an experiment was considered, 
but this also was hardly satisfactory as the Nyasa subcommittee pointed out, 

61. See copy of draft minutes of this meeting (in private file now in author's 
possession); also report of DRC delegates recorded in CCA SS 1/4/4: Nyasa 
subcommittee minutes, entry for 7/12/1951. 

62. CCAP Synodical Committee minutes, entry for 27-28/9/1951. See also circu= 
lar, Stegmann to members of the (Nkhoma) Mission Council and to the Chair= 
man and Secretary of Nkhoma Presbytery, 1/10/1951 (copy in private file 
now in autho.r's possession). 
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since the CCAP was one, not two Churches. At the same time the DRC could not 

accept Church of Scotland regulations to be forced upon its missionaries·. 63 ) 

The co11111ittee felt that integration would not only violate the indigenous cha= 

r~cter of the Church, but it would also increase home criticism on the DRCM 
work in the foreign field and possibly lead to reducedr·prayer and financial 

support. In order to explain this position and further seek a s.~lution, the 

same meeting resolved to enter into correspondence with the Secretary of the 

FMC of the Church of Scotland. 64 ) While this resulted in clearing up certain 

misunderstandings, the fund amer1ta l difficulty still remained. 

In the matter of integration of Mission and Church, the Nkhoma missionaries 

had, to all outward appearances the full support of their African colleagues 

in the Presbyte.ry. During an extraordinary meeting of the Presbytery which took 

place on 16 November 1951, two days after the meeting in Blantyre with the DRC 

delegates, the proposed Constitution and in particular Article 15 was discussed. 

At one stage all the missionaries withdrew from the meeting to enable the Mala= 

wians to talk the matt.er through. They unan ·imously agreed then to support the 

proposal of the GMC to retain Article 15 in is old form whereby ordained missio= 
naries, while having full powers to participate and vote in the respective courts 

of the Church, would remain members of and under the oversight and discipline 
of their respective home Churches. 65 ) 

With such an impasse it is hardly surprising that, when the CCAP Synod met from 

16-21 May 1952, neither side could gain the required support. An amendment 

evidently moved by Nkhoma to retain Article 15 in its older form was lost by 72 

votes to 43 and when the entire Constitution as amended in various respects, 
was put to the vo t e; 72 voted for it, and 35 against. Evidently some of the 

63. CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee minutes, entry for 7/12/1951. 

64. For this cor1·espondence between members of the GMC and Dr JW Dougall, 
Gene ral Secretary for Foreign Missi ons of the Church of Scotland see CCA 
S5 15/6/10/9: See also CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subconmittee min. l, entry 
for 30/ 4/1952 a11d correspondence betv1een GMC and FMC, copies in MNA Nkhr:na 
Papers, Box 9. 

65. Recorded in minutes of Nkhoma Presbytery 1953, pp. 4-5. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/1/5: 
Stegmann to Mission seer. 17/11/1951. This support v1as reiterated by 
Nkhoma Presbytery in 1952 (Minutes 1952, pp. 12-14) and again became clear 
in discussions at the 1953 Presbyte ry (cf. CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual General 
report, 1953: "They (i.e. African ministers) firmly believe in the policy 
of earl"ier years"). 
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Nkhoma delegates either abstained or voted for th-e constitution since there were 
twenty-seven elders and twenty-seven ministers of whom twenty were missiona"ries . · 
In total 130 delegates attended the Synod. Nevertheless the proposed Constitu= 
tion was thereby not pas sed, having failed to gain a three-quarter majority, as 
required by the "Barrier Act 11

•
66 ) 

With the rejection of the proposed Constitution in 1952 a stalemate situation was 
reached in which it was not inrnediately clear what the next step should be. 
Mean~ihi le Nkhorna Presbytery, me2ti ng three months later in August 1952, reiterated 
its position by emphasi~ing that it could not accept the proposals embodied in 
the proposed Article 15 and stood by the original arrangement according to which 
missionaries remained undP.r the oversight and discipline of the SP.nding Church 
and did no t become members of t he CCAP . Nkhoma Presbytery also expressed its 
conviction tr.at it was not advisable for missionaries to have voting and ruling 
powers in the young Church as this would hinder progress towards autonomy. The 
Church's autl1ority would in fact be weakened. b?) 

At the same time it soon became clear that the Scottish . Presbyteries and their 
missionaries were not prepared to alte r their stance and that the situation there 

68' "was far from happy". I 

The position was precar ious, not only for the future of the CCAP and for Nkhoma's 
position, but also politi cally. The refusal by Nkhoma to accept integration and 
let missionaries become full members was seen as something which could have 
wider repe rcussions politica lly, especially in view of the rising feelings in 
the country against the Federation plans of the Government, 69 )and against the 
racial policies of South Africa. 

66. CCAP Synod 1952 , min. 2, 43. 
67. For a motivated statement see Nkhoma Presbytery 1952, pp. 12-14. For English 

transl ation of this minute see JP Jacobs: Supervisie en konkurrensie (Op die 
Horisun, Sep. 1953, pp. 96-7); cf. Council minutes 76/1953 p. 98lf. 

68. See corresponde~re between GMC and FMC, CCA SS 15/6/10/9: Copy Dougall to 
Gerdener, 30/4/1953. See also response to this letter in same file: Stegmann 
to Mission seer ., 22/6/1953. Stegmann here also mentioned certain obser= 
vations which could go to prove that the African members of particularly 
Blantyre Synod \'/ere to some extent pressurised by their missionaries to vote 
the way they did. 

69. CCA SS 15/6/10/9: Stegmann to Mission seer., 24/5/1952; 15/6/11/8 : Annual 
general report for DRCM, Malawi , 1952. 
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At tne same time the Presbyteries, especially Nkhoma, found that the large number 

of congregations and the diversity of responsibilities was making it more and more 

difficult to function properly as Pre$bytery. Some or other change was becoming 
an ever greater need so that smaller ·units cou1d function more effectively. 70) 

One solution v10uld be to upgrade each Presbytery into a Synod and have a number 

of Presbyteries under it. The respective Synods could then be united in a kind 
of General Synod or even in a Federal union v1ith each other. These thoughts be= 

gan to develop in the minds of Nkhoma missionaries and such a possibility was 

mentioned and discussed at the meeting of Nkhoma Presbytery in August 1953. 71 ) 

The matter was taken a step further v1hen Rev. Neil Bernard of Blantyre Mission 

wrote to Stegmann in January 1954 to try to find a way out of "this unhappy 

present cons ti tuti ona l impasse". It was obvious to him that "another '::!;nod 

could hardly take place without some action resulting there from 11
•
72 ) The letter 

contained a number of comments and proposals and copies of this letter v1ere sent 

to several DRC missionaries for their corrrnents. From these a loose consensus of 

opinion began to appear. Although Bernard appeared very sceptic about the idea 

of creating Synods out of the Presbyteries, regarding it as "a very dangerous 

step", the Nkhoma attitude was much stronger in favour of such a move. No one 
was in favour of breaking up the unity of the CCAP by splitting into 1ifferent 

Churches, neither was any side vtilling to give v1ay to the other on Article 15. 
At the same time it would have been untenable to have two different arrangements 
within one S.vnod concerning the position of missionaries. 

The only two acceptable solutions that emerged was to establish three Synods 
within a kind of Federal Union or else to unite the three Synods under a Gener~l 

Synod. Each would then have its own constitution and make its own arrangements 

concerning missionaries serving with it, while the General Synod would have 

authority over such matters as may be agreed upon by the Synods, and over matters 
of common in~erest. 

The first definite move came fror:i Nkhoma. An extraordinary meeting of Presbytery 

was convened on 13-14 April 1954 at which a report prepared by the clerk of Pres= 

70. For attempts by Nkhoma Presbytery to divide into regional sections see above 
pp. 289f. 

71. Refererice was made to this in correspondence between missionaries, MNA Nkhoma 
Papers, Box 4: . Steytler to Stegmann, 18/1/1954. 

72. CCA SS 15/6/10/9: Copy Bernard to Stegmann, 7/1/1954. See also further copy 
as well as comments by several Nkhoma missionaries in MNA Nkhoma Papers, Box 
4; additional copies in Box 9. 
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bytery, Rev. AS Labuschagne, served as guideline. In this report the entire 

position was set out, concerning both the practical difficulties Nkhoma Presbytery 

was experiencing by virtue of its size and the deadlock which had arisen over 

the position of missionaries. Furthermore the various possible solutions were 

listed. 73 ) In the light of this, Presbytery passed a resolution to make a defi= 

nite recorTTTiendation to the Synodical Committee of the CCAP that the three existing 

Presbyteries be transformed into Synods with full legislative, judicial and ad= 

ministrative powers under one General Synod with limited powers delegated to it 

by the respective Synods and laid down in a general cons titution. In this way, 

Nkhoma Presbytery believed, a solution would be found for the se':eral difficui'" 

ties facing the CCAP and the unity of the Church preserved. Hereby the follrn~ing 

difficulties could be solved: 

l. The untenable situation in which Nkhoma Presbytery found itself 
because of its size; 

2. the double function Presbyteries had to play in practice i.e. that 
of Presbytery as well as of Synod; 

3. the difference in policy between the three Presbyteries concerning 
membership of expatriate missionaries; 

4. unity of action would be maintained in all matters concerning policy; 

5. it would make it possible for ot her Churches to join the CCAP! 4 ) 

These we;e all major issues which needed to be solved if the CCAP were to con~ 
ti nue. Nkhoma Presbytery al ready consisted of 29 congregations and convened ~1ith 

nearly 70 . delegates and could ng _Jonger function properly. The same applied 

to the. oth2r Presb~teri'!l?: - Nk.homa's attempt at subdividing the Presbytery did 

not materialize a'nci the Presbytery could simply no longer COpl~ with all the 

matters on its agenda. Having a large number of reports and dealing with legis= 

lative matters took up so much time that the real task of a Presbytery, namely 

to hold oversight over the spiritual life and work of congregations, was being 

neglected. In fact, it was more and more hav ·ing to fulfill the task of a Synod 

because of its legislative function. Furthermore the question of expatriate 

membership was as fa~ from finding a solution as ever while Nkhoma was also 

maintaining its stance on not entering into further organic union with the Chur= 

ches in Zambia, a matter which was still being contempla t ed and if brought to a 

73. See undated Circular: Clerk of Nkhoma Presbytery to all Ministers of Pres= 
bytery (copy in private file now in author's possession). 

74. The printed minutes of Nkhoma Presbytery do not contain the minute of this 
decision taken at the extraordinary meeting but it is recorded in Council 

· minutes 77/1954, p, 1018. The Mission Council convened five days after 
Presbytery, .on 19 April 1954. 
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head, could still result in Nkhoma having to withdraw. By creating a General 
Synod the way would be open for others to join it as separate Synods whne all 
the member Synods could retain whatever autonomy they possessed and wished tu 
retain. 75 ) In fact the Nkhoma missi .onaries hoped that this would even open 
the way for the Synod of the DR Mission Church of the Orange Free State in 
Zambia to join the CCAP. 76 ) 

The Nyasa subcommittee expressed its approval in principle of this proposal, 
on condition that the General Synod would hold limited powers in such matters 
as Church Government, Creeds and Liturgy . 77 ) At its next meeting in August 

359 

1954, Nkhoma Presbytery reiterated its views and its proposal concerning a 
General Synod. It proposed a constitution for such a General Synod which was 
based largely on the previous constitution which had failed to obtain th~ re= 
quired ma jori ty in 1952, but, with a number of formal alterat i ons and the sti= 
pulation that each Synod would make its own arrangements concerning its relation= 
ship with the parent body and its missionaries. The authority of General Synod 
would be limited and would pertain to such matters as would be relegated to it 
by all the Synods . 78 ) 

These proposals were put to the other Presbyteries and initially there w<is a 
strong · negative reaction. Blantyre pres ented a memorandum to the Synodical 
Committee of the CCAP criticising the proposals as implying the formation of 
three different Churches instead of one. This was denied by the Nkhoma rep re= 
sentatives who emphasised their strong desire for unity. Their main concern was 
for admini strative efficiency in their very large Presbytery. The proposal by 
Livingstonia to adopt the 1952 constitution with omission of the controversi:l 
Articles 15 and 49 was regarded by the Comm ittee as merely delaying differer.ccs 
of opinion. 79 ) 

75. On these different points see a document by AS Labuschagne: Die pos is i e · va:i 
· Ring en Si node in die KMAP (copy in MNA Nkhoma Papers, Gox 4: File "Corres= 
pondence Mission Council 1939-1954) . 

7~. In a document by MS Daneel (Insa ke die YJ.',P), it is stated that it was the 
expressed opinion of Rev. JM Cronje of Madzimoyo Mission that sllch a move 
would remove the stumbling block for the OFS (Copy in MNA Nkhoma Papers, 
Box 4), 

77. CCA SS 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee min. l, entry for 19/5/1954. See also 
min. l, entry for 28/7/1954. 

78. For details see Nkhoma Presbytery 1954, pp. 6-11. 
79 . . CCAP Synodical Cormiittee minutes; entry for 3/11/1954. 
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The initial negative reaction of the Blantyre and Livingstonia Presbyteries was 
replaced by a much more positive attitude by the time the Synodical Committee met 
again in May 19SS and the proposals of Nkhoma were approved with only a number of 
minor amendments.BO) Further smaller amendments proposed by the GMC in Cape Town 
and by Nkhoma Presbytery were put forward. Of these,two are of importance. 81 ) 
One was the stipulation that nothing in the Constitution would prevent any Synod 
from seeking to establish ecclesiastical relations with like-minded neighbouring 
Churches or societies after consulting the other Synods. This not only would . 
leave the way open for union negotiations with the CCAP but also for Nkhoma to 
seek closer co-operation with its Zambian sister Church. 82 ) The other was the 
insertian of a provision similar to the old "Barrier Act". This would mean that 
any change in the Constitution would have to be approved by each of the consti= 
tuting Synods individually before becoming Law. 

The Nkhoma Presbytery Committee made one further proposal to the Synod to the 
effect that, in the case of this proposed Constitution, the requirements of the 
"Barrier Act" be temporarily suspended to enable the Constitution, if approved, 
to come into operation with iITTTiediate effect, thus opening the way for establishing 
Synods that same year. 

On 2S April 19S6 the CCAP Synod convened at Nkhoma and over several sessions the 
Constitution and its proposed amendments were discussed. Virtually all the amend= 
ments from Nkhoma were approved and the draft Constitution as amended put to the 
vote on the third day of the Synod. It was a great and joyful moment when this 
Constitution was unanimously passed by 130 votes in favour and none against. 
The fo 11 owing minute was recorded: 83 ) 

The Moderator pointed out that this was a great decision the 
Church had reached. The Synod .rose in prayer and the Moderator 
led in a prayer of thanksgiving. It was unanimously agreed to 
add the following words to the adopted Constitution: "This Con= 
stitution on receiving in the Synod approval by 3/4 majority vote, 
shall come into effect irrmediately. 

80. Cf also CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general report for Nkhoma Mission, l9S4-SS. 
81. See Nkhoma Presbytery Standing Corrmittee minutes, entry for 28/2/19S6 in 

Presbytery minutes 19S6, p. 6. 

82. CCA SS lS/6/10/9: Stegmann to Mission seer., 16/3/19S6. 
83. CCAP Synod 19S6, minute 33. 
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In August of that year Nkhoma Presbytery met for the last time and approved .the-
new Constitution for Nkhoma Synod, thereby constituting itself into a Synod under 
the. General Synod of the CCAP. 84 ) As far as ordained DRC missionaries were con= 
cerned. the Nkhoma Cons ti tu ti on provided for them to be members of the Synod while 
they could attend Church Council and Presbytery meetings as wen as any other 
conrnittee as advisors. They would be posted or transferred by the Missian Council 
with due notification to Synod, while Synod could elect or appoint them to any 
office in the Church. They would stand under oversight and jurisdiction of the DRc. 85 ) 

After adopting the new constitution for the CCAP in 1956 it soon became clear 
that a number of changes would need to be made. Several of these were in order 
to make the Constitution legally correct, as advised by a lawyer; while others were 
more of a formal or organisational nature. The Standing Committee of General 
Synod agreed to call a special meeting of the General Synod. 86 ) This meeting 
took place from 18-21 April 1958 and the necessary amendments were approved and 
certain sections partly re-arranged. 87 ) After thirteen years the work on the 
Constitution was finally concluded. 

1.3 Concluding remarks 

One of the most crucial issues over all these years of constitutional conflict 
had been the position of European missionaries in the Church. In this, Nkhoma 
in consultation with the DRC, had taken a very definite stand against the so
called "integration" idea. This was also the position taken up by the DRC in its 
belief that the indigenous Church would best develop towards full autonomy if 
missionaries did not integrate fully but remained slightly aside as far as 
membership, voting rights and authority in the Churcn was concerned. In this 
way indigenous leadership could develop at a greater pace, concurrence or compe= 
tition for leadership and positions of authority would be avoided and eventually 

84. Nkhoma Presbytery 1956, p. 25. For full text of Nkhoma Synod Constitution 
see ibid., pp. 25-32. 

85. Nkhoma Synod Constitution 1956, Section IX, XIV and XV. The entire section XV, 
later changed to XVI, was removed by Nkhoma Synod 1968 (S 464) at the advice 
of General Synod that the arrangement concerning the position of missionaries 
should be included in the Deed of Agreement rather than in the Constitution 
(cf. Nkhoma Synod 1966, S 269). The authority to appoint or transfer.mi~sio= 
naries had in any case come into the hands of Nkhoma Synod when the M1ss1on 
Council was dissolved in 1962. 

86. CCAP Standing Committee minutes, entries for 17/5/1957; 21/11/1957. Cf. ~CA 
SS 15/6/2/10: Hugo to Mission seer. 23/4/1958. The report of the ~awy~r is 
appended to this letter in the form of a "memorandum on the Cons t1 tut1 on of 
the CCAP". 

87. For details see CCAP Synod 1958, min. 8, 17, 18. 
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the missionaries would be able to withdraw entirely without causing too much dis= 
ruption. 

In a sense it is true to say that in this matter the DRC sought only the highest 
interest for the proclamation of the Gospel by seeking also to lead the indigenous 
Church to a correct realisation of her responsibilities and duties as well as by 
upholding the spiritual interests of the young Church as a priority. 88 ) On the 
other hand the fact cannot be denied that the GMC of the DRC was also forced to 
take this stand because of strong pressure from certain quarters in the ORC against 
the idea of integration, motivated no doubt by the racial concepts prevalent in 

' South Africa. The great fear of the GMC was that the DRC Synod might in the end 
force its missionaries in Malawi to withdraw from the CCAP, and the GMC wished, 
as far as possible, to retain unity in the interest of the Church and the Kingdom, 
hence its endeavours to negotiate with the missionaries of the other Presbyteries 
and with the Church of Scotland in order to find an acceptable solution. In this 
it can rightly be said that it sought the highest interests of the Church in 
Malawi because it knew that an acceptance of the controversial Article 15 could 
have had disastrous results for the unity of the CCAP. 

Although the policy of the DRC had always been that of developing separate 
Churches for different racial or cultural groups, this policy was essentially 
based upon practical considerations . 89 ) Thus, when some years later Nkhoma 
Synod did request that missionaries be integrated into the Church, the GMC did 
not hesitate to recommend that this request be granted again because this time 
it saw it as being in the highest interest of the young Church to do so?O) 

In connection with 
will be remembered 
supported the DRCM 

this matter of membership and integration of missionaries it 
that the Malawian members of Nkhoma Presbytery unanimously 

~' 
in their view and almost all voted against this matter at the 

88. Cf. NJ Smith: Die planting van afsonderlike kerke . . ., pp. 84ff . 
89. This becomes evident when the matter is taken right back to the original 

decision of 1857 to create separate church facilities for believers from the 
coloured population groups . In addition to finding this a necessary step 
"because of the weakness of some" the motivation for it lay in a desire to 
better and more effecitvely promote the cause of Christ amongst the heathen 
(cf. DRC Synod Acta 1857, p. 60. Transl. from Dutch). 

90. See below p.385 f.Cf.NJ Smith: Die planting van afsonderlike kerke ••. , 
pp. 87-8. 
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CCAP Synod of 1952. The missionaries were certain that they had the full support 
of their colleagues. In a sense this was undoubtedly true. 

Nevertheless matters did change in due course as will be shown in the following 
parag.raph dealing with the final pha se towards granting full autonomy and juris= 
diction to the Synod of Nkhoma. 

· That the feelings of the Malawians had changed became clear during the period of 
tension within the Synod in the late fifties. Finally it was the respected Samuel 
Ntara, autho~ senior teacher fo nd influential elder in the Church who came to the 
Head of the DRCM early in 1960. Rev. Hugo makes reference to this in a postscript 
of a letter to the Mission secretary: 91 ) 

S. Ntara was in my office a while ago re the overture on 
membership of European workers. He wanted to know the 
feelings of the Church in South Africa because since 1952 
things have changed a lot and they now think it will be 
advantageous if we become members. 

It was no doubt a revelation like thi s which prompted Hugo to remark in his 
opening speech at the 1961 meeting of the Mission Council that the Malawians pro= 
biibly voted the ~1ay they did in 1952 partly out of respect for their missionaries. 
In this speech entitled "Our Mission at the Cross-Roads" he made it very clear 
what the choice was. They could either cling desperately to old methods and refuse to 
budge one inch, or they could withdraw systematically leaving the indigenous 
thurch to itself and thus forcing it perforce to take up its responsibilities, 
or else they as mis s ionaries should give themselves to the young Church and 
identify themselves with the people. This, h~ pointed out, would obviously 
entail that they would have to revise their entire policy on mission. 92 ) 

2he DRCM chose the last recourse and this process1which involved reaching the 
agreement of 1962_, wiTl be dealt with in the fo 11 owing paragraph. 

91. CCA. SS 15/6/1/5: Hugo to Mission seer., 22/2/1960. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
92. Council minutes 84/1961, p. 1279. 
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2. Towar-Os ~n autonomous Synod: The final stage 1956 - 1962 

2.1 The Church and the political scene 

In his book on African christianity Adrian Hastings states that "The 1950s could 
. f • I h • t 11 93} 

wen be judged the last great missionary era in A nca s 1s cry . 

This is quite true, and as such the 1950s were also the prelude to the emergence 
of autonomous churches as well as independent nations throughout Africa. By the 
end of this decade change was imminent and when Harold Macmillan delivered his 
now famous speech to both Houses of the Parliament of the Union of South Africa 
in Cape Town in January 1960, few probably realised how his prediction was to be 
realised: 94 ) 

The most striking of all the impressions I have formed since I 
left London over a month ago is of the strength of African Na= 
tional consciousness. In different places it may take differ= 
ent forms, but it is happening everywhere. The wind of change 
is blowing throughout this continent. 

In Malawi too this national consciousness had over the year~ become a factor to 
be reckoned with. As far back as 1930 this fact had already been recognised by 
the DRCM. 95 ) When the Nyasaland African Congress was formed in 1944,96 ) one of 
the first aims it set for itself was, in the opening words of its chairman, "a 
standard and degree of education such as can be accepted to be the best for any 
race", and two years later the Annual General Report for the DRCM in Malawi 
stated that the Congress was one of the many indications of the strong national 
direction in which matters were moving in Africa and for this reason "deserves 
serious attention 11

•
97 } 

When the first moves began to take place towards bringing the people of the then 
Nyasaland, Northern and Southern Rhodesia towards a closer political unity, the op= 
position of the black people of the two northern territories in particular was 
quite evident from the start and reports from the Nkhoma Mission regularly carried 
convnents on this fact. 98 ) 

93. A Hastings: A history of African Christianity 1950-197S, p. 108. 
94. As quoted in ibid . , p. 132. 
9S. AC Murray: Ons Nyasa-akker, p. 296; CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general re= 

port, 1930. 
96 . For further details on these developments see ch. 1. 
97 , CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 1944, 1946. Transl. from Afri

kaans. 
98 • ....Ibid .• 1948, 19Sl, 19S2. 
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The death of Paramount Chief Gomani in detention in 1953, then a resting elder 
of Nkhoma Presbytery who had been detained for instigating active resistance a= 
gainst Federation, brougit the matter closer to home for Nkhoma. His funeral at 
his home near Mlanda Mission was conducted by a DRCM missionary and attended by 

6 000 people. 

The entire political situation, reported the Superintendent of the DRCM, placed 
the Mission in a very unenviable position. Wo,..king as a "foreign" entity in a 
country under British rule, the DRCM tried to a~here as strictly as possible to 
a policy of non-interference in matters of higher politics. This inevitably 
caused bad feelings on the part of some of the opponents of Federation but, on 
the other hand, other leading Christian members of the Congress had intimated 
to them that they had dCted wisely - "We have as yet had no reason to lament our 
position 11

•
99 ) 

This was undoubtedly reported with reference to what had taken place during a 
meeting of the Nyasaland Christian Council in 1953 where a memorandumlOO) to be 
sent to the Governor of Nyasaland concerning the Federation issue, was laid be= 
fore the Council. The DRCM (expatriate) members present felt they should abstain 
from voting, but the Malawian delegates from Nkhoma were free to decide their own 
action and, in fact, voted in favour of the proposal which was passed. The DRCM 
Superintendent explained this action to the Ch~istian Council by stating that, as 
citizens of a Commonwealth country, their policy was to interfere as little as 
possible in the political matters of another territory and not at all in matters 
of higher politics such as the question of Federation. The DRCM was committed to 
maintain a position of absolute neutrality.lOl) 

This placed the Malawian members of Nkhoma Presbytery in a difficult position, 
even a dilemma, since they could hardly be expected to take up a similar position 
of non-interference and had to face the choice of two loyalties, i.e. the will of 
the legal Government and the will of their own people and national leaders. 

The older ordained ministers tended to follow the line of the missionaries, but 
some of the younger :.1en, particularly some higher educated teachers, were not at 

99. Ibid., 1953. 
LOO. For copy of draft memorandum drawn up by the select committee see MNA Nkhoma 

Papers, Box 7. 
101. CCA S5 15/6/2/24: Stegmann to Mission seer., 23/6/1953; 15/6/2/19: JL Pre= 

torius to Mission seer., 18/8/1955; Kongwe Mission Archives (File S/V): 
Circular Stegmann to Heads of Stations, 11/7/1953. 
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all happy with this state of affairs. By 19S7 the position was becoming more 
and more tense and when Dr HK Banda returned to the country the following year to 
take up the struggle for national independence, it was reported that 

an unexplicable expectation has taken hold of the people that 
they are now going to get a freedom which will let them have 
everything they desire.102) 

Towards the end of 19S8 the DRCM became involved in trouble of a new and unexpect= 
ed nature. It involved the Mission educationalist, Mr JL Pretorius, a veteran of 
thirty years' service in the country, who had long come to be regarded by the 
people as a person not only of great dedication and love, but who felt great con= 
cern for their interests. In 19S4 Pretorius had been asked by the Nyasaland 
Governor to represent the interests of Africans on the Legislative Council. Al= 
thougi hesitant because of the political colour this might give to the Mission, 
both he and the Mission Council felt he should accept. At his own suggestion the 
salary he would receive was to be paid into the Church Youth Work account. 103 > 

Then, in 19S8, Pretorius wrote to the Mission secretary that for some months the 
Governor and other officials had been pressurising him to allow the Governor to 
appoint him as Native representative in the Federal Parliament. Although reluctant 
at first, he decided after much prayer to state what he regarded as a number of 
difficult conditions and, if the Governor would accept all these, he would regard 
it as a sign that he should accept. All these conditions were, somewhat to his 
surprise, accepted and hence he tendered his resignation to the Mission with ef= 
feet from 26 January 19S9, "exactly thirty years to the day that I have served 
this Mission".1o4) In his own words, he had accepted this appointment purely be= 
cause he had felt that he could serve the interests of the people and elucidate 
their feelings. But he had neither consulted the Mission Council nor the Home 
Board and the decision was entirely his own and had nothing to do with the Mis= 
sion.lOS) 

The reaction was as violent as it was unforeseen by those concerned. Malawian 
Christians were most indignant over the decision. The national leaders saw op= 

102. CCA SS lS/6/11/8: Annual general reports, 19S7, 19S8. Transl. from Afri= 
kaans. 

103. CCA SS lS/6/2/19 {Pretorius file): Stegmann to Mission seer., 1S/l/19S4; 
cf. Nyasa subcommittee min. 39, entry for 1S/2/19S4; Council minutes 
77/1954, p. 1043. 

104. CCA SS lS/6/2/19: Pretorius to Mission seer., 20/10/19S8. 
lOS. CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subcommittee, min. 8, entry for 20/l/19S9. 
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portunity in this to further discredit the Federation which haCI appointed, of all 

things, a Boer from South Africa to serve their interests. The DRCM in general 
and Pretorius in particular was violently attacked from political platforms. The 
1ncrediblE: hatred and virulence revealed against the person whom "they had just 
before regarded as the best and greatest missionary of us a 11" appeared partly due 
to the burning hatred the people had against Federation, but also due to ignorance 
on the part of many Christians who believed that Christians should have nothing to 
do with politics. Many honestly believed that his was an act of outright blasphemy 
and that he had thereby forsaken the Church.lOG) 

Partly as a direct result of this decision by Pretorius, but also as part of a 
wider scheme of resistance by the Nyasaland African Congres leaders to disrupt the 
stability of the country, Nkhoma Mission was shortly afterwards overtaken by new 
troubles. On 9 February 1959 the 192 students of the William Murray Institute 
went on strike, ostensibly because of the expulsion of three students. The strike 
spread to most other Mission departments. All attempts at restoring order failed 
and eventually the students were all sent home and the Institute closed. Ih due 
course all applied for re-admis~ion and all but thirty were accepted. 107 ) The 
General Mission Committee felt that, under the circumstances, it was no longer 
wise to make further use of Pretorius's services. He continued in Parliament 
until 1961 but early in 1962 he left the country to take up an appointment in 

· zambia as head of the Christian Council Teachers' Training School at Serenje. 108 ) 

Less than a month after the strike at Nkhoma a State of Emergency was declared 
by the Government and Dr Banda, together with other leaders, arrested. 

This led to even more violence in the country. 

A month later again, in April, the Mission Council convened for its annual meeting 
and during this meeting formulated its position concerning the political situa= 
ti on: 109 ) 

106. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 23: Mvera Station report, 1958 (also in CCA S5 
15/6/11/4); cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/19: Hugo to Mission seer., 2/12/1958. 

107. CCA S5 15/6/2/10: Hugo to Mission seer., 16/2/1959; 15/6/11/8: Annual 
general report, 1959. 

108. CCA S5 1/4/4: Nyasa subconunittee, min. 2, entry for 23/2/1959. He returned 
to Malawi and the service of Nkhoma Synod in 1966 and from January 1968 took 
up an appointment by Pres. Banda as Chairman of the newly established Censor= 
ship Board (Nuusbrief uit Malawi, Dec. 1967). He died at Blantyre during 
that same year and was buried at Nkhdma. 

109. Council minutes 82/1959, p. 1 207; The Nyasa subconunittee endorsed this 
decision, regarding it as a correct statement of the position of the (DR) 
Church (min. 3, entry for 23/4/1959); cf. a fso GMC min. 39, entry for 
18/8/1960. 
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Council lays it down as its policy that where political concerns 
conflict with Christian principles, negotiations would be con= 
ducted with the Government rather than making ·us.e of the Press. 
Council instructs its representatives on the Christian Council 
that, if this body wishes to issue a statement on current 
situation in the country, they should insist on a positive 
Christian message to .calm down feelings and should withhold 
themselves from any direct political statements or interference 
in the technical aspects of politics. 

In colllllenting on the statement the official organ of the DRC,, Die Kerkbode, stated 
that, while the statement was appreciated, it was not to be understood that the 
DRC was $iding with the authorities and added, quoting Rev. Hugo, Chairman of the 
DRCM Council - "we must try to understand their aspirations and be sympathetic to= 
wards that which is good in them". This, the euitorial added, meant that, while 
the Church could not merely identify with revolutionary movements, it could neith= 
er evade the demand to be Church of the people. The Church should not be too 
Western otherwise it would fail as it had failed in certain countries in the 
East.llO) Some months earlier another editorial, also commenting on the situation 
i'n Malawi, stated that the ANC (sic) a.nd nationalism "had a right to our attention 
and to an answer from Christendom as to the future of Africa and its peoples". Ill) 

In similar vein the Home Committee of the DRCM gave full support to the statement 
of the Mission Council as a clear expression of the position required of them. 
The Nkhoma Synod was advised to refrain from mak_i ng any pronouncements concerning 
"any techni ca 1 pol iti ca 1 aspects" concerning either the present or the future 
political status of the country, since it was regarded as not being within the 
authority of the Church to give guidance on such matters either to Government or 
to its members. 112 ) 

This advice was give~ in view of a pending interview between representatives of 
the three CCAP Synods and the Government. 113 ) 

This statement of policy was an expression of the concept of the sovereignty 
within its own sphere which Reformed theology recognises for State and Church re= 
spectively. In this concept the Church as a spiritual entity is responsible for 

110. DK, 27/5/1959, p. 868. Italics by editor. 
111. DK, 4/3/1959, p. 340. Transl. from Afrikaans. 

1 112. CCA SS 1/1/5: Nyasa subcommittee 1, entry for 27/ll/195g. 
113. The Nkhoma delegation to this interview with the Governor and the Secretary 

of State Iain Macleod, included Revs. KS Kalumo and AS Labuschagne and elder 
S Ntara (Synodical committee min. 128, entry for 2-3/12/1959 and 135, entry 
for 30/3/1960 incorporated in Nkhoma Synod minutes, 1960. 
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matters pertaining to religious a~d spiritual matters while the State is respons= 

1ble for the upkeep of justice and law and order in state and society. While one 
should not seek to prescribe in practical terms to the other how it should handle 
its own affairs, the Church is called upon to act as the conscience of the State 
and must address the rulers if injustice takes place or is incorporated in a con= 
stitution, but it is not called upon to spell out what it should do in the realm 
of practical politics . 

. No doubt the position taken up by the Nkhoma people was as such sincere and in 
correct adherence to Reformed principles. Those concerned did not seek thereby 
to imply in any way that their sympathy lay with the Federal Government. On the 
contrary, many were sympathetic to the national cause. Yet it is quite clear 
that in the eyes of many Malawians this was exactly the impression given, namely 
that DRC missionaries favoured white supremacy as built into the Federal concept. 
This impression was enhanced by the fact that the Nkhoma missionariPs were from 
a country whose racial policies of apartheid were becoming increasingly repugnant 
to black Africa, as well as the fact that, at this stage, missionaries were still 
to a large extent committed to a practice of social segregation as far as this was 
practically possible, only mi xing socially where conditions of work necessitated 
it. 

It would further seem that the DRCM, in giving guidance to the young Church on such 
matters, was initially somewhat one-sided in that, while correctly stressing the 
Reformed principle of non-interference in practical politics, it did not sufficient= 
ly envisage future developments and prepare christians and Church leaders for their 
role once their own people would take over the rule of the country. It is true to 
say that they did not bind the consciences of their black colleagues, but left 
them free to do as they felt as, for instance, in the case of voting for the memo= 
randum of the Christian Council (see above) . Yet, the leaders, particularly the 
older men, were very deeply under the influence of the missionaries and tended to 
follow their example. This was one of the main reasons for the tension which arose 
between the Nkhoma Synod Teachers' Association and the leadership in the Church, 
as the next paragraph explains. The result was that the policy stance of Nkhoma 
was severely criticised from more than one quarter, as exemplified by what one 
Nkhoma Synod teacher wrote to the Chairman of the Mission Council early in 1960. 
He condemned the Nkhoma Synod for not revealing her stand on the Federal issue as 
Livingstonia and Blantyre Synods had done. As the "State Church in Nyasaland" (sic) 
he expected the Synod to take up a more outspoken position. 114 ) The concept of a 

114. CCA SS 15/6/2/10: Copy HA Kacaje to Mission Council Chairman, 20/2/1960. 
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State Church is of course entirely strange to Refonned theology and contrary .to 
.the essence and confession of a Church based on Calvinistic principles, and 
theref-0re it was felt the Nkhoma Synod should not interfere in the technical as= 
pects of politics. Moreover the DRCM missionaries, while residing in the country 
as guests, being neither settlers nor citizens, did not feel at liberty to "inter= 
fere" in the state machinery, but chose rather to remain neutral towards the 
Gover1111ents of countries where they work. llS) 

This restraint on political issues rubbed off, as can be expected, on the national 
leadership within Nkhoma Synod and initially at least, led not merely to a position 
of non-interference, but even to an outspoken antipathy towards the nationalist 
cause in some cases. Somehow the concept that anything concerning politics was 
evil and that a Christian should not be involved in it, had gained some support 
in certain quarters . This was neither correct nor what the DRC missionaries had 
taught their people. 116 ) The Synod then felt itself called upon at this juncture 
to give some instructions to its people. The Synodical Committee~meeting in 
April 1959, did not go further than a middle-of-the-road appeal to its members to 
remember that they were to act as the salt of the earth and the light of the 
world and "therefore we should set a good example amongst our brethren which will 
be a testimony to the Lord". 117) Clearer guidelines were given by the Synod when 

it met in April 1960. This ·was during the very days when Dr Banda was released 
from custody and returned to take the lead in the political struggle. Synod ad= 
vised all who participate in discussions concerning political issues to do so in 
a truly Christian spirit, and to pray both for nationalist leaders and for the 
Government that they will not agree to anything which wi 11 bring confusion and 
destroy the peace. At the same time Synod emphasised that no one should be ex= 
eluded from the Church merely on grounds of political views, and followers of 
Christ wer~ free to belong to any (political) party, provided such a party did 
not support views conflicting with the teachings of Scripture. In the current 
situation the supreme task of the Church remained to proclaim the Gospel, as well 
as to be true witnesses concerning all that was happening in the country, ever 
showing the love of Christ, acting as salt and light and loving one another. 118 ) 

115. CCA SS 1/4/5: Nyasa subcommittee min. 13, entry for 11/3/1960 which was 
partly in response to Kachaje 's 1 etters; cf. 15/6/1/6: Copy Mission seer. 
to Hugo(?), n.d., containing comment on the abovementioned minute. 

116. Cf. JF Botha: Mkristu ndi ndale za dziko (which contains some positive 
guidelines based on a study of the life of Nehemiah). 

117. Incorporated in Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 74. Transl. from Chewa. 
118. Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 250. 
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The fullest pronouncement on the Christian and politics came a few months before 
the general elections of August 1961 when Synod convened from 1-4 May 1961 for an 
extraordinary meeting. 119) Stating that Christians had a duty to see to it that 
the right people120) were found who could serve in the Government, it warned 
against two extreme viewpoints which were both wrong. On the one hand it was 
wrong to think that politics was an evil thing which Christians should avoid . 
Such a view would only result in the government of the country being left in the 
hands of non-christians. On the other hand politics should not become a religion, 
thus displacing the Christian faith in people's hearts. From this followed t~at 

every Christian had a duty to participate in politics and in electing the leaders 
and hence should also participate in political meetings, acting as salt which 
preserved Christian principles. Synod noted with joy that some political leaders 
wanted a sufficient number of educated and believing persons to stand for elec= 
tions. Christians should feel free to support whichever party they wished to. 
For these reasons Synod emphasised that entering into politics was the duty and 
right of every Christian, but this should not separate Christians. In conclusion 
Synod reiterated that it was the duty of the Church to uphold Christianity and 
that it had a God-given authority through its courts to o~pose any one, including 
the Government, if in action or legislation it went against the Word of God. 121 ) 

With this statement the Synod of Nkhoma was on the right path from a Reformed 
point of view. These statements were made during a time in which there was in= 
deed much confusion and misunderstanding on the part of both Church members and 
political activists. Reports coming in from congregations manned by Malawian 
ministers during 1959-1961 revealed the confusing effects of the political ferment 
of that time . 122) On the one hand there were many who were falling away from the 
Church and reverting to beer drinking, nyau ceremonies and poligamy while attend= 
ance at Sunday services declined, on the othet hand there was intimidation, fro"l 
v.a-rious quarters. In some places houses were burnt down and crops destroyed by 

119. For full text in Chewa see ibid., 1961, min. 29; also Zolamulira, 1970, 
Z.421, p. 110. 

120. The Chewa "anthu eni-eni" is slightly ambiguous here and could also mean 
the real (representatives of the) people, or even possibly the proper 
people (implying Christians?). 

121. In 1963 the Genera 1 Admi ni strati ve Cammi ttee of Nkhoma Synod laid do~m a 
set of practical guidelines on the relationship of Church officials and em= 
ployees, including expatriate workers from South Africa, and the Government 
of Malawi (min. E.202, entry for 24/6/1963; cf. Memorandum presented to 
the Hon. Prime Minister by a delegation of Nkhoma Synod, G.222, entry for 
21-24(5/1963. 

122. See MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 23 : Annual reports from African ministers, 
1955-1962. 
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- warring political factions; elsewhere it was reported that Church officials were 

being forbidden by local leaders of the Malawi Congress Party to officiate at 
funerals unless they held Party membership cards. Political meetings were being 

held on Sunday mornings and Christians intimidated and threatened if they stayed 
away. Christians were being accused of being anti-nationalist and pro-Federation 
while others accusingly stated that "Cikunja ca Malawi Congress Party cameza 
cikristu" {the paganism of the MCP has swallowed Christianity). Some ministers 
forbade Christians to wear a badge with Dr Banda's picture on it in Church, 
while elsewhere.MCP officials intervened in Church matters and in one case alleged= 
ly suspended a group of elders from their Church office. Some ministers were ac= 
cused by their members of co-operating with the MCP while elsewhere christians 
stopped giving Church contributions, claiming that they now had ufulu under the 
MCP and need no longer give to the Church. 

The situation appeared particularly serious during 1959, but by 1961 matters began 
easing up and reports were becoming much more positive. Reports from Mission 
stations manned by expatriates showed a similar tendency. 123) A great political 
awakening and awareness during 1958 and 1959, coupled with strong anti-white 
feelings in some places and "a silent hatred against all whites", including mis= 
sionaries, followed by an easing of the tension tCf;lards the end of 1960 and more 
even in 1961 when polittcal leaders were again advising people that they should 
respect the Church and that they would still need the co-operation and assistance 
of whites, and requesting Churches to provide God-fearing men in all the spheres 
of life from amongst whom the political leaders of the future could be chosen. 124 ) 

2.2 Prelude to ecclesiastical autonomy 

It was particularly during this Federal period of unrest and ferment that it became 
clear to all concerned that the time had come for Nkhoma Synod to take over full 
control and excercise true autonomy in respect of all aspects of the work. The 
writing was on the wall and the old order was past. The position of power held, 
at least de facto, by the missionaries was no longer acceptable nor expedient. At 
the same time anti-South African feelings were increasing in the country. The 
Sharpeville troubles and killing of 69 people on 21 March 1960 and the resultant 
protests, arrests and bannings of black politicians in particular was fuel to the 
propagandists in Malawi. Even within Nkhoma Synod there were those who saw the 
presence of South African missionaries, who still held a position of power, as an 

123. Ibid., Mission station reports, 1953-1961 (station reports also in CCA S5 
15/6/11/1-4). 

124. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1960 {dated 12/5/1961). 
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all the more adamant. 
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~hile it was the policy in the DRCM to work towards establishing an autonomous 
Church, definite preparation had been taking place for this stage in the course 
of time. During the 1950s in particular the Mission reali sed the time was ap= 
proaching for this to come about. Yet when it came to the actual handing over of 
power, there was reluctance and hesitance on the part of some. In the light of 
the prevailing political atmosphere the hesitance over these demands can perhaps 
be understood. There may have been ulterior motives, since many of the demands 
for transfer of power were coming from persons not directly involved in Church 
and Synod leadership. While preparations were indeed being maue for enactment of 
autonomy, they were hampered by a lack of sufficiently trained and qualified 
leaders to whom the reigns could be handed over - a result of the earlier policy 
of the DRCM not to provide higher euducational train i ng than was deemed necessary 
for the work itself. 125 ) 

Nevertheless, the need for change was apparent and after Rev. GF Hugo had taken 
over as Chairman of the Mission Council in 1956, every opening speech at the an= 
nual meeting of the Mission Council from 1956 to 1961 dealt with one or more as= 
pects of this issue. 

Already more than a decade earlier Rev. Stegmann, then Superintendent of the Mission, 
had remarked that the plans of the Government to increase levels of education had 
certain implications for the Mission. Higher educated persons in the country would 
not only bring about greater social equality, but would require the raising of 
standards of training in the Church itself as well as make it necessary to place 
increasing responsibility on the shoulders of trai~ed teachers who, for example, 
should begin to take charge of schools still under expatriate control. 126 ) Yet 
at that stage the GMC advised the Mission that progress towards greater participa= 
tion was to be made "as slowly as possible", though every step towards this was 
to be "a timely one 11

•
127) 

125. The problem of' a lack of trained and well equipped Atricans was given as one 
of the main reasons why the process of transfer progressed so slowly (Die 
Koningsbode, July 1959, pp. 4-6). 

126. CCA S5 15/6/2/24: Stegmann to Mission seer., 26/9/1947 (copy in MNA Nkhoma 
Papers, Box 6); cf., in same file>copy ("confidential") JL Pretorius to Mis= 
sion staff, 28/9/1947 in which the same views were expressed. 

127. Report GMC to Cape DRC Synod, Acta 1949, p. 219. 
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The Mission Council had by then already agreed to take irositive steps towards 
placing more resoonsibility in the hands of better trained workers, while also 
seeking to keep abreast of the development of national feelings. These aspira= 
tions, it was pointed out, were to be guided in a healthy direction which was 
to include proper appreciation of the people's own language and culture. At the 
same time the Council realised the need for development of leadership, for better 
~ousing for those in service of the Church and for missionaries to seek at all 
times to act in a dignified way when dealing with Malawians. 128) 

From 1950 onwards consideration was regularly given to the question of handing 
over greater responsibility in various aspects of the work and by October 1957 
the Nkhoma Synodical Committee had agreed to take over responsibility for the 
running of all the schools in congregations and to appoint a Synodical Education 
Committee. 129) Two years later the responsibility for the appointment of members 
on several further committees was transferred from the Mission Council to the 
Synod. 130 ) The General Mission Committee initially expressed doubts concerning 
the advisability of such a step and requested the Council to refonnulate its de= 
cision, since in practice the Mission would still be largely responsible for 
sponsoring the work. But it fully accepted the decision after the Council had 
explained that it was an essential step in the process of transferring respons= 
ibility to the Church, and was based on good relationships and the maintenance 
of mutual trust and that, whereas in the past the Church had to trust the Mission, 
it was now time for the Mission to place more and more trust in the Church to do 
the work, even though financially it would still depend in many respects upon the 
parent Church. 131 ) At this same Council meeting of April 1960 two observers from 
Nkhoma Synod were present for the first time, at the request of Nkhoma Synod, 
these being Rev. KS Kalumo and Mr N Chitedze, a teacher in the Synod. They pre= 
sented a memorandum to the Council which contained a list of complaints c.~d griev= 
ances concerning the way matters were being run. Apart from complaints about 
various discriminating practices by missionaries, they mentioned such things as the 
poverty of Malawian ministers, a lack of Mission bursaries for overseas studies 

128. Council minutes 72/1949, pp. 829-30; cf. ibid., 70/1948, p. 744; 75/1952, 
pp. 959-60; 79/1956. pp. 1109f; 80/1957. pp. 1136, 1143. 

129. For details ot scheme see Synodical committee min. 61, entry for 15-16/10/ 
15-16/10/1957 in Nkhoma Synod minutes 1958, pp. 18-21. 

130. These were Youth work, Literature, Theological school, Women's work, Admis= 
sion committee for Theological school, School for the Blind, as well as the 
William Murray Institute. Cf. Council minutes 82/1959, pp. 1215, 1216. 

131. Ibid., 83/1960, p. 1 253; cf. Nyasa subconunittee min. 26, entry for 9/6/1959 
and min. 14, 16, entry from 19/5/1960. 
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and a fear that if missionaries were suddenly to leave, the Church would be in= 
adequately prepared to carry on on its own. 132) 

Meanwhile there was progress on another level as well. For a long time very few, 
if any, in Nkhoma Synod had had the opportunity of going abroad for study or train= 
ing or even for educational visits, local training being deemed sufficient for 
local needs. This had led, particularly amongst more educated people such as 
teachers, to resentment and criticism. 133 ) But by 1960 change was imminent. One 
of the first to go for training abroad was Rev. KJ Mgawi. During the latter part 
of 1960 he attended a six months' course on Youth work and Boys' Brigade work in 
Great Britain with the help of a British Council Grant and aid from the General 
Mission Committee and from local congregations. 134) 

At that stage negotiations were already in process for a group of ministers from 
Nkhoma Synod to visit South Africa for a two months' tour. Initially planned for 
1959 it could eventually not take place before September 1961. Accompanied by 
Rev. AS Labuschagne the group of six Malawians 135 ) undertook an extensive tour of 
main centres, Churches and Church institutions throughout the country. The 
itinerary included a visit to the DRC Synod which convened in Cape Town in 
October 1961., where Rev. JS Mwale, Moderator of Nkhoma Synod~ had the opportunity 
of addressing the assembly and conveying the greetings of Nkhoma Synod. 136 ) 
During the same period the group was invited to participate in a service of Holy 
Communion together with the DRC congregation of Stellenbosch. 

In October that same year two teachers of Nkhoma Synod, HA Kachaje, then a Manager 
of Schools, and Mr J Gwengwe, then Assistant Education Secretary of the Synod, 
were sent to Woodbrooke College in Selly Oak, England for a three months' training 
course. 

One important aspect in the final course of matters leading to the eventual take
over of all responsibility by Nkhoma Synod was the role played by the teachers of 

132. Cf. notes made by GF Hugo of Kalumo's speech, mentioning 19 points of dis= 
satisfaction (in private file now in author's possession). 

133. The Mission Council had during the mid fifties provided scholarships to en= 
able at least two secondary school graduates to take university studies 
abroad, cf. p. 183 above. 

134. Cf. Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 161; Nyasa subcommittee min. 35, entry for 
19/5/1960. 

135. See minutes of Joint Committee for Nkhoma Synod and Mission Council, entry 
for 11/1/1961; cf. Council minutes 84/1961, p. 1284. 

136. Cf. ORC Synod Acta, 1961, pp. 70, 73, 552; GMC report, ibid., p. 491. 
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the Synod. Much could be said in criticism of their methods in bringing pressure 
to bear on the issue as well as on the fact that the activns of certain individuals 
appeared to some extent to be motivated by political and anti-white, particularly 
anti-South African feelings. There can be no doubt. though that not only were many 
of their proposals s·ound and well considered, but also that their activitjes, 
particularly once they began acting as a group under the auspices of Nkhoma Synod 
Teachers' Association, served as a catalyst to bring about the necessary changes 
more quickly and more completely than might have been the case otherwise. 

For a long time a ·"kind of feeling 11137 ) had been developing between the Synod 
teachers on the one hand and the elders and ministers on the other hand. At the 
same time the teachers were becoming more and more dissatisfied with the fact 
that the Mission was still in effective control of the work while expatriate 
ministers were serving in Synod posts without being full members of the Church. 
A particular thorn in the flesh was the continued practice of various forms of 
social segregation by missionaries, especially by those from South Africa. 138) 

In 1960 they formed themselves into the Nkhoma Synod Teachers' Association (NSTA) 
and Nkhoma Synod approved their constitution in April of that year. Their aim as 
1 aid down in this constitution was to unite a l1 teachers of Nkhoma Synod and to 
discuss and promote matters concerning the teaching profe5sion as well as to pro= 
mote good Christian principles amongst teachers, strengthen their spiritual lives 
and speak on behalf of all the teachers of the Synod. 139 ) 

The NSTA now provided a channel for those teachers, who wished to see changes, to 
voice their ideas, eve.n though right from the beginning it was cl ear that they 
were going far beyond the limits of the aims 1 aid down in their own cons ti tuti on. 
Their activities amounted to nothing short of virtually imposing a blueprint on 
the Synod of what they wanted to see established. Barely two months after being 
formed they put forward certain proposals to the Synodical Committee, but were ad= 
vised that such proposals should come through the right channel, in their case 
the Synod Education Committee. 140) 

137. See exolanatory letter CCA SS lS/6/11/7: Hugo to Mission seer., 28/11/1960. 
138. For an example of these complaints see CCA SS lS/6/2/10: copies HA Kachaje 

to Nkhoma Synod moderator (AS Labuschagne), 1/1/1960; and to Chairman of 
Mission Council , 20/2/1960; see al so lS/6/12/4: copies memorandum "on 
behalf of all the members of Nkhoma Synod" (sgd. N Chitedze, a teacher) to 
Chairman, Mission Council, 18/4/1960 (English) and 20/4/1960 {Chewa). 

139. Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 212. The name Nkhoma was then stil" spelt with an 
M, thus actually MSTA. 

140. Synodical committee min. S, en~ry for 8-9/6/1960 and min. 10, entry for 
2S-26/8/1960. 
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Meanwhile the Mission Council and Nkhoma Synod had agreed to set up a Joint or 
Liaison Committee consisting of the executives of the two oodfes. The Synodical 
Committee which met in August 1960 discussed how this Joint Committee should func=. 
tion and approved the appointment of a four-man committee to draw up a description 
of its powers and functions. Its members were Revs. JS Mwale, GF Hugo, JOH Steyt= 
1 er and Mr J Gwengwe, Assistant Education Se ere ta ry. The 1 atter, being a teacher, 
provided an opening for the NSTA to introduce their suggestions and at his insist= 
ance tnis committee proposed th at, amon9st others, the Joint Committee should also 
in~lude teachers as members. In Novembe r 1960 the Synodical Committee met and ap= 
proved the recommendations. Gweng1~e, not being a member, was not present. The 
Joint Committee would provide a platform for direct discussion and joint planning 
of the work by the two bodies concerned and, subject to their respective approva4 
prepare the way for the Church to take over the work the Mission had been doing} l) 
The proposal of direct representation of teachers on the Joint Committee was, how= 
ever, turned down as this had gone beyond the terms of reference given to the 
sma 11 connii ttee. The Synod was not prepared to es tab 1 i sh a committee acting -0n 
its behalf with the majority being teachers not appointed by the Synod. 142 ) 

When the NSTA 1 earned that their scheme had fai 1 ed they were most upset and re= 
quested that a NSTA deputation should meet and hold discussions with certain in= 
dividuals, i .e. Revs. Kalumo, Hugo and Steytl er. The latter party felt it would 
not be right for them, not being representatives of any specific body, to nego= 
tiate as individuals with an official body and the NSTA was once again advised to 
channel their proposals and complaints through the Synodical Education Committee -
which was due to meet ten days later. The NSTA deputation was outraged and warned 
that there would be no further co-operation between NSTA and the Church. 143 ) The 
next day the eight man executive of NSTA produced three letters, one to the 
General Mission Secretary, Cape Town, one an open letter to three missionaries, 
Revs. Labuschagne and Steytler , and Dr JK Louw and one addressed "to all European 
ministers and African ministers of the CCAP of Nkhoma Synod 11

•
144 l Copies of this 

last letter were also sent to two local newspapers. The letter to Cape Town which 
was folluwed by a telegram, protested strongly against the unwillingness of the 

141. Ibid., min. 4 entry for 25-26/8/1960; min. 3, entry for 24/11/1960. 
142. Cf. CCA S5 15/6/2/13: Labuschagne to Mission seer., 20/12/1960 (copies also 

in 15/6/1/5 and 15/6/1/6). 
143. CCA S5 15/6/1/6: Copy Hugo to Mission seer., 28/11/1960. 
144. For copies of these letters dated 26/11/1960 see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 17; 

CCA S5 15/6/1/6 and 15/6/11/7. 
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missionaries to meet them, but "are doing everything to thwart our adva"ncement" 
and requested the GMC to intervene immediately, lS December being "the dead-lock 
date" (sic) •14S) The three missionaries to whom the second letter was sent were 
scathingly attacked because of being a "hindering block against our advancement" 
and for sabotaging "our progressive scheme". An example of this was the alleged 
rejection "of the present Constitution of the proposed Administrative Body 11

•
146 ) 

The third letter condemned the DRCM for dividing the young against the old whom 
the missionaries allegedly had indoctrinated in persuance of the principle of 
"gerontocracy" by which young, educated men (i.e. teachers) ~1ere being excluded 
from "the ranks and files (sic) of top synodical committees". This, together with 
the philosophy of "a noble savage", was allegedly used to suppress development and 
for that reason teachers were being excluded from the Joint Committee on which 
were found only the aged with "no eyes to see, no ears to hear and no minds to 
know", whom certain missionaries, but not all, were "wheedling and coaxing" to 
extend and solidify dominance and contra l of the Churcn, com bi ni ng apartheid with 
religious imperialism. Hence the demand of the writers was for young ministers 
and teachers to be put on Synod Committees: "This is our age and our demands must 
be met". 

The tone of these letters was arrogant, and in some places insolent; it contained 
unwarranted allegations, even falsehoods and was an open challenge to the leader= 
ship of the Church. They revealed a certain ignorance as to the real state of af= 
fairs as shown by the fact that they were greatly surprised when they learned 
later that the very missionaries whom they were attacking had no objection to 
their proposals concerning an administrative body as such, the problem lay with 
the unorthodox procedure they had followed. In addition to all this, what they 
were doing could be seen as a deliberate attempt to impose their ideas on the 
Church through fair means or foul. It is important, though, to see further than 
this. There were real problems and these people, with a closer understanding of 
the national and political feelings in the country, felt a way had to be found to 
bring about change. They were frustrated because it appeared to them as if there 
was no way for them to bring their proposals to the attention of those concerned 
through legal channels; "we could find no legal way to put our views before you, 
so we made use of illegal ways", one teacher admitted. 147 ) The fact that white 

14S. For Mission secretary's response that they could only intervene at the request 
of Nkhoma Synod see CCA SS 15/6/10/6: copy dated S/12/1960. 

146. This accusation was, of course, not true since only the proposal concerning 
membership Of teachers was rejected. Neither had any proposal concerning an 
administrative body as yet been discussed by any committee. The proposals 
concerning the Joint committee were fully accepted. 

147. CCA SS lS/6/2/13: Report on meeting of Education conrnittee, 8/12/1960 in 
letter AS Labuschagne to Mission seer., 20/12/1960. 
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missionar;es were still managers of schools, thus holding a position of power, the 
absence of sufficiently well trained Malawians, the administration and handling 

of finances of which very little was known or understood, as well as lack of hous= 
ing for school managers while Mission houses stood empty, were all problems which 
required a solution. In addition to all this tnere was the increasingly irritat= 
ing presence of various forms of racial discrimination still apparent within the 
Synod; Whites living in better houses, separate from others, sitting separately 
in Church, needing no attendance cards to be permitted to Holy Communion and last, 
but not least, the policy of missionaries not being members of the Church. 

A further incentive to the teachers' agitation was the fact that during the pre= 
ceding few years both Blantyre and Livingstonia Synods had already entered into 
new arrangements with their respective Mission Boards by which General Administra= 
tion C011VT1ittees were established under the auspices of the Synod (the last meeting 
of the Joint Blantyre Council took place on 13 July 1956). These conunittees were 
responsible for running all the departments formerly under the control of the Mis= 
sion Councils. Furthermore, the other two Synods had already received their mis= 
sionaries as full members, followed by the next step whereby ordained missionaries 
took the necessary vows and were transferred from their Home Church and we re re= 
ceived into the ministry of the CCAP. In the case of Blantyre Synod, five 
ministers of the Church of Scotland · were thus received on 2 September 1959, fol= 
lowed by two more a year later. At the 1961 General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland its Blantyre Presbytery was dissolved. 148 ) 

These were crucial issues for the Church, and the teach~rs, in spite of their 
threats not to co-operate any longer, met the Education Committee in December 1960 
and matters were discussed thoroughly. Consensus was reached on a number of im= 
portant issues and it was agreed that three Malawian Managers of Schools would ~e 
appointed, ordained Europeans would no longer be involved in school matters and, 
most important, a "General Administrative Committee" would be established consist= 
ing of members of the Mission, the Synod, teachers and representative of the 
various departments . Now that the teachers had at last foll0\'1ed the right channel 
the Joint Committee of Synod and Mission approved this proposal in principle, ap= 
pointed a committee to draft a constjtution, decicted to convene a special meeting 
of Synod on 28 April 1961 and requested the General Mission Committee to send a 
deputation to participate in the deliberations. For the Mission this had far
reaching implications. The Council would have to decide about ;ts own future 

148. Cf. CCA SS 15/6/10/6: Copy N Bernard (Foreign Mission Committee, Church of 
Scotland.) to Hugo, 10/3/1961 . 
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and how ordained missionaries would in future relate to Nkhoma Synod. These were, 
in fact, the two basic issues in the matter and the Council sanctioned the request 
for the GMC to send a deputation. 149 ) 

It was quite clear to the Mission that they would have to revise their entire 
policy concerning the q'Uestion of ."integration", i.e. membership of missionaries 
in the CCAP, as well as the entire spectrum of race relations. Traditional views 
and practices could no longer continue, adaptation and change was essential, all 
possible forms of racial discrimination in the Mission had to be done away with 
otherwise, as one missionary had ~tritten more than a year before, "we (have to) 
pack our things and go home".lSO) These matters had already been discussed in 
depth by the General Mission Co111Tiittee in a series of so-called Joint Policy Dis= 
cussions. At a closed meeting in August 1960 at which the Chainnen of the various 
Mission Councils were present, a number of important decisions were taken which 
were also to be put to the DRC Synod with the necessary motivation. Firstly the 
GMC reiterated that in principle there was no objection to an ordained missionary 
becoming a member of a young Church if that Church desired it. Concerning social 
and personal relationships, mission workers were called upon to act in the inter= 
est of the Kingdom, according to whatever guidelines the local Mission Council 
might lay down and with due consideration for local circumstances and Government 
policies in the country concerned. Finally the GMC approved and laid down guide= 
lines for the µractical implementation of the autonomy of young Churches, joint 
administration of the work by Church and Mission and a transfer of auxiliary 
services to the young Church. Other practical issues which were recommended were 
the simplification of Mission administration and financial systems and putting 
houses formerly occupied by miss"ionaries at the disposal of the Church for oc= 
cupation by Synod officials.lSl) 

The request for a deputation to visit Malawi was approved. Three delegates, 
Prof. AC van Wyk, then Vice-Chairman of the GMC, Prof. WJ van der Merwe, Professor 
in Missiology at the DRC Theological Seminary, Stellenbosch, and Rev . PES Smith, 
General Mission Secretary were appointed to go during April and May 1961 in order 
to attend both Council and Synod meetings, and also to hold discussions with other 
groups and persons including representatives of the other Synods. One of its 

149. Cf. CCA SS lS/6/2/10: Hugo to Mission seer., 12/12/1960. 
lSO. CCA SS lS/6/1/S: Copy Labuschagne to Chairman Mission Councn , 26/8/19S9; 

cf. 15/6/2/13: Labuschagne to Mission seer., 20/12/1960. 
151. See CCA SS 1/1/11: GMC min. 39, entry for 18/8/1960. See also entry for 

16/3/1961 (Extraordinary (strictly confidential) meeting of committee for 
u'.ge~t matte:s (Spoedeisende komitee), with members of Synodical General 
M1ss1on Comm1ttee of the Orange Free State Synod, and other representatives 
of Missions and of younger Churches). 
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Meanwhile there was one further question over which clarity and consensus was to 
be reached before the Synod took over all the reigns. This concerned the various 
"departments" still under Mission control, and included Agriculture and Forestry, 
Books hops, Building, Carpentry, Transport and Mechanical and Water and Electricity 
departments. Other departments such as Printing, the Wi 11 i am Murray Institute and 
Medical, 1~ere in a certain sense already under t he ir own man agements. Severa l 
pos sibi lities were open concerning the future of these departments. Some felt it 
would be best to convert them into separate and independent business enterprises. 
Alternatively they could be closed down entirely, or else be placed under the pro= 
posed General Administrative Committee. On the one hand some missionaries felt 
that to lay all these burdens on the young Church migh t only hinder the spiritual 
growth of the Church. On the other hand, when it was discussed in a Joint Commit= 
tee meeting, Synod representatives insisted most s trongly that all be handed over 
to the Church. The argument for this was that, over all the yea rs the Mission 
and, in the opinion of many, 'lhe missionaries personally, had benefited from the 
profits of these departments and closing them down would not only cause much 
negative feeling but - as one person stated: "If you are not willing to gbe 

these departments to the Synod, it would seem to be an act of bad faith to many 
people 11

•
153) After further discussions and negotiations a memorandum drawn up by 

the Synod Treasurer, Mr GC Reyneke, was adopted that neither conversion to in= 
dependent business enterprises nor closing them down was practical or advisable 
in the circumstances and the best would be to transfer them all, including all 
assets and stocks, to the Synod to be controlled by the new General Administrative 
Committee. 154 ) 

At this stage a meeting of the Mission Council Executive and its Financial Commit~ 

tee was convened. Heads of stations and Mission doctors were al so invited and in 
order to discuss matters without hindrance or interruption and to provide the 
necessary background infonnation to the GMC, the meeting took place at the Salima 
Lakeshore. While it was undoubtedly very necessary for these people to reach 

152. CCA SS 1/4/5 : Nyasa subcommittee min. 1, entry for 10/4/1961. 

153. See CCA SS 15/6/11/6: Hugo to Mission seer., 22/2/1961. 

154. See CCA SS 15/6/12/4: Die toekoms van ons departemente {memorandum on 
future of Mission departments), 23/3/1961. 
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clarity and consensus on what was required of them in the new di spensationlSS) 
and to know how to advise their Council and the GMC, the fact that they met thus 
on their own and away at the Lake caused some indignation and protest from 
Malawians in the Church. Nevert~eless, as can be seen f rom notes made of the dis= 
cussions, 1S6) the group reached clarity on a number of issues. Matters discussed 
concerned the implications of the proposed General Administrative Committee (GAC), 
the fact that in future it would have to be the Synod that would ask for workers 
from the DRC, that Mission personnel would have to integrate fully into the Church 
and become members and that hence the Council would cease functioning as it had 
thus far, since all that remained was the handling of certain practical arrange= 
ments concerning salaries, travelling and possibly housing for expatriate personnel. 

Less than two weeks later a meeting of the Joint Committee of Synod and Mission 
Council heard a report of a small committee that had been appointed three months 
before to work out details of a GAC. It approved all the recommendationslS7) 
which included proposals concerning the transfer of all authority and control to 
Synod and the dissolution of the Council in the place of which a Committee, to be 
appointed by Synod, would conduct the work. Further proposals concerned personnel 
from the DRC and their relationship to the CCAP and how to continue mission work, 
i.e. evangelisation of non-believers. The small committee was instructed to draft 
a constitution for the GAC. This was presented to the next meeting of the Joint 
Committee on 20 April 1961 which approved their proposals and forwarded them to 
the Mission Council for discussion. Finally the entire issue was to be discussed 
by the extraordinary meeting of Nkhoma Synod due to assemble early in May. From there 
the proposals would go to the GMC and to the DRC Synod for their approval as well. 

2.3 Final negotiations 

In the meantime the ~hree-man deputation from Cape Town had arrived in the country 
with a mandate to work out details on how the work should be handed over to Nkhoma 
Synod and to advise on how proposals to this effect should be drawn up and pre= 

1S5. A month before, Hugo had written to the Mis sion secretary that not all were 
agreed on the question of membership, some still standing firm on the prin= 
ciple that they were there as advisers and that they could no longer do ~o 
if they became members (CCA SS lS/6/10/6 : letter dated 22/2/1961). This 
had also still been the view of Nkhoma Synod a year before (1960, min. 159). 

156. Notes of these discussions (23-2S/3/1961) in private file now in author's 
possession. See also CCA SS lS/6/10/6: Hugo to Mission seer., 27/3/1961 
for comments on the meeting. 

1S7. Joint committee min. 10, entry for ll/l/lg61; min. 3, entry for 6/4/lg61 . 
For Afrikaans trans lation of the report contained in the above minute, see 
CCA SS 15/6/12/4. 
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sented to the DRC Synod due to meet in October that year. 158) After meeting and 
discussing with several members of Blantyre Synod, both expatriate and Malawian, 
they met the Nkhoma Synodical Committee on 19 April. One of the main issues dis= 
cussed here was the question of membership of expatriate personnel in the Church. 
Reasons were given why the Church now desired their membership v1hil e this had ex= 
pressly been rejected in 1952 and 1956 and again in 1960 when some missionaries 
had actually proposed this to the Synod. 159 ) Some of the reasons given at this 
and at a later interview with the Joint Committee were that they now saw the ad= 
vantages of expatriates becoming members. From a Church-pol iti al point of view 
it also was not right for persons to hold office in a Church of which they were 
not members. In addition it would bring about a true unity and greater mutual 
trust in the Church, make the expatriates more acceptahle to the people and 
silence critics and enemies who wanted to use the fact of non-membership of mis= 
sionaries as a means to get rid of them. In spite of political pressure it was 
emphasised that this was not the reason for asking for expatriates to become _ 
members. It was rather because, as members, they could be of so much more help '·'r 
to the Church. 

Later that same day the deputation met representatives of the NSTA and were in= 
formed that the matter between themselves and the three missionaries to whom they 
had written an open letter had now been cleared up. In a lengthy discussion all 
their complaints and objections as well as their proposals were. heard, and these 
were later put in writing as a memorandum to the deputation. 

At this stage it is perhaps necessary to point out again that in spite of the many 
negative aspects of the role of the NSTA they did in a way contribute positively 
to the entire process. In a sense their claim of being "the cream of Mkhoma Synod 1! 
can be justified in that they were generally the best educated persons in the 
Synod and therefore its ablest members. To a large extent the GAC constitution 
was based upon suggestions put forward by them and once the GAC was established 
they did make valuable contributions to its work, even though they bitterly opposeq 
certain aspects of the agreement between Nkhoma Synod and the DRC. 

During the followinci week the Mission Council convened and on 24 April it recorded 
a lengthy motivation concerning the replacement of the Council by the GAC and 

158. CCA S5 1/4/5: Nyasa subcommittee minutes, entry for 11/4/1961. For copies 
of lengthy report of Deputation (in Afrikaans) containing i.a. a memorandum 
(in English) of NSTA see MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 23 and CCA SS 15/6/12/4. 

159. Cf. Nkhoma Presbytery 1952, pp. 12ff; Nkhoma Synod 1956, min. 48; 1960, 
min. 159. 
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membership of expatriate personnel in the CCAP. 160) In the latter case it was 
clear to ment>ers of the Council that the time had come for them to become members 
and no longer merely act as advisers. To this, they noted, the GMC had already 
given its approval the previous year. The Council unanimously proposed to transfer 
all work to Synod. Then the Council should be dissolved and a GAC established 
under the auspices of Nkhoma Synod. Hence all DRC workers would work under in= 
struction of Nkhoma Synod, all ordained workers as members of the Church and all 
others as well if the Church desired this. In future the DRC would only send 
such workers as may be requested by the Nkhoma Synod . 161 ) 

The proposed GAC would consist of representatives of departments, certain Church 
officials, including the Education Secretary and Clerk of Synod and two persons, 
members of the expatriate staff who would represent the DRC, namely a Liaison of= 
ficer and the Treasurer . The GAC would administer all the departments on behalf 
of Synod. This would include bearing all financial responsibility, staffing and 
co-ordinating the work, while in future it would provide the channel through which 
Nkhoma Synod and the DRC would undertake joint missionary work. All DRCM property, 
buildings and other assets would be transferred to Nkhoma Synod. Changes to its 
constitution could only be made by Nkhoma Synod, provided such changes were not 
in conflict with the tenns of agreement bet\'1een the Synod and the DRC. 

All these proposals were brought to Synod which convened for an extraordinary 
meeting at Nkhoma from 1-4 May 1961, w1th the DRC deputation attending. After 
"hearing all the words concerning this (General Administrative) Committee and 
having discussed the issue for some length of time (Synod) agrees with its whole 
heart as follows: ... 11

•
162) The three decisions which followed were indeed of 

historical significance. The Mission Council would be dissolved; in its place a 
GAC would be appointed by Synod to administer the work, for which the proposed 
constitution was approved; thirdly, all ordained missionaries sent by the DRC of 
South Africa would become members of the CCAP while it was also deemed "good and 
>1ery necessary" that other DRC personnel should become members as well, but they 
would not be fcrced to do so. 

These decisions were then forwarded to the GMC for approval by the DRC Synod i~ 
Cape Town prior to its implementation. 

160. Council minutes 84/1961, pp. l 293f. 
161. For full text of proposed GAC constitution (in English), see ibid., 

pp. 1293-7. 
162. Nkhoma Synod 1961, min. 6. Transl. from Chewa. 
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Pursuant to the decision concerning a GAC, Nkhoma Synod furthermore undertook to 
draw up a Deed of Agreement, as referred to in the GAC Constitution. 163 ) This 
was to be a formal Deed, to be agreed to and signed by official representatives 
of the two Synods of Nkhoma and the DRC, entered into as equal partners since 
Nkhoma Synod would no l anger be regarded as a "Daughter Church ", but as "a full 
and worthy Sister Church". 164 ) The Joint Committee representing Nkhoma Synod 
and the Mission Council was i nstruct~d to proceed with the drafting of this Deed 
of Agreement. 

385 

As the deputation returned to report and recommend to its GMC, one important mat= 
ter still lay ahead. The Synod of the DRC, due to meet later that year, still 
had to agree to all that had been decided. The decisions taken at Nkhoma were 
drastic, but most necessary, as Hugo commented: 165 ) 

We could hardly have waited any longer . . . now the big hurdle 
still lies ahead - i.e., the GMC and the Cape Synod . We shall 
still have to pray much for the deputation especially when 
they have to present the case. 

To this he added in his next annual general report that the decisions were not 
taken under pressure of ag i tators, but - so they believed - "under guidance of 
God's hand". Seen within the framework of a developing Church within a country 
which was striving for self-government, there was no other way. It was, after 
all, exactly the ideal for which they had worked for all the years - ~n autonomous 
Church . 166 ) 

After hearing the report of the deputatio~both the proposals concerning Church 
membership of expatriates and the GAC were wholly accepted and recommended by the 
GMC . 167 ) It gave much time and thought to a carefully worded and motivated over= 
ture to the DRC Synod, pointing out that it had already in principle approved 
workers' membership of the Church whe re they were sent to serve . 

The GMC noted that initially a considerable number of Mission staff would still 
be heading departments, thus making them members of the GAC. This meant the 

163. Ibid., min. 7. 
164. CCA S5 15/6/12/4: Report Deputation to Nyasaland, 1961, p. 13. 
165. CCA 55 15/6/10/6: Hugo to FJ Human, s;s;1g61. Transl. from Afrikaans. 
166. CCA SS 15/6/11/8: Annual general report, 1g60, par. 38; cf. par. 7. 
167. CCA SS 1/4/S: Cf. Nyasa subcommittee min. 10, entry for 23/5/1961; 

1/1/11: GMC min. 64, entry for 11-14/7/1961; min. 2, entry for 21/8/1961. 
See also further discussions with Synod Judicial committee on the issue of 
transfer of membership, CCA SS 1/3/S: Foreign Mission subcommittee, min. 3, 
entry for 27/7/1961. 
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change was not as radical a step as it would appear and the Church in Malawi 
would gradually take over more responsibility. Parallel situations could be found 
not only in the sister Synods in the CCAP, but also in the Reformed Churches in 
Indonesia where the Dutch Reformed Churches of the Netherlands worked. 168) The 
same Churches provided precedents for membership of the young Church - a matter 
which was the more urgent because of the policies of the Government in Malawi and 
the views of political leaders. If the DRC missionaries would not become members, 
not only would their work and influence be restricted, but they might soon have to 
leave the country. 

From this last point it is clear that the decision to approve membership of the 
CCAP, while fundamentally being an approval in principle was very strongly motivat= 
ed by a pragmatic view of matters. It was indeed at that stage a total deviation 
from the traditional DRC policy on mission,but it was at the same time seen as a 
logical outcome of that same policy . From this is to be concluded that the ques= 
tion of membership was not, fundamentally, argued on principial or ideological 
grounds, even though very definite views were formerly held concerning membership 
in the young Church. Rather, the DRC believed on pragmatic grounds that it was 
in the greater interest of the young Church in its growth towards full autonomy 
or self-government if missionaries did not become members. Once the young Church 
did reach that stage and indicated its desire for workers of the older Church to 
become members, this was agreed to, once again as being in the best interest of 
the Church and the Kingdom. In addition it was pointed out that in principle 
there could be no objection to ministers of the DRC becoming members of Nkhoma 
Synod since in essence the two Churches were one, under one Head, Jesus Christ 
and thus members one of another. 169 ) The new situation into which the two Churches 
were now moving was that of working together in a kind of partnership as two 
fraternal bodies co-operating and one rendering assistance to the other on terms 
prescribed by Nkhoma. 

On these grounds the GMC put its overtures to the DRC Synod . After due consider= 
ation and hearing an explanation of the situation by Prof. AC van Wyk in a frateYTI= 
al interview, the entire proposal, incorporating the GAC Constitution and the 
question of members ~ ip was passed by general vote on 1 November 1961. The GMC 
was authorised to proceed with the draft of the Deed of Agreement in consul tat ion 

168. For information on Indonesian churches, see CCA S5 15/6/12/4: Prof. JH Ba= 
vinck to Mission seer., 27/6/1961. 

169. CCA S5 15/6/12/4: Report Deputation to Nyasaland, 1961, p. 11. 
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with the DRC Synodical Committee for Oversight and Control. 170 ) 

Perhaps it was merely a point which had not been sufficiently cleared up between 
the two Synods, but it should be noted that each Synod authorised its own convnit~ 

tee to draw up a Deed and present it to the other for approval. While the Joint 
Committee of Nkhoma Synod took the initiative in drafting the first copy, the 
Nyasa subcommittee merely considered this as a reconmendation since it regarded 
it its own commission to draw up the Deed in, if necessary, consultation -with 
Nkhoma. 171 ) Fortunately, however, no significant problems arose in this re= 
gard. 

The Joint Committee in Malawi took quite some time to start its work, and did not 
meet before December 1961. It then appointed a small drafting committee which 
met for a series of discussions during the following February. The actual ~raft 

had been made by the Treasurer, but when the Joint Conrnittee met on 
21 February 1962 it was inrnediately clear that some major differences of opinion 
existed between the DRC representatives and those of Nkhoma Synod. These con= 
cerned such matters as the use of profits from Departments and the motive for 
maintaining various departments (Nkhoma objected to the phrase "the motive shall 
never be material gain only"). In some instances consensus or at least agreement 
was reached, in others the division was so strong that the draft Deed coming from 
the Joint Committee was really the view of the b 1 ack members of Nkhoma Synod and 
not of the Joint Conrnittee as such. 172 ) On the whole it was clear that any point 
which seemdd to show that the DRC wished to retain control was totally unaccept= 
able to Nkhoma. This applied especially to any moral bindings of Nkhoma to first 
reach consensus with the DRC, or even to consult them before taking important de= 
cisions such as disposing of the property to be handed over to them or using build= 
ings for purposes other than what they were originally erected for. 

On the question of handing over property the original idea of doing so gradually 
(as in the GAC Constitution) was found to be unacceptable, impractical and com= 
plicated. AH felt it would be best if everything was taken over simultaneously. 

170. DRC Synod Acta, 1961, pp. 78, 79, 552. For GMC intimations, motivated e;;= 
planations--aiiCf recommendations see pp. 553, 572, 605, 663f; on fraternal 
interview, p. 79; GMC report to Synod, p. 494. 

171 . CCA S5 1/4/5: Nyasa subconrnittee min. 2, entry for 13/3/1962. 
172. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 39: Copy Steytler to Mission seer., 24/4/1962. 
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With these "recorrrnendati ons" before it the Nyasa subcorrrni ttee of the GMC and 
later members of the GMC, in consultation with the Synod Actuary, Dr JD Vorster, 
and the DRC Synodical Committee for Oversight and Control drew up a Deed and 
finalised it for approval by Nkhoma. 173) 

Meanwhile the GMC had been requested to send another deputation to attend the 
Synod of Nkhoma due to meet in April 1962 and the same delegates who fonned the 
1961 deputation were reappointed with the addition of Rev. PJJS Els, then Home 
Mission Secretary. In addition a list of names of all DRC per~onnel serving in 
Malawi had been drawn up as well as a formal document, a "Deed of Transfer", by 
wnich all the orddined missionaries would be handed over td Nkhoma Synod to serve 
as ministers of the Synod in the ministry of the CCAP. For the lay workers a 
"Letter of Commendation" was drawn up by which they could transfer their member= 
ship to the CCAP while serving under Nkhoma Synod. 174 ) 

On 19 April 1962 the Mission Council convened for its eighty-fifth and last meet= 
ing. The DRC Mission in Malawi had come to the end of an era and would henceforth 
cease to function as an entity in its own right. While this was so, the Council 
minuted that this did not mean that it regarded the task of the DRC in Malawi as 
completed, but would continue in a joint witness with the local Church. 175 ) The 
Council discussed the proposed Deed of Agreement which, with a few minor alter= 
ations, was forwarded as its proposal to the Nkhoma Synod. 176 ) 

The Council held its last session on 23 April. Pro~ AC van Wyk conducted the 
closing ceremony and used 2 Tim. 2:13 as his text. The next morning Nkhoma Synod 
<;.Q.nvened and less than two months later, from 12-16 June, at its first meeting, 
the new General Administrative Corrrnittee took over the task of the Mission Council. 

The Deed of Agreement was approved by Nkhoma Synod with only a few amendments. 
One of these was that the word "missionaries" was to be replaced by "personnel". 
This signified their new status as workers seconded to serve within and under a 
sister Church and no longer as missionaries of a sending Church. Another important 
amendment was the alteration of the wording in certain secti.ons so that there 
would be no binding of Nkhoma Synod, legally or even morally, concerning the 

173. CCA S5 1/4/5: Nyasa subcommittee, min. 2, entry for 13/3/1962; 1/1/11: 
GMC min. 7, entry for 20/3/1962. 

174. The greatest majority of lay workers subsequently requested a transfer of 
membership (MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 25: Nyasa subcommittee report, 1962). 

175. Council minutes 85/1962, pp. 1330 f. 
176. For final text of the Deed with further amendments by Nkhoma Synod included 

in a footnote see Council minutes 85/1962, pp. 1331-36. For text of Deed 
in Chewa see Zolamulira, 1970, pp. 223-30. 
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future use or possible disposal of properties to be received from the DRC. 

The Deed covered the relationship between Nkhoma Synod and the DRC, personnel 
supplied by the latter and their relation to the Church, including procedure in 
event of a case of discipline arising against one of them, transfer, administra= 
tion, control and use of property and financial assets formerly held by the DRC, 
and the representation of the URC on the GAC. 177 ) . 

Thereafter, or. Friday 21 April 1962, follo~1ed a very solemn moment v1hen 
Prof. AC van Wyk, shortly before elected Chai nnan of the General Mission Commit= 
tee of the DRC, read out the Deed of Transfer of thirteen DRC missionaries to 

389 

the ministry of the CCAP. Each were given a copy of the Deed to be handed in at 
the congregation where he was serving and thereupon the Moderator of Nkhoma Synod, 
Rev. JS Mwale, received them into the ministry of the CCAP to serve within the 
Synod of Nkhoma. In a short address he expressed gratitude and appreciation for 
all that had been done adding the plea that the door to the mother should not 
henceforth be closed, but that assistance and co-operation should continue. 178 ) 

The ceremony was concluded by singing from Hymn (Nyimbo) No. 221:1 and 3 
(Psalm 134) and a prayer by Rev. LN Mataka, Vice-Moderator of Nkhoma Synod. The 
Deed of Transfer was signed on behalf of Nkhoma Synod by the Moderamen, 
Revs. JS Mwale, LN Mataka, KJ Mgilvli (Secretary) and PR Smit (Vice-Secretary). The 
four representatives from the GMC had been authorised by the DRC of South Africa 
to sign on its behalf. 

Finally Nkhoma Synod recorded a vote of thanks to the DRC for the work that had 
been done ever since AC Murray and TCB Vlok had arrived bringing the Gospel into 
their country. 179) 

Although it was an occasion of great historic significance for Nkhoma Synod, not 
/ . 

all were equally happy with what had occurred. The NSTA immediately expressed 
its dissatisfaction in the following telegram to the Moderator: "Constitution 
and Deed not acceptable MSTA Teachers and royal (sic) members will urge end DRCM 

177. The final Deed as amended by Nkhoma Synod was in due course approved by 
the GMC and signed by the four members of the Moderamen of the DRC of 
South Africa on 12/2/1963 and by the Moderamen of Nkhoma Synod on 
9/11/1963. Certain further amendments were negotiated in 1964 and 1965 
and a revised Deed signed in 1971. Signed copies in CCA S5 15/6/11/9. 

178. For text of his speech as well as that of Prof. van Wyk and of the Deed of 
Transfer and names of the thirteen ordained persons see document in 
CCA S5 15/6/12/4 (in Afrikaans). Signed copies of the Deed of Transfer 
in 15/6/9 /4. 

179. Nkhoma Synod 1962, min. 23. 
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Nyasaland 11
•
180) There were some who evidently wanted to see the DRC completely 

eliminated in Malawi and who saw in the GAC constitution and the Deed of Agree= 
ment a perpetuation of the old DRCM. Three days after adoption of the Deed of 
Agreement and the transfer of the thirteen ordained missionaries, a member of 
NSTA by then holding an important position in the Government, wrote to the DRCM 
Superintendent that "all people (who are) interested in the progress of the C.C.A.P. 
Mkhoma Synod, and are members of the same, emphatically reject the present Con= 
stitution and the Deed of Agreement". Hence, the letter continued, their inten= 
tion was-to totally affiliate ourselves with Livingstonia Synod and have nothing to 
do with the D.R.C.M.~ Three days later a report appea1~d in the Malawi News of 
3 May 1962 stating that "sources close to Malawi News in the C.C .A.P. had revealed 
that African members of the CCAP had "rejected the Constitution for union with 
the Dutch Reformed Church Missions" . The DRC allegedly rejected the constitution 
drawn by the CCAP and tried to impose their own constitution on the Africans, 
but the CCAP members rejected it and der.ided to exclude the DRC and "join hands 
with Livingstonia Mission into C.C.A.P.•. 181 ) 

It is not difficult to see the obvious connection between the NSTA, the letter 
and the news report. It is also clear that, reading the letter and the report 
together, the meaning of the report was that a group of individuals were not 
happy with the decisions of Nkhoma Synod and were threatening to transfer member= 
ship to Livingstonia Synod. On the other hand the newspaper rep~rt on its own 
created the impression that Nkhoma Synod as such had rejected unity with the DRC 
and had decided to join Livingstonia Synod. It was in this sense that nev1s media 
in South Africa took over the report, and furthermore made it to appear as if the 
DRC had handed all its work in Malawi over to another Mission, that of the Pres= 
byterian Church and had totally withdrawn. These impressions caused much con= 
fusion and consternation in Malawi and even more in South Afri ca where the reports 
made news headlines. Immediate steps were taken by the DRC Mission Office, the 
Council of South African Churches of Reformed Confes sion and the DRC Information 
Service to rectify the situation and put the whole matter in the right perspect= 
ive. The Editor of the Nkhoma Synod Magazine Kuunika likewise published a state= 
ment to this effect. 182) ---

180. Quoted in CCA S5 15/6/10/6: Hugo to Mission seer . , 9/5/1962. 
181. Ibid., Hugo to Mission seer., 9/5/1962 with attached copy: JZU Tembo to 

Hugo, 30/4/1962. 
182. Cf. MNA Nkhoma papers, Box 25: Nyasa Mission subcommittee report, 

30/6/1962. For statement of Council of SA Churches of Reformed Confession 
see DK, 13/6/1962, pp. 800F. 
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In spite of such protests the GAC convened for its first meeting on Tuesday, 
"12 June 1962, with 2S members present, twelve of whom were Malawians, and took 
over control of all departments and other auxiliary services on behalf of Nkhoma 
Synod. The first office bearers were Revs. KJ Mgawi, Chairman, GF Hugo, Vice
Chairman, AC Human, Secretary and Mr AW Mnthambala, Vice-Secretary. Additional 
members on the Executive were Mr J Gwengwe and Dr CJ Blignaut. The DRC was re= 
presented on the GAC by the newly appointed Liaison Officer, Rev. GF Hugo, and 
by the Synod Treasurer, Mr GC Reyneke. A variety of matters concerning various 
departments were dealt with and a budget for the remaining half of 1962 drawn up. 
It was also agreed to record all minutes in English. 183 ) 

DRCM assets to 
over all 

In the meantime the necessary arrangements for the transfer of the 
Nkhoma Synod were also completed and on 1 July 1962 the Synod took 
properties, stocks and assets, valued to a tota Y of K628 986. 184 ) The Incoroora= 
tion of Nkhoma Synod took a while longer, but by March the following year this 
had also been finalised and all free arx:l leasehold properties duly registered in 
the name of the Synod . 18S) 

The decision taken by Nkhoma Synod marked the beginning of a new era in its his= 
tory, and the establishment of its GAC a new phase in the work of the Church. 
But it soon became evident that neither the GAC constitution nor the Deed of 
Agreement could be regarded as final and both were amended and revised several 
times in the course of the following decade. There were several areas which soon 
showed up as weaknesses in the original constitution. The first one, highlighted 
by the renewed agitation of NSTA, was the continued presence of the DRC and the 
relatively high proportion of DRC personnel represented on the GAC . The initial 
protest of NSTA appeared to be aimed particularly against the wording in 
section III(2)(a) of the GAC constitution: "The GAC will be a channel through 
which the Mkhoma Synod and the DRC in South Africa urx:lertake joint missionary 
work". In their eyes this constitution only changed the name DRCM, but it 1~as 
still the DRCM. 186 ) In open defiance and in a spirit of rebellion the NSTA went 
further than ever before and announced a boycott of all Church activities by 

183. The Mission council minutes had been recorded in Afrikaans. From 
November 1964 on, a 11 minutes .were to be kept in Chew a, fo 11 owing a decision 
of the Nkhoma Synodical committee (GAC min. E.S97, entry for 30/11/1964). 

184. CCA SS 1/4/S: Nyasa subcommittee min. 3, entry for 29/1/1963. This exclud= 
ed the Printing Dept stock of K24000 which at that stage was still tied up 
in the joint enterprise with the DRCM i~ Zambia (cf. Zolamulira, 1970, 
p. 231). 

18S. GAC executive, min. E.26, entry for 1/3/1963. 
186. CCA SS lS/6/10/6: Hugo to Mission seer., 9/S/1962 and 11/6/1962. 
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teachers in the Synod until their demands for a new constitution and for greater 
representation of teachers in the GAC were met. 187 ) While the Synod would not 
give way to such demands, certain changes were proposed in the GAC constitution 
concerning representation and membership of the GAC which effectively reduced the 
numerical presence and effective influence of DRC personnel. These changes were 
brought about by "an almost abnormal fear for anything which might seem like dual 
control or domination by the home Church". 188) 

This also affected a second problem area, namely the position.and role of the 
Liaison Officer. Initially this was not clearly set out and defined and in due 
course Synod set about to rectify this matter. His position as official corres= 
pondent with the DRC was to be changed as well, all correspondence becoming the 
task of the General Secretary of Synod. 

A third problem area was the fact that the GAC was such a strong committee with 
so much influence and power that there was the danger of it dominating even Synod 
itself, thus undermining the authority of the latter. Changes to the effect of 
bringing the full Synodical Committee into the GAC were to be introduced ~ater, 
and eventually, in 1971, the GAC itself was to be abolished and replaced by a 
Joint Financial Committee of Synod on which the DRC was also to have direct re= 
presenta~i on. 

Finally, an interesting aspect of the new order which was introduced in 1962 was 

the creation of the post of General Secretary. This was a semi-permanent full
time appointment and replaced the former Clerk or Secretary of Synod. The duties 
of Secretary of Synod were 0utlined by Nkhoma Synod in 1960,189 ) but when the GAC 
was established he was also appointecf as its secretv·y and the name of the post 
changed from Secretary of Synod to General Secretary, the post becoming a full
time post with offices at Nkhoma and salaried by Synod. 190 ) The General Secretary 

was appointed permanently until such time as Synod might deem it necessary to re= 
place him, but according to the Synod Constitution the Synod Secretary was elected 
at every meeting of Synod. While this appeared to be a discrepancy, Synod was to 
declare in 1966 that there was no contradiction since it would be up to Synod to 
decide at each meeting whether to replace or keep the General Secretary. 191 ) 

187. Tension between the Church leaders and NSTA was to continue, several times 
flaring up into open confrontation over some or other issue. The NSTA was 
finally banned by Goverrvnent Order in August 1970. 

188. CCA SS 15/6/10/7: Burger to Mission seer , 28/11/1963. 
189. Nkhoma Synod 1960, min. 258. 
190. Ibid., 1964, min. S3; GAC constitution, Section II 4(b). 
191. Nkhoma Synod 1966, min. S214(a). 
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This wa!: !:till not satisfactory since it confronted the General Secretary with 393 
the prospect of possibly being ousted from his post after only two years. Hence 
Synod was to agree in 1972 that election of a General Secretary would take place 
only every six years when a person could either be re-elected or replaced. 

This was a compromise in which the obvious danger could be avoided of a person 
holding the post permanently as was the case with Blantyre and Livingstonia Synods 
where the General Secretary became not only extre~ely powerful, but could not be 
dismissed easily. Thus it could become possible for the General Secretary to act 
in an autocratic or even dictatorial way, or take decisions on his own which 
should be the prerogative of Synod, thus flouting some fundamental principles of 
the Presbyterian Church order. 

As a matter of fact, this office of General Secretary combined with Synod 
Secretary was, from a Reformed as well as Prebyterian point of view, something 
alien. In neither the DRC nor in the Church of Scotland does this exist. The 
rudiments of Presbyterian and Reformed Church orders do not provide for any such 
permanent or semi-permanent office, which is akin to episcopalian rule. The govern~ 
ment of the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches is in the hands of the presbyters, 
or elders, meeting in Synod. Furthermore, the Synod Secretary in Reformed 
Churches is neither a permanent nor a full-time office, but a post held by a 
person, normally a minister who, as a member of a Synod, represents a particular 
congregation and is elected to this office for the course of the meeting of Synod 
and normally thereafter continues as secretary of the Standing and Synodical Com= 
mittee until such time as Synod shall meet again to elect its next office bearers. 

For the administrative side of its work Reformed Synods usually appoint an ad= 
ministrative officer {Saakgelastigde in the DRC) which is a permanent and full
time appointment, but this person is an employee of Synod, does not have session 
with voting powers on either Synod or Synodical Corrmittee meetings and can only 
execute such duties as are conferred upon him by Synod. In this way it is not 

. ----possible for one . person to hold a permanent, virtually legislative position of 
power in the Church, something which Reformed and Presbyterian Churches have: al= 
ways sought to avoid. 

This development came about partly because of the precedent already set by the 

other~wo Synods in the CCAP and partly because the erroneous notion existed t~at 

this Geheral Secretary was to replace the former Superintendent of the Mission 
which had been al permanent and full-time apoointment192 ) (even the house formerly 

192. Nkhoma Synod in 1~79 in so many words stated its view that the General 
Secretary "took the place of the Mission Superintendent" (min. Sl411. 
Transl. from Chewa). 
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occupied by the Superintendent of the Mission at Nkhoma was allotted to the new 
General Secretary). It perhaps also satisfied a more deepseated desire in the 
Church within the African traditional context for a figure they could regard as 
the leader and to whom power is more or less willingly delegated. This desire 
to create an office akin to that of a bishop can be appreciated especially in 
the context of the Church in Africa, but then perhaps not as a permanent appoint= 
ment, and with the emphasis on the pastoral and spiritual functions of such an 
office - a kind of spiritual father figure. 

Nevertheless, this is an area in which the Church will have to take careful stock 
of its position, because - from Biblical ard Reformed points of view - there is 
only one Head of the Church, Jesus Christ. Hence one of the most fundamental 
motives in the Reformation had been to do away with a human headship as exemplified 
in the Pope. No Moderator or General Secretary should ever assume the position 
of, or be cal led "head" of the Church ard for one member of the Church to hold a 
position of power and authority in a permanent or semi-permanent capacity could 
bring this about. It would appear that the solution to this problem would be to 
separate the office of Synod Secretary from that of administrative officer of the 
Synod, the latter being merely an employee of the Synod and not holding any voting 
executive or legislative powers (assumed or real). He would act only upon in= 
struction of the Synod ard exercise his administrative duties urder supervisior. 
of Synod to which body he remains responsible. 193 ) 

The concept that the General Secretary is necessary because he replaces the 
former Superintendent of the Mission is equally erroneous ard should never have 
arisen. Perhaps here the Mission is more to blame for so long having remained a 
powerful ard authoritative structure, independent of the Church. When the Mission 
was finally di sso l veci ard the Church took over the work the powerful and i nfl uen= 
tial status of Superintendent was assumed by the General Secretary on the pre= 
sumption that the Church had now taken over the Mission. Mission ard Church ought 
rather to have grown more closely together over a longer period, the functions 
performed by the Mission integrating into the Church in a more gradual way . Then 
it would have been easier to avoid such an unfortun?te development since the 
Church would have already bePn in a position of g~~a~er authority and would no~ 
have required the status symbol of a General Secretary to prove its newly acquired 

power . 

193. In 1977 Nkhoma Synod did in fact agree (m~n. S 1169) tha~ t~e post of 
General Secretary was not in accordance with Reformed principles ard ~hat 
the General Secretary should become a permanent employee of Synod, while 
one of the delegates to every Synod would be elected t~ the separate post 
of Synod Secretary. Since this necessitated a change in t~e Synod con= 
stitution the matter was to be finalised at the 1979 meeting of Synod, but 
nothing t~ this effect appears in the minutes of this meeting and the status 
quo appears to be continuing. \ 
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The f~ct that the Nkhoma Synod of the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian 
took over full control of the work in 1962 was neither incidental nor unforeseen. 
When the DRCM started work seventy-three years previously the ideal of one day 
seeing an African Church established in its own right was already present. Thus, 
in 1903 already, the first steps towards e~tablishing a Church organisation had 
been.taken. The presence and influence of the two Scottish Missions, particular= 
ly that of Livingstonia Mission as well as th~ development of a detailed Policy 
on Mission by the DRC in 1935, helped to crystallise the ideal of a self-support= 
ing, self-governing and self-expanding Church. Also it has been noted that 
in Reformed Theology the concept, that a Church, once established, was essentially 
autonomous from thP beainninq, was somewhat blurred by the Anglo-American Mission= 

ary concepts of the "three-selves" as an ideal to be striven towards and only 
reached over a relatively long period, so that these became to ;ome extent con= 
ditional for genuine autonomy. 

Nevertheless in the case of Nkhoma Synod it was already clear in 1926 that this 
was a Church. in its owa right and no longer subject to any veto power of an out= 
side body. Although missionaries continued to play a role which not only, put them 
in the position of guiding and leading the Church, but of still controlling it to 
a large extent, the course was nevertheless clearly set towards the goal of a 
Church which shou1d become fully and truly autonomous. This was the basic reason= 
ing behind the earlier policy of the DRCM of not having missionaries become mem= 
bers of the young Church, but of remaining more to the side as advisers who could 
gradually withdraw. Then the national leadership in the Church would come into 
its own right. Had the missionaries become full members, a situation might have 
been created wherein the expatriates could continue to dominate and compete for 
leadership. 

In this respect the DRCM differed from the two Scottish Missions and so conflict= 
ing were the views that the CCAP was, in fact, at one stage in danger of splitting. 
A crisis was averted b~ the compromise reached in the Constitution of 1956. 

The fact that the DRCM changed its policy not many years later should be seen not 
as an admission of bad judgement, but as a recognition of the autonomy of the 
Church that had grown out of its work. Once thE( Church indicated that it wa~ in 
the best interests of the work and to the greater well-being of the Chu'rch if 
missionaries become full members, this was granted in spite of it being a strange 
and new concept in DRC mission thinking. By granting this the General Mission 
Co11111ittee had emphasised that it was not to be seen as a departure from its es= 
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tablished policy, but rather as the logical conclusion to that very policy. With 
the establishment of an autonomous "sister" Church, that Church fully upheld its 
right to determine for itself in what relationship fraternal workers from the 
older Church would stand to itself. From a principial point of view the essential 
spiritual unity of the two Churches provided the grounds for such an arrangement. 

Yet this attainment was not something which came about smoothly and without 
tension and stress. The young Church was eager to take over the reigns, the 
older reluctanc to hand over too quickly. It is obvious that the DRCM had made 
mistakes in this process, while certain individuals in the Nkhoma Synod were per= 
haps too impatient and perhaps to a certain extent politically motivated in cam= 
paigning for autonomy. 

~n 1961 the Chairman of the Mission Council pointed out a number of the more 
serious failures in the work of the DRCM. 194 ) Of these the first and perhaps one 
of the more serious shortcomings was that the DRCM had not progressed fast enough 
in training and qualifying leaders to take over the work, thus seriously hamper= 
ing progress towards full autonomy. 

Secondly, the patP.rnalistic attitude of missionaries revealed in their wanting to 
do too much for the people and too little with them had lead to increasing resent= 
ment. In the initial stages of the work paternalism might have been understand= 
able but it became a major stumbling block in due course. Coupled to this is the 
particular ideological bias in the area of racial and social relations which caus= 
ed the DRCM to be rather slower than other Missions in accepting the fact that 
there was need for change in attitude as well as in many practical aspects. 

Thirdly, the Mission organisation had grown so large that it made the DRCM all 
the more hesitant to hand over. At the same time the burden the young Church 
would have to shoulder could have had dire effects on its life and progress. In 
this respect the apparent position of power held by the Mission Council and its 
handling of so many funds gave further offence and raised questions in the minds 
of people. 

Finance as such was a further problem. The financial system of the Mission had 
become far too complicated, making it so much more difficult to hand over. The 
Central Fund of the Mission to which all profits of Departments were channeled, 
wrongly created the impression that it was there also for the personal benefit 
and comfort of the missionaries, hence the tension which arose over the purpose 

194. Cf. o~ening speech: Ons sending by die kruispaaie (Council minutes, 84/1961, 
p. 1279). Copy of full text in CCA S5 15/6/10/6. 
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and use of these profits in the negotiations for establishing the General Ad= 
ministrative Corrvnittee. 

The very fact of the continued existence of so many departments under the control 
of the Mission was a fifth problem . Some had long served their purpose, others 
ought perhaps to have been transformed into limited companies sooner, yet their 
continued existence created not only wrong impressions as to · their purpose, but 
were a further cause of resentment when the Missfori was not prepared to hand them 
over. Once they were handed over, the fear of the DRC was largely realised. 
They became a great burder. to the Church and many soon became a loss financially, 
contributing very little to the real progress of the Church, both materially and 
spiritually . 

Perhaps a further mistake was to have allowed so many Mission schools to lose 
their Christian character, becoming mere institutions of secular learning. This 
was partly due to the Mission having stopped training teachers for unassisted 
schools. Furthermore the continued existence of unassisted schools under the 
care of the young Church was to become an added burden. In due course the obvious 
thing to do was to hand over all education to the Government. The problem of 
losing influence over the schools, which had always been the traditional cropping 
fields for recruiting Church members, should have been tac kled more emphatically 
from the angle of Christian education, Bible teaching through various other chan= 
nels open to the Church and through the faster development of youth work, parti = 
cularly at congregational level. 

A last negative factor mentioned in the speech of the Chairman of the Council was 
the fact that missionaries tended to give the impression that they were going to 
stay on indefinitely. Because there was so much blessing upon their work and be= 
cause they found a deep happiness and satisfaction i n their labours, the notion 
was perhaps created that they had dug themselves in so much they would never leave. 
Furthermore large numbers of workers continued to flow in, whether the Church de= 
sired their presence or not. This was, no doubt, another cause of resentment. 
Hence one of the points clearly laid down in the Deed of Agreeme·nt was that the 
DRC would in future only send workers as and when requested to do so by Nkhoma 
Synod and that the Synod had the right to terminate the services of any worker if 
such a person became redundant or could be replaced effectively by a Malawian. 

In spite of such failures and weaknesses of the DRCM the Nkhoma Synod had by 1962, 
after seventy-three years of work, grown into a strong and virile Church counting 
80 000 corrmunicant members, with 34 000 catechumens undergoing instruction, while 
200 000 souls were estimated to be in the care of fifty-two congregations under 
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the leadership of thirty- seven ordained mi nisters and 1236 elders. 195 ) 

In compar i son to ot her fie ld s of the DRCM work, Nk homa Synod had been the most 

fruit ful of all , with an average 5% annua l growth rate in membership over half a 
century, thereby outstri pping even i ts two sister Syn ods . 

In other ways Nkhoma Synod also ga ined pre-eminence in the f am il y of Reformed 

Churches wh i ch grew out of the mis sion endea vours of the DRC. It was the first 

to take ever contro l of al l work as a ful ly au ton omous Church. It had deve l oped 
a high degree of self-suffici ency being fin anc i al ly tota ll y independent on con~ 

gregationa l and presbyt ery l evel s , paying the sa l aries of all nationa l workers , 
i.e. ministers , evan ge li st s and certa in categor i es of t eachers . It was at that 
stage, in 1962 , more ca pu ble of taking over the rei gns than probab ly any other of 

the younger Reformed Churches in Southern Afri ca. Furthermore it had broken new 
ground in negot i ating the mat t er of memb ership of DRC personne l and was the first 
to secure such an ar ran geme nt . It was to be mo re th an ten yea rs before the 

General Synod of the DRC agreed (in 1974 ) to such an arrangement as a general 

princip l e for work with all of the yo unger Churches in the fa mil y of Reformed 
Churches. 

The establishment of t he Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian in 1924 with 

Nkhoma joining i n 1926 should be seen as one of the mo re significant events in 
the history of Chris t i anity on the African continent. A church uni on was thus 

negotiated which was abl e to stand the test of ma ny years , in spite of severe 

tensions and di f fere nces both on practical issues and on theological matters 

amongst the con~ ti tuent Presbyteries and later Synods, as well as their respective 

Missions. Moreover , thi s union was of great mutual benefit t o all concerned. 

Nkhoma was ab l e to contribute an evangel ica l and spi r itual emphas is as well as 

provide a certa in theol og i ca l conservati sm and orthodoxy not always so evident 

amongst some of t he other Synods . At the same time the experience of growing 

within one strong Chu rch in which the other Synods were generally speaking a step 

ahead in l eaders hip and autonomy was doubtlessly a continuing incentive. to Nkhoma. 
The methods and approach of the Scotti sh Mi ss ions and the particular imprint they 

left on t hei r res pective Synods, as well as the precedent of successfully imple= 

menting the hand i ng ove r of all responsibility to the Church and of missionaries 

becoming members, was an excellent preparation for Nkhoma when it chose to follow 

the same road. Thi s opened the way for other Churches within the family of Refo rm= 

ed Churches in Southe rn Africa to follow the example of Nkhoma, notably those in 

195. Cf. MNA Nkhoma papers , Box 25: Nyasa Mission subcommittee report, 30/6/1962. 
Figures include congregataons in Zimbabwe then still under Nkhoma Synod. 
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On the national front the work in and through Nkhoma Synod had over nearly three
quarters of a century contributed in many ways to the development of the people 
and nation of Malawi. Not only was the light of the Gospel spread over a large 
portion of the country, bringing with it the liberating effects innate in Christ= 
ianity, 196 ) but the cause of Christendom was also served in no $mall way as a 
Church with a strong Biblical foundation came into existence, drawing members 
from a considerable portion of the population. 

The work done in the field of education was equally significant. Criticism can 
be brought to bear on the fact that not enough was done towards higher education, 
which - particularly in later years - proved t66e a growing disadvantage towards 
the goal of establishing a capable leadership in the Church. Yet the educational 
program was of such a nature that it brough basic education and literacy to a 
very large proportion of the population which fel1 within the sphere of Nkhoma 
Synod. It could be said that there was a time when a higher percentage of school 
age persons did, in fact, acquire at least some degree of literacy than 1n later 
years when education had largely come into the hands of the Government. The Bible 
reading migrant worker from Nyasaland, carrying this Book with him wherever he 
travelled, was recognised and praised all over Southern Africa for his honesty, 
dependability and hard work. 

Contributions were made in other fields as well. Over the years medical work had 
gained widespread repute and the hospital at Nkhoma became one of the best known 
in the country. The emphasis on producing and distributing literature especially 
in the vernacular brought booklets on a wide var:ety of subjects within reach 
of many peasants and rural dwellers. The translation of the Bible into Chewa was 
undoubtedly one of the great achievements of the Church, and in this respect the 
Synod of Nkhoma has the right to be proud of the contribution by its people and 
its missionaries. 

The emphasis on indv>trial work and the development of industries and agricultural 
methods suitable to the local environment and village life, undoubtedly contributed 
to the general development of the people and ·helped enhance an industrious spirit 
amongst them. Likewise the emphasis laid on work amongst girls and women bore 
its fruit over the years, improving both the spiritual and the material standards 
of individual and of family life. 

196. Cf. H Berkhof: Christ the meaning of history, p. 8lff. 
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There are nl ~ o areas of weakness in the contribution of Nkhoma Synod. Although 
there were notable exceptions, a relatively small number of its pe.ople contributed 
to the national and political development of the nation. This was undoubtedly due 
to the policy of providing education on a wide base, but not to a very high level. 
The emphasis on promoting and upholding the cultural identity of the people (e.g. 
the mother tongue was used in education) had merit, but the limited education pro
vided in English limited the role people from Nkhoma Synod could play in national 

affairs. 

The political processes of the fifties and early sixties revealed another area of 
weakness. The emphasis on the Reformed view of the sovereignty of State and 
Church limits the role of the Church to that of the prophetic voice of conscience 
to the State, but not endeavouring to prescribe in matters of practical p0litics. 
Yet it became clear that not enough had been done to prepare the people for thei r 
role as Christian citizens of the State, especially once they were to attain 
political independence. The result was that even amongst some leaders i n the 
Church there were those who initially took up a negative attitude towards politics 
and refused to participate in any way. 

In spite of such points of criticism there can be little doubt that the contribu= 
tion of Nkhoma Synod to the national development and thus to the history of the 
nation ~as by no means insignificant. It is equally clear that it was to continue 
making a manifold contribution towards the development of the nation of the new 
State, Malawi . Likewise it should in future continue to do so as it seeks to fulfil 
its task and role as Church of Jesus Christ in this world, in obedience to Him who 
is the Head of the Church and in response to His example as the Servant who came 
to seek and to save those who were lost and thereby to set up His Kingdom which, 
while becoming vis i ble on this earth, "is not of this world " , John 18 :36. Herein 
lies the supreme task and vocation of His Church. For this Kingdom the Church 

must live and for this Kingdom its people must be prepared to die. 
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